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Major changes to this edition 

Chapter 1: Broadened to a review of the 

political, economic and social factors that 
help us compare, wi th an expanded section 
on classifying polit ical systems. 

Chapter 2: Includes new discussion of quasi
states and de (acto states, and a new section 

on g lobaliza tion and challenges to the state. 

Chapter 3: Expanded coverage of 
e-democracy, liberal democracy, and civil 
liberties, and a new section on the contem

porary problems facing democracies. 

Chapter 4: Includes a new section on hybrid 
regimes, reorganized coverage of forms of 
authori tarian states, and an expanded clos
ing section on corruption. 

Chapter 5: O pens with a new section on the 
changing face of comparative polit ics. 

Chapter 6: A substantial revision of the 
former Chapter 19 on comparative methods, 

with new material on empirical and norma
tive approaches, and on political p rediction. 

Chapter 7: More focus on the relationship 
between constitutions and courts, with 

revised d iscussion on the character and 
durabili ty of consti tutions. 

Chapter 8: Expanded discussion about the 
functions of leg islatures, the nature of rep 

resentation, and legislatures in authoritarian 
systems. 

Chapter 9: Expanded coverage of semi
presidential and authoritarian systems, 
and new material on heads of state and 
g overnment. 

(Continued) 

This is a book designed to introduce students to the study of 
comparative politics. The goal of the new edition is the same 
as that of its predecessors: to provide a wide-ranging and ac
cessible guide for courses and modules in this fascinating and 
essential sub-field of p<)litical science. 

As before, the book takes a thematic approach centred 
on liberal democracies and authoritarian states, and divides 
the chapters into three groups. 

• The ftrst group (Chapters 1-6) provides the foundations, 
\vith a review of key concepts followed by chapters on 
the state , democr.tcics, authoritarian systems> theoretical 
approaches, and comparative methods. 

• The second group (Chapters 7-12) focuses on institutions. 
It opens with a chapter on constitutions that assesses the 
power maps that help us make sense of how institutions 
work and relate to o ne another. This is followed by 
chapters on the major institutions, and a closing chapter 
on political culture that helps us understand the broader 
context within which they operate. 

• T he third group (Chapters 13- 19) looks at wider 
political processes, beginning with a survey chapte r on 
political participation and then at political communica
tion, parties, elections, voters> and interest groups. The 
book ends with a ohapter on the o utput of politics: 
public policy. 

The addition of a new co-author ine,~tably results in 
more than the usual army of modifications. The challenge 
we set ourselves in this new edition was to remain true to 
the personality of its predecessors, and to meet d1e needs 
of students and instructors in many different settings while 
integrating fresh perspectives on the study of comparative 
politics. 

There have been important changes in both content and 
approaclh: 

Structure: The major structural change &om d1e last edition 
lies in the <>rdeting of the chapters: where those on institu
tions formerly came towards the end of the book, they have 
been moved to the middle, preceding the chapters on partici
pation, communication, parties, elections, inter<.'St groups, and 
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Major changes to this edition 
(Continued) 

Chapter 10: Re-ordered content, with 
reduced d iscussion of new public manage
ment to make room fo r expanded coverage 

of a-government. 

Chapter 11: Expanded coverage of unitary 
systems comes earlier in the chapter, and a 
new section compares uni tary and federal 

systems. 

Chapter 12: Includes new discussion of The 
Clash of Civilizations, and of the effect of the 
internet on political culture. 

Chapter 13: Significantly re-ordered, with 
new discussion of the reasons why people 
participate ih politics. 

Chapter 14: Also significantly re-ordered, 
with expanded discussion of the role and 

effects of social media. 

Chapter 15: Extended section on party 
systems moved to the beginning o f the 
chapter, and new material injected on par
t ies in authoritarian regimes. 

Chapter 16: Includes more detail on elec

t ion types, notably majority systems and 
proportional representation. 

Chapter 17: Includes a new section on voter 
choice, with expanded coverage of voter 
turnout and of voters in authoritarian states. 

Chapter 18: Includes new coverage of think
tanks, a reorganized discussion of channels of 
influence, and a review of social movements. 

Chapter 19: formerly a chapter titled The Poli

cy Process, this includes new coverage of the 
effectS of the resource curse in poorer states. 

PREFACE Xlli 

policy. We felt that it was important to begin with 'broad view' 
chapters before looking at institutions and at mobilization and 
participatio-n. The former Chapter 19 on the comparative 
method has been transformed into a new and more detailed 
Chapter 6 o n research methods, and all d1t chapters have been 
internally re-organized so as to improve their clarity. 

Length: T he phenomenon of textbooks that e>.-pand with 
each edition is well known, but oun rermins one of the notable 
exceptions. The last edition was shortt.'r than the one before, 
and - to sharpen the focus on key points - this new edition is 
again slightly reduced in length. 

Features: Sever.U improvement; contribute to a cle-drer and 
more COll!).istent presentation. including more and shorter 
definitions of concepts, new figures and tables designed to 

make complex data easier to absorb, new Focus features de
signed to treat stimulating topics \vithin the text in more 
depth, an opening Preview and Overview for each chapter, 
and new summary sets of Key Arguments. 

Classification of political systems: We have retained the 
broad divis.ion into democracies and authoritarian regimes, 
while providing a more nuanced breakdown of each by using 
the Demo cracy Index maintained by the Economist, and the 
Freedom H ouse ranking Frttdom itJ the H-!lrld. 

Case studies: As with the last edition , this one focuses on 
a selection of case study states, enhanced in the new edition 
to provide .greater political, economic, social, and geographi
cal variety. Five new cases - Brazil, Egypt, Iran, Mexico, and 
N igeria - h ave been added in order to expand coverage of 
Africa and Latin America, to complete the inclusion of all 
five members of th e BRICS group, and to add two Muslim 
states. The cases are as follows: 

Brazil India South Africa 
China Iran Sweden 
Egypt Japan U nited Kingdom 
European Union Mexico United States 
France Nigeria Venezuela 
Germany R ussia 

Writing and developing a book of this kind always involves 
the input and support of an extended team.The aud10rs would 
particularly like to thank Steven Kennedy, who shepherded 
many earlier editions of the book and w•s the lynchpin for the 

changeover to a new line-up of authors; this was one of the last projects Steven 'N'Orked on 
before his retirement in 2014, but Steph en Wenham and lloyd Langman steered the book 
to completion with professionalism and good hnmour.The authors would also like to thank 
the anonymous reviewer.; who provided much valuable feedback on the plarmed changes 
and the fmished chapters. Last but not least, john McCormick sends heanfclt love and 
thanks to Ins wife Leanne and his son; Ian and Stuart for providing a <Titical support system. 
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'['his book co nuins a range of fe-atures designed to ::tid lc:trmng."'rhcsc are oudincd below. 

Previ•w 
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• zso._..s outUne of the 
conttnU of the dlapter. 
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of what to oxpoa In the 
pog" that follow. 

Key arguments 
Each chapter begiM with 
a set of koy •'&"ments. 
dlosen to und...Uno somo 
o# tho ~ lmpo<Unt 
points~ In tho 
diopter. 

Oiscuss;on question'S 
E.och dloptot dosos with 
• sot of open•endod 
discussion questions, 
dtsigned to consolidate 
knowledge by highlighting 
major Issues and to sparlt 
classroom discussions and 
restarch p<ojeCIS. 

Further "'oding 
An onnototed tist of six 
suago>ted readings Is 
included at the end of each 
dlopttf, r~ting some 
of tho most lmportont or 
helpful survoys of tho top;<. 
ond acting os • pointer to 
more doaaed reodings. 
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Overvi.-w 
Each chapter includes an overview of the 
subje<t of the chapttr. placing It within its 
broader context ond lnuodudng some of 
thel<eythemos. 
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Koy concept. 
Designed to help reflect upon and memorise 
key concepts, a complete list or the main 
terms defined in boxes aGross tht preceding 
pages is included at tht end of each chapttr. 
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Concepts 
Tho font time • by ,...., is tMd it appears in boldfaa rod 
ond is Hj)OtOttly defoned. Tho definitions .,. b!j>tos brief ond 
door ., possit*. and t!YefY tenn is listed at 1M Mel of tho 
<Nptor in which ltls fim defined. 

co untt:rfacruah. What would the outcome h.wt" been 

an New Ze;tland had its refOrming elite confronted Jn 
unsy111p:uhcnc )('gal fr:un ework? Would public s.:cror 

reform stall h:tVt! proceeded? \Vhat would our \vorld 

C®nterflctuel: A rhought expcr.anmt sp«Ulu:ms; ou ~ 
\lbk OUftOPlC" If .1 p;amcubr fv:tor h.ld h«:n ~Ill fru.U .l 
protc'". o r .1n .1~nr fxtor hxt bc=cn pnscnt. 

Tables 
Thtso display statistics 0< by features of a topic in tho 
noorby text. Ot summariu lists of sub~ cowrod in tho ttxt. 

TABLE 1 2o <:ontRsung themes of left and nght 

fii 
P•..c.t 
lnttma'IJONiittn 
0omoof<Cy 
Plann,ng and pvbli< 
Ownti"S~ 

Tftdt proraet.on 
Social otcvnty 
Edu«tlon 
Tr6dt Uf'\IOt'lt 

Right 

Armed forces 
National way of tifl! 
Authotity, f'OOf&tity, and th• 

constitution 
Free madcet 
Free trade 
Social harmony 
law and otdet 
Freedom end rights 

,.,_ ISHICI 01'1 a.t'l •n.t)osls of th.e ptogr.nmes ol aeft and ngh.t 
..... ~ pohtlc .. P¥\III"S Mt 50 democracies, 194>-98._ 

~ Ad..,cl from IYdge (2006: 429) 

GUIDE TO LEARNING FEATURES XV 

Focus 
Each chapter includes two Focus feoturtS t1w p<ovlde 
In-depth trNtment ola topic <&ted to tho subject ol tho 
chapter. 
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T his book is accompanied by a fred y accessible website -located at www.palgrave.com/ 
politics/hague - which provides an arr.ay of resources for sntdents and instntcto rs. 

For students 
Guide to Comparative Politics on the Internet 

T his guide helps students navigate their way through the multitude o f resources available 
on the internet related to the comparative study of politics. 

Flashcard Glossary 

These 1\a.shcards help sntdents to test their knowledge of the key terms highlighted and 
defined in each chapter. 

Additional chapter on Political Economy 

Th is online chapter explores the interdi•ciplin ary field of Political Economy. 

For instructors 
Testbank 

T he Testb:mk comprises a series o f pre- prepared multiple choice questions rclated to the 
coverage of each of the book's chapters. 

PowerPoint Slides 

A corresponding set of PowcrPoint slides has been prepared for t•ach individual chapter, 
ready for instructors to adapt and custon-.ize to suit their weekly lectures. 

Video 

New co-author John McConnick intro.duces the new edition and talks about the most 
significant changes to the book. 
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Key concepts 

PREVIEW 
The best place to begin the study of any topic is with an exploration of key 
concepts. Most of the political terms which concern us are embedded in ordi
nary language;government, politics, power and authority are all familiar terms. But 
as we will see - this does not mean that they are easily defmed, or that political 
scientists are agreed on how best to understand or apply them. 

This opening chapter begins with a discussion about the meaning of gov
emmetll and governanee, which are related terms but quite differen t in the ideas 
they convey: the f~nt focuses on institutions wiUle the second focuses on pro
cesses. We then go on to look at politics, whose core features are relatively easy 
to identif)•, but whose boundaries are not so clear: does it imply a search for 
a deci<ion, or a competitive struggle for power? T his is followed by a review 
of the meaning of po1ver, authority, legitimacy and ideology, all of which lie at the 
heart of our understanding of how government and politics work. 

The chapter then examines some of the core purposes o f comparative 
politics; most fundamentally, its study helps us broaden o ur understanding of 
politics and government, taking us beyond the limitation.< inheren t in analysing 
a single p<)litical system. We dten look at the challenges inv<)lved in classifying 
political systems. Classifications help us make better sense of a large, complex 
and changing political world - if we could just develop a typology with which 
everyone could agree. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Key concepts: an 
overview 

• Government and 
governance 

• Politics 

• Power 

• The state, authority, and 
legitimacy 

• Ideology 

• Comparative politics 

• Classifying p olitical 
systems 

The academic study of politics requires few technical terms, but it is useful to identify both a one ·scntcnce 
definition {concepts} and any issues surrounding the term {concep tions). 

The concept of governance is increasingly used in poJitical writing , emphasizing the activity rather than the 
institutions of governing, offering a distinct focus that buifds on, r.ather than supplanting, the more familiar notion 
of government. 

A precise definition of politics is difficult, because the term has muhlpfe nuances. But it is clearly a collective actlvlty, 
leading to decisions affecting an entire group. 

Power is central to politics. But here, again, conceptions arc important. If we see persuasion and manipulation as 
forms of power, the range of the political expands considerably. 

Jdeology has lost its original meaning as the science of ideas, bttt h remains useful as a way of packaging different 
views about the role ot government and the goals of public policy. 

Typologies are important as a means of imposing otder on the variety of the worldS political systems. and helping 
us develop explanations and rules. Unfortunately, no typology has yet won general support. 
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2 CHAPTER 1 

Key concepts: an overview 
In working to understand political terms, we can distin
guish between concepts and conceptions. A concept 
is an idea, term or category such as democracy or power, 
that is best approached with a definition restricted to 
itS inherent characteristics. In trying to understand the 
features which a government must possess in order to 
qualifY as a democracy, for example, we can probably 
agree that some measure of popular control over the 
rulers is essential; if there were no ways of holding the 
government to account, there could be no democ
racy. A good definition of democracy as a concept, in 
this narrow but import'.tnt sense, should be clear and 
concise. 

For its part, a conception builds on a concept by 
describing the understandings, perspectives or interpre
tations of a concept. We might, for instance, conceive 
of democr•cy as self-government, as direct democ
racy, as representative government or as majority rule. 
Conceptions build on definitions by moving to a fuller 
discussion and consideration of alternative positions. 

Concept: A term, idea, or c:ategory. 

Conception: The manne.r in which somethir)g is under
stood or interpreted. 

The book begins with a review of several of the 
most important concepts involved in comparative pol
itics; to be clear on their meanings will provide the 
foundations for understanding the chapters that fol
low. The terms govermnent and politics are routinely used 
interchangeably, but are not necessarily applied cor
reedy, and terms such as power come in several different 
forms. We also need to be clear about the definition 
of the state, and how it relates to authority, legiti
macy, and ideology. What all these concepts have in 
common - apart from the fact that they are central 
to an understanding of the manner in which human 
society is organized and administered - is that the pre
cise definition of their me-.mings is routinely contested. 
T he problem of disputed meanings is found not just 
in political science, but throughout the social sciences, 
and there is even some dispute about the meaning of 
the term social science. It is used here in the context 
of studying and better understanding the organi-lcd 

relations and inter•ctions of people \vithin society: 
the institutions they build, the rules they agree, the 
processes they use, their underlying motives, and the 
results of their interactions. 

Social science: The ~ludy of hurr...ao society at)d of the 
.structured ime-ra.ctions among peopte v.ithin society. LJistirlct 
from the nu-ur:U seienc.es, such as physics and biology. 

Ultimately, we seek to better understand these 
concepts so as to enhance our ability to compare. 
Comparison is one of the most basic of all human 
activities, lying at the heart of almost every choice we 
make in our lives. No surprise, then, that it should be at 
the heart of research in the social sciences. In order to 
better understand human behaviour, we need to exam
ine different cases, examples, and situations in order 
to draw general conclusions about what drives people 
to act the way they do. We can study government and 
political processes in isolation, but we can never really 
hope w fully comprehend them, or be sure that we 
have considered all the explanatory options, without 
comparison. Ordy by looking at government and poli
tics across place and time can we build the context to be 
able to g>.Un a broader and more complete understand
ing. \Vithin this context, comparative politi<-s involves 
the systematic study of the institutions, character, and 
performance of government and political processes in 
different societies. 

Government and governance 
This is a book about comparative government and 
politics, so the logical place to begin our review of 
concept.<i is with the term govemmtflt. Small gnmps 
can reach collective decisions without any special 
procedures; thus the members of a family or sports 
team can reach an understanding by informal dis
cussio n, and these agreements can be self-executing: 
those who make the decision carry it out themselves. 
However, such simple mechanisms are impractical 
for larger unit-s such as cities or states, which must 
devel.o p standard procedures for making and enforcing 
collec tive decisions. By definition, decision-making 
organizations formed for this purpose comprise the 
government: t.he arena for making and enforcing 
collective decisions. 
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Government: The institutions and offic::~ through \vhich 
societies are govemed. AJso used to de-sen be the group of 
people who govern (e.g. the Japanese gove.rnment), 3 specific 
adrtli.niMration (e.g. the Putin gove.rnment). the form of the 
system of rule (e.g. centnlized govermnent), and the nature 
and direction of the adtuhiiMr.ttiou of a cotn.ruunjty (e.g. 
good govermneru). 

In popular use, the term governmmt refers j ust to the 
highest level of political appointments: to presidents, prime 
ministers, legislatures, and others at the apex of power. But 
in a wider conception. government consists of all organi
zatiorts charged with n:-•ching and executing decisions for 
the whole community. By this defmition, the police, the 
armed forces, public servants and judges all form part of 
the government, even though such offic'ials are not neces
sarily appointed by political methods such as elections. In 
this broader conception, government is the entire com
munity of institutions endowed with public authority. 

KEY CONCEPTS 3 

T he classic case for the institution of govern
ment was made in the seventeenth century by the 
philosopher Thomas H obbes (see Focus 1.1). He 
judged that government provides us with protection 
from the harm that we would otherwise inflict on 
each o ther in our quest for gain and glory. By grant
ing a. m onopoly of the sword to a government, we 
transfo rm anarchy into order, securing peace and its 
princ ipal bounty: the opportunity for mutually ben
eficillll cooperation. 

In a democracy. at Jeao;t1 government offers security 
and predictability to those who live under its j urisdic
tion. In a well-governed society, citizens and businesses 
can plan for the long term, knowing that laws are stable 
and consistently applied. Governments also offer the effi
ciency of a standard way of reaching and enforcing deci
sions (Coase, 1960). If every decision had to be preceded 
by a separ•te agreement on how to reach and apply it, 
governing would be tiresome indeed. These efficiency 

• Hobbes's case for government 

The case for government was well made by Thomas Hobbes (1 588-1679) in his famous treatise Leviathan, 

published in 1651. His starting point was the fundamental equality in our ability to inflict harm on others: 

For as to the strength ol body, the weakest has strength enough to kill the strongest, e ither by secret 
machination, or by confederacy with others. 

So arises a clash of ambition and fear of attack: 

From this equality of ability, arises equality of hope in the attaining of our ends. And therefore if any 
two me n desire the same thing, which nevertheless they cannot both enjoy, they become enemies; 
and in the way to their end. which is principally their own conservation, and sometimes their own 

delectation, endeavour to destroy or subdue one another. 

Without a ruler to keep us in check, the situation becomes grim: 

Hereby it is manifest, that during the time men live without a common power to keep them all in awe, 
they are in that condition which is called war; and such a war, as is of every man, against every man. 

People therefore agree (by means unclear) to set up an absolute government to escape from a life that would 
otherwise be 'solitary, poor. nasty, brutish and shorf: 

The only way to erect such a common power, as may be ab le to defend them from the invasion of 
foreigners, and the injuries of one another ... is, to confer all their power and strength upon one man. or 
one assembly of men, that may reduce all their wills, by plurality of voices, unto one will ... This done, 
the multitude so united is called a COMMONWEALTH. 

Source: Hobbes {1651) 
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4 CHAPTER 1 

Brief Profile: Although Nig eria has been independent 
since 1960, it was not until 2015 that 1t experienced a 

presidential e lection in which the incumbent was defeated 

by an opposition opponent. Thfs makes an important point 

about the challenges faced by Africa's largest countly 

by population, and ooe of the continentS major regiooal 

powers, in developing a stabJe political form. Nigeria is 
currently enjoying its longest spell ot civilian government 

since independ ence, but the military continues to play an 

important role, the economy is dominated by oil. corrup tion 

is rife at every level of society. security concerns and 
poor infrastructure discourage foreign investment, and a 
comb ination of ethnic and religious d ivisions pose worrying 
threats to stability. fncursioos and numerous attacks since 

2002 by the lslamist group Boko Haram.. an ai-Oacda ally 
which controls parts of northern Nigeria, have added to the 

country's problems. 

Form of government¢ Federal presidential republic 

consisting of 36 states and a Federa l Caphal Territory. State formed 1960, and most recent constitution 

adopted 1999. 

legislature c::> Bicameral National Assembly: lower House of Representatives (360 members) and upper Senate (109 
memb ers), b oth erected fOf fixed and renev.'abte four·ycar terms. 

Executive c:) Presidential. A president e lected for a maximum of flN'O four~year terms, supp orted by a vice president and 

cabinet of m inisters, with one from eadl of Nigeria~ states. 

Judiciary c::> Federal Supreme Court, with 14 members nominated by the president, and either confirmed by the Senate 

or approved by a judicial commission. 

Electoral system c:> Presid ent e lected in national contest, and m ust win a majority of a ll votes cast and at least 25 
per cen.t of the vote in at least two· thirds of Nigeria's states . Possib ility of tv-.•o runoffs. Nat{onal Assemb ly elected using 

sing!e ... memb er p lurality. 

Parties c::> Multi·party, led by the centrist Pe ople's Democratic Party and the conservative All Nigeria People's Pa rty . 

gains give people who disagree an incentive to agree on 
a general mechanism for resolving disagreements. 

Of course, establishing a government creates new 
dangers. The risk of Hobbes's commonwealth is that 
it will abuse its own authority, creating more prob
len!.S than it solves. As John Locke - one of Hobbes's 
critics - pointed out, there is no profit in avoiding 

.. 
the dangers of foxes if the outcome is simply to be 
devoured by lions (Locke, 1690). A key aim in study
ing government must therefore be to discover how 
to secure its undoubted benefits, while also limit
ing its inherent dangers. We must keep in mind the 
question posed by Plato: 'who is to guard the guards 
themselves' ' 
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Government and polit ics in Nige ria 
Many of the facets of the debate about government, 
politics, power. and authority are on show in N igeria, a 

re latively young country struggling to develop a worl<able 
political form and national identity in the face of multiple 
internal divis ions. 

Understanding Nigeria is complicated by the lack 
of d urable governmental p atterns. Since independence 
in 1960, Nigerians have lived through three periods 
of civilian governm ent, five successful and several 

attempted military coups. a civil war. and nearly 30 years 
of military rule. The first civilian government (1960- 66) 
was based on the p arliamentary model, but the second 
and third (1979- 83 and 1999-present) were based on the 
presidential form. Since 2007, Nige ria has twice made 
the transition from one civilian government to another 

and the long·term political prognosis has improved. Still, 
considerable uncertainties remain. 

In part, political doubts reflect economic drift. The 
country's growing pop ulation is expected to doub le in 

In democracies, government is influenced by wider 
forces, such as interest groups, political parties, the 
media, corporations, and public opinion. In authoritar
ian systems, the government rnay lack much autonomy, 
eff<:ctively becoming th e property of a dominant indi
vidual or dan . One way of referring to the broader array 
of forces surrounding and influencing government is 
through the concept of a political system. 

Political system: The interactions and o rgat'lizations 
(including but not rt$ricttd t·o goveou'nent) through which 
a society reach~ and !uccessfuUy euforc~ coiJettive deci
sioos. hnerth:!Jlf,-e:!.bly used with the term rtgime, but the 
latter teJlds to have negative connotation!. 

This phrase usefully extends o ur line of sight beyond 
official institutions, while still implying that political 
actors interact with each other and with government in 
a stable fashion, forming a distinct element or function 
within society (Easton, 1965). So, the 'Swedish political 
system' means more than 'Swedish government'; it is the 
space in which the activity of Swedish politics, or at least 
the bulk of it, takes place. 
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the next 25 years, straining an infrastructure that is 

a lready woefully inadequate to sup port a modern 
economy. Nigeria's core economic problem is its heavy 
re liance on oil, which leaves the s ize and health of the 
economy - as well as government revenues - dependent 
on the fluctuat ing (and currently dep<essed) price of 
oil. To m ake matters worse. much o f the oil wealth has 
been squande red and stolen, and there have been bitter 

political arguments over how best to spend the ba lance. 
N igeria's p roblems are more than just economic. In 

social t erms, Nigeria is divided by ethnicity. handicapping 
efforts to b uild a sense of national identity. h is also 
separated by re ligjon. with a mainly Muslim north, a non· 
Mus.lim south, and controversial p ressures from the north 
to expand the reach of sharia,. or Islamic law. Regiona l 
d isparities arc fundamental, with a north that is dry and 
poor and a south that is better e ndowed in resources and 
basic seNices. Regional tens.ions have been made worse 
by oil .. most of which lie s either in the southeast or off the 
coast, but with much of the p rofit distrib uted to political 
elites in other parts of the country. 

Another related concept that ha. undergone a 
recent revival is governance, which refers to the whole 
range of actors involved in government. But where the 
phrase political system suggests a rather static account 
based on organizations, the idea of governance highlights 
the process and quality of collective dt>cision-making, 
with .a. particular focus on regulation. The emphasis is on 
the activity of governing, rather than on the institutions 
of government, so that we can - for example - speak 
of the governance (rather than the government) of the 
intern et, because no single government d epartment is 
in charge. 

Governance: ·n1e process by which decisions, laws :1nd 
policie$ are tn:tde, with or without rhe input of fon'nal 
institutiOtlS. 

Governance directs our attention away fr'()m gov
ernment's command-and-control function towards 
the broader task of public regulation, a role which 
rulir1g politicians in liberal democracies share with 
other bodies. For example, a particular sport will be 
run by its governing body, with the country's govern
ment: intervening only in extrem e situations. Hence, 
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6 CHAPTER 1 

the need for the concept of governance as a supple
ment, rather than a replacement, for the notion of 
government. 

The notion of governance has been prominent in 
discussions about the European Union.This 28-m ember 
regional integration association has several institutions 
that look much like an EU government - they include 
an elected European Parliament and a Court of justice 
but which are better regarded as a system of governance 
(McCormick, 2015). Their job is to develop policies 
and laws, and to oversee the implementation of thos.e 
policies and laws, but they can only do as much as the 
foundational treaties of the EU, and the governments of 
its member states, allow them to do. They are better seen 
as servants of the process of European integration than 
as the leaders of the EU. 

Because governance refen to the activity of ruling, 
it has also become the preferred term when examin
ing the quality and effectiveness of rule. In this context, 
go vernance refers not to the institutions of govern
ment but to what they do and to how well they do it . 
For example, many international agencies suggest that 
effective governance is crucial to economic develop
ment in new democracies (World Bank, 1997). Presi· 
dent Obama told Ghana's parliament in 2009 that 
'development depends upon good governance' (BBC 
N ews, 2009) . In this sense of governance, the focus is 
on government policies and activities, rather than the 
institutions o f rule themselves. 

Politics 
In the debate over the meaning of politics, we 
can easily list and agree eX'm>ples of political activ
ity. W hen the president and Congress in the United 
States engage in their annual tussle over the budget, 
for example, they are clearly engaged in politics. When 
thousands of the residents of Hong Kong joined street 
protests in 2014 against the limits on self- determi
nation and democracy imposed by the Chinese gov
ernment, they, too, were taking part in politics. The 
political heartland, "-' represented by such examples, 
is clear enough. 

Politics: The process b)' which peop!e. negoliate and com
pete in tiJe process of making :tnd executing shared or <:ol
le.ctive decisions. 

However, the boundaries of politics are less pre
cise. W hen one country invades another, i.' it engaged 
in pontics or merely in war? When a dictatorship sup
presses a demonstration by violence, is it playing or 
preventing politics? When a court issues a ruling about 
privacy, should its judgment be read as political or judi
cial' Is politics restricted to governments, or can it also 
be found in businesses, families, and even university 
classrooms? 

A crisp definition of politics - one which fi tS just 
those things we instinctively call 'political' - is difficult, 
because the term is used in so many different ways. But 
three aspects of politics are clear: 

• It is a colle<.'tive activity. occurring between and 
among people. A lone castaway on a desert island 
could not engage in politics, but if there were two 
castaw·ays on the same island, they could have a politi
cal relationship. 

• It involves making decisions on matters affecting two 
or more people, typically to decide on a course of 
acrjon. or to resolve disagreements. 

• Once reached, political decisions become authorita
tive policy for the group, binding and committing 
its members. 

Politics is necessary because of the social rr.lture 
of humans. We live in groups that must reach collec
tive decisions about using resources, relating to others, 
and planning for the future. A country deliberating on 
whether to go to war, a Eunily discussing where to take 
its vacation. a university deciding whether its priority 
lies wi th teaching or research: these are all examples 
of groups forming judgements impinging on all their 
members. Politics is a fi.mdamental activity because a 
group which fails to reach at least some decisions will 
soon cease to exist. You might want to remove frorn 
office the current set of politicians in your country but 
you cannot eliminate the political tasks for which they 
are responsible. 

O nce reached, decisions must be implemented. 
Means must be found to ensure the acq uiescence and 
preferably the cor" ent of the group's members. Once 
set, ~a<xes must be raised; once adopted, regulations must 
be imiPosed; once declared, wars must be fought. Pub
lic au thority - and even force if needed - is used to 
implement collective policy, and citizens who fail to 
contribute to the common task may be fined or even 
imprisoned by the authorities. So, politics possesses a 
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hard edge, n:Rectcd m the adverb allrlwril4tiwly in the 
famous defmluon of a political system offered by the 
political scientist David Easton (1965: 21): 

A polmal f)'lllml an ~ ~ as tbr interac
tions throlljlb "'iucb \'liU<"S ..., ou~y 1lJc>. 
cot<d for a <OCICI)~ thotB wlm chuinguishes a politJC:al 
syotem from olhtr systems lying in its environmenL 

lu a concept, then. poliua ean be defined :as the 
proca.t of mU!ng and t=rullng colleeti'" deasioru. 
But this Stmple dcfmition generates many contrasting 
tonccption$. ldewtically, politics can be viewed :as the 
$carch for dccisioru which either pursue the group's 
common intcr<'SI or at least $CCk peaceful reconciliation 
of the different interests within any group of substantial 
sae. Altenmively, and perhaps more re:afutically, politics 
can be llltcrprcted :as a competitive struggle for power 
and resources between people and groups seeking their 
own advan~•ge. Prom this second vantage point, the 
methods of politics ean enoornpw violence as well as 
di>cussion . 

The interpretation of politics :as a community
serving activity c<tn be traced to the ancient Creeks. 
For instance, the philosopher Aristotle (384-322 JJCE) 

l'l,'Ued that 'man it by nature a political animal' (1962 
cdn: 28). By thu, he meant not only that politics is 
una,-oidablc, but aho that it is the highest human activ
ity. the feuu..., wluch most sharply separates us from 

other spc:cses. For Ariuotle, people can only express 
their nature :as rcasorung. virtuous beings by partielpat
~ng in a polincal community which =ks not only to 
odcnnfy tile rommon interest through discussion, but 
also to punue 11 through actions to which all contrib
ute. Tbw, pohtlcs can be ..,.,n :as a form of <dueation 
which brmg~ shared interests to the fore. In ArU.otle's 
model connitution, 'the ideal citiz.ens rule in the inter
tiCS of all, not because tllcy .,.., forced to by checks 
and babnco, but because they S« it :as right to do JO • 

(Nicholson, 2004: 42). 
A continua non of Arutodc 's perspeeti"" can be 

found today in those who interpret politics as a peaceful 
process of open discussion leading to collective deci
sions acceptable to all uakcholden in society. The politi
cal theorist Bcrnml Crick (2005: 21) exemplifies thiJ 
position: 

Politic• ... can be defined •• the activity by which 
different ill lCI'CU~ within a given uJUt of rule art 
oonciliatcd by giving them a share in power in 

propornon ro theor unportancc to the wclfa~T and 

tile "'""o:aJ of the whole commuruty. 

For Crick. polina u neitller a ..,t of fixed prin
ciples ucenng government, nor a set of uadmoru to 
be P"'scn-<d. It u onstcad an acnvity whose funcnon ~ 
' preserving a community grown too compbeated for 
dthcr tradition alone or pure arbimry rule to prc
$CTVC it \vitllout the undue usc of coercion' (p. 24). 
lnd<'c:d, Crick rcg:uds rule by dictators, or by violence, 
or in pursuit of 6xed odeologics, :as bemg empty of 
political activity. Tbss reStriction arises because poli
tics is 'that solution to the problem of order which 
choOJ<cs conciliation r~ther than violence 2nd coer
cion: (p. 30). The dofficulty witll Crick't conception, 
as wu h Arutotle's, is that it provides an odeal of what 
politics should be, rather than a description of what it 
actually is. 

P(lli tics can ah o involve narrow concerns tak
ing p recedence over collective bencliu when those 
in authority place their own goals above those of tile 
\vider community. So, we need a further conception, 
one which sees ~""'-"'' as an intrinsic value and poli
tics as a competition for ac4uiring and keeping power. 
From thi$ second perspecdvc, polnics is vi~wed as 3 

compctinon yielding winners and losers. For example, 
the polincal scienDSt 1-hrold Lwwell (1936) famously 
ddin~d politics :as 'who gets what, when, how'. Putic:u
hrly in large, complex SOCJClles, pohna u a competition 
bmveen groups - sdcologocal, as well aJ matcritl -
either for power itself or for inRucnce o\'l!r those who 
\Yield it. Politics is anything but the disunaatcd punuit 
of the public interest. 

further, the anempt to limit pohna to pcacc:ful, 
open debate JCcms unduly narrow. At ots beSt. politics 
is a deliberative !Ca.n:h for agreement. but politics :as 
it c:.xists often takes less conciliuory forms. To say that 
politi cs does not exm Ill Kun Jong Un's North Ko~Ta 
would <tppcar absurd to the miDiom who IJ•-e in tile 
dictatOr's shadow. A party Ill pursuit of power engages in 
politics, whether its smotegy is po.ccful, violent or both. 
In the case of war, in particul>r. it is preferable to agn;-e 
"~th the Prussian general Carl von Clause\vitz th<tt 'war 
is the continuuion of pohna by other means' and with 
Chine$C leader Mao Zc:dong that 'war is politics "~th 
bloodsh~-d'. 

Politics, then, ha.< m:~r~y difrercnt facets. It involve-s 
shared and competing imcrcsu: coopc!"Jtiou and con
flict; reason and fon:e. E2ch conception is ncO<.-ssaty, but 
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only together are they sufficient. The e-ssence of poli
tics lies in the interaction between conceptions, and we 
should not narrow our vision by reducing politics to 
either one. As Laver (1983: 1) p uts it: 'Pure conflict is 
war. Pure cooperation is true Jove. Politics is a mixture 
ofboth.' 

Power 
At th e heart of politics is the distribution and manipula
tion of power. The word comes from the Latii! potere, 
meaning'to be able' , which is why the philosopher Ber
tr<nd Russell (1938) sees power as 'the production of 
intended effects'. The greater our ability to determine 
our own fate, the more power we possess. In this sense, 
describing Germany as a powerful country means that it 
has a high level of ability to achieve its objectives, what
ever those may b e. Conversely, to lack power is to fall 
victim to circumstance. Arguably, though, every state Ius 
power, even if it is the kind of negative power involved 
in obliging a reaction from bigger and wealthier states; 
Somali pirates, Syrian refugees, and illegal migtants from 
Mexico may seem powerless, but all three groups spark 
policy responses from the governments of those coun
tries they most immediately affect. 

Power. ·n!e capacity to bring about imeuded effects. The 
tenn is otttm use.d a.~ a synonym for itlAuence, but is also tt'ed 
more narrowJy to refer to J'hOre forceful modes of inAue.oce: 
Jlot;;.bfy, getting one's \va.y by dueats. 

Notice that the emphasis here is on power to 
rather than power over - on the ability to achieve 
goals, rather than the more specific exercise of con
trol over other people or countries. But most analyses 
of power focus on relationships: on power over oth
ers. Here, th e three dimensions of power distinguished 
by Steven Lukes (2005) are useful (Table 1.1). Lukes 
helps to address th e question of how we can measure a 

TABLE 1.1: Lukes's three d imensions of power - Assessing power 
First Who prevails when preferences conflict? 

group's power, o r at le>.!St establish whether one group 
is more powerful than anoth er. As we move through 
these d imensions, so the conception of power becomes 
rn(>re subtle - but also, perhaps, somewhat stretched 
beyon d its normal use. 

T he first dimension is straightforward: power 
should be j udged by examining whose views prevail 
when the actors involved possess conflicting views on 
what should be done. The greater the correspond
ence b etween a person's views and decisions reached, 
the g reater is that person's influence: more wins indi
cate more power. This decision-making approach, as it 
is called, was pioneered by the political scientist Rob
ert Dahl (1961a) in his classic study of democracy and 
power in the city of New Haven, Connecticut. The 
approach is clear and concrete, based on identifYing 
preferences and observing decisions, and connecting 
directly with the concept of politics as the resolution 
of con ffict within groups. Even though it has now been 
supple mented by Lukes's other dimensions, it remains a 
sound initial step in studying power. 

T he second dimension focuses on the capacity 
to keep issue< o ff the political agenda. Bachrach and 
Baratz (1 962: 948) give the example of a discontented 
faculty member who rails against university policy in 
her o ffice but remains silent during faculty meetings, 
judging that an intervention there would b e inef
fective and even damaging to her career. Or perhaps 
all the major political .P'•rties in a particular country 
advoc.~te free trade, forming what amounts to an elite 
conspiracy to marginalize trade tariffi and quotas. In 
these 'vays, potential 'issues' {change university govern
ance; introduce trade controls) become non-issues and 
the ()n)y decisions in these areas are non-decisions -
successful attempts to prevent the emergence of top
ics w hich would threaten the , • .Jues or interests of 
decisio n-makers. 

T his second dimension broadens our understand
ing of the political, taking us beyond the mere resolution 

Proponent 
Dahl (1957) 

Second 

Third 

Who controls whether preferences a re expressed? 

Who shapes preferences? 

Bachrach and Baratz (1962) 

Lukes (1974) 

Source~· Lukes (2005) 
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of cWfcn:ncn ond inviting us to addrcJS their suppres
SIOn. In this w.y, D;ahlll view (1961a: 164) tlut 'a politi
cal issue can hardly be S2id to cxm unksos and until it 
comnunds the auenoon of a SJgruficant scgruent of the 
poliocal str.atum' IS rqccted. Rather, the s.:cond dimen
SIOn recogniLcs what Schamcbne~dcT ( 1960: 11) c:allcd 
the 'molnhzaoon ofb.u': 

AD forms of pohual org:uuunon t...~ a bW in 
fa-oour of the expkuaoon of"""" kinds of amffict 
and tbt •upprnsoon of othcrt btca""' org;anuation 
,. tbt mobilizanon ofbw. Some , ..... are Org;>nl!cd 
rnto poboa ..... tulc otbeB ore org;anncd out. 

To deal with this second duncnsion, Bachrach and 
Bantz (1962) "'commend that srudcniS of power should 
exanune which groupi gam from existing political pro
ccdu~. and how powerful individuals limit the political 
debate to safe is;ucs. Only then should attention turn to 
the que-stion of whose viewj prevail on those matters 
that •rc up for debate. 

The third dimension broadem our conception 
of power $till further (some s:ay, too far). I !ere, power 
is extended to cover the formation, r~ther than merely 
the cxprcs1iora, of pn:fercnec-s. Where the fi rst and sec
ond d.imcnsions assume conflicting preferences, the third 
dimension addres.~n the notion of a manipubted con
scnsw.llcnce, for cXlmlplc, a I!O""""mcnc may withhold 
infonnanon about the risks from a chemical leak, p~ 
venting th06C alfee~cd from talang necessary Steps to pro
tect their health. More genenlly, advertising may direct 
peoples dcSira towmls comumption and away from 
non-material aspects ofltfe winch could offer deeper, or 
at least more natural, gtisfacoon of genuine needs. 

The ~mpliat>ons of thc:sc cxampi.C$ IS dut the most 
dliacnt form of powcr u to sha.pc people's informa
tJOn and prcfcn:nccs, thus pre-~tJng the first md =
and duncrwons from cotDlllg uuo play. Lukes (2005: 24) 

makes this argumcnL 

1> 11 not tbr rup..,me and most msidious e~ 
of JlO""tt to pm't'nt people, to "'1\atro.tt cl<grcc, 
from baVlng gn.-..,.ces by shaprng tbcir pcrcq>
llom. cogruooru and prcfem>ce> 111 web a w>y that 
they occ.pl thar role 10 the exi>Ong order or thing<. 
thhtr becauioe they can ...ec or 1magine no aJrtrnat:iw 
tO n, or ~cause Lhey se~ 1t u natur.ll and unchwge
able, or because they V>lue it as cbvincly ordained 
:md beneficial? 

The case for the third dimension of power is clear

est when specific information is denied in • deliberate 
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attempt to manipulate (Lc Chc:nunant and Purish, 
2011). One example can be found m the selective bncf
ings initially pl'O\~dcd by the powcr company rcspon· 
sible for opccating the )apancs<: nudeu pD"~r sunon 
which leokcd radunoo a6cr the 20 II earthquake. 

[n general. though. woritutg WJth powcr'• thud 
dnnension createS difficulties of 110 own. In the case 
of advertising. who IS to U)' dut the deSire for nutc
nal goods is a false need? And tf a nutc:nalut cuh~ IS 

simply an unintended and cumulat>''t' consequence of 
achtttising. rather than an cxplicu aim of speofic incb

viduals, do we """" an inSiancc of pD"~r at aD? In my 
case, docs not the third face of po"u take: us too w 
from the explicit debates and deciSions wh1ch = at the 
heart of politics? 

The state, authority, and 
legitimacy 
We will consider the m tc in more detail in Chapter 2, 
but a brief preview is merited hen:. Th e world is 
divided in to neatly 200 states (the exact number, a~ 
we will see, is deb~tablc), egch containing n popubdon 
living within a defined territory, and enjoying recog
nition by its rcsiden~ and by other states of iiS right 
to rule that territory. States arc abo known 2> coun
tries, but the state: is the more poliucal term. The nate 
provides the legal or formal mandote for the work of 
govc:rnmenc., allowing them to utilize the authomy 
inherent in the state. More tmmedi<ltcly for the pur
poses of comparaa'~ pohtics, sQtCS arc the corc guid
ing unit of comparuon. We can comi>U" l!"""mmeot 
and politic:. at multiple IC\-ds, from the nauonal to the 
local. but is the state that will provtde uJ wtth our most 
impor12nt point of ttlerencc » we work through the 
complexities of comparuon. The Jtate u also tntunatcly 
rcl1ted to two concepts that he at the heart of our 
undc=ding of go>'t'MlDlC'nt and pohtics: authonry 
and legaimacy. 

Allthority IS a broader concept than pow<:r and 
in son~c wa)" more fundamental to compantivc poli
tics. Where po\vtr is the apacity to act, authority IS the 
acknowledged right to do so. It exists when iubordi
nates accept the capacity of supcrion to give legitinutc 
arden, so that while an army gen~-ral may exercise pouotr 
<>vcr e nemy soldicrs,lus a11thority is restricted to his own 
U>TC('S. The German sociologist Mo.~ Weber (1922: 29) 
sugge<ted dut, in a rebdonship or authority, th e ruk-d 
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implement the command as if they had adopted it spon
taneously, for its own sake. For this n...---ason. authority is 
a more efficient form of control than brute power. Yet, 
authority remains more than voluntary compliance. To 
acknowledge the authority of your state doe.' not mean 
you always agree with its decisions; it means only that 
you accept its right to make them and your own duty 
to obey. In tllis way, authority provides the foundation 
f<)r the state. 

Authority: n le right t() rule.Aut.horiry creates its Owtt 

power. so long as people accept thar the person in authority 
bas tbe right to make decisions. 

Just as there are different sources of power, so too 
can authority be built on a range offoundations.Almost 
100 years ago, Weber distinguished three ways of vali
dating political power: by tradition (the accepted way of 
doing things), by charisma (intense commitment to the 
leader and his message) and by appeal to legal- rational 
norms (based on the rule-governed powers of an o ffice, 
rather than a person) (Weber, 1922) . This classifica
tion remains useful, even though today legal-rational 
authority is pre-eminent in stable democracies. 

Legitimacy builds on, but is broader than, author
ity. When a regime is widdy accepted by those sub
ject to it, and by other regimes with which it deals, we 
describe it as legitimate. Thus, we speak of the a11thority 
of an official but the legiomaty of a regime. Although the 
word legitimacy comes from the Latin legitimare, meaning 
'to declare lawful', legitimacy is much more than mere 
legality. Where legality is a technical matter, referring to 
whether a rule was made correctly by following regu
lar procedures, legitimacy is a more political concept. 
It refers to whether people accept the authority of the 
political system. Without this acceptance, the very exist
ence of a state is in question. 

legitimacy:T1te st3te or quality of be-ing legitimate. A 
legitimate system of govertunent is one based on author
ity, and lhose subject lO its rule recogttiu its rigbt to make 
deciiiOtlS. 

Legality L' a topic for lawyers; political scientists 
are more interested in issues of legitimacy: how a 
political system gains, keeps, and sometimes loses pub
lic faith in its right to rule. A flourishing economy, 
international success, and a popular governing party 
will boost the Iegitima<.)' of a political system, even 

thougb legitimacy is more than any of these things. 
In fact , one way of thinking about legitimacy is as the 
credit a political system has built up from its past suc
cesses~ a reserve that can be drawn down in bad times. 
In any event, public opinion - not a law court - is 
the test oflegitimacy. And it is legitimacy, rather than 
force alone, which provides the most stable foundation 
for rule. 

Ideology 
The concepts reviewed so far have mainly been about 
politics, but ideas also play a role in politics: political 
action is motivated by the ideas people hold about it. 
One way to approach the role of ideas is via the notion 
of ideology, a term which was coined by the French 
philo:sopher Antoine Destutt de Tracy during the 1790s, 
in the aftermath of the French Revolution, to describe 
the science of ideas. Its meaning has long since changed, 
and it now denotes packages of ideas related to differ
ent views about the role of government and the goals 
of public policy. An ideology is today understood as any 
system of thought expressing a view on: 

• hurrmn nature 

• the proper organization of, and relationship between, 
state and society 

• the individual's position within this prescribed order. 

Ideology: A system of c6nne-<:ted belie&, a shared view of 
the \.\'Ortd. or a blueprint for how politics, &onornics and 
society should be. structured. 

W hich specific political outlooks should be 
regarded as ideologies is a matter of judgement, but 
Figure 1.1 offers a selection. In any case, the era of 
explicit ideology beginning with the French Revolu
tion e nded in the twentieth century with the defeat 
of fascism in 1945 and the collapse of communism at 
the end of the 1980s. Ideology seemed to have been 
destroyed by the mass graves ;t had itself generated. 
Of course, intellectual c urrents - such as environ
mental concerns, feminism, and Isl::unism - continue 
to circulate. Even so, it is doubtful whether the ideas, 
values., and prio rities of o ur century constitute ide
ologies in the classical sense. To describe any perspec
tive, position, or priority as an ideology is to extend 
the term in a manner that bears little relation to its 
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Ideology Typical features 

Anarchism All forms of governmental authority are unnecessary, and society is 
best structured around volunta')' cooperation and free association. 

Marxism Elimination of the state system and private p roperty will lead to the 
creation of a classless, non-explo itative, and self-governing society. 

Individuals are the best judges of their own interests. Advocates a 
tolerant society which maximizes personal freedom, and favours a 
government which is limited but freely elected. 

Traditional institutions and practices work best, the free market is 
the most efficient at meeting societal needs, and government 
should be as decentralized as possible. 

The achievement of national un ity through an authoritarian state, 
strong leadership, mass mobilization, and an emphasis on 
nationalism and militarism. 

FIGURE 1.1: Five major ideologies 

original interpretation as a coherent, secular systern 
of ideas. 

Even though the age of ideology may have passed, 
we still tend to talk about ideologies, placing them on 
a spectrum between left and right. The origins of this 
habit lie in revolutionary France, where - in the legisla
tive assemblies of the era - royalists sat to the right of 
the presiding officer, in the traditional position of hon
our, while r•dicals and commoners sat to the left. To be 
on the right implied support for aristocratic, royal and 
clerical interests; the left, by contrast, favoured a secular 
republic and civil liberties. 

The words ' left' and ' right' are still commonly 
encountered in classifying political parties. Hence the 
left is associated with equality, human rights, and reform, 
while the right favours tradition, established authority 
and pursuit of the national interest. T he left supports 
policies to reduce inequality; the right is more accepting 
of natural inequalities. The left syrnpathlzes with cul
ntr.U and ethnic diversity; the right is more comfort
able "~th national unity. (See Table 1.2 for more details.) 
Surveys suggest that most voters in dernocracies can 
situate themselves as being on the left or right, even if 
many simply equate these labels with a particular party 
or class (Mair, 2009: 21 0). 

Although the terms lift and right have travelled well 
throughout the democratic world, enabling us to com
pare p arties and progr•mrnes across coun tries and time, 
the specific issues over whlch these tendencies compete 
have varied, and the terms are better seen as labels for 
containers of ideas, rather than as well-defwed ideas in 
themselves. The blurring of the distinction can be seen 
in Europe, where the left (socialists and communists) 

TABLE 1 .2 : Contrasting themes of left and right 

Peace 
lnterrnationalism 
Democracy 
Planning and public 

ownership 
Trade protectio n 
Social security 
Education 
Trade unions 

Right 

Armed forces 
National way of life 
Authority, morality, and the 

constitution 
Free market 
Free trade 
Social harmony 
Law and order 
Freedom and rights 

Note : Based on an analysis of the programmes of le ft- and right· 
wing political parties in SO democracies, 194> 98. 

Source: Adapted from Budge (2006: 429) 
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once favoured nationalization of industries and services, 
and the right (conservatives) supported a free market, 
but the widespread acceptance of the market economy 
has meant that the concepts of left and right have lost 
some bite. 

Comparative politics 
The core goal of comparative politics is to under
stand how political institutions and processes operate 
by exantining their workings across a range of coun
tries. Compar ison has many purposes, including the 
simple description of political systems and institutions, 
helping us understand the broader context within 
with they work, helping us develop theories and rules 
of politics, and showing us how similar problems are 
approached by different societies. But two particu
lar purposes are worth elaboration: broadening our 
understanding of the political world, and predicting 
political outcomes. 

Comparative politics: The syste.Jnatic study of gov
errtmem and politics in differe1H comn:ries, des-igned to 
better wldersund the.m by drawing out [heir contr.lSt!>' 1nd 
similarities. 

Broadening understanding 

T he first strength of a comparative approach is straight
forward: it improves our understanding of government 
and politics. Through comparison we can pin down 
the key features of political institutions, processes and 
action, and better appreciate the dynamics and char
acter of political systems. We can study a specific gov
ernment, legislature, party system, social movement, or 
national election in isolation, but to do so is to deny 
us the broader context made possible by comparison. 
How could we o therwise know if the object of our 
study was unusual or usual, efficient or inefficient. 
the best option available or significantly lacking in 
some way? 

When we talk of understanding, it is not only the 
need to comprehend other political systems, but also to 
understand our own. We can follow domestic politics 
closely and think we have a good grasp on how it works, 
but we cannot fully understand it without comparing 
it with other systems; this will tell us a great deal about 

the na.ture of our home system. Consider the argument 
made by Dogan and Pelassy (1990: 8): 

Bec-ause the comprehension of a single case is linke-d 
to the understanding of many cases, because we per
ceive the particular be.ner in the light of ge.ne-rali
ties, inrentationa) comparison increases tenfold the 
possibility of explaining political phenomena. The 
observer who studies just one country c.ould inter
pret as norma1 what in fact appe-ars co the c,ompara
rivist as abnorma1. 

Comparison also has the pr•ctical benefit of 
allowing us to Jearn about places with which we are 
unfamiliar. This point W 'olS well-stated long ago by 
W B. Munro (1925: 4) when he wrote that his book 
on European governments would help readers under
stand 'daily news from abroad' . T his ability to inter
pret overseas events grows in importance. as the world 
become.~ more interdependent, as events from overseas 
have a more direct impact on our lives. and as we find 
that we can no longer afford w think as did Mr Pod
snap ·in Charles D ickens's Our Mutual Fritnd when he 
quipped that 'Foreigners do as they do sir, and that is 
the ertd of it'. 

Understanding politics in other systems not only 
helps us interpret the news, but also helps with pr•ctical 
political relationships. For instance, British government 
ministers have a patchy track record in negotiating with 
their European Union partners, partly bec-•use they 
assume that the aggressive tone they adopt in the cham
ber of the House of Commons will work as well in 
Brussels meeting rooms. This assumption reflects igno
rance of the consensual political style found in many 
continental European democracies. 

Predicting political outcomes 
Comparison perntits generalizations which have some 
potential for prediction. Hence a careful study of, say, 
campaigning and public opinion will help us bet
ter understand the possible outcome of elections. For 
example, 've know from a study of those European 
countries where proportional representation is used that 
its use is closely tied to the presence of more political 
parties winning seats and the creation of coalition gov
ernments. Similarly, if we know that subcontracting the 
provisi on of public services to p rivate agencies increases 
their cost-effecrive.ncss in one country, governments 
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elsewhere will see that this is an idea at least worth 
considering. 

If the explanation of a phenomenon is sound, and 
all the relevant factors have been reviewed and consid
ered, then it follows that our explanations should allow 
us to predict with at least a high degree of accuracy, 
if not 'vith absolute certainty. But while the study of 
the natural sciences has generated vast numbers of laws 
that allow us to predict natural phenomena, the social 
sciences have not fared so weU. They do not gener
ate laws so much as theories, tendencies, likelihoods, 
adages, or aphorisms. A famous example of the latter is 
Lord Acton's that 'Power tends tO corrupt, and absolute 
power corruptS absolutely' (see Chapter 4). While the 
idea contains much truth, it is not a rule or a law, and 
thus cannot be used either to explain or to predict with 
absolute certainty. 

In politics, predicting is an art rather than a sci
ence, and a fallible one at that. Even so, the potential for 
prediction provides a starring point for drawing lessons 
across countries (Rose, 2005). Rather than n.'Sorting to 
ide())ogy or complete guesswork, we can usc compari
son to consider 'what would happen if ... ?' questions. 
This ftmction of comparative research perhaps under
pinned Bryce's comment on his early study of modern 
democracies (1921 : iv) : 

Many yeats ago, when sche-mes of politkaJ reform 
'"·ere being copiously discussed in England. it 
occurred co me that something might be done to 
provide a solid basis for judgement by cx.unining 
a certain nllmbrr of popular governments in their 
ac.rual wor-king, oornp2ring them with one .another, 
and sen:ing fonh the v.trious merits and demeria 
of each. 

In fact there are some who argue that political 
science generaUy has done a poor job of helping us 
predict, while others argue that it should not - or 
cannot - be in the business of predicting to begin with. 
Karl Popper (1959: 280) long ago asserted that long
term predictions could only be developed in regard to 
systems that were 'well-isolated, stationary. and recur
rent', and human society 'vas not one of them. More 
recendy. an opirrion piece in the New }l)rk TrmtJ (Ste
vens, 2012) raised hackles when it argued that in terms 
of offering accurate predictions, political science had 
'failed spectacularly and wasted colossal amounts of 
time and money'. It went on to ass~·rt that no political 
scientist foresaw the break-up of the Soviet Urrion, the 
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rise of al-Qaeda or the Arab Spring. It quoted an award
wincing study of political experts (Tedock, 2005) which 
concluded that 'chimps randomly thro\ving dartS at the 
possible outcomes would have done almost as well as 
the expertS'. To be Erir, however, comparative politics is 
still very much a discipline in the process of de-.oelop
ment, and we will see many instances throughout this 
book where unders=ding of institutions or proc-esses is 
still in itS formative stages. 

Classifying political systems 
Although the many states of the world have systems of 
government \vith many core dements in common -
an executive, a legislature, courts, a constitution, par
ties, and interest groups, for example - the manner in 
which these elements work and relate to one another 
is often different. The results are also different: some 
states are dearly democratic, some are clearly authori
tarian. and others sit somewhere between these tWO 

core points of reference. To complicate matters, these 
systems of government, and th eir related policies and 
priorities, are moving targets: they evolve and change, 
and often at a rapid pace. In order to make sense of this 
confL1sing picture, it is h elpful to have a guide through 
the maze. 

A typology is a system of classification that divid<.-s 
stateS into groups or clusters with corrtmon features. 
W ith this in hand, we can make broad assumptions 
about the states in each group, using case studies to pro
vide more detailed focus, and thus work more easily to 
develop explanations and rules, and to test theories of 
political phenomena (Yin, 2013: 21).The ideal typology 
is one that is simple, neat, consistent, logical, and as real 
and useful to the casual observer as it is to journalistS, 
political leaders, or political scientistS. Unfonunatc:ly, 
such an ideal has proved hard to achieve; scholars of 
comparative politics disagree about the value of typolo
gies, and even those who use them cannot agree on 
the criteria that should be taken into account, or the 
groups into which states should be divided. The result 
is that there is no universally agreed system of politieal 
classification. 

Typology. A system of d .:tssification by whic:h lltatell~ hootu· 
tions, processes, po~itica.l cuJtun:s, and liO on are d.iv-idc:d lnto 
groups or types with cotnn:on sets of atlnbutes. 
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14 CHAPTER 1 ---------------------------------
The lint such system deviSed - and one of the 

e.artiest CXlllllples of comp:ar.um: polities at work - w•s 
Arutotle's cbisifiauon of the I S8 oty·mtes of ancient 
Greece. Between apprwamately 500 and 338 BCE, these 
commumncs were snull oetdonents showing much 
•=ety ID thctr forms of rule. Such cm'C:l'Sity provided 
an ickal Laboratory fur Arutotlc to consider which 1)1"' 

of poliual J)"Stem prtmdcd what he loob:d for m a 
!IO'=cnL subthty and df«u,..,ness. 

Anaotle baoed his scheme on two dimensions. 
The lint wu the number of people invoh~ in the 
wit of govermng: one, few or many. This dimension 
captured the breadth of paruopauon in a political sys
tem. llu second dimension, more difficult to apply but 
no leu import:tnt, wa.~ whether rulers governed in the 
common interc;t ('the gcnume form1 or in their own 
interest ('the perverted form'). For Aristotle, the sig
nificance of th~ second alpcct wu that a political sys
tem would be more uable and effective when its rulers 
governed in the long- tcrnt intci"C$ts of the community. 
Cros!-claMifyinl! the number of rulers with the nature 
of rule yielded the six types of government shown in 
Figure 1.2. 

Another example of an attempt to build a typology 
was 11tt Spirit of tlte Lnws. a treatise on political theory 
written by Charb de Seeondat, Baron de Montesquieu, 
and flnt published in 1748. Montesquieu identified 
three kinds of political lystem: republican systems in 
which the people or lOme of the people have supreme 
power, rnoiW'Chical systems in whiGh one person ruled 
on the basis of fixed and established b-.-s. and despotic 
systems m wluch a smglc person ruled on the basis of 
thctr own pr;onucs and pcnpccti•"CS. 

Both rypologltt remam mtcresnng as historical 
examples. but they refteetcd pohnal rcaliott that ha\..:: 
long SUICr changc:d. A more recent example t1w v..s 
cu=ru through much of the ColdWu(Late 1940s-<:arly 
19901) was the Thtu Worlds syatam. This v..s less 
a fol"dU! c:b.u.Uicatory tempbu: devdoped by political 

Fotm Genuine 

Perverted 

One 

Kingship 

Tyranny 

scientists than • response to geopolitical realincs, diVJd· 
ing the world into three groups of countries b>scd on 
ideological goals and politial :alliances: 

• First World: .,....,.)tb)\ democnuc rndustruhzed >Utes, 
most of which wen: parmers tn the W..tc:rn alhance 
og:unst communism. 

• Second World: cOtJUJIWUSl systemS, mcludmg mo.t of 
those mt<:S nnged aganua the Weuc:m allunce. 

• Thinl World: poorer, less democnoc. aocl leu c~c...,J. 
oped St2tes, sorru: of which took ndes tn the Cold 
Wu, but some of whxb cbd not. 

Three Worlds system: 1\ polau<>l typoiOBY lh.u dwulrJ 

the world :a!oog l<l<olog>nl bnts. wnh '"'"'' bb.ll<d accord 
mg to the silk du:y toOk m the Cold W.r 

The system was simple and c:vocative, providing ncJt 
label' that could be slipped with case into media hcadlirt<"S 
and ._..._..,ryday convcr.<arion: t'Vcn today the term Tlrinl 
IM>rld conjures up powerful images of poverty, undcn:lc
velopmcnt, corruption, and political insubility. But it wa' 
always more descriptive dran am.Jytical in the Aristotelean 
spirit, and was dangerously simplistic: the Pirst and Sec

ond Worlcb had tl1e most imerml logic and coruistency, 
but to con.1ider almost aD tl1c ernerginl! st:rtcs of Africa, 
Asia. and l...atm America as • single Third World wu ask
ing toO much: some were dcma<ntic while others were 
authoritarian; some wen: \\Wcby while others """" poor; 
and some wen: industri:alized while others"""" 0gnrta11. 

The end of the Cold Wu meant the end a[ tlus panx:uJar 
typok>g)t 

While nothing h>.l replaced 11 (m the sense of 
having woo gen<al support), then: ha,.., been many 
candidates. T"" in particular - thr Democracy Index 
ma:mla!Jled by the Econo~ lntclhgcnce Urut, and 
the Frm/11rtt in thr WoriJ mdcx nwnwned by Freedom 
H.x= - are >mong the moSt ofkn quowl, and will be 
used £or guidance in this book (sec f-ocus 1.2).Thcy are 

Rule by 

Few 

Aristocracy 

Oligarchy 

Many 

Polity 

Democracy 

FIGURE 1.2: Aristotle's classification o f governments 
Sourc•: Aris1o1le (1962 edn, book 3, ch. 5) 
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• Two options for classifying political systems 

With political scientists unable to develop and agree a single detailed classification o f political systems, it has been 
left to the non-academic world to step into the breach. The two most compelling typologies are the following: 

• The UK-based Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU, rela ted to The Economist, a British weekly news magazine) 
maintains a Democracy Index based on sixty different ratings, g iving states a score out of 10 (Norway ranks 
h ighest with 9.93 and North Korea lowest with 1.08), and dividing them into four groups: full democracies, 
flawed democracies, hybrid regimes, and authoritarian regimes. It achieves its rankings by considering such 

factors as the protection of basic political freedoms, the faimess of elections, the security of voters, e lection 

turnout rates, the freedom of political parties to operate, the independence of the judiciary and the media, 

and arrangements for the transfer of power. See Focus 3.2 and 4.1 for more details. 

• The Freedom in the World index has been published annual! y since 1972 by Freedom House, a US-based 
research institute. It divides states into groups rated Free, Partly Free, or Not Free based on their records 
with political rights (includ ing the ability of people to participate in the political process) and civil liberties 
(including freedom of expression, the independence of the judiciary, personal autonomy, and economic 
rights). Several countries- including Syria and North Korea -are ranked Worst o f the Worst. 

Tab~e 1.3 combines the results of these typologies, focusing on the 16 cases used in this book, while also 
including examples of countries with the highest and lowest scores on each index. 

TABLE 1 .3 : Comparative political ratings 

Democracy Index Freedom in the World 

Category Political rights Civil liberties Freedom rating 

Norway 9.93 Full democracy Free 

Sweden· 9.73 Full democracy Free 

New Zealand 9.26 Full democracy Free 

Canada 9.08 Full democracy Free 

Germany· 8.64 Full democracy Free 

UK" 8.31 Full democracy Free 

USA' 8.11 Full democracy Free 

Japan 8.08 Full democracy Free 

France· 8.04 Full democracy Free 

South Africa 7.82 Rawed democracy 2 2 Free 

Brazil" 7.38 Aawed democracy 2 2 Free 

India" 7.92 Aawcd democracy 2 3 Free 

Mexico 6.68 Aawed democracy 3 3 Partly Free 

Bangladesh 5.78 Hybrid 4 4 Partly Free 

Kenya 5.13 Hybrid 4 4 Partly Free 

Turkey 5.12 Hybrid 3 4 Partly Free 

Venezuela 5.07 Hybrid 5 5 Partly Free 

Nigeria· 3.76 Authoritarian 4 5 Partly Free 

Thailand 5.39 Hybrid 6 s Not Free 

(Continued) 
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• Two options for classifying political systems (Continued) 

TABLE 1.3: (Continued) 

Democracy Index Freedom In the World 

Category Political rights 13611Mftti5 Freedom rating 

Egypt" 3.16 Authoritarian 6 5 Not Free 

Rus:sia' 3.39 Authoritarian 6 6 Not Free 

China· 3.00 Authoritarian 6 Not Free 

Iran 1.98 Authoritarian 6 6 Not Free 

Saudi Arabia 1.82 Authoritarian 7 7 Worst of the worst 

North Korea 1.08 Authoritarian 7 7 Worst of the worst 

Sources: Democracy lndex {20t 4}; F"reedom •'n the World Index (2015). The latter rates states on a scale of 1- 7. 

~ Cases used in the book. European Union is no t rated. 

not perfect, questions can be asked about the method
ologies upon which they are based, we should take into 
consideration the agendas and values of the EIU and 
Freedom House, and we should beware the danger of 
!"rung classifications and rankings too literally; govern
ment and politics are too complex to be reduced to a 
single table. Nonetheless, these ranking; give us a useful 
point of reference and a guide through an otherwise 
confusing world. 

We will go further and also use some econontic 
and social data to help us find our way through the 
maze. The relationship between politics and economics 
in particular is so intimate that there is an entire field of 
study - political economy - devoted to its examina
tion. This involves looking not just at the structure and 
wealth of economies, but also at the influences on eco
nomic performance: good government is more likely 
to produce a successful economy, and bad government 
less so. 

Political economy: The rebtiot)ship bet\veen political 
activity and eCOJlOmic perforn:unce. 

The core measure is economic output. There are 
variOlL< ways of measuring this, the most popular today 
being gross national income (GNI) (see Table 1.4). 
This is the sum of the value o f the domestic and for
eign econontic output of the residents o f a country 
in a given year, and is u.<ually converted to US dol
lars to allow comparison. Although the accuracy of 

TABLE 1.4: Comparing economic size 

European Union 18,460 35.673 

United States 17,601 55,200 

China 10,069 7,380 

Japan 5,339 42,000 

Germany 3,853 47,640 

Fran ce 2,851 43,080 

UK 2,754 42,690 

Brazil 2,375 11,760 

India 2,035 1,610 

Russia 1,930 13,210 

Canada 1,836 51,690 

Austr.alia 1,519 64,680 

Mexico 1,235 9,980 

Sweden 596 61,600 

Iran 527 6,820 

Nigeria 526 2,950 

South Africa 367 6,800 

Egypt 273 3,280 

New Zealand 174 39,300 

TuvaltJ 57 5,840 

Burundi 3 270 

Source: World Bank at http:// data.worldbank..org. Oata are for 2014. 
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the dat:a varies by country, and the conversion to dol
lars raUe5 additional qu estions about the appropnate 
exchange rate, such measures arc routinely used by 
governments and international o rganizations in meas
uring economic size. While GNI provides a measure 
of the absolute size of national economies, it does not 
take into account population size. For a more revealing 
comparison, we use per capita GNI, which gives us a 
better ideo of the relative economic development of 
different states. 

Gross national income: The total dornestic: aud foreign 
output by rfliJdenu ol a country in a given year. 

Final!)'. we must not forget the import:anee of gaug
ing the performance of political systems by looking a< 

their relative performance in terms of providing their 
citizens with a good qualiry of life, as measured by 
the provision of basic needs. There are different ways 
of understanding 'basic needs', but at a minimum they 
would include adequate nutrition, education, and health 
care, and in this regard the most often-used compara
tive measu re of social conditions is offered through the 
Human Development Index maintained by the UN 
Development Programme. Using a combination of 
life expectan~-y. adult literacy, educational enrolment, 
and per capit:a GNI , it rates human development for 
most of the states in the world as either v<.Ty high, high , 
medium, or low. On the 2013 index, most democracies 
were in the top 30, while the poorest states ranked at 
the bottom of the table, "~th Niger in last place at 187 
(see Table 1.5). 
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TABLE 1.5: Human Development Index 

Ranking Wj§.!i.M@!§.fi 
Norway 0 .944 Vary high 

Austra1ia 

us 
Germany 

New Zealand 

Canada 

Swed en 

UK 
Japan 

France 

Cuba 

Russia 

Turlcey 

Mexico 

Iran 

Brazil 

China 

Egyp t 

South Africa 

India 

Pakis tBn 

N igeria 

Nige< 

2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

12 

14 

17 

20 

44 

57 

69 

71 

75 

79 

91 

110 

118 

135 

146 

152 

187 

0 .933 Very high 

0.914 Very high 

0.911 Very high 

0.910 Very high 

0.902 Very high 

0.898 Very high 

0.892 Very high 

0 .890 Very high 

0 .884 Very high 

0.815 Vary high 

0.778 High 

0.759 High 

0 .7S6 High 

0.749 High 

0.744 High 

0.719 High 

0.682 Medium 

0.658 Medium 

0.586 Medium 

0.537 Low 

0 .504 Low 

0.337 Low 

Source: Unrted Na-jons Dewloomont Progro,. (201Sl. hap:// 
hdr.undp.org/en/statistics. 

Not raw d: North Korea. Marshall Wands, NIUN, Somaba, South 
Sudan, Tl.'Valu. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• What is the purpose of government? 

• What is politics? Where does it begin and end? 

• Who bas power, who docs not, and bow do we know·? 

• Does it necessarily follow that to be a democracy is to be legitimate, and to be legitimate is to be a 
democracy? 

• Are the ideological distinctions in modern political systems as important and as clear as they once 
were? 

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of the Dcmocucy Index and Freedom in tlu> Ulc>rld schemes as 
means of classifying political systems? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Authority 
Comparative politics 
Concept 
Conception 
Governance 
Government 
Gross national income 
Ideology 

• FURTHER READING 

Crick, Bernard (2005) [,. Difence of Politics, 5th cdn. 

A forceful exposition of the nature of politics 
that finds the essence of the subject in the peace
ful reconciliation of interests. 

Finer, S. E. (1997) TI1e HisUJry of Govemment .from the 
Earliest Times, three vols. Offers a monumental 
and, in many ways, unequalled history of govern
ment. 

Heywood,Andrew (2012) Political Ideologies: An 
ltJtrodl<cliotJ, 5th edn. An informative and wide
ranging textbook that successfully introduces 
inBuential political creeds md doctrine<. 

Legitimacy 
Political economy 
Political system 
Politi.cs 
Power 
Social science 
Three 'Vorlds system 
Typology 

Lui<es, Steven (2005) Power: A Radical View, 2nd edn. 

This book introduces power's third face, offering 
a po,verful and engaging critique of conven
tional interpretations. 

Stilwc]), Frank (201 1) Political Economy:TI1e Contest 
of Economic Ideas, 3rd edn . A survey of political 
economy and its links with socia.J conce.rns. 

Woodward, Kath (2014) Sodal Sderues: The Big Is· 
sues, 3rd edn. A useful general survey of the social 
sciences and the kinds of issues they include. 
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The state 

PREVIEW 
The standard unit of analysis in comparative politics is the state. It is by no 
means the only such option, because comparison can be made at any level from 
the local to the multinational, and can involve any political institution, pro
cess, problem, or phenomenon, but states are the most common point of refer
ence for the comparative study of political systems. For this reason, we need to 
understand what states are, how they work, how they evolved, the varieties in 
which they can be found, and the current dynamic of the state system. 

This chapter begins with a review of the features of states, wi th a particular 
focus on sovereignty. It then briefly examines the history of states, focusing on 
how politic.U relationships changed b oth vertically (among rulers and th e ruled) 
and horiz.ontilly (among different political communities). It then looks at the 
diversity that exists among states, before discussing the related concepts of nation 
and nationalism, ending with an analysis of today's debates over the condition 
and the future prospects of the state. 

The state is a younger concept than most people think, and fewer than 
50 were in existence at the beginning of the twentieth century. But even as 
the number has grown to its current total of 189, so the questions about the 
long-term future of states have grown. Some argue that states are as strong as 
ever, others argue that they are undergoing fundamentol change in the face of 
globalization, while yet others argue that they are in decline. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• The state: an overview 

• What is a state? 

• Emergence of the state 
system 

• The expansion of states 

• The diversity of states 

• Nations and nat ionalism 

• Challenges to the state 

The state is the most powerful and successful political organization that has ever existed. Understanding its features 
and evolution is essentiaf. 

AJI states have four defining qualities: population, legitimacy. territory. and sovereignty. 

The modern state was born in Europe, and its form was exported to the rest of the world by imperial powers such 
as Britain, France, and Spain. 

States arc formally equal but vary dramatically in (among other attributes) their size, economic importance, 
international sfgnificancc and even the extent to which they contr<ll 'their' territory. 

Nation and stare are central concepts in comparative politics. Although these terms are sometimes used 
interchangeably, they denote separate entitles that can overlap in s.everal ways. 

The condition of the modern state is open to question. Some argue that states are as strong as ever, some that they 
arc declining, and some that they arc simply evolving. 
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20 CHAPTER2 

The state: an overview 
Although we now take for granted the division of the 
world into states, we should assume neither that the state 
always was the dominant principle of political organiza
tion , nor that it always will be. There was a world before 
states and, as advocates of globali-ation tirelessly point 
out, there may be a world after them, too. 

Before the modern state, government mainly con
sisted of kingdoms, empires and cities. These units were 
often governed in a personal and lughly decentralized 
fasluon, lacking the idea of an abstract political commu
nity focused on a defined territory which characterizes 
today's states. Even so, many of these ancient formations 
were substantial in area and population. For example, 
the ancient Chinese empire 'proved capable of ruling 
a pop ulation that eventually grew into the hundreds of 
millions over a period of millennia - albeit control was 
not always complete and tended to be punctuated by 
recurring periods of rebellion ' (van Creveld, 1999: 36). 
Ancient lnstory quickly dispels the idea that all modern 
states are larger and more stable than every traditional 
political system. 

Yet the modem state remains distinct from all 
preceding political formations. They posse~~ sovereign 
authority to rule the population of a specific territory, a 
notion which contrasts with the more personal and non
centralized rule adopted by traditional king:; and emper
ors. It is this contrast whlch enables Melleuish (2002: 
335) to suggest that ' the development of the modern 
state can be compared to the invention of the alpha
her. It only happened once but once it had occurred it 
changed the nature of human existence for ever.' 

This modern idea of the state emerged in Europe 
between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, with 
the use of the word state as a political terrn coming into 
common use towards the end of tins period. The num
ber of states grew slowly: there were only 19 in exist
ence in 1800, and barely 30 more had been established 
by 1900.At a global level, the real expansion of the state 
system began after the Second World War as decoloni
zation saw the end of European empires. In addition, 
the number of international organizations and list of 
international treaties began to grow. Until the Second 
World War, government and politics around the world 
had been driven mainly by the preferences and the 
actions o f a few Western democracies, but the p icture 
became increasingly complex as debates about sover
eignty, authority, and self-determination bro~dened and 

deepened. Where great powers such as Britain, Germany, 
and Fr.tnce had been prominent, the picture changed 
with the emergence of the United States and the Soviet 
Unio-n as superpowers after 1945, with the independ
ence o f ne-arly 70 mainly African and Asian states in the 
1960s and 1970s, with the final break-up of the Soviet 
Union in 1991, and the rise of emerging powers such as 
China , India, and Brazil in the 1990s. 

States today have a qwte different and more com
plex relationslup with one another than they did even 
two generations ago. Their interactions inevitably influ
ence domestic political and economic calculations, 
questions about their true independence are raised with 
increased frequency, and we now see a debate under way 
about their future: are states becoming weaker, are they as 
strong as they ever were, o r are they simply transforming 
in the wake of new demands and pressures? Whatever 
the answer, the state remains the basis for understanding 
government and politics all over the world. There are 
sub-na tional units of government, to be sure, and some 
see th e growth of governance at the global level, but 
almost everyone is a citizen of one state or another, and 
when we think of government we also think of states. 

What is a state? 
Few t erms are more central to understanding govern
ment and politics (and yet have been more <)ften dis
puted) than the state. It is nearly impossible to proceed 
in any me-.tningful or effective fashion with the study of 
politics and government unless we have at least a work
ing understanding of what states look like, because they 
are the world's dominant forrn of political organization, 
and th e building blocks of the international system. And 
yet they are not easy to define. 

State; 1'he legaJ and political authority of 3 territory con
tainiag a population and tt1::uked by borders. The stat~: defines 
the poJiticaJ authority of whid1 govenunem is tohe ntanaging 
authority; th3t authority is regarded a.~ both sovereign and 
le-gitima(e by the citizens of the state arid the govtnanents of 
othe.x stateS'. 

T he usual benchmark for understanding the state is 
the classic defmition o ffered by the German sociologist 
Max Weber, who described it as 'a hUinan community 
that (successfully) claims the monopoly o f the legitimate 
use of physical force witlun a given territory' (quoted in 
Gerth and Mills, 1948: 78).When the state~ monopoly 
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oflegitimate force is threatened> as in ·a civil war, its very 
existence is at stake. As long as the conflict continues, 
there is no legitimate authority. But there is more to the 
state than physical force, and it needs to be understood 
more particularly in its modern context, where it is be.'it 
defined as a legal and political entity with population, 
legitimacy, territory, and sovereignty (see Figure 2.1 ). 

If all were neat and tidy, then every square metre of 
land in the world would be part of one state o r another. 
But there are numerous parcels of territOry around the 
world that lack one or more of these qualities, and thus 
cannot be considered states for the purposes of analysis: 
examples include Taiw.m, Puerto Rico, Palestine, West
ern Sahara, and Hong Kong. Furthermore, there are still 
a few remaining colonies or overseas territories> such as 
Bermuda, Gibraltar, Guam, and French Polynesia, and 
these> too, are not normally considered as states, because 
they are not independent. (lt should be noted that states 
are o ften described as countries, but the term wut~try 

strictly speaking refers only tO a territory and not to the 
mechanisms of government and power.) 

How does a state differ from a governrnent? In 
essence, the state defines the political community of 
which government is the managing agent. By success
fully claiming a m<mopoly of authorized force, the state 
cn.>ates a mandate for rule which the government then 
puts into effect. This distinction between state and gov
ernment is reflected in the characteristic separation in 
many countries of the roles of head of state (e.g. the 
monarch or non-executive president) and head of gov
ernment (e.g. the prime minister) (see Chapter 9). 

THESTATE 21 

Since much of the theoretical justification for the 
state ·is provided by the idea of sovereignty, we must 
first unpack this related notion . As developed by the 
sixteenth-century French philosopher jem Bodin, sov
ereign ty refers to the unfettered and undivided power 
tO make laws. In a similar vein, the eighteenth-century 
Engli&b j urist William Blackstone (1765- 9: book 1: 68) 
argued that ' there is and must be in every state a 
supreme, irresistible, absolute and uncontrolled author
ity, in winch the right of sovereignty resides' . 

Sovereignty: The ultitnate sour<:e of authority iJl a soci:!ty. 
The !Oovereign ii the highest and tlna.l decision- m3ker wit1Un 
a <:on'm•unitr. 

T he word sovere(gt! <)riginally meant 'one seated 
above'. So, the sovereign body is the one institution 
urllimited by higher authority: the high est of the high . 
By definition, that body is the state. As Bodin wrote, 
the sovereign can 'give laws untO all and every one of 
the subjects and receive none from them'. Sovereignty 
originally developed in Europe tO justify the attempt 
by monarchs to consolidate control over kingdoms in 
which authority had previously been shared with the 
feudal aristocracy and the Catholic Church .This is why 
monarchs and currencies are still known as 'sovereigns). 

However, as democracy gained ground, so too did 
the belief that elected assemblies acting on behalf o f the 
people are the tme holders of sovereignty. The me.ms 
of acquiring sovereignty evolved, although the theo
retical importance of BlackstOne's 'supreme authority' 

Population 
States contain populations, without whom the territory concerned 
would be little more than a b lock of real estate . 

legitimacy 

Sovereignty 

States are normally recognized both by the ir reside nts and by other 
states as having jurisdiction and authority within their te rritory. 

States operate within a fixed territory marked by borde rs, and 
contro l the movement of people , mone y, and goods across those 
borders. 

States have sove re ignty over that territory, its people and resources, 
meaning that they have the sole authority to impose laws and taxes. 

FIGURE 2.1: The qualities of a state 
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remained unquestioned, especially in centralized Euro
pean countries such as Brit:Un and France. Beyond 
Europe, the notion of sovereignty remained weaker. 
In federations such as Brazil, Germany, India, and the 
United States, for instance, political authority is shared 
between the central and regional governments. In these 
circumstances, the idea of sovereignty is diluted, and so 
too is the concept of the state itself. Americans more 
often use the word state to denote the 50 states of the 
Union, rather than the entire United States. Limited as 
it is by checks and balances, the US federal government 
lacks the 'absolute and unC(mtrolled authority' which 
Blackstone judged so essential to the state. 

The formal right tO make laws does not imply that 
the sovereign is omnipotent, because all sovereigns are 
influenced by events beyond and within their borders. 
For this reason, claims that sovereignty has become a 
myth in an interdependent world should be treated with 
sceptit:ism. Sovereignty always was an invention; that is 
its significance. Mexico, for instance, depends more on 
the United States than vice vellia, but the two countries 
remain formally equal as sovereign$. A state's control 
over its destiny is a matter of degree but its sovereignty 
is, by its nature, unlimited. The essence of sovereignty 
lies in an unqualified legal title: 

Comcirutional inde.pende.nce. like marriage. is an 
absolute condition. People are eidter married or 

nor married; they c.a.nnot be 70 per cent married. 
T he same with sove.reigncy: a country either has. the. 
legal title of sove-reignty or it does not; there is no in
between condition. (S0rensen, 2004: I 04) 

Irtherent in the notion of the state is the idea of the 
citizen. Just as the development of the state overrode 
the power of the aristOcracy and the Church, so the 
conceiPt of the citizen implies full and equal member
ship of the political community defined by the state. As 
Heater (1999: 1) notes: 'The title of <.~tizen was adopted 
by the French revolutionaries [of 1789] to pronounce 
the symbolic reality of equality; the titles of ari~tocratic 
distinction were expunged.' To be a citizen is to possess 
both rights (such a. legal protection) and duties (such as 
rnilitary or comrnunity service}. 

Citizen: A fu.U rt1embt'r of a Stale, e.ntided to the rights and 
subje<:t t(J the duties 3ssoci3ted with that i t:itus. Citi%.enship 
is lyp:ica1ly confirt:ned in 3 do<:ume.nt sut h a<; a p:U.<ip<>rt or 
iden city clrd. 

Note, however, that our mental image of a state as a 
contai:ner for its citizens alone is a poor guide to reality. 
O nce condemned as political polygamy, dual citizenship 
is now accepted by many states (Hansen and Wei!, 2002) . 
Further, international migrants - mostly living in high
incorne countries - made up more than 3 per cent of 

• How many states are there? 

This is not an easy question to answer. A benchmark point of reference is the membership roster of the United 
Nations, which stood at 193 in mid-2015. But this number includes 4 small European enclave states (Andorra, 
liechtenstein, Monaco, and San Marino), which meet the legal definition of a state but play a minimal role in 
interstate relations, and are for all practical purposes parts of the larger states that surround them. Meanwhile, 
the UN membersl:lip list excludes several territories that function much like states but are lacking either 
independence and/or legitimacy; these include Kosovo, Palestine, Taiwan, and Western Sahara. Taiwan would 
be a member of the UN had it not been expelled in 1971 when Olina made it clear that it would not have 
diplomatic ties with any country that recognized Taiwan. In almost all respects, though, it is structured and 
continues to function as a state. Meanwhile, Kosovo- part of the former Yugoslavia- has been recognized 
diplomatically by more than 100 other states, includ ing most of the member states of the European Union, and 
is a member of several key international bodies (including the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund), 
but cannot be considered a political and diplomatic equal of UN member states. 

So while the question 'How many states are there?' is likely to e licit the response 'It depends what you 
mean by a state', this book opts for the number 189: the curre nt membership of the United Nations, less the 4 
European enclave states. But we should not overlook the discuss ion of m icrostates, quasi-states, and de facto 

states later in this chapter. 
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the world's population in 2013 (UN Population Fund, 
2015). ln thc.'ircountty of destination ,legal rrugnnts moy 
be granted the right of permanent residence without 
seeking or being granted citizenship, a limitation which 
denies them the vote in mtional elections. To equate a 
country's adult population with its citizens is to overlook 
this significant inequality (Hammerstad, 2010). 

Emergence of the state 
system 
The state emerged fiom the ember> of medieval Europe 
(c.ID00-1500). In the Middle Ages, European govern
ance had been dominated by the transnational Roman 
Catholic Church and powerful feudal lords. Sandwiched 
ber.veen these forces, monarchs occupied a for weaker 
position than do today"s rulers. The process of change 
was long, slow, and complex. How did the modern St:lte 
acquire the dorrunant position it occupies in the modern 
world?Wim factors drove this crucial transformation? 

If there was any single force that \vas responsible 
fi:n the tran5ition to the modern state, it was war. As 

Tilly (1975: 42) wrote, 'war made the state, and the state 
made war'. T he introduction of b>unpowder in the four• 
teenth century u-•nsformed rrulitary scale and tactics, 
as Ofb>anizcd infantry and artillery replaced the knight 
on honeback. The result was an a!ll,>n.'<sive, competi
tive, and expensive arms race in Europe, which obligc.-d 
ruler> to employ administtators to recruit, train, equip, 
and pay for SWlding arrrues, lay-ing the foundation of 
modern bureaucracies. Political units became larger, 
and the growth of bureaucracy meant that local pat
terns of administration and justice became more uni
form. Commerce grew more freely, and rulers began to 
enablish formal diplomatic relations with their overseas 
counterparts. 

Just as war-making weakened the feudal pillar of 
th e medieval 6-.tmcwork, so tbe Reformation destroyed 
its religious foundations. From around 1520, Protestant 
reformers led by Martin Luther condemned wh>t they 
saw a.s the corruption and privileges of the organiz(.-d 
Church. This reform movement brought profound 
political consequences, shattering the Christian com
monwealth as antagOnism developed ber.veen Protes
tant and Catholic rulers. 

The binb of the modem state system is often 
tied to a single event: the 1648 Peace ofWestph:olia. 
T his brought an end to both the Thirty Years'War in 
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the Holy Roman Empin=, and the Eighty Years' War 
between Spain and the Dutch Republic. It made sev
eral adjustments to European state borders, gave new 
definition to the idea of sovereignty, and helped make 
national secular authority superior to religious edicts 
fi:om Rome, giving rise to what is often known as 
the Westphalian system. Several states predated the 
Peace, including England, Ireland, France, Spain, and 
Portugal, but it gave clearer defini tion to the powerS 
of states. 

Westphalian system: The: modern ~otatt ~'Y~lem that 
many believ~ emerged out o( du: 1648 l)eace ofWest
phali:a, based ori the sovereib'11t)' of sutes :and polu.ical 
loe:tf- dtter-otiwtioo. 

As central authority developed in Europe, so did 
the need for its theoretical justification. The crucial idea 
here was sovereignty, as later ramed by the notion of 
consent. The French philosopher Jean Bodin argued 
that, 'vithin soc'icty, a single sovereign authority should 
be responsible for five major functions: legislation, w<tr 
and p eace, public appointments, judicial appc.-als, and the 
currency. But the sovereign still needed to be subject to 

lirruts and controls, and here the English philosopher 
john Locke played a vital role. lle arb>ucd that citizens 
possess natural rights to life, liberty, and property, wd 
that these rights must be protected by rulers governing 
through law. 

According ro Locke, citizens agree tO obey the laws 
of the land, even if only by tacit means ruch as accepting 
the protection which law provides. But should rulers 
violate citizens' natural rights, the people 'are thereupon 
absolved fiom any funher Obedience, and are left to 
the common Refuge, which Cod hath provided for 
all Men against force and violence' - the right to resist 
(Locke, 1690: 412). So, in Locke's work we sec a mod
ern account of the liberal state, with sovereignty limited 
by consent. In theory, at lea.", government had become 
servant rather than master. 

Natutal rights: Those rights (such "'tO li(e. liberty, 
aud property) >upp<Medly given to hunum by God or 
by ru.~. their existence t:aken to be indcpmdtnt of 
p-enuneru. 

These ideas of sovereignty and consent were 
re6ected, in contrasting ways, in the r.vo most momen
tOu:l affirmations of modt:rnity: tht American and 
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French revolutions. In America, th e colonists established 
th eir independence from Britain and went on to fashion 
a new republic, giving substance to Locke's liberal inter
pretation of the state. The Declaration of Independence 
(1776) boldly declared that governments derive 'their 
j ust authority from the consent of the governed', while 
th e US constitution (drafted 1787) famously begins, 
'We, the People of the United States' . 

But it was the French Revolution of 1789 that 
made the most daring attempt to reinterpret sovereignty 
in democr•tic (rather than liberal) terms. Described by 
Finer (1997: 1516) as 'the m ost important single event 
in the entire history of government', the French Revo
lution mapped out the contours of modern democracy. 
W here the American federal government was limited 
in its authority, the French revolutionaries regarded a 
centralized, unitary state as the sovereign expression of 
a national community populated by citizens with equal 
rights. W here the American Revolution was built on 
distrust of p ower, the French revolutionaries favoured 
universal suffrage and a government empowered to 
make de.cisions for the good of society as a whole. 

The principles of France's modernizing revolu

tion were articulated in the Declaration of the R igl1ts 
of Man and the Citizen; tins served as a preamble to 
the French constitution of 1791, still forms part of the 
country's constitution, and is considered by Finer to 
be 'the blueprint of virtually all modern states'. It pro
nounces that 'Men are born and remain free and equal 
in rights ... Th ese rights are liberty, property, security 
and resistance to oppression .' I t continues: 'Law is the 
expression of the general will. All citizens have a right 
to participate in shaping it eith er in person, or through 
their representatives. It must be the same for all, whether 
it punishes or protects.' 

The expansion of states 
D uring the nineteenth century, th e outlines of the state 
became more precise, especially in Europe. Borders 
slowly turned into barriers as maps marked out defined 
frontiers. Lawyers established that a coun try's territory 
should extend into the sea as far as the re-•ch of a can
nonball and, later, above i ts land to the flying height 
of a hot-air balloon. Reflecting this new concern "~th 
boundaries, passports were introduced in Europe during 
th e First World War. To travel a~-ross frontiers became a 
rite of passage, involving official permission expressed in 
an official stamp. 

E conomically, too, the second half of the nineteenth 
century saw the end of an era of relatively liberal trade. 
Stimulated by economic depressions, many European 
states introduced protecti(mist trade policies. National 
markets gained ground against b oth local and interna
tional exchange, meaning that economies became more 
susceptible to regulation by central government. Inter
nally, the functions performed by the state expanded 
to include education, factory regulation, policing, and 
gathering statistics (literally, 'state facts'). 

For most of the twentieth century,\Vestern states bore 
deeper into their societies. As with the original emergence 
of European states, this expansion was fuelled by war. The 
first and second world wars were examples of total war, 
fought between entire countries.. rather than just bet\veen 
specialized armed forces.To equip massive f()rces \vith the 
necessary tank.s, planes and bombs demanded unparalleled 
mobilization of citizens, economies and societies. The 
ability to tax effectively and systematically - described by 
Briiutigarn et a/. (2008: 137) as ' tl1e central pillar of state 
capacity' - grew further. Because total wars were expen
sive, tax revenues as a proportion of national product 
almost doubled in Western states between 1930 and 1945 
(Steinrno, 2003: 213).Thc twentieth century w.~s an era of 
the sta.te because it was also an age of war. 

Total war: War requiring lhe. n\obilization of the- popul3tion 
to support a oonAic:t fougbt ·with adV3t:tced weaponry on a 
large geog:rapb.ical scale. re.quiriug sute JeaderSh.ip, irnerven
tion and furHiing. 

Peace in 1945 did not initially lead to a cor
respon ding reduction in th e role of the state, Rather, 
\Vestern governments sought to apply their enhanced 
administrative skills to domestic needs. Througl!Out 
Western Europe, the warfare state gave way to the 
welfare state, with rulers accepting direct respo n
sibility for protecting their citizens from the scourges 
of illness, unemployment and old age. In this way, the 
Europ ean state led a post-war settlement - terrned the 
'Keyn esian welfare state' (after the British eC<)nomist 
Jolw Maynard Keynes) - which integrated full employ
ment and public welfare with an economy in which the 
private sector continued to play a substantial part. 

Welfare state: An arrangetnent iJl which the gove.rntne.nt i! 
prit:t:.arily re\pousible fO.r the social and econon:tic securit)' of 
its citizens through public progrartunes such as inc.omes for 
du~ unemployed. pensior)S for the. elderly 3.nd medical cue 
for the !ide 
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Meanwhile, important developments were tak
ing place further afield. Although the state was born in 
Europe, its form was exported to the rest of the world 
by imperial powers such as Britain, France, and Spain. 
Consequently, most states in today's world are post
colonial. As Armitage (2005: 3) points out, 'the great 
political fact of global history in the last 500 years is the 
emergence of a world of states from a world of empires. 
That fact fundamentally defines the political universe 
we all inhabit.'The few St'.ttes without a history as a col
ony Qeaving aside the ex-colonial powers themselves) 
include China, Ethiopia, Iran, Japan, and Saudi Arabia. 

Although the term post-colonial is usually confined 
to countries achieving independence in the aftermath 
of the Second World War, settler societies such as Aus
tralia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States pro
vide early examples of states formed from colonies. In 
settler societies, the new arrivals ruthlessly supplanted 
indigenous communities, n....._creating segments of the 
European tradition they had brought with them; as 
a result, the political organization of these countries 
remains strong and recognizably Western. By contrast, 

TABLE 2.1: The formation o f states 
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non-settler colonies emerged into statehood in four 
waves spread over two centuries, the results being differ
ent from the strang European states generated in earlier 
centuries by military and political competition. 

T he firSt wave occurred early in the nineteenth cen
tury, in the Spanjsh and Portuguese territories of Latin 
America. Here, the early wars of independence lacked 
the bberal, egalitarian basis of their US predecessor. 
New constitutions were produced but they were neither 
democratic nor fully implemented. Economic exploita
tion of native populations, the poor, and descendants of 
slaves continued into the post-colonial era. The re.<ult
ing inequalities created conflicts within Latin American 
countries which remain important even today. 

T he s.econd wave of state expansion emerged in 
Europe and the Middle East around the end of the Fim 
World War, with the final collapse of the Austro-Hun
garian, R ussian, and Ottoman empires. T he first of these 
dissolved into five separate states: Austria, H ungary, 
Poland, Cu.--choslovakia, andYugoslavia.With the excep
tion o f Turkey, founded on the ruins of the Ottoman 
Empire, strong and stable states again failed to develop 

-M·1,,i:JJt.:(WM§IIJ.i.I:M Asia and Pacific Total 
Pre-1799 9 

1800-49 

1850-99 

1900-09 

1910-19 

1920- 29 

1930-39 

1940-49 

1950-59 

1960-69 

1970- 79 

1980..a9 

1990-99 

2000-09 

2010-

Total 

18 

2 

4 

7 

3 

36 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 

12 

39 59 55 189 

Notes: Includes only those states internationally recognized as sovereign and lrtdependent i.n January 20 15. Excludes European mictostates. 

Source: Based on appendix in Crawford (200':7) 
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during this wave. Instead> international politics in the 
shape of fascism and communism continued to intmde, 
preventing those countries on the European periphery 
from experiencing the continuous state development 
found in the continent's core. 

The third and largest wave of state creation took 
place after 1945, with the retreat from empire by Euro
pean states diminished by war. Asian countries, such as 
the Philippines (in 1946) and India (in 1947), were the 
fi"'t tO achieve independence but many other colonies, 
in Africa, the Caribbean, and the Middle East, followed 
suit. Between 1945 and 1989, nearly 90 independent 
states. almost ha1f the world's current tota1. were created. 
But most lacked any previous experience as a coher
ent entity, and statehood was superimposed on ethnic, 
regional, and religious groups that had previously coex
isted in a looser arr.rngement. Many states continue to 
feel the destabilizing effects even today, including Nige
ria, Iraq, and India. 

The fourth and ftnal wave of state formation 
occurred in the ftnal decade of the twentieth century, 
triggered by the collapse of communism. The dissolu
tion of the communist bloc previously dominated by 
the Soviet Union led to independence for more than a 
dozen Soviet satellites in Eastern Europe (e.g. Poland). 
In addition, the Soviet Union itself - in effect, a Rus
sian empire - dissolved into 15 successor states (e.g. 
Ukraine) . The experience of these new post-communist 
states has been mixed.The Baltic states gained economic 
and political stability from their proximity to, and now 
their membe,.,.hip of, the European Union. However, 
central Asian republics such as Uzbekistan revealed a 
more typical post-colonial syndrome: small size, ethnic 
division, a pre-industria] economy; and autocratic rule. 
In the successor states to the So,~et Union, these prob
lems are, again, reinforced by the absence of pre-colonial 
experience as an independent state. 

Over.ill, then, the contraSts between West European 
parent states and their post-colonial progeny are deep
rooted. Post-colonial states rarely possess the strength and 
autonomy which their European predecesso"' acquired 
during their own development. Sovereignty remains 
important as a tit1e, securing international recognition 
and access to aid. But the label's significance is some
times symbolic, with little tO preven t the movement of 
people, soldier;, goods and terrorists across boundaries. 
In extreme but still exceptional cases, the outcome is a 
fragile - or even failed - state which is unable to execute 
its core usk of securing order (see luer in this ch~pter). 

The diversity of states 
The enormous contrasts of population, wealth , and 
power among states are often underemphasized by 
those analysts who concentrate on either the formal 
equality of states (all are equally sovereign) or their 
forms of government. But, dearly, neither sovereignty 
nor democracy matter for, say, small island states (such 
as Kiribati, the Maldives, and the Solomon Islands) 
at risk of disappearing as a result of rising sea levels 
brought on by climate change. Sovereignty is exercised 
by all states, but in varying conditions and with vary
ing resources. 

A review of the distribution of states by popula
tion, political authority, and income provides insight 
into these divergent political realities. In particular, it 
confir.rns that the strong form of the European state is 
impo,.ible to replicate in a significant number of small, 
dependent post-colonial states. 

Population 
Although many studies in compar•tive politi<-s examine 
large states, they arc exceptional when viewed though 
a global lens. At one end of the distribution, China's 
population of 1.35 billion is greater than that of the 
160 smallest countries in the world combined. At 
the o ther end, the population of most countries in 
the world is fewer than 10 million, with one in ftve fall
ing below one million (Figure 2.2). In median position 
sits Switzerland (7.9 million) - a country usually pre
sented as 'small' but which only appears as such when 
viewed from the per;pectivc o flarger states. 

T he smallest stateS - microstates - are mainly 
islands in the Caribbean, the Paciiic or off the African 
coast. along 'vith ftve European states, including the 
Vatican City. Mostly, they possess limited capacity to 
shape their own destiny, and must seek protection from 
larger patrons. But we should n()t assume that they are 
dysfunctional; several established microstates in Europe 
have combined political stability with economic suc
cess. As with many successful small states, Luxembourg 
secured its position through joining military and eco
nomi.c alliances, and its success continues. Helped by an 
economy based heavily on services, the C()untry (pop
ulation 502,000) has moved tO the higher reaches of 
the global economic rankings, with a per capita gross 
nation al income in 201 4 of more than $80,000. Many 
of the smallest stares, however, are both people- and 
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FIGURE 2.2: States by population 

Source: Calculated from data listed by World Bank at http://data.worldbank.org 
{accessed January 2015). Figures are for 20 13. 

· Includes China {1.35 billion) and India (1 .25 billion}. 

resource-poor. Several Pacific states - such as Tuvalu, 
Palau, the Marshall Islands, and Kiribati - have few peo
ple (Tuvalu has fewer than 10,000), little in the way of 
natural resources or economic opportunities, and poor 
trade and transport connections to the rest of the world. 

Microstates; States l'hat are SJ'nall in both p()pulatiou and 
territory. Andorra, Barbados, Pilau, and the Maldives an: 
examples. 

Political authority 
T he challenge o f defming a state is exemplified by the 
exi.<tence o f several territories that fall short of all the 
required qualities (most notably independence and 
sovereignty). Some o f these are what Jackson (1990: 1) 
calls quasi-states, which he defines as states that won 
independence from a former colonial power but have 
since lost control over much of their territory. They are 
recognizt>d by the international community as having all 
the rights and responsibilities of a state, but they barely 
exist as a functioning entity. Somalia is a prime example: 
the outbreal< of a civil w·.rr in 1991 led to the collapse 

of centralized government and the emergence of sever.U 

autonomous regions within the country. Although it has 
been formally a federal republic since 2012, much of 
north e rn Somalia has long functioned as eid1er Somali
land or the Puntland State of Somalia. 

Quasi-states: St3tes th:a exiu and, are recognized wlder 
ittterr'll tioual bw but 'h·hose govenunents coutrol liuJe of the 
territory uJ)der their jurisdiction. 

O ther difficult cases are represented by what Pegg 
(1998} calls de faao states, meaning that they control ter
ritory and provide governance, but are mainly unrecog
nh,<.>d by the international conununity (and thus have no 
legal o r dt j ure existence). So while quasi-states are legit
imate no matter how ineffective they are. de facto stak"'S 

are ilkgitimate no rnatter how dfective they are. Key 
examp les include Abkhazia, N agorn<}-Kar•bakh. Tramn
istria, Somaliland, and d1e Turkish Republic of Nortl1ern 
C yprus. Somaliland provides a strong contrast wid1 Soma
lia; th.e latter has a seat in the U nited N ations and is rec
<)gnized internationally even though it is ineffective, while 
the fo rmer remains unrecognized despite the fact that it 
has been governing the northern one-dllrd of Somalia in 
tclativc peace since 1991. 
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De facto states: St:ues that 3rt" not recognizt.~ under ime.r
rutionai bw e\'en though dley cor:ttrol te-rritory at1d provide 
govern-a.nce. They exist it1 fact (de jaao) rather than unde.r Jaw 
(de j•r<). 

Income 
The era in which states could be classified as ' rich ' or 
'poor' , 'developed' or ' developing', has passed. Although 
economic inequalities between countries remain 
immense, a more nuanced picture is now required, espe
cially to capture the growth of emerging economies. 
The World Bank offers a useful classif1cation, dividing 
stateS (strictly, economies) into four income groups 
(Table 2.2). Introduced in 1988, this scheme sought to 
provide an economic indicator linked to measures of 
well-being such as poverty and infant mortality. 

The high-income category is still led by the devel
oped economies of Europe, North America, Australasia, 
and parts of Asia. It is these countries which form the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel
opment (OECD), the rich country club which seeks 
to 'build a wider consensus for market economies and 
democracy' (OECD, 2011). While the cultural, eco
nomic, political, and scientific resources ofOECD states 
remain enom1ous, their strength was diminished by the 
financial crisis of2008/09, the resulting increase in pub
lic debt, and the subsequent difficulties experienced by 
the eurozone currency area. Furthermore, the weight of 
population lies elsewhere: the United States and Japan 
are the only two OECD members in the world's ten 
most populous countries. The high-income category 
also includes srmll, oil-rich, non-democratic states such 
as Kuwait and Qatar, confirming, again, that scale is 
unnecessary for wealth. 

TABLE 2.2: States by income 

In the upper-middle income category we fwd 
most of the fast-growing new economies; the economic 
dynamism and large population of some of these states 
has already sparked some rebalancing of world power 
away fiom the developed West. The category includes 
two of the BRIC countries (Brazil, R ussia, India, 
China), a designation invented in 2001 by an econo
mist a t the investment firrn Goldman Sachs (O'Neill, 
2001). The story has not been quite so happy for Brazil 
of late; a combination of drought, a sluggish economy, 
corruption and rising energy costs has led to significant 
economic problems. 

Lower-middle income countries are found mainly 
in Africa and Asia. Although they have seen develop
ment , their levels of affiuence and their global political 
weight remain limited compared to the upper-middle 
category. India has long been something o f a puzzle: its 
economy is one of the world's largest, but it has suffered 
for many years from unmet potential, and the benefits 
of its economic development have not reached down 
to the poorest o f its citizens. Root problems include 
the large role still played by the state in the economy, 
and the challenge o f dealing with India~ rapid popu
lation growth. Recent governments have promised to 

increa:se the pace of liberalization, but real achieve
ments have been slow to follow. The consensus is that 
India is still prevented from achieving its true eco
nomi c p()tential by continuing over-regulation and (in 
contrast to China) a more limited capacity to achieve 
policy change. 

Sometimes known as the 'fourth world', the low
inconte countries consist mainly of African states, 
together with some Asian countries, such as Afghanistan, 
Bangladesh and Burma. In 2015, the number of coun
tries in this group (34) was greater than the number 
belonging to the OECD. With average incomes ofless 

Gross national income 
er ca ita* 

Number of 
states 

Examples 

High income 539,300 or above 53 Germany, Poland, Japao, US 

Upper-middle income 57,500-39,300 54 Brazil, China. Iran, Mexico, South Africa 

Lower~middle income $2,000- 7,500 49 Egypt, Ind ia, Nigeria, Philippines, Vi.etnam 

Low income S2,000 o r below 34 Afghani!ttan, Ethiopia, Haiti, Somalia 

Source: Calculated from data listed by World Bank at http://data.worldbankorg (accessed January 2015). Figure-s a!e for 20 \ 3. 

· Rounded o ut. 
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than $2,000 per year (often substantially less), life for 
the vast majority of people in low-income countric'S 
remains challenging indeed. 

In studying international politics, it is possible to 
focu5 on the absolute size of an economy or. alterna
tively, on national income per head. In comparati,•e 
politics, though, we must recognize the domestic politi
cal impact of sharp inequality and mass poverty. Among 
many other effects, these factors create a dependence 
of the poor and powerless on the rich and powerfuL As 
we will see in Chapter 3, such inequalities still create a 
powerful barrier to a functioning democracy. 

Nations and nationalism 
N o discussion of states can be comp1ete without a 
review of ihe related, overlapping, and more elusi,•e 
idea of the nation. Where states exist under law, nations 
are considered by Anderson (1983) to be 'imagin<"<l 
cornmuniries' and are often viewed ·as any group that 
upholds a claim to be regarded as such. In two 'vays, 
though, we can be more precise. First, nations are peo
ples with homelands. As Eley and Suny (1996: 10) put it, 
a nation - like a state - implies 'a claim on a particular 
piece of real estate'. Here, the origin of the word nation, 
deriving from a Latin term meaning 'place of birth ' , is 
relevant. The link between nation and place is one fac
tor distinguishing a nation from a tribe or ethnic group. 
Tribes can move home but a nation remains tether<"<l to 
its motherland, changing shape mainly through expan
sion and contraction. 

Nation: A culturJ.l 3tld historical concept describing 3 group 
of people who idetnify with one 3not..her on the ba!is of a 
shared histo~ <:uJtureo hnguage, and tnyths. 

Second, when a group claims to be a nation. it 
usually professes a right to self-determination within 
its homeland. It seeks sovereignty over its land, exploit
ing or inventing a shared culture to justify its claim. 
This assertion of self-nile (not to be confused with 
democratic rule) gives the nation its political char
acter. A social group becomes a nation by achiev
ing or seeking control over its own destiny. whether 
through independence or devolution. To describe 
French-speaking Canadians as a separate nation, as 
opposed to a linguistic community, indicate.s a claim 
for autonomy, if not independence, for this culturally 
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distinct and geographically concentrated group. Silni
larly, the campaign for a Palestinian state since 1948 has 
strengthened what was previously a more amorphous 
Palestinian national identity. 

Self-determination: The 3.bitity to 3ct wilhout exterru.l 
compulsion. The right of nationat self-deterntin3tion i.s the 
right of a people to poS1ess il-s own f,>Ovenufle-nt, democratic 
or otbt-n..,i:se. 

Because the concept of nation is political, there is 
no necessity for nations to be united by a common 
language. A shared tongue certainly eases the taSk of 
culturnl unification, yet in Switzerland, for example, 
French, Gemr•n, and Italian are widely spoken. In 
India, 22 o fficial languages are each spoken by more 
than one million people. Nationhood cannot be 
reduced to any other factor, linguistic or otherwise; 
rathe;, it is a subjective identity resulting from what 
the French philosopher Ernest Renan (1882) termed 
a' dailly plebiscite'. 

Although scholars such as Slnith (2009) view 
nations as creatun.."S of antiquity, tht.')' are more often 
understood as attcr!lpts by peoples to assert their mod
ern right to self-determination. Certainly, many rr•tions 
have been constructed in the course of relatively recent 
struggles. In the nineteenth and especially the twentieth 
centuries, for instance, colonial peoples demanded inde
pendence under a nationalist banner. Their assertions of 
national identity were often artificial but they served as 
a rallying cry against the imperialists. It was 'the pres
ence and power of the colonial regime that stimulated 
the development of a national identity as the basis of 
resistance' (Calhoun, 1997: 108). The nation was cre
ated through, not simply invoked in, the struggle for 
freedom. 

To view nations as modern is to suggest that they 
are made, rather than found. Nations as"ert statehood 
and, since states themselves are products of modernity, 
so too are nations. Sped ficaiJy, a national identity unites 
people who do not know each other but who, none
theless, fmd themselves living together under common 
rulers and markets. A shared nationality provides an 
emotional bond for an increasingly rational world. In 
particular, it allows the losers from the emergence of a 
large market economy to take comfort in the progress 
of their country as a whole. In a similar way, national 
identity provides a rationalization for parti<..'ipation in 
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war, encour-•ging people 'to die for the sake of strangers' 
(Langman, 2006) . 

Even more than nations themselves, nationalism 
is a doctrine of modernity. Like many 'isms', nationalism 
emerged in the nineteenth century to flourish in the 
twentieth. But, unlike these other ' ism,', the principle of 
nationalism is reassuringly straightforward. It is simply 
the doctrine that nations have a right to determine their 
own destiny - to govern themselves. In this way, nation
alism is a universal idea, even though each individual 
nation is rooted in a particular place. 

Nationalism: The belief that 3. groupo( people with a com
mon rlationa.l identity (usually marked by a shared culture 
:l:ud hislory) has the right lO form an independent state and 
co govern itself li-ee of ext:erna1 imerventi<>n. 

The United Nations Covenant on Civil and Politi
cal Rights (UNHCR, 1966) offers a succinct statement 
<>f the principle of national self-government: 

All peoples have the righr co self-dete-rminacion. 
By virtue of that right they freely determine- che.ir 
polidca1 status and pursue the-ir economic., social and 
cultural rights. 

Nations, unlike states, do not necessarily have tidy 
geographical boundaries. Some national groups are 
spread among several states. The Kurds, for example, 
are found in lr-•n, Iraq, Syria, and Turkey, and thus form 
a stateless nation (see Map 2.1). Similarly, a diaspora 
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MAP 2.1: The stateless Kurds 

Map skOW'ing tfte location of Kurds across lr:an. ltaq, Syria. and Turkay. 

is a group widely dispersed beyond its homeland. The 
Jews remain the primary representative case, with only 
a minority of the world's Jews living in their ancient 
homeland. 

Diaspora: A population that: lives ove.r a.r:1 extended area 
outside its geographical or ethnic homeland. 

An archetypal nation-state contains only the peo
ple belonging to its nation. The French Revolution of 
1789 established the idea that the state should articulate 
the interests and rights of citizens bound together by a 
single national identity. In the nineteenth century, the 
English political philosopher John Stuart Mill (1861: 
392) :trl,'lied that 'where the sentiment of nationality 
exists in any force there is a prima facie case for uniting all 
the members of the nationality under the same govern
ment, and a government to themselves apart'. In today's 
world, Iceland is a g<>od example of a nation-state. Its 
population shares such a well-,documented descent from 
within a compact island that the state's birth records 
provide a perfect laboratory for genetic research. Japan 
is another example; while its government d<>es not keep 
precise figures, it is estimated that 98.5 per cent of the 
population is Japanese. 

Nation-state: A sovereign political a."sociation whose citi
zens sh:ue. a comtnon national identity. 

In a multinational state, by contrast, rnore than 
one noation is fundamental to a country's politics, and 
assimilation to a dominant nationality is unrealistic. 
International migration is moving many, perhaps most, 
states in this direction. Even so, we should not re1,.-ard 
the ph enomenon of multinationalism as new. Britain, 
for instance, has long been divided between English, 
Welsh , Scottish, and Irish nationals; Canada between 
English and French speakers; and Belgium between 
Dutch and French speakers. One of the more diverse 
states jn the world is India: it has 22 official languages 
(with more than a hundred in regular use), and willie 
three-quarters of the population is Hindu, there are 
significant Muslim, Christian, Sikh, and Buddhist 
minorities. 

Multinational state: A state consistit\g ofmuJtiple national 
groups under a singlegoverrunent. 
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Challenges to the state 
States have never been entirely stable or fully inde
pendent: some have been involved in political disputes 
that have <..Tea ted uncertainties about their borders; oth
ers have experienced legal, economic, or p<)litical dif
ficulties that have limited their sovereignty; their levels 
of legitimacy vary according to the extent to whlch 
the citizens of a state (and the governments of other 
states) respect the powers and authority of that state; 
and the independence of states has always been quali
fied by external economic and political pressures, not 
least the need to import goods and services that they 
cannot provide for themselves (see Vincent, 1987 and 
Gi11,2003). 

One school of thought argues that states are as 
strong as ever. They still have a monopoly over the con
trol and use of militaries, the)' are still the key actors in 
the management of economic production and interna
tional trade networks, their citr<ens still identifY mainly 
with their home states and are subject to the authority 
and rules of the state, and the ability of states to respond 
to new challenges has grown thanks to technological 
innovation. Talk of the decline of the state, runs the 
argument~ is prernature, and the most that can be s.aid 
is that it:s role is changing as development:\ in trade, 
international law, and modernization have changed the 
nature of state power, the relationship among states, and 
the relationship between states and citizens. (For a sur
vey of the debate, see S0rensen, 2004, and Hay et a/., 
2006.) 

On the other hand, states have long had their crit
ics, who have developed a long list of complaints (see 
Table 2.3 ). So much has the credibility and power of 
the state declined, argue some, that it may actually be 
on its way out (see, for example, Camilleri and Falk, 
1992 and Ohmae, 2005), the result of four critical 
developments. First, public loyalty to states has long 
been undermined by economic, social, and political 
divisions. In many parts of the world, the focus of 
people's allegiance has changed as national minorities 
have become more assertive and demanded greater 
self- determination, and even independence in some 
cases. as with the Scots in Britain, the Kurds in Tur
key /Iraq/Iran, the Catalans in Spain, and the Quebe
cois in Canada. 

Second, international borders have been weakened 
by the extension of economic ties among states. Per
haps nothing today poses as much of a threat to state 
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TABLE 2.3: Ten crit icisms of the state 

1 Imposing unnecessary divisions on human society. 
2 Having a history of going to war with each other. 
3 Limiting the free movement of people and capital. 
4 Imposing limits on trade that handicap innovation and 

efficiency. 
5 Pursuing state interests at the expense of human 

interests. 
6 Allowing exclusion to dominate over inclusion. 
7 P'r.omoting narrow identities at the expense of broader 

identities. 
8 Having a poor record of working with other states 

to address shared problems such as terrorism, 
t li'ansboundary pollution, migration, and the spread of 
disease. 

9 B-eing often unable to meet the demands of their 
residents for security, justice, prosperity, and human 
rfghts. 

10 Failing to manage their economies and national 
resources to the benefit of all their residents. 

sovereignty as globalization: increased economic 
interdependence, changes in technology and commu
nications> the rising power of multinational corpora .. 
tions. the growth of international markets, the spread 
of a global culture, and the harmonization of public 
policies in the face of siY•red or common problems (see 
Focus 2.2). At the same time, people have become more 
mobile: complex new patterns of emigration have been 
driven by a combination of economic need and per
sonal choice, and mass tourism has broken down many 
of the psychological barriers among states. 

Globalization: Th~ prc,cds by which the. link.s bet\vee.n 
peo_p~e-. corporations. and govenunents in different states 
become. integrated through such f3ctOnl as tr.l.de, Uwesttuent, 
comniunic.ation and technology. 

T hird, just as the number of states has grown 
since 1945, so has interstate cooperation on a wide 
range of issues, which has diluted their independent 
existence. States have signed bilater.J and multilateral 
cooperative treaties, and have created a network of 
inter·governttlental organizations (IGOs) responsi
ble for encouraging and monitoring cooperation on a 
wide range of matters. There are several hundred cur
rently in existence, including the United Nations and 
the World Trade Organization. Some date back to the 
ninetJCenth century (ihe International Telcconununica
tion U nion w.lS founded by 20 member governments 
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Brief Profile: In a world of states. the European Union 
is an anomaly. k began in the 1950s as an effort to build 
a single ma tkct among its six found ing members in the 
interests of promoting peace and economic reconstruction 
after the war. It has since expanded both its membership 

and its reach, but opinion on its political personality is much 
debated. h has common policies in severaJ aroas, and it 

encourages cooperation among its 28 member states on 
a wide variety of issues; most of its members have also 

adopted a single rurrency. the euro. It has treaties b ut no 
constitution, a nd adminis trative institutions that fall short 
of being a government of the EU. It is not a federal United 
States of Europe, and while some support moves in that 
direction, there is now widespread resistance to deeper 
European integ ration. 

Form of government ¢ Debatable. More than an 
intergovernmental o rganization, but less than a federal 
European superstate. 

" 12 member st.ate!l &re ful eemoCfliC>f!S and i 6 (mai~ lt'l East!:.m Europe.) are 
~ ... 'M:I. 

Legislature c::> A sing!e·chamber European Parliament (EP) \•,f>ose members are elected directly by all eligible voters ot 
the EU member states. fts standing has increased substantially s ince the. 1970s, though its scope still does not cover aJf 

areas of EU responsibility. 

Executive c:) Shared between a Ewopean Council that is the meetin g place of the heads of government of the member 

statest a Council of Ministers that is the meeting place for govemmcn t ministers .. and a p owe rful European Commission 
that is a cross bet\\•een an executtve a nd a bureau-cracy. 

Judiciary c::> The European Court of J ustice, composed of one judg,e from each member state, has developed the EU~ 
strong legal foundations . supporting the drive for Eutopean intc.gratio n. 

Electoral system c::> Members of the European Parliament are ole cted for renewable fwe-year tc<ms using proportional 
representation, with member states treated as a single constituency, or divided into a number of separate constituencies. 

Parties c) f ew political parties contest EP elections as European parties; instead, the e fections arc contested by nationa l 

parties running in what are - effectively - 28 separate national election s . .. 
in 1865), but most were created in the twentieth cen
tury, not least in the aftermath of the world w.rrs. !GOs 
include single-purpose entities, regional organizations, 
and universal bodies, the most important enjoy the 
membership of a majority of established states. 

Intergovernmental organization: Cooperative bodies 

whCMoe memberS are states that are est:l.Mi.s.hed by tre:ary, pos
St.'SS :1 penil:l.nent :>ecrec:::~.riat ar1d !egaJ identity, -and operate 
accwd.i.ng to stated rules and with some autonomy. 
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The European Union and its 
meaning for the states of Europe 
One of the many challenges to the modem state system 
has been posed by the phenomenon of regional 
integration, the process by which ne ighbouring 
states voluntarily build economic and political tics 
that go beyond those found in standard international 
organizations: they seek to reduce trade barriers, 

create some joint administrative institutions, and aim 

to develop common rules on shared interests while 
remaining politically sovereign. The oldest and most 

advanced example of regional integration is the European 

Union, a uniq ue ent ity which has existed in one form o r 
another since 1952 and now includes 28 countries (see 

McCormick, 2015, fo r more details). Other cases - far 
tess ambitious in their goals - include the African Union 

(54 members), the Union of South American Natioos 

(12 members), and the Association of Southea.st Asian 
Natio ns (ASEAN, 10 members). 

The EU's main institutions may look like a European 
government but are no more (and no less) than. a system 

Regional integration: The proc.ess by which states build 
econom.ic and political ties th3t result in sorne pooling of 
authority over areas of policy where they beJieve th.at coop
eration is better than col'npetition. 

To the work ofJGOs must be added the work and 
influence of non-governmental organizations (NGOs). 
Many of these are a fonn of international interest group 
which put pressure on government for policy change 
in specific areas, or carry out functions that rrught oth
erwise be the responsibility of governments; examples 
include Amnesty International, Doctors W ithout Bor
den, Friends of the Earth, and Oxfarn. Finally, we should 
not ignore the global inBuence of multinational cor
porations such as Walmart; Royal Dutch Shell, Toyota, 
or lNG. Some are sufficiently powerful as to inBuence 
policy in all countries where they do or might oper
ate. Furthennore, the rise of multinationals from China 
such as Huawci and Lenovo reminds us of the growing 
global impact o f that country, as well as the changes tak
ing place in its economic policies. 
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of sha.r<ed governance. Common policies and laws are 
made In a reas whe re the EU members have agreed to 
work together, includ ing trade , competition, agriculture , 

and the environment. The result has been a reduction in 
the independent powers of the member states, and the 
d eve lo pment of a European identity that rests a longside 
the national identities of the member states. This is 
not a federal United States o f Europe, and there is no 

European citizenship that replaces that of the member 
states, but its powers and reach have gone beyond those 
of any other regional body. 

The expanding capacity of the EU has not been 
universally welcomed, and resistance to European 
integration has grown since the early 1990s as the ties 
among EU states have intensified, leading to charges 
that the EU is ao elitist construct that threatens the 
traditional responsib ilities o f its member states. It must 
a lso be said that the powers and reach of the EU a rc 
often exaggerated. In sp ite of the emerging difficulties 
with the European model, the idea of reg io nal integration 
resona tes in most othef parts of the world, but with a 
greate..- focus on economic ra ther than political obJectives. 

Finally, in d1e face of the threat of international ter
rorism> rnany states have found themselves reasserting 
their power over their ci tizens, giving themselves broad
ened powers to impinge upon personal priV'• cy and to 
limit the movement and the choices of those who live 
and tr.avel within their borden. Monitoring by closed
circuit television, and of telephones and internet use, has 
offered new tools for the state tO track its population, 
induding ordinary d tizens> terrorists> and terrorist sus
pects. This emergence of what is sometimes called the 
security state has sparked a reaction as citizens have 
expressed concerns about the development of a surveil
lance society, threats to civil liberties, and the limited 
accoun tability of intelligence services. 

Security state; A state- dut nu kes eflOrts to follow the 
activitie-s of its citi.ztris through such rtleans 1.\ closed--circuit 
televi!:ion and the JnOJli to r ing of phone calls and iJltemet use. 

In the most serious cases, some states have teetered 
on th e brink of collapse, introducing the phenom
enon of the failed, fi:agile, or failing state (a term that 
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• Globalization 

One of the most active debates in modern international politics and economics revo1ves around globalization, 
or the process by which politics, economics, culture, technology, and the provision of basic services have been 
integrated across state borders. The effect has been to ensure that states are impacted more than ever before 

by events and developments in other states, and have lost some of their powers to effect change. Politics, 
economics, and society have never been truly independent, because they have always been impacted to some 
extent by events elsewhere in the world. In this sense, globalization is not as new as many people seem to think 
it is (Cohen, 2007). What is different is that at no time in human h istory has the degree and the geographical 
reach of integration b een as great as it is today, or have the daily lives of all of us been so significantly impacted 
by decisions taken in other countries and on other continents. 

Globalization has both its critics and supporters (see He ld and McGrew, 2007 and Bhagwati, 2007), 
who debate its impact on issues as varied as trade, democracy, n ational sovereignty, jobs, the state o f the 
environment, culture, and worl<ing conditions. Supporters argue t hat it has helped promote democracy and free 
markets by exerting pressure on authoritarian governments, that it has reduced poverty and helped promote 
economic and social equality, and that it has contributed to increases in life expectancy and has helped promote 
technological innovation (see, for example, Goklany, 2007). Critics charge that poorer countries have suffered 
even further from economic competition and exploitation, that corporate interests in rich countries have profited, 

that income inequality has grown" that jobs have been lost in ricn countries, and that the environment has 
suffered. 

Whatever the pros and cons, emerging economies have been at the core of the changes brought by 
globalization. They have seen new investment, job growth, and ·new opportunities offered by expanded trade, 
even if their working and environmental conditions have not improved to the same extent. For the supporters 

of globalization, its disadvantages have not been unexpected, nor are they expected to be long-lasting, and 
parallels are drawn between the effects of rapid economic growth in today's e merging economies and those 
seen in the United States, Europe, and Japan when they went through their industrial revolutions. Note: see 
Chapter 6 for more on this theme. 

overlaps with the post-colonial quasi-state considered 
earlier) . The dimensions of state fragility are identified 
by Robert Rotburg (2004: 5- 10) 

• Authorities have difficulty keeping control and usu
ally face insurgencies or anned revolts, which often 
impact large swathes of national territory, and in the 
worst cases become full-blown civil wars. Driven by 
ethnic or other inter-communal hostility, 'regimes 
prey on their own constituents'. with rulers oppress
ing, extorting, and hara.ssing their people. 

• Criminal violence worsens as state authority weakens. 
Gang; take over the streets, arms and drug trafficking 
spread, the police forces lose control, and people turn 
to warlords and other strong figures for protection. 
The warlords then become the suppliers of political 
goods in place <)f the official authorities. 

• Poli tical institutions are ineffective, with all but the 
exec utive losing control or ceasing to fi.mction alto
gether, the court· system weakening, the bureaucracy 
losing i ts sense of professional responsibility, demo
cr:rtic delme all but disappearing, and the military 
remaining as the only institution with any integrity. 

Failing state: A stare -.viti• weak gove-rning institutiOJli , 
often deep inteml.l divisions, 3Jld where the basic needs of 
peop!e art no longer tnet. E.'l.::unp1es include_ £ritre.a, Haiti, 
Somadia., Syria, and Yemen. 

E:stimatcs of the number of failing or fuiled states in 
the wodd vary - depending on how they are defmed -
from a.bout 20 to about 60. One useful point of reference 
is the Failed States Index produced armually by the Fund 
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for Peace, a Washinf:,>tOn DC-based research body which 
uses a series of political, economic, and social measures 
to rate almost every country in the world. In its 2014 
index it described most democracies as being either sus
tainable or very stable (Finland alone earned the label 
'Very Sustainable'), it issued a warning for Brazil, high 
warnings for China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, and Rus
sia, and it issued alerts for 34 mainly African and Middle 
Eastern states, including Egypt, Somalia, Zimbabwe, Iraq, 
Pakistan, and Haiti (see also discussion in Collier, 2007). 

Mter reaching their 'commanding heights' between 
1945 and 1975, argues van Creveld (1999), states have 
gone into decline, either forming themselves into larger 
communities or falling apart altogether, many of their 
functions being taken over by non-state actors. Strmge 
(1996) argues that the state has become just one source 
of authority among sever.ll, and that the forces of wNid 
markets'are now more powerful than the states to whorn 
ultimate political authority over society and economy 
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is supposed to belong'. In the opinion of former US 
Secretary of State Strobe Talbot (1992: 70) , all states are 
'social arrangements' that in spite of their seeming per
manence and sacredness are in fact 'artificial and tempo
rary'. W ithin the next hundred years, he suggests, states 
will be obsolete and we will instead 'recognize a single, 
global authority',giving the phrase 'citizen of the world' 
a new· meaning. 

But the future of the state may not be that uncer
tain or unclear. States will continue to be needed to 
fight international t~-rrorism, to prepare their citizens 
with the education and skills needed to address global 
economic pressures, and to provide the driving force 
needed to re-spond to shared global problems such as 
disease and environmental degradation. Rather than 
declining, states may instead be undergoing a process of 
refonn as they respond to the impact of globalization 
and tbe changes in political institutions and processes 
discussed later in tins book. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• How does the state make itself felt in our lives, and how do we know? 

• Where does sovereignty begin and end? 

• How docs the life of a citizen differ from that of a legal resident of a state? 

• What is the relationship between war and the state? 

• How do the interests of the state differ from those of a nation? 

• Is the reach of the state expanding, contracting, staying about the same, or merely being reformed? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Citizen 
De facto states 
Diaspora 
Failing state 
Globalization 
Intergovernmental organization 
Microstates 
Multinational state 
Nation 
Nationalism 
Nation-state 
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Democratic rule 

PREVIEW 
Democracy is both one of the easiest and one of the most difficult of concept< 
to understand. It is easy because democrac-ies are abundant and familiar, and most 
of the readers of this book will probably live in one, while others will live in 
countries that aspire to become democracies. Democracy is also one of the most 
closely studied <)fall political concepts, the ease of d1at study made stronger by the 
openness of democracies and the availability of information re-garding how they 
work. But our understanding of democracy is made more difficult by the extent 
to which the concept is misunderstood and misused, by the numerous and highly 
nuanced interpretations of what democracy means in practice, and by the many 
claims that are made for democracy that do not stand up to closer examination. 

This chapter begins with a review of the key features of democr .. cy, begin
ning with th e Athenian idea of direct demo<:racy (an important historical 
concept winch has regained significance with the recent rise of e-democracy 
and social media), before assessing and comparing the features o f representa
tive and liberal democracy. It then loob at the links between democracy and 
modernization, and reviews the emergence of democracy in d•e three waves 
described by Samuel H untington, adding speculation about the possibility of a 
fourth wave (but noting, also, th e many problems that democracies face). It ends 
with a dis<:ussion about the dynamics of the transition from au tboritarianism 
to democr•cy, examining the different stages in the process of democratization. 
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• Democratic rule: an 
overview 

• Direct de mocracy 

• Representative 
democracy 

• Uberal democracy 

• Democracy and 
modernization 

• Waves of democracy 

• Democratization 

About haH the people in the world today live under d emocratic rule, even though there is still no universally agreed 
definition of democracy. DemOCf'acy is an ideal. not just a system of govcmmcnt. 

Studying Athenian d irect d emocracy offers a standard of self-rule against which tod ay's representative (tndiroct) 
democracies arc often judged. 

Representative democracy limits the people to electing a government, ......tliJc liberal democracy goes a stage further 
by placing fimits on government and protecting the rights of citizens. 

The impact of modernization (notably, economic development} on democracy raises the question of v-.ohether liberal 
democracy is a sensible short•term goal for low· income countries lacking democratic requisi1es. 

Democracies emerged in three main waves 'that resulted In most people in the world living under dcmoccatic 
government, but democracies continue to face many problems. n ot least of which is a worrying decline in levels of 
trust in government. 

A more recent approa::h to democracy, stimulated by recent transitions from avthoritarian Nfe, is to study how tho 
old order collapses and the transition takes place. 
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Democratic rule: an overview 
About lulf th~ people 10 the world today live under 
democnnc rule (su Focus 3.1). This hopeful de>.,l
opment reflects the dnmaoe chang1:s that ha"" ~ 
pbce m th~ world's pohucal bndstape stnce the final 
quarter of the twenneth century. In the space of jun 
()l.n a gcnenoon, the number of democracies has more 
than doubled, and democnoc ideas ha,, expanded 
bc)'Ond thru ton: of Weitern Europe and its former 
seulcr coloruc:s to embrace Southern Europe, Eastern 
Europe. Laon Amenca, and more of As~ and Africa. 
For Mandelb•um (2007: xi), the changes have 'a strong 
claim to bemg th~ stngle most important d~-dopm~nt 
in a century lunlly lacking m momentous ~1:nts and 
ttcnch'. 

This is ironic, gtv.:n that then: ts no fixed and 
agn:ed dcfimtion of democracy. At a minimum, it 
requires representative government, free elections, free
dom of speech, the protection of individual rights, and 
sovernment by 'th e people'. But the precise meaning 
of th ese phenomena re111ains open to debate, and many 
democratiC$ contin ue to witn<.:ss clirisrn, limits on 
reprc~cntation , barriers to equality, and the impinge
mertt of the rights ofindividuab and groups upo n one 
another. 

The confusion is rcAccted in the lack of agreement 
on how many democracies thc:re an: in the world. It is 
hard to find a sovcrnmcnt that docs not claim to be 
democntic, because: to do otherwise would be to admit 
that 11 w;u !muting the rights of 1ts cinzem. But some 
states have strongcr chiutS to bemg democnt:ic than 
others. and m pnctical terms we find democracy in 
ns clcan:st and mou stable form m barely three dozen 
Wtcs m North Amcnca, Europe, East Asia, and A~ 
tnbstL But th= are many other sutes that arc tmdcr
going a proeess of democratization, where political 
truurunons and proed.>es are dn1:loptng gn:atc:r snbil
ity. where mdJVtdu.l nghts arc built on firmer founda
tions. and wh= the \'OJCe of the people is heard more 
dearly. 

Democr cy A pohucal ')"'<lll in wluch p'<1"nm<nt " 
bo.td on a uu and uptn nund.ll< from all quilified onzem 
o(J ~~~tc. 

Dernocrotiution: The pmco" by wh1ch $l>ICS buitd 
the lu•utuuom t lld pruct'li!ICS needed to become sub!e 
dcumcr.ade.,, 

TABLE 3.1 : Features of modern democracy 

• Representative systems of ~t 11....1 on 
rcgtbr, faT. and competitive elecbons. 

• Well-defined, stab!., and predoctable po4odcol 
in5titutions and ptOOOSSeS, t..ed on a distr....,._ of 
powe<S and a oystem of poloi>CM chedcs and baiM'Cos. 

• A wide variety of lns!Jtutionalttod forms of poLucal 
pan;c;p.tion ond __.tat>On, ~ mulbple 
political paroes .,;v, a v-ty of pJ.tfonns 

• limits on the powers of~ ..-.d pn>tactH>n 
of ind'IVI<iJal rights ;and frMdoms under the low, 
susta..ed by an W>depo< odent juclciary 
An active. effective, ond pnnectedoppos•bOR. 

• A dNene and i~t me<M esuobllshrnent. 
wbject to lew po4i1Jcal contrOls and free to "'- a 
wide variety of ~ions. 

The core principle of demoeney is self-rule: the 
word itself comes &om the Greek drmokmn'a, meaning 
rule (kratos) by the people (demos). From this pcnpcc
rive, democracy refers not to the election of rulers by 
the nded but to the denial of any separation between 
the two.The model dcmocr;cy is Q rorm of self-govern
ment in which all adult cirizcm participate in sh~ping 

collective decisions in att atmosphere of equality and 
dclibcration, and in which state and wcicty become 
o ne. !But this is no more th~n an idt-..1, "'rely found in 
practice except at the local lc:Vt'l in deccntnlized sys
tems of government. 

[n uying to tmdentand democncy, '"" should 
avoid! zhe comforting assumption that 11 is sclf-cvidently 
the best system of rule. It ccruinly has many adv:antagcs 
over dictatonhip, and it can bnng stabihty to lmtonally 
divided sooencs pr<l"ided th• llfOUP' m\'Ol,..,d agn:c to 
shan: power through elccnom. But 11 has mony llllper
fect:ioru, as British poluial leader W'mstOn Church
ill on., famously aclmowledgcd when he argued that 
democracy ..,.,. the \\'Orst form of govcrrunent, except 
for ill the othm. In coming to snl" wtth the con
cept, we can chstinguish among three chffercnt sttands: 
din:et democncy. n:prcsmtati-, democracy. and hbcnl 
democracy. 

Direct democracy 
The purest form of democracy is the type of dinct 
dern.:.crecy that was exemplified tn the government 
of Athens in the filth century neE, and which continues 
to shap e o ur a.o;sessmcnts of modern liberal democracy. 
The Athenians hcliovcd that citizens were tl1c primary 
agent for reaching collccrivc decisions, and that dJrect 
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• How many democracies are there? 

Although the precise definition of a democracy is contested, it is generally agreed that their number has more 
than doubled since the 1980s, thanks mainly to two development s. First, the end of the Cold War freed several 
Eastern European states from the centralized political and economic control of the Soviet Union. Second, an 

expansion of the membership of the European Union (EU) helped build on and strengthen the democratic and 
capitalist credentials of those Eastern European states that are now EU members, or would like to be members. 

The Centre for Systemic Peace is a US-based research body that undertakes research on political violence. 
Its Polity IV project has gathered data for political systems dating back to 1800, the results for political change 
since 1945 showing how the number of democracies has grown since the end of the Cold War while the number 
of authoritarian regimes (specifically, autocracies) has fallen in tandem. 
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And yet there is no universal agreement on how many democracies exist today, mainly because every 
assessment brings different standards to bear. Consider the following totals from the most recent editions of the 
three respective reports: 

79 Economist Democracy Index 201 4 (25 full democracies, 54 flawed democracies) 
95 Centre for Systemic Peace 
122 Freedom House 2015 (but only 88 are classified as Free) 

popular involvement and open deliberation were edu
cational in character, yielding conftdent, informed and 
committed citizens who were sensitive both to the 
public good and to the range of interests and opinions 
found even in small communities. 

Ojrect democracy: A system of go\-ernmtmt in which aU 
me.mhers of tht community take p3rt in makirlg d1t .. deci
sions that affect lhat c.onlrnunit): 
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Form Qualities 

Direct demoaacy 
The citizens themselves debate and reach decisions on matters o f 
common interest. 

Representative 
democracy 

Citizens elect a legislature and, in presidential systems, a chief 
executive. Representatives are held to account at elections. 

Uberal 
democracy 

A form of indirect democracy in which the scope of democracy is 
limited by constitutional protection of individual rights, including 
freedom of assembly, property, religion, and speech. Free, fair, and 
regular elections are based on near universal suffrage. 

FIGURE 3.1: Forms of democracy 

Between 461 and 322 BCB, Athens was the leading 
polis (city-community) in ancient Greece. Poleis were 
small independent political systems, typically contain
ing an urban core and a rural hinterland. Especially in 
its earlier and more radical phase, the Athenian polis 
operated on democratic principles summarized by 
Aristotle, w!Uch included appointments to most o ffices 
by lot, and brief tenures in o ffice with no repeat terms. 
All male citizens could attend meetinf,>s of the Athe
nian Ekklesia (People's Assembly), where they could 
address their peers; meetings were of citizens, not their 
representatives. The assembly met around 40 times 
a year to settle is<ues put before it, including recur
ring issues of war and peace. In Aristotle's phrase, the 
assembly was 'supreme over all causes' (Aristotle 1962 
edn: 237); it was the sovereign body, unconstrained by 
a formal constitution or even, in the early decades, by 
written laws. 

Administrative functions were the responsibility of 
an executive council consisting of 500 citizens aged 
over 30, chosen by lot for a one-year period. Through 
the rotation of members drawn from the citizen body, 
the council was regarded as exemplifYing community 
democracy: 'all to rule over each and each in his turn 
over all' . Hansen (1999: 249) suggests that about one 
in three citizens could expect to serve on the council 
at some stage, an astoni.<hing feat of self-government 
that has no counterpart in modern democracies. 
Meanw!Ule, juries of several hundred people - again, 
selected randomly from a panel of volunteers - decided 
the lawsuits which citizens frequently brought against 
those considered to have acted against the true interests 

of the polis. The courts functioned as an arena through 
which top figures (including generals) were brought 
to acc ount. 

T he scope of Athenian democracy was wide, pro
viding an enveloping framework within which citizens 
were expected to develop their true qualities. Politics 
was an amateur activity, to be undertaken by all citizens 
not just in the interest of the community at large, but 
also to enhance their own development. To engage in 
democracy was to become informed about the polis, and 
an educated citizenry meant a strOnger whole. But there 
were flaws in the system: 

• Because citizenship \\ras rest.ricted to men whose par
ents: were citizens, most adults - including women, 
slaves, and foreign residents - were excluded. 

• Turnout was a problem, with most citizens being 
absent from most assembly meetings even after the 
introduction of an attendance payment. 

• The system was time-consuming, expensive, and 
over-complex, especially for such a small society. 

• The principle of self-government did no t always 
lead to decisive and coherent policy. Indeed, the lack 
o f a permanent bureaucracy eventually contributed 
to a. period of ineffective governance, leading to the 
fall. of the Athenian republic after defeat in war. 

Perhaps Athenian democracy was a dead end, 
in that it could only fimction on an intimate scale 
which limite.d its potential for expansion and, worse, 
increased its vulnerAbility to larger predators. Yet, the 
Athenian democratic experiment prospered fo r more 
than a century. It provided a settled formula for rule 
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and enabled Athens to build a leading position in the 
complex politics of the Greek world. Athens pro..:s 
that direct democracy is, in some conditions, an 
achievable goal. 

Despite this,directdemocracyis hard to find in mod
ern political systems. It exist~ most obviously in the form 
either of referendums and initiatives (see Chapter 15), 
or of decision-making at the community level, for 
example in a village or a school wh ere some deci
sions might be made without recourse to formal law or 
elected officials. To go any further, some would argue, 
would be to run the dangers inherent in the lack of 
interest and knowledge that many people displ1y in 
relation to politics, and this ... -ould undermine effec
tive go'..:rnance. But create a more participatory social 
environment, respond it:1 supporters, and people will 
be up to - and up for - the task of sclf-go,..:rnmem. 
Society will have schooled them in, and trained them 
for, democratic politics, given that 'individuals learn to 
participate by participating' (Pateman, 2012: 15). 

There has been some recent talk of the possibili
ties of electrOnic direct democracy, or e-democraey, 
throush which those with an opinion about an issue 
can express thc111.'ielvc.s wing the internet, via blO!,'!I, sur
veys, responses to news stories. or comments in social 
media. These are channels that are sometimes seen as 
a useful remedy to charges that representative govern
ment has become elitist, and while little research has yet 
been done on the political effects of social media, there 
are several early indications of its possibilities: it provides 
for the instant availibility of more political information, 
it allows political leaders to communicate more often 
and more direcdy with voters (helping change the way 
that electoral campaigns are run), and it has been cred
ited with helping encourage people to tum out in sup
port of political demonsrrations of the kind that led to 
the overthrow of the Egyptian government in 2011 and 
the fall of the Ukrainian government in 2014. 

E-democracy: A form of democratic expres.siou through 
wluch all those with 3Jl interest in a proWem or art issue can 
t~'Cpreu c.htnl$e.lv.:s vil the mtemet or SQ4.,iaJ tnt:di.a. 

But there are several problems ,yjth e-democracy: 

• The opinions expressed online are not methodically 
collected and asS<:<Sed as they " -ould be in a true 
direct democracy; the voices that are beard tend w be 

those that an: recorded mou often, and there is ofien 
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a bandwagon effect reflected - for example - in the 
phenomenon of trending hashta~ on Twiner. 

• Many of those who expn:u themselves via social 
media are either partisan or deliberately provocative, 
as ref!ecred in the often inflammatory posting. of 
anonymous internet 'trolls'. The result is to skew the 

direction taken by debates. 

• It has led to hcishtened concerns about privacy, per
haps feeding into the kind of mistrust of government 
that has led to reduced support for conventional 
form.< of participation (sec C hapter 13). 

• £-democracy relies upon having acc<-ss to the inter
net, which is a problem in poor countries, and even, 
sometimes, in poorer regions of wealthy countries. 

• As 'vith other media the internet can be manipu-
1.1ted by authoritarian regimes, resulting in the pro
vision of selecti-.-e information and interpretation. 

More broadly, the internet has provided so many 
sources of information that consumers can quickly 
become overwhelmed, advancing the phenomenon of 
the echo chamber; whatever media they use, people 
will tend to use only those sources of information that 

fit with their values and preconceived idea.\, and will be 
less likely to seek out a variety of sources. The result: 
interference 'vith the free nJ;~rkctpbcc ofidcas, the rein
forcement of biases and dosed minds, and the promo
tion of myths and a nacrow interpretation of events. The 
internet \v.LS once described as an information super
highway, but pethaps it is better n:garded as a series of 

gated information communities. 

Echo chamber: The phenomenon by whiCh tdeas curubte 
uWde a dosc:-d system, and men seek out only th0$e wurces 
o( informauon that c:onfinu Or amplifY their v~)U~\. 

Representative democracy 
In its modern state form, and with barely a nod to ancient 
tradition, the democratic principle h:a.s transmuted from 
self-government to elected government. resulting in the 
phenomenon of representative democracy, an indi
rect form of government. To the Creeks, the idea of 
representation would have seemed preposterous: how 
can the people be said to govern themselves if a separate 
class of rulers exist~? As late as the cishteenth century, 
the French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau warned 

that 'the moment a people gives itself representatives, it 
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Unanimity Everyone agrees, or at least acquiesces. 

E.l.t14·M't • No one d isagrees. 

Concurrent majority 
More than one majority required: for example, most voters and 
most regions of a country. 

Absolute majority More than half of those enti tled to vote. 

Qualified majority More than a simple majority: typically, two-thirds. 

Blocking minority A minority is able to prevent a proposal from passing. 

Weighted majority 
A majority after adjusting votes for differences in voting power: 
for example, shareholders may have one vote per share. 

Plurality The largest number of votes but not necessarily a majority. 

FIGURE 3.2: Degrees of democracy 

is no longer free. It ceases to exist' (1762: 145). In inter
preting representative government as elected monarchy, 
the German scholar Robert Michels (1911 : 38) afl:,>ued 
in a sirrlllar vein: 

Under representative governme.m the diffe-re-nce. 
benveen democracy and n1onarchy . . . is aJcogerher 
imigniticant - a difference not in substance but in 
form. The. sove.reign people elects, in place of a king. 
a number o f kinglets! 

Representative democracy: A systtfn of government 
iu which me1.nbeno of 3 community elect people to rtp
reseut their iJHtrests and to make decisiotts aflettiug the 
oomntunit}: 

Yet, a.< large states emerged, so too did the require
ment for a new way in which the people could shape 
collective decisions. Any modern version of democracy 
had to be compatible with large states and electorates. 

One of the first authors to graft representation on to 
democracy was Thomas Paine, a British-born politi
cal activist who experienced both the French and the 
American revolutions. In his Rights rif Man (1791/2: 
180), Paine wrote: 

The original simple democracy .. . is incapable of 
extension, not from its principle, but from the incon
venience of its form. Simp]e democracy waor; socie.ty 
governing itself without the aid of secondary means. 
By ingrafring representation upon democracy, \ve 
a:r.rive at a system of government capable of embrac,.. 
ing and confederating all che various interests and 
every exce.m of territory and population. 

Scalability has certainly proved to be the key 
strength of represen tative institutions. ln ancient Ath
ens, the upper limit for a republic was reckoned to be 
the number of people who could gather together to 
hear a speaker. However, modern representative gov
ernment allows enormous populations (such as 1.25 
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billion Indians and 320 million Americans) to exert 
some popular control over their rulers. And th ere is no 
upper limit. In theory, the entire world could become 
one giant system of representation. To adapt Paine's 
phrase, representative government has proved to be a 
highly convenient form. 

As ever, intellectuals have been on hand to vali
date this thinnin g of the democratic ideal. Promi
nent among them was the Austrian-born political 
economist Joseph Schumpeter. In Capitalism, Social
ism and Democracy (1943}, Schumpeter conceived of 
democracy as nothing more than party competition: 
'democra<:y means only that the people have the 
opportunity of refusing or accepting the men who are 
to rule them '. Schum peter wanted to limit the con
tribution of ordinary voters because he doubted their 
political capacity: 

The typical citizen drops dO\vn to a lmve.r Jeve.l of 
mencaJ performanc.e as soon as he ence.rs the political 
field. He argues and analyzes in a way chat he would 
recognize as infamile within the sphe.re. of his real 
interests. He becomes a primitive again. (1943: 269) 

Reflecting this jaundiced view, Schumpeter argued 
that elections should not even be construed as a device 
through which voters elect a representative to carry out 
their will. Rather, the point of election< is simply to 
produce a government. From this perspective, the voter 
becomes a political accessory, restricted to choosing 
among broad packages of policies and leaders prepan.>d 
by the parties. Modern democracy is merely a way of 
deciding which party will decide, a system far removed 
fiom the intense, educative discussions in the Athenian 
assembly: 

T he deciding of issues by the e lectorate [is made) 
secondary co the election of the me.n who are to do 
the deciding. To put ic differendy, we now take rhe 
view that the role of che pe.op]e is to produce a gov
ernment. And we define che de.mocraric method a~ 
that institutional arrangement for arriving at politica] 
deci!;ioru in which individuals acquire the po·wer co 
decide by means of a competitive struggle. for che 
people~ vote. (Schumpeter, '1943: 270) 

Support for indirect dem<>cracy dt)es not require 
Schumpeter's scepticism about d tizen quality. We might 
j ust view reprelcntation as a valuable division oflabour 
f<>r a specialized world. In other words, a political life is 
available for those who want it, wllile those 'vith non
political interests can limit their attention to monitoring 
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government and voting at elections (Schudson, 1998). 
In this way, elected rulers remain accountable for their 
decisions, albeit after the event. To make the point more 
explicitly: how serious would our comrnitment to a 
free s<>ciety be if we so ught to impose extensive politi
cal participation on people who 'vould prefer to spend 
their time on other activities? 

But there are many troubling questions regard
ing how representation works in practice. The standard 
means for choosing representatives is through elec
tions, but - as we will see io Chapter 15 - there are 
problems associated with the ways in which elections 
are structured, and therefore with the ways in which 
citizcos are represented. Votes are not always counted 
in an equitable fashion or equally weighted; political 
parties are not always given the sam e amount of atten
tion b y the media; money and special inte.rests t)ften 
skew the attention paid to competing sets of policy 
choices; and voter turnout varies by age, gender, edu
cation, race, income, and other factors. Questions are 
also raised about varying and often declining rates of 
voter turnout, and elections can also be manipulated 
in numerous ways, including complex or inconven
ient registration procedures, the intimidation of voters, 
the p<>or organ ization of polling stations, and th e mis
counting of b-.lllotS. 

Furthermore, as we will see in Chapter 8, there 
are questions about the manner in which elected offi
cials actually represent the needs and opinions of voters. 
Should they act as the mouthpieces of voters (assum
ing they can establi1h what the voters want}, should they 
use their best judgement regarding what is in the best 
interests of S<)Ciety, or should they follow the lead and 

guidance of their political parties' And how should they 
guard against being influenced excessively by interest 
groups, big business, social movementS, or the voices of 
those with the means to make themselves heard most 
loudly' 

Liberal democracy 
Cont.emporuy demOtTacies are typically labelled lib
eral democracies. T he addition of the adjective liberal 
implies embracing t.he notion of an elected representa
tive government while adding a concern with limited 
government. R eflecting Locke's notion of natural 
rights (see Chapter 2}, the goal is to secure individual 
libert y, including freedom from unwarr.mted demands 
by the state. Liberalism seeks to ensure that even a 
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representative government bows to the fundamental 
principle expressed by the English philosopher John 
Stuart Mill in On Uberty (1859: 68):'the only purpose 
for which power can be rightfully exercised over any 
member of a civilized community, ag-.tinst his will. is to 
prevent harm to others'. By constraining the author
ity of the governing parties, the population can be 
defended against its rulers. At the same time, minorities 
can be protected from another of democucy's inher
ent dangers: tyr.mny by the majority. Another way of 
describing liberal demo~Tacy is majority rule with 
minority rights. 

Liberal democracy. A fonh of indirect detnocr.lcy iu 
, ... ·hich the scope of demotr.lC)' is limited by constitution3.l 
protection of.individuaJ rights. 

Limited government; Placing lin1.its on the powers 
::.r1d re:i.cb of govenunern so a~; to entrench the rights of 
citizens. 

Liberalism: A belief in tlle supterne V31ue of the individual, 
,,..ho iii seen to h~ve n3tur:d righu th3t exist indc:ptmdemly of 
govenunem. and who must therefore be protected from too 
much governmenL 

So, in place of the boisterous debates and all
encompassing scope of the Athenian polis, libeul 
democracies offer governance by law. rather than by 
people. Under the principle of the rule of law (see 
Chapter 7), elected rulers and citizens alike are sub
ject to constitutions that usually include a statement 
of individual rights. Should the government become 
overbc--Ming. citizens can use dornestic and interna
tional courts to uphold their rights. This law-governed 
chaucter of libeul democracy is the basis for Zakaria's 
daim (2003: 27) that ' the Western model is best sym
bolized not by the mass plebiscite but by the impartial 
judge' . 

Of course, all democracies must allow space for 
political opinion to form and to be expressed through 
political parties. As Beetharn (2004: 65) rightly states, 
'without liberty, there can be no democracy'. But, in 
liberal democracy, freedom is more than a device to 
secure democucy; it is valued above, or certainly along
side, democucy itself. The. argument is that people can 
be.<t develop and expR>ss their individuality (and, hence, 
contribute most effectively to the common good) by 
taking responsibility for their own lives. By conceiving 

of the private sphere as the incubator of human devel
opment, we observe a sharp contraSt with the Athenian 
notion that our tme qualities can only be promoted 
through participation in the polis. 

T he protection of civil liberties is a key part of 
the meaning of liberal democracy. T his is based on the 
understanding that there are certain rights and free
doms. that citizens must have relative to government 
and that cannot be infringed by the actions <)f govern
ment. These include the right to liberty, security, privacy, 
life, equal treatment, and a fair trial, as well as freedom 
of speech and expression, of assembly and association, 
and of the press and religion. This is all well and good, 
but it is not always easy to define what each of these 
means and where the limitations fall in defming them. 
Even tthe most demO<Tatic of societies has had difficulty 
deciding where the rights of one group of ~~tizens ends 
and th ose of another begin, and where the actions of 
government (particularly in regard to national security) 
restrict those of citizens. 

Civil liberties: Tht rights th.ar c.lrii:ens have relative to go..•
ernment, 3Jld th3t s.hould not be J"e$triCted by go\~rn1nent. 

Take the guestion of freedom of speech as an 
exarnple~ demo<.:ratic societies consider it an essential 
port of what makes them democratic, and yet there are 
many ways in which it is limited in practice. There are 
laws at;,.-ainst slander (spoken defarnation), libd (defama
tion th rough other media), obscenity (an offence against 
prevalent morality), sedition (proposing insurrection 
again:st the established order), and hate speech (attack
ing a per.;on or group on the basis of their attributes). 
But defining what can be considered legitimate free 
speech, and where such speech begins to impinge upon 
the rights and sensibilities of others, is not easy. Should 
Western society - for example - respect the fact that 
showing the prophet Muhammad in the form of images 
is offensive to Muslims, or should Muslims acknowl
edge tllat many in the West consider such a limitation an 
infringement on their freedom of speech' 

T he concept of a flawed democucy contained 
within the Democuey Index is porti~'U!arly interesting 
in what it suggests about the limits on rights and liber
ties. For example, India is often described as the world's 
bigges.t democracy, and yet it is classified in the index as 
flawed. At least part of the problem stems from the gen
eralized phenomenon of structural violence. Origi
nating in neo-Marxism. this tt..--rm i..~ used to describe 
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• Full democracies vs. flawed democracies 

The Economists Democracy Index makes a distinction between what it calls full democracies and flawed 
democracies. The former group (consisting of 25 countries in the 201 4 index) is characterized by the efficient 
functioning of government with an effective syste m of checks and balances, respect for basic political freedoms 
and liberties, a political culture that is conducive t o the flourishing of democracy, a variety of independent 
media, and an independent judiciary whose decisions are enforced. For their part, flawed democracies (of which 
there were 54 in the 2014 index) enjoy most of these features but experience weaknesses such as proble ms in 

governance, an underdeveloped political culture, and low levels o f political participation. Examples of the two 
types include the following: 

Full democracie s Flawed democracies 

Brazil Australia 
Canada 
Germany 

Japan 
Netherlands 
Norway 
South Korea 
Sweden 

Chile 
France 

Ghana 

Greece 

India 
Indonesia 

Italy 
United Kingdom 

United States 
Mexico 
South Africa 

intangible forms of oppression, or the 'violence' con
cealed within a social and political system. Hence the 
oppression of women is a form of structural violence 
perpetrated by male-dominated political systems, and 
extreme poverty is a form of violence perpetrated by 
one part of society on another. In India, structural vio
lence can be found in the effects of poverty and caste 
oppression. These deep-rooted inequalities carry over 
to the political sphere, 2nd impact on the way Indians 
relate to their political system. 

Structural violence; A term used to describe the socia1 
economic and political opprcssjou built into many societie$. 

Some democrAcies emphasize the liberal in liberal 
democracy more. than others, and here we can contrast 
the United States and the United Kingdom. In the US, 
the liberal component is entrenched by design. The 
founding fathers wanted, above all, to forestall a dic
tatorship of any kind, including tyranny by the major
ity. To prevent any government - w d, especially, elected 
ones - from acquiring excessive power, the constitution 

set up an intricate system of checks and balances. 
Authority is distributed not only among federal institu
tions themselves (the executive, legislative, w d judid al 
branches) , but also between the feder.tl government and 
the 50 states. Power is certainly dispersed; some would 
say di<Solved. 

Checks and balances: Ati arr3tlgernent in which goverrt
tt:e.rtt institutjorl.! are. given powers tl1:tt c::ounte.r-bahnce one 
a.nother, obliging tlJeJt~ to \vork together in order to govern 
a.nd :rnake decisions. 

Where American democracy diffuses power 
across institutions, British dentocracy emphasizes the 
sovereignty of Parliament. T he ekctoral rules tra
ditionally ensured a secure majority of seats for the 
IC'•din.g party, which then forms the government. This 
ruling party retains control over itS own members in 
the H ouse of Commons, enabling it to ensure the pas
sage of its bills into law. In this way, the hallowed sov
ereignty of Britain's Parliament is leased to the party 
in offi_ce. 
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Brief Profile: Often described as the world's largest 
democracy, India is also one of the most culturally and 
demographically varied countries in the world, and has 
the second biggest population after that of China (with 
which it is rapidly catching up). After centuries of British 
imperial control (some d irect, some indirect). India became 
independent in 1947. Wnilc it has many political parties. 
it spent many decades dcminated by a single party 
(Congress), which has recently lost much ground to the 
Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party. India has a latge 
military and is a nudear power, but its economy remains 

notably staid, with many analysts arguing that its enormous 
potootial is held back by excessive state intervention as well 
as endemic corruption. It atso suffers from religious and 

cultural d ivisions that have produced much communal strife, 

and has had difficulties addressing its widespread poverty. 

Form of government c;:> Federal parliamental)' republic 
consisting of 25 states and seven union territories. State formed 
\947, and mosu ecent constitution adopted 1950. 

Legislature c;:> Bicameral Parliament lower l ok Sabha (House of the People, 545 members) elected for renewable five· 
year terms, and upper Rajya Sabha (Council of States. 250 members) with most members elected for fixed six-year terms 
by state legislatures. 

Executive c:) Parliamentary. The prime minister selects and leads the Council of Ministers (cabinet). The president, 
indirectly elected for a fiVc .. yean erm, is head of state, formally asks a party leader to form the government. and can take 
emergency powers. 

Judiciary c;:> Independent Supreme Court consisting of 26 judges appointed by the president fo llowing consu~ation. 
Judges must retire at age 65. 

Electoral system c:) Elections to the lok Sabha are by single·mem!ber plurality. The Election Commission of lndia, 
established by the constitution. oversees national and state erections . 

Parties c) Mutti·party. with a recent tradition of coalitions. The t>.vo major parties arc the Bharatiya Janata Party and the 
once dominat'lt Congress Party. Regional parties are also important. .. 
Except for the government's sense of self- restraint, 

the institutions that limit executive power in the United 
States - including a codified constitution, a separation of 
powers and federalism - are absent in Britain. Far more 
than the United States, Britain exemplifies Sebum
peter's model of democracy as an electoral competition 

betw(..~n organized parties. 'We are the masters now', 
trump eted a Labour MP after his party's triumph in 
1945.And his party did indeed use its power to institute 
substantial economic and social reforms. 

B ut even Britain's represenr-.1.tive democracy 
has moved in a more liberal direction. The country's 
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Democracy in India 
.,.,.. os !r'e great elCCA!DCJO<t to the :ttes. .. tNI! saole 
lbe'1!1 ~ s res!neted to .t!\.ent stateS. In sp:c 
ol ..,.,.,.,.... pcw«ty ond masSIVe oneq..akly, democracy 
IS we .,.,.Je"CC>od " ir>d.a, begging the que<t>Otl of how 
It n.. beet> .t>1a to como date be<al ~cy when 
most <Mer poo< post<oiO<>oal counU>eS lnot>ally ! .. led. 

Pan of tro .,_ cs on Indio's e>q>e<.....:e as 

a Bntooh oo'<>r>y. The Bntdh app<06Ch ol onditect rule 
alowl!d loal e tos to oa:upy pos.tJOns of a"thonty, 
whoto tncy ~ponencod a style of 90"«"anc<! whiCh 
accepted some diSpersal of powe< and often permmed 
tho <>J<prouion of opoc<flc grievances. Tho resulunglegacy 
favoured plurallotlc, llmotcd govommont. 

Moro Important •LII was the distinctive manner 

In which tho colonial cxporlonco played out In India. 
Its transition to Independence was moro gradual. 
consldorod, and ouccouful than olsowhoro, avoiding 
a damaging Nih to stotohood. Tho Indian National 
Congress. which lod tho lndopendonco struggle and 
govemed lor 30 years after Its achlovoment, was 
founded In 1885. Over a long period, Congress built 
an oxtonsive, patronag ... bosed organization which 
proved co pablo of governing o dosparato country after 
Independence 

JUdiciary lw bc:<lomc more active and independent, 
stimubtcd in s=t by the inBucncc of t.hc Eumpan 
Coun of Jusncc. Pnvauun011 lw reduced the state's 
cbrea control 0\'l't' the economy. Aho, the deaor.tl sys
tem u now leu hkdy to dchver a substantial nujority 
for a Single party. But, &om a compantn-c pcnpeaive. 
a wmmng party (or e\'CD coahaon) in Britain is still 
rewarded With an ucepoo1Uily &ec lund. The contrast 
with the Urutcd Sutcs n:nuuu. 

To conclude tha scc:Uon, ""' need to cb.riJY the 
n:brionship between n:pn:senUil\'c democracy and 
bl>eral democracy. In truth, the u:rnu CO\'Cf the wne 
group of sutcs and the qualifier used is largely a mat
u:r of prc:fcn:nee. SoU, the changing popubrity of the 
two phrast'S doc• tell a story about how democracy is 
in1plicitly conceived: 

• Representative dcn1ocracy (or government) is the 
older phr:ase, emerging at a time when indirect 
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In partlaJar, Cor9ess ~ expenonca ol 
elecnons as particpotJOn wodet>od even ut'dof coion<al 
rule. By 1946. before ir>depond""«. 40 "'' '""' people 
were enmled 10 vote in colon•' elec:tO"S. f"'V'd"'g the 
semnd largest e'..aora:e in lite~ st world 
(Joyal. 2007; 21~ n-ese contestS 'unctioned •• I<W\"'9 
gnxnds !or democracy 

But perhops ""'cn~~Cal faclor .. India's dornoc:mlc 
success was the pt'O'den'jQQalJC values of Corv-'s e4oll> 
Democracy swvNcd on lnda boauoo tNt IS what rts leaden 
wanted. Practices "'""""ted WJ!h Bnbih domocracy - wch 
as parliamentary govofTlJTle<>t. an •ndopondcnt judlaary, 
and the rule of law- were seen as wortny of O'Tlulabat>. 
So in I nd10, as elsewhere. tho oonsolodatlon of libo111l 
democraty was fundamentally an eloto pro;ect. 

The quality of India's domoctacy is inovotably 
constrained by inequalities in Indian socooty. Political 
citizen ship has not guaranteed social ond oconomlc 
sccuri1y yet such assuranco is noodod for domocracy to 
deepen. Such limitations contribute to tho Democracy 
Index's. rating of Indio as a flawed democracy. But tho 
openness of the political system at Joost allows low statu• 
groups to express their Interests. Joyal (2007: 45) su'Tls 
up: 'the singular merit of Indian democracy lies In Its 
success in provldong a spaco for poltdcol contos10tlon and 
the opportunity for tho ar1ieula1ion of a vanety of duns'. 

d=><>cncy was c:sablislnng 1tsclf as a pracoc.tl ahcr
nat:M: to direct democracy. The phrase does not llllply 
limits on dcacd authority, other th.ul those needed 
for &c: and fair cleaions. and m the twcnncth cen
tury tended to find pamcubr f.-'OUr with thDk sup
ponmg a str011g role for party-based bOO.-crnments, 
such as 50Ci.alists supporting public ownenlup of 
industry. 

• Liberal democracy is the more recent term, acqu~r• 
ing greater eurrency in th~ second half of the twen
tieth century and continuing to grow in pupularity 
today. In the name of mdividual liberty, it direcu 
attention to the oonstiwtional constnints on elected 
governments and places limits on the deci .. on-rnak
ing scope of n:prcsentaoves. So liberal democracy is 
a more natur.tl phrase for those who favour a mar
ket econon1y with its limitations on the scope of 
government. 
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Democracy and modernization 
Why arc some COWltria democnuc and others not? 
\Vlut, in OWer WOnk, arc We CCODOIDIC and social 
requisiteS of SU>UJn>ble dcmocncy? A frequent answer 
is W.t hbcnl dcmocncy ftouruhcs m modem con
dtnons: m lugb-mcome mdustrul or post-industrial 
states WIW an educated popubtion. By contrast, 
middlc-mcome sutcs arc more: hkdy to be O.wed 
dcmocncu:s, and low-1ncome countncs will tend to 

be authontuun. 

Modem A onm ll..d w durlClnue • SUI< wuhan 
mJul<rUI or pcoc-md""'ul «ODO<U} :d!IU<Il<:e, sp<eiahzcd 
o«up;uoom, -..1 mobo.•ty. and an urbon and cduca"'d 
popu!aUon 

Linking modcrmty and democracy carri<"S 
important policy implicatiom. It suggests that advo
Cates of democracy should give priority to economic 
development in authoritarian states such as C hitta, 
aUowing poli tical reform to e merge n>turally at a later 
dat:c. Fim I!Ct rich . then get a democracy, runs th e 
logic. R ussia tried it the other way around, and found 
that democracy did not take root as hoped, and that 
wealth drifted into the hands of the few rather than 
the many. But if we accept this advtce, controversial 
policy implicatloni will ui>e. Should we rc:aUy fol
low Apter (1965) tn applying the notion of'premature 
democratiution' to low-mcomc countries? Do we 
want to encourage modcrnizmg dicutorships? And if 
not, why not? 

The pohual soaologiSl Seymour Manin Lipset 
(1959) provlded the chss1c mtement of the unp;tct 

of modet'aization, •uggcstmg lhat 'the more well
tO-do a (country), the water we chances that 11 will 
sustain democracy' Using data &om we !au: 1950s, 
upset found •uong correbnom between affluence, 
indUKI'i.1huuon, uriwuuoon and education, on the 
one lwtd, and democracy, on the other. Mueb b1cr, 
D1.1mond (1992: 110) commmtcd !hat we rclatiomhip 
between affluence and democracy remained 'one of the 
mon powerful and stable ... in the study of national 
development'. In an analysis of all democracies existing 
between 1789 and 200 I, s,..,Jik (2008: 166) concluded 
that 'democrac1es with low levels of economic devel
opment ... arc les~ likely to consolidate'. Boix (2011) 
agre<"S, with the ttualification that the effect of affluence 
on democracy declines o nce •odctics have achieved 
developed status. 

Modemiutlon: Tb< p.-.. ol xqwnna lit< wnbut<s u( • 
mo&m ~,.on< rdl<lCilng COCimlpol>r) ad..._ ln.u
tubOru.and nomu.. 

lnoviahly, thtte connnue to be exccpuons to the 
rule, bow appan:nr md real. The record o( the 01l- ncb 
lcingdoms o( tbt 1\otiddle East SUggestS !hat affluence, and 
c-= nw:s afflw:ncc, is no gwr.utttt of democracy. But 
these sttming counter-examples show only !hat ntoder
ruty coDSlSt:S o( more than 1ncomc: per head; authon
tari2n monarchs in the Middle East rule societi~ th•t 
may be wealthy, but arc also highly craditional. A more 
imporum excepoon is lnda, a lower-middle- income 
country with a consolidated, if disnncrivc, dcmocncy 
(ke Spotlight). 

So, why does liberal democracy s<:<:m to be the n•t
ur..J way of governing modern societies? Lipset (1959) 
propo sed several possible aruwers: 

• Wealth so ftens the cbss struggle, producing a more 
equal distribution of income and turning the working 
cLtss away from 'lefti<t extremism', whlle the presence 
of .a large middle cl:us tempen cla,;s confllct between 
rich and poor. 

• Economic security raises the quality of govcrnanoe by 
redu cing inet:ntives {or corruption. 

• High- income countries ha,-e more interest groups to 
reinforce libcnl democncy. 

• Education and urbanization abo make a difference. 
Educ•tion inculcates democratic and tolerant val
ues, while rowns have always been the wdlspnng of 
democracy. 

Lipsets list, lli the rclanonslup between moder
nity and democracy ltSC!f. lw stood we let of t:une. 

Howntt, recent contn'butions offer a more systcm
:ttic treatment (Boix, 2003). Vanlwtcn (1997: 24), for 
instance, suggor. tint a rclaa•oely cqtul dJStribuuon of 
p<m.-er resources in modem SOC1C1lCS prcvena a mmor

ity fiom becoming politically dominanr. 

Wruon 1M 1<"-el of economic de-clopmrnt rues, 
vuious tcono.rnic. ttSOUlC'es w:UJ.Ily bccon1e: morr 
widely dism'butcd and the numb<:r of «:onomic 
intctt<t groups in~. Thu! the undcrlying (>cror 
behind chc positive corrdanon between chc lcvcl o( 

ecollomic dewlopmenc and dcrnocncy 11 the dmrl
bution of po\\'CT resources. 

Modernity has been an effective incubator oflibcral 
demo cracy, but we should be careful about projecting 
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thas rebaoruhip forward. Tocby's wodd contains many 
more bbc:nl dem002oe< than tt dxl when upset was 
writing m the 1950s, suggemng that dcmocncy can 
consobd.tte at lowtt, pre-modern 1"'-ds of de-'dopmmt. 
Tht threshold nuy conanue to decrease, de&.=g 
a wodd that tS wholly democraac before it becomes 
wholly moc:km. Altarub\'<'l)l a few authoriurim 
regunc:s, such as Cbuu, may suce<ed m t:ttating modem 
sooeaes ",thout bc:commg dcmoc:noes. 

Waves of democracy 
When dld modern democnete< emerge? & with the 
phases of dccoloniuuon discussed in Chapter 2, so 
tocby's democracies emerged - argues politic21 scien
tist Samuel Hunungton (1991) - in a series of dis
tinct waves of d em ocratization (see Figure 3.3). 
And jun as each period of decolortiution deposited 
a particular type of state on the political shore, so too 
did eoch democratic wave differ ir1 the c haracter of 
the resulting democracies. Not everyone agrees with 
lluntington 's analysi! (sec M unck, 1994, for example, 
and Doorensplert, 2000, who argues that Hunting
ton's distincliou between democr;acies and authoritar· 
ian regimes wat too vague) , but it is an interesting 
point of departure. 

Waves of d emocratizetoon. A group of~nru~doos from 
non....dcmocntJc tO dtmQ(.nt.c ~gunet: diJl occun v.'l&hw :a 
<p<etl'l<d pmod o! UJI'.e and tlw "il>ufoanlly outnwnbm. 
~nru~uoru "' lh• oppou"' d!r«uon dunog dw pmod. 

First wave 

The ezdiot rqm:scntativ.:: democncies emerged dur
ing the longest of lhese "'"'"" bef\\un 1828 2nd 1926. 
During this first period, nearly 30 countries ombluhed 
at lean miniuully danocnac ruaon:U t.mntunons, 
including Argenrim. Awualia, Bntau~, Carucb, Fnnce. 
G=n:m}l tru, Nethttbnds, New Ze21and, the Sanch

=U:n countries, and the United Sates. Ho-."'"'· some 
backsliding occurred ;u fledghng dcm002cies were 
o,ntJuown by Weist, communm or military chcutor
ships during what HuntingtOn dc:sc:nbcs as !he 'fmt 
==wave'fi:om 1922to 1942. 

A distinctiVl: fature of many flrst-wave tranSitions 
was their slow and sequennal character. Pobtie21 com
petition, traditionally opennng within a prlvtlcgcd elite, 
gradually broadened as the nght to vote extended to the 
wider population. Unhurried transition• lowered the 
politic:U temperature; in the lint wuve, democracy wa~ as 
much outcome as intention. ln Britain, for example, the 
expansion of the vote occurred gradually (sec Figure 3.4), 
with each step casing the fears of !he propertied class<'S 
about the dangers of further reform. 

In the United Sttate.<, the idea tim citizens could 
only be represented fairly by those of their own sort 
gained ground againn the founders ' vlcw that the repub
lic should be led by a leisured, landed gentry. Within 50 
)~ of independence, nearly all white men had the 
vote (Wood, 1993: 101 ), but women ""re not gi\'<'n the 
vote on the same termS as men untill919,and the tnn
chisc for black Americans was not fully rc21ized unul 

&amp/~ 

Bntam, France, US 

11 H.:.C4 $ •L __ ~_9_~_3-02 __ -==~HL_~~~_di_a._~s_"'_e~_._J..:a_pan __ • - ..... .J T . . West Germany 

.~~~~~~~~-------~ 1974-91 

T • 
Southern and Eastem 
Europe, latin AmeriCa, 
parts of Afnca 

FIGURE 3.3: Huntington's waves of democratitat ion 

Not•: The f:rtt Wi!Vt portly rewrsed between 1922 and 1942 (e.g. in Germany ond ltDly) and 
the ucond WI Vt be;ween 1958 and 197S(e.g. tn nruch o f latin America and post•colonlll 
Afnc•) Mony such revert;ls h:av. now thems!Hves revers-ed . 

Sourer. Huntington (1991) 
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FIGURE 3.4: The expansion of the Bri tish electorate 

No tes: The last major change was made in 1969, when the voting age was reduced from 
21 to 18. 
"' ln 1918, the vote was extended to women over 30. 

Source: Adapted from Dahl (1998: figure 2) 

the Voting R ights Act of 1965. In that sense, America's 
democratic transition was also a prolonged affair. 

Second wave 

Huntington's second wave of democratization began 
during the Second World War and continued until 
the 1960s. As with the first wave, some of the new 
democracies created at this time did not consolidate; 
for example, elected rulers in several Latin American 
states were quickly overthrown by military coups. But 
established democracies did emerge after 1945 from 
the ashes of defeated dictatorships, not just in West 
Gemrmy, but also in Austria, Japan, and Italy. These 
post-war democracies were intrOduced by the victo
rious allies, supported by local partners. T he second
wave democracies established firm roots, helped by an 
economic recovery which was nourished by US aid. 
During this second wave, democracy also consoli
dated in the new state of Israel and the former British 
dominion oflndia. 

Political parties played a key role in the transition. 
First-generation democracies had emerged when par
ties were seen as a source of faction, rather than pro
gress. But by the time of the second wave, parties had 
emerged as the leading instrument of demo~ncy in a 
mass elector.J.te. A~;, in n1any more recent constitutions, 
Germany's Basic Law (1949) went so far as to codify 

their role: 'political parties shall rake part in forming the 
democratic will of the people'. In several cases, though, 
effective competiti<)n was reduced by the emergence 
of a :Single party which dominated government for a 
generation or more: Congress in India, the Christian 
Democrats in Italy, the Liberal Democrats in Japan, and 
Labour in IsrAel. Many second-wave democracies took 
a generation to mature into fully competitive party 
systems. 

Third wave 
Tlus ·was a product of the final quarter of the twentieth 
century. Its main and highly diverse clements were: 

• The ending of right-wing dictatorships in Greece, 
Portugal, and Spain in the 1970s. 

• The retreat of the generals in much of Latin America 
in the 1980s. 

• The collapse of communism in the Soviet Union 
and Eastern Europe at the end of the 1980s. 

T he third wave trmsformed the global political 
landscape, providing an inhospitable environment for 
those non-democratic regimes that survive. Even in 
sub-Saharan Africa, presidents subjected themselves to 
re-election (though rarely to defeat). With the end of 
the Cold War and the collapse of any realistic alterna
tive to democracy, the European Union and the United 
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States also became more encouraging of democntic 
ttansitions while still, of course, keeping a close eye on 
their own shorter-term interests. 

Fourth wave, or a stalling of democracy? 

Wbilc Huntington stoppe.d with three waves, it is worth 
exteniling the logic of his argumcms and looking in 
more detail at what has happened since 1991. Inspired 
by the end of the C'.o.ld War and the speed of the demo
cratic tnnSition in Eastern Europe, the political econo
mist Francis Fukuyama was moved in 1989 to borrow 
from Hegel, Marx and othen in declaring the end of 
history, or the final triumph of dcmocncy: 

What W< may ~ wimcM.ing is not j11<t the end of 
the Cold War, or the ~ing of a particular period of 
post-war history, but the cnd ofhistory .•. Thot is, the 
end poim or mankind's ldeologic:;al evolution and the 
UJliveruJiz:arion ofWc~tem Jjberal democr.t.cy as the 
final form of human government. (Fukuyama,l989) 

End of history: ·ntt! idea that u pohtu::al.economjc or social 
system has developed to such an extent dtat it reprtscnu the 
culmin1tion of tht evolution:.ry proct:ss. 

An attrnctive though t, to be sure, if we think of 
liberal democracy in its ideal form. But it was soon 
clear that Fukuyama had spoken too soon, and many 
of today's political conversations arc not about the 
health or the spread of democracy but about the dif
ficulties it faces even within those states we consider 
to be firmly liberal democntic. Amon.g the concerns: 
social disintegration. voter alienation, the tensions 
between individual rights and democracy, and the 
manner in wh.ich competitive politics and econom
ics can undermine the sense of community. ln some 
cases, such as Bruil, Fnnce, lnilia, and South Africa, 
the problems arc sufficiently deep that the Democracy 
Index classifies them as flawed dcmocncies. The more 
specific challenges that democncies face include the 
following: 

0 Women have IC$5 political power and opportunity 
than men, do not earn as much as men for equal 
work, and are still prevented from rising to positions 
of political and corporate power as easily as men. 

0 Racism and religious intolerance remain critical chal
lenges, with minorities often existing on the rn.trgins 
of society, and denied ~'<!ual access to jobs, loans, 
housing, or education. 
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o There is a large and sometimes growing income gap 
between the rich and the poor, and levels of unem
ployment and poverty often remain disturbingly 
high. With both comes reduced political influence, 
and sometimes political railicalization. 

Opinion polls show declining faith in government 
and political institutions in many countries, reflecting 
less a concern "~th the concept of democncy than with 
the manner in which democncy is practised. Many see 
government as being dominated by elites, have less truSt 
in their leaders, feel that government is doing a poor 
job of dealing "~th pressing economic and social prob
lems, and - as a result - are voting in snuller numben 
and switching to alternative fonns of political expres
sion and participation. As we will see in Chapter 12, 
trust in government h2S been falling in most lib~nl 
democracies. 

De;pite these concerns, democracy has been stable 
and !a:sting, and no country with a sustained history of 
liberal demO<-T3<')' has ever freely or deliberately opt<-d 
for an alternative form of government. Neither have any 
liberal democr•cies gone to war with one another. The 
broad goals of the liberal democr•tic model - including 
freedom, choice, security, and wealth - are widely shared, 
and while the practice ofliberal democrncy is r•n.:ly clean 
or sim ple, as Churchill implied, the system still provides 
a uniquely stable and successful formula for achieving 
these important objectives. 

Democratization 
One of the most dramatic waves of political change 
of recent decades was the Arab Spring, a series of mass 
demonstrations, protests, riots, and civil wors that broke 
in Tunisia in late 2010, and quickly spread through much 
of the Arab world. Rulen were forced from power in 
Egypt. Libt'a. Tunisia, and Yemen, a civil war erupted 
in S)'-cia, and there were mass protests or uprising5 in 
Algeria, Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, and other countries. 
It was widely hoped that this remarkable protest wave 
would bring lasting democntic change to North Africa 
and the Middle East, where many of the world's surviv
ing au thoritarian states are concentrated. However, the 
momentum of change had largely faded by mid- 20 12, 
with the actions of many governments in the region 
cre-.~ring new uncertainties. Libya, for example, was in 
many w.lys in a more desperate situation by 2015 than 
it had been before the Arab Spring, \\~th instability 
and political violence bringing death, destruction, and 
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economic disruption. A critical point confirmed by the 
experience of the Arab Spring was that a transition from 
an authoritarian regime did not entail an immediate 
or even medimn-term tr.msirion to liberal democr.tcy: 

alternative outcomes include the replacement of one 
authorit'.trian order with another. or the emergence of 
a failed state. 

For one point there is much supporting evidence: 
it is extraordinarily hard to impose democracy by force. 
It was a key part of US fi>reign policy throughout the 
Cold War to protect its allies from the threat of com
munist domination, and a goal since the end of the 
Cold War to bring peace to the Middle East through 
the promotion of democrat--y. But the record Ius 
not been a good one. For example, a 2003 Carnegie 
Endowment study (Pei, 2003) found that of 16 nation

building effortS in which the United States had engaged 
militarily during the twentieth century, only 4 (Ger
many, Japan , Grenada, and Panama) were successful in 
the sense that democraG-y remained ten years after the 
departure of US forces. Britain and France have shown 
no better aver.1ge returns in their rnilitary interventions, 
and countries neighbouring those in which interven
tions have occurred have often shown more progress 
towards democracy than the target countries. 

W hy is this? De Mesquita and Downs (2004) blame 
US, British, and French policy, which they af!:,>uC ' has 
been motivated less by a desire to establish demot-Tacy 

or reduce human suffering than to alter some aspect 
of the target state's policy'. Despite official claims, 

• <..':.ci.'er~"..tnentOV't'ft'".tOWI"t 
• MajOf j)~$$.1$ 

fi;iD GO'oer.r.tr..em c:~!l~;<e~ 
0 c.v;lw;~r 

0 Mi11or pro:e::r~:~ 

MAP 3.1: The Arab Spring, 2011-

promoting democracy is rarely the most important goal. 
The chances of success are increased in case~ where a 

multinational coalition takes action with the backing 
of the international community (or at least the bulk of 
the membership of the United Nations), but to assume 
that authoritarian regimes can be bullied or bombed 
into democracy is misguided, because demo<Tacy needs 
time to put down roots and to grow organically out 
of society, particularly in deeply divided states such as 

Afghanistan or Iraq. 
Fj~;~ure 3.5 offers a model of the stages in the process 

of successful democr•tization (O'Donnell et a/., 1986). 
H owever, tins framework was developed in the 1980s 

out of research on the successful transitions in Southern 
Europe and Latin America, rather than the more varied 
outcomes from the later collapse of the Soviet Union, 
or the more recent experience of the Arab Spring. Even 
so, the model remains useful in identifying stages in a 
suCCC$sful transition. 

T he first step in the process comes with the liberali
zation of the authoritarian regime. Much as we would like 
to be!li:eve in tl1e power of public opinion, tr.," itions are 
rarely initiated by mass demonstrations against a united 

dictatorship. Rather, democr•cy is typically the outcome 
intended or muntended - of recognition "~thin part of 
the ruling group that change is inevitable, or even desir
able. A s O'Donnell and Schmitter (1986: 19) assert: 

There is no transition whose-beginning is not the con
seque.nce - direct or indirect - ofimport.an[ divisions 
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Liberalization 
Initiation of the reform sequence, usually as a resul t o f recognition 
by authori tarian rulers that change is inevi table. 

Transition Arrangements are made lor the new system of government. 

Consolidation Widespread acceptance o f the new system, supported by evidence 
that it works. 

Deepening Democracy evolves from the su perficialto the substantial. 

FIGURE 3.5: Stages o f democratization 

within the authoritarian regime. itself, principally 
along the. flucruating cleavage betwee.n hanlliners 
and softliners .. . In Brazil and Spain. for example, 
the decision co liberalize \\':teo made by high-edtelon, 
dominant personnel in the incwnbent regime in the 
face of ·we.ak and disorganized opposition. 

So, for example, a military regim e might lose a 
sense of purpose O!lce the crisis that propelled it into 
office is resolved. In the more liberal environment that 
emerges, o pportunities incre.ase to express public oppo
sition. inducing a dynarnic of reform. 

In the fraught and often lengthy transition to 
democracy, arrangements are made for th e new system 
of governm ent. Threats to the transition &om hardliners 
(who may consider a military coup) and radical reform
ers (who may seek a full-scale revolution, rather than 
j ust a change of regime) need to be overcome. Consti
tutions must be written, institutions designed and elec
tions scheduled. Negotiations frequendy take the form 
of round-table talks between rulers and opposition, o ften 
leading to an elite setdement. D uring the transition , the 
existing rulers will look for political opportunities in 
th e new democratic order. For example, military rul
ers may seek to repackage themselves as the only party 
capable of guaranteeing order and security. In any event, 
the current elite will seek to protect its future by nego
tiating privileges, such as exemption from prosecution. 
The transition is substantially complete with the instal
lation <)f the new arrangements, most visibly through a 
high turnout election which is seen as th e peak moment 
of democratic optimism (Morlino, 2012: 85- 96). 

The consolidation of democracy only occu rs when 

new institutions provide an acceptod fr.unework for 

political competition, or - as Prze\vorski (1991: 26) puts 
it - 'when a particular system of institutions becomes 
the only t,rame in town and when no- one can imagine 
acting outside the democratic institutions'. It takes time, 
for e.x=ple, for the armed forces to accept their more 
limited role as a professional, r•ther than a political, body. 

W hile consolidation is a matter of attitudes, its 

achievement is measured through actiM and, in pat
ti~-ular, by the peaceful transfer of power through elec
tions. T he ftrst time a defeated governm ent relinq uishes 
office, democracy's mechanism for elite circulation is 
shown to be effective, contributing further to political 
stability. So, consolidation is the process through which 
democratic practices become habitual - and the habit of 
demo cracy, as any other, takes time to form (Linz and 
Stepan, 1996). Transition establi<hes a new regime but 
consolidation secures its continuation. 

Finally, the deepening of democracy refers to the 
contin ued progress (if any) of a new democracy towards 
full liberal democracy. This term emerged as academic 
awareness grew that many third-wave transitions had 
stalled midway between authoritarianism and democ
racy, ~,.,jth accompanying popular disenchantment. As 
we s.a·w earlier, democracy in Bawed democracies is 
' superficial rather than deep and the new order consoli
dates at a low level of "dem ocratic quality"' (Morlino, 
2012: p t lii). So, the point of the term 'deepening' is not 
so much to describe a universal stage in transitions as to 
acknowledge that the outcome of a transition, especially 
in les:s modern countries, may be a democracy which is 
both consolidated and superficial. 

T he political changes witnessod by Mexico since 
th e 19 90s offer an example of these four stages at work. 
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It had been governed without a break since 1929 by the 
centrist Institutional R evolutionary Party (PRJ), which 
was able to maintain control in part because of its ability 
to incorporate key sectors of Mexican society, offering 
them rew.rrds in return for their support. But as Mexi
cans became better educated, and with PRJ unable to 
blame anyone else for the country's growing economic 
problems in the 1990s, the pressures for democratic 
change began to grow. 

Presidents had long been chosen as a result of a 
secretive process through which the incumbent effec
tively named his own successor~ who was sure to win 
because ofPRJ~ grip on the elector.! process. An attempt 
was made in 1 988 to make the nomination process more 
democratic, a dissident group within PRJ demanding 
greater openness in selecting presidents. When it fu.iled, 
one of its leaden - Cuauhtemoc Cardenas- broke away 
and ran against Carlos Salina.,, the anointed PRJ candi
date. Heading a coalition of parties on the left, Cardenas 
was officially awarded 31 per cent of the vote, although 
most independent c-stirnates suggest that he probably 
won. Salinas was declared the winner, but with the slim
mest margin of any PRJ candidate for president (50. 7 
per cent) and only after a lengthy delay in announcing 
the results, blamed on a 'breakdown' in the computers 
counting the voteS (Preston and Dillon, 2004, ch . 6). 

Salinas's successor in 1994 was Ernesto Zedillo, 
who ordered a review of the presidential selection pro
cess, which resulted in the use of open party primaries. 
Meanwhile, more opposition political parties were on 
the r:ise, changes had been made to the dector•l sys
tem, m ore seats were created in Congress, and elections 
were subject to closer scrutiny by foreign observers. In 
1997, PRJ lost its majority in the Chamber of Depu
ties, and in 2000 lost its majority in the Senate and -
most remarkable of all - lost the presidency of Mexico 
to the opposition National Action Party (PAN). PAN 
won the presidency again in 2006, and PRJ won it 
back in 2012, but the changes of the 1990s - sparked 
by the realization among PRJ's leaders that change w'.s 
inevitable - have created a healthier democratic system 
in which three parties compete for power, albeit against 
a still- troubled background of widespread poverty, a 
bloody drug war that has been under way since 2006, 
and o ngoing corruption. 

Mexico is today listed as a fiawed democr«;y in 
the Democracy Index, and as Partly Free by Freedom 
House. As with so many recent transitions. the Mexican 
case shows the importance of distin{;uishing between 
the collapse of an authoritarian system, on the one band, 
and th e consolidation or deepening of its more demo
cr.ttic successor, on the other. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Is democracy- in practice -truly government by the people, or have other voices come to be heard 
more loudly? 

• Does the internet allow the recreation of Athenian-style direct democracy in today's states? 

• Do you agree with Schumpeter's doubts about the political capacity of ordinary voters? Does your 
answer affect your judgement of democracy's value? 

• What conditions are needed in order for democracy to flourish? 

• How close are we to the end of history? 

• What can we Jearn from the evidence that democra<.]' can rarely be spread by force? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Check' and balances 
Civil liberties 
Democracy 
Democratization 
Direct democracy 
Echo chamber 
£-democracy 
End of history 
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Ronald F. lnglehart, and Christian Welzel (eds) 
(2009) Democmlizalion. A comprehensive text, 
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LiberaJ democracy 
LiberaJism 
Limited government 
Modern 
Modc..-:rnization 
Representative democracy 
Structural violence 
Waves of democr.ttization 

Held, .David (2006) Models of Democracy, 3rd edn.A 
thorough introduction to democl'llcy from classi
cal Greece to the present. 
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Acton:1 Stmctl4rt'Sj Processes. An extensive review 
of the academic literature on democratization, 
including hybrid Tegimes. 

Rosanvallon, Pierre (2008) CoutJter-Demotracy: Poli
tics in an Age <if Distmst. An original (if abstract) 
interpretation, viewing democracy as consist· 
ing in infom>al mechanisms through which the 
public can express confidence in, or mistrust of, 
its representatives. 
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Authoritarian rule 

PREVIEW 
Even though democratic ideas have spread to many parts of the world since 
1945, and many people now live in democracies, many states remain authori
tarian, with strong rulers and limits ,placed on the ability of citizens to partid
pate in government. As Brooker (2009: 1) put> it, 'non-democratic government, 
whether by elders, chief>, monarchs, aristocrats, empires, military regimes or 
one-party states, has been the norm for most of human history'. Certainly, the 
twentieth century will be remembered at least as much for the d:ictatorslups it 
spawned - including Hitler~ Germany, Stalin's Russia, Mao's Ch ina, and Pol 
Pot's Cambodia - as for the democr•tic transitions at it> close. And in spite of 
the spread of democracy, the most prominent authoritarian state'> remain inter
nationally significant, whether judged by their economic reach (China), as incu
bators of terrorism (Afghanistan), by their natural resources (Russia), or by their 
actual or seemingly intended possession of nuclear weapons (Pakistan and Iran). 

This chapter follows the lead of the Democracy Index by looking at non
democracies as hybrid and authoritarian regimes. It begins with a survey of 
those hybrid regimes that give some of the appearances of being democratic, 
but where institutions are marnpulated to keep rulers in power. It goes on to 
look at authoritarian regimes, breaking them down into several d ifferent types: 
absolute monarchy, ruling president>, ruling parties, military goV<!rnment, and 
theocracy. It ends with a review of the particular problem of corruption, which 
is so much a part of the political landscape in authoritarian systems. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Authoritarian rule: 
an overview 

• Hybrid regimes 

• Authoritarian reg imes 

• Forms of authoritarian 
rule 

• The polit ical impact of 
corruption 

Identifying the dynamics of authoritarian regimes provides a useful contrast to our understanding of democracy, 
and vice versa. 

The con-cept of hybrid regimes offers an intermediate position between authoritarianism and democracy. 

The explojtation of the military, the use of patron-age, and control of the media ate key elem.cnts in the 
maintenance of authoritarian regimes. 

One key to understanding authoritarian regimes is to recognize that few arc absolute tyrannies; many of their 
leaders are in a weaker politic-aJ position than their liberal democratic equivalents. 

Establishing hard and fast rufcs for authoritarian regimes, and deflning templates, is more difficult than is the case 
for democracies, partly because their formal structures arc weak and partty because they vary in their source of 
power. 

Although we can find corruption wherever there are people willing to abuse the offices they hofd for private gain, it 
plays a particularly telling rofc in authoritarian reglmes. h is both a cause and effect of the misuse of power. 
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Authoritarian rule: 
an overview 
We saw 111 the pr<V>Ous clupttt that the me.ming of 
democracy IS contested, and that clemocr.aoes rome in 
cWferent typeS. In much the wne Wluon. the me.ming 
of authonwunism IS 2ho contCSkd, :md there u no sin
gle model of an authonwun rc:gune. In sruclying them, 
"'"'should a-'01d &lhng into the tnp of associating them 
too rc:acbly With the kmd of dopotum and rule through 
fear and surve.lbnee thu m~ easily comes 10 mind 
when thmklllg about non-democracies. 

Authoriurim rulers opente within unspoken 
limits, n:cogniring the ncc:d 10 stril<c deals with other 
powor-holden !uch as bu5ineu, the military, or regional 
b05Ses. just >5 democnnc leaders need to retain elec
toral support, so authurit•nan rulers must convince 
their allies to continue supporting the existing regime. 
Furthermore, government typically ukcs the form not 
of a single dominant leader but, rather, of an elite group 
within which there b considerable internal jockeying 
for power. Ideology and policy :LTC often absent. Rulers 
seck to maintain their control (and increase their wealth) 
by limiting mass participation, rather than by mobilizing 
the population. Ordinary people :LTC unlikely to experi
ence a knock on tl1e door at nudnight as long as they 
keep aw2y from polincs. In such a !iituation, p-emance 
iJ an une:a5y combmation of formaDy unlimited author
ity and oonsldcnble polincal vulnerability. 

Since non-<kmocr:anc le.dm so clearly stand 
abo--e the law, the constitutional architecture (if any) is 
a poor guide. uws arc vague and cootndictOI)\ cre
anng a prctcXt for bnnJpng any chosen aoublcmaku 
10 eoun. Special coum, such as military tribun.als, arc 
ofieo wed for scnsai\.., ases. The legubturc and the 
juchoary arc undcr-mourced, uoprofcmonal ancl111ef
fccave. Ctvil hberucs arc poorly respected :md the sta.tc 
ofieo rcqwn:s pnvatr org;uuutioos to be licensed. The 
absence of coosutunonal constnmt leads to caDous 
uncmcnt of the powerless, mdudmg "'Omen. mmority 
groups, non-nanonaJs, and priSOners. W1th DO enforce
able legal &:une ... 'Ork to protea private property rights, 

authoriW"iao rule u often a.uoc~ted with economic 
stagnation: lbe price of the rulers securing a large slice 
of the pic ~ that the pic iuclf fails to grow, generating 
more political vulner•bility. 

In the wake of the dramatic collapse of communism 
at the end of the 1980s and the Arab Spring of 2011, 
it \s tempdng to view any remaining non-democratic 

TABLE 4.1: Features of authoritarian rule 

• 1be at..enc~ of~ on rep<eMI\Utive go-rvnen1, 
with election< - where they ore held - often 
acxompaniecl by 1.....0, manopulatiOI\, ond violence 

• W<>ak. immanft', 0< ~ defined po'txal institutJons 
and~. witn- illltle hMids olle.doro 
and efrt .. , and~ the estab4ls/lment of 
dictatonhips. 

• A limited selection of forms ol polii>COI poruopot.on 

and ~mtion, and no ~~'-'~'"'" .. " that the voices 
a( citizens Wl1 be "-<! effectNely 

• Rei~ few llrits on !he powe<S of go-nmen1. ond 
a mixed recotd on ltle p<O<ealon ollnd'Mduol rights 
and freedoms under the law, With no Independent 
jud'ooaty. 

• An opposition !hat is eonwa.ned, ond subject to 
threats and even violence. 

• A fimited and contrOlled media o.uobllsllmont, l<lbjoct 
to political controls and free 10 share only oflldally 
sanctioned opinlons, 

regimes as historical anomalies which will soon be 
vanquished by the Faccbook generation. Dut we saw 
in Ch apter 3 that such optimism is both sweeping and 
premature. It fails to recognize that ousting o ne authori
tarian leader may j ust lead 10 anothl.T - or to a (aikd 
state or invasion. The collapse of communism h~tl not 
brought democracy to Bclarus,l<auklutan, or U~beki
stan, and the long- term prognosis for Egypt, Liby•. 
Thnisia, and Yemen remains questionable. In fact, W•)' 
(2011: 17) judges that a comparison "~th the conunu
run colhpse suggC'St$ that more Arab autocrats wtll hang 
on, 'and that those !Arabi countries which do "'~Uttss 
authoritarim colhpse will be lcssltkd)' to democntiz.c 
than 'thcir European counr:crpam \\"eTC'. 

Tlut there arc dilfc:rent ilwles of authoritanan
ism is refieaed in the distinction m.dc 111 the Democ
racy Index between hybrid regimes :md authontanan 
regimes. The first of these blend dcmocncy and authon
tarUnimt, with some: of the inchcators of dcntocncy, but 
substantial "-eaknessc:s in the "'2)' 11 1> conducted and 
expn:ssed. Authoritarun regimes. meanwhile:. conwn 
aD the fi:2run:s that we no.nnally 2UOCUtc With the least 
democratic S)'SttlltS, such as saong leaders, cmcralrud 
political control, and limits on popular participation. 

Hybrid regimes 
The hybrid regimes described by the Dcmocr•cy Index 
overlap "~th a cate1,00ry deseribed by U:vitsky and Way 
(2010) as competitive authoritarian regimes. They define 
these as states in which 'rormal democratic institutions 
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are widely view<..'<! as the principal means of obtain
ing and exercising political authority . . . [but whe.re] 
incumbents violate those rules so often and to such an 
extent . . . that the regime fails to meet conventional 
minimum standards for democr•cy'. In the Democr•cy 
Index, hybrid regimes arc described as suffering weak
nesses both in political c-ulture and in the functioning 
of government and political participation. Elections are 
held, but are undermined by irregularities that often pre
vent them from being both free and frur, and govern
ment pressure on opposition parties and candidates can 
be common . Corruption tends to be widespread, civil 
society and the rule of law are weak, the judiciary lacks 
independence, and j ournalists are typically harassed. 

Hybrid regimes: Politica1 systems that have SOJl'!e of the. 
:ippe3rl nces o!'being democratic. but where inst-itutions, 
processes, laws, and polities are manipulated to keep rulen or 
e.lite groups irl po\'-·er. 

In a hybrid regime, leaders or ruling parties are 
elected, but they use state resources and their influence 
over the media to de.termine the o utcome of elections 

long before campaigns begin. Ballot-stuffing is only 
needed if a defeat is in the offing. O nce elected, the 
governn1ent shows only a limited sense of constitu
tional rc>srrrunt; such concepts as fair play, a loyal opposi
tion , and individual rights barely register. In this kind 
of system, notes O'Donnell (1994: 59), whoever 'vins 
th e election 'is thereby entitled to govern as he or she 
sees fi t, constrained only by the hard facts of e.lcisting 
power relations and by a constitutionally limited term of 
office'. The result is what Huntington (1991 : 306) o nce 
describL>d as 'democracy without turnover and compe
tition without alternation' . lfliberal democracy 'is a sys
tem in which parties lose elections' (PrLeworski, 1991: 
1 0) ~ competitive authoritarianism is a system in which 
th ey do not. R ather, change at the top usually results 
from a constitutional limit on tenure, or the occasional 
resignation. 

Singapore offers an example. While it has multiple 
political parties, a vibr.mt high- technol<)gy economy 
and one of the world's highest standards of living, it is 
classified in the Democracy In dex as a hybrid regime. 
T his is mainly because the Peoples Action Party has 
governed the island state since 1959, routinely 'vinning 
more than 60 per cent of the vote, maintaining an elec
toral system that allowed it to win 93 per cent oflegis
btive seats in 2011 with only a 60:14 per cent share of 

the vote. and directing investment to districts that vote 
for th e party. 

Hybrid regimes are normally founded on a pow
erful leader or political party, rather than on strong 
institutions. In return for taking care of the needs of 
th e p eople, leaders clrum their respect, deference., and 
support. Because the j udiciary is under- resourced, it is 
unable to enforce the individual rights documented in 
the constitution. The law is used selectively, as a tool 
of power, so that while political opponents are subject 
to deeailed legal S<:rutiny, supporters find that th e law 
rarely intrudes on their activities: 'for my friends, every
thing:; for my enemies, the law,' said GetUlio Varg-•s. twice 
presid ent of Brazil. T he state intervenes in the mar
ket, with political connections influencing economic 
rewards. Yet, in contrast to pure authoritarian regimes, 
the leader often provides effective governance, thus 
earning - as well as manipulating - popular support. 

T he form is particularly common in states that are 
poor, tthat suffer deep internal divisions (whether ethnic, 
religious, or economic), and that face real or constructed 
external threats. In these circumstances, a national father 
figure or dominant party can be presented as an engine 
of dev;elopment, as a bulwark against dom(.'Stic disintegra
tion, and as a protector agrunst external threats. The head, 
it is claimed, must be allowed to rule the body politic. 

For most of its post-communist history, Ukraine 
has o ffered a representative case. A former republic 
of the Soviet Union , it became independent in 1991, 
but remains poor (with a per capita GNI of j ust under 
S4,000 in 2013), and fmds itself torn b etween Western 
and R ussian cireles of influence. The efforts made by 
President Leonid Kuchma to control the media, manip
ulate t he political system, side Ukraine with Russian 
economic interests, and then rig prL-sidential electi<)ns 
sparked the 2004 'Or•nge Revolution' and new elec
tions. T hese were won by a pro-Western alliance of 
political groups which elev-dted Viktor Yushchenko to 
th e prL-sidency. Democratic reform followed, but the 
country remained divided between pro-Western and 
pro-Russian forces, and when Viktor Yanukovych won 
th e 20 10 presidential election , he took the country 
firmly in the Russian direction. 

Yanukovych enriched himself and Ius political sup
porte:r:s, reinforc-ing his country·'s status as one ofd1e world's 
most corm pt. For ordinary pe<)ple, the need to bribe pub 
lic officials w.s a fact of political life, alienating d1em from 
their supposedly democratic government. Neither civil 
society fi6r the j1idiciary provided :iii effective check on 
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power. When Yanukovychs government dropped plans in 
2013 to sign a trade agreement with the European Uruon, 
mass demonstrations ensued and the government fell. The 
deposed leader Bed to Russia, which then annexed the 
Crimean peninsula. Fighting broke out in the ea.\tem P'.u-t 
of the country, reinforcing lnstoric divisions and threaten
ing the ability of the Ukraician national government to 

t>stablish effective governance. 
To the extent that hybrid regimes are personal in 

char•cter, they might be expected to be unstable in the 
long run. H untington (1991: 137), for example, claims 
that 'this half- ,v•y house cannot stand'. Similarly, Levitsky 
and Way (2010:20) note that such regimes are marked by 
an 'inherent tension' in which oppositions can develop a 
serious challenge to the existing power structure. These 
threats force rulers either to submit (and democratize), 
or to repress (and revert to cruder authoritarian rule). 

Yet, we <"annot wish these re-gimes out of existence 
by j ust describing them as transitional. Some (espcx:ially 
those far &om Western zones of in6uence) have provided 
a stable method of goverrung poor and unequal societies, 
particularly since the end of commurusrn rendered bla
tant dictatorship less defensible. Once set, a hybrid regime 
can be a strong amalgam, not least in Islamic settin~ 
where liberal democracy can be equated " i th Western 
permissiveness. Writing on sub-Saharan Afric•, Herbst 
(2001: 359) j udges that 'it is wrong to conclude that Afri
can states are travelling between demo<--r•cy and authori
tarianism simply because a majority of them belong to 
neither category. Rather, the current condition of African 
states could well prevail for decades.' Such thinking led 
Case (1996: 464) to conclude that hybrid regimes are not 
'a mere way station on the road to further democracy'. 

Haiti provides a particularly disturbing case of a 
hybrid state. it has been independent since 1804 but has 
never been able to settle on a durable and stable political 
model, and stand' out as the most troubled country in 
the \VCStem hemisphere. In theory it is a urutary presi
dential republic "~th three branches of government, but 
in reality it is .;;vhatevcr its incumbent administration is 
able to fashion &om the wrc>ckage of instability, civil 
unrest and corruption. It does not help that the coun
try has suffered numerous natur.tl disasters, ranging from 
hurricanes to earthquakes, but a failure to build ade
quate infrastructure has made it less able to withstand 
such problems. In 2006, however, the advent of a new 
government did encourage Freedom House to upgrade 
Haiti &om a ranking of Not Free to Partly Free. But 
then carne the Jamiaty 2010 earthquake, which ldlled 
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an estimated 230,000 people and left government, the 
economy, infrastructure, and the social fabric in ruins. 
On the 2014 Human Development Index it ranked 
168tb out of the 187 countries on the list. 

Authoritarian regimes 
In this section, we look at states with the features we 
most readily associate with authoritarianism: strong 
leaders, centralized political contrOl, and weak recotds 
in popular participation, civil liberties, and civil rights. 
As we will sec, however~ authoritarian regimes come 
in different forms, ranging from states where power rests 
with a ruling party or the military to systems revolving 
around a single individual, with the wielding ofpower 
rising and falling with the fortunes of the leader. 

Authoritarian regimes; Re-g:itnes based on .submission to 
authority, c.haracteri:Ged by rulitlg dices, limited politica1 plu
ra1i!trl, centralized political COJttrol, intolerance of opposition, 
and 1Jurnan ,.ight'l abu..;;es. 

Absolute monarchies apart, the absence of a clear 
succ~ion procedure is a centr.il weakness of authoritar
ian regimes, providing much of their political dynamic. 
Because there are no competitive elections to refresh 
the leadership, authoritarian leaders may continue in 
post until well past their sell-by dates, as with the ageing 
autocrats finally overthrown in the Arab revol~ of 2011 
(Table 4.2).A' those uprising; show, changing the leader 
in an :authoritarian regime is generally a more difficult 
process than in a democracy. The pattern in China, where 
since the 1990s the Communist Party has changed its 
top leaders on a ten-year cycle, is exceptional; it contrib
utes to the party's continued hold on power. 

A decline into despotism is an inherent danger 
of au tl10ritarian regimes. In the case of Libya, Muam
mar Gaddafi came to power in 1969 as the result of a 
military coup, and claimed that it was his goal to unite 
the Arab world. He imposed his own ideology on Libya 
(contained within his Gre-en Book), and exercised total 
control over his government and the people of Libya. 
Even Gaddafi did not prove invulnerable. Inspired by 
the Ar•b Spring, an uprising against him in 2011 led 
to a brief civil war that resulted in his brutal death at 
the hands of rebels. But no agreement on a post-Arab 
Spring settlement has cmetged, resulting in fighting 
amoug competing factions. As the example of Gaddafi 
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• Hybrid vs. authoritarian regimes 

The De mocracy Index makes a distinction between hybrid regimes and authoritarian regimes. The first of these 

groups (consisting of 39 countries in the 201 4 index) has the fo llowing features: substantial irregu larities that 

often prevent elections from being free and fair, government pressure on opposition parties and candidates, 

harassment of journalists, a tendency to widespread corrup tion, the absence o f an independent judiciary, and 

weaknesses in political culture, the functioning o f government, political participation, the rule of law, and civil 

society. 

For their part, authorita rian regimes (of which there were 52 in the 201 4 index) suffer from an absence 

o f - or heavy limits upon - polit ical p luralism. Many of these countries are outright dicta torships, any formal 

institutions of democracy having little substance. Where e lections are held they are not free and fair, there is 

disregard for abuses and infringements of c ivil liberties, the media are typica lly state-owned o r controlted by 

groups connected to the ruling regime, and there is repression of criticism of the government and pervasive 

censorship. 

Distinguishing between hybrid regimes and authoritarian regimes can require fine political judgement, and 

it may be jarring to some to see Egypt listed as a hybrid regime, or to see Nigeria and North Korea conta ined 

within the same group of authoritarian regimes. Examples of the two types include the following: 

Hybrid regimes 

Egypt 

Authoritarian regimes 

Afghanistan 

Haiti Angola 

Iraq China 

Kenya Cuba 

Libya Iran 
Nigeria Pakistan 

Singapore 

Turkey 

North Korea 
Qatar 

Russia Ukraine 

Venezuela Saudi Arabia 

shows, authoritarian rulers can be removed by upstarts 
at any rime, meaning that they must devote constant 
attention to sh<>ring up their position. In this effort, they 
normally exploit three key control devices: the military, 
patronage, and the media. 

TABLE 4.2: Leaders overthrown in the Arab Spring, 2011 

Despotism; The exertise of absolute power, often Gh3r
:tcteriized by tbe abuse ()( lhe -pmvers of office, :arbitrary 
choices, and the use of violent inlimidarion. lt c::.n be used to 
desc:ribe Lhe acrion.s of an individual or a group, and the ternt 
is intertha.Jlf,<eable with ditla!orsltip , J )'rt~tmy1 :tnd awtotra:ry. 

- leader Age at which overthrown Number of years in power 

Libya Muammar Gaddafi 

Egypt Hosni Mubarak 

Tunisia line El Abidine Ben Ali 

Yemen Ali Abdullah Saleh 

69 

82 

74 

69 

Note: Before becoming preside-nt of Yemen in 1990, Saleh was president of Nerth Yemen for 12 year.s. 

42 

30 

22 

22 
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A strong military and security presence, and a will
ingness by authoritarian leaders to use this resource, is 
essential. The Arab Spring generally moved further and 
faster in those countries where the regime lost the sup
port of the org>.ms of violence, or showt'<i an unwilling
ness to use them - though government repression did 
not prevent violence in Libya and Syria. H igh spending 
on the armed forces, often made possible by revenues 
from natural resources, is an investment that helps rulen; 
buy off potential opposition, and provides the means 
for suppressing domestic dissent. Even when the mili
tary does not itself rule, it still provides a key support 
base for the politic,.] executive. Lavish treatment of the 
armed forces is therefore inevitable, producing a drag 
on economic performance. Authoritarian regimes Jack 
the separation of military and political spheres which 
characterizes liberal democracy. 

The second device is an unofficial patronage net
work in w hich other holders of power arc incorporated 
by providing them with resources (such as control over 
jobs, natural resources, and access to money-making 
Opportunities) which they distribute, in turn, to their 
own supporters. In this way, direct allegiance to one's 
patron, and indirectly to the regime, becomes the key to 
a successfi.tl career. These patron- client pyramids extend 
throughout society, providing a web of allegiances 
which overrides the public-private di'~de. As long as 
th e clients are politically sound, their patrons 'vill ignore 
shady behaviour, a fact which helps explain why cor
ntpcion is so widespread in authoritarian regimes. Insti
tutions are weak, while pragmatic alliances are strong, 
holding the regime together. But th ere is a high price 
to pay: cormption corrodes whatever public support the 
regime may possess, increasing potential instability. 

Patronage: Support, etJCo.umgenteut, 3CC~ and pdvi
fe.ges be.stowed by one individual ott another. -ln the case of 
:tulhorirarian regimes, the tertn de«:ribes the ·use of Sl-:~te 
resources by Jeaden ro reward those providing support to the 
rtgime. 

The third device used by authoritarian leaders is 
control of the media to ensure favourable coverage 
for their achievements, and criticism - or neglect -
of their opponents. Censorship is implemented by 
catch-all offences such as threatening the dignity and 
effectiveness of the state. ln Ira.n, there is a mixture 
of public and private ownership of the media, and a 
wide variety of options from which to choose, but the 
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lslam.ic Revolutionary Court monitors reports and 
actions that might be deemed as threats to the state. 
These are sufficiently vaguely defined as to allow a 
w ide range of charges, which might lead to closure, 
suspe nsion, or imprisonment of the publication in 
questi on. Many Iranians circumvent official censor
ship lb-y relying on the internet, satellite television, and 
mobil e ph ones. 

Aggression and belligerence arc often driven by fear 
and vulnerability, and this is also tnte of author; tarian 
rule. C ommunication is opaque, trust is lacking, govern
ment :spending is rnisused, corruption is endemic, laws 
are ignored, economics and obedience come before pri
vate initiative, and foreign investors are cautious. In m-any 
cases., the outcome is a St'd.tic society, an underperform
ing ewnomy, and a cynical population. Even so,author
ir-c~.rian ntle can sometimes generate rapid economic 
growth. China is the notable example: i ts economic 
growth between 1978 and 2009 far exceeded that of 
democratic India (Madhukar and Nag:ujuna, 2011; Sen, 
2011) . There is evidence to suggest that authoritarian 
rule can generate early-stage economic development in 
particular; industrialization requires massive investments 
in infr•structure (such as transport, communications, 
and education), and authoritarian rulers can generate 
th e surrplus for this investment by resisting short- term, 
electoral pressures for immediate consumption. Simply 
put, they can kick-start development because they can 
ignore the complaints of those whose consumption is 
initially limited. 

Although a few non-democratic regimes initiate 
economic take-off, most do not. Many traditional rulers, 
such as the ruling families in the Middle East, continue 
to n..""S:ist modernization. Other dictators - for exam
ple, Nigeria's military 'Jootocrats' - set back economic 
development by decad<>s through gross mismanagement. 
A statistical study by Przeworski eta/. (2000: 271) found 
that, even in those cases where authoritarian regimes 
have achieved growth, this increase has depended pri
marily on expanding the labour force. Democracies, 
by con traSt, make more productive usc of their inputs, 
a fornt of growth which can, in principle, continue 
indefirutely. 

Forms of authoritarian rule 
Because there is such a large element of opportun
ism involved in authoritarian rule, with strong leaders 
and/ o r ruling groups either exploiting opportunities 
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TABLE 4.3: Forms of au thoritarian rule 

Absolute 
monarchy 

A ruling sovereign exerts control, with other 
members of the royal family in key political and 
military posts. 

Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 
United Arab Emirates 

Ruling 
presidents 

The presidency dominates government and the 
media, with opponents kept off ..guard and the 
opposition marginalized. 

Several former Soviet republics, Angola, Zimbabwe 

Ruling parties Rule by a single party, often combined with a 
strong president. 

Communist states, and many African state s in the 
decades after indepe.ndence 

Military rule Government by the military, often ruling through a 
junta comprising the leaders of each branch of the 
armed forces. 

Many African, Asian and l atin American countries 
in the decades fo llowing the Seco nd World War. 
Less common today 

Theocracy A rare form of rule in which religious leaders 
govern directly. 

that come their way, or being brought to power by 
accident, or simply falling into bad habits, authori
tarianism has few of the standard templates that we 
find when we study democracy. It is importan t to 
note that the most common tool of authoritarian rule 
is not repression but co-option, and not just of rival 
elites but of whole segments of the population. We 
will see this as we reviev .. r f1ve different strands that 
give us more insights into the personality of authori
tarian government: absolute monarchy, ruling presi
dents, ruling parties, military rule, and theocracy (see 
Table 4.3). 

Absolute monarchy 

While undemocratic, an absolute monarchy can pro
vide a stable framework for the exercise of traditional 
authority, in which rulers show paternalistic concern 
for their subjects. In contrast to the constitutional mon
archies of Europe, where kings and queens survive only 
as figureheads with few significant powers (see Chap
ter 9), absolute monarchs still wield unlimited power. 
T hey are particularly important in the Middle East, 
their major oil and natural gas reserves giving several 
of them - such as Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia, and the United Arab EmirAtes - considerable 
global influence. 

Absolute monarchy~ A forr:n of govenl!'nent in which a 
monarch wietds absolute-pO\ ... -er over a state, and in wbicll 
aU other mstitutlons of govenullent are marginal. Should 
not be confused with the litnited po.....,ers of a constitutional 
monarchy. 

Iran 

We need to be careful in our use of the term moh· 
archy (literally, ' rule by one') to describe the traditional 
political systems found in the Persian Gulf, for three 
main reasons: 

• Th.e titles taken by Arab 'monarchs' reflect tribal or 
Islamic trddition, as in emir (leader or commander), 
slrd kh (revered leader of the tribe) , or s~<lta" (a leader 
who possesses authority) . 

• Th.e leading members of the ruling dynasty, mther 
than a single monarch, often exercise authority. These 
countries are run by family businesses, rather than 
sole traders. 

• While the king typically designates a crown prince 
as his preferred successor, custom requires that 
a clan co uncil meets after the monarch's death to 

confirm o r change this appointment. In most Euro
pean monarchies. by contrast, succession is based on 
inheritance by the first-born. 

Authority in these male-dominated Arab dynasties 
is owed to the ruler, rather than to a rnore abstract entity 
such as a state or party; the ruler is constrained nei
ther by law nor by competitive election. In some cases 
these systems have shown remarkable staying power. In 
O man, for example, the AI Bu Said dynasty has ruled 
since 1749, longer than the United States has existed as 
an independent country. According to its 1996 constitu
tion, the person of the Sultan ' is inviolable and must be 
respected and his orders must be obeyed'. 

Sever.U kingdoms, notably Kuwait, have now estab
lished consultative assemblies, but this reform is unlikely 
to presage a tran.sition to a constitutional monarchy 
(Herb, 2005). Because the ruler is expected to take 
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responsibility for his people, the right of ordinary peo
ple to petition on individual matters is weD established. 
However. the petitioner rcqucs:u benevolent treatment, 
not the implementation of constitutional rights. The 
abstract idea of a state linking rulers and d tizens is weak, 
as are such modern conceptS a.~ constitutions, rights, 
interest groups, the separation of powers, and the rule of 
law. Politics is b:ued on intrigue at the palace, "~th little 
distinction between public and private sectors. 

Saudi Arabia offers an eXllmplc of an absolute mon
archy. The country's political style reficcts the inBuence 
of King Abdul Azlz Ibn Saud, who led the Saudi state 
from its inception io 1902 until his death in 1953. In 
ttuc patrimoruaJ style, Ibn Saud ran his kingdom as a 
gigantic personal bowehold, usiog marriage as a vital 
political tactic. Saudi Arabia's sprawling royal family, led 
by an inBuential group of several hundred princes, still 
constitutes the government's core. 

family m embers occupy the key positions on the 
Saudi Council of Ministers. serving as a bridge between 
the government, the military, :md the active security 
forces. This large ruling family, itself divided into fac
tions, populates and controls the leadiog institutions of 

state, providing a form of dispcncd collective lcadrn!Up 
and a barrier to radical change. At the same rime, the 
ruling family docs not monopolize wealth, instead leav
ing space for lower-ncr f:uniliC$. 

Political parties arc still banned but some mecha
nisms of representation have emerg~d. adding an insti
tutional veneer to a traditional regime. The Basic Law of 
1992, an innovation in itself. introduced a Consultative 
Council, with a non-princely and technocr•tic mem
bership, to 'advise the King on issues of importance'. 
T he Council is a strengthened form of a body which 
dates back to 1927 - yet it remains, at most, a proto
legislature. Rulers also keep an e-ye on, and sometimes 
act upon, the issues raised on social media. 

In Saudi Arabi:!, :as cis<:wherc in the Middle East, 
ruling monarchies have pi'O\-ed resilient. They sur
vived the Anb Spnng. though not \vithout protest$ 
in some kingdoms - notably, Bahrain. In conttast to 
regime-toppling rcbcllions ekewhen:, few demonstra
tors io the Gulf explicitly sought political traruforma
tion. Many sought economic change (mon: j obs, less 
corruption) and political reform (wideniog the suffrage 
where representative institutions already existed), rather 
than aboli tion of the monnrchy. A combination of some 
repression and tactical roforiTIS, such as more handouts 

to the people, containc'tl the protests. Even if times have 
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become less certain, traditions of personal, paternalistic, 
and J>rincely rule remain entrenched. 

Ruling presidents 
Although many authoritarian leaders derive their power 
fiom a sour.:c external to the executive office. such as 
family or ethnic connec-tions, the office of president (or, 
less often, prime minister) can itself occasionally be the 
power base. A Jl"'Sident in an authoritarian systo:n occu
pies a. unique position, pooscssing a "isibility which can be 
invesl.ed in an ano:npt to rransfer personal authority to an 
e.=ucn" post, typic:ally by establishing a direct relatiomhip 
through the media with the people. In an absolute mon
arch)\ tbe office outlasll< the incumbent and is passed on 
thro"'gh an as.-ured line of succession. In the case of a ruling 
president, the office also outlas"' the incumbent, but there 
is no line ofsuccc>~ion (evt-'11 if the occasional authoritarian 
president will try to keep power v.~thin the family). 

While swcml former Soviet republics became 
dernocradcs {the prime examples being the Baltic states 
ofEuoni.ll, L.atvia, and t.ithuania), many did not, and one 
element these non-democratic successor regimes have 

slwtd. Since becoming independent in 1991 is a ruJ. 
iog president. Azerbaijan, Bclarw, Kazakhstan. Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekisran all come to mind, as 
well - of counc - as Russia. 

In the case of Bdarw, Alexander I.ukashenko has 
maintained a JVip on power since winning office in 
1994. While his western neighbours have been mov
ing towards free-market democracy, Lukashenko main
tains Soviet-era polidcs, including state ownership of 
key iJ>dumics. He has been the target of US and EU 
sanctions for human rights violations, maintains close 
rclatiom with Putin's Russia, and bas been described as 
£ uro;pc's bst dictator. He began his fourth term in 2011 
after ~cgedly winning nearly 80 per cent of the vote 
on 9() per cent turnout, figures that are roo high to be 
credible. 

Further east, the politics of Uzbekistan rc,.,.W. a 
simil:ar pattern. Here. J.slam !Urimov, a former lint sec
retary of the Uzbelr. Collliilllllist Party, won the 1991 
presidential election, establishing a dictatoriliip via a 
coup against the party he led.ln 1994, Karimov n.'llignc-d 
from the communin successor party, claiming that only 
a no.n-partis:m head of state could guarantee consti· 
tutioml stability. Ily this route, he instituted a gl"Jdual 
change in the nature of authoritarian rule in his country: 

from a party-based regime to a presidency-bas~"<~ reglrne. 
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To forestall opposition, Karimov rCf:,'Uiarly dismisses 
ministers and replaces regional leaders. He keeps tight 
control of the media, uses a traditional institution of 
loc..J governance (the mahalla) as an instrument of social 
control, and relies on the National Security Service for 
surveillance. As with other leaders of secular regimes 
in Islamic societies, Karimov has sought to prevent the 
mosque from becoming an explicit site of opposition, 
banning parties based on religion o r ethnicity. 

Elsewhere, many African states have experienced 
long periods of rule by powerful leaders around whom 
political systems revolve. A prime example is Zimbabwe, 
mled by Robert Mugabe since 1980. He has proved 
adept at wrong-footing his opponents (using land con
fiscated from white farmers as a tool for rewarding his 
supporters), has marginalized and divided the political 
opposition, and along the way has driven the economy 
into the ground. Inflation was mnning at more than 
230 million per cent in 2008 when it was decided to 
abandon the Zimbabwe dollar and use the US dollar 
in.<tead . As advancing age began to impact Mugabe's 
health , rumours beg-.m to circulate that his wife Grace -
41 years younger than him, and nicknamed 'Gucci 
Grace' because of her expensive tastes and spending 
habits - was wielding growing power behind the scenes. 

One possibility inherent in a ruling presidency is 
a cult of personality, through which the prc>sideut 
comes to d<nninate the consciousness of the people. 
He (no dictator in the modern er-• has been a woman) 
is often the fli'St item on the daily news headlines, his 
picture or image is omnipresent, he provides whatever 
energy the regime possesses, and the stability of the 
political system depends heavily on his controL Rarely 
does the president's reach extend as far as it did in the 

TABLE 4.4: The five last communist party states 

Communist rule 
established 

totalitarian regimes of the twentieth century - such as 
Nazi Germany or the USSR under Stalin - or as it 
exists even today in North Korea, but a cult of personal
ity remains -an important part of the manner in which 
many ruling presidents maintain their control. 

Cuft of personality: An :trra.ngement in whicb authoritar
ian leaders use d1e media, propaganda, 3ttd political insti
tutiOJ'JS to rn:i.kt' sure th:u: they dominate how du.~ wider 
population rebte! to a political ~ystent. 

Ruling parties 
The t'venrieth century saw the birth. ossification. and 
disintegration of party-based dictatorships (commu
rtist, fascist, and nationalist) which monopolized pub
lic authority in the name of econotnic modernization, 
social tr•nsforrrmion, and national revival. While they 
are now relatively rare, they are still found in the last few 
remaining communist states. with some non-communist 
varieties. 

Communist parties. At the time of the collapse of 
the communist order in the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
23 regimes claiming Marxist inspiration ruled more 
than 1.5 billion people: about one in three of the world's 
population (Holmes, 1997: 4). Today there are just five 
'communist' states remaining (China, North Korea, 
Vietnam, Laos, and Cuba), but most are undergoing the 
kind of free-market economic change that might well 
lead to further political changes. (see Table 4.4). 

Although vastly different in size, China, Vietnam, 
and Laos comprise a coherent regional group; they are 
trdditionally poor, agricultural societies in which ruling 
communist parties have loosened their direct control 

Key features 

North Korea 1948 A brutal totalitarian reg ime led by the Kim family for three generations. 
Strong military influence . The official ideology stresses national 
independence and self .. r,:eliance. 

China 1949 The Communist Party retains tight politicaf control while leading substantiat 
and successful oconomk reform. 

Cuba 1961 l ong dominated by Fid el Castro and now led by his younger brother Raul. A 
new opening to the United States since 2015 promises to bring change. 

Laos 1975 laos's partly liberalized economy has grown significantly, albeit from a low base. 

Vietnam 1976 (North Vietnam 1954) As in China, the Comm umist Party has initiated economic reform while 
retaining a political monopoly. 
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over the economy, while keeping a firm grip on politi
cal power. T his strategy has delivered substantial if une

ven growth, most significant in C hina and Vietnam. By 
unleashing entrepreneurial initiative, ruling parties have 
averted the inertia whlch led to the fall of communism 
in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and their posi

tion remains intact and largely unchallenged. 
From the beginning, Chinese communism pos

sessed distinct national characteristics, so that while 

power is exerted through the Chinese C ommunist Party 
(CCP), the party itself has been controlled by elite fac

tions whlch have embr•ced nationalism . Like Vietnam, 
Chlna has not so much a market economy as a highly 
politicized economy in which not only party members, 
but also local bureau cuts and army officers, can advance 

themselves alongside more conventional entrepreneurs. 
Business people must f<>cus not only on market oppor
tunities, but also on creating strong ties to local officials 
that will provide access to those prospects. 

C hina faces n umerous problems, including ine
quality between regions and between individuals, the 
inefficient allocation of capital, an ageing population, 
poor social services, massive population movements 
into the cities, and severe environmental degrada
tion . But th e party elite has shown exceptional skill in 
managing these challenges. A combination of growth, 
propaganda, reform, and repression has forestalled mass 
public demands for democracy, and the nationalist nar
rative of China rising continues to resonate. China's suc
cess in en tering the world economy has established the 
world's dependence on i ts goods, reducing international 
pressures for democratization. Even though i ts M arxist 
leg-•cy has faded, C hina continues to offer a m odel of 
development without democratization. 

Other ruling parties. Occasionally, single ruling 
parties other than those that are communist provide 
th e basis for authoritarian rule, but they are increasingly 
rare. Until the late 1980s, most African states (includ
ing Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania, and Zambia) 
were run on this basis, but almost all have now switched 
to competitive multi-party systems. We are now rnore 
likely to find dominant-party systems, such as those in 
Angola, th e Democratic R epublic of Congo, Mozam
bique, and Sudan. 

It is important in these instances to distinguish 
between the supports of power and power i tself Often, 
the party is the vehicle rather than the driver, with real 

authority resting with a dominant president, military 

ruler, or political elite. The sti!>Jl6Sed ruling patty is an 
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arena w ithin w hich particular elite groups express and 
perpetuate their controL W hen the elite goes, so does 
the party. 

T he case of the National Democratic Party 
(NDP ) in Egypt is illustrative. U ntil the Ar•b Spring, 
the par ty formed part of an establish ed structure of 
power based on a strong presidency and an extended 
bureaucucy. W ithin this framework, however, the 
N D P was the junior partner: 'the NDP has failed to 
serve as an effective means to recruit candidates into 
the elite. R ather, penons wh o are already successful 

tend to j oin the party in order to consolidate their 
positio ns' (Lesch , 2004: 600). W ith its close links to th e 

state, the NDP was an arena for furthering political 
and b usiness careers, but not a major policy-making 
force. Even so, its headquarters were destroyed d uring 
the E{;yptian revolt of 2011 and th e party itself was 
outlawed. 

Military government 
M ilitary governments are far less common than they once 
were; during the second half of the twentieth century they 
could be found in many partS of Africa, Latin America, and 
parts o f Asia. Today, we are more likely to speak of leaders 

who came to po"-er in a military coup and then trms
formed themselve-s into civilian leaders, or of regimes in 
whlch the military influences civilian J:,>Overnments from 
beltind the scenes. Since a blMdless coup in T hailand in 
2006, for example, the country has experienced phases of 
both military and civilian rule, with the latter often u:;ing 

the m ilitary to contain anti-government protests. W illie 
currently rare, military government remains a vmety of 
authoritarian rule that is still worth sntdying. 

Usually ushered in by a coup d'etat, or an illegal 
seizure of power, military rule typically involves the sus

pension of all other key political institutions except the 
bureaucracy, the courts and the police, and is based on 

the rrtilitary principles of hierarchy and the absence of 
negotiation. Coups are generally easier to stage in smaller 
countries where the state remains underdeveloped, and 

government institutions and media outlets are focused 
in the capital city. An ambitious general may j ust need 
a few tanks, commanded by a handful of discontented 
officeo, to seize the presidential palace and begin broad
casting from th e r•dio and TV stations. O nce in power, 
military governments are typically headed by a ruling 
council made up of the leader of each branch of the 

atrtled forces, \vith one ernetging as the dominant figure. 
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Brief Profile: China is the world's largest state by 
population, the second b iggest by economic output,. a nd 
has been undergoing a process of political and economic 
refonn which i.s changing the world order. tt has one of 

the world's oldest cultures, but is normally reviewed only 

in terms of the changes it has seen since the institution 
of communist rule in 1949. Until 1976 it was under the 
idiosyncratic and hard-line control of Mao Zedong, since 
.. m en several generations of leaders have overseen 
pro-malket changes that have helped China become the 
world's fastest·growing economy. Political reform has not 
moved as quickly, however, and China remains under the 
watchful control of the Chinese Communist Parry. Dissent 

and opposition are controlled and limited, corruption is a 
persistent problem, ChinaS human rights record is poor. 
and in spite o f the changes it has undetgone, it fanks low 
on most comparative political, economic and social rankings. 

Form of government ¢ Unitary communist republic. 
State fomned 1949, and most recent constit\.'tion adopted 1982. 

Legislature C} Unicameral National People's Congress of nearly 3,CCO members, chosen indirectly through local and 
provinciaJ congresses. Meets only for brief periods, its ~NCrk carried out when in recess by a 1SQ.roember Standing 
Committee. 

Executive c:) The State Council. headed by the premier, is the top executive body. supervising the work of the ministries. 
A president serves a maximum of two five·yeat terms as ceremonial head of state. Ultimate power rests, however,. in the 
top leaders of the CCP. 

Judiciary C} No independent constitutional court. Rule through law has strengthened but the judicial system remains 
underdeveloped. 

Electoral system c:) Elections have been introduced to many ot China's villages and to some townships. However, 

e lected offidals still operate under the party's supervision. Indirect e1cction is usual at higher levels. 

Parties C} Single·pany. The Chinese Communist Pany (CCP} remains the dominant political force, its leadetship being a 
parallel government within which most real power is focused. 

Coup d 'etat; An illegaJ seizure ofpoliticaJ po\\'tr by the 
military. Ahhough the term conjures up images of 3 violent 
and unwdcome capture of power fron~ civilian ruJers, 
m3ny coups replace one milit:try regime with anbthe.r, 
involve lit de los.s of)ife, arJd some are even weJcomed by 

eititen~. 

.. 
In many African cases, military leaders have jus

tified coups by arguing that the civilians are doing a 
poor j ob of governing, and claiming that power will be 
returned to the civilians once a new and more effective 
system of government is established. But then the new 
military leaden often decide to stay on indefinitely, or 
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Authoritarian rule in China 
Dickson (2007: 828) argues that 'China has beco me a 
prime example of how authoritarian governments can 

employ strategic action to survive indefinitely despite 
rapid economic d evelopment'. How has it managed to 
do this? 

Part of the answer lies in the skills of the Chinese 
Communist Party in both maintaining its monopoly 
position (supervising the government, the justice system 
a nd the mass media) while a lso becoming less intrusive 
and more supervisory. The crucial reform has b een 
the reduction of central control from Beijing . Jn local 
communities, informal networks of power .. holdcrs now 

determine 'who gets rich first' - a political m arket, rather 

than a free ma ri<et. These a lliances arc composed not 
only of well-placed party members, but also of officials in 
the bureaucracy, local gove rnment, a nd the army. Local 
officia ls provide favoured businesses (includ ing the ir own) 
with contracts, land , sympathetic regulations. information, 
supp lies, transpo rt_, and other subsidies. 

So political a nd economic reform does not 
necessarily imply a shiit towards a market economy 
operating within the rule of law. Reform empowers local 

try to reinvent themselves as civilian politicians. Such 
transitions to a more civilian status may be rc..-~ or purely 
for appearances; in either case, the armed forces usually 
remain a significant political actor. 

N igeria is a representative case, having spent 
nearly 30 years under military government since 
independence in 1960. Civilians were removed 
in a coup in 1983 amid charges that politi
cal parties were. becoming too ethnically based 
and, ironically, that the government was becom
ing more authoritarian. T he new military leader -
Maj <)r General Ibrahim Babangida - oversaw the tran
sition to a new civilian system of government based on 
a new constitution. But he refitsed to hand over power 
to a new president in 1993, claiming that the election 
had been fraudulent. The resulting outcry forced him 
to step down, and he was soon replaced by Brigadier 
Sani Abacha, who made no bones about his desire to 
be elected as a civilian president, and actively looted 
Nigeria's oil profits along the way. He died of a sup
posed heart attack in June 1998 (an event popularly 
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elites to cre-ate a state .. sponsored b usiness class, whose 

members include p ub lic officials and party members. In 
this w.a1y, the r.ewly rich rema in d ependent on the po litical 

systern and do not see k to change it. 
The loosening of central political control has led 

to an explosion of corruption. In the r.ew environment.. 
pub lic employees a rc q uick to recog nize opportunities 
to eam extra money from their offidal position: 'li Gang 
p aid 300,000 for his post but within two years netted five 
million . The retum is 1500 p e r cent. Is there any other 
professio n as profitable as this und er heaven?'' (an official 
from the Central Discipline Inspection Commission, 
q uoted in McGrego r, 2010: 70). He re, perhaps, is one of 

the party's major dilemmas: it can only anract members 
by offering opportunities to acquire resources, but the 
d ub io us manner in which these a re obtained increases 
the d~stance b etween pa rty and society. 

'Like China itself, the pany faces considerable 
challenges in the years ahead. Its prospects must d ep end 
on its a bility to sustain strong economic growth and 
expand hs international s igflificance . Yet the possibility 
remain s that achieving these goals will itself eve ntually 

initiate calls for a free r, and perhaps more d emocratic, 
China . 

descr ibed as the 'coup from heaven'), and a new mili
tary leader completed the return to civilian govern
ment in 1999. In 2015, Nigeria experienced its first 
transition from one civilian government to another 
as the result of the defeat of an incumbent running 
for re -election. Nonetheless, the military remains a 
powcr:ful force in the background, and Nigeria faces 
enormous internal divisions that even today might 
encourage soldiers to retake power if they feel that 
civilians are not doing a good job. 

Attempted military coups are hard to count pre
cisely, for several reasons: many fail or are badly organ
ized, many are only alleged to have happened, and in 
marty cases it is uncertain who is implicated (some 
apparent coups are in fact assassinations ofleaders r-• ther 
than efforts to change a government). An exhaustive 
study by Powell and T hyne (2011) found that bet\veen 
1950 and 2010 just over 450 coups were attempted in a 
total o f 94 states, of which just under half were success
ful. About one-third occurred in Africa, another third 
took place in Latin America, with the balance divided 
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between Asia and the Middle East.The nwnber of coups 
has tailed off from an average of about ten annually in 
the 1960s to about three to five annually between 2000 
and 2010. 

Part of the explanation for the chartging num
bers lies with the changing attitudes of the great pow
ers. During the Cold War, the United States and the 
Soviet Union were more concerned with the global 
chessboard than with how their client countries gov
erned themselves; hence ruling generals could survive 
through the political, economic, and military backing of 
a superpower even though they lacked support in their 
own country. The end of the Cold War m<.-ant the end 
of superpower sponsorship, 'vith aid and technical assi.~

tance flo,ving to civilian regimes adopting democratic 
forms and offering at least some commitment to civil 
rights. In recent times, military coups have been rare and 
sometimes short-lived affairs in smaller countries - see 
Table 4.5. 

What role does the military now play in authori
tarian regirnes? In rnost cases, it remains an irnpor
tant element in the civilian ruler's support base. For 
example. the stance of the rnilitary was decisive in 
determining the success of the Arab uprisings of2011. 
\Vhere the army remained loyal to the regime, a.s in 
Syria, the government could fight the disparate oppo
sition. But where the military declined to repress pro
testors, a.~ in Egypt, the regime fell. So the relative 
rarity of military rule does not signal the end of polit
ical influence by the armed forces. When new civilian 
rulers are unable to limit the generals to a profes
sional military role, the armed forces will continue 

TABLE 4.5: Recent examples of m ilitary rule 

to dominate, supervise, or constrain the governrnent, 
compromising its democratic credentials. 

Theocracy 
As with military rule, government by religious leaders is 
rare, but that does not me-.m that religion has ceased to 
be a factor in authoritarian governance (or even, in some 
countries, in democratic governance). A religious society 
may be quite different from a clerical government, and 
even Muslim C(mntries typically separate religious and 
civil leadership within the context of an overall commit
ment to Islam. Indeed, in much of the M;ddle East the 
mosq_ue ha. become a source of opposition to authori
tarian rulers, a divide which would not be possible if reli
gious and dvil leadership belonged in the same hands. 

At least since the end ofTaliban rule in Afghanistan 
in 2001, the Islamic Republic of Iran stands alone as 
an ex:ample of a constitutional theocracy. Mghanistan, 
Pakistan, and Mauritania also consider themselves to be 
Islamic republics, but religious leaders are less promi
nent. Even in Iran, rule by religious leaders (ayatollalts 
and m111lalts) possesses limited legitimacy, especially 
among the young and educated. Public demonstrations 
in Iran disputing the result of the 2009 pn.-sidential elec
tion c-onfirmed not only popular disaffection with the 
political system, but also divisions between reformers 
and hardliners within the ruling elite itself Further pro
tem during the Arab Spring in 2011 were cont:.Uned by 
a vigorous security response, but this did not stop the 
victory in the 2013 presidential election of the relatively 
reformist Hassan Rouhani. 

Orcumstances 
Niger, 2010- 11 President Mamadou Tandja suspended the constitution and assumed emergency powers following 

his failed 2009 efforts to change the constitution to allow him to run for a third term. He won a 
fresh period in office but was overthrown in a 2010 coup. A new constitution was agreed and 
civilians returned to power in 2011 . 

Guinea, 2008-10 

Burma. 1962- 2011 

Fiji, 2006- 14 

Following the death of Lansana Conte, who had seized power in a 1984 coup. and against the 
background of a rebel insurgency, Moussa Dad is Camara seized power in 2008. He was forced to 
step down by public protests, and in 2010 the count ry held its first open elections since 1958. 

Burma was long ruled by a military government notorious for its human rights abuses. A civilian 
government came to power in 2011 , but the 2:008 constitution ensured substantial politicaf 
influence for the military. 

When the military protested plans to set up a commission to look into compensation for victims 
of an earlier coup, the civilian government was forced out of office in 2006. Military chief Frank 
Bainimarama won an open general election in 2014. 
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• Totalitarianism 

Totalitarian regimes demanding rigid support for a supreme leader were rare even in the twentietn century, and 
there is only one left today (North Korea). In spite of its rarity, t otalitarianism cannot be ignored as a political 
type, and it is worth reviewing if only as the bencnmark for the most extreme form of political control we have 
seen in the modern era. Its features include a dominating leader portrayed as working in the benevolent interests 

of the people, and a single guiding ideology based on a pessimistic view ol human nature and the supposed 
attempt to build an ideal society in the face of external and internal opposition (see Goodwin, 2007). 

The arcnetypal totalitarian regime was that dominated by Joseph Stalin in the Soviet Union b etween the late 
1920s, when he came to power, and his death in 1953. Under hi:s iron fist, the USSR moved away from Marxist 
ideals towards an absolutist and unyielding dictatorship that demanded unquestioning support for the state, the 
party, and its leaders. Stalin used systematic and calculated oppression to enforce his reforms, in the process of 
whidl perhaps as many as 20 million people died from famine, execution, or war, and many m illions more were 
purged, or exiled to concentration camps. Stalinism also meant the elimination of human rights and the use of a 
cult of personality, and of a secret police to identify and remove rivals. 

Stalin also established a command economy in whicn all the decisions that are driven by the free market in 
a liberal democracy were made by state planners: they decided what should be produced, when it should be 
produced, where it should be delivered, and at what prices it sho uld be sold. As a result, the Soviet bureaucracy 
became both massive and massively inefficient. A series of five-year plans set ambitious targets sud! as 
industrialization, with the goal of strengthening the country's weak international position. The Communist Party 
infiltrated every part of Soviet life, creating a new class of privile-ged political leaders and dashing any remaining 
nope of acl'lieving Marx's vision of a classless society. 

Today, North Korea reveals many of the same qualities: rule by a leader who sits at the apex of the system, 
human rights abuses, the consolidation of political and military power, close supervision of the lives of citizens, 
domination by the ruling Worker's Party, elections in which there is only one candidate in each district, and an 
inflexible economic system that has led not just to stagnation but also to mass starvation. 

Totalitarianism: Tile rnost 3l»olute forn\ of authoritarian 
rule, ba~ed eithe:-r on a guiding ideology or the &r():ll l)f major 
soci.l1 <:h.:u\ge, with rocal control exercised by a leader, scate, 
or party over all aspects of public 3nd private Life. 

Theocracy: Goveriutltnt by religious le3ders. 

Islamic republic: A state- based ou an ls.Lunic constitution 
and full appHcation of Js!amic law (shari:.}, although the 
precise rote. of the latter is some.tintes unbiguous. 

Iran's theocr• cy was a child of the 1979 n.>volution, 
the last great insurrection of the twen tieth century, in 
which Ayatollah Khomeini, a 76-year-old cleric com
mitted to Islamic fundamentalism, overthrew the pro
Western Shah of Iran. The revolutionaries advocated a 

traditional Islamic republic free from foreign domina
tion;cneither East nor West' was the slogan. 

In power, the ayatollalos created a unique lslamlc 
state rn which tht>y mainly govern indirectly through 
secular rulers; there is a directly elected president and 
legislature~ but Iran remains authoritarian, real pov .. :er 
lyjng with the clerics. The most senior of these is the 
Supreme Leader, who has a lifetime appointment as 
head of state, must be an expert in Islamic law, and has 
many executive powers, including control of foreign 
and economic policy. Meanwhile, a 12-m ember Coun
cil of Guardians certifies that all legislation and candi
dates for o ffice conform oo Islamic law. Government is 
based on strictly enforced tr•ditional, male-dominated 
Islamic codes, the Interior Ministry still makes extensive 
use o:f informants, and the state employs arbitrary arre.sts 
as a form of control through fear. 
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As with many authoritarian regimes, Iran's rul
ers offer no dear direction on such pr.tctical matters 
as economic development, monetary policy, and over
seas trade. Their nucle-..rr programme and sponsorship of 
international terrorism attracts international sanctions, 
thereby limiting economic growth, oil revenues not
withstanding. Instead, the clerics have grown wealthy 
by establislllng bonyads - tax-exempt 'charitable' trusts 
f<)r their penonal benef1t. These foundations - and 
the public sector, generally - dominate an inefficient 
economy. The result is that Iran s theocratic establish
ment consists of competing factions of middle-aged to 
elderly men exploiting the revolutionary heritage in a 
successful effi:>rt to build and retain power and wealth. 
N either a strong party nor a royal family exist to impose 
overall direction. 

Unsurprisingly in a country where the median age 
was just 29 years in 2015, rule by tins theocratic elite 
has intensified generational divisions. Well-educated 
young people, including many female graduates, chafe 
at the restrictions imposed by the religious establish
ment. This desire for freedom is not necessarily rooted 
in a secular outlook; rather, it reflects opposition to 
the cultural repression imposed by a religious leader· 
ship lacking a positive vision of the country's future 
(Gheissari, 2009). 

The political impact of 
corruption 
Corruption is far from muque to authoritarian sys
tems, and can be found at every level of government and 
administration in every society where people are willing 
to abuse public office. for private gain . It can be found in 
the most stable and successful democracies, as well as -
more often - flawed democr.tcies. However. corruption 
plays a particularly telling role in hybrid and authoritar
ian regimes, being both a cause and effect of the kind of 
power that authoritarian leaders wield. In the funously 
cynical obser, ·ation of the nineteenth-century British 
politician Lord Acton: 

Power cends to corrupt, and absolute power cends 
to cor-rupt absolutely. Grear men are almost always 
bad me.n, e.ven when chey e.xercise influence and 
nor auchoricy: sriJI more. \\·he.n you superadd 
the tendency or cbe c,ertai nry o f corruption by 
authority. (Accon, quoted in f igg is and Laurence., 
1907) 

Conruption: 111e abu~ of o(fice for priv;;.te gain. lt occurs 
for example when an official aU()(;ates a benefit in ex:chanf,"t
for :t bribe, r.!ther than on the basis of e.rltitlement. The bribe
may penuade officials to dt) whar they should h:we done 
an}'way, or to do it promptly. 

Most worryingly, corruption can underrine the 
gualitty o f governance and the efficiency of an econ
omy. h replaces efforts to promote the public good 
with effom to promote the priv-.tte good, diverts lim
ited resources away &om those who most need them, 
discourages foreign investment, and places the interests 
of those willing and able to break the law above the 
interests of the population as a whole. 

Political corruption comes in many different forms, 
including the following: 

• El~aoral frm•d involves marripulating the outcome of 
elections, whether by the design of electoral district<, 
by making it difficult for voters to cast their ballots, by 
intimidating opposition candidates and their support
ers, or by artificially expanding the electoral roll (by 
double-counting voters or adding fake or dead vote,.). 

• The giving of a bribe to a gov~-rnment offici-.! or a 
police officer. 

• lnfiutmce peddling, where someone sells their influence 
in government to benefit a third party. For example, 
officials may use their office to ensure that a particular 
com pany is awarded a public contract, o r to ensure 
that. a friend or associate is chosen to fill a vacancy. 

• RH.!ronagt was discussed earlier. and in many fonns 
is legitimate, but becomes corrup t when it involves 
le-•den selecting less qualified over m<)re q uali
fied candidates for office in return for their political 
support. 

• NqJotism involves favouring relatives, while crony
ism involves favouring personal friends, for example 
in b eing selected as candidateS in elections, in being 
app ointed to important governrnent o ffice, or in 
being awarded government contracts. 

• Embezz lement involves the theft of public funds, as in 
the infamous cases of Nigerian military leaders who 
dur ing the 1990s used their offices to siphon off enor
mous swns from oil profi ts into foreign IY.rnk accounts. 

• Kickbacks occur when government officials use their 
position to offer a contract for public work to a 
company in return for a share of the payment made 
to the company. 
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Measuring and quanrif)·ing corruption is not easy, 
mainly because it is - by defrnition - an illeg-.t! and 
underground activity. In terms of making comparisons, 
the best guide we have comes in the form of the reports 
published by Transparency International, an org-•niza
tion he-adquartered in Berlin that works to limit corrup
tion and promote transparency. It publishes an annual 
Corruption Perceptions Index which uses a variety of 
governmental and non-governmental sources to rank 
perceptions of corruption around the world. The key 
word here is perteptiotzs; the index reflects how coun
tries are reg-dfded by those who know them, rather than 
providing a direct and objective measure of corruption 
itsel( T he index is based on a compilation of informa
tion from banks, foundations, and interest groups. The 
overlap \vith forms of political rule is close, the least 
corrupt countries corresponding 'vith full democracies, 
and the most corrupt overlapping with authoritarian 
regimes (see figure 4.1). 

That even the most advanced democracies experi
ence corruption is re8ected in the cases of Denmark and 
New Zealand, which sit at the top of the Transparency 
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International r•nkings (although thi< does not me'.m that 
they a,re the least corrupt countries so much as those 
where corruption is less evident). T he report notes that 
Derunark Jacks transparency in political and campaign 
financing, has outdated laws on freedom of information, 
and provides insufficient protection to whistle-blowers, 
while New Zealand is criticized for its failure to ratify 
the United Nations Convention Against Corruption. 

These are minor concerns when compared "~th 
the situation in North Korea and Somalia, which 
tied :for last place in the 2014 Corruption Percep
tions Index. In the case of North Korea, information 
is gleaned mainly from defectors, whose reports sug
gest that a culture of corruption has infiltrated the 
entire society. Bribery, notes Lankov (2013: 89-91), has 
become a matter of basic survival, given the country's 
food &bortages, lack of basic resources, and harsh penal
ties for any actions that might be defmed as threatening 
the governing regime. Somalia experiences compar•hle 
problems, with the addition of even more high-level 
corruption involving patronage and the rnisappropria
tion of public funds. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Which is preferable: a stable dictatorship or the instability that often arises in poor and deeply di
vided societies with no experience of democracy? 

• How does· patronage differ in its democratic and authoritarian forms? 

• Where does Western criticism of non-Western authoritarianism cease to be helpful and evolve into 
cultural or political imperialism? 

• Mao Zedong once suggested that political power grows out of the barrel of a gun. So why, then, are 
the armed forces not in charge everywhere? 

• Does military rule necessarily involve the occupation by military officers of the key institutions of 
government? 

• Why are so many authoritarian regimes corrupt? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Absolute monarchy 
Authoritarian regime 
Corruption 
Coup d'etat 
Cult of personality 
Despotism 
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PREVIEW 

Theoretical 
approaches 

So far we have looked at comparative government and politics in broad terms, 
and it is probably already clear that it is a field of complexity and of conflicting 
analyses. It is tangled enough at the level of the individual state, but when we add 
multiple political systems to the C(JU'.ltion, the challenges of achieving an under
standing are compounded. Theory comes to the rescue by pulling together what 
might otherwise be a cluster of unstmctured observations and facts into a fr-•me
work that can be tested and applied in different places and at different times. 

A theoretical approach is a simplifying device or a conceptual fil ter that 
helps us decide what is important in terms of explaining political phenomena. 
In oth er words, it can help us sifi through a body of facts, decide which are 
primary and which are secondary~ enable us to organize and interpret the infor
mation, and develop complete arguments and explanations about the objects 
of our study. 

This chapter offers some insights into the theoretical approacht>s used by 
p olitical scientists. There are so many that it is impossible in a brief chapter to 
be comprehensive; instead, 've focus here on five of th e most important: the 
institutional, behavioural, stntctural, rational, and interpretive approaches. The 
chapter begins with a brief review of the changing face of comparative politics 
and a sampling of the debates about theory, then goes through each of the five 
key approaches in turn, explaining their origins, principles, and goals, and offer
ing some illustrAtive examples. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Theoretical approaches: 
an oveNiew 

• The changing face of 
comparative politics 

• The inst i tutional approach 

• The behavioural approach 

• The structural approach 

• The rat ional choice 
approach 

• The interpretive approach 

Theoretical approaches are Ways of studying politics, and help in 1dentifying tho right quest ions to ask and how to 
go about answering them. 

The institutional perspective ha~ done most to shape the development of politics as a discipline and remains an 
important tradition in comparative politics. 

The behavioural approach examines politics at the level of the individual. relying primarily on quantitative analysis 
of sample surveys. 

The structural approach foruses on networks, and looks at the past to help understand the present. In this way. it 
helps bridge politics and history. 

Tho rational choice approach seeks to expJain political outcomes by exploring interactions betv-.•een pofitical actors as 
they pursue their particular interests and goaJs. 

The interpretive approach, viewing politics as the ideas people construct about h in the course of their interaction, 
offers a contrast to more mainstream approaches. 
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Theoretical approaches: 
an overview 
Theory "•key put of the Cl<I:ICisc: of achieving uncler
st..uKbng tn any field of knowledge:. For companm-.: 
poln:ia, tt mans devclopmg :md using principles and 
concepts th~t can be used to cxpbin everything fiom 
the fomuuon of states to questions of national identity, 
the character of uutitutioru, the process of democratiza
tion, 3nd the dynamics of political instability, political 
puticlpatlon, •nd public policy. 

Theory: An >b>tnc< or g<n<r:ol=d >ppn>>ch to expbming 
or undtnundutg a phc.nommon. 

Unfortun>tcly, there are se~'Cral complicating 
factors. r;rst, the field of companti"" politics is so 
broad that it includes numerous theoretical expla
nations, ranging from the broad to the specific. For 
some, there are so many choices that diversity can 
sometimes seem to border on anarchy (Verba, 1991: 
38), prompting comparative poli tics to lose (or even 
lack) direction. For others, the variety is good because 
it gives comp2r:aivim 2 wide array of options, and 
allows them to be 'opportunists' who can use what
ever approach works best (Pneworfii, in Kohli t1 •I., 
1995: 16). 

Second, companti,.., political theory has been 
cnnciud for fOC'Usrng too much on ideas emerging 
fiom the Wcstcm mdluon. As companson takes a more 
glob.ll approach pressed by the influence of globaliza
non there ~g,, been calls for it to be mort" indush-.:. 
T1ut trend wUI further expand the already rubmnaal 
range of theoretical approaches. 

Thml, cornpu:ati,-., political theory suffers the 
standard problem faced by political theory more 
generally of bemg the Vlctim of fad and fashion. For 
every new theory that is proposed or applied, there 
is a 1onK hne of critics ,...-.Uting to shoot it down and 
propose :tlternotives. It can sometimes seem as though 
the debate about theory is more about competing 
explanations than about their practical, real-world 
applicauons. 

Finally, the place of theory in the social sciences 
mon: generally u based on sluky foundations. Many 
natural !Cienccs ha...., • strong record of de....,loping 
theories that arc well supponed by the evidence, are 
broadly accepted. and eon be used to develop laws and 
make prcdictiom. The social sciences suffer greater 

unCC:I12inties fu only because they focw more on try

tng to understand human behaV>Our), "~th the rerult 
tlut they generate theones tlut are subJect to strOnger 
doubts, and tlut ha,.., a "~ m ck. n:eord m generat
Ing laws :md pn:dicnng outcomes. 

l n this chapter, we focw on the nujor theoreti
cal appn»ches to the comparan"" uudy of po!Jtics. By 
'appr<O;Jches' we mean w:ays of undcnandmg. or 'sets of 
attitud es, understandings and practices that deftnc a cer
tain way of doing political science' (Manh and Stoker, 
2010::3).Thcy are schools ofthouijht that influence how 
we go about political research, tltat >tructurc the ques
tions we ask, that offer pointerS on when: we should 
seck an answer, and that help us define wlut councs as 
a good answer. 

Five such approaches are wortlt close study. We 
will take them in an order that refteccs the historical 
evolu tion of politics as an academic disciplme. but for 
clarity will avoid the nuny subc!Jvisiom, crossovers, and 
reinventions \vithin each pcnpective. We w;ll argue 
that the imtitutional approach is the most important, 
but th at the o ther frameworks provide important addi
tional insights. We "~II aliio nJ;~kc the point that com
parative political theory needs lO Lllke a more inclu~ive 
approach by bringing non• Western pct~pcctives into 
the picture. 

The changing face of 
comparative politics 
Although comparison lies at the hem of all rcscarcb, 
the sub-lidd of companm -.: pohucs u rebo,-.:Jy 
young. and so is its theorcncal base. As a 'ystcmaac 
endeavour, it c-an be dated back to the formal origins 
of political science in the late ntnctccnth century, but 
it long lagged behind the study of domcnic pohti.cs, 
and still lacks a well-developed identity, Comparative 
political theory is even )'Oungcr, :l.!though Dallnuyr 
may have overstated the case when he described it in 
1999 ~ 'either non-cx:istent or at molt Rcdgling and 
embryonic'. 

We saw in Chapter 1 how Arinotle " Crt"dited w;th 
the first attempt to classify poliuc.ll iystctns, but hu work 
was nuinly descripti"" and cbd not csublish principles 
that bad much staying power. And while both compan
ti•-.: politics and comparative pohtic:l.! theory owe much 
to some of the biggc'St names in political science and 
philoJophy - &om Machi:lvelli to Monte14ui~u l!ld 
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Marx - none of them took a systematically comparative 
approach to undemanding government and politics as 
we would defme the task today. 

Most other early examples of comparison were his
toricist in the sense that they tried to understand past 
events as detenninants of the future, and so were only 
tangentially comparative; the German writer Johann 
Wolfgang van Goethe even once quipped that 'only 
blockheads compare' (von Beyme, 2011). The English 
philosopher John Stuart Mill, best known for his trea
tise Ot1 Liberty, made an early contribution to system
atic comparison with his 1843 work A System of l.Agic. 
Tltis outlined his five principles of inductive reasoning, 
which included med10ds of agreement and difference 
that are reflected in the most different and most similar 
system designs used today in comparative polities (see 
Chapter 6). 

Not only was the systematic study of polities and 
government still in its formative phase in the nineteenth 
century, but there were also few cases available to com
pare, and scholars in most countries were more inter
ested in stud>ing their home political systems than in 
taking a broader view. For European schol>.rs, the dif
ferences among European states were not seen to be 
particularly profound or interesting, so it is perhaps 
unsurprising d1at the birth of modem comparative poli
tics took place in the United States (see Munck, 2007), 
where American scholars began to study 'foreign' politi
cal systems as distinct from their own. There remained 
a view, however, that Americans had little to Jearn from 
od1er systems, thanks to a deeply held belief that the 
American system was superior (Wiarda, 1991: 12).The 
few scholars who studied other systems focused mainly 
on Western Europe, with the Soviet Union and Japan 
added later, and their comparisons were more often 
descriptive than analytical. 

Attitudes changed after the Second World War, 
when the foreign policy interests of the United States 
broadened, and the Cold War made American schol
ars and policy-makers more interested in understand
ing both their allies and their enemies. Eventually, this 
perspective extended to potential allies and enemies 
in Latin America, Asia, and Africa (Lim, 2010: 7- 11). 
The end of the colonial era also saw a near-doubling 
in the number of sovereign states, from just over 70 
in 1945 to more than 130 in 1970 (see Table 2.1). As 
welJ as a new interest in emerging states, there was 
also a change in the approach taken by comparative 
political scientists, whose past work had been oftcrt 
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critic.i:·zed for being too parochial, too descriptive~ too 
lacking in theory, and not even particularly compara
tive (Macridis, 1955).As part of what became known 
as the 'behavioural revolution', comparativists became 
interested in studying processes as well as institutions, 
in explaining " well as describing, and in taking a 
more scientific approach to the development of theory 
and m ethods. 

\Vhile most of the famous names of comparative 
politics until tltis time had been American - including 
Charles Merriam, Gabriel Almond, Seymour Mar
tin Lipset, Lucien Pye, and Samuel Huntingron - new 
influence was asserted by scholars with European back
grounds and interests, including Giovanni Sartori, Stein 
Rokkan, Pltilippe Sclunitter, Maurice Duverger, and 
Arend Lijphart. There wa.s also more transfer of ideas 
betwoen the study of domestic and comparative politics, 
and new interests were added with the break-up of the 
Soviet Union, the end of the Cold War, the emergence 
of the European Union, and the growing importance 
of states such as Brazil, China, India, Mexico, and South 
Africa. 

Just as quickly, there was a reaction against the focus 
by behaviour.t!ists on the scientific method and their 
attempts to develop a grand theory of comparative 
politics. A difference of opinion also developed between 
scholars favouring a quantitative approach (based on 
data analysis and emphasizing breadth over depth) and 
those favouring a qualitative approach (focused more on 
cases, history, and culture, and emphasizing depth over 
breadth) (see Chapter 6 for more details) . More differ
ences emerged as rational choice approaches began to 
"in support \\~thin the sub-field, further promoting the 
use of mathematical modelling. The divisions reached 
a point in the late 1990s and early 2000s where d1ere 
was something of a rebellion among American politi
cal scientists against what they described as the 'math
ematicization of political science'. and the particular 
marginalization of compar•tive politics. An informal 
'Perestroika movement' emerged that pressed for mul
tiple methods and approaches, and for new effort\ to 
broaden political science in search of gre-•ter relevance 
(Monroe, 2005). 

Grand theory~ A broad and abstract fon11 of tlteoriring 
that incorpor.ues many other theories and tTies lO explain 
broad l.reas of a discipline rather tban more COtl Crtte 

matters. 
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Approach Focus Source Core idea 

. Institutions Pol itics Institutions provide the 

I • • framework wi thin which 
decisions are made. 

People Natura l sciences Individual attitudes and 
b ehaviour provide the key 
to understanding poli tics. 

Networks History Groups pursue their own 
interests, creating a set of 
relationships which forms 
the structure underpinning 
or destab ilizing the 
institutional politics of 
parties and government. 

Rational Choices Economics Individuals make politica l 

• 
~ 

Ideas Sociology 

• choices on the b asis of 
seeking to maximize 
sell -interest. 

Politics is defined by the 
ideas that participants 
have about it. 

FIGURE 5.1: Theoretical app roaches to comparative pol i tics 

The last 30 to 40 yean have seen both a dramatic 
increase in interest in comparative politics and new 
efforts to make it more systematic. But the development 
of theories of comJY~rative politics bas lagged behind, 
more often borrowing from other sub-fields of political 
science - or even other subjects entirely - than devel
oping its own distinctive approaches. The importance 
of institutions has been a consistent theme throughout. 
but behaviouralism was inspired by the natural sciences, 
stmcturalism is influenced by history, rational choice 
approaches came out of econornics, and interpretive 
approaches owe something to sociology. And in spite 
of decades of hard work, it is hard to find theories that 
have both won general support and produced lasting 
results. 

Consider, for example, the critical q uestion of 
what causes democratization. Finding an answer might 
be considered the Holy Grail of political research; 

armed with such knowledge, we might be able to 
reproduce the comlitions needed and move the world 
more rapidly and sustainably towards a demOGTatic 
future. But in her review of research on the ques
tion, Geddes (2007) is only able to point to some ten
dencies and to ruJe out others: richer countries are 
more likely to be democratic (but development does 
not cause democratization, although modernization 
might), as are countries that were once British colo
nies, but reliance on oil reduces the chances, as does 
having a large Muslim population. And every one of 
these arguments has been challenged. 'Given the qual
ity and amount of effort expended on understanding 
democratization' , Geddes concludes,'it is frustrating to 
under:stand so little.' 

T he most recent problem identified with theories 
of comparative politics (and ofpolitics and government 
in general) is their long history o f association with 
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Western ide>oiS. This w·•s a phenomenon noted by Pare! 
(1992) w hen he argued that the scholarship of politi
cal theory was so focused on \Vestero political thought 
that there was a prevailing asswnption that modern 
Western texts were ' products of universal reason itself'. 
But he also art,'tled that Western claims of universality 
were being questioned by other cultures, and argued 
that comparative political p hilosophy meant taking an 
approach that paid more attention to cultural and phil
osophical pluralism. This point w.ts later taken up by 
Dallmayr (1999): 

Only rarely are practitioner.; of political <bought 
willing (and professionally encouraged) to transgress 
the [WestemJ canon and thereby <he cultural bound
aries of N orth America and Europe in the direction 
of genuine comparative investigation. 

Th e sub-field of comparative politics today is 
broader and more eclectic than ever before, w ith new 
concepts and idea.s regularly shaking up old assum p
tions. But it has sometimes been slow to catch up 
with the evolving realities of governmen t and poli
tics around the world , including the changing role 
of the state, the rise of new economic powers, the 
im pact of new technology and globalization, the new 
political role of Islam, and the impact of failed an d 
failing states. T he changes within th e sub-field have 
been positive and productive, and it employs a greater 
diversity of approaches than before, but much remains 
to be done. 

The institutional approach 
The study of governing institutions is a central 
purpose of political science in general, and of com
parative politics in particular; h ence the mantra often 
seen in studies of politics that •irl.."titutions matter'. 
Institutionalism provides the original foundation of 
the discipline and lies at the core of the discipline, and 
of this book. 

Institutions: in the politic31 sense, these. 3.re fbrma1 organi
Z3tions o r pr.!ctkes with a politicaJ purpose or e.lfect, ntarked 
by di.trability and iraernal c:omp!exitr. Tbe core institutions 
are u.sualJy mandated by the COJistitution. 

Institutionalism: An approach to the study of politics and 
governmeru th3t focll!es on the structure aJid dynamics of 
governing inst.itutior·l~. 
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W hat, then, is an institution? In politics, the term 
traditionally refers to the major organizations of national 
government, particularly those specified in the constitu
tion s uch as the legislature, the judiciary, the executive, 
and, sometimes, political parties (see Figure 5.2). Since 
they often possess legal identity, acquiring privileges 
and duties under law, these bodies are treated as literal 
'actors' in th e political process. However, the concept of 
an institution is also used m ore broadly to include other 
organizations w hich may have a less secure constitutional 
basis, such as the bureaucra~-y and local government. It is 
also used more widely to denote virtually a!ly org-•niza
tion (such as interest groups) or even any established and 
well-recognized political practice. For instance, scholars 
refer t<l the •institutionalization' of corruption in R ussia 
or N;geria, implying that the abuse of public office for 
private gain in these countries has beC(>me an accepted 
routine of political life - an institution - in i ts own 
right. When the concept of an 'institution' is equated 
with amy and every political or social practice, however, 
it risks over-extension (Rothstein, 1996). 

Institutional analysis assumes that positions within 
organilations matter more than the people who occupy 
them. This axiom enables us to discuss roles rather than 
people : presidencies rather than presidents, legislatures 
rather than legislators, the judiciary rather than j udges. 
T he capacity of institutions to affect the behaviour of 
their m embers means that politics, as other social sci
ences, is more than a branch of psychology. 

Institutional analysis can be static, based on exam
ining the functioning of, and relationships between, 
institutions at a given moment. But writers within this 
approach sh ow increasing interest in institutional evolu
tion and its effects. Institutions possess a history, cul
ture an d memory, frequently embodying traditions and 
founding values. In a process of institutionalization, 
they grow 'like coral reefS through slow accretion ' (Sait, 
1938: 18). Tn this way, many institutions thicken nat
ural!}• over time, developing their internal procedures 
and also becoming accepted by external actors as part 
of the governing appardtus. In other words, the institu
tion b ecomes a node in a network and, in so doing, 
entren ches its position. 

Institutionalization: The process by ~vhich org.mizatiom 
build subiJjty and pern!tanence. A gove.rtunenr departrnent, 
for examp!e, is institutionalized if it possesse~~ intertlal c.om
ple.x:ir:y. fo llows clear. rules o( procedure, :md is cle3rly distin
guished from its environment. 
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Institution Role and purpose Examples 

Representing the interests Parl iaments, congresses, 
national assemblies, diets. 

I 
of cit izens; making law; ~ 
forming governments. 

Governing, making policy, 
provid ing leadership and 
direction. 

Presidents, prime ministers, 
ministers and cabinets. 

Uphold ing and interpreting 
the constitution. 

Implementing policy. Departments, ministries, 
d ivisions, agencies. 

. ~ .. Offering policy al ternatives, Conservatives, l iberals, 
field ing candidates, socialists, greens, 
forming governments and • nationalists. 
oppositions. 

FIGURE 5.2: The formal institutions of governmen>t 

As particular institutions come to provide an 
established and accepted way of working, they acquire 
resilience and persistence (Pierson, 2004). For exam
ple, uncertainty abounded in 1958 when France 
adopted a new constitution with a semi-presidential 
system of government, greatly strengthening the pow
ers o f the executive relative to those of the legislature. 
Just a generation later, though, it would have been 
hard to find anyone favouring a switch back to the 
inefficiendes and w>certainties of the old parliamen
tary system. So, as with constitutions. institutions are 
devices through which the past constrains the present. 
Thus, the study of institutions is the study of political 
stability, rather than change. As Orren and Skowronek 
(1995: 298) put it: 

lnstirucions are. seen as the pillars of order in poli
tics. as the strucrures that lend the po lity its iJlte-gt icy, 
facilitate its routine operation and produce conti
nuity in the fac.e of potemially destabilizing forces. 
Jmcitutional policies is politics as usual, normal poli
tics, or a politics in equilibrium. 

Institutions are particularly central to the func
tioning of liberal democracies, because they provide 

a settled framework for reaching decisions, In addi
tion, they enable long-term commitments which are 
more credible than those of any single employee, thus 
building trust. For example, governments can borrow 
money at lower rates than are available to individual 
burt.-aucrats. Similarly, a government can make credible 
promises to repay its debt over a period of generations, 
a commitment that is beyond the reach of any indi
vidual debtor. 

Institutions also offer predictability. When we visit 
a gov·ernmcnt office, we do so with expectations about 
how the members of staff will behave, even though 
we kn ow nothing about them as individuals. A shared 
institu tional co ntext eases the task of conducting busi
ness between strangers. In and beyond politics, insti
tutions help to glue society together, extending the 
bounds o f what would be possible for individuals act
ing alone. 

At the same time, an institutional approach, like 
all others, can become inward-looking. Two particular 
problems should be highlighted. First, some institu
tions are explicitly created to resolve particular prob
lems. For example, in the wake of the global fmancial 
crisis o f 2007- 10, and of the debt crisis that broke in 
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the eurozone in 2009, European Union governments 
agreed to create new institutions designed to improve 
financial supervision and to encourage more consistent 
regulation ofbanking. We should perhaps focus more on 
these key historical moments which spark institutional 
creativity. Although uncommon, they help us to view 
institutions a' a product of, r.tther than just an influence 
on, political action by individual<. 

Second, governing institutions rarely act indepen
dently of social forces, especially in poorer, Jess com
plex, and authoritari-an st;~tes. Sometimes, the president 
is the presidency, and the entire superstructure of 
government is a facade behind which personal net
works and exchanges continue to drive politics. In the 
extreme case of communist party states, for instance, 
the formal institutions of government were controlled 
by the ruling party. Government was the servant, not 
the master, and its institutions carried little independ
ent weight. 

Even in liberJ.l democracies, it is always worth ask
ing whose interests benefit from a particular int>titutional 
set-up. Just as an institution can be created for specific 
purposes, so too can it survive by serving the interests 

of those io charge. For example, the arrangement in the 
United States by which electoral districts are designed 
by the dominant political parties in each state, allow
ing them to manipulate the outcome of elections in a 
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process known as 'gerrymandering', is a distortion of 
democracy, but it suit< the interests of the Republicans 
and the Democrats. In addressing the collective ben
d it that institutions deliver, we should remember that 
the support of powerful political and economic inter
ests provides additional stability (Mahoney and Thelen, 
2010: 8). 

Overall, the institutions of government must be 
seen as central to liber.t! democratic politics, and we 
must]ook not just at their definition and origins, but also 
at their purpose, effects, and character (see Figure 5.3). 
They are the apparatus through which political issues 
are shaped, processed, and sometimes resolved. They 
provide a major source of continuity and predicta
bility; and they shape the environment within which 
political actors operate and, to an extent, structure 
their interests, values, and _preferences. The institu
tional approach offers no developed theory but does 
provide observations about institutional development 
and functioning which can anchor studies of specific 
cases. 

New institutionalism 
The manner in which theories and approaches tend 
to go in and out of fashion (or, at least, to evolve) is 
reflected in what happened to institutionalism in the 

Definition Formal organizations with a pol itical purpose, typically possessing 
legal identity, and acquiring privileges and duties under law. 

May be delib erately created for a specific purpose, or may emerge 
and evolve over time in response to a need, independently of the 
conscious intentions of the people involved. 

To provide the framework within which decisions are made, issues 
are shaped, and problems are reso lved, bl1t may come to serve 
narrow interests, such as those .o f the wea lthy and powerful. 

Generate norms which shape behaviour and expectations, promote 
stabil ity and predictability, and enable long-term commitments. 

May be formal, with rules and hierarchies and employees, or may be 
informal reflections of the nee eli for social order (e.g., religion or 
marriage). 

FIGURE 5.3: Understanding polit ical institutions 
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1950s and 1960s, when new approache.' such as behav
iour,liism won support. The institutional approach was 
criticized for being too descriptive and for looking at 
the formal rules of government at the expense of poli
tics in its many different forms, and fell o ut of favour. 
But then the 1980s saw new research on social and 
political structures and a new interest in the reform of 
inl\titutions in developing countries. The result was the 
birth of what became known a.' new institutionalism 
(March and Olsen, 1984). 

New institutionalism; A reviva1 of i.t1stitut.ionalism d1:tt 
go!!$ beyond fornul ru1es and looks at how imtitutions shape 
decWorts and define i.taerests. 

This looks not just at the formal mles of govern
ment but also at how institutions shape political deci
sions, at the interaction of institutions and society. and 
at the informal patterns of behaviour within formal 
institutions. This lent itself well to comparative poli
tics as researchers undertook cross-national studies, 
many of them inte.rested in better understanding the 
process of democratization. Revealing just how many 
variations there can be on a theoretical theme, Peters 
(1999) identifies seven strands of new institutionalism, 
ranging from the historical to the international and the 
sociological. 

The institutional approach offers two main rea
sons for supposing that organizations shape. behaviour. 
First, because institutions provide benefits and o ppor
tunities, they shape the interests of their staff. As soon 
as an oq;anization pays salaries, its employees acquire 
interests, such as ensuring their own personal progress 
within the structure and defending their institution 
against outsiders. March and Olsen (1984: 738) suggest 
that institutions become participants in the political 
struggle: 

The bureaucratic agency, the legislative committee 
and the appellate courc are arenas for contending 
social forces but they are also collections of stand
ard operating procedures and structures chat defme 
and defend interests. The)-• are politicaJ actors in their 
own right. 

Second, sustained interaction among employees 
encourages the emergence of an institutional cukure, 
which can weld the organization into an effective 
operational unit. Institutions gener.lte norms which, in 
tu rn, shape behaviour. One strength of the institutional 

approach is this capadty to account for the origins of 
interests and cultures, rather than just taking them for 
granted.As Zijderveld writes (2000: 70), 'institutions are 
coercive structures that mould our acting, thinking and 
feeling'. 

The new institutional approach suggests that much 
political action is best understood by reference to the 
contr<llsts between the Iogie of appropriateness and 
the Iogie of consequences. The R>rmer sees human 
action as driven by the rules of appropriate behaviour, 
and hence institutions shape activity simply because it 
is natural and expected, not because it has any deeper 
political motive. For instance, when prime ministers 
visit an area devastated by floods, they are not neces
sarily seeking to direct relief operations, or even to 
increase their public support, but may just be doing 
what >s expected in their job. In itself, the tour achieves 
the goal of meeting expectations arising from the actor's 
institutional position. 'Don't just do something, stand 
there', said Ronald Reagan, a president with a fine 
grasp of the logic of appropriateness. When an institu
tion f&ces an obligation to act, its members are as likely 
to be heard asking 'What did we do the last time this 
happened>' as 'What is the right thing to do in thh situ• 
ation? 'They seek a solution appropriaU: for the o rganiza
tion and its history. 

Logic of appropriateness: The actions which tnett1bers of 
an ir'lStitution t1ke to confonn to its norrns. For ex:tmple-. a 
head of state. will perforn'l ce-retnonial dut-ies bec.ause it is an 
official oblig:ttion. 

Logic of consequences: l11e actions which mernben of 
an institution take on t·he ba.~iil of a r.uional c:aJcuhtion of 
altruism or self-intertlt. 

This emphasis within the institutional framework 
on the symbolic or ritual aspect of political behaviour 
contrd.sts "~th the view of politicians and bureaucrats 
as rational actors who defme their own goals inde
pendently of the organization they represent. In other 
words, their actions are shaped by consequences, or 
the political returns they expect to achieve from those 
actions; they are faced with a problem, they look at the 
alternatives a.nd at their personal values, and they choose 
the option that provides the most efficient means to 
achieving their goals. In short, institutions provide the 
rules of the game within which individuals pursue their 
objectives (Shepsle, 2006). 
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• Empirical versus normative approaches 

One of the more important debates in political research con cerns the differences between empirical 
and normative perspectives; one uses facts to ask what happened and why (descriptive), while the other 

uses judgements or prescriptions to ask what should have happened or what ought to happen (evaluative) 
(see Gerring and Yesnowitz, 2006). Take electoral systems, for example : the statement that 'proportional 

representation encourages multi-party systems' is empirical, whi le the statement that 'proportional 
representation should be used to encourage multiple parties' is normative. 

Most political research tries to be empirical in the sense tha t it asks why things are the way they are in a 
manner that tries to be value-neutral, as when a researcher looks into the causes of war in a purely objective 

and scientific fashion. But other research takes a more normative approach by asking what should be done 
in order to achieve a desired outcome, such that the researcher q uestions the phenomenon of war jn a more 
value-driven and philosophical manner, asking -for example -whether and in what circumstances war is ever 
justified . 

The empirical and normative approaches are not mutually exclusive, and there has been renewed demand 
for the idea of making political science more relevant by combining the two. Consider the ar.gument made by 
Gerring and Yesnowitz (2006): 

Empirical study in the social sciences is meaningless if it has no normative import .. . It matters, or may 
matter, but we do not know how. Ukewise, a normative argu ment without empirical support may be 
rhetorically persuasive or logically persuasive, but it will not have demonstrated anything about the 
world out there. It has no empirical ballast. Good social science must integrate both elements; it must 

be empirically grounded, and it must be relevant to human concerns. 

Many of the towering figures in the history of political thought trod lightly between the two perspectives, 
the cases of Machiavelli and Marx illustrating this point: 

• Niccolo MachiaveUi (1469-1527) was a writer and historian whose masterpiece The Prince looked at the 

gualities of power and the means used by rulers to win, keep, and manipulate it. On the one hand, his book 
can be seen as an empirical (and even cynical) analysis of the nature and exercise of power in the real world. 
On the other hand, it can also be understood as normatively endorsing the sometimes brutal tactics rulers 
need to, or indeed should, follow to sustain their position . 

Karl Marx (1818-83) wrote a vast body of empirical work presenting history as a class struggle between the 
owners of the means of production and the labourers, arguing that states were run in the interests of the 
owners. He concluded that capitalism created internal tensions which ensured that it was sowing the seeds 
of its own inevitable destruction. But underlying this empirica'l analysis was a normative concern to accelerate 
capitalism's overthrow so as to create the possibility of a new classless society. In Marx's work, empirical 
research was motivated by normative goals. 

Empirical: Condu.;;,ions or infe-Tt-utes b3sed on facts, experi
etlce or observation. 

Normative: R e .. aching judgernettcs and pm:criptions about 
what ought to be done. 

The behavioural approach 
The m ajor problem faced by political science in its early 
decades was the doubt that it was a science at all (Dahl, 
1961b). Tins bcg-•n to change in the 1960s as the theo
retica:J focus moved aw.1y liom institutions and tow.uds 
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individual behaviour, particularly in American politic,.] 
science; in odter words, there w·c~.s a switch from electoral 
systems to voters, from legislatures to legislators, and from 
pre-sidencies to presidents. The central tenet of behav
iouralism was that 'people matter' , meaning not sp~'Cific 

people so much as the individual a.s the level or unit of 
analysis. The aim was to use scientific methods to develop 
generalizations about political attitudes and behaviour 
by studying what people actually do, rath er than study
ing constitutions, institutions and organizational chartS. 
Rather than implying an excJusive concern with action, 
the word beluwiour expressed a focus on observ•ble politi
cal reality, rather than official discourse; on individuals 
rather than institutions; and on scientific explanation 
rather than the loose dest.Tiptioru of the institutionalists. 

Behaviouralism:An :.pproach to the study of politic:s 
th3t emphasizes people ovtr irl!~titutions, studying the :uti
tudes and behaviour of individua!siJi search o( scientific 
gene.raliZ3tiOJti. 

The shift can be traced back to the work of the 
political scientist Charles Merriam at the U niversity 
of Chicago in the 1920s. He argued the importance of 
moving beyond the study of formal ntles and looking 
at the behaviour of individuals, but his ideas cook some 
time to become more widely adopted. In part, the even
tual shift grew out of the influence of decolonization . 
In newly -independent states. government institutions 
proved to be of little moment as presidents, and then rul
ing generals, quickly dispensed with the elaborate con
stitutions written at independence. A fresher and wider 
approach - one rooted in social, economic, and political 
realitit>s, rather than constitutional fictions - v.<OS needed 
to understand politics in the developing world. 

In the United States, meanwhile, th e post-war gen
eration of political scientists was keen to apply innovative 
sodal sdence techniques developed during the Second 
World War - notably, interview-based sample surveys of 
ordinary people. In this way, the study of politics could 
be presented as a social sdence and become eligible for 
research funds made possible by that designation. The 
study oflegislatures, for example, moved away from for
mal aspects (e.g. the procedures by which a bill becomes 
law) towards legislative behaviour (e.g. how member.> 
defined their job). Researchers delved into the social 
backgrounds of representatives, their individual voting 
records, their career progression, and their willingness to 
rebel against the party line. 

Similarly, scholars who studied j udiciaries b egan to 
take j 1Udges, rather than C<)urts, as their unit of analy
sis, us>ng statistical techniques to assess how the social 
background and political attitudes of j udges shaped 
their decisions and their interpretations of the con
stitution. T ins level of inquiry tended to focus on 'the 
backgrounds, attitudes and ideological preferences 
of individual j ustices r.!ther than on the nature of the 
Court as an institution and its significance for the politi
cal system' (Clayton and Gillman, 1999: 1). In fact, the 
institutional setting was ofte.njust taken for granted. 

Although the behaviour.U approach could target elites, 
it earned its spurs in the study of ordinary people. Surv<.>y 
analysis yielded useful generalizations about voting behav
iour, political participation and public opinion. Unlike 
in<titutionru analysis of government, these studies located 
politio:s in its social setting, sho,ving - for example - how 
race and class impinged on whether, how, and to what 
extent people took p-m in politics. In tlus way, the behav
ioural :a"\<Oiution broaden ed our outlook. 

T he behavioural approach provided the research 
foundation for several chapters in tins book. There have 
been 'few areas in political science', claim Dalton and 
Klingcnr.um (2007: vii), 'where scholarly knowledge has 
made greater progress in the past tv.'O generations' .Yet, as a 
model for the entire discipline, the behaviour.U revolution 
~-ventually rm its course. Its focus on individual political 
behaviour took the study of politics away from its natural 
concern 'vith the institutions of government. Its methods 
became more technical and its findings more specialized. 

Behaviouralism produced a political science with 
too m uch science and too little politics. Amid the politi
cal protests of the late 1960s, behaviour..JistS were criti
cized for fiddling while R ome burned. Rather like the 
institutional approach before it, behaviouralism seemed 
unable to address current political events. The strategy 
of developing gener.lr.ations applying across space and 
time was ill-suited to capturing the politics of any par
ticular moment. In short, the research programme had 
becom e orthodox, rather than progressive; it was time 
for something new. 

The structural approach 
Structuralism is an approach to political analysis that 
fr>cuses on relationships among parts r4ther than the 
parts themselves. In other words, it involves examining 
the 'networks. linkages. interdependencies, and interac
tions among the parts of some system' (LichlY•ch and 
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Zuckerman, 1997: 247). The central tenet here is that 
'groups matter' , in the sense that the structural approach 
focuse.' on powerful groups in society, such as the 
bureaucr<<:y, political parties, social classes, churches, and 
the rnilitary. T hese groups possess and pursue their own 
interests, Cr<->ating a set of relationships which forms the 
structure underpinning or destabilizing the institutional 
politics of parties and government. Each group within 
the structure works to sustain its political influence in a 
society which is always developing in response to eco
nomic change, ideological innovations, international 
politics and the effects of group conflict itself It is this 
framework which undergirds, and ultimately deter
mines, actual politics, b ecause human actions are shaped 
by this bigger stmctural envirorunent. 

Structuralism: An approach to the- study of politics th.:a 
emphaSizes the relationships among f,.~ups 3nd netwOrks 
witlUu larger systems. The interes:ts and positiOJls of d1ese 
groups shape the overall configuration of po'\ver :u'1d provide 
the dynanlic of poJjrical change. 

A structure is define'<! by the relationships between 
its parts, with th e parts themselves - including their 
internal org-~miz.ati<>n md the individuals within them 
being of little intere-st. As Skocpol (1979: 291) put it, 
stmcturalists 'emphasize objective relationships and 
conflicts among variously situated groups and nations, 
rather than the interests, outlooks, or ideologies of par
ticular actors'. For example, the relationship between 
labour and capital is more important than the internal 
<)J'b>anization or the leaders of trade unions and business 
organizations. The assumption is that capital and labour 
will follow their own real interests, regardless of who 
happens to lead the org•nization.s formally representing 
th eir concerns. Individuals are secondary to the grmd 
political drama unf<>lding around them. 

But real interests. and social actors arc, <>f course, terms 
imposed by the researcher. Who is to say where a group's 
true interests Jie? How can we refer to the 'actions' of 
a group, rather than a person? In exe<.;ution, the struc
tural approach is broad-bmsh, making large if plausible 
assumptions about the nature of conflict in a particular 
society and using them tO make inferences about causes 
without always paying great attention to the detailed 
historical record. 

We can draw a clear contrast between structural
ism and the cultural analysis covered in C hapter 12 . 
\Vhile, for example, a structural explanation of poverty 
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would ernphasi-Le the contrasting interests and power 
positions of property-owners and the working class, a 
cultural analysis would place more weight on the values 
of poor people themselves, showing ho\\\ for example, 
limited aspirations trap the poor in a cycle of poverty 
that. can persist across generations. For the structuralist, 
the important factor is the fr•mework of inequality, not 
th e values that confine particular families to the bot
tOm of the hierarchy. This point, and the overall thmst 
of stmcturalism, is summarized by Mahoney (2003: 51): 

At the core of scrucruralism is the concern with 
objective relationships between groups and socje
ries. Strucruralisrn holds that configurations of socia1 
relations shape, constrain and e.mpO\ve.r actors in 
predictable ways. Strucruralism generally downpla}' 
or rejects cultural and va1ue-based explanations of 
social phenome.na. Like.wise, s1ruccuralism oppose-s 
approaches thar explain social outcomes solely or 
primarily in terms of psychoJogical srates, individual 
decision-making processes, or other individual-Jevel 
characte.ristics. 

T he best-known stmctural work in politics has 
adopted an explicitly historical style, seeking to under
stand how competition b etween powerful groups over 
time le-.1ds tO sped fic outcomes such as a revolution, 
democracy, or a multi-party system. The authors of such 
studie5 argue tltat politics is about struggle rather than 
equilibrium, and they favour comparative history, giv
ing u.s another contrast with the non-historical gener
alizations favoured by behaviouralists and the sometimes 
static descriptions of the institutionalists. 

One of the leading figures in the field - who not 
only exemplifies the structural approach but helped to 
define it - was the American sodologist Barrington 
Moore. His 1966 book Social Origins of Dictatorship and 
Dem<>cracy: Lord ami Peasant in the Making qf the Mod
em World did more than any other to shape this for
mat of historical analysis of stmctural forces. In trying 
to understand why liber.U democracy developed earlier 
and m ore = ily in France, Britain, and the United States 
than in Germany and Japan, he suggested that the strat
egy of the rising commercial class was the key. In coun
tri~ such as Britain, where the bourgeoisie avoided 
entanglement with the landowners in their battles with 
th e peasants, the democratic transition was relatively 
peaceful. But where landlords engaged the commercial 
dassC5 in a joint campaign against the pe:lSantry, as in 
Germany, the result was an authoritarian regime which 
delayed the onset of democracy. 
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Although later research qualified many of Moore's 
judgements, IUs work showed the value of studying 
structural relationships between groups and classes as 
they evolve over long periods (Mahoney, 2003). He 
asked important comparative questions and an$wered 
them with an account of how and when class rclation
srups develop and evolve. 

The structural approach asks big questions and, by 
selecting answers from the past, it interrogates history 
without limiting itself to chronology. Many authors 
working in this tr.tdition make large claims about the 
positions adopted by particular classes and groups; spe
cifically, interests are often treated as if they were actors, 
leading to ambitious generalizations which need verifi
cation through detailed research. Even so, the structur.ll 
approach, in th e form of comparative history, has made a 
distinctive contribution to comparative politics. 

The rational choice approach 
Like behaviouralism, rational choice approaches are 
focused on people, but instead of examining actions 
thG-y try to explain the calculations behind those actions. 
They argue that politics consists of strategic interaction 
between individuals, \\~th all players seeking to maxi
mize the achievement of their own particular goals.The 
central tenet here is that objectives matter. The assump
tion is that people 'are rational in the sense that, given 
goals and alternative strategies from which to choose, 
they will select the alternatives that maximize their 
chances of achieving their goals' (Geddes, 2003: 177). 
Where behaviouralists aim to explain political action 
through statistical generalization, the rational choice 
approach focuses on the interests of the actors. And 
where the structural perspective is rooted in historical 
sociology, the rational choice approach comes out of 
economics. 

Rational choice: An approach to tbe study of politics ~d 
on the ide3 th3t politic3l behaviour refle-cts the choices fi:l3de 
by individu3Js '\vOrk:iJ)t; to maxin'lize their benefits and mini
ntiu t:heir costs. 

The. potential value of rational choice analysis lies 
in its ability to model the essentials of political action, 
and hence make predictions, without all-encompassing 
knowledge of the actors. We simply need to identify the 
goals of the a~1:ors and how their objectives can best be 
advanced in a given situation.Then, we can prt.~ict what 

they will do. All else, including th e accounts actors give 
of their own behaviour, is detail. The aim is to model 
the fimdamentals of human interaction, not to provide a 
rich account of human motives. 

Neither are rational choice analysts concerned 
to provide an accurate account. of the mental process 
leading to decisions; the test is whether behaviour is 
correctly predicted. The underlying philosophy - that 
explanation is best sought in models that are both sim
ple and fundamental - is a distinctive feature of the 
approach, reflecting its origins in economics. More than 
any other approach, the rational choice approach val
ues parsimonious explanations. To appreciate the style 
of rational choice thinking, it is crucial to recognize 
how &implifYing assumptions can be seen as a strength 
in building models and generating predictions. 

\Vhat goals can people pursue within the rational 
choice framework' Most analysts adopt the axiom 
of self- interest. This was defined long ago by John C. 
Calhoun, the American politician and one-time vice 
president, in his Disquisition on Govemmenl (1851) as the 
assumption that C'ach person 'has a greater regard for his 
own safety or happiness, than for the safety or happi
ness of others: and, where they come into opposition, 
is ready to sacrifice the interests of others to his own'. 

At the cost of increased complexity, we can broaden 
th e range of goals.We can imagine that people take satis
faction from seeing others achieve their ends, or we can 
even permit our subjects to pursue a)tntistic projects.Yet, 
just as markets are best analysed by a.1suming self-interclt 
among the participants, so too do most rational choice 
advocates believe that the same assumption tak~-s us to 
the essence of politics. As Hindmoor (201 0: 42) p uts 
it, 'if people are rational and self-interested it becomes 
possible to explain and even predict their actions in 
·ways that would allow rational choice theorists to claim 
a mantle of scientific credibility'. 

Rational choices are not necessarily all-knowing. 
Oper.l!ting in an uncertain ,vorJd, people need to dis
count the value of going for a goal by the risk they will 
fail to achieve it. fn situations of uncertainty, they may 
prefer to eliminate the risk of a bad outcome, r.tther 
than go f<)r broke by staking all on a single bet. Thus, a 
rational choice needs to be distinguished from a knowl
edge3lble one. 

Consider, for example, the task of working out 
which party to vote for. As voters, \ve might well fwd 
that the cost of n.>seareh on all the candidates exceeds 
the benefits gained, leading u$ to tise shortcuts such a$ 
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relying on expert opinion. It is not always r•tional to be 
fully informed, a fact that brings th e approach closer to 
th e n.>al world. However, the full rational model - the 
ver.;ion which allows us to predict most ea.•ily - assume-s 
that actors are knowledgeable as well as r•tional and 
self-intere-sted. 

In the study of politics, the rational ch oice frame
work is often extended from the individual to the larger 
uruts that are most often studied by compar•tivists. So 
rational choice analysts sometimes apply their tech
niques to political patties and interest groups, treating 
them as if they were individuals. In his analysis of politi
cal parties, for example, Downs (1957: 28) imagin<xl 
that all party members 'act solely in order to attain the 
income, prestige, and power which come from being in 
office'. For ease of analysis, he treated v.rties as if they 
were unitary actors, in the s.ame \vay that students of 
international politics often regard states. In both cases, 
th e aim is accurate prediction, not a detailed reconstruc
tion of the actual decision process. 

A major contribution of the approach lies in high
lighting collective action problems. Th ese arise in 
coordinating the actions of individuals so as to achieve 
th e best outcome for each person . for instance, many 
people persist in living a polluting lifestyle, arguing 
that their b ehaviour will make no decisive difference 
to overall environm ental quality. Yet, the outcome from 
everyone behaving in this way is climate change that is 
damaging to all. In o ther words, individual rationality 
leads to a poor collective result. 

Collective action problem: Arises whe<rl rational behav
iour by iJldividuab produces a ne.gati\'e. overall outcome. The 
is~ue typically aris~ when people seek to free ride on the 
e.ffi>rl-s of othen iu providit\g public goocb. 

Similarly, during the global financial crisis, many 
investment bankers made high-risk investments in order 
to increase their bonuses; their employers, too, were 
happy enough as long as their corporate profits contin
ued to grow. When these investments eventually turned 
bad, the effect was a problem not only for the original 
investors, but also - and more importantly - a thre-•t 
to the stability of the Western fwancial system. Clearly, 
some form of coordination is needed if private actions 
are to be made compatible with desirable collective out
comes - in this case, governments imposed stricter reg
ulation of banks by governments. More than any other 
framework, the rational choice approaeb eneour.tges to 
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us to recognize that individual preferences and collec
tive outcomes are two different things:; a government is 
needed to bridge the {l'•P· 

Paradoxically, the rational choice approach can 
be useful even when it is inaccurate. Its value lies not 
rne.rely in the accuracy <)f its predictions, but also in 
identifying what appears to be irrational behaviour. If 
people behave in a surprising way, we have identified 
a puz:-.de in need of a solution. Perhaps we have rrusun
derstood their preferences, or the situation confronting 
them. Or perhaps their actions really are irrational. At 
the international level, Government A might j udge that 
Gov<.-rnment B's interestS lie in pursuing policy X. If 
Government B actually adopts polk-y Y, then Govern
ment A has some thinking to do. Has it rrusunderstood 
B's goals, or has B simply made a mistake? 

Yet the mtional choice approach, as any other, takes 
too m uch for granted. It fails to explain the orit,.U.s of 
th e goals that individuals hold; it is here, in understand
ing the shaping of preferences, that so<-;ety re-enters the 
equation . O ur aspiu tions, our status, and even our goals 
emerge from our interactions with others, rather than 
being formed beforehand. Certainly, we cannot take 
people 's goall and values as given. 

Also, since the rational choice approach is based on 
a uruversal model ofhtunan behaviour, it has lirruted rel
evance in understanding variatio n across countries. Just 
as indi vidual goals ate taken for granted, so too should 
be th e different national settings which deterrrune the 
choices available to individuals and within which they 
pursue their strategies. Still, even though the rational 
choice approach does not alw·•Y' generate accurate pre
dictions, it provides one lens, among several, for analys
ing political processes. 

The interpretive approach 
The focus of the interpretive approach is on the 
interpretations within which politic. operates, including 
assumptions, codes, constructions, identities, meanings. 
norms, narratives, and values. In other words, people 
do some things and avoid others because of the pres
ence of social constructs that filter the way they see the 
world (hence the approach is also sometimes known as 
'constructivism') . This approach takes us away from the 
behaviouralist se-•rch for scientific laws and towards a 
concern with the ideas of individuals and {,>TOups, and 
how their construct< define and shape political activ
ity. Th.e starting point is that we e:mnot take the actor's 
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goals :md definition of rhe situation fur gran!M, as rhe 
ration;al actor approach docs; instead. we must look at 
the ~ lhose goals and definitions are constructed_ 

lntetptetive approach: An :.pprooch to the study ofpo!i
ti<> """d on th<lll\l)UII<!ll that potitics i< fonned by the 
tdc• "~ h.l't-e ~&bout 1t. 

In ic; strongest version, lhe interpreti'-e approach 
argues that politics consists of lhe ideas participants 
hold about it. There is no politie;al reality separate &om 
our menw constructions, and no reality which can be 
examined to rev.:.U tbc impact of ideas upon it. R ather, 
politics is formed by ideas lhemselvcs. In short, ' ideas 
matter' and there is nolhing but ideas. 

In a rnon: restr"Jinc'<l version, the argument is not 
that ideas comprise our political world but, rather, that 
the)' arc an independent influence upon it, shaping how 
we define our int<:rests, our goab, our alli<.-s, and our 
enemies. We act as we do because of how we view the 
world; if our perspective differed, so would our actions. 
When: ration;al choice analysis focuses on how people 
go about achieving their individual objectives, the inter
protivin examines lhe framing of objectives themselves 
and regards such interpretations as a property of the 
group, rather rhan rhc individual (hence intcrpretivim 
take: a soci.t rather lh:m a ps)•chologie;al approach). 

Because ideas are socially constructed, mmy inrer
pretivists imagine rhat we can restructure our view of 
lhe world and, so, lhe world itscl£ For instance, there is 
no intrinsic reason why individuili and states must act 
(as ration.t choice lheorists imagine) in pursuit of their 
own nanow self-interests. To make such an assump
tion is to project concepts onto a world that we falsely 
imagine to be independent of our thoughts- Finncmore 
(1996: 2). for example, suggests that intereSts 'are not 
just "out thl-re" waiting to be discovered; rhcy are con
strUcted lhrough social interaction'. Also, ideas come 
before matc:rW factors because lhe value placed on 
material things is itself an idea (allhough Marxists and 
others would disagree). 

For example, st<'ltcs are often presented as entities 
existing independently of our thoughts. But the state is 
not • physical entity such as a building or a mountain; it 
is an idea built over a long period by .Political lhinkers, 
as well as by practical politicians. Borders between blocs 
of land were placed there not by nature but by peo
ple. T here are no states when the world is viewed from 
outer space, as astronauts frequently tell us. Or, more 

accwatcl)\ the maps consuuct lhetr own reality. It is rhis 
pain< Su:inbergcr (2004) has m mlnd when be says rhat 
his ide.-. of the state is that lhe state U. an tdea. True, lhe 
consequences of states, such as wccs and \\':U"$, are re;al 

enou.gh. but lhese are lhe effects of the world \\"t' have 
made, and ean remake:. 

Similarly, lhc class relationships emphasized by the 
structuralists, and lhe generalizations uncO\tted by rhe 
behaviouralists, arc based not on plt)~eU realities but 
on intt.'Tptetations that can, in principle, be changed. For 
instance, a behavioural obrerv.ttion about the under
representation of women in legislatures can generate a 
campaign that lt"Jds to an increase in lhc number oflegis
lators who arc worn en, thus altering the obscrvJtion itself. 

f or dill re-.ISan, intcrprctivists often focus on histor
ical narratives, examining how undersltnding:; of earlier 
events influence later ones. Take the study of revolutions 
as an example. Where behaviouralists sec a set of cases 
(French, R us.<ian, Iranian, and so on) and seck common 
causes of events treate-d as independent, interpretivists 
see a single sequence and a.<k how Iacer examples (such 
as the R tmian R cvoludon) wen: influenced by the ideas 
lhen h eld about earlier revolutions {such os lhc French). 
Alternath>ely, take the study of elections. The meaning 
of an deccion is not given by lhc results themselves bu~ 
by the narrative that lhe political elm later establishes 
about it: for example, 'dtc resultS d>O\''ed that voters will 
not tolerate high unemployment' (sec Chapter 17 for 
more about this). 

Panons (2010: 80) provides a wcful definition of 
rhc interpretive approach: 

People do ont thing and nOt anocha due 10 the 
p.....,c• of ctruin 'i0cl21 consauets': idns, betieli, 
norms,. identities or some other intcrpreti\'C fil... 
te through which p«>ple pereeivoe the ""rid. We 
inlubit '1 world of our mtldng· {Onuf, 1989) and 

action is suu~ ~· the mwtill8' tha puticular 
groups of p«>ple ~lop 10 interpret and organise 
their identities. rebtiomhips and envuonmt:nt. 

T he interpretive approach sees the ca.•k of explana
tion as that ofidentifying tbt: meaning which itself help~ 
to define action. T he starting point is not behaviour but 
actiom - lhat is, meaningful bch•viour. Gecrtt (1973: 5) 
af!,>ue• that, since \VI: arc suspended in webs of mean
ing that \ve ourselves have spun, the acadc'mic study of 
social and political alfairs cannot be a behavioural sci
ence seeking laws but must instead be an interpretive 
one seeking meaning. Wendt (1999: 1 05) furtl1cr illus
trJtes this notion of cxplanatitln through rncaning: 
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If we wane ro explain how a masce.r can sell his 
slave chen we need co invoke the structure of shared 
unde-rstandings e.xisting bet\veen master and slave, 
and in rhe wider sociery, char makes rhis ablliry ro sell 
people. possible. This socia1 structure does not mere1y 
describe the rights of the master; h e.xplains them, 
sinc.e without it those rights by definition could not 
exist. 

In politics, as in other disciplines concerned with 
groups, most interpretivists consider how the meanings 
of behaviour form, reflect, and sustain the traditions and 
discourses of a sod.! group or an entire society. The 
concern is social constructs, rather than just the specific 
ideas ofleaders and elite groups. For example, by acting 
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in a world of states - where we apply for passports, sup
port national sportS teams, or just usc the word citizen 
we routinely reinforce the concept of the state. By 
practising statehood in these ways, as much as by direct 
in8uence through education and the media, the idea 
itself is socially reinforced or, as is often said, 'socially 
constructed'. These understandings can also be socially 
conte'<ted ('Why should I need a vi'<a each time I visit 
this country?'), leading to gradual changes in the ideas 
them:sdves. 

T here is a dear and useful lesson here for students 
of politics, and of comparative politics espedally. When 
we confront a political system for the flrst time, our ini
tial taSk is to engage in political anthropology: to make 

• The interpretive approach: mass killings and genocide 

As an example of the independent impact of ideas in politics, consider the book final Solutions, Benjamin 
Valentino's prize-winning 2004 study of mass killing and genocide in the twentieth centul)'. Valentino suggests 
that the mass murder of civilians is a product of the ideas of the instigators, designed to accomplish their most 
important ideological and political objectives (2004: 67). Valentin o is a student of elite ideas, which he takes to 

include both goals and assessments of how to achieve them; he is less concerned with structural relationships or 

government institutions: 

To identify societies at high risk for mass killing, we must first understand the specific goals, ideas 
and beliefs of powerful groups and leaders, not necessarily the broad social structures or systems of 
government over which these leaders preside . (p. 66) 

Valentino contends that 'mass killing occurs when powerful groups come to believe it is the best available 
means to accomplish certain radical goals, coonter specifK: types of threat or solve difficult milital)' problems' 
(p. 66). Unlike rational choice thinkers, he does not assume that p oliticians are accurate in their perceptions of 

their environment. Their understandings are what matter, even if these are misunderstandings: 

An understanding of mass killing does not imp ly that perpetrators always evaluate objectively the 
problems they face in their environment, nor that they accur-ately assess the ability of mass killings to 
resolve these problems. Human beings act on the basis of their subjective perceptions and beliefs, not 
objective results. (p. 67) 

But it is not just ideas and perceptions that are Valentino's concern. Rather, he examines how leaders are 

driven by actual and perceived changes in the political environment to regard mass killing as the final solution for 
achieving their ends. Thus, his approach is not purely interpretive but, instead, consists of a fruitful examination 

of the interaction over time between political realities, on the one hand. and elite ideas and perceptions, on the 
other. 

Valentino carries through his interest in ideas to a consideration of how we can best prevent future 

occurrences of mass killing . He rejects the relevance of behavioural and structural generalizations suggesting 
that mass killings only occur in dictatorships or war. Rather, he suggests that leaders in any type of structure or 
political system may carne to see mass killing as the best, most effective or sole method of achieving their goals. 

Effective prevention therefore requires us to return once more to leaders' ideas: 'if we hope to anticipate mass 

killing, we must begin to think of it in the same way its perpetrators do' (p. 141). 
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sense of the activities that comprise the system. What 
are the moves' What do they mean? What is the context 
that provides this meaning? And what identities and val
ues underpin political action? Behaviour which has one 
me--.tning in our home country may possess a different 
significance, and constitute a different action. elsewhere. 
For example, offering a bribe may be accepted as nor
mal in one place, but be regarded as a serious offence 
in another. Casting a vote may be an act of choice in a 
democracy, but of subservience in a dictatorship. Criti
cizing the president may be routine in one country, 
but sedition in another. Because the recogni.<ed conse
quences of these actli vary, so does their meaning. 

So far, so good. Yet, in studying politics we want 
to identify patterns that abstract from detail; we seek 
general statements about presidential, electoral, or party 
systems which go beyond the facts of a particular case. 
We want to examine relationships between such cat
egories so as to discover overall associations. We want 
to know, f<>r instance, whether a plurality electoral sys
tem always k'3ds co a two-party system. Through such 
investigations we can acquire knowledge which goes 
beyond the understandings held by the participants in 
a particular case. 

We must recognize, also, that events have unin
tended consequences: the Holocaust 'vas certainly a 
product of Hitler's ideas, but illi eflectli ran far beyond 

his own intentions. With its emphasis on meaning, an 
interpretive approach misses the commonplace obser
vation that much social and political analysis studies 
the unintended consequences of human activity. In 
short, unpacking the meaning of political action is best 
regarded as the start, but not the end, of political analysis. 
It provides a practical piece of advice: we must grasp 
the meaning of political behaviour, thus enabling us to 
compare like with like. Yet, it would be unsatisfactory to 
regard a project as complete at this prelirninary point. 

Compared with the other approaches revie,ved in 
this chapter, the interpretive approach remains more 
aspir.ltion than achievement. Some studies conducted 
within the programme focus on interesting but far-away 
cases when meanings really were different: when states 
did not mle the world; when lending money was con
sidered a sin; or when the politic,.] game consisted <>f 
acquiring dependent followers, rather than independent 
wealth. 

Yet, such studies do little to confirm the easy 
assumption that the world we have made can be easily 
dissolved. As the institutionalists with whom we began 
this chapter are quick to remind us, most social con
stmcts are social con:maints, for institutions arc pow· 
erfully persistent. Our ability to imagine other worlds 
should not bia.; how we go about understanding the 
world as it is. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Why is there so much disagreement among political scientists (or comparativists) about the best 
theoretical approach, and why are grand theories so elusive? 

• How far can we understand politics and government by focusing only - or mainly - on institutions? 

• Which matter more to an understanding of government and politics: institutions or people? 

• What docs ' rational' mean and do people behave rationally? 

• What influences have been most important in shaping how you view the political world? Which of 
the ap!'roaches in this chaprer i> most useful in comparative politics? 

.KEY TERMS 

Behaviouralism 
Colle~-tive action problem 
Empirical 
Grand theory 
Interpretive approach 
Institutionalism 
Institutionalization 
Institutions 
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Comparing government 
and politics 

PREVIEW 
So far we have looked at the conceptual and theoretical aspectli of comparative 
politics. But these only begin to have meaning when we put comparison into 
practice, for which reason we now turn to the prd.Cticalities ()f comparison: 
the kinds of questions that need to be asked, the methods that can be used, 
th e options for designing a comparative research project, and the pitfalls to be 
avoided. This chapter is intended in part to be a survey of methods and in part 
to be a practical How To guide to the comparative process, giving more insight 
into the dynamics of that process. The goal is not to cover the details of specific 
techruques such as interviewing or statistical analysis so much as to provide 
strategies that will help students working on comparative projects of their own. 

The chapter begins with a discussion about the number :md the use of 
cases chosen in comparison; these range from one to many. the research meth
ods used being different for single-case studies, those involving a small number 
of cases (smali-N studies), and those involving a large number of cases Qarge-N 
studies). The chapter then reviews the featun.'li of qualitative and quantitative 
research methods, and considers some of the challenges faced by comparison, 
including the troubling problem of too few cases and too many variables. It 
ends "~th an assessment of the historical method, which can be useful in off.<et
ting some of the limitations inhL-rent in the case study method. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Comparing government 
and politics: an overview 

• Comparative research 
methods 

• Case study method 

• Qualitative method 

• Quanti tative method 

• The challenges o f 
comparison 

• Historical method 

There is a wide range of options when it comes to conducting comparative political research. It 1s important to be 
aware of the potential of comparison (Chaptcr-1) as well as the a'lternatives and limitations (this chapter). 

Researchers have choices to make that ind udc the unit of analysis, the fevcl of analysis, and the variable-s to be 
studied. 

The three main research methods are the case study, the qualitative approach to a small selection of cases, and the 
quantitative approach to large numbers of cases. 

Comparative research will have different approaches and results according to whether it is empirical or normative in 
approach, or quantitative or qualitative. 

When comparative projects seek to examine the relationship between two or more factors, it is worth considering 
the relative strengths of the m~t similar and most drfferent system designs. 

History is arguably under~used in comparative political research. Current cases can be compared with past 
examples, and developments over time can be compared across <:ountries. 
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Comparing government and 
politics: an overview 
The dittction and outcome of scientific study both 
depend on how we: undertake our rtSearch, and thus 
methodology is critical. We saw in Chapter 5 that 
there are different theoretical approaches to com
parison, and now we will see that there arc: also many 
research methods, and differing opinions about the best 
way of realizing the potential of comparison (Munck 
and Snyder, 2007). The options begin with the unit of 
analysis, whether stau:s, insntutions, processes. move .. 
ments, themes, policies, or individuals. A related decision 
concerns the le•-el of analysis, which can be anything 
from the relations among and bct\vcen states down 
through groups or social classes to politics at the level 
of the individual. 

Methodology· The S)>«matic analy>ii of the methods u•ed 
m 3 given field of enqu1ry. t\l!io used tO d~nbe the body of 
metllod~ used it1 a discipline, or tJtt means uied to reach a 
particular set of conclw.ioru:. 

Unit of analysis: The oluect of study in compor.llive poli
tics. 

Level of analysis: The levd of study in compantive politics, 
r.u}ging from the poHticJI ')"MCm levtl to the individual level. 

Researchers are then faced with a number of addi
tional choices: the case or cases they wish to study, the 
particular combination of such ca.•es, the particular 
variable that interests them,and the question of whether 
to use quantitative or qualitative research methods. Even 
if they opt for the most popular approach - the case 
study method - they arc: faced with several subsidiary 
questions regarding the number of cases they use, and 
whether the cases they use arc: representative of a type, 

or not. 

Variable: A changeable fe.uurt, fuwr, qu:anuty, or dcmtnt. 

Lijphart (1971) made a distinction between three 
different approaches to political n.'1Carch: the experi
mental method uses experimental and contl"'I groups 
to isolate the effects of different stimuli, the statisti
cal method uses empirically observed data to tease out 

relationships 201ong wriablcs, and the comparative 
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method is exactly the same as the statistical method 
except that it focuses on drawing conclusions from the 

study <>f a small number of cases. 

Comparative method: C.ornparing a small numb<r of 
ClSeS in order to betttr- undersund their qu:ahues,. and lO 

dev.,lop md imestig;at< hypothests, theones. and conceptS. 

Comparison is one of the oldest tools of politi
cal science, found in the work of Aristotle. Some have 

even argued that the scientific study of politics is una
voidably comparative (Almond, 1%6; Lasswell 1968), 
and that 'comparison is the methodological core of 
the scientific study of politics' (Pov.-eU tt al., 2014). The 
'method' is usually taken to mean the study of a few 
carefully selected cases using a middle level of analysis 
(rather than the more intensive analysis possible with a 
few cases, or the more abstract analysis necessary with 
many case<) (Landman, 2008: 29), but it can take dif

ferent forms according to th e number of cases being 
studie d . 

Comparative research 
methods 
T he m ethods available for the compar• tivc study of pol
i tics an d government are many and varied. T he choice 
among them, argues Landrn<Ul (2008: 24) depend; on a 
combination of the research question being asked, the 
time and resources available, the method with which 
the researcher is most comfortable, and the epistemo

logical preferences of the rc:sean:her; that is, how thi.'Y 
believe that understanding is best acquired. At the heart 
of mo st comparison is the case study method, which 
comes \vith many subsidiary choices: how many cases 
arc: appropriate, what selection of cases arc appropriate, 
and are they best approached using qualitative, quantita
tive, or historical methods? Then: are also many pitfalls 
im'Oived in assessing cases, all of which must be factored 

in to planning and design. 
The key question in choosing cases is that of how 

many there should be, in which regard there arc: three 

main options: 

• The case study method typically involves a single case, 
and thus might not seem to be comparative at fmc 

glance, but a case is necessarily comparative b..cause 
it needs to be an example of something larger, against 

which it can then be j uxtaposed. Single cases are not 
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as widely used as they once were, but th ey have the 
advantage of depth, and other researcher; can use two 
or more single-country studies to explore broader 
similarities and differences, and single cases can use
fully be compared with an ideal type or a typology. 

• The qualitative method is what we usually associate 
with the comparative method, and involves compar
ing anything from two to a dozen or more cases (oth
erwise known as small-N , for the number of cases) . It 
has the advantage of going beyond a single case while 
also remairnng manageable, but many questions arise 
in reg>Md to the number and the choice of cases. 

• The quanti tative method tends to be m ore abstr<ct, 
involves more cases (that is, Iarge-N studies), and is 
also better suited to statistical analysis. It will take 
more tinJe and resources, is more likely to suffer 
from the variable quality and availability of data 
from multiple cases, th e results will o ffer more 
breadth than depth, and it migl1t ultimately have to 
be checked against single case or small-N studies. 

In the pages that follow we will look at each of 
these in turn, reviewing their features and dynamics, and 
their advantages and disadvantages. But it must b e said in 
anticipation that they are not divorced from one another, 
and there is much overlap. In reviewing quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, for example, King et a/. (1994: 
3-4) note that the two tr.ditions 'appe<r quite different; 
indeed they sometimes seem to be at war', but conclude 
that the differences are mainly of style and technique. The 
fint uses numbers and statistical methods, and 'abstracts 
from particular insr-•nces to seek gener•l description 
or to test e•usal hypotheses . .. [orJ me.surements and 
analyses that are easily replicable by other researcher;'. 
T he second covers a wide range of approaches, none of 
which relies primarily on numerica1 measures. 

Case study method 
The case study method is one of the most ' vidcly 
used strategies in research, being at the heart of politi
cal science and widely used also in subj ects as diverse as 
anthropology, business, economics, education, psychol
ogy, and sociology. It usually involves an in-depth study 
<)f a single example, which might be an event, a policy, or 
a political institution or process, and an effort is made to 

tcle the case to illustrate a 'vider point applying to other 
cases. Such studies combine a qualitative investigation of 
a specific topic, using all the techniques appropriate for 

that subject, \vith a link to wider themes in the study 
of politics. The greatest advantage is that it offen a n.'al
world understanding of a phenomenon, a clearly defined 
example that helps to illustrate a wider principle. 

Case study method; A resea.rth nlethod involving: the 
deuiled study of a particular object (3 penon, institution, 
country. phenouu~JlOJl, etc.) :.ti '\veU tl1e cont'ext within which 
it exists. 

Y in (2013: 16- 17) points out that case studies must 
be un derstood in terms of both their scope and their 
features. In terms of scope, they look in depth at a phe
nomenon within its actual context; case studies are dif
ferent from experiments, for example, because the latter 
separate the phenomena to be studied from their con
text. In terms of features, case studies help address the 
phenomenon of too many v-<riables and not enough 
cases {discussed later in this chapter), and are broad
ranging in that they rely on multiple sources of evidence. 

One key to a successful case study is to be dear what 
the case rcpresentl, and how a case differs from a swdy. By 
its natuJ.re, a case is an instance of a more generJ.l category, 
such th at to examine a case is to undcruke an investi• 
gation ' vith significance beyond its own boundaries. An 
account of the Japanese gener.U election of 2012 which 
does not venture beyond the topic itself is a study, not a 
case study. But an analysis which takes tins election as an 
example of the return to power of a previously dominant 
party (the Liberal Democr•ts) is a case study. A case srudy 
adds ..,Uue by offering a detailed illustration of a theme of 
wider interest. 

By their nature, case studies are multi-method, using 
a wide r-.nge of techniques, including the follo,ving: 

• Reading the academic literature. 

• Examining primary and secondary sources. 

• Conducting interviews with participants and other 
observers in the unit. 

• Experiencing and visiting the unit. 

As King et al. (1994: 38) put it, scholan of cases 
engage in 'soaking and poking, marinating them
selves in minutiae' . T hey aim to provide a descrip
tion w hich is both rounded and detailed, a goal which 
Geertz (1973) called ' thick description' . This multiple
methods approach contrasts \vith a more specific and 
explicit approach using a single lens, such as a statistical 
analysis, or an experiment. Unlike statistical analysis, 
which seeks to identify relationships between variables 
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Number of cases Focus 

One 

A few (smaii-N) 

Many (Iarge-N) 

One or a 
few (smaii-N) 

FIGURE 6.1: Political science research methods 
Note: N means the number of cases. 

measured across a series of observations, case analysis 
aims co identify how a range of factors interact in the 
context of the example being studied. 

Figure 6.2 outlines live types of case study, of which 
the representative case is the most common. It is the work
ho,;e of case studies, •-' useful as it is undramatic. Often 
researchers. will use their own country as a representative 
example. For instance, rese-.rrchers may be interested in 
the Rmnation of coalition governments in general, but 

Definition 

Representative Typical of the category 

Expected to become typical 

Created the category 

... Exception to the rule 

Critical If it works here, i t will work anywhere 

FIGURE 6.2: Five types of case study 
Further reading: Yin (2013) 
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Strategy 

Intensive study of a single instance with wider 
sign ificance. 

Holistic comparison of two or more cases within 
their natural settings. 

Statistical assessments of the relationships 
between variables involving large numbers of 
cases. 

Traces the process leading to a known outcome. 

choose to study in detail how governments form in their 
homeland. The home country is the re.<earch site but the 
hope is that the results will contribute to broader under
standing. A collection of representative case studies can go 
on to provide the raw material for comparative gener-.ili
zation by other scholars taking a wider approach. 

By contr..st, a prototypical case is chosen not 
because it is representative but because it is expected to 
become so. 'In other words. their present is our future· 

Example 

Coalition government in Finland. 

Sophisticated use of the internet in US 
election campaigns. 

British Parliament. 

country. 

Promoting democracy in Afghanistan. 
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• Hypotheses and variables 

At the heart of research in almost every field of study is the formulation and testing of a hypothesis. This is 
a proposed explanation for a phenomenon that can be supported (confirmed) or refuted (falsified) through 

observation or experimentation. Hypotheses should not be confused with theories, which are explanatory 

frameworks from which hypotheses might flow, and which can in turn be tested in order to support or refute 

theories (see Chapter 5). Examples of hypotheses include the foil owing: 

Plurality electoral systems always produce a two-party system (otherwise known as Duvergers law- see 

Chapter 15). 

• The wealthier a country, the more likely it is to sustain a stable democracy. 

• The violent end to a dictatorial regime is more likely to bring chaos than democracy. 

• Colonialism is the root cause of the problems of the world's poorest states. 

We have also seen how variables play a key role in research, particularly in comparison. The object is usually 
to explore the extent to which variabfes or factors co-vary with one another, such that knowing a country's score 

on one variable (for instance, literacy) allows us to predict its score on another (for instance, electoral tum out). In 
such analyses, one variable is dependent, in the sense that it is tf'le one we want to better understand, while the 

others are independent, in the sense that we believe that they may explain or impact the dependent variable. 
For example: 

• Higher participation in politics may be driven by factors suet\ as greater wealth and higher education. 

• The incidence of military coups may be tied to poverty, social division, and the past incidence of coups. 

• An assertive foreign policy may be driven by a high sense of mission, the power of the defence industry, fear 
of the foreign, or (as in the case of Putin's Russia) a desire to reassert lost influence. 

Hypothesis: Proposed explanation for a phenomenon 
d1at can be corlfir.:med or (akified tbrougb obserV3tiou or 
experimentation. 

Dependent variable: Tbe factor or e.1eJttent \Ye wish to 
explain. 

Independent variable: Tile factor or element believed to 

inAuence t.he dependent \'ii.ri;;b}e. There are ofte.n many s-uch 
variable!. 

(Rose, 1991: 459). The point here is that studying a pio
neer can help us understand a phenomenon which is 
growing in significance elsewhere. O ne famous early 
example of a prototypical case study was Democracy ;, 
America, written by the French politician Alexis de Toc
qucville as a product ofhis travels in the United States in 
1831 to 1832. He had been sent by the French govern
ment to study the American prison system, but the book 

he wrote bec~trte a broader analysis of democracy 11rtd 

representative government, using the U S as a case. De 
Tocqucville regarded the United States as a harbinger of 
democracy and d1erefore a guide to Europe~ own future 
(1835. ch. 1). More recent examples of prototypical cases 
would be Tunisia as the first instance of the Arab Spring, 
or Egypt and Ukraine as cases of the political impact of 
social media in mobilizing mass demonstrations. 

\Vhere the study of prototypical cases aims to reveal 
how similar cases may evolve in the future, exemplary 
cases are the archetypes that are considered to have 
generated the category of which they are taken as rep
resen~tative. For instance, the parliamentary system was 
born in Britain, and thus a study of the features of the 
British Parliament will give us insights into the manner 
in which legislatures and executives work in all those 
countries using this system. In similar fashion, the US 
presidency does fur more than illustrate the presidential 
system of government: it is the model which iniluenced 
later political systems, notably in Latin America. While 
an exe mplar is often defined as a case to be emulated, 
in research design the term refers more neutrally· m an 
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influential example which illustrates the essential fea
tures of a phenomenon. An exemplary case is often, but 
need not be, prototypical. 

The purpose of a d¢\--iant case study is to seck 
out tht exceptional and the untypical, rather than the 
norm: the ft."\V countries which remain communist, 
or which are still governed by the military, or which 
seem to be immune from democratizing trends. Devi
ant cases are often us~-d to tidy up our understanding 
of exceptions and anomalies. Why does India contra
dict the thesis that democracy presupposes prosperity? 
Why did tiny Switzerland adopt a federal architecture 
when rmny fedcrntions are found in large countries? 
Why has voter turnout stayed high in Denmark even as 
it has fallen elsewhere (Eik:it ''·a/., 2005)? De,-iant cases 
always attract interest and, by provjding a contrast with 
the norm, enhance our understanding of representative 
example$. But since the crception.J tends to the exotic, 
the danger is over-study. Comparative politics should be 
more than a collection of curios. 

Finally, a critical case (also known as a '<Tucial case) 
enables a proposition to be tested in the circurnstanc•-s 
least favouroble to its validi ty. The logic is simple: if it 
is true here, then it is true everywhere. For instance, if 
we were to find that most Germans opposed further 
European integration, we could anticipate that the same 
would hold true in other EU countries such as Brit
ain which have historically been more suspicious of the 
European projecL In this way, critical case studies can 
he highly efficient, pro•'iding exceptional returns on the 
research in•'CStment; by stud}-ing just one country, we 
can generalize: to othen. Howe•-er, the pay-off comes 
,_.;th risk: a critical case design builds a potential for 
generalization into a single investigation but invol= a 
bet that the relevant proposition ,_.;u, in fact, be con
firmed in the conditions least favourable to i ts validity. 

In the obscnce of overarching theory, case studies 
arc the building blocks from which we construct our 
understanding of the politic..J world. In a similar w11y 
to judges in common law systems, politic:ll scientists 
{and pol.iticians more so) usually proceed by compar
ing cases, rather than by making deductions from fu·n 
principles. In consequence, much comparatiVIO political 
analysis takes the form not of relating cases to abstract 
theory but, rnther, of drawing analogies between the 
=s themscl=. For instance, how did the ptOccss of 
state-building differ bet\veen the states of early mod
ern Europe and the post-colonial states of the twenti
eth century? What ~re the similarities ~nd differences 
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hct\\'Cen the Russian, Chinese, and Iranian revolutions? 
Why does the plurality electoral system produce a two
party system in the United States but a multi-parry 
system in India' As we will see in the: next section, 
a compar-ison of cases can create space for a broader 
unde.standing. 

Qualitative method 
Implementing a comparative design involves making 
either qualitative or quantitative comparisons, or a blend 
of the two. The qualitative method is most often used in 
'"=b that falls between single-case and Iarge-N stud
ies, and concentrates on the intensive exantination of two 
cases (a paired or binary comparison), three cases (a tri
angular comparison), or more. Cases an: usually selected 
to introduce variation into the depcnd~'Ot variable, thus 
overcoming an inherent limit of the: single: case study. 

Qualitative method: A rese:m:h m<thO<l th>t typically"'"' 
a .s.uu.ll nutnber of cases to unden.tmd :& phc:nornenon holis
tically and within its natural setting. with :m emph:Ws on 
values. opinions. behaviour. and coutc:xt, 

The qualitative approach has the following features: 

• A limited number of cases are studied in depth. 

• It is descriptive rather than predicti,oc. 

• An effort is made to understand the internction of 
multiple variables. 

• Meaning is allowed to emerge from the objectS of 
stud y. 

• Observation is the main means of data collection. 

• Phenomena are studied within their natural setting. 

To illustrate the techniqu.e, consider the controver
si;ll conclusions of Jeremy Rifkin in his 2004 study Tire 
European Dl't'am which compared ond contr'Jsted the 
priorities and values of Americans and ELLropcans. He 
bcr,-an ,\-ith the notion ofthe'A.mcrican drtarn',an idea 
usually credited to the hi<torian James Truslow Adams 
in his book TI•t Epic of America (1931).Altbough never 
clearly defined, it is usually taken to mean that Ameri
cans living the dream are being allowed tO punue their 
goals in life through hard work and free choice, regard
less of race, gender, age, religion, or class. 

Rifkin was critical of the notion,arguing that it was 
centred more on personal material adv.ancemenr than 
on concern ''lith broader human welfare. He contr:tsted 
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it With a 'European drum' that emplwi.ted 'quahty of 
life 0\'<!r the aecumubtion o f wealth •, as well as: 

conUDWUty ...,Unonslup< 0\U tndiVIdual a~tonomy, 
cultw.al di\'<Rt!y o...,r -.nil.ao0<1 . . . ....wn.ble 
clevdopmmt ... ....,. wilimned nu~en.al gtOI"'th. deep 
pia) """' uruelenung !Oil, unn.....J bwn.m rights 
and the nshts of na~ .,.... pn>pnty nshts. mel 
glob.al coopa.ruon 0\l:r tht Wllbt<nl e""ICJC o( 

pov.w. (p. 3) 

l ie coocludcd that the European Union h<td 
been de.'<!loptng a new sooal and poht1C21 model bet
ter suued to the need. of the globalmng wodd of the 
new century, and that the 'European dream' was - as a 
result - c:clipsinK the Ammc.n drc:un. Ironically, Rifkin 
was writing just before the onset of the global financi.al 
crisis in 2007 and the curozonc crisu in 2009, which 
would nnkc SCV<.TC blow> to dn:ams on both sides of 
the Atlantic. 

T he selection of cases is important, and th~-re are 
two core mateglcs Involved (Przeworski and Tcune, 
1970).The most common !mown as the molt similar 
system (MSS) dC~~ign - mvolves selecting those cases 
which are as slmilnr •~ po~srble except in regard to the 

object of study {the deptndcnt variablc).T11e underlying 
logic is that 'the more similar the units being compared, 
the more p01islble it should be to isolate the factors 
responsible for differences between them' (Lipset, 1990: 
xiii). If the states being studied an: simibr in, say, thdr 
history, culture, and J!O''nnment institutions, It should 
be pomblc to rule out such common factors as explam
tions for the particular dHfercnec bdng studied. 

An example of the MSS method at wodr. might be 
a srudy of am tudes towards membership of the Euro
pean Uruon among 111 ux founding states, or a selection 
ofWc:scem European members, or a sdccnoo ofEastttn 
Europeans members. Atntudes towards mtegntion dif
fer among countnco W1tlun each I!)'OUP, C\'Cl though 
the countries ought appear to hav" much else w com
mon, so the goal would be to tcasc out the dilfc:n:nees 
that accounted for the vananon "' IC\-els of suppon for 
the EU W1tlun an othe<WUe stmtbr group. 

Mo.t 11mi11t system. A mnn:h <1<"1!11 b-.! on usmg 
C41<" that lU'C as :tun1br aJ pt».'\ablc, in df~t conuolhng for 
the llfllil:&rltlel a.nd b.olltm~ tllt c~usr:s or d.&fferenccs. 

Most different ayotem' A n:~Carclt d<>il!l' bas«! on wing 
ca,ct dut ilre ~~ dUlC:reut :u po~~able, m dfcct com.roUing for 
the difl~renCI!\ ~nd i>obun~ Lhe ~~~>e~ o( sttnilaritiei. 

H ow.,ver, even with an MSS dc:stgn , many faetors 
will remain as possible cxplananons for an obtcrv~:d dif
fcrencc and. usually, there will be no dedsl\-e ",.Y of 
testing among them. The problem of too many variable. 

and too f"'' countries (see later in chapter) cannot be 
sidestepped; in pactice, much of the ,oaJue of a quahta
tive compmson (using an MSS destgn) hcs in the ; our
ney, ruhcr than the destinanon. 

The mon diJ£erent systnn (MDS) destgn fol

Io"'" the opposite tndt. Here, "''1: seck to test a relatJon
ship between two £:actors by ducO\'<!nng whether 11 can 
be obscn-ed in a range of countnes With contrastmg 
histories, cultur~:S, and so on. If so, our conJidcnce that 
the rclationship is real, and not due to the depcttdcnce 
of both &ctors on an unmeasured third variable, will 
increase (Peters, 1998). A well- known cxarnple of thi> 
approach is the historical analysis by Thcd. Skocpol 
( 1979) of revolutions in France, Rtmia, and C hina. 
T hese three cases had quite different political economic 
and social systems, so she set out to ask what they had 
in co mmon that would produce a similar pohtical out
come. She concluded that regimes which were inter
nationally weak and domestically ineffective became 

vulnerable to imurrccrion when well· ol'}{lnitcd agita
tors succeeded in exploiting peasant frustration wltl1 an 
old o rder to which the landed anstoeracy offered only 
limited suppon. 

Another c.=nple is provided by Rothstdn (2002), 
who examined the evolution of socul and politieal 
trust in two contra5ting democnt:~es, S\\-eden and the 
United States, assuming that any trends shared betYo'<!cn 
these t wo countries should also be obtcn..ble m other 
demoaacic:s.ln a similar way, if""' \\'l:re to find that the 
plurality method of elecooo IS associated y,~th a t\\'0-

party S)'stem in exh of the dh~ group of countncs 
ctnploying that ekctoral system, our conJidencc: m the 
robustn= of the rdanonslup between plurality eke
lions and a two-party system "~ IJlen:aK. 

Quantitative method 
When: the qualiraci\-e method takes an intcns>ve •pproach 
approach to undcnttnding pobtical phenomena, usmg 
smaii- N cases in thdr rurunl iiCrung. the quantiuoth'e 

method takes a narrower approach b'"ed on a larK' 
number of cases, more vari•blcs, and st:lti.<tical anatys;,. It 
typically tries to quantity da111 and to generalize the n.~Ltlts 

to a larger population, and generates information through 

experiments and survey n.'S<.~.trch. It L< also heavily .tatistic-.tl, 
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TABLE 6.1: Comparing qualitative and quantit ative approaches 

Qualitative Quantitative 

Goal To understand underlying reasons and motivations 
in the setting of a phenomenon 

To quantify data and generalize results from a 
sample to the population of interest 

Method ExploratOI)I or 'bottom-up'; hypotheses and 
theol)lgenerated from data 

Confirmatory or 'top-down'; hypothese-s a nd 
t heory t ested with data 

View of human 
t hought and 
behavio ur 

Context 

Sample size 

Contextual. personal a nd unpredictable 

Natural setting 

Small 

Interpretive, exploratory 

Regular a nd predictable 

Controlled conditions 

Large 

Core principles 

Types of information Open. .. e nded, narrative, oon·numerical, words, 
images, themes 

Scientific, conclusive 

Statistical, numerical 

Information 
collection 

Interviews, focus groups, case studies, observation Experiments, a udits, survey research, rating 
scales 

Particularistic, respondent-fra med Results 

Advantages 

Disadvantages 

Best where ideas cannot be reduced to numbers 

Can be difficult to analyse, generating conflicting 
condusions 

Generalizab le, researcher ... framcd 

Allows for large·scafe studies 

Ideas a nd political phe nomena cannot always 
be expressed in numbers 

Note: These -should be regarded as tendencies rather than absolutes. There is much overlap between the t\Yo methods. 

Source: Adapted from Johnson and Christensen (2014, en. 2) 

demanding a familiarity "~th approaches and methods 
that arc. technical and involve their own spedalized lan
guage. (It should be emphasized, though, that quantitative 
sources can also be used within smill-N studies.) 

Quantitative method: A rt&!arth method in ... olvir:•g va.ri
ab)es rather thai! c:.~es, and 3tternpting lO explain politic:U 
phenomen:;. using sutistics. 

The most basic form of quantitative research is 
counting populations, which provides an underrated 
beginning. As John (2D10) says, asking the plain ques
tion 'How many of them are there?' is worthwhile. For 
instance: how many federations are th ere, how many 
states are demo<.ntic, and how many authoritarian 
regimes from 1980 are derno~ntic today? Just as straight
forward ca.~e studies can contribute more to compara
tive politics than elaborate attempts at theory testing, so 
descriptive count> can sometimes provide more useful 
results than sophisticated statistical analyses. Once we go 
beyond the basics, though, we enter the more analytical 
world of dependent and independent variables. 

To illustrate the statistical approach, consider the 
example in Figure 6 .3, which is a scatterplot show
ing the relationship between the number of members 
in a national legislature (the dependent variable) and 
a country's population (the independent variable). The 
simpl.e question being asked is whether population 
impacts the size of the legislature, and the gr•ph reve-.Us a 
modest positive correlation: the larger the population, 
the larger the assembly. If there was a negative correla
tion , the regression line would slope down rather than 
up: in that unlikely CdSC, a larger population would be 
associated with a smaller legislature. 

Corr e latio n: A rel3tion.ship between t\vo or more variables 
or a.ttributes. 

Regression line; The line of best fit in a scatterph)t, swn
marizing d1e relationship bet\,'t'eu two var-iable$. 

The content of the graph is summarized more 
precisely by calculating a regression line: the line giv
ing the best fit to the data, and wluch is determined 
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FIGURE 6 .3 : Population and the size of legislature 
No te: Membership of legislatures refers to lower chamber only. 

Sources: Membership of legislatures from lntec-Parliame,nta ry Un~on (201 5}; pop ulation size from 
We<ld Bank (2015) 

by a formula linking the two variables. In this case, 
the equation reveals that, o n average, the size of a 
legislature increases by one for each increment of a 
million in a country"s population . G iven such an equa
tion, which also gives a base estimate for assembly size 
given a notional population of zero, we can use the 
pop ulation of any particular country to predict its 
assembly size. 

One important virtue of a regression line is that 
it allows us to identifY outliers or off-the-line cases. 
T he larger th e difference between the predicted and 
th e actual assembly size, the gn:ater the need for addi
tional explanation , thus providing a link t() deviant 
case analysis. In our example, the member.;hip of Bra
zil's legislature is j ust slightly below that expected from 
th e country's population but both the C uban and the 
Nigerian legislatures are larger than predicted. Cuba's 
N ational Assembly of People's Power has 612 members 
in a country with j ust over 11 million people, o r one 
representative f<)r 18,000 people, giving C uba a higher 
level of representation than almost any other country 

in the world. How is this explained? It could be that 

communist stateS created large legislatures as a way 
()f reducing any threat they might pose to the party's 
power. T his, at least, is a plausible hypothesis for further 
investigation, giving us a case selection stratebry in which 
the case is nested within a statistical framework (Lieber
man, 2005). 

Outliers: The obsen·ations furthest 3way from the value 
predicted by lhe regression llrte .. 

T he value of quantitative comparisons is that they 
can provide precise summaries oflarge amounts of data 
using: standard techniques whose application can be 
checked by other researchers. But, as always, interpre
tation is the difficult part, requiring attention to two 
main dangers. First, a strong correlation between two 
variables may arise sin1ply because both depend on a 
third, unmeasured factor. In such cases, there is no rela
tionship of cause and effect . For example, a correlation 
betwc.>en proportional representation (PR) and multi
party systems might arise because both factors emerge 
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in divided societies, not because PR itself increases the 
number of parties. This problem of a spurious correla
tion can be addressed by including all relevant variables 
in an analysis, but we may not know how many are 
relevant, and may not have data on all those we think 
nught be relevant. 

The second problem in interpreting statistical 
results is that, even if a relationship is genuine, the direc
tion of causation remains to be established. Supp<)se 
we find that liberal democracies have higher rates of 
economic growth than authoritarian rcg~es; does the 
correlation arise because democracy encourages eco
nomic growth, or because economic growth encour
ages democracy? A case em be made either way, or 
both. A statistical correlation by itself will n<>t provide 
the answer, and a correlation in itself does not show the 
direction of causation . 

Wortll\vhile quantitative comparisons can be 
made even when the variables take the form of cat
egories (such as yes/no) rather than numerical scores. 
For example, arc federations less likely than unitary 
states to develop welfare states' Is proportional repre
sentation linked to coalition government? Arc people 
from poor countries more likely to turn to terrorism 
than people from rich countries? A co untry is either 
a federation or not, a government is either a coalition 
or not, and so on. In these circumstances, a straightfor
ward cross-tabulation is the qualitative equivalent of 
the scatterplot in Figure 6.3. Correlation- like statistics 
can n onetheless be calculated for such tables (Pennings 
et al., 2006). 

The challenges of comparison 
As we saw in Chapt(·r 1, cOmP'.rrison pays dividends: 
it broadens our understanding of the political world, 
leads to improved classifications, and gives po tential for 

TABLE 6.2: Some challenges of comparison 
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explanation and even prediction. And as we have just 
seen, there arc different approaches to using cases and 
variables in comparative study. Despite the variety of 
advantages and options, the very breadth of comparison 
brings. its own difficulties, of which four in particular 
stand out (see Table 6.2). 

Too few cases, too many variables 
This is a problem for those who think of comparative 
politics as a version of the experimenter's laboratory, in 
which researcher$ patiently seek to isolate the impact 
of a smgle variable. As outlined by Lijphart (1971), it 
arises when a researcher wants to control for many v.rri
ables at th e same time and quickly nms out of cases. In 
other words, the number of variables exceeds the num
ber of cases. Even with nearly 200 sovereign states, we 
do not have enough cases to allow political comparisons 
to be :as precise as laboratory experiments. To make the 
same point from another angle, we will never be able 
to test all possible explanations of a political difference 
betwocn states. 

For example, why was New Zealand particularly 
sympathetic to introducing the private sector into the 
running of its public services during the 1990s? Per
haps it was a reflection of the pro-market tlilnking of 
the c-ountry's political and busine-ss elite (Boston et a/., 
1995), or perhaps it was because the public sector in 
New Zealand, unlike many democracies in continen
tal Europe, was not protected by the constitution and 
civil law codes (Hood, 1996). So 've have two poten
tial explanations, one based on ideology and the other 
on law, and both arc broadly consistent with the facts, 
but we have no way of isolating which factor is deci
sive. Ideally, we would want to see if the public sector 
had been reformed in a state identical to New Zea}md 
except that only one of these two facton applied. But 
there is no such state; we have run out of cases. 

Too few cases, too 
many variables 

The problem of having more explanatory factors for a given outcome than there are cases available 
to study. 

Selection b ias 

Understanding 
meaning 

Globalization 

The cases selected for study are often an unrepresentative sample, limiting the significance of the 
findings. The selection may be influenced in particular by survivorship, value, or confirmation b ias. 

The 'same' phenomenon can mean different things in d ifferent countries, creating d ifficulties in 
comparing like with like. 

States cannot be regarded as entirely independent of each other, thus reducing the effective number 
of cases available for testing theories. 
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There are several potential solutions to the prob
lem. We could increase the number of cases in a study 
by turning to history and comparing cases over an 
extended period of time. We could also use most sinillar 
system designs to achieve a more focused study of a 
few cases, or a most different system design to reduce 
the number of variables. Finally, we could resort to 
asking hypothetical 'What if ... ' ' questions by using 
counterfactuals. What would the outcome have been 
in New Zealand had its reforming elite confronted an 
unsympathetic legal framework? Would public sector 
reform still have proceeded? What would our world 
be like if Britain had won the US War of Independ
ence, if Hitler had died in a car crash in 1932, or if the 
attacks of9/ 11 had never happened'Tetlock and Belkin 
(1996) have developed useful guidelines for judging the 
plausibility of coumerfactuals, but the outcome of such 
thought experiments can - by definition - never be 
tested against reality. 

Counterfactua1: A t'hought e ... '<perirtu~nt spe<'ulating on 
possible outcomes if 3 p:uticular factor h:td been :tb$trit from 
a process, or au abseut f:Jctor had beer1 prese:rit. 

Selection bias 
A second handicap to comparison is raised by selection 
bias, which is at issue whenever the units of analysis 
(such as states, cities, interest groups, or electoral sys
tems) are chosen intentionally r•ther than randomly. In 
these circumstances, the danger is that these units are 
unrepresentative of the wider population and) in con
sequence, results cannot be generalized to the broader 
category from which the cases are dr<~.wn. For example) 
studies of English-speaking democracies are unrep
resentative of all dernocra<.;es, and studies of political 
parties in sub-Saharan Africa are untypical of those in 
Europe or Latin America. Given the r.lrity of random 
sampling in qualitative comparisons, the point is not 
so much to eliminate such bias as to be aware of its 
presence. 

Selection bias: Arises ~vhen selected cases and V3.riables 
are ut~reprd.ent3tive of tbe wide-r class &orn which they are 
dr.a .. vn. 

This danger often emerges as an unintended result 
of haphazard selection. For example, we might choose 
to study those countries which speak our language, 

or which we feel are safe to visit. As a result, large 
and powerful states might be studied more intensively 
than s.mall and less powerful ones, even though large 
states are untypical. By contrast, countries in which 
it is difficult to conduct research receive insufficient 
attention. For example, Goode (2010) suggests that 
authoritarian regimes such as Russia are under-stud
ied because of the political sensitivity of conducting 
research in such domains. T he result of such selection 
biases is that published work is unrepresentative of all 
states. So while most university libraries will contain 
many books on American> British. or German politics, 
they will contain fewer studies of Haiti, Somalia, or 
Chad. 

One virtue oflarge-N statistical designs is that they 
reduce the risk of selection bias. Indeed, when a study 
covers every existing state, selection bias should disap
pear a ltogether. But the problem may just resurface in 
another form, through an unrepresentative selection 
of variables, mther than countries. For example, much 
statistical research in cornparative politics relies on data 
collected by governments, think-tanks, and interrr.rional 
bodies whose priorities are often economic rather than 
political (this book, for example, draws on data gathered 
by th e World Bank). So the availability of data means 
that fmancial and economic variables receive more 
attention and politics mns the risk of being treated as a 
branch of economics. 

A particularly troubling form of selection bias 
comes from examining only positive cases, thus elimi
nating all variation in the phenomenon we seck to 
explain. King et al. (1994: 129) explain the problem a.s 
f<>llows: 

The. lic.e.rarure is full of work that make!O the nUs
take of failing to let the dependent variable vary; 
fOr example, research that tries to explain the out
break of wars w ith studies only of \"\'ats, the onset 
of revolutions with studies onJy of revolutions, or 
patterns of voter turnout with interviews only of 
non-voteJ's . 

\Vhen only positive cases are studied, SG-veral poten
tial co nclusions about the causes and consequences of 
the phenomenon are ruled out. ContrdSt is needed to 
give variation. so that we can then consider what factors 
distinguish times of war from times of peace, periods of 
revolution from periods of stability, and abstainers from 
voter:s~ 

Even without variation in the dependent vari
able, we can still identify common characteristics of 
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the cases. For example, we may find that revolutions 
are always preceded by war, or that a.lJ non-voters are 
cynical about politics. However, we have no con
trast to explore and explain. We d(> not know h ow 
often war occurs without triggering a revolution, 
(>r whether the political cynicism we fmd among 
abstainers is equally prevalent among those who turn 
out on election day (Geddes, 2003). Put differently, 
war may be a necessary condition of revolution (no 
revolution in the absence of war) without b eing a 
sufficient condition {whenever there is a wa.r, revolu
tion follows). 

Three particular forms of selection bias raise their 
own unique problems. f--irst, survivorship bias arise-s 
when non-survivors of a temporal process are excluded, 
leading to biased results. Studying the few surviving 
communist states or military governments as repre
sentative of the entire class of such regimes (past and 
present) is an error because the few that have survived 
may differ systematically from those that have disap
peared. Sin>ilarly, if we want to study federations, we 
should appreciate that some have failed and should 
ask not only whether current federations are success

ful, but also what proportion of all federations, past and 
present, have survived and prospered. And just because 
every example from history of a confederation has 
failed or morphed into a federation, does that mean that 
future examples are also doomed to fail? In designing 
our research, we should look through both ends of the 
telescope - at starte" as well as finishers, at casualties as 
well as survivors. 

Survivorship bias; A form of sclectioti bias that crops up 
whe-n we .study outy sur•.'iving e.xantp]C$ of politic31 typt:S, 

overlookir1g past ex:an1plo . 

Second, value bias arises when researchers allow 
themselves to be guided by values or ideology. As we 
read reports,journal articles, and books (even this one), 
we have to allow that the autho,-,; w ill have political 
preferences, and in the case of sponsored research we 
have to consider who p aid for the research, whether 
conditions were imposed on the researchers by the 
sponsors, or wheth er there is an underlying political 
agenda at work. Value bias is a particular problem in 
comparative studies. because other r,han the country 
or countries in which researchers have spent most or 
all of their lives, they will initially know little directly 
about the objects of their study, and they face the 
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danger of seeing others through the lenses of their 
own experiences, values, and learning. Without even 
trying , they will be biased by politics, culture, race, 
gender, religion, age. economic situation. and -a host 
of other factors. 

Value bias; AlJowing a._sessm.ents~ the choice of fatts, 
and <:onclusions to be. impacted by the values of tl1e 
~a.r.c.her. 

Confirmation bias: The tendency to see-k our or interpret 
iufon n:ttion that confirms pre-existing be:iiefS and attitudes, 
and to ignore. information th.at does not. 

Finally, confirmation bias arises when research
ers have a view in mind before they undertake their 
research, and pay attention ordy to the facts and anal
yses tlJat support that view, ignoring or downplaying 
any contr<ry evidence. Those who sponsor research are 
likely to seek out and support researche,-,; who seek out 
data that support their interests. Whether it i' conscious 
or unconscious, confirmation bias has the same effect 
of producing skewed results and conclusions. In regard 
to dirhatc chan~e. for example, both advocates and 
deruen sometimes seize on any study which supports 
their beliefS, while ignoring or rejecting fmding; which 
run against their entrenched positions. In principle, we 
can counter confirmation bias by asking how new fmd
ings should lead us to amend our current undemanding 
of the world but tins level of objectivity is not easy to 
sustain. 

Understanding meaning 

Because the meaning of a political action depends on 
the conventions of the state concerned, comparing like 
with like is not alw·•ys as straightforward as it seems. Take 
the question of styles of political representation, which 
vary across st-dles.Where Nigerian politicians might seek 
to impress by acts of flamboyant extrangance, Swedish 
politicians are more likely to set out to affirm their very 
ordinariness. The same goal of impressing constituents 
is achieved by <.-ulturally specific means, such that what 
work> in Lagos would be disastrous in Stockholm, and 
what succeeds in Stockholm would be met with apathy 
inAbuja. 

Similarly, when membe,-,; of a legislature vote 
again~t their party~ line, the consequences can range by 
state from complete indifference to expulsion from the 
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party. What appears to be the same act carries varying 
significance, and thus meaning depends on context. 

So, before we begin any cross-national compari
son we should ensure that we understand the relevant 
cultural codes of the states we are studying. Failure here 
results in cultural imperialism, in which the meaning 
of an action in our home state is incorrectly projected 
onco other societies. 

Globalization 
The final handicap to comparison comes from glo
balization ('Thune, 2010). Although 193 ' independent' 
states belonged to the U nited N ations in 2015, in real
ity these .states were interdependent) or even dependent. 
Countries learn from, copy, compete trade with, influ
ence and even invade each other in a constant process 
of interaction. The result can be homogenization, where 
politics and government in different countries become 
increasingly similar (though specialization, where each 
country focuses on its distinctive strengths in the global 
order, is another po"ible outcome). The KOF Globali
zation Index maintained by the Swiss Economic Insti
tute offers some insight into this problem by ranking 
th e countries of the world in terms of the extent to 
which they are globally connected in economic, politi
cal and social terms (see Table 6.3).Among other things, 
this table reve-.Us that it is the smaller democracies with 

TABLE 6.3: The KOF Globalization Index 

Ranking --Ireland 92 

Belgium 2 92 

Netherla nds 3 91 

Sweden 7 87 

Canada 12 86 

UK 17 84 

France 21 83 

Germany 26 79 

United States 32 75 

Russia 56 65 

advanced economies such as Belgium and the Neth 
erlands that have achieved the highest levels of global 
connectivity. Larger countries such as India and even 
the U nited States remain somewhat Jess well integrated. 
And indeed, both India and the United States have been 
able to carve out distinctive political paths in a man
ner that would be impractical for small co untries. But 
overall, considerable levels of interdependence are the 
norm. limiting the extent to which we can treat states 
as separate cases. 

Opinion is divided on the implications of globali
zation. In his book jihad vs. Mtl#rld, Benjamin Bar
ber (1995) suggests that the forces of globalization/ 
globalism and tradition/tribalism are at odds with one 
another. W here Jihad (liter-.tlly; the obligation of M us
lims to propagate the fai th) delivers such qualities as a 
vibrant local identity, a sense of community, and soli
darity among kinsmen. neighbours. and countrymen. 
McWorld deliven peace, prosperi ty, and relative unity, 
albeit at the cost of independence, comm unity, and 
identity. He concludes that globalization will eventu
ally w in out. But the struggle has already been won, 
according to the sociologist George !Utzer (2011), who 
writes of the McD onaldization of society. T his suggests 
that <:ulture has come to be dominated by the goals 
of efficiency, predictability and standardization; related 
afl:,>urnents could be made about politics and political 
expectations. 

South Africa 

Japan 

Mexico 

China 

Brazil 

Egypt 

N igeria 

Ind ia 

Afghanistan 

Soma IF a 

Ranking 
58 

59 

70 

72 

76 

85 

90 

112 

184 

191 

--65 

65 

61 

60 

60 

57 

56 

50 

30 

24 

Note: Nu-mbers indicate scores out of 100, with 100 tepresenting the most gfobalized and 0 indicating the least globalized. Numbers are 
rounded out to nearest whoJe figure . 
Source: Swiss Economic Institute (2015) at \'YWW.kof.e thz.ch 
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The major transitions of world history -
industrialization> colonialism, decolonization, democ
ratization - unfolded on a world stage. States them
selves did not develop independently, but the idea of 
statehood instead diffused outwards from its proving 
ground in Europe. In that sense we inhabit one global 
system, rather than a world of independent states. 
Green (2002: 5) puts the point well when he says the 
world is arr.mged 'as if national polities are in fact cells 
of a larger entity with a life all i~:; own'. The implica
tion is that we should study this larger organism, rather 
than comparing i~:; component parts as if they were 
unconnected. 

Specific institutional form< also reflect diffusion. 
The presidential systems ofLatinAmerica were imported 
from the United States; prime ministers and parliament; 
grew out of the specific circumstances of British politi
cal history; and the ombudsman (see Chapter 1 0) was a 
device copied from Sweden. The development of inter
national organizati<)DS, from the United Nations to the 
European Union, also creates a newer layer of govern
ance to which aD member states must react. 

These links do not invalidate comparative analysis; 

indeed, they allow studies comparing the impact of 
an international factor on different states, thus bridg
ing the study of international and comparative politics. 
But interdependence creates technical difficulties for 
statistical analysis. Treating states as independent enti
ties artificially inflates the effective sample size in sta
tistical research, resulting in exaggerated confidence in 
the significance of the results obtained (Tilly, 1997). To 
put the point more intuitively, treating states as sepa
rate can lead to false inferences if in reality they are 
all subject to a common external influence, such as 
globalization. 

Historical method 
Most studies in politics - and in comparative politics, 
especially - focus on the present and leave history to the 
historians. But this division of labour is both arbitrary 
and artificial, because today's present is tomorrow~ past. 
Political science can, and perhaps should, make more 
use of the past as a treasure trove of additional cases, 
whether of rare even~:; such as genocide and revolu
tion or of particular episodes that exemplify, challenge, 
or refine existing theories. The historical method can 
enlarge our database, enabling us in particular to employ 
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the most different system design to examine the robust
ness of findinf,>S across distinct time periods. 

Historical method: A research method based on studying 
cases fi-t)m the p3st, ofttJi with a focus on their devt"-!opment 
through time. 

The question that arises for political scientists is 
how to make the transition from taking snapsho~:; of the 
presen t - the traditional focus of most political research 
to deweloping moving pictures of change over time. 
Part o f the answer lies in using an analytic narrative 
that seek$ to combine ltistory and political science. It 
examines how a particular sequence of moves, made by 
calcu[ating actors aware of the options available to thern, 
produces a particular result (Bates et a/., 1998). In con
trd.st to a c.ase study> an analytic narr.ltivc is concerned 
with sequence, the goal being to identifY the key f•ctors 
drivio.g towards the outcome. 

Ana lytic; narrative: An attempt to integr.tte historical and 
potiLical science research ruetl)ods in seeking to exphi£i a 
spe6fic ouccort'le. 

The European Union offers a good example. We 
can study its institutions, the dynamics of its decision
making processes, and the policies it pursues, but we will 
never. fiilly understand it without appreciating why it 
was created in the frrst place (the desire to achieve peace 
amor.g European states was first and foremost) or how 
it has evolved, or how the particular steps in i ~:; evolu
tion resulted in both its current stn tcture and it'i cur
rent membership. It has been built piece by piece, and 
the o rder in which the pieces were added, for example 
how m embership expanded, and the particular order in 
which new members joined the EU will reveal much 
about the changing perspective and priorities of Euro
pean integration . 

Iran offers another example. At first glance, it can 
appear over-concerned with criticizing the West -
particu larly the United States - and the instinctive 
reaction ofWestern political leaders is to reward Iran's 
petulance with critit.'ism, mistntst., and an unwillingness 
to engage. And yet although Iran was never a colony, its 
perspective is still coloured by the long history ofWest
ern interference in its politics and economics. It remains 
critica.l of foreign involvement in the problems of! ran's 
neighbours, such as Yemen. It is only through an analytic 
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narr.ttive of this kind that the present can be understood 
in terms of the past. 

Process tracing reconnects political science with 
history by identifying and describing the historical 
sequence linking a cause to an effect. For example, what 
were the steps leading from Hitler's anti-Semitism to 
th e H olocaust' Through what mechanisms does defeat 
in war lead to a change of regime? Often, however, 
th e outcome is far from predetermined. It is here that 
the concepts of critical junctures, sequences, and slow
moving causes provide tools for thinking about how the 
political past influences the political present. 

Process tracing; The Study of the sequetJce of evenlS 
!inking 1 cause to au effect. 

Although analytic narratives provide a way of 
examining politics over tim e, broader approaches are 
still needed. Pierson (2004) brings together some con
cepts for thinking about politics in the context of time, 
helping tease out our often subme.rged thoughts about 
political change. First among these concepts is path 
dependence, which describes a political proct'Ss whose 
outcome depends <m earlier decision.s; that is, the des
tination depends on the route. Th e idea was borrowed 
from p hysics by economists seeking to explain how 
changes in technology impacted th e evolution of busi
ness p ractices, and it has since spread throughout the 
soda! sciences. It might be used, for example, to argue 
that the return of authoritarianism in Putin 's Russia can 
be traced back to dedsions made or steps taken during 
th e reforrn era following th e collapse of the USSR in 
1991. 

Path dependence: The idea that the outcome of 3 pro<:t$.~ 
depeudl on earlier decisions that lead down a particular p3.th. 

Path dependence implies an emp hasis on history 
generally and br<nching poin ts specifically. By con
trast, path independence means that the same destina
tion will be reached, regardless of the route; all roads 
lead to Rome. Path independence implies an emphasis 
on underlying structures and resources rather than his
torical sequences. For example, the result of a football 
game is path dependent if the first score is vital, and 
path independent if the better team is sure to win in the 
end, no matter who scores f~rst. To take a more political 
illustration, tl1e outcome of a war i.< path dependent if a 
particular battle proves decisive, and path independent if 

the stronger side is sure to win eventually, whatever the 
result of a specific confrontation. 

Path dependence can be initiated by critical 
junctures, key moments that dear a new path that 
continues to be followed long after tl1e j uncture itself 
has passed. During the critical phase (often, a moment 
of crisis) , all options really are on the table and history 
is written. Revolutions are one example; constitutional 
conventions anod1er. Once the new order has consoli
dated, however, politics settles down and the choices 
realistically available to decision-makers shrink. The 
revolutionary generation gives way to pragmatic opera
tors of the new regime. As ideas are displaced by institu
tions, so the constitution as choice is supplanted by the 
constitution as constraint. 

Critical juncture: A tunling point \ ... ·bich esLablishes inte-r
ests, structure-s, or institutior~s persistirlg through time. 

By dividing history into critical and normal eras, we 
arrive at a plausible perspective on the old debate about 
whether people make their own history. The answer 
is perhaps that they do, but only occasionally. In other 
word~, critical j unctures are rare choice points in which 
human agency really can be decisive for the long term. 

Ideas. in particular. rise to prominence during criti
cal junctures. In normal times, much political discussion 
is what Schmidt (2002: 252) calls 'cheap talk', expressing 
negotiating positions which defend established inter
ests. But, sometimes, the existing stock of ideas becomes 
incap<llble of responding to a shift in circumstances, (TC

ating pressures for established procedures to be revised 
or co mpletely rethought. A country may experience 
economic decline; a parcy may Jose voter support; a 
tr<de union may experience a collapse in member
ship. Suddenly, ideas that had previously received scant 
consid eration fmd th emselves at the centre of the 
table. W hen disintegration threatens, new thoughts are 
urgently needed. 

Sequencing, the order in which events unfold, 
can help to account for path dependence. For example, 
communist regimes which intrOduced economic reform 
before political liberalization (such as China) were more 
likely to survive than those begirming the reform pro
cess w ith political change (such as the USSR) . In Euro
pean countries where trade unions developed before 
sodalism became a fi.ill-blooded ideology (such as Brit
ain), tthe labour movement took on a moderate reform

ist character. But where Marxist thought w..s already 
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• Path dependence, critical junctures, and the Greek 
financial crisis 

The financial crisis that emerged in Greece over the past decade is an example both of path dependence at 
work. and of critical junctures at which decisions were taken leading to new paths. 

The immediate beginnings of the crisis date to 2002, when Greece became one of 12 European Union 
states to adopt the new EU single currency, the euro. Even then, there were doubts about its readiness to take 
this step, because it had not met all the criteria needed to join the euro, including limits on its budget deficit. 
It was allowed to join regardless. One of the effects of membership of the euro was that poorer states such 
as Greece, Portugal. and Spain had access to lower interest rates. on their loans; as a resuft, Greece went on a 
spending spree fuelled by cheaper borrowing, b uilt a budget deficit that, at nearly 13 per cent, was far above 
the three per cent limit set for eurozone membership, manipulated its official statistics to exaggerate its levels of 
economic growth, and accumulated a national debt that was ultimately bigger than its national economy. 

Greece might have struggled on indefinitely in this weakened condition but for the onset in 2007 of a 
financial crisis in the United States that quickly spread to Europe. European states felt the effects of the crisis, 
but those in a weaker condition suffered the most. In 2009, the Greek government finally admitted the size of its 
budget deficit, sparking a broader crisis within the eurozone. Gr.eece was offered a financial bailout, but only on 
condition that it cut public spending and increased its tax revenues. The terms of the deal sparked riots in the 
streets of Athens and encouraged little improvement in investor confidence. 

The European Union revised its policies on the managemen t of the euro. making sure that a closer watch 
would be kept in future on the size of national budget deficits, but the crisis in Greece rumbled on. Questions 
were asked not only about how long it could remain within the eurozone, but also about the future of the euro 
and of Greece's membership of the European Union itself. 

The entire history is path dependent in that each effort to resolve the issue failed, leading only to further 
plans for reform. And what about the oritical juncture: the decisive moment when Greece finally addressed its 
core economic problems and the eurozone carved out a more secure future for itself, with or without Greece? 
That moment has yet to arrive and may or may not ever do so. Talking up their story, journalists identify too 
many historical turning points; political scientists are right to be more cautious. 

established, as in France, communist unions developed a 
more radical political agenda. So, whether trade unions 
emerged before or after the onset of Marxism helps to 
explain whether particular European countries devel
oped a reformist or radical labour movement. The out
come was not predetermined but, rather, depended on 
th e sequence of event~. 

Sequencing: T11e idea lltat the order of eve-nts, not merely 
their O;CCurrer.iCe, affe.tts tht outcomE'. 

In a similar way, the order in which government 
departments are <Teated influences th eir contempo
rary status. Those created earliest (such as the fmance 
and justice ministries) typically constitute the core of 

government, with later departments (such as environ
ment :and transport) occupying a more peripheral posi
tion . T hus, the functioning of the central governm ent 
is likely to be incompletely understood if this historical 
sequen ce is ignored and all departments are treated as 
equal. :in status. 

O ne fonn of'sequence· is a conjuncture in which 
separate events occur at the same time, enlarging their 
political impact. The collision of the First World War 
with the emergence of working-class socialism, or of 
the V ietnam War with the student movement, gener
ated political effects which were greater than would 
have b een the case had these events unfolded separately. 
T hese confluences are cypically made by history, and are 
anothe r contributor to path dependence. 
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Slow-moving causes, finally, are processes that 
unfold over a long period. Ex:unples include moderni
zation and technological advance, the spread of educa
tion, and the growth of the mass media. Such processes 
often need to reach a threshold or a tipping point 
beyond which a variable begins to exert a visible, dra
matic effect. For example, there has been a resurgence 
of right-wing anti-immigrant political parties in Europe 
that dates back at le'.~St to the early 1990s, reflecting 
long-term concerns about inunigration, law and order, 
unemployment and, more recently, the 'Ishunization' of 

Europe. At k•st in some countries, for example Austria 
and France, a threshold seems to have been passed, with 
the far right in Austria even enjoying a spell in gov
ermnent. When thresholds are involved, long-term but 
othcn.vise slow-moving causes need to be understood 
historically. Contempor.ry explosions have long fuses 
and political scientists need to search into the past to 

uncover them. 

Sfow·moving cause: A.JJ i1lRueoce which ch3ngtS .$lo .. vly 
but', Q\·t r a long perio~ dratnaticaUy. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• What docs it take for the study of politics to be scientific, and where is it most likely to fail? 

• In what way (or ways) could your country serve as a representative or deviant case study? 

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of quantitative and qualitative approaches to compara-
tive political research? 

• How can comparative political research best be protected from value bias? 

• What challenges does globalization pose for comparative politics? 

• How does the study of politics differ from the study of history? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Analytic narrative 
Case study method 
Comparative method 
Confrrmation bias 
Correlation 
Counterfactual 
Critical j uncture 
Dependent variable 
ffutorical method 
Hypothesis 
Independent v-.~riable 
Level of analysis 
Methodology 
Most different system 

• FURTHER READING 

George, Alexander L. and Andrew Bennett (2004) 
Cast Stlldies and ·n.eory Development in the Social 
Sciences. Examines the role of case studies in 
social science research, including politics. 

Halperin, Sandra and Oliver Heath (2012) Politital 
Research: Methods and PracJical Skills. An intro
duction to qualitative and quantitative research 
methods in politics. 

Landman, Todd (2008) Ismes and Methods in Com
parative Politics, 3rd edn. A concise survey of the 
methods and approaches to comparison, includ
ing chapters on particular themes in comparative 
politics. 

Most similar system 
Outliers 
Path dependence 
Process tracing 
Quali~ative method 
Quantitative method 
Regression line 
Selection bias 
Sequencing 
Slow-moving cause 
SurviV'Orship bias 
Unit of analysis 
Value bia< 
Variable 

Pennings, P..ml, Hans Kernan, and Jan Klcinnijenhuis 
(2006) Doit~g Research in Political ScietJCe: At1 !t~tro
di<Ction to Comparative Methods and Statistics, 2nd 
edn. Introduces sratistical methods in the context 
of comparative l'olitics. 

Pierson, Paul (2004) Politics in Timt: History, lmtit-u
tiom and Social At<alysis. A thoughtful di.'cussion 
of the relationship between histOry and political 
analysis. 

Yin, Robert K. (2013) CMe Study Research: Design 
and Methods, 5th edn. A standard source on con
ducting case studies, using examples from a range 
of disciplines. 
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Constitutions 
and courts 

PREVIEW 
So far we have looked mainly at broad concepts and ide-as in comparative poli
tics, including theoretical approaches and research methods. We now focus on 
institutions, opening in this chapter with a review of constitutions and the 
courtS that support them. Constitutions tell us much about the goals and pur
poses of government, as we)] as the rights of citizens, while courts strive to make 
sun: that these rules are respected and equally applied. Just as humans an: impe.r
fect, so are the political institutions they crc.~.lte and manage; there are significant 
gaps, in other words, between constitutional ideals and practice. 

The chapter begins with an assessment of constitutions: what they are, the 
purposes they serve, their char<cter and durability, how their performance can 
be measured, and how they are changed. T here is no fixed template for consti
tutions, they vary enormou.<ly in terms of their length and efficacy, and the gap 
between aspiration and aclnevement differs from one constitutio n to another. 

The chapter goes on to look at the role of courts and their relationship 
with constitutions, examining the differences between suprem.e courtS and 
constitutional courts, and the incidence of judicial activism. It then addresses 
the manner in whicl• judges are reGTuited, the terms of their ten ure, and how 
such differences impact j udicial independence. It then briefly reviews the three 
major legal systems found in the world - common law, civil law, and religious 
law - before assessing the often modest place of constitutions and courts in 
authoritarian regimes. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Constitutions and courts: 
an overview 

• The character of 
constitutions 

• The durability o f 
constitutions 

• The role o f courts 

• Jud icial activism 

• Judicial independence 
and recruitment 

• Systems of law 

• Constitutions and courts 
in authoritarian states 

Constitutions are critical to achieving an understanding of government, providing - as they do - a power map 
containing key politicaJ principles and rules. 

Understanding govcmments requires an appreciation of the content of constitutions, as well as their durability and 
how they are amended. 

Awareness of the .structure and role of COU/ts is also critical, as is t he distinction between supreme courts and 
constitutional courts. 

Judicial activism has become an increasingly important concept, as judges have become more willing to en.ter 
political arenas. In tum, the rules on judicial recruitment - and thc·ir impact on judicial independence - must be 
taken into consideration. 

In comparing constitutions and courts, the distinction between oommon and civil law has rong been important,. and 
more attention needs to be paid to the political signifkance of rcUgious law. 

ln authoritarian regimes, constitutions and courts arc weak, with governments either using them as a facade or 
ent irely bypassing them. 
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Constitutions and courts: 
an overview 
A constitution is a power map containing a set of 
principles and rules outlining the structure and pow
ers of a system of government, describing it-s insti
tutions and the manner in which they work and 
relate to one ano ther, and typically describing both 
the limits on governmental power and the rights of 
citizens. A system of government without a co nsti
tution is not a system at all, but rather an unorgan
ized collection of habits that can be changed at the 
whim of the leaders or the people. Jn the case of 
democracies, the authority provided by a constitution 
helps provide predictability and security. In the case 
of authoritarian regitnes, the constitution is more 
often a fig leaf behind which elites bide, the terms of 
the constitution being interpreted to suit their needs, 
or ignored altogether. As well as providing the rules 
of government, constitutions also offer benchmarks 
against which the performance of government can 
be measured. 

Constitution: A docwuent or :1 set o( docun1ents that out
lin~ the powerS, insti tutiOr'lS, a.nd structure of go ... enunent, 
as we-ll M exprei'>ing d\e. rights of citizens .arld t1le limits on 
government. 

Recent decades have seen a growth of interest in 
the study of constitutions, for four main reasons: 

• We have seen an explosion of constitution-making, 
with 99 countries adopting new constitutions 
between 1990 and 2012 (Comparative Constitutions 
Project, 2015). 

• Judges and courts in many liberal derno<-Tacies have 
become more willing to step into the political arena, 
not lea.<t in investig-.tting corrupt politicians. 

• The growing interest in human rights lends itself to 
judicial engagement. 

• The expanding body of international law increas
ingly impinges on domestic politics, with judges 
called on to arbitrate the conflicting claims of 
national and supranational law. 

A key link between constitutions, law and gov
ernment is found in the idea of the rule of Jaw. fn 
the words of the nineteenth-century English jurist, A. 
V Dicey (1885: 27), the purpose of the mle of law is 
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to substitute 'a government of laws' for a 'government 
of men' . When rule is by law, political leaders cannot 
exerc.ise arbitrary power and the powerful are (in theory, 
at lea:st) subject to the same laws as everyone e.Ise. More 
specifically, the mle oflaw implies that laws are general, 
public, prospective, clear, consistent, practical, and stable 
(FuUer, 1969). 

Rule of law: The idea rhat sO<:ieties ar-e be$t gov~rn-ed usit\g 
1;;,\vS to which all the te$idents of a society are equally subject 
reg.ard!~s of their Status or b:u:kg.roUild. 

The implementation of the rule of law and due 
process (respect for an individual's legal rights) is per
haps the most important distinc tion between liberal 
democracies and autho ritarian regimes. In the case 
of the latter, the adoption and application of laws 
is more arbitrary, and based less on tried and tested 
princ iples than on the political goals and objectives 
of top leaders. No country provides completely equal 
application o f the law, but democracies fare much 
bette r than authoritarian regimes. many of whose 
political weaknesses stern back to constitutional 
wealcoesses. 

The character of constitutions 
Most constitutions are structured similarly in the sense 
that they include four elements (see Figure 7.1). They 
often start out with a set of broad aspir•tions, declar
ing in vague but often inspiring terms the ideals <)f 
the sttate, most often including support for democracy 
and equality. The core of the document then goes into 
detail on the institutional structure of government: 
how tlte different o ffices are elected or appointed, and 
what they are allowed and not allowed to do. There 
wiU usually be a bill of rights or its equivalent, outlin
ing the rights of citizens relative to government. Fimuly, 
there wiU be a description of the rules on amending 
the co nstitution. 

Much is made of the distinction between writ
ten and unwritten constitutions, and yet no constitu
tion i s whoUy unwritten; even the 'unwritten' British 
and New Zealand constitutions contain much relevant 
statute and co mmon law. A contrast between codified 
and uncodified systems is more helpful. Most consti
tutions are codi.fied; that is, they are set out in detail 
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Preamble Seeks popular support for the document with a stirring declaration 
of principles and, sometimes, a definition of the state's purposes. 

Organizational 
section 

Sets out the powers and structure o f government institutions. 

Bill of rights 
Covers individual and, often, group rights, including access to legal 
redress. 

Procedures for 
amendment Outlines the procedure for revising the constitution. 

FIGURE 7.1: The elements o f constitutions 

within a single document. By contrast, the uncodified 
constitutions of Britain and New Zealand are spread 
out arnong several sources; in the British case, these 
include statute and common law> European law> com
mentaries written by constitutional experts, and cus
toms and traditions. Establi.<hing the age of uncodified 
constitutions is far from easy. Britain, for example, does 
not have (a) a single document that was (b) drawn up 
at a particular point in time and (c) went into force 
on a given date (three features of most of the world's 
codified constitutions). But the distinction between 
codified and uncodified is not always neat and tidy. 
Sweden falls somewhere in between, because its con
stitution comprises four separate acts passed between 
1810 and 1991. 

Codified constitution: Orie. th3t is set out in a slngte 
docutnent. 

Uncodified constitution: One that is Sprtld among a 
r3ltge of documents 1nd is influenced by tradition and 
practice. 

We can look at constitutions in two ways. First, 
they have a historic role as a regulator of a state's power 
over its citizens. For the Austrian philosopher Friedrich 
Hayek (1899- 1992), a constitution was nothing but a 
device f<>r limiting the power of government, whether 
unelected or elected. In similar vein, the German
American political theori.<t Carl Friedrich (1901-
84) defined a constitution as 'a system of effective, 

regularized restraints upon government action' (1937: 
1 04). From this perspective, the key feature of a con
stitution is its statement of individual rights and its 
expression of the rule oflaw. In this sense, constitutions 
express the overarching principles within which non
constitutional law - and the legal system, generally -
operates. 

A bill of rights now forms part of nearly all writ
ten constitutions. Although the US Bill of Rights 
(1791) confines itself to such traditional liberties as 
freedom of religion, speech, and assembly, recent con
stitutions are more ambitious, often imposing duties 
on rllllers such as fulfilling the social riglm of citi
zens to employment and medical care. Several post
communist constitutions have extended rights even 
furthe r, to include childcare and a healthy environ
ment. As a result, the documents are expanding: the 
average length (including amendments) is now 29,000 
words (Lutz, 2007). 

T he second, more political and more fundamental 
role of constitu tions is to outline a power map, defining 
the structure of government, identifying the pathways 
of power, and specifYing the procedures for law
making. As Sartori (1994: 198) observes, the key feature 
of a constitution lies in this provision of a frame of gov
ernment. A constitution "~thout a declaration of rights 
is still a constitution, whereas a document without a 
power map is no constitution at all. A constitution is 
thereifore a form of political engineering- to be judged, 
like any other constmction, by how well it survives the 
test <>f time. 
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In the main, constitutions are a deliberate creation, 
designed and built by politicians and typically forming 
part of a fresh start after a period of dismption. Such 
circumstances include: 

• Regime change, as in the wake of break-up in the 
1990s of the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, and Czecho
s!OV'dkia, and of Sudan in 2011. 

• Efforts to bring about wholesale political change or 
confirm agreements made between competing politi
cal groups, as in the cases of Bolivia (2009), Kenya 
(2010), Zimbabwe (2013), and Tunisia (2014). 

• Reconstruction after defeat in war, as in the case of 
Japan after 1945 or Iraq after 2005. 

• Achieving independence, as in the case of much of 
Africa in the 1950s and 1960s, or the 15 republics 
created by the break-up of the Soviet Union. 

New constitutions are typically written by con
ventions of politicians, usually working in closed ses
sion.T he V<)ice of'the people' is directly heard only if a 
state holds a referendum to ratify the new constitution. 
Many countries, including the United St'Jtes, have never 
held such a vote. Interestingly, Iceland recently tried an 
exceptionally open process u> constitution-cufting. It 
engaged a group of citizens to list priorities for a new 
constitution, and appointed a different set of citizens to 
undertake the drafting. Social media were then used to 
elicit comments on a draft, which was approved in a 
non-binding 201 2 referendum but fuled tO win legisla
tive support in 2013. 

Constitutions often experience a difficult birth, 
particuhrrly when they are compromises between politi
cal acton who have substituted distmst for conflict. In 
Horowitz's terms (2002), constitutions are built from 
the bottom up, rather than designed from the top down. 
For instance, South Africa's post-apartheid settlement 
of 1996 achieved a practical accommodation between 
leaders of the white and black communities against a 
backdrop of near slavery and contiiming racial hostility. 
Acceptability was everything; elegance was nothing -
see Spotlight. 

A.., vehicles of compromise, most constitutions -are 
vague, contradictory, and ambiguous. T hey are fudges 
and truces, wrapped in fwe words (Weaver and Rock
man, 1993) .As a rule, drafters are more concerned with 
a short-term politic..! fix than "~th establishing a resil
ient structure for the long run. In principle, everyone 
agrees with Alexander Hamiiton (1788a: 439), that 
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constitutions should 'seek merely to regulate the gen
eral political interests of the nation'; in p ractice, they 
are often lengthy documents reflecting an incomplete 
settle:ment. between suspicious partners. The US con
stitution, though shorter than most> is no exception, 
being - in the words of f iner (1997: 1495) - 'a thing 
of wrangles and compromises. In its completed state, it 
was a set of incongmous proposals cobbled together. 
And furthermore, that is what many of its framers 
thought! 

T he main danger of a fresh constitution is that it 
fails to endow the new ruler; with sufficient authority. 
Too often, political distrust means that the new govern
ment is hemmed in with restrictions, limiting its effec
tiveness. T he Italian constitution of 1948 illustr•tes this 
problem with its hallmark of garantismo, meaning that 
all p<)litical forces are guaranteed a stake in the political 
system. It established a strong bicameral legislature and 
provided for regional autonomy, willie trying to prevent 
a recurrence of fascist dictatOrship and to accommodate 
the radical aspir•tions of the political left. The result was 
ineffective governance. 

The durability of constitutions 
In assessing the practical worth of constitutions, it is 
tempting to look at then age. The most impressive such 
documents, it might seem, are those that have lasted 
the lo:ngest. Conversely, a state that keeps changing its 
constitution is clearly experiencing difficulty in secur
ing a stable framework of governance. In tllis sense, the 
United States - which adopted its constitution in 1789-
stands in contrast to Haiti, which drew up its first 
constitution shortly after independence in 1804, and 
adopted its 23rd and latest constitu tion in 1987. More 
important than age, however, is the question of quality. 
All constitutions contain a degree of idealism, and make 
claims that either cannot objectively be measured, or 
else are not reflected in reality. But how can we rnt--asure 
the quality of a constitution' At least in part, the answer 
lies in deterrnining the size of the gap between what it 
says and what happens in practice. 

T he Mexican constitution> for example. was both 
radical and progressive from the time it was adopted 
in 1917: it contains principles tlr>t prohibit discriini
nation of any kind, provide for free education, estab
lish the equality of men and women, limit the working 
day to eight hours, and prohibit '~gilante justice. But 
many Mexicans argue that too rnany of its goals have 
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United States (1789), Netherlan ds and Norway (1814), 
Belgium (1831 ). Britain and San Marino have older uncodified 
constitutions. 

Fiji and Zimbabwe (2013), Egypt and Tunisia (2014). 

Shortest Jordan, libya, Iceland (each 2, 00~.000 words). 

longest India (146,000 words), Nigeria (66,000 words). 

l@fl, tg.I.® • United States {27 in 226 years). 

Most amended 
Mexico (more than 500 changes in just under 100 years), India 
(98 in just under 70 years), lor example. 

States with the fewest 
constitutions to date 

Australia, Belgium, Canada, India, Netherlands, Norway, Uni ted 
States (1 each), among others. 

States with the most 
constitutions to date Dominican Republic (32), Yen ezuela (26), Haiti (23), Ecuador (20). 

States with uncodmed 
constitutions 

Britain, Israel, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia. 

FIGURE 7.2: Ten facts about consti tut ions 
Source: Based on information in Comparative Constitutions Project (2015) 

not been met in practice, and thus they consider the 
constitution to be a work in progress. Matters are com
plicated by the ease with which it can be amended, 
requiring the support of only two-thirds of members 
of Congress and a majority of state legislatures. The 
result is that Mexican leaders will propose constitu
tional amendments even for minor matters: a package 
of electoral reforms in August 1996 alone involved 18 
amendments. The constitution of India offers another 
example of the gap between goals and practice; its 448 
articles guide the world's largest democracy, and yet 
India suffers rnassive poverty, widespread corruption, 
human rights abuses (particularly in regard to women), 

unequ al access to education, and an extraordinarily 
slow- moving legal process. 

R ecent developments in the United States offer 
additional insights into the problem. T he US con
stitution did not change after the terrorist attacks of 
11 September 2001, but the detention of alleged ter
rorist in Guantanamo Bay and revelations about the 
use <)f torture and the increased monitoring by gov
ernment agencies of phone and electronic communi
cations raised troubling questions about the health of 
indiv)dual rights in the United States. It is often said 
that truth is the first casua)ty of war; in a similar vein> it 
is often the case with countries facing external threats 
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• Constitutional amendments 

Times, needs, and expectations change, and constitut ions should change with them, up to a point. So while 
there should always be allowances for amendments, the procedures involved have critical implications: too 
many amendments ca.n result in instability, while too few can result in stagnation . Here we meet the matter 

of entrenchment, a term referring to procedures which set a higher level and wider spread of support for 
amendments than is the case for ordinary legislative bills. 

In the case of rigid constitutions, change is more difficult, usually demanding super- or concurrent 
majorities (see Figure 7.3). In the case of a flexible constitution, changes can be made more easily. Rigidity 
offers the general benefit of a stable political framework, and benefits rulers by limiting the damage should 

political opponents obtain power, because they would face the same barriers to change. On the other hand, 
non-entrenchme nt (which is rare) offers the advantage of ready adaptability. In New Zealand, this flexibility 
allowed changes to the electoral system and government administration in the 1980s and 1990s, while in the 
United Kingdom it allowed the devolution of significant powers to Scotland and Wales in 1999 without much 

constitutional fuss. 

The most extreme form of entrenchment is a clause that can not be amended at all. For example, the 

French and Turkish constitutions guarantee the republican character of their regimes. These statements set out 

to enforce a break with the o ld regime, but they also provide ammunit ion to those who see constitutions as the 

dictatorship of the dead over the living. In new conditions, past solutions sometimes have a way of turning into 

current problems. 

A key element of the amendment procedure concerns the role of the legislature. On the one hand, some 

constitut ions can be amended simply through special majorities within the legislature, thereby reducing the 
relative status of the constitution. This approach is found in European states with a strong commitment to 

parliamentary supremacy, such as Germany: amendments there (where permitted at all) require only a two-thirds 
majority in both houses. On the other hand, where modifications cannot be approved by the legislature alone, 
the constitution stands supreme over the legislature. In Australia, for example, amendments must be endorsed 
no t only by the national parliament, but also by a referendum achieving a concurrent majority in most states and 

in the country as a whole. 

Changes can also be initiated by other means than a forma I amendment. The most important of these 
devices are judicial interpretation (the rulings of constitut ional courts), and the passage of new laws that modify 

some aspect of the rules of government. And even when constitutions are codified, simple customs and 

traditions should no t be forgotten; there is often much about the structure of government that is not written 
down, but has simply become a tradition. Political p arties play a critical role in government all over the world , for 

example, but there may no t always be much said about them in constitutions. .. 
that the rule of law takes second pb ce to national 
security, and needs to be rebuilt subsequently through 
the courts. 

The role of courts 
Constitutions are neither self-made nor self
implementing, and they need the support of institu
tions that can enforce their p rovisions by striking down 
offending laws and practices. This role has fallen to the 

Entrenchment: Tiu! exis:ttuce: of special legal procedures for 
3Jhendiug a constitutiOti. 

Rigid constitution: Orte that is tnt:renched, requiril)f; rnore 
dtma11iling amendtnent proc.edurel. 

Flexible constitution: One that can be amended more 
easily. often in the. s:une. \v:ty that ordi nary legislatiori is 
p:wed. 
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• FOCUS 7.1 Constitutional amendments (Continued) 

Australia 

Canada 

Germany 

Nigeria 

India 

Ireland 

Sweden 

United States 

Amendments require the approval of .. . 

Both houses of the legislature, then a referendum achieving a 
concurrent majori ty both overall and in a majori ty of states. 

Both houses o f the legislature and two-thirds of the provinces 
containing at least half the country's population. 

A two-thirds majority in both houses of the legislature. 

A two-thirds majority in both houses of the legislature and approval 
by two-thirds of state legislatures. 

A two-thirds majority in both houses of the legislature and a 
majority of the total membership of each house. 

A majori ty in both houses of the legislature and majority approval 
in a national referendum. 

Majority vote by two successive sessions of the legislature with an 
intervening election. 

A two-thirds majority in both houses of the leg islature and approval 
by three-quarters of the states. 

FIGURE 7.3: Comparing constitutional amendments 
Notes: 
Germany: The federal, socia l, and democratic character o f the German state, and the rights of individuals within it , cannot be 
ame.nded. 
India: Selected amendments, such as those changing the representation oi states in parliament, must a ls·o be ap proved by at 
least hatf the states. 
Sweden: Has four fundamental laws wbich comp rise its 'constitution'. These include its Instrument of Government and 
Freedom of the Press Act. 
United States: An alternative method, based on a special convention called btthe states and by Congress, has not been used. 

j udiciary; with their power of judicial review (allow
ing them to override decisions and the laws produced 
by governments), judges occupy a unique position in 
and above politics. They constrain the power of elected 
rulers, thereby both stabilizing and limiting democracy. 
1-Iirschl (2008: 119) has gone so far as to refer to the rise 
of juristocrncy, or government by judges: 

Armed with judicial review procedures, nationa.J high 
courcs worlctv.~de have been frequendy asked to tesolve 

a range of is.'iues, varying from the scope of expres
sion and religious liberties, equality rights, pri\"lcy, and 
reproducci"-e freedoms, to public policies pe.rtairring co 
criminal justice, propetr}~ crade., and comme-rce, educa
tion, inunigrarion, labor, and enviromnenral protection. 

J udicial review; The po.; .. •e.r of court1 to nullify any Jaws 
or actions by government official~ that cortt r:!:vt.nt the 
con.s.tirutiou. 
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The funcnon of JUdu:ial rn;ew can be .Uoc>ted in 
one of rwo \\"2)'"<. Thc first and more traditional method -
used m the Unncd $1:1tes and much of latin Amenca - IS 

for the htghcst or supreme coun in the ordm.uy JUdtcial 
system to uke on the usk of constirution.J protection. 
A supreme coun rules on constirurion.al•nattcrs, just 3S 

lt has the final Sl)' on od1C'r questions of common and 
statute IJw.A second :md more recent method- favoured 
in Europe - is co crc:.tt~ a .special constitutional court. 
standmg apart from the ordinary judicial system. 

Supreme courts 

As the n3.mc unplies. a supreme court is the h1ghcst 
court withm J jun.«itcnon. \vhosc dccJSioru .uc not 
subJeCt to rcVJew by any other coun. Thcr arc usually 
the final court of appeal, hsccning- if ther choose - to 
uses appealed from a lower ).,..·d. They also nUUlly usc 

coocr~te review. mcamng that they ask whether. f.tt\"'C1l 

the facts of the particular case, the deas1on reached at 
lower level wa< compatible wirh tbc constitution. lly 
contrast. consncurional courts mainly practiS-e abstract 
review!)udgmg the mtnnsic consututional vaJjdity of 
a law w~ehom laminng rhcmseJvcs to th e partlcuJar ca~c. 

In addition. constinational courts can issue advisory 
judgments o n a b1ll at the request of the government or 
asscmbl)'• often without the stimulus of a specific case 
at all. The<e latter Judgments arc often short and arc 
usually un<~gncd, bcking the legal argument used by 
supreme couru. So concrete re\;ew provides dcci~10n< 
on C;~.SCS wnh consnrunonal in1plicacions. wtulc abstr.act 

rcv1cw IS ~ more general assessment of lhc consutu
notul v.J1dny of • law or bill. (Some courts. such as 
those 111 lrcbnd and Germany, usc both concrete and 
abstract rcVJcw.) 

Concrete review: Judgments nude on the constitutional 
validny o(bw in 1-he context of ;t specit'ic: c~se. 
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Abstract review: An advtwry but buldlng opuuon on~ 
propasro b.."\:~ on <1 sw.plOon of 111CC»\Ststrncy wuh ~ 

consttrution. 

Confusmgly, the name of a gm:n court docs not 
:llvJ:.ys. follow its function. Hence the supreme courts 
of Australia and Hong Kong go under d1c nde of High 
Courr, those of France ond Belgium under the title 
Cour de Ca..sation (Court of Appcol), ond that of the 
European Union is the European Court \.,fJuuicc. while 
a nun-.bcr of European countrl1..--s - including Spain -
have supreme courts \vhosc decisions (some or aU} can 

bf!' appealed to constituuon.;al courn. 
The United States is the prototypical case of con

cn:<e ..,.;"'"·The US consorunon \'<'S<S JUdicial power 
·m onr- Supn.-mc C..oun. and m such mfcnor Courts as 
the Congress may 6om nmc to nme ordatn'. Although 
<he Court possesses original jurisdiction over cases to 

wh1ch. a US state or a rcprcscntanvc of another country 
Hi a parry. its main role is appellate. Thlt i<, consttru
nonal issues can be raised at any pomt 111 the ordinary 
JUdJciaJ system and the Supreme Court selects only 
those cases that it bclicvcs raise sigmficant con~titudona] 

questions; the vast majonty of petitions for the Court to 
revie\V a case arc turned down. 

Original jurisdiction; This entttla" rourc 10 try :a c:asc :at 

m first instance. 

Appellate: The pcm"C':t ol :a court to rn.,~. dcc:tslons 
n.-ubdl by lowtt coum. 

Con.stilutiottal courts 

Thill approach was born wtth the Aunnan connitu· 
rion of 1920, and became cstabltshcd 111 cominent:ll 
Europ c olter the Second World War. The success of 

TABLE 7 .1: Comparing supreme courts and constitutional courts 

Supreme court Constitutional court 

Form or review Primarily concrete Primarily abstract 

Rolotionship 10 other courts Highest court of appoal A separate body dealing w.th constitutional isweos 
only 

Recrurtm..-.t 

Normal tenure 

Examples 

L~al expertise plus pol1t>eal approval Political criteria more important 

Until reliremiHlt TypieaDy one notH'enewable term (~9 years) 

Au~ualia, Canada, United States Austria, Germany, Russia 
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Brief Profile: South Africa lang uished for many decades 
undet a system of institutionalized racial separation known 

as aparthel'd. This ensured privileges and opportunities 
for white South Africans at the expense of black, mixed 
race, and Asian South Africans. In the iace of growing 
resistance, and ostradsm from much of the otttside world, 
an agreement was roached that paved the way for the 
first democratic elections in 1994. Much was originally 
expected from a country wlth a wealth of natural re-sources 
and the African National Congress has since won majorities 
at every election. Yet corruption is a growing problem. 
unemployment remains stubbornly high, many still five 
in pove rty, and Sout h Africa faces majo r public security 
challenges: it has one of the highest per capita homicide 
and violent assault rates in the world. Despite being the 
second largest economy in Africa (after Nigeria), it has only 

partly realized its potentia l as a major resional power. 

Form of government c:> Unitary parliamentary republic. 
State formed 1910, and most recent constitution adopted 1997. 

Legislature c:) Bicameral Parliament lower National Aswmbly (400 members) elected fo r renewable flve -year terms. and 

upper National Council of Pcovinces with '10 membetS, ten appointed from each of the nine pcovinces. 

Executive c:> Presidential. A pteside nt heads both the state and the governme nt. ruling with a cabinet. The National 
Assembly elects the president aher each general election. Presidents limited to two fivc·year terms. 

Judiciary¢ The legaJ system mixes common and civil law. The ConstitutionaJ Court decides.constitutionaf manors ar.d 

can strike down legislation. it has 11 members appointed by the pres.ident for terms of 12 years. 

Electoral system c:) The National Assembly is e lected by proportional representation using closed party lists; half are 

elected from a national list and half from provincial lists. 

Parties c:) Dominant party. The African National Congress (ANQ has dominated since the flrst full d emocratic and multi· 

racia' election in 1994. The more liberal Democratic AJiiance, nCN-: the !leading party in the Western Cape, focms the official 
opposition. 

Germany's Federal Constitutional Court encouraged 
non-European countries to follow suit, such that nearly 
half the wM!d"'s states had such a court by 2005 (Horow
itz, 2006). As with the constitutions the-y nurture, these 
courtS represented a general attempt to prevent a revival 
of dictatorship; in the case of new democracies, consti
tutional courts have been created separately frortt the 

... 
ordinary judicial system to help overcome the ineffi
ciency, corruption , and opposition of judges from the 
old o.r.der. 

\Vhere a supreme court is a judicial body mak
ing the final ruling on all appeals (not all of which 
involve the constitution), a constitutional court is more 
akin to an additional legislative chamber. Harts Kelsert 
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The constitution and courts in 
South Africa 
South Africa's transformation from a militarized 

state based on apartheid {institutionalized racial 
segregation) to a more constitut ional order b ased on 

democracy was o ne of the most remarkable political 
transitions of the late twentieth century. What was the 
nature of the political order established by the new 
constitution? 

In 1996, after two years o f hard bargaining between 
the African National Congress (ANC) and the white 
National Party {NP), agreement was reached on a new 
109·page constitution to take fu ll e ff&ct in 1997. The NP 
expressed general suppon despi'te reseNations that led 
to its withdrawal from g overnment. 

In a phrase reminiscent of the US constitution, 
South Africa's constitution declares that 'the Executive 
power of the Republic vests in the PresJdent'. As in the 
United States, the p resident is also head of state. Unlike 

the Unit&d States, though, presidents are elected by 
the National Assembly after each genera) election. They 

can be removed through a vote of no confidence in the 

(188 1- 1973), the Austrian invento r of constitutional 

courts, argued that such courts should fimction as a neg
ative legislator, striking down unconstitu tional bills but 

leaving positive legis1arion to parliam ent. In rhL<i system, 

ordinar y courts arc not empowered to engage in j udicial 

review, w ith appeals to the supreme court; instead, the 

review function is exclusive to a separate constitutional 

authority. T h is approach is mo re political, AcJd ble, and 

less legal than is the case with suprem e courts. 

Cermany has become the exem plar of the constitu

tional court approach . Its Federal Constitutio nal Court 
(FCC) has tho following powers: judicial review, adju

dication of disputes between state and federal political 

institu tions, protection o f individual r igh ts, and p ro tec

tion o f the constitutional and dem ocratic o rder against 

groups and individual<i seeking to overth row it (Con

rad t, 2008: 253). The 'eternity clause' in the B>Sic l aw 

m eans that the FCC's j udgm en ts in key areas o f dem oc

racy, federalism and human rights are absolu tely the final 
word. (The ter m /}(uk law, used in Germany in place 

of comtitutiou~ iJnp lies a tempo rary q uality that makes 

it different from an entrenched constitution. In sp ite of 
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assembly (though this event would trigger a general 
election). and by impeachment. The president govem s in 

conjun ction with a large cabinet. 
Each of the country's nine provinces elects its own 

legislature and forms its own executjve head ed by a 
ptemi>er. But far more than in the United States, authority 
and funds flow from the top down. In any cas&, the 
ANC p rovjdes the glue linking not only exea.rt:ive and 
legislature, but atso national. p rovincial. and municipal 

levels o f government. So far, at least, the ruling party 
has dominated the governing institutions, whe.reas in 
the Uni t ed States, the institutions have dominated the 

parties. 
South Africa's rainbow nation faces some difficulties 

in reconciling constitutional liberal d emocracy with the 
political dominance of the ANC. The mod est reduction 

in the size o f th& ANCs parliamentary majority in the 
2009 e lections exerted a moderating effect, reducing 
the ANC's desire and capacity to amend the constitution 

in its favour. But the country's politics, more than most, 
should be judged by what preceded it. By that test the 
achievements o f the new South Africa are remarkable 

ind&ed. 

th is, t he two are functional equivalents. O ther countries 

using: t he ter m basic lmv include H o ng Ko ng, lsr.acl, and 

Saudi A rab ia.) 

1rhc FCC collSists of 16 mem bers appointed by 
the legislature fo r a non- renewable rerm of 12 years. 

T he Court is divided into two specialized cham bers, 

o f w h ich o ne focuses o n the core liberties ensh rined 

in th.c Basic Law. T he Court's public reputation has 

been e nhanced by the provision o f consritu tiona1 com· 
plaintr,, an innovative device allowing citizens to peri ... 

tion th e Court direct1y o nce o ther j udicial rcntcdics arc 
exhausted. 

T he Court actively pursued its d u ty of maintain .. 

ing rhe new o rder against g roups seeking ics over

rhro\v; fo r instance, by banning bo th cmnmunist and 
nco- Nazi parties in the 1950s. for this re-ason , Kom ... 

m ers (2006) describes the Court as ' the guardian o f 
Gcn n.an democra(..)'' . It has con tinued in this role by 
castin g a careful c·yc o n w hether European U nio n laws 
and p olicies de tract from the au tono my of the coun .. 

try's legislatu.re.Thc Court has a lso been active o n pol

icy topics as varied as abo rtion , electio n procedures. 
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immigradon, par ty funding. religion in schools, and 
university reform. 

Judicial activism 
Perhaps with the exception of Scandinavia, j udicial 
intervention in public policy has grown throughout the 
liberal democratic world since J 945. marking a transi
tion from judicial restraint to judicial activi.snt. for 
Hirschi (2008: 1 19), this is one of the most significant 
phenomena of government in the late twentieth and 
early twcnty· tirst ccnturic.-s. Judges have become more 
willing to enter political arenas that would have o nce 
been left to elected politicians and nationa1 parliaments; 
for instance: 

• 1ndia's Supreme Court ha.< ·appointed itself as the 
guardian of vulnerable social groups and neglected 
areas o f public life, such as the environment" (Mirra, 

2014: 587). 

• israel 's Supreme Court addrC"Sscd such controversiaJ 
k~ucs as the West Bank barrier. rhe use o f torture in 
investigations by rhe security service. and the assas
sination o f suspected terrorists (Hirschi, 2008) . 

• The US Supreme Court decided the outcome of 
the 2000 presidential election by voting along party 
UJ1es that George W. Bush had won the election in 
the state of Florida, and thus the· pn.>sidential elec
tion. O ne con1mcntator contrO\"ersially described the 
vote as 'the single most corntpt decision in Supreme 
Court history" and 'a violation of the judicial oath' 

because the majority decided o n the basis of' the per
sonal identity and political affiliation of the litigants' 
(Dershowitz, 2001: J74 and 198). 

Judidal restraint: The vie\v that j udges s.hould apply the
letter of the law, leaving politics to elected bodies. 

Judicial activism: The willingness of judges to \"Cnture 
beyond narrow l('g:d reasoning so as to inBuenc(' public 
policy. 

T here are four key rcason."i for the drift fmm 
restraint co activism: 

• The decline of the political left has enlarged th e scope 
of the judiciary. Socialists were once suspicious: of 
j udges, believing them to be unelected defenders of 

the status quo, and of property specifically. T he left 
has since discovered in opposition that the courtroom 
can be a venue for harassing governments: of rhe right. 

• The increasing reliance on regulation as a mode of 
governan ce encourages court intervention. A gov
crn.ntcnt decision to deny gay partners: the same 
rights as married couples is open to j udicial chal
lenge in a way that a decision to go co war or raise 
tax£s is not. 

• lnrcrnationa1 conventions give judges: an e~--rra 

lever to move o utside the lintits of natio nal law. 

Documents such as the United Nations Universal 
D~claration of Human Rights and the E uropean 
Convention on Human Rights provide a base o n 
which judges can constxuct what would once have 
been viewed as excessively poHtical statements. The 
ctnergence of international court.~ such as the Inter ... 

national Criminal Court (founded in 2002) has 
also encouraged national co urts to become more 
ass:c:rtivc. 

• The continuing prestige o f the judiciary encouraged 
son1e transfer of authority to its domain. T he j udicial 
process in most liberal democracies has retained at 

least some reputation for integriry and imputiality. 
whereas the standing of many other institutions -
notably political parties - has declined. 

Whatever the factors lying behind the expamion 
of judicial authority, the process seems to reinforce 
itself. Stone Sweet (2000: 55) makes the poin< that 'as 
constitutional law expands to more and more policy 
areas.. and a~ 1t becomes " thicker" in each domain, so do 

the grounds for j udicialized debate. T he procc>ss tends 
to rciJ:lforce itself. ' Sensing the growing confidence of 
judges in addressing broader political issues, interest 
groups, rights .. conscious citizens, and even political par
ties have become more willing to continue their stntg
gles in the j udicial arena. 

Of course. judicial activism has gone further jn 
som e- democrades than in others, few stares having 
take n it further than the United States. T he US is 
tOundcd on a constitutional contract and an army of 
Jawye!fS forever quibbles over the tenus. Armed w ith 
a wrincn constitution, federalism. judicial independ
ence~ n o system of seplrate adnUnistrative courts, a 
legal <ystem based on judge-made case law, and high 
esteem for judges, the US has moved ever funher 
into a culture of judicial activism. The influe nce of 
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the US Supreme Court on American public policy 
has led one critic of 'government by judges' to dis
miss it a.s ·a nine- man , black- robed j unta' {Waldron, 

2007: 309). 
Fewer condirioJL'i of j udkial autonomy are met in 

Britain. where parliamentary sovcrdgnty long reigned 
supreme. Laclciug the authority to annul legislation,judi
cia1 review in the British context normally refers to the 
capacity of judges to review executive decisions against 
the template prov;ded by admimstrativc law. Even so, 

judicial activism has grown in Britain, reflecting Euro
pean influence. British j udges were willing accomplices 
of the European Court of Justice as it established a legal 
order applying to aU m cruber states. Judicial assertiveness 
was further e ncouraged by the country's belated adop
tion of the European Convt·ntion on Human Rights 
in 1998, the decay of the royal prerogative w hich once 
aUowed the state to stand above th e law, and d1e estab
lishment of a British Supreme Court in 2009. 

FormaJ statements of r ights have also encouraged 
judicial expansion in other English-speaking coun
tries. In Canada, a Charter of R ights and Freedoms was 
appended to the constinttion in 1982, giving judges a 

more prominent mle in defending individual rights. 
Similarly, New Zealand introduced a bill of rights in 
1990, protecting 'the life and security of the person' and 
also confirming traditional, but previously uncodified, 
democratic and civil rights. 

Judicial independence and 
recruitment 
Given the growing political authority of the jucliciary, 
the question of maintaining its independence gains in 
importance. Liberal democracies accept judicia] auton
omy as tUnd:unenta) to the rule of law, but how i."' this 
independence achieved in practice? Security of tt·nurc 
is important. which is why it is hard to remove them 
during their terms in office. But judicial autonomy a]so 
depends on how they arc recruited. Were the selec
tion of j udges o n the highest court to be controlled by 
politicians, the j udiciary would simply reinforce partisan 
authority. providing an integration (rather than a separa
tion) of powers. T his danger is particularly acute when 
judicia] tenure is short, limiting che period in which 

judges c.an develop their own pl·rspecrivc ou the cases 
before them. 
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As a resu)t, governments have dt·vclopcd multiple 

solutions to the issue of judicial sclcccion , ranging from 
democratic election to co...·option by judge-s already 
in post (see f igure 7.4). T he former is democratic but 
politi.cal, while the latter offers the su rest guarantee of 
independence but can )cad to a self ... perpetuating elite 

because it rmu the danger that the existing judges will 
seck out new recruits with an o utlook resembling 
their own. In between these extremes come the more 
conventional method~: appoinnnenr by the legislature. 
by the executive, and by independent panels. Many 
counrries combine these orthodox method~. with the 
govcr.nmcnt choosing from a pool of candidates pre
pared by a professional body. Alternatively, and more 
tradir:i()t13lly, some j udges on the .senior court can be 

selected by one method. w hiJe o thers arc chosen by a 
dill'crcnt method. 

T he British government reccndy ceded power of 
appoinm1ent to an independent commission, a deci
sion justified by the relevant minister ill the fo llowil1g 
way: 

In 1 modern democrujc soc1ety lc lS no longer 

:l cceptable for judJcb.l a.ppo uuments to be emirdy 
in the hand~ of a GovenHnenc Mnusrer. for 

e xample rhe judiciary is ofrea1 involved in adjudi
ca.dllg Otl the lawfulness of actions of the Execu
tive.And so the appointments system ntllst be, l11d 
l'llUSt be se-en to bt!, indepe-rldent of Gc.wernfnertt. 
Ill lliUS-t be tra.nspa.re11t. lt muM be :~ccouutable . 

Artd it nlust iuspir~ public co nfidence. (Fllconer, 
2003: 3-4) 

For most court'\ charged with JUdicial rcviexv, 
se1ection still invo1vcs a clear political dimension. For 
exantple, the stature of the US Supreme Court com
bines with the unusual ruJc of lifetime appointments to 
make sure that noJninations are key decisions. In these 
cotlte<ts, the j udicial experience and legal ability of the 
nominee may matter lt."'Ss than ideology. parti.'ianship. and 
a clean personal history. Even so, Walter Dellinger, for
m e r acting US Solicitor GcneraJ, argues that ' the politi

cal appoinmtent of judges is an appropriate"democratic 
montcnt"bcfore the independence of life tenure sets in• 

{Peretti, 2001). 
A political dimension is a1so apparent m selection 

to constitutional courts. TypicaJly. members are sdected 
by the legislantre in a procedure that can involve party 
horse- trading. For instance, 8 out of tht" '12 members 
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r. 

1 
. -

1 

. . ... 

Number 
of judges 

15 ... 
21 ... 

12 ... 

Tenure 

5 years, limit of two terms 

12 years; age l imi t 68 

Age l imit65 

9 years 

Age l imit 70 

12 years 

Age l imit 70 or 75 
depending on age on 
appointment 

Life-t ime 

FIGURE 7.4: Comparing judicial appointments 

of Spain's Constitutional Court are appointed by the 
party-dominated parliament. 

Below the level of the highest court, judicial 
autonomy raises the issue of internal independence. 
T he judiciary is more than the highest court of the 
land; it is an elaborate. multi-tiered structure encom
passing ordinary co urts, appeal courts, and special 
bodies such as tax and military courts. Whether jus
tices at lower levels are inhibited o r empowered shapes 
the effectiveness of the judicial system as a whole in 
resolving conflicts in a fair, effective and predictable 
fashion. 

~ .. 
L· 

,, ... 

Process 

Appointed by legislature. 

Elected by legislature; need two-thirds 
majority. 

Appointed by president on recommendation 
of chief justice and four senior judges. 

Five appointed by the p resident, five 
elected by Parl iament, and five elected by 
other oourts. 

Appointed by president on recommendation 
of National Judicial Council. and conformed 
by Senate majority. 

Nominated by president, confirmed by 
majority in Federation Council. 

Appointed by monarch on advice o f 
prime minister after nomination by 
selection commission. 

Nominated by the president, conformed by 
majority in Senate. 

Internal independence: ReferS ro t:he. autonomy of junior 
judg,"M from rheir senior cofleagues, who often dettonnine 
career a.dv.ulcen\ent. Where this autonon!y is limited~ judicial 
initiative may be stifled. 

Guarnieri (2003: 225) emphasizes the importance 
of internal independence. Noting that'judicial oq,>aniza
tions in continental Europe traditionally operate within 
a pyramid-like organizational structure', he argues that 
'the role played by organizational hierarchies is cru
cial in order to highlight the actual dynamic. of the 
judicial corps'. This i<Sue arose in acute form in some 
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• Models of judicial decision-making 

Because senior judges are such key actors in shaping government, it is important to ask how they go about 
reaching their decisions. Three explanatory models have been developed: 

• Legal: This is the most traditional, and assumes that judges are driven in their decisions by an understanding 
of the law. Of course, the fact that an issue has reached the h ighest court means that it is legally uncertain, so 
the law itself is not wholly determining. Even so, judges are likely to bear in mind precedent, legal principles, 
and the implications of their judgment for the future development of the law. They can hardly reach a 
particular decision unless they can wrap it in at least some legal covering. 

• Attitudinal: This assumes that judges are driven by politics a nd ideology. The US Supreme Court is a primary 
example, because its verdicts are given in the form of unanimous or majority opinions, with dissenting 

opinions often also produced, and it is known how each of the justices voted. These open procedures allow 
researchers to assess whether, across a series of cases, a particular justice can be classified as consistently 
liberal or conservative, and to relate their ideological profile to such factors as the justice's social background. 
The answer is usually quite clear, which is why appointments to the US court generate so much public 
interest, and the likely outcome of votes can be anticipated well in advance. 

• Strategic: This regards judges as sensitive to the likely rea<:tions of other political actors and institutions 
to their pronouncements. As with any other institution, the hi_ghest courts (and often lower ones1 

too) act to maintain their standing, autonomy, and impact. Accordingly, judges will think hard before 
courting controversy or making decisions that will be ignored, or even reversed through constitutional 

amendment. This strategic model invites .us to think of judges on the highest court as full p layers in the 
game of elite politics, who must abide by the rule of anticipated reactions. Germany's constitutional 
court is an example, concerned as it is to sustain democracy by defending the autonomy of its country's 

legislature. 

continental European countries after 1945, when j udges 
appointed under right-wing regimes continued in post, 
discouraging initiatives by new recruits lower in the 
pyramid. Guarnieri con d udes that promotion and sal:rry 
progression within the j udiciary should depend solely 
on seniority, noting that such reforms were needed in 
Italy before younger 'assault judgd became willing to 
launch investigations intO government corruption. This 
blanket solution may be extreme but it is important to 

recognize that the decisions of judges lower in the hier
archy will be influenced by anticipated effects on their 
career prospects. 

Systems of law 
As well as unde-rstanding constitutions and courts, it is 
also important to understand systems of law. The two 
most important of these are common law and civil 

law, whose contntsting principles :rre essential to an 

appreciation of the differences in the political role of 
j udiciaries everywhere outside the Middle East. The 
third is sharia law, found in most Muslim countries, and 
even coexisting with coxnmon or civil law in countries 
with l:rrge Muslim populations, such as Nigeria, or in 
countries with a colonial history, such as Egypt. 

Common law 
The key feature of common law systems is that the 
decisions made by judges on specific cases form an 
averill legal framework which remains distinct from 
the authority of the state. It is found mainly in Britain 
and in countries that were once British colonies, such as 
Australia, Canada (except Quebec), India, Kenya, Nige
ria, Pakistan , and the United S~•tes (except Louisiana). 
Originally based on custom and tntdition, such deci
sions were first published as a way of stand:rrdizing leg•l 
j udgments across the territory of a state. Because j udges 
abided by the principle ol stare decisis (stand on decided 
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cases), th eir verdicts created precedents and established 
a predictable legal framework, contributing thereby to 
economic exchange and nation-building. 

W here common law is judge-made law, statute 
law is passed by the legislature in specific areas but these 
statutes usually build on case law (the past decisions 
of courts) and are themselves refined through judicial 
interpretation. The political significance of common 
law system< is that j udges constitute an independent 
source of authority. T hey form part of th e governance, 
but not the government, of society. ln this way, common 
law systems contribute to political pluralism. 

Common Jaw; Judic:i:!l ·rulin~ on m.atler:o: not explitidy 
tre3ted iu !e.gis!ation, based OJ1 pre-cedeuts <:reate-d by deci
sions iJ1 specific:: cases. 

Statute law: Laws en3cted by a legislature. 

Civil law: Judicial ruling.-: founded on \vritten legal codes 
which seel ro provide a sit\gle overarchiog &amework for 
the conduct of public aif:tin. 

Civil law 

Civil law springs from written legal codes rather than 
cases, th e goal being to provide a single framework for 
d1e conduct of public affairs, including public adminis
tration and business contracts. T he original codes were 
developed under J ustinian, Roman emperor between 
527 and 565.This system of Roman law has evolved into 
distinct civil codes, which are then elaborated through 
laws passed by the national legislatures. C ivil law is found 
throughout Larin America, in all of continental Europe, 
in C hina and Russia> and in most African countries that 
were once colonies of continental European powers. 

In civil law, j udges (rather than j uries) identifY the 
facts of the case, and often even direct the investigation. 
They then apply the relevant section of the code to the 
matter at hand. The political importance of this point 
is that j udges are viewed as impartial officers of state, 
engaged in an administr<rive taSk; they arc merely Ia 
bo~tche de Ia loi (the mouth of the law). The courtroom is 
a government space, rather than a sphere of independent 
authority; judge-made law would be viewed as a threat 
to legislative supremacy. 

The underlying codes in civil law systems o ften 
emphasize social stability as much as individual right<. 
T he philosophy is one of state-led integration, rather 

d1an pluralism. Indeed, the codes traditionally func
tioned as a kind of extensive constitution, systematically 
settirtg out obHgarions as well as freedoms. However, 
the more recent introduction of distinct constitutions 
(which have established a strong position in relation to 
the codes) has strengthened d1e liberal theme in many 
civil law countries. In addition, j udges have inevitably 
found themselves filling gaps in the codes, providing 
decisions which function as case law, even though they 
are not acknowledged as such. These developments 
dilute,. without denying, the contrast between civil law 
and common law (Stone Sweet, 2000). 

Religious law 

In reviewing different legal systems, it is important not 
to ovt.':rlook those that are related to religion: lslam,Juda
ism, Hindui<m, Buddhism, and the Catholic Church all 
have their own distinctive bodies oflaw, some of which 
remain important in regulating the societies in which 
they are found. Some states, such as Bangladesh, also 
have iJ>Olycentric legal systems that include separate 
provisions for different religions. Of all such religious 
legal systems, the one that has attracted the most inter
nati<m al attention - and the one that i< most widely 
misunderstood - is the sharia law of Muslim states. 

Sharia law: The syste.tr'l of Islamic law·- based on the Qurah 
aJ'Jd -c:,n the teachings aJ\d actions of Mu.b3rtun3d- which 
functions alongside \V~e-na Law· in most Isl3tn.ic St.ltes. 

In the West, Islamic law tends to come to atten
tion only when someone has been sentenced to be 
stoned to death for adultery, or in the context of the 
unequal treatment of women in many Muslim societies. 
The re.<ult is a misleading conception of how it worb, 
and an unfortunate failure to understand that Islamic 
law is dt>ep and sophisticated, with its own courts, legal 
experts, and j udges and i ts own tradition of j urispru
dence (see Hallaq, 2007 for a survey) . At the same rime, 
however, while the use oflslamic law is one of the ide
als of an Islamic republic, sharia law is not universally 
applied in any. It is widely used in Iran, Jordan , Libya, 
Mauritania, O man, and Saudi Arabia, but most Islamic 
stateS use a mix of cotnmon or civil law and Islamic 
religious law> turning to the former for serious crime 
and to the latter for funily issues. 

Unlike Western law, where lawbrcal<ers must 

account only to the legal system, the Islamic tradition 
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holds that lawbreakers must account to Allah and all 
<>ther Muslims. Also unlike Western law, the sharia out
lines not only what is forbidden for Muslims but also 
what is discouraged, recommended, and obligatory. So, 
for example, Muslims should not drink alcohol, gam
ble, steal, commit adultery, or commit suicide, but they 
sho~<ld pray every day, give to charity, be polite to oth
ers, dress inoffensively, and - when they die - be bur
ied in anonymous graves. When Muslims have doubts 
about whether something they are considering doing 
is acceptable, they are encouraged to speak to a Muslim 
judge, called a mz!fti, who will issue a legal judgment 
known as a fa twa. 

Constitutions and courts in 
authoritarian states 
The nature of authoritarian regimes is such that restr.Unts 
on rule go unacknowledged, and power, not law, is the 
political currency. Constitutions are weak, and the for
mal status of the judiciary is similarly reduced. In fact, 
it is often <mly in the transition to democTacy that the 
old elite empowers the c<>urts, seeking guarantees for its 
own diminished future (Solomon, 2007). In instances 
where courts do have power, it tends to be only because 
authoritarian leaders use them to further their control. 

Non-democratic rulers follow two broad strategies 
in limiting judicial authority. One is to retain a frame
work of law and a facade of judicial independence, but 
to influence the judges indirectly through recTuitment, 
training, evaluation, promotion, and disciplinary proce
dures. ln the more determined cases, they can simply be 
dismissed. Egypt's President Nasser adopted this strat
egy with vigour in 1969 when he fired 200 in o ne fell 
swoop in the 'massacre of the judges' . Ugartda's noto
rious military dictator Idi Amin adopted the ultimate 
form o f control in 1971 when he had his chief justice 
shot dead. 

A second more subtle stratet,'Y is to bypass the judi
cial process. For instance, many non-democratic regimes 
use Declarations of Emergency as a cover to mai<e deci
sions which are exempt from judicial scrutiny. In effect, 
a law is passed saying there is no law. Once intrOduced, 
such 'temporary' emergencies can drag on for decades. 
Alternatively, rulers can make use of special courts that 
do the regime's bidding without much pretence of 
judicial independence; E(,'YPt's State Security Courts 
were an exarnple, hearing matters involving 'threa~· to 
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'security' (a concept that was interpreted broadly) until 
they were closed down in 2008. Military mlers have 
frequ-ently extended the scope of sec-ret military courts 
to include civilian troublemai<ers. Ordinary courts can 
thus c ontinue to deal with non-political cases, offering 
a thin image oflegal integrity to the world. 

Under the circumstances, it is little surprise that 
authoritarian rc...~mes have a poor record on human 
rights. Comparative data in this area lack the established 
record of the indices we have reviewed for democracy 
and corruption. One index that has generated data since 
1981, but has not been published since 2011, is the CIRI 
Hum.am Riglm Data Project, which used information 
from the US State Department on human rights in 
countries around the world, including their records on 
free speech, freedom of movement, execution, torture, 
disappearances, and political imprisonment. The project 
gave scores ranging downward from 30; in 2010, the 
world average was 18, Denmark and Iceland scored 30 
and th.e United States ranked fifth equal with 26.The ten 
countries with the lowest scores are shown in Table 7.2. 

As Table 7.2 suggests, one state ,v;th an extended 
history of human rights abuses is Zimbabwe, which has 
languished under the government o f Robert Mugabe 
since independence in 1980. Following a period of 
growing political conflict and economic decline, a new 
constitution was adopted in 2013, offering hope that 
life for Zimbabweans might become more secure. But 
the governing party ZANU-PF - which won nearly 
three- quarters of the seats in the legislature in deeply 
flawed 2013 electi<>ns - dragged its feet in implement
ing th e provisions of the constitution and in amend
ing existing laws restricting freedom of expression and 
assembly. Media and academic freedom remain limited, 

TABLE 7.2: The ten countries with the lowest scores 
on human rights 

"-""111!!11'-

Burma 2 Yemen 3 

Eritrea 2 Zimbabwe 3 

Iran 2 Saudi Arabia 4 

China 3 Congo (Dem Rep) 5 

North Korea 3 Nigeria 5 

Source: CIRI Human Rights Dataset 2011, at www. 
humanOghtsdata.com 
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opponents of the regime are still routin ely harassed, 
property r ights arc ignored, the military is used to sup
pan the regime. and the courts arc manipulated to suit 
Mugabe 's purposes. For example, rhe courts ruled the 
2013 decrions to be free and fair in spite of dear evi
dence to th e: contrary. 

1'11 states with a ruling party, court.;; arc viewed not 
as a constraint upon political authority but as an aid 
to the party in irs policy goals. C hina is currently o n 
its fourth and most recent constitution (dating from 
191!2), and even though it begins by affirming the 
country's socialist status, and warning against 'sabotage 
of the socialist syst em· it is the least radical of the four. 

It seeks to establish a more predictable environment 
for econmnic development and to Hmit the communist 
party's historic emphasis on class conAict. national self
reliance, and revolutionary struggle. T he leading role of 
th e party is now mennoned only in the preamble, with 
the main text even declaring that •all political parties 
must abide by the Constitution·. Amendments in 2004 

gave further support to private property and human 
nghts. In the context of communist states. such liberal 
statements are remarkable, even if they remain a poor 

guide to reality. 
(n addition to moderating the content of its con

stitutiOn, today's C hina also g ives greater emphasis 
to law in generaL T here were very tew laws at all in 
the early decades of the People's Republic, reRecting 
a national tradition o f unregulated power, and leaving 
the j udiciary as, essentially, a branch of the police. H ov .. r
ever, laws did become more numerous, precise, and 

significant after the hiatus of the Cultural Revolution 
(1966-76) . In 1979, the country passed its first crimi
nal laws; later revisions abolished the vague crime of 
counter .. rL>volution and cstabHshed the right of defend

ants to seck counsel. Law could prevail to the benefit of 
economic development. For law .. abiding citizens, life 
became n1ore predictable. 

Despite such changes, C hinese politics rcn1a1ns 
authoritarian. 'Rule by law' still means exerting political 
control through law, rather than limiting the exercise 
of power. The courts arc regarded a" j ust one bureau .. 
crane agency among others. legal JUdgments are not 
tested against the cotu tirution, and many decisions 
are simply ignored. Rulings are unpublished a11d dif
ficult cases arc often )eft undecided. In comparison 

with liberal democracies. legal institutions remain less 
specialized, and legal pcr.;onnel less sophisticated. Tr ial 

procedures, wlule improving, still o ffer only limited 

prote.ction for the innocent. T he death penalty remains 
in usc, the police re1nain hrgcly unaccountable, politica1 
opponents are still imprisoned without trial , and par ty 
officials continue to occupy a protected position above 
th e la\ov. Because the par ty still rules, power continues to 
trump the constitution and human r ights. 

l.ran oftcrs a further case of a legal system oper
ating in the context of an author itarian regime. To be 
sure, ·t!he country exhibits all the trappin gs o f a consti ... 

nttion supported by a court system. T h e constitutional 
docunnent makes noble statements about an lslan1ic 
Republic 'endorsed by the people of Iran on the basis 
of their long-standing belief in the sovereignty o f truth 
and Quranic j ustice', and about the 'exalted digni ty 
and value of n1an' and the independence of the judici
ary. But Iran has one of the weaker records on human 
rights in the world. Many acti\~sts languish in jail o n 
politi cal charges, Iran ha.'i a rate o f execution that is 
probably second only to that of C hina {there arc many 
capital oftcnces in fran, include apostasy (abandon
ment of Islam) and moharebeh ('enmity against Cod')), 
and \~r.omen and minorities face discrimination of many 
kinds. In contrast to Wt_>stcrn states, the constitution 

expresses Islamic more than liberal values and the court 
systenJ is a chann el rather than a limitation on po\vcr. 

tn hybrid or competitive author itarian regimes, 
too, constirutions and the law arc subsidiary to polirica1 
authority. T he lead<-·r may be elected within a constitu
tional framework, but that environment has been shaped 
by the leader, and the exercise of power is rarely con
strained by an independent j udiciary. Presidents occupy 
the h.ighcst ground, defining the national interest under 
the broad authority granted to rhem by the voters. In 
other ''lords, presidential accountability is vertical (to 
th e voters} rather than horizontal (to the judiciary) . In 
cont:rast to a liberal democracy, where the main par
ries h •ve concluded that being ruled by law is prefer
able •o being ruled by opponents, under competitive 
authoritarianism the commanding figure still sees the 
constitution. the law, and the courts as a source of politi
cal advantage. Legal processe!' operate more extensively 
than in pure authoritarian regimes but remain subject to 
politi cal manipulation. 

1f .. hc Russian experience shows that law can gain 

ground - if only slowly and with difficulty - in at le-ast 
some authoritarian regimes. Russia's post-comumnist 
constitution of 1993 set out an array of individual 
r ights (including that of owning property); proclaimed 
that ; the individual and his r ights and freedoms arc 
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the supreme value'; and established a tripartite system 
of general, commercial, and constitutional courts. The 
Constitutional Court, in particular, represented a major 
innOV'<tion in Russian leg-.U thinkiDg. 

Since 1993, the government has established 
detailed and lengthy (if not always well-drafted) codes 
appropriate for a civil law system. From 1998, criminal 
defendants who have exhausted all domestic remedies 
have even been able to appeal to the European Court 
of Human Rights (Sharlet, 2005: 147). More prosaically, 
tax law and business law have been modernized. 

But in Russia, as in other authoritarian regimes 
(and even some liberal democracies), 'th ere has been and 
remains a considerable gap between individual rights on 
paper and their realization in practice' (Sharlet, 2005: 
134). For instance: 

• The conviction rate in criminal cases remains suspi
ciously high. 

• Expertise and pay within th e legal system are low, sus
taining a culture of corruption. 
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• Violence by the police is common. 

• Politics overwhelms th e law on sensitive cases (such 
as the imprisonment in 2005 of business olig-.rrch, 
Mikhail Khodorkovsky). 

• Legal j udgments, especially against the state, can be 
dilftcult to enforce. 

• The public still shows little faith in the legal system 
(Smith, 2010: 150). 

So, Russia has made more progress towards achiev
ing tb.e rule of law than has China, but assuming that 
law in Russia will eventually acquire the status it pos
sesses in liberal democracies still involves drawing a 
cheque against the future. Smith (2010: 135) concedes 
that m uch progress has been made in establishing 'a 
workable and independent judiciary and legal system' , 
with new laws enacted and legal reforms undertaken, 
but notes that'the enforcement oflaws has been uneven 
and at times politicised, which erodes public support 
and b elief in the courtS'. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Which is best: a constitution that is short and ambiguous, leaving room for interpretation, or one 
that is long and detailed, leaving less room for misunderstanding? 

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of codified and uncodified constitutions? 

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of supreme courts a~inst constitutional courts? 

• Judicial restraint or judicial activism - which is best for the constitutional well-being of a state? 

• What is the best way of recruiting judges, and what are the most desirable limits on their teriilS in 
office, if any? 

• Can religious and secular law coexist? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Abstract review 
Appellate 
Civil law 
Codified constitution 
Common law 
Con<.TCte review 
Constitution 
Entrenchment 
Flexible corutitution 
Internal independence 
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Legislatures 

PREVIEW 
Legislatures are the institutions of government that are closest to the citizens, 
since they are typically clirecdy elected and are often responsible for repre
senting local districts, rather than - as is the case with executives - the entire 
country. T hey are thus a key part of representative democracy. But how repre
sentation should be ensured or understood is an important question. And the 
tasks of legislatures go beyond represent.>tion, including also deliberation , the 
approval oflegislation, the authorization of expenditure, the making of govern
ments, and oversight of the executive. 

This chapter begins with a review of these multiple roles, opinion on the 
dynamics of which is often divided. In terms of representation, for example, 
should members of legislatures be focused on their districts, the people who 
voted for them, their parties, or the broad national interest? And how good a 
job do they actually do at representation? 

The chapter goes on to look at the structure of le&>i<latures, and in par
ticular at the differences between those with one chamber and those with two 
chambers. It then reviews the work of committees> whose influence depends on 
d1e strength of the legislature in the political system.lt then considers the mem
bers of legislatures, with a particular focus o n the rise of the career politician, 
and the pros and cons of imposing term limits on legislators. Finally, it looks at 
the shadow role of legislatures in authoritarian states. While they may appear 
weak, however, they do possess a number <)f uses for leaders and ruling elites. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Legislatures: an overview 

• Functions 

• Structure 

• Members 

• Legislatures in 
authoritarian states 

l egislatures Jink society and state, making them an essendal device in a representative democracy. 

l egislatures are not governing bodies, do not take major decisions, and do not even normally initiate proposals for 
laws; but they provide the foundations of liberal democracy. 

The issue of whether legislatures should have one chamber or tvJo exposes contrasting_ perspectives on how 
democracy should be conceived. 

Oversight is an increasingly important function of nearly all legislatures in liberal democracies. Understanding this 
rofe means looking carefully at the work of legislative committees. 

l egislatures are increasingly home to career politicians, who collectively constitute a political class with a 
background and interests removed from the people it represents. 

l egislatures are found in most authoritarian regimes. but they ma infy provide onJy a fig leaf of legitimacy. or 
'controlled institutional channels' thmugh which demands and concessions can be made. 
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Legislatures: an overview 
Legisla!Ures arc symbols of popular rcprcscn!<ltton 
m pobucs, and undem•nding the way they work " 
ccntul to tnsnrutional theory. They arc nor govcrnmg 
bod1cs, they do not ukc major decisions ond they do 
not even normally mJtlate proposals for laws. Yet. they 
rcmatn a tOund:uion of both Iibera] and democratic 
pohtiCS. The word~ used to denote these bod1c.s reflect 
their origi nal purpose: asscmhHcs gather, congresses 
congrc~:uc, diets meet, dumas deliberate. legisla
tures p.:us bw~, and parliaments taJk. T heir signlfi .. 
c:UJcc aruco;: from their representative role; for Olson 
(1994: 1). they 'JOin society to the legal structure of 
authortry m the state. Legislatures are rcprcscntaove 
boWe1: chcy rcftect the sentiments and opm•o•u of 
the cmzcns.' As the English polincal thconst John 
Locke obser.-ed: 

It lS an thetr lt'g.JJ.n\~. th.tE the rue.ubers of a COIIl· 

mOil\"-"t'lhh are umted, .and oombmed togt..~.ber uno 
one coherent l1Vtng body. Tius tS the soul tlul ga:"-es 
(orm. h(t. and untry. to tlle commonwealth: from 
hencr the several tueruheN ha\•e thetr mutual mftu ... 
e1•c~. 'Y11tp:uhy,lnd connexjon: l 11d. dterefot't'. when 

tlu: h.·gi~l:uivc ~~ bn)ken, or dissolved, dissolud01~ a11d 
del!h fo llow;. (lo<ke. J690:sec. 212) 

Legislature A mulrl-me-ntb« n-prt'SC"nt:ati"'" body wluch 
corwdcn pubhc t.u~ .md either .xcepts . .a.mc"nd:5 or rqcm 

prupoub few- l'le'\.V b'""" ~nd policio.. 

The eorhcst populor assemblies in the Western tr.l
tbtJon were rh~ EcdesJa of Athens. open to all m•lc 
c1tiz~ns wtth rwo years of milttary serv;cc. Later. m 
the ;mcicm royal courts of Europe, monarchs would 
jud{te Important legal cases and meet with nobles of the 
realm. Cr::~dually these assemblies became more ~cttlcd. 
comins to rcprcscnr rhc various t>statcs - the deq.,ry. 
the nobihry. and the towns - into which society ,v;a~ 
then d1v1ded. In the chirteenth and fourteenth ctntll

ries. kmg5 bcgln ro consulr estate leaders more consast
cntly on IS~Ul"S of war, adntinistration. conuncrcc. :and 
ta..'Ution. fhcsc early European assemblies were viewed 
as possessing a nght to he consulted long before they 
became modern lcgiSbrures ";m the soverc1gn author

Ity to p•ss bws. 
Where Eumpe>n parliaments accumubtcd pow

en {trndually >nd with tbfficulty, most modern consu

tuoons empha~iz.c the Importance of £he legiSlature. 

In the debates surroundmg the US connuunon, for 
mnance. James Madison dcd:m:d thot 'm rcpublrcan 
government, the lcgis.lanvc power neccssanly prc
dommates' (Hamilton, 1788b: 265). A lc>dmg role for 
rhe :t<.<embly was judged to he an essennal dcfenu 
lg:unst executive tyranny; m consequence, the lisr of 
powers awarded to Congress was longer :md more 
detailed than rhat given to the prc51dcnt. The princi
ple of expressing the popular will through an assem
bly is today a fundamental tenet of tiber> I democracy. 
Modern democratic legislatures contribute to detailed 
governance as well as to broad expression~ of rhe pop
ular will: they can improve the <]Uality of legisbtion, 
oversee the actions of the exccuuvc. and hold influ
ential heanng:s on n1atters of public concern. And as 
rcprcscntanvc bodies. they uc closer ro the ctrizens 
th:an rhe more distant poUtac~l exccunvc. In aurhon
tar•an states, by contrast, they m•y he useful m prm~d
mg a 6g leaf of legitimacy, 111 mcorporann{t moderate 
opponents, in helping integrate centre and periphcty, 
in recruiting for the elite, and in cont::uning demands 

for cbange. 

Functions 
Dl'mocratic legislarures have six lllJJOr functions. rang
ing from representation to oversight (sec Fif,'Urc 8.1) , the 
balance varying from one lcgisbturc to onothcr. Hence 
while they all ·represent' m one form or :mother, for 
example, they will han: tbffcrcnt roles 111 the budgctaty 
pmccn, and parliamentary lcgubtures ore more criric.J 
co the making of gm·cmmcnts tlun rhosc 111 prcs•dcntial 
cxccun,·n. 

Representation 
\Vh1le this is undoubtedly the essence of the work of 
Jeg:~~J:nurcs, it is not always easy to JUdge whether. and 
how well, that function is fL~fillcd. The meaning of rep· 
rtsenttrtiou should be obvious, and yet poliric:a.l sc ience 
h:JS been unable to develop l dcfinmon with which 
e-·eryonc can agree. Pitkin ( 1\167) set the tenus of the 

debate by outhning four tbffcrent w•>" of undcrstand
tng representation: 

• Fon11alisrit: Concerned '",th the ruks :and :a.rrange
ntents for n-presentanon. asbng how ~pn:scnaaves 
cotnc to office~ how they enforce thctr dccnions, hmv 
rhcy respond ro therr constituenu. and how th<)' are 

held accountable by votetS. 
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Representation Members represent and promote the interests of those who elected 
them, usually under a party label. 

Deliberation Legislatures debate and provide a public airing lor matters ol public 
importance. 

legislation 
Whatever the source ol bills, legislatures are responsible lor 
reviewing, amending, and approving new laws. 

Authorizing 
expenditure 

Legislatures approve or reject the annual budget prepared by the 
government. 

Making 
ovemments 

In most parliamentary systems, the government emerges I rom the 
assembly and must retain its confidence. 

Oversight 
Legislatures are responsible lor overseeing or scrutinizing the 
executive, keeping i t accountable. 

FIGURE 8,1: The functions of legislatures 

• Symbolic. Concerned with how representatives are 
perceived by their constituents. For example, are 
they seen to be competent and concerned with the 
broad interests of their district , or are they regarded 
as too partisan, captured by special interests, or 
unapproachable? 

• Descriptive: Suggests that a legi~lature should be 
society in miniature, liter.;llly 're-presenting' society 
and not simply acting on its behalf (Phillips, 1995). 
Thus its members would have the same balance of 
men and women, rich and poor, black and white, 
straight and gay, educated and uneducated, as the 
general population . But how many different seg
ments of society should, or realistically could, be 
represented? W ith the I,>'OOd, we would have to 
accept the bad, the incompetent, the corrupt, and 
the ignorant. 

• SubsUmlive: Concerned w ith how represerttatives 
respond to the needs o f their voters. W hile this may 
be the most important and obvious kind of rep
resentation, it raises the question of the extent to 
which voters have well-developed political needs, 
or understand all the options available to them. In 
most cases, levels of political interest and knowl
edge are low, making it difficult for representatives 

to be fully responsive. A gjven district will also 
co ntain a variety of interests, concerns> and values 
among its population, requiring its representative 
to somehow achieve a balance among competing 
dem ands. 

A fifth option to add to Pitkin's list is collecJive rep
resenta tiot~, which suggests that members of a legislature 
should collectively represent the interests of all vot
ers, not just those in the districts they represent. The 
Irish- born politician Edmund Burke offered the clas
sic account of this position after being elected Member 
of Parliament for the English constituency of Bristol in 
1774. He admitted in his victory speech that he knew 
nothing about his constituency and had played little part 
in the campaign, but, he continued: 

Parliament is not a congress of ambassadors from 
different and hostile interests Lbuc is instead] a 
deliberative assembly of one nation, wirh one 
in rerest, chat of che whole; "vhere, not local pur
poses, not local prejudices. ought co guide., but 
rh.e. ge.nera1 good, resulting from the ge-neral rea
son of the whole. You choose a membe.r indeed: 
bur when you have chosen him, be is not a mem
ber for Bristol, but he is a member of Parliament. 
(Burke, 1 774) 
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In spite of th ese- compenng anal~cs, rcprcscnta .. 
oon in practice oper.ucs in 3 ~omcwhat prosarc way: 
rhrough poltric:al parncs. VJcronous candtd.atcs owe 
thdr decrion brgcly to their party and they vote in 
rhe legubture hrgdy aecordmg to the commands 
and expenanons of the party. 1 hu IS puuculnly true 
of p:~rliamcnrary systems. where rcprcsc:nuo,·cs are 
expected ro roe the parry hnc; 111 lndn., members of 
Parh:unenr c:an c\--cn lose chcrr scat 1f they vote .ag.<~Jrut 

thetr party. ""' theory bcang that the)' arc dccemng 
the vmers tf they switch pamcs after thetr elccuon. 
Rcpresenraows arc also 3.5SC'SSCd by \"Otcn an tcrnu of 

party affilurion; a voter w11l look on a rcprcscmauvc 
as more approachable, rcspomtvc, and trustworthy tf 
they arc both from the <.>me party. and lt'1s so tf th<1· 
arc not. 

D eliberatiou 

Many legJSbcurc< serve a< a deliberative bod)•, cormd
cring public m:tttcN of n:~rional importance. T he maln 
contrast here is between :1 debating legislature and a 
conunittee-based legidaturc . In chc former, delib
eration takes the form of general discu~s10n in the 

chamber. m w hat is somerim~ known as a plenary 
session, or :t meeting nf the whole. J n the Ontish House 
of Commons, for example. key imtcs eventually make 
rhe1r way to the floor of the House of Cmnmons when: 
they arc dJScusscd with p3'4Sion t pa.rt1~1uh1p, and some ... 
rimes Aair. Floor dchate become' the arena for national 
political chscussion. fonnmg part of ;1. conunuous dec ... 
rion campa1gn. The mood of the House. as m't'.Jcd in 
debate, is often more "ig:nificant than the \Ute wh1ch 
foUows. 

Debat.tng legislature: Onr: \\hm- floor debate u the «n
ml ~cm;ry. through '"iuch nup u\Un ""' ~ DKI 
pnttes g.ain or IO'k" ground. 

Comminee.based leg1sl.ature. One whC'R: most "u.t 
ukes pbu m com1mttCC1. when- mcmbcn tnnsfomt bdh 
inro b\\""t,. conduct1ng h<uzn~.1nd 1CTUtlm.nng the cxrcum~ 

pjenary session; A mecnng of the cm:art•lcgt:d.uurc. ~ 
di..-uinct 6-om conunincc nuxtutgt. 

Appmprbtely, " wos the llmetecnth-ccntury Eng
lish political philrnophcr John Stuart Mill who made 

the case for a deboting :t<scmbly: 

l know rlot how a represetltlttVt! liSembly can more 
us.efuUy ~mploy ics.elf th:ul m uJk. when the- subjtcl 
of talk is the great pubhc mterests of the country, and 

every senreuce of It rq>rese-nts the- opuuon euher or 
sc>ntf' unport.a:nt body of persons m the ruoon, or 

of :an tod.JvJdu.tl in \"\'hom such bodtf'S hl\'e ~ 
thetr confidence. (MiD. 1861: 353) 

fn conuuittce-based legisbcures, by concrast (such 
as the US Congnoss and the Sc:mdtnaVIan parhomcnn) 
dcblxnrion is less theacncal. rakmg the form of pol· 
tcy dtscussion in conmunces. The pracncal r:a.sk t.< co 
assess the gon-rnmcnts proposals, while also pnMdtng 
measured scrunny of its acriom. This dehbcnmy srylc 
ts less dr.uuaoc chan a set-ptecc debare bm oficn more 
construccive. 

Legi.slatiou 

legisbtures arc often alone m having the nght to make 
la\vs. t he painstaking process for passing b1ll~ uno law 
underlining chc importance anachcd to government by 
ndcs, rather than by individuals.1'hc procedure is exphc
idy deliberative, involving S<'Vernl readinb'< (debnt<'<) :IS 

the bill n1oves from the Aoor to committee and back 

again (Figure 8.2). In bicameral lcgLdarurcs, differences 
in the versions of the bill passed by each chamber mu<t 
be reconciled. 

But legislation is rarely the function in which ' leg· 
islaru..rcs' exert the- grc:ttcst inBuencc. bcc:1 use effective 
control over legislation in most hbcra1 dcmocrn
cics rests with the government; bills pass through the 
asscn1.b ly without being dcngned, or even rransformcd, 
there. In Britain, the go,•enung party h>s histori
cally dominated law-making. As Morln (2011 : 157) 
pomts out: 

The Hou.se of C ... ornmons 11 mJ.Suru.JentOO<Iaf VlC\\ cd 
as a k!,oub1or. Vinu.illy .U legubtiw propogb OngJ· 

rute from. and .ue sluped b)·. rhe ~X«Ut.tw. t or 1re 
tb.e Conunons • extens.n~ c:kb.uts on legtilirrv~ pro-. 
pos:lli of great sagnafte~n!"e an Wptng rhc- bw. s.:t:ure 
b""O\'t"rnmo:tt m1jonues (wluch up 10 uo-.v havr be'-'o 
th e ust.ttl.swe of atf:urS) me:ut tlutleg.sbtt\~ pnlpos
als a.n-lurdly e\"er O\~un1ed "holes.1le. :and det:111'-'d 
amerldmena are uslUlly the result of couces.\aom b) 
rrurusters. 

I n party-dominated Australb, the govcrnmcm 
treats the legislative function wuh virtual contempt. On 
a single night in 199 1 it tried to put 26 h1ll< through 

theSe nate in three hours. Before New Zealand ldoptcd 
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FIRST READING 
Debate 

Vot& 
To committee 

l 
COMMITTEE 

Detailed review 
Vote 

To floor 

l 
SECOND READING 

Debate 
Vote 

l 
THIRD READING 

Debate 
Vote 

To second chamber' (in 
bicameral assembly) 

~ 
SECOND CHAMBER 

Repeat! above process 
To firs-t chamber or joint committee 

of both chambers {with changes) 

/ ~ 
FIRST CHAMBER JOINT COMMITTEE 
Accepts or rejects Reconciles the two 

changes versions 
Vote Vote 

'\. / 
BILL 

Signed into law by 
head of state 

FIGURE 8.2: Stages in the making of a law 
Source: Adapted from Mahler (2007: table 4.9) 

proportiona] representation in 1996. one prime m.imstcr 
boasted that if an idea came to him while shaving, he 
could have it on the statute book by the evening. 

ln the party-dominated parliaments of Britain 

and some of its ex-colonies, the legislative functi on 

LEGISLATURES 1 3 1 

is reactive in the sense that it is reduced to quality 
control: patching up errors in bills prepared in haste 
by ministers and burt:aucrats. By contrast, conunittcc
bascd leg islatw·cs in continental Europe play a more 
positive role in law-making. with a combination of 
coalition governments. inBuenrial committees, and an 
elite conunionent to delivering laws acceptable ro all 
sides. 

l.n presidential systems such as the United States, 
BraziL and Mexico, assemblies have the most auto n
omy in law-making. Only members of Congress can 
fo rmally introduce bills, although executives can work 
around this by finding a friendly representative to 
initiate a bill on its behalf. T he separati on of powers 
and personnel inherent in a presidential regime limits 
c:.xccutive influence over the legislature, an institutional 
separation rhat is o ften rei nforced by divided govern
ment (the president may come from a diflCrent party 
than the one that dominates o ne o r both chambers of 
the legislature), furth,·r reducing the leg islature's \vill
ingness to convert the administration ·s proposals into 
Jaws. 

Bicam eral legislatures face an additional hurdle in 
making law, which arises when one chamber amends 
a bil1 passed by the o ther. (n some cou ntries, such as 
Brita:in and Spain, the lower house is more powerful 
and can decide whether to accept or reject amend· 
mena from the upper house. In o thers. includil1g 
Austcalia, Brazil and India, there wm be a joint vote 
of both chambers, the larger lower chamber havi ng 
the ntost numerical weight. In yet o thers, including 
France, Germany, aud tbe United States, a special con .. 

ferencc committee, made up of an equal number of 
mem bers from each chan1ber, will meet to work out 
an agreed bill. Italy takes a diftcrent approach, allow
ing a~11endcd versions of bills to shunJe indefinitely 
between chambers until agreement is reached (if 
ewr). T he eftcct is illustrated by a bill on rape that was 
introduced in 1977 and did not become law in Italy 
unril i 995. 

A 11tltorizing expendit11re 
Thh is one of the oldest functions of legislarures, and 
of the lower house in particular. Irs origins stem from 
the original purpose o f Europe:m assemblies, which was 
ro review requests for funds from monarchs. Bur it has 
since - in many parliam entary democracies - become 
nominal. What usually happens is that the executive 
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prepares the budgcr, which is then reporrcd to rhe leg
islantrc but rarely modified rhere. 

For the legislature to possess rhe power of the purse, 
suggests Wehner (2006), it must have rhe ability to amend 
the budget (a.s opposed to simply being authorized to 
make cuts). an effective conunittee system~ enough time 
to consider the budget in detail, and access to background 
information underlying the budget. Few countries meet 
all these conditions, and parliam entary approval is gener

ally given after the fact, servin g to confirm compro m.iscs 

workt,"<< out between govenuncnr departments. In many 

democracit..~. the budget is a done deal once it reaches 
the assembly. If padiamcnt began to unpick any part of a 
complicared package. it would faU apart. 

T he United States is the clearest exception to 
the thesis of executive control of the purse. Congress 
remains central to budget- making, since aU mo ney 
spent by executive departments must be allocated under 
specific expenditure headings approved by Congress. As 
Flammang c/ a/. (1990: 422) wrote, 'without the agree
ment of members of Congress. no money can be doled 
out for foreign aid , salaries for army generals or paper 
clips for bureaucrats'. T he rest~t is that the ammal fed

eral budget debate has become an elaborate game of 
chicke n: the presidcm and Congrrss each hopes rhat the 
other side will accede to irs own proposals befOre the 
money ru ns out. 

Makiug govemmeuts 
Lcgishturcs are a key part of government, in th~ sense 
not j ust that they take care of gov~nm1cnt busincs.~ but 
also that the abilities of executives to govern depend 
in large part o n the political make-up of legislamrcs. 
In presidential systems such as Brazil. Mexico, or the 
United States, the president - being scpararcly elected -
docs not rdy on sympathetic party members in the 
lcgis.Jaturc to stay in office. But those members play a 
critical role in detennining the capacity of the executive 
to lead; a supporuvc or sym pathetic legislature provides 
a dearer path to eRective leadership, while one domi
nated by opposition parties will provide obstacles and 
road blocks. 

In parliamentary systems. by contrast, the govern
mom is entirely dependem upon the party make- up of 
the legislature; a party can neither take office~ nor con
tinue in power, without a supporting n1ajor ity (or, at 
least. a workable minority) in rhe legislature. Further

more, the strength of the ruling party or coalition in 

the legislature influences the government's stability. A 
government based on a single parry with a legislative 
majority is likely to prove more stable than a minor ity 
govermncm. For Laver (2006), rhe most importaJtt role 
of a legislature in a par1ian1cnrary system is not legislat
ing, b u t ' making and brealdng goverrunenrs'. 

OnC' of the more extreme illustrations of this role 
can be found in Italy, whk h has long suffered fi·om an 
excess of parties in its legislature. In part because of a 
des1rc to avoid the kind of centraHz.ation of p<)\ver that 

allowed the dictatorship ofBenito M ussolini, and in pan 
because of the ongoing regional and econom.ic divisions 
within Italy, building stabJc coalirjons is difficult, govern .. 

menr:s regularly fall. and prin1c ministers routinely serve 
only sh ort tenns in office. Between 1946 and 2015 there 
wen· 63 govcrnn1ent~. lasting an average of less than a 
year. O nJy one - the government of Silvio Berlusconi 
between 2001 and 2006 - saw out its fi.tll parliamen
tary term, buc even he had to resign four years into his 
adn1.inistration and form a new government. Ambltorc 
Fanfan i, nu.-anwhile, had che shortest cenn in office -
just 21 days in January-February f 954 (although he had 
five ntorc tcnns in o ffice between then and 1987). 

Oversight 
T he final fun ction of legislatures is oversight (or scru
tiny) of the executive. In many countries, the over
sight role ha.~ been growing in significan ce and va1ue 
in recoent decades, helping compensate for the down .. 
grading of rhe legislariw and cx-pendinrre functions of 
asse1nbli<.>s. and providing a new direction to their work. 
Parliantentary sysren1s offer several instruments with 
which to moni tor the executive: 

• Qt~estiom can be posed to leaders and ministers. 
whether oral or written. In Britain, for exan1ple, 
mc-n1bers of the House of Commons ask over 500 
questions per day, keeping many bureaucrats busy 
as they prepare answers for their ministerial nta~ters 

(House of Commons Procedttrc Committee, 2009). 
PrUne M.inister's Question Time, a weekly event. 
remains a theatrical j oust between the prime minister 
and the leader o f the opposition. In orher k-gislaturos, 
hooo,vcvcr, questions are accorded lmver status, with 

French ministers o ften failing to answer them at all. 

• lmerpe.llatious arc an a1ternativc tOrm of interroga
tion in some European assemblies, including Fin1and, 
Fran ce. and Germany. A tOrm of confidence motion, 

an i n terpellation is a substantial question demanding a 
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prompt response which is followed by a short debate 
and usually a vote on whether the government's 
answer is considered acceptable. 

• EmeiJieruy debates are a higher-proftle me-•ns of calling 
executives to account. Typically. a minimum num
ber of members, together with the presiding officer 
(Speaker), must approve a proposal for an emergency 
debate. The discussion usually ends with a govern
ment win; the significance lies in the debate itself 
and the fact of its having been called.An emergency 
debate creates publicity and demands a considered 
response from the government's spokesperson. 

Without question, though, the most impor
tant means by which legislatures can hold executives 
acco untable is through a vote of confidence or a 
censure motion. T he former is a vote that - if it goes 
against the government - leads to compulsory resig
nation, while the latter indicates disapproval of a spe
cific minister for a stated reason. Conftdencc votes are 
not so much a form of detailed oversight as a deci
sion on whether the government can continue at alL 
Even though such votes are rare, they can determine 
the fate of the executive, with the potential to lead 
to a change of leadership and even new elections. In 
the British Parliament, a government can be brought 
down by losing a vote of confidence o r by losing a 
vote on a matter of policy that has been described 
as a 'matter of confidence '. In France and Sweden, 
a majority of all members (not only those voting) is 
required to confirm a legi.<lature's Joss of confidence. 
In other countries, a confidence motion is not specifi
cally designated but is simply any vote on which the 
government would feel obliged to rt>sign if defeated. 
Defeat on a motion to approve the budget would be 
a typical example. In some countries, again including 
Sweden, votes of confidence can be directed ag-•inst 
individual ministers as well as the government as a 
whole. 

Vote of confidence: A vote in a legislature on l'.he question 
of its confidtmce iJl the govtrnme.nt to. Jead. If lost, it fiOr
mally requires the resignation of tlu~ government. 

Structure 
While the functions of legislatures (and the dynam
ics of those functions) vary from one to another, on 
matters of structure the options are more limited. First, 
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almost every legislature has either one or two cham
bers, the number being determined by a combination 
of history and political need. Second, most legislatures 
operate through specialist committees where much of 
the work of law-making is actually done, with plenary 
sessions playing only a formal role in the legislative 
process. 

Chambers 
For most countries, a single-chambered (or unicameral) 
legislature is enouglt to represent the interests of the 
population and to manage its rt'Sponsibilities; hence 
about 60 per cent of the world's Jegi.<latures have just 
one chamber (Inter-Parliamentary Union, 2015).Their 
number incre-.sed in the second half of the twentieth 
century as several smaller democracies - including 
Swe-den (1971) and Iceland (1991) - abolished their 
second chamber, and many smaller post-colonial and 
post-communist states also opted for a single chamber. 
For reasons of history, politics, or pr.ctical need, the rest 
have bicameral (double-chambered) legislatures. South 
Africa even went so far between 1984 and 1994 as to 
have ar tricameral legislature, with each chamber repre
senting a different race. 

Unicameral and b icameral: •terms re.fe.rring to the rlurn

ber o£ c.bambt'n in a legisbturt. 

In the case of bicameral legislatures, one is usually 
known as the first (or lower) chamber and the other 
as the second (or upper) chamber. Perhaps counter
intuitively, the lower chamber is usually the bigger and 
the more powerful; while some upper chambers have 
near- equal powers with their lower partners, most are 
both smaller and w<..-aker. The lower chamber is almost 
alwa)'S the originator of new proposals for legislation 
(bills), with the second chamber playing the role oft-.tk
ing a. second look, and the lower chamber o ften has 
sole o r dominating control over budgetary matters. The 
origins of the lower/upper designation are unclear, 
but th ey probably trace back to the manner in which 
the British Parliament was divided between aristocrats 
and commoners, with the 'Lords Spiritual and Tempo
ral' comprising the rnore historic and exclusive 'upper' 
chamber. 

T he choice between one and rwo chambers reflects 
contrasting visions of democracy. Unicameral legisla
tu res are justified by a majoritarian reading of popular 
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Chamber of Deputies Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Czech Republic, Haiti, Italy, Mexico, 
Romania, Rwanda. 

. . . .._ 

Afghanistan", Angola, Bulgaria, Cuba, France, Greece, Hungary, 
Kuwait, Nigeria*, Pakistan, South Africa, Thailand*, Turkey, 
South Korea. 

House of 
Re resentatives 

Australia, Egypt, Japan, Nethe rlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, 
United States. 

I!!.!JMJ.\13•hr!u~·!.tW Canada, Uni ted Kingdom. 

"'Both chambers. AU others refer to lower or sole chambctS only. 

FIGURE 8.3: A selection of lower chambers 

control, the idea being that an assembly based on direct 
popular election reflects the popular will and should not 
be obstructed. The radical French cleric Abbe Sieyes 
(1748-1836) put the point wdl:'if a second chamber 
dissents from the fi r.;t, it is mischievous; and if it agrees, 
it is superfluous' (Lively, 1991). Also, a single chamber is 
more accountable, economical, and decisive; it lacks the 
petty point-scoring which becomes pos.<ible with two 
houses representing distinct interest-s. 

But the defender; of bicameral legislatures reject 
both the majoritarian logic of the Abbe and the penny
pinching of accountants. Bicameralists stress the liberal 
element of democracy, arguing that the upper chamber 
offers checks and balances, provides more considered 
debate because its members usually have longer terms 
in office, it can be more collegial because it is usually 
smaller, and it can defend individual and group interests 
against a potentially oppressive majority in the lower 
house. Bicameral legislatures are most often found in 
larger countries and in democrades. and they are uni
versal in federations, where the second chamber typi
cally represents the component states. 

The second chamber can also share the workload 
of the lower chanJber, and serve as a house of review, 
revising bills, exarnining constitutional amendments, 
and eliminating intemperate legislation. In short, it 
can be a second chamber for second thoughts. James 
Madison, one of America 's founding fathers, suggested 
that an upper house afforded protection against 'an 
exct'Ss of law-lll'•king' (Hamilton, 1788c). As such, it 
can offer a modern approximation to the traditio nal 

idea of a council of elders, often debating in a less 
partisan style than the lower house. Or to adopt the 
terms used by Edmund Burke (quoted earlier in this 
chapter), the upper house can be a ' deliberative assem
bly of one nation' , rather than a mere 'congress <>f 
ambas.sadors' . 

\Vhere legislatures consist of two chambers, the 
question arises of the relationship between them. Usu
ally, the lower chamber dominates in an arrangement 
known as weak bicameralism. In this system, which 
is typical of parliamentary governments in unitary sys
tems, the government's survival depends on rnaintain
ing th e aS-<embly's support, and for clarity one chamber 
must (or should) become the focus of such account
ability. The task of sustaining or voting down the gov
ernment falls naturally to the lower house, with its 
popular mandate. 

Weak bicameralism: This arises when the lower ch:unber 
dominates t1\e. upper, providing rhe prim:rry focus for gov
enune.nt accoutttability. 

Strong bicameralism: TI'lill occun when che rwo chanl
ben are more balanced. as in federatioJt! with presidential 
executives. 

T he dominance of the lower chamber can also be 
seen in other w·.1ys: 

• It is usually the larger house, aver•ging 254 members 
com pared with 95 in the upper house (IPU, 2015). 
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• Does the size of legislatures matter? 

It makes intuitive sense that the size of a legislature should reflect the size of a country's population. Thus China, the 

world's most populous country, has a National People's Congress with almost 3,000 members, while the assembly 
in the South Pacific island state of Micronesia (with a population of 1 04,000) contains iust 14 representatives. 

However, size is a poor measure of strength. Giant assemblies may seem powerful, but they are rendered 
impotent by their inability to act cohesively, and are in constant danger of being taken over by more coherent 

actors, such as political parties, or even their own committees. Ruling communist parties, as in China, prefer a 
large legislature pre<:isely because it is easier to control. By contrast, a small chamber-numbering, say, under 
100-offers more opportunities for all deputies to have their say 1n a collegial environment. 

A more telling statistic is the number of representatives per head of population (see Figure 8.4). The 
Chinese legislature may be large, but once its members are divided up among China's population, we find 
that each delegate represents about 460,000 people. By contrast, the Swedish Riksdag is much smaller, but its 

349 members each represent only 27,500 people, and thus Swedes have more intensive representation at the 
national level than do the Chinese. 

At first glance, Indians may seem to have the worst level of political representation, with more than 2.3 million 
people per member of Parliament. But India is a federal system, so Indians are also represented in state and local 
legislatures. The same point applies to other countries with relatively high numbers of people per representative, 
such as the United States and Nigeria. Conversely, Britain and Sweden appear to have the most generous levels of 
representation, but they have weaker local units of government tn an is the case with federations. 
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FIGURE 8.4: Comparing levels of legislative representation 
Notes: Calculated based on data in lnter4 Pariiamentary Union {20 15) {assembly s ize) and in World Bank (2015) 
{population). For b icameral assemblies, the size of the lower chamber onfy is used. 
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• It often has special responsibility for the budget. 

• It is th e forum wh ere major proposals are introduced. 

• It is entitled to override vetoes or amendments prof
fered by the second chamber. 

In presidential systems, where presidents are directly 
elected and their continU'ation in office does not depend 
on the confidence of the legislature, there is no need 
for the executive's accountability to fo~-us on a single 
chamber. Strong bicameralism can emerge in these 
conditions, especially when combined with federalism. 
The US Congress is the best illustr• tion of this more 
balanced arrangement. With its constitutional position 
as representative of the states, the Senate plays a full part 
in the countryS governance. 

Selection of the upper chamber 
T here is not much point in a bicameral legislature unless 
the two chamben represent p ublic interests differently; 
if they are the same size, are elected in the same way, 
and have the same powers, they will simply replicate 
(me another. One means of avoiding this duplication is 
to sele~1: the chambers in different ways, to which end 
there are three rtlairt options: direct election, indirect 
election , or appointment (Fig 8.5). 

FIGURE 8.5: Selecting the upper chamber 
Note: Based on total number of seats. no-: number of upper 
chambers. For comparison, 95 p er cent of members of the first 
(lo wer) chamber are d irectly ele cted. 

Source: fnter.Patliamentary Union (201 5) 

An example ofindirect election can be found in Fr.mce, 
where members of the Senate are elected by memben of 
electoral colleges in each ofFrance's dtpartemtnts (cotmties). 
These colleges are made up of regional councillon, mayors, 
city councillors, and members of the National Assembly 
from the area. with a weigl1ting towards rur.U areas that has 
helpe-d keep the Senate politically conservative, and pre
vented the soc-ialists from wirming a majority until 2011.An 
example of appointment tan be found in Canada, where all 
105 members of the Senate are appointed by dte governor
general (representative of the British monarch) on tl1e rec
ormn endation of the prime minister. This might make the 
Senate seem as undemocratic as the Federation Council 
of R u s.<ia (•ee later in d>is chapter), where appointments 
are contrOlled by the president. However, Canadian prime 
ministers are sensitive to regiona1 considerations and will 
appoint independents and members of the opposition in 
addition to members of their own party. In any case, the 
Senate r=ly goes again<~ the will of the lower House of 
Commons, and has a tradition of being les.< partisan than 
tl1e House. 

Even when up per chambers are directly elected, a 
contr.Lst with dte lower house is still normally achieved 

by offering members of the upper house a longer ten
ure: typically five or six years compared with four or 
five in the lower chamber (Table 8.1). To sharpen the 
contrast further, the election cycle is often staggered; 
hen ce federal senators in the United States serve six
year terms, with one-third of th e seats up for election 
every t\vo years> w hile senators in France serve thn.~
year te rms with half the seats up for election every three 
years. A federal structure also produces a natural diver
gence between chambers. This contrast arises b ecause 
elections to federal upper chambers are arranged by 
state, w ith smaller states deliberately over-represented. 
For instance, the US Senate contains two members for 
e-ach o f SO states, meaning that California (population 
39 million) has the same representation as \Vyoming 
(580,000). The same is true of the Brazilian Senate, 
which has three members for each state, meaning that 
Sao Paulo in the south (population 44 million) has the 
same representation as Amapa in the north (popula
tion 7 50,000). Meanwltile, electoral districts for the US 
House of Representatives and the Brazilian Chamber 
of Deputies (the lower chambers) are designed to be 
equal. in population. The US fares better than Brazil, 
where the number of citizens per deputy runs from a 
low o f 53,000 to a higl1 of 570,000, greatly distorting 
the equality of tcpn.~entation. 
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TABLE 8.1: Comparing upper chambers 

Name Members Term Method of selection 
(years) 

Australia Senate 76 6 

Germany Bundesrat (Federal 69 
Council) 

Ireland Senate 60 5 

India Rajya Sabha 245 6 
(Council of States) 

Mexico Senate 128 6 

Russia Federation Council 166 6 

United States Senate 100 6 

Source: lnter-?arliamentary Union (2015) 

Committees 
Committees arc the workhorses of effective legislatures, 
offering detailed examination of matters of national 
interc::st, including executive and legislative proposals. A 
legislative committee is a small working group of leg
islators, ~Teated to cope with the volume and detail of 
legislative business, particularly in larger and busier lower 
chambers. Committees come in three different forms: 

• St<tnding committees are permanent, and grouped by 
poliey specialties; so there will usually be separate 
committees dealing with foreign affairs, economic 
affairs, budgets, health, education, the environment, 
and so on.They offer line-by- line examination ofbills 
in their particular areas of poliey responsibility. 

• .. ';elect commit-tees monitor the main executive depart
ments or are set up temporarily to hold he-.rrings on 
matters of public concern. 

• Cotiference committees reconcile differences in bicam
eral legislatures in the wording of bills. 

W hatever the committee type, members are usu
ally allocated in proportion to overall party strength. In 
operation, however, partisanship is often held in check, 
yielding a more cooperative outlook than on the floor. 

Committee: A group of legislatorS assigned to exam.ine new 
bi.lh, monitor executive. departrneuts or hold hearin!:9' on 
m:mers of public ooncenL 

Direct >election by single transferable vote in each state. 

Appointed by state governments, 

Appointed by the prime minister (11), elected from 
vocational panels {43), and from two universities (6). 

lnd ire.ctly elected through state assemblies (233), or 
appointed by the president (12). 

Direct e lection. Biggest party in each state wins two seats 
from the state, seconcJ.placcd party wins ohe seat. and 32 
senators elected at·large for the country. 

Appointed by president with 'approval' of local legislatures. 

Direct <election by plurality voting in each state. 

The US Congress is the classic example of a 
committee-based legislature. Although not mentioned 
in the constitution. committees rapidly became vital to 
the wmk of Congress. 'Congress in session is Congress 
on pu blic exhibition, whilst Congress in its commit
tee rooms is Congress at work', wrote Woodrow Wil
son (1885: 79). In the 114th Congress (2015- 17), th ere 
were 21 standing committees in the House, 18 in the 
Senate, and multiple subcommittees in both chambers. 
Their most important role is in deciding the shape and 
fitte of bills. Committee hearings allow interest groups 
to express their views> while committee members take 
care not only of the interests of their constituents, but 
also of those groups offering suppo rt, including cam
paigrn contributions, to the legislator. But party leaders 
are important, and we should not overestimate commit
tee autonomy. 

Committees are generally less influential in the 
more ·party-dominated legislatures found in most par
liamen tary systems. In Britain's House of Commons, 
for instance. goverr1ment bills are examined by stand
ing committees which largely replicate party combat 
on tb e floor of the chamber. These committees do 
not challenge executive dominance in framing legis
lation, and they tend to be unpopular, unspecialized, 
and under-resoureed. However, like many other leg
islatures, the Commons has expanded i ts system of 
selectt committees; these shadow all the main govern
ment departments, probing government policy and 
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Brief Profile: One of the world's oldest states, and 
birthplace of the parliamentary system, the United Kingdom 
ot G reat Britain and Northern Ireland and its four constituent 
parts (England, Scorland, Wales, and Northern lrelalld) 
has undergone many changes since 1945 that have lett 
troubling questions hanging (Net its future. The creatioo 
and now the decay of a welfare state, the e nd of empire, 

and the country's declining economic and military weight 
have forced a redefinition of the role of government,. and 

of Brita ins place in the world. Membership of the European 
Union has proved controversial, as has the definition of what 
it means to be British - a failed independence referendum 

in Scotland in 201 4 has not C!'lded tho debate over the 
future of the union. 'vVhat is clear is that many of the old 

assumptions about British politics have ceased to apply; in 
a more complicated and fragmented polity. replacement 
clich6$ aro harder to find. 

Form of government ¢ Unitary parliamentary 
coostitutional monarchy. Date of state formation arguably 1066; r.o codified constitution. 

Legislature C} Bicameral Parliament lower House of Commons (650 members) elected for renewable five-year terms, 
and upper House of Lo rds (about 790 members} consisting of a mix of hereditary and life peers, and seniQ( members of 
the Church of England. 

Executive c:) Parliamentary. The head of government is the prime m inister, who •s head of the largest party or coaJition, 
and governs in conjunction with a cabinet. The head of state ~s the monarch. 

Judiciary C} Based on the common law tradition. The creation in 'lSX19 of a 12-member Sup<eme Court, albeit without 
the authority to veto legislation, strengthened the autonomy of the judiciary. J udges appointed for life. with mandatory 
retirement at 70 or 75, depending on date of appointment. 

Electoral system c:) The House of Commons is e lected using single-member p lurality. A range of systems is used for 
elections to other bodies such as regional assemblies in Scotland, Wales, and Northcm Ireland_ 

Parties C} Multi-party. although traditionally dominated by ConseNatives on the right and l abour on the lett. Smalle< 
parties and regional parties also significant. 

monitoring its implementation. Their reports contrib
ute to governance and sometimes attract 'vider inter
est. In 2011, for example, a committee interrogation 
of the media magnate Rupert Murdoch in the wake 
of a phone-hacking scandal attracted international 
attention. 

.. 
Scandinavia provides cases of influential commit

tees operating in the context of both strong parties and 
parliamentary government. Scandinavia's main govern
ing style, sometimes known as'committee parliam.entar
ianisrn', is one in which influential standing committees 
negotiate the policies and bills on which the whole 
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The British Parliament 
The British Parliament is often known as the 'Mother of 

Parliaments', being the model upon which legislatures 
in padiamentaty systems are modelled. Traditionally, 
it mixed omnipotence and impotence in a seemingly 
impossibie combination; it was considered omnipotent 
because parliamentary sovereignty, allied to an uncodified 

constitution, meant thete was no higher authority in 
the land~ but it was considered impotent because the 
governing party exercised tight control over its Members 
of Parliament (MPs), turning Parliament into an instrument, 

rather than a wielder, of power. 
In the twenty# first century, Parliament's position 

has become less certain. The tired rituals of adversary 
po1itk·s in the House of Commons have become less 
convincing, not least for its newest members. The notion 

that Parliament possesses sovereignty still carries weight 
but it risks being left behind as European law becomes 
more impottant and powers are devolved to regional 
assemblies, by competition from the media as an arena 
of debate, and by the indifference of prime ministers who 

choosg to SfX!nd l~s time in the Housg. 
But MPs themselves have become more 

committed, and the era of the amateur legislator is 

parliament late r votes. In Sweden , for instan ce, commit
tees modifY about one in three government proposals 
and have the r ight to put their own proposal. (including 
bills) to the assembly as a whole. Parliamentary com
mittees art• partners in a remarkably deliberative law
nuking process. 

Members 
It is important to understand legislatures -as instinttion.'i, 
but also important co understan d their members and 
how they go about their work. The most important 
development in liberal democracies has been the rise 
of the career politician: the degree-educated legislator 
with limited experience outside politics who expect\ 

politics to provide a full-rime, tulfilling profession. The 
an taccurs of yesteryear have given way to political pro

fessional~ w ho know no o ther job, and for w hom spc
ciaHzadon is necessary for success . .I:vcn w hen politicians 
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over. They are predominantly drawn from professional, 
business, and political backgrounds, they devote 
more time to an increasing vofume of constituency 
casework, and the number of late sittings has been 
cut. Select committees have established themselves in 
the debate over policy and contribute to scrutinizing 
the execulive. The p rime minister now appeats twice 
a year before a sefect committee for a more detailed 
discussion than is possible during weekly Question 
Time. Kelso (2011: 69) notes that there has been a 
clear shift away from 'a chamber·based institution 
towards a committee-based institution. illustrated 
by the growing emphasis given to new p ublic bill 
committees, select committees and committee·based 
scrutiny of the prime minister'. 

The upper House of Lords occupies an uncertain 
posit i0<1. Its 790 members consist mainly of appointed life 
peers but reform, when finalty agreed, is likely to Involve 
a subst:antial measure of election. Such a development 

may well make the Lords more assertive in challenging 
the executive. Yet, even as Britain's Parliament upda tes its 
skills. it will continue to do what it has a lways done best: 

acting as an arena for debating issues of significance to 
the nation. its government, and its leaders. 

have experience of ocher careers such as law, the earJier 
occupation is often chosen a~ a pathway to politics. 

l.n many democracies. the rise of the profes!dona1 
politician bas led to speculation about the growth 
of a political class with a background and interests 
removed from the broad eJcctorate, and quite often c.ap
ntred b y particular interests (Borchert and Zd", 2003). 
While professionals might o ficr advantages in expertise 
and even comntitment over am accurs, the r ise of a pro
fe"io nal class could also be interpreted a.s a threat to 
representative dem ocracy. panicuJarly if that class does 
noc rc:flcct the backgrounds and attitudes of the gen
eral population. In a sense, it thn .. "3tens democracy with 
oligarchy (rule by a few). Reports of corruption in a 
number of assemblies support this notion of a horizon
ral "c.lass' division be~vecn legislators and electors w hich 

supple ments the traditional vcrtica1 distinction between 
parties. An example here is the d-antaging c~:pcnses scan ... 
dal which engulfed Britain's House of Commons in 
2009. Members of all parries, it ntrncd out, had been 
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claiming 'expenses' tOr all kinds of spurious costs such 
as cleaning moats and tuning pianos. Several members 
resigned, were de ... se)ectcd by rheir parties, or announced 

that they would not run again , while the Speaker of the 
House of Commons stood down from his job and crim
inal proceedi ngs were begun against the worst offenders. 
-Faith in politicians, already low, sank even lower. 

Political dass: A group of pmfessionaJ politicians ·that 

polM'Sses. 'Jnd on act on. it" shared interests. (Mosca, 1896). 

More importantly, incmnbcnt members from aU 
parties typically seck re-election. To achieve this goal, 
they arm themselves with campaign resources (e.g. ti·ce 
mail) unavailable to their challengers, thus creating a 
powcrfuJ cartel against newcomers. Viewing politics as a 
clash between parties often leads to inadequate emphasis 
on this distinction within parries between incwnbent\ 
and challengers. A< in :my orher established class, politi
cians in post are reluctant to upset the apple cart that has 
served them so welL Indeed. the gn.""ater the proportion 
of professional politicians in an assembly, the more likely 
it is rhat incumbent candidates wiU be re-elected (Berry 
et e~l., 2000). 

Politics as a profession implies a distinct view not 
onJy of representation. but al~o of politks. It rc~Ject\ 
the notion that governance is :1 task which Athenian
style citizen- legL'5lators can undertake. It implies dissat
isfaction \V;th the idea that an a.<Sembly should draw 
together a representative sample of citizens 'different in 
nature, diACrent in interests, different in looks, differ
ent in langt~agc' (Bagehot, 1867: 155) . Rather, politics 
as a profession implies an emphasis on elitism, training, 
knowledge, experience, and skiU. Politics becomes a job. 
in the same way as law, medicine, and teaching. 

There i~ a contrast here between the kinds of polit
ica1 e ntrepreneurs found in the United States and the 
more party- based careerists found in the Jegislatures of 
other liberal democracies. In the US Congress. candi
dates must compete against opponents from their own 
party in a pri.Jn ary; in office, they must bui)d a per
sonal profile and record of achievement which protects 
them frotn challenge, and they must raise money for 
their c.ampaign - which, for members of the House of 
Representatives, takes place every two y<._>ars. ln short, 

members of Congress must nurture their personal 
brand . In most other liberaJ democracies, so·ong par
ti<'"< at both parliamentary and electoral level leave less 

room f<>r independent action, resulting in loyal lcgis
larors. rather than political entrepreneurs. Even when 
partis.anship is important, however. yow1ger and better 
educated members seck to C)t.-prcss their profc.""Ssionalism 
by making a difference. Alrhough the French National 
Assembly remains a weak institution, Kerrouchc (2006: 
352) reports that even here 'deputies want to criticize. 
to ato-act media attention and [ O put forward alterna
tive policies'. T hese aspirations arc reflected in a sub

stantial number of private membcrs1 biJis and legislative 
amendments. 

J ust as we sometitncs find people following the same 
c-areer paths as their parents. so one of the outcomes 
of the rise of the career politician has been the emer
gence of political dynasties. In Asia, political iiunilies 
often o·eflect the value of the political brand established 
by thcir founder, with children inheriting the founder's 

decto:ral district. In ll1<ili, for example, the Nehru
Gandhi dynasty goes back to the nin eteenth century. 
but ha.~ been particularly important since independence 
in ( 947: it produccdjawarhalal Nehru (prime minister 
1947-64), his daughter Indira Gondhi (prime mmister 
1966-77 and 1980-4), her son Rajiv Gandhi (pr ime 
minister 1984-9), his widow Sonia (leader of the Con
gress l'ar ry from 1998), and rhcir son Rahul (member 
of Pa.rliament since 2004). In Japan, meanwhile. more 
than o ne-third of the members of the Japanese Diet 
before the 2009 election were second-generation law
makers, often inhc.~riting the same seat as their fantiJy 

predecessor (Martin and Sted, 2008). Similar family 
dynasties arc e\•ident in Bangladesh. Pakistan, and the 
PhilippillCS. 

1."hc pheno menon of second -generation legislators 
may amso reflect socialization: children growing up in a 
family w here politics is viewed as an achievable career 
are more likely to enter the profession themsdvcs. This 
effect hdps to cxptairt why as many as one ... quarter of 
the candidates standing in the AustraJian election of 
2001 had a close family member who had al<<> stood 
for e-lected office (McAllister, 2003). In the United 
States, me;mwhilc, the Kennedy family is less pronu
nent than it o nce was, but the .Bushes and the Clio ... 

tons have developed some of the trappings of political 
dynasties. 

FJTom one perspective. political families ntay be no 
more disturbing than family lines of physicians .Yet, j ust 
as the notion of the protCssionaJ politician brave ri~c to 
rhe concept of a political class. so too does the idea of 
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• The pros and cons of term limits 

As we will see in Chapter 9 , presidents in democracies are often limited by law in the number of terms they can 
serve In office. Even in parliamentary systems, where no such limits apply, it is rare that governments stay in 

off1ce for more than about 8-10 years. 

But the story ts qUJte d ifferent in legislatures. Unless representatrves are also faced W1th a term tim it, they 

will often seek to stay in office as long as their energy and the tal orance of voters will last, Generally; re-election 
is the norm in hberaJ democracies, and most sitting legislators return for a new term. Defining the ideal level 
of turnover is not easy. On the one hand, the return rate should be h1gh enough to susta10 profesSionalism, 
allowmg the development of expcnence and expertise. On the other hand, it should not be so h1gh as to sustain 
corrupnon or create the 'three As' which Jackson (1994) associated with a surfeit of incumbency: arrogance, 

apathy, and atrophy. 

Turnover iS greater 1n countnes us1ng party list proporttonal representation, which allows party leaders to 
ensure at ~east a tnckle of fresh blood. In countnes usmg plurality elecnons, turnover 1s mainly lower, the extreme 

case being the United States, where - between 1982 and 2014 - re·election rates never fell below 85 per cent 
in the House and 75 per cent in the Senate (Bardes et al., 2014: table 12.4). In contrast, Mexico does not allow 
members of Congress to serve more than one teem at a trme. so deputies must step down after three years and 
senators after six years, return1ng only at the next elect1on (assumzng they win}. 

Arguments in favour 

Prevents the development o f career politicians and a 
political class, and r&duces the likelihood of corruption . 

The longer legislators stay in office, the greater the 
chances of their losing touch with the needs of voters. 

Brings new perspectives and generations to bear, which 
can be more important than keeping experienced 
legislators in office. 

Term limits provide a check on the accumulation of 
power by individual legislators. 

Term limits: Rules that restrict d cctcd politician$ t.o a nu.xi
mum number o( pe-riods in oRicc, or ban re-election without 
:l break. 

the political family encourage us to think in rerms of 
a po liticaJ caste. Both ideas imply a mcasure of closure 
in policicaJ recruioncnt; they rest w1easily alongside the 
traditional interpretation of democracy as government 
by the people. 

Arguments against 

Term limits can prevent the best legislators from staying 
on ancl working in the national intE~rest. 

Makes. it more difficult for legislators to develop long· 
term r~ationships with their districts and constituents. 

Prevents voters from benefiting from the accumulated 
experience of longer-term legislators. 

Creaters lame d uck legislators, who cannot plan beyond 
the da1e of the next e lection. 

Turnover can be encouraged by levelling the playing 
fie1d be-tween incumbents and challengers, not by 
banning experienced ptayers. 

Legislatures in authoritarian 
states 
Since- assemblies are symbols o f popular political rep
resentation, their significance in authoritarian regimes 
has long been regarded as inherently lim ited . Such 
legislatures have generally functioned only as shadow 
institutions: sessions are often short and members are 
occasjonally appointed by the govcrmncnt. Legislato rs 

concc!lltrate on raising gricvanct.-s, pressing constituency 
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interests, and sometimes Unin g their own pockets. The 
ntlcrs regard these activities as non-threatenin g because 
the rca] issues of national politics arc lett untouched. 

Yet, lcgislarurcs arc difticult to c~'tinguish, and the 
braver members of assemblies in autho ritarian states 
can sometimes emerge a.c; the only subsranual voices 
of opposition. Schuler and Malesky (20 14) note that 
there has been a recent tendency am ong scholars to 
see authoritarian regimes relying Jess on repression and 
more on using lcgislantrcs to either co-opt, cmpo•wer. 
or weaken the opposition: ·a.~scmblies are seen as con

straints willingly constructed by dictators in order to 
maximize the bencfirs of continued rule or increase 
rc·gimc stabiliry' (p. 676). Except for a few traditional 
and dictatorial systems, most authoritarian regimes con
rimae to possess an assembly of some d t·scr iprion , their 
value being fivefold: 

• A legislature provides a fig leaf of legitimacy, both 
domestic and international, for the reg ime. R uJcrs 
can try and detract cr iticism from other governments 
and donor agt·ndes by pointing to their national leg ... 
is.lature as evidence of a national politicaJ debate. 

• The Jegislature can be used to incorporate tnoder

atc opponents into the political sys:tcm. prov;ding a 
fonun for negotiating matters that do not threaten 

the key interests of rulers. 

• Raising the grievances of constituents and lobbying 
for locaJ interests provide a me-asure of integration 
between centre and per iphery, and between state and 
society. Such activity oils the political wheels without 
threatening those who control the machine. 

• Assemblies provide a convenient pool of potential 
recruits to the elite. Behaviour m the legislature- pro
vides a useful initial test of reliability. 

• For dictators, argues Gandhi (2008: 18 1), legislatures 
serve as ' controlJcd institutional channels' through 

which o utside g ro ups ca11 make their dcn1ands and 
leaders can 'make concessions without appearing to 
cave in ro popular protest '. 

At the h<-art of the role of legislatures in authori
tarian regimes is the idea of co .. option: author itarian 
leaders may not have to wor ry about public opinion, 
but they always face the prospect of challenges from 
within the elite, or at least o f dema11ds for a share of 
the spoils of contro l. Svolik (201 2 : ·t2-13) contrasts the 

roles of legislacures in democracies, where they serve to 

rrprescm the diversity of potitical im errm, with those in 

authoritarian states, \Vhcrc their role 'is to enhance the 

stabilitty of author itar ian power-sharing by alleviating 
conu:nionent and monitoring problems among authori· 
rarian eli res'. 

l.n hybrid regimes, legislatures are an <.'sscntial part 
of the political furni ture. T heir position can be signifi
cant in arca'i that do nor rhrcarcn the realities of prcsi· 
dential leadership : in representing local districts, for 
cxantple, and in passing routine legislation. However, 
such as.'iiemblics stiU operate in the shadow o f e-xecutive 
authorit)c A nose for power will lead us away from the 
lf:gislanrre and towards the pre~;identiaJ office. T here. we 

may discover an incumbent who governs by decree as 
wd l as by law and who may~ iu e.Ytrem;s~ sim ply di ... solve 
a recalcitrant Jegisla ture in search of more congenia1 

arrangements. 

'il"'he political <."nvironment of hybrid regimes is 
partic ularly hostile to the idea that assemblies can hold 
the government to account through deraiJed oversight. 
On the contrary. national leaders consider themselves 
respo nsible co che whole nation, not to what they sec 

as cor rupt, partisan. and parochial representatives in the 
assembly. In addition, many hybrid systems are either 

new regimes, or located in relatively poor countries; 
both factors militate against rhe devcJopment of a pro ... 
tessio naJ legislature with a stable membership. extcn
shte research support, and a well-developed conunittec 
systcnl. 

'll"he case of the Egyptian legislature illustrates some 
of the problems found in hybrid regimes. Egypt has had 
a legislature since 1923. but first the king and then -
follmvi.ng the revolution of 1952 - the president have 
always had rhe capacity to over ride irs votes or to manip ... 
ulatc e lections to ensure a majority o f friendly legisla
tor.. The legislature was renamed the People's Assembly 
in 1971, and was g ranted several constitutionaJ pow
ers th at seemed co limh those of rhe president: ir could 
reject laws proposed by the govermnent, propose laws 
of its own , had close control over the national budget, 
and could debate government policy. But the latter 
me3ll!t little in n·aJ tenus, and its debates were desc ribed 
by Waterbury ( 1983. p I 6) as follows: 'T he normal pat
tern . . . has been to tear a given policy to pieces in 
conuJ1in ee . . . to give ampJe newspaper .. . coverage to 
the fi ndings, and then to have rhe Assembly as a w hole 
approve the policy with marginal modifications.' 

A new Ho use of Representatives was created in 
2014, but the tradition of strong cxecutiws and relatively 

weak legislatures seemed destined to continue, but for 
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different reasons. Where the old People's Assembly had 
been dominated by the governing National Democratic 
Party, which was in turn manipulated by the president, 
the new legislature is likely to suffer from too many par
ties> creating divi•iions that wilJ make it ineffective either 
as a support for government or as a site of opposition. 

In wholesale authoritarian regimes, by contrast, the 
manner in which ruling parties or presiden ts exploit the 
legislature is more obvious, as the cases of China and 
Russ~• illustrate. China exemplifies the trend in one
party states for assemblies to acquire modest signifi
cance as such regimes become a little more pluralistic. A 
growing emphasis on the rule oflaw raised the status of 
the National People's Congress (NPC), which has also 
more often expressed popular hostility to corruption . 
Many votes are no longer unanimous, proceedings are 
less easily choreographed, committees are growing in 
authority, some professional support i.• available, and the 
Communist Party must anticipate the NPC's reaction 
to its proposals. 

However, the NPC, still the world~ largest legisla
tu re with members indirectly elected through subna
tional governments and the military, remains strongly 
hierarchical. lt meets only once a year for a session last
ing about- two weeks. Even more than in committee
based assemblies in democr.lcies, the NPC's influence 
operates through smaller sub-groups. The most impor
tant of these is the Standing Committee, a group of 
about 1 SO members which meets regularly througllOut 
the year; most also belong to the party, giving the lead
ership an additional mechanism of contrOl. 

Of course, party domination of legislative pro
ceedings is also found in parliamentary systems in 
liberal democr•cies, but there the party in command 
changes with the election results. Although the NPC 
and its sub-groups have become part of the Chinese 
power network, the party's supremacy is such that these 
bodies still cannot be understood through Western 
notions of the separation of powers and parliamentary 
sovereignty: 

In Russia, the Federal Assembly occupies a sec
ondary position to the executive. Russia's constitution 
makes aJio,vance for a bicameral legislature whose pow
ers helped make sure that laws take precedence over 
presidential decrees. But the ambitions of Vladimir 
Putin have combined with the Russian preference for 
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strong government to tilt the balance of power towards 
the presidency. The constitution states that Russia's pres
ident is not only 'guarantor of the conuitution'. but is 
also required to 'e.nsure the coordinated functioning and 
collabo ration of bodies of state power'. So far, pre.<idents 
have performed this role with no great regard for the 
legislature. 

D uring the 1990s, the Duma Qower house) became 
a site of resistance to Boris Yeltsin's reforms, producing 
vigorous debate. President Putin himself once claimed 
to find value i.n legislative institutions: 'today, we can 
justiftably call this period a time of strengthening the 
country's parliamentary and legal culture. One can 
speak about a modern State Duma as a working instru
ment of power' (quoted in Donaldson, 2004: 249) . But 
much has changed since then, and Putin 's United R ussia 
Party today dominates the Duma, reducing it to subser
vient status. 

T he most blatant instance of Putin's manipulation 
of the legislature can be found in the upper house, the 
Federdtion Council. Given the sheer size and diversity 
of R ussia, and its federal structure, the Council might 
logically function as a R ussian Senate, providing a form 
of representation that could complement that provided 
by the Duma. In reality, it has been openly exploited 
by Putin to extend his power, encouraged by the lack 
of detail in the R ussian constitution about how its 
members must be chosen. It initially consisted of two 
representatives elected from each of the 83 regions and 
republics of Russia, who were replaced in 1995 by the 
chief execu tives and heads of the legislatures in the 
regions, holding their Council positions ex officio. 

In 2000, in an attempt to limit the powers of the 
regional leaders, Putin steered a new law through the 
State Duma that replaced them with full-time rep
resen~tatives appointed by local legislatures and their 
executives. Another change came i.n 2012, so that 
region al assemblies each elected one of their members 
and regional governors chose representatives from the 
region al executives. In practice, though, Putin's advisers 
have the final say over the selection of members (Rem
ington, 2014: 53). Si.nce the Council must approve pres
idential nominees to the Russian high courtS, and must 
approve the declaration of martial law or emergencies 
by the president, Putin - by extension - controls these 
decisions. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• We have suggested that ' effective control over legislation in most liberal democracies rests with the 
government'. Is this state of affairs satisfactory? 

• Could a legislature made up entirely of h eterosexual white middle-class men effectively represent a 
country? If not, why not? 

• Should members of an upper chamber be appointed for their experience and wisdom, or elected for 
their popular appeal? 

• Other than in federal systems, do bicameral legislatures serve any real purpose? 

• Is there anything particularly wrong with the rise of career politicians and a political class? 

• Should legislators be subject to term limits? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Bicameral 
Committee 
Committee-based legislature 
Debating legislature 
Legislature 
Plenary session 
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Executives 

PREVIEW 
The fo~us of this chapter is the most visible tier in any system of government: the 
top level ofleadership. Whether we are talking about presidents, prime ministers, 
chancellors, dictators, or de:;pot, , those who sit ar the peak of the pyramid of gov
ernmental power typically excite the most public inte~>st, whether opinions are 
positive or negative. To be sure, executives - in dernocracies,at least - consist not 
j ust of individual leaders but oflarge networks of people and institutions, includ
ing the ministers and secretaries w ho form the cabinet or the council of min
isters. But a single figure usually becomes the b est-known face o f government, 
representing its successes and fuilures and acting as a focus of popular attention. 

The chapter begins by looking in turn at the three major forms of execu
tive: presidential, parliamentary, and semi-p~-sidential. It compares and contrasts 
their roles and powers, focusing in particular depth on the vu ious sub- types of 
parliamentary executive and the experience they have had with legislative coa
litions. The contrasting roles of head of state and head of governm ent are also 
reviewed; they are combined in presidential systems and divided in others, with 
important and contrasting consequences. Th e chapter then looks at executives 
in authoritarian systems, and at the partkular qualities and effects of personal 
rule. Auth oritarian leaders may enjoy more power than their dem ocratic peers, 
but they also enjoy fewer formal protections o n their person o r their tenure in 
office. T his inevitably affects the way they approach their position s. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Executives: an overview 

• Presidential executives 

• Parliamentary executives 

• Semi-presidential 
executives 

• Executives in authoritarian 
states 

The political executive is the top tier of government. responsible- ~or setting priorities, mobiUzing support, resolving 
crises, making decisions and overseeing their implementation. 

Executives take three main institutional forms: presidential. parliamentary, and semi-presidential. 

Studies of presidential executives routinely refer back to the somewhat atypkal case of the United States. There is 
ongoing debate about the strengths and weaknesses of the presidential model. 

Parliamentary government is often studied through the British example, even if it is more accurately represented 
through the multi·party coalitions of continental Europe. The sma ller countries, in particular, provide opportunities 
to address the orlgins, stability. and effectiveness of different types of coalition. 

Semi .. presidentiaJ systems combine elements of the presidential and parliamentary formats (for example, there is 
both a pres;dent and a prime minister). They are tess common, an.d less thoroughly studied. 

Executives in authoritarian states are partk ular1y intriguing because they face fewer constraints than those in liberal 
democracies. as well as fewer guarantea.s regarding their tenure. 
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Brief Profile: Tho recent rise of Brazil exemplifies tho 
phenomenon of the cmOfgfng economy, and camcd it 
Inclusion In tho Informal clustCf of BRIC states (Brazil. Russia, 
India, and China). As the world's frlth biggest country by 
land alld population, Blazil is one of the world's largest 
domocnteios. It is the most important state in South America 
and has expanded its influence to the developing world 
more broadly. HcwiCYer, in common with the other S.'l!C 
states, Blazil still faces many dome<tic problems. There IS a 
wde gap be""""' rid! and poor. much of the arable land 
ts owned by a lew wealthy families, social conditions in its 
maJO< oties arc poor, the deforestation of the Amazon basin 
has global ocological implications. and corruption ts nfe at 
alllciiCIS of govCfnmoot. Recent economic developments 
havo sent mixed signals, with oil discoveries pointing to 
energy 50lf·sufficicncy, but an economic downturn and a 
rctum to politics as usual casts clouds over Brazil's continued 

progre$$. 

Form of government :::> Federal prcsidcntial tCpubl:c consisting of 26 states and a Federal District. State formed 
1822, and most recent constitution adopted 1988. 

legislature"> Bicameral National Congress; lower Chamber of Deputies (513 members) elected !or tCnewable four-year 
terms, and upper Sroate (81 members) elected from the States (tlvce members each) for renewable etght year tom1$. 

Executive "> Prc.idential. A presidcm d"Jfcctly elected for no more ttl an two consecutNe four year terms. 

Judiciary"> A dual system of state and fcde<al courts. with just>CCS cl superior courts nominated for Lfe by tho president 
and conformed by the Senate. Supreme Federal Court SOf\IC$ as constirutional court: 1 i members, nom,nated by pres dent 
and conformed by Senate for life, but must rchre at 70. 

Electoral system c:) A two-<ound majority system is used for elections to the presidency and the So nate, while o!octions 
to tho Olambor of Deputies usc proportional representation. 

Parties c:) Multi-party, with more than a dozen parties organized with in Congress into four main coalitions and a cluster of 
non· attached parties. 

Executives: an overview 
The politic:U e...ccutive is the core of government, con
sisting as it docs of the politic:U leaden who form the 
LOp k'Vcl of the administration: presidents, prime minis
ters, ministers, and cabinets. The institutional approach 
to comparison focuses on the role o( the executive as a 

.. 
government's energizing force, setting priorities, mobi
lizing support, reacting to problerru, resolving crises, 
making decisions, and overseeing their ex<-cution. Cov
wting without an assembly or judiciary is feasible, but 
ruling \vithout an executive is arguably impossible. And 
in authorit2rian sy-sterru, the executive is often the only 
institution that wields true pov.ter. 
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The political executive in Brazil 
The American model of the presidential executi\/e is 

used in most Latin American countries, but often with 
local variations. Brazil is a case in point. On the one 
hand, its president would seem to be more powerful 
than the US equivalent. being able to issue decrees in 
specified areas. to dedare bills to be urgent (forcing 

Congress to make a prompt decision). to initiate b ills 
in Congress, and to propose a budget which goes into 
effect, month by month, if Congress does not itse1f pass 
a budget. 

But Stazitian presidents must work with two features 

of govemment <proportional representation and a multi· 
party system) that are absent in the United States, and 
that make it more diffirult to bend Congress to their 
will. First, they are laced by a much more complex party 
landscape. For example, the October 2014 1egislative 
elections resulted in 28 par'ties winning seats in the 
Brazilian Chamber of Deputies: no party won more than 
70 seats, 13 parties each woo less than ten seats, a.nd the 
panies formed themselves into four groupings, with the 

pro-government coalition holding 59 per cent of the seats. 

It is important co distinguish the political executive 
(which makes policy) from the bureaucracy (which puts 
policy into effect}. Unlike appointed official<, the mem
bers of the execu tive - in democracies, at least - are 
chosen by political means, most often by election, and 
can be removed by the san1c method. The executive lS 

accountable for the activities of government; it is where 
the buck stops. 

It i~ also important to distinguish bcn·vecn two 

different roles carried out by executives: the head of 
state (the figurehead representative of the state and aU 
its citizens) and the head of government (the political 
Jcader of a government). ln presidential executives such 
as the United States, Mexico, and N igeria, the two jobs 
arc combined in one office. In parliamentary systems, 
the priJnc minister or chanceUor is d1e hc.""ad of gov
ernment, while monarchs or non-executive presidents 
carry out the role of head of state. In semi ... presidentiaJ 

systems, the division of roles - as we wiJI see - is more 

complicated. 
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To further complicate matters for the president. 
party discipline is exceptionally weak. Deputies often 
switch party in mid·term, and are more concerned 
with winning msources for their districts than with 

showing loyalty to their party (a reality also, but to a 
lesser extent, in the United States). In response. Brazil's 
presidents build informal coalitions by appointing 
ministers from a range of parties in an attempt to extract 
loyalty l<om them. 

The Brazilian case shows that £he executive in 
presidential govomment does not need to be d rawn 
from a ~ngle party. However. the coalitions they form 
are more informal. pragmatk:, a nd unstable than the 
carefu!Jy crahed inter-party coalitions which characterize 
parliamentary government in Europe. In presidential 
systems, after aU, the collapse of a coalition does not 
mean the fall of a government, reducing the Incentive 
to sustain a coalition. So, although Latin American 
constitutions appear to give the chief executive a more 
important political role. appearances are deceptive. 
The Latin American experience confirms that presidents 
operating In a democratic setting confront inherent 

difficu1ties in securing their programme. 

Head of state: The figurehe.td leader or a state, who may 
be elected or .:tppointed, o r - in the case of monarch~- nuy 
inherit the posicion. The role is non-political :md tus many 
fUnction::; but few mbsontivc pow·ers. 

Head of government The d«:tc'd lt:-;tder of a g<r.rcrnment. 
who. comes to office bet:Luse. of the suppon of voters who 

identif)• with their party and platform. 

ln liberal democracies. understanding the cxecu .. 
rive begins with the study of iJ1stirutional arrangements. 
Libera) democracies have succeeded in the delicate and 
difficult task of subjecting executive power to constitu
tional constraint. T he govcrruuent is not only elected. 
but r-emains subject to rules which lilnit its power; it 
must also face regular rt>· clection. 

l.n author itar ian regin1cs. by contrast. constitutional 
and cJcctoraJ controls arc absent or ineffective. The 
scope of the executive is limited not so much by the 

constitution a$ by political realities, and the executive 
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rends to be more Ruid, patterned by iniormal relation
ships rather than tormal mles. 

Th e executives of liberal democracies fall jnto 

three main g roups: presidential. parliamentary, and semi
presidential. In all three types, power is diffused, and 
they can each be understood as contra~cing_ methods 
for dividing and controlling executive authority. These 
arrangements can be tested against their contributions 
to political stability and effective governance. ln prcsi
dcncial and SCJlli-prcsidential regimes, the constinttion 
sets up a systc.m of checks and balances between dis
tinct executive, legislative and j udicial institutions. ln 
parliamentary systems, the govcrum~nt is constrained 
in different ways, its sur.dval depending on retaining 
the confidence of the assembly. Typically, its freedom 
of action is limited by the need to sustain a coalition 
between parties that have agreed to share the ra.' k of 
governing. 

Presidential executives 
T he world contains many pn.>sidents but fewer cxampk-s: 
of presidential government. This is in pan because 

many parliatncntary systems posse-ss a president who 
serves o nJy as ceremonial head of state, and in part 
because any dictator can style themselves "president', 

and many do so. For these rcason.c;;, the existence of a 
president is an insufficient sign of a presidential system. 

Presidential government: An arrangement in whjch 
powt"r i..; divided between :t pre-sident and :a legislature. Thi.c; 

distinction i'+ achieved by sr:p;trate dectlons and also by 
scp.ar:ne.survi\r-al;tht': president cannot dis.o;ol\o-e the legislature 
:md the legislature r.an only remo\'e the pn:"sidmt thmu.gh 

ilupe3chmem. 

In essence, a presidential executive is a form of 
constitutional rule in w hich a single chief executive 

TABLE 9.1; Presidential executives 

gover ns using the authority der ived from popular 
election, alongside an indepcndcm legislature. The 
deerton normally takes rh e fo rm of a direct vote of 
the peopJe, with a limit on the number of terms a 
prcsid enr can serve. T he president directs the govern
ment and, unJikc most prime ministers in parliamen
tary government, also serves as the ceremonial head of 
state. T he president makes appoinnncnts to other key 
government instirutions, such as the heads of govern
ment departments, although some may be subject to 
confinnation by rhc Jcgis.larurc. Because both presi
dent and legisJarurc are elected for a fixed term, nei
ther can bring down the other, giving each institution 
some .autonomy. 

Presidential executives have both strengths and 
weak.ncsscs. Among the strengths: 

• Th.e president's fixed tenn provides continuity in the 
exC"cutive, avoiding the coUapsc of governing coaJj ... 

tions to which parliamentary govcrnn1cnts are prone. 

• Wtnning a presidential election requires candidates ro 
develop broad support across the cmumy. 

• Elected by the country at large1 the president rises 
above the squabbles between local interests repre

sented in the legislanJie. 

• A president provides a natural sytnbol of national 
mUty, o ffer ing a familiar face for domestic and inter
national audiences alike. 

• Sin ce a presidential system necessarily invo lves a 
separation of powers, it shouJd also encotJiagc lim
ired government and thereby protect liberty. 

But prcs.idcncia] government al~o carries ri~s. 

O nly one party can win the presidency; everyone 
else loses. AU-or-nothing politics can lead to politi
cal instability. especially in new regimes. Fixed terms 
of ofilcc arc inBcxiblc, and the A1nerican experience 
shows that deadlock can arise when executive and lcg
islatu:r.c disagree, leaving the political system unable to 

• Elected president steers the government and makes senior appointments. 
• Fixed terms of offices for the president and the legislature, neither of which can 

ordinarily bring down the other. 
• Presidents are usually limited to a specified number of terms in office; usually two. 
• Uttle overlap in membership between the executive and the legislature. 
• President serves as head of government as we II as head of state . 
• Examples: Afghanistan, Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, Indonesia, Nigeria, United States. 
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• The separation of powers 

The separation of powers is the hallmark of the presidential system: executives nave the power to lead and 
to execute, legislatures have the power to make law, and courts have the power to adjudicate. Whale there is 
certa1nly an overlap in practice, <he focus of respons1bihties is generally clear, and 1s typically re1nforced by a 
separation of personnel. Neither the prestdent nor members of the cabmet can s1t 1n the leg1sfature, creatmg 
further distance between the two institutions. Similarly, leg1sJators must reslgn their seats if they wish to serve in 
the government, meaning the president's ability to buy members' votes with the promise of a job is self-limiting. 

Contrasting methods of elect1on create a natural difference of interests. Leg1slators depend only on the 

support of VOters in their nome district, while the pres1dent (and the president only) IS elected by a broader 
constituency - typically, the entire country. This divergence generates the political dynam1c whereby the 
president pursues a national agenda as distinct from the special and local Interests of the legislature. So, despite 
the focus on a smgle office, presidential government d.v1des power. The system creates a requirement for the 
executive to negotiate w1th the leg•slature. and v1ce versa, and thereby ensures the triumph of deliberation over 
dictatorship. 

There is a practical separation of powers In parliamentary systems as well, in the sense that executive 
and !eg1sfab.ve functions are d1stJnct. But members of the executive also s1t 10 the legislature, and rather than 

legislators havrng to resign in order to serve 1n government. occupymg a seat in the leg1slature IS all but a 
prer"'!uisite to be1ng appointed to a top government job. such as the head of a government department. 
Above all, the very survival of the executive in a parliamentary system depends on it retaining the legislature's 
confidence. 

Separation of powers: Ao arrangement in which exe-cu
tive and legi.'\brure are given ~tinct but comp1emem::ary seLo;; 

o( powers, such that neither can govt<m J.lone J.nd that both 

should, ide-.ally, gover-n togttht'r. 

address pressing problcnL<. Presidential systems also lack 
the natural rallying-poim for opposition provided by 
the Jeadcrs of non- ruling parti<.·s in some parlianlcn
tary systems. In particular. there is no natural equiva
lent to Britain's notion of the Le-ader of Her Majesty's 

Opposition. 
Under these circumstaJlccs. there is a danger that 

presidents will grow too big for their boots. In the past, 
Latin Atncrican and African presidents have frequencly 
amended the constitution so as to continue in o fiicc 
bt:yond their o ne· or two- term limits. Even worse, a 
frustrated or ambitious president can rurn into a dic
tator; presidential democracies arc more likely than 
parliamentary democraci<,; to disintegrate (Cheibub, 
2002). 

Presidential government predominar<..-s in the 
Americas, and is also found in many African countries, 

such as Nigeria. T he United States is the representative 

case, :and as such provides important insights into how 
th e presidential executive works. T he framers of the 
US constitution w:mtcd to create an office that could 
both nu ke decisions and be prevented from ac.cumular .. 

ing too much pO\ver. They also wanted to msulate the 
office fro m influence by the ·excitable masses'. so they 

created an Electoral CoUege within which each state 
had a specific number of votes, all of which - in most 
cases - go to the candidate who wins the most votes in 
each state. Controver.;ially, it is possible for a presidential 
candidate to win the popu)ar vore hut Jose in the CoJ ... 

lege, as AI Gore discovered in his defeat by George W 
Bush in 2000. 

tn addition to a general obligation to oversee the 
execution of laws, rhc president is given e..\.-plicit duties 
(such as c,ontmandcr- in-chid} char have been inter

preted over rime as giving presidents further implied 
powt."'"r s. For instance. presidents can claim executive 
privilege: the right to wirhhoJd informatio n from 
Congress and the courts w hich, if relea.<ed, would dam
age the president's capacity to cxecucc the laws. Presi
dents can also issue executive orders~ statements, and 
prod.an1ations. At the san1c rime. they also o ften find 
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th eir band'S tied, because they share important powers 
with Congress: 

• The president is conunander- in-chief hut only Con
gres..<; can declare war. 

• The president can make government appointments 
and sign treaties, but only with the consent of the 
Senate. 

• The president can veto legislation, but Congress can 
override the veto. 

• Congress, not the president. controls the purse 
strings. 

Describing the relationship between the president 
and Congress as a separation of powers is nUsleading:, 
because there is ju reality a .separation of institutions: 

th e two share author ity, each seeking to inAucnce the 
other but neither being in a position to dictate. In 
parliamentary systems, prime ministers can normally 
rely on strong support in the lcgislantrc from their 
party or coalition; this is rardy the case in presidential 
ext."cutives. 

1' hc paradox o f the American presidency - a weak 
governing position amid the trappinss of o nu1iporencc

is reflected in the president 's suppon network. To meet 
presidential needs for infOrmation and advice, a con
glomeration of supporting bodies has evolved, including 
the White House O ffice, the National Security Coun
cil , and the O ffice of Managemem and Budget. Col
lectively, they provide far more direct support than is 
available to the prime minister in a parlian1entary sys
tem, forming what is sometimes known as the ' institu
tional presidency' (Burke, 20 I 0). 

Relative to parliamentary systems, the US presi
dential system lacks a strong cabinet. There is a fed
eral cabinet, but it is not mentioned in the constitution, 
its meetings are usuaUy little more than a presidential 
photo opportunity, and cabinet members often find it 
hard to gain access to the president through the thicket 
of advisers. As we will see later, presidential government 
is never cabinet government as it formaUy is in parlia
mentary executive-s. 

Cabinet: A body consisting of the beads of the m:tjor gov
emment departmc:n ('J. Somctit11cs knm'm :JS a Council of 
Minisrc-r.o. Mo~ impurL1m in p:arliame:nt:uy th;m in presiden

tial systems, 

The norm in a presidential systt·m is for the 

president to be elected separately from the legislature . 

Prcsid ontial survival (if not success) is thus independ
ent of par ty numbers in the lcgislamrc, and the presi
dent is tied to a nationa] constituency while members 

of the legislature are elected from local districts. This is 
not how matters arc organized in South Africa, how
ever, which oftCrs an interesting variation on the thetnc 
of a p residential executive. lt has a president, but the 
officeholder is elected by members of the legislature 
rather than in a direct national vote. This makes the 
South African pre-sident more like a pnme minister in 
a parliamentary system , particularly since the president 
is usually head of the largest party in the legislature. 
However, the South African president is both head of 
state a!lld head of government. is lhn ited to nvo five· year 
terms in office. and while required to be a member of 
the legi.dantre in order to qua1ify to be president, must 
resign from the legislantrc upon election as president. 
O nly rwo other counn-ics- Burma and Botswana -usc 
thL< system. Determining the political impact of this 
rare format has been compJicatcd by the dominru1ce in 
post-apartheid South Africa of a single party, the African 
N ationaJ Congres..~ . Were legislative eJections to produce 
no dear majority party, it would be interesting to sec 

how t hP election of the presidem wou ld be affected. 

Parliamentary executives 
Unlike presidential systems, in which the chief execu
tive is separate from the legislature and i ndependently 
elected, the executive in a parliamentary goverrunent 
is organically linked to the assembly. T he leader (the 
prime minister, o r - in Germany and Austria - the 
chancellor) is normally the head of the largest party in 
parJian1ent (or head of one of the parties in the govern
ing coalition), continues to ho ld a seat in parliament 
w hile also running the country, works in conj unction 
with a separate head o f state who has litde substan .. 
rive power, and is subject neither to a sepa.rate election 
nor to term limits. Most government ministers arc also 
members of parliament (although, in some countries
such as Sweden - this dual mandate is not alJowed). 
Like p residents, prime ministers make appointtncnts 
to other key government in$titutions, but these are 
rarely subject to confi rmation by the legisJantrc. And 
in t\'v-o o ther key contrasts with (he pres:identia] execu

tive, a prime minister can be removed from office as 
the result of a vote of no confidence, and can usually 
call new elections before the full term of a legislature 

has run its course. 
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TABLE 9.2: Parl iamentary executives 

• Prime minister (or chancellor, premier) is normally head of the biggest political 
party in the legislature. 

• Governments emerge from the legislature and 1lhe prime minister can be 
dismissed from office by losing a legislative majori ty or a vote of confidence. 

• Executives can serve an unlimited number of te·rms in office. 
• The executive is collegial, taking the form of a cabinet (or council of ministers) in 

which the prime minister is traditionally first among equals. The cabinet typically 
contains around two dozen members. 

• Prime minister is head of government, working w ith a separate ceremonial head 
of state. 

• Examples: most European countries, Austral ia, Canada, India, Japan, New Zealand. 

Parliamentary g overnme nt: An arrangement in which 
the- executive C:.JU('rges &om the: leg-islature {most o(tc:n in 

the t'Onn oF a coalition), remains account:tble to it, and nmst 

resign ifir loses a leboi.slativt- vote o(uo confidence. 

Parliamentary govcrrunent lacks the clear focus 
of the presidential system on a si ngle chief executive. 
and inst ead involves a subtle and var iable relationship 

between prime mini.<tcr, cabinet, and government min
isters. Figure 9 . l distinguishes between cabinet. pr ime 
ministerial, and mini~terial governments; cxa1nining the 
balance between these nodes in the governing network. 
and how they arc cha.nging over dme. helps us better 
appreciate the realities of parliam entary governme nt. 

For advocates o f the parliamentary system, arM· 
ueJ gcmermnem has the advantage o f encouraging more 
deliberation and collective leadership than occurs in a 

presidential system. When O lsen ( 1980: 203) wrote that 
'a N orwegian prime mini~ter is unlikdy to achieve a 
position as superstar ", many advocates of parliamentary 

Features 

government \V-ould have regarded his comment as praise. 
Finlan d provides a dear case of c.abinct goverru11cnt at 
work : by law, the Finni<h State (',ouncil {the cabi11ct) 

is granted extensive decision--making author ity, prime 
1ninis:ters are mainJy chairs of Council meetings, and it 
is at these meetings that deci~ions are reached and com
promises made. Mcanw hiJe, both the p r iJne minister 
and individua] ministers arc subject to constraints arising 

from Finland's complex multi-party coalitions. Bur the 

systern worb best in smaller countries~ in many larger 
countries. the number and comple.xity of decisions 
m eans. chey cannot aU be settled around the cabinet tab] e. 

A s regards prim~! miuisterial gowmmeut. the guid
ing p rinciple is hierarchy rather than collegiality. 
Genna.ny has an arrangement known as a 'chanceUor 
democracy' in which the Bundestag (Germany's lower 
house) appoints the chancellor, and accountability to 
th e B undestag is mainly through the chancellor's office. 
T he chancellor answers to parliament, while ministers 
answcu to the chancellor. The strong position of Ger
many's chief executive derives from the Basic Law (the 

Examples 

Discussion in cabinet determines overall policy. Finland 

Prime mimster is dominant figure, dealing 
d irectly wit h individual ministers. 

Individual ministers operate with little direction 
from the prime minister or cabinet. 

FIGURE 9.1: Types of parl iamentary government 

Germany 

Italy 

Note: None of these features is institutio nalized or constitutionalized . Instead, each is a maner of politics and tradition. 
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German c.onscinttion) w hich says rh:u rhe 'chancellor 
shall determine, and be responsible for, the general pol
icy guidelines·. 

Scvcrnl cont.mentators suggest that parliamentary 
executives arc moving in the d.ireccion of prime min
isreria.l government; pritne ministers have ceased to be 
primus inter pares {first among equals) and have instead 
become prcsidcm .. mln.istcrs. W riting of Canada, Savoie 
(1999) suggesn that in setting the governm ent's agenda 
and taking major decisions, there is no longer any 
iuler or pares, only primus. Similarly, Fiers and Krouwel 
(2005: 128) argue that since the 1990s prime ministers 
in Belgium and the Netherlands have acqtured more 
prominent and po'\vedlLJ positions. transforming thl.":Se 
democracies i11to J kind oCpresidcntialized· parliamcn

rary system. King (1994) identified three factors at work: 
increasing media focn~ on the prime min.istcr, d1c grow
ing: international role of the chief cxecudve. and the 
emerging need for policy coordinacion as govenu ncc 
becomes mort· complex. A substantial pr ime minister 's 
office reflects these distinctive responsibilities and rein
forces prime ministerial author ity. 

T he third type i'i miuisterial govemmeuf, which ar ises: 

when ministers operate without extensive direction 
from either pr ime Jninister or cabinet.This decentralized 
pattern can emerge either from respect for expertise, or 
from the realities of a coalition. Looking again at Ger
many, the chancellor sets the overall guidelines but the 
constitution goes o n to say that 'each FedcraJ Minister 
shall conduct the affairs ofbis depamncnt autonomously 
and on his own responsibility·. Ministers are appointed 

for their knowledge of the field and are expected to usc 
their professiona1 exper ience to shape their ministry's 
policy under the chancellor's guidance. So, Germany 
mixes t\VO models, operating ministerial government 
within the framework of chanceUor democncy. 

ln many coalitions. parties appoint thciJ· own lead
ing figures to head particular ministries, again giving 
r ise to Jninisteria1 government. In the Netherlands. for 
instance. the prime minister docs not appoint, dismiss. 
or reshuffle ministers. Cabinet members serve with, but 
certainly not under. the government's forma1 leader. In 
these conditions, the prime minister 's stants is dimin
ished. with ministers owing more loyalty to their party 
than to either the prime minister or the cabinet. The 
chief executive is neither a chief nor an executive but, 
rather, a skilled conciliator. In lndias multi- parry coali
tions. too. open defiance of the prime minister is far 

from unknown (Mitra, 2014: :>83}. 

In j apan , too. min isters must often operatc without 
strong guidance from the prime tninister. The prime 
mini<;;tcr is more like the keeper of the helm than captain 

of the ship and few o Riccholders leave a lasring personal 
stalnp on government. Turnover has been rapid: while 
the United States had four presidents and Britain had 
four pTime ministers between 1990 and 20 IS ,Japan had 
14 prUne ministers serving 21 terms among rhcm.somc 
of those terms lasting o nly a matter of Jnonths. The 
compar ison i< with Italy (see C hapter 8) rather than the 
United States or Britain. In Japan, limits :rre placed o n 
prime ministerial power by the powerful bureaucracy 
and upper legislative chaJnbcr. factions within politi· 
cal parties. other parry leaders, and the consensus sryJe 
of Japanese politics. In particular, prime nUnistcrs &om 
the leading Liberal Democratic Parry are limited by the 
requirement to secure regular re ... election as parry Jeader. 
Japan ese prune min isters arc far from powerless, because 
they can - for example- hire and fire members of the 
cabinet and aU other senior members of the goverrunt.~nt. 

And rcRecting the wider international trend towards a 
foctt'i on the prime tninister, ShinzO Abe (prime minis
ter, 2006-7, 20 12-) has achieved a higher domestic and 

imennational profile than most of his predecessors. Even 
so, th e contrast with. say, Germany's chancellor democ
racy remains acute. 

if the paradox of the presidential executive is 
weakness antid the appearance of strength, the puzzle 
of parliamentary government is to explain w hy effcc .. 
rive government can still emerge from the mutual vul
nerabi!lity of legislature and executive. The solution is 
clear: the parry provides the necessary unifYing device, 
bridgi ng government and legislature in a manner that 
presidential systems are d.,;igned to prevent. Wh ere 
a single party has a parliamentary tnajority, govern .. 
mcnr can be stable and decisive, perhaps exccss.ivcly so. 
But n1aj oriry governments are increasingly rare, with 
the result that the ()~pica] parliamentary executive is 

a coalition government or a ntinority administration. 
Look.i.ng in more depth at different kinds of coalitions 
provides more insight into how parliamentary execu· 
tives 'vork. 

Majority, coalition, a11d mirwrity 
go11er11 me11 ts 

In presidential and scm.i .. presidcntial systems of govern
ment. executivc."S and legjsJanues are elected separately 

and have distinct powers. The r<-ach and author ity of 
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pn·sidents i~ impacted by party numbers in the leg ... 
islantrc, but there is much that the president can do 
regardless. In parliamentary s.ystcn1s, by contrast, the 
executive and the legi,Jaturc are fused, and the power 

of the executive depends greatly upon the party bal
ance in the legislature. A prime mimster whose party 
has a clear majority wilJ be in a much stronger situation 
than one governing a coalition or running a min or ity 
government. For thi1i rca<;on. no r<..."Vicw of parliamen
tary executives can be complete without taking each of 
these variations into account. 

Mt!iority go11emmeut. Britain is the classic exam
ple of par lian1entary government based o n a single 
ruling party with a secure majority. T he plurality (or 
winner- ta ke-all) method of election (sec Chapter 16) 
usuaUy deHvcrs a working majority in the House of 
Commons to a single party, rhe leader of that party 
normally becomes prime minister (PM}, and the cabi
net is made up of 20 or so parliamentary colleabrues 
from the same party. T he cabinet is still tho formal 
Jynchpin of th e system: it is t h e focus of accountability 
to Parlian1cnt, formally ratifies important government 
decisions, and coordinates the work of government 

departments. Its political support is essential to even 
the strongest PM. 

T ho key to the system's stability is the par ty disci
pli ne that turns the cabinet into the n1aster of the Com
nton.s, ·rather than its servant. The governing party spans 
the cabinet and the lcgislauare, ensu ring domination of 
the parliamentary agenda. T he cabinet is officially the 
top conm1ittec of stare but it is also an unofficial meet
ing of the party's leaders. As long as senior party figur<.>s 
remain sensitive to the views of other Members of-Par

liament (MPs) (and, often, even if they do nor}, they can 
control the Commons. T he government may emerge 
from the parliamentary womb but it dominates its par
ent from the moment of its birth. 

How does the ruling party achieve this level of 
control? Each party ba.< a Whip's Office to ensure that 
MPs vote as its le.adcrs require. Even without the atten
tion of the wnips, MPs will generally toe the party line 
if they want to become Jninistcrs them.sclves. (n a strong 

party system such as Britam\a member who shows too 
much independence is unlikely ro win promotion. In 
extreme cases, tvtPs are throw11 our of their party for 
dissent and are then w1likcly to be re-elected by con
sti.ruenrs for whom a party label is still key. Whatever 
cheir persona) views. it is in the interests of MPs to show 

public loyalty to their party. 
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Coalitiou aud miuority golffnnueuts. It is quite mual in 
parlian1entary systems (particularly those using propor
tional rcpresentati.on, discussed in C hapter 16) for no 
single party to win a majority after an election. In this 
situ3tion. the tight link bet\vcen th e election result and 
government formation weakens. and goverrunent takes 
one of three main forms: 

• A nujor ity coalition goverrunent in which two or 
more parties with a majority of scats join together. 
This is the most conunon form of rule in continental 
Europe. 

• A n1inodry coalition or alliance in which parties, even 
working together, stiU lack a parliamentary majority. 
Minority coalitions have predominated in Denmark 
since the 1980s. 

• A singlc· party ntinoriry government formed by the 
largest parry. These are conunon in Nonvay and 
Sw·edcn. 

Coalition government: An arr:mgemc:nt in which the
b.rovernnu.-m is &)rmed through an ;~_greemcut involving t\vo 
or more p3rties which divide govC'rnment pons bet\veen 
tbenJ:_ 

Mf,'l.trc 9.2 shows the party comp<>S!non of West 
European &oovcrnmcnrs in tl1e second half of the twentieth 
cenru:ry. revealing that majority coalitions were the most 
frequent, followed by single- party minority governments, 
ntitloTity coalitions, and single· pany maJority govern
ments. So unusual arc single- party majority governments 
rhat ntany national c.ons.rinttions e~:plicitly specify the 
hurdles a new govertmlent mus-t clear before taking office. 
Some demand that the lcgislarure shows majority support 
tOr a LlCW government through a formal vote of investi
run:. a requirement that encourages the formation of a 
majority coalition with an agreed programme. 

Others, however, do not require a majority vote for 
a ne\v adutinistration. In Sweden, for example. the pro· 
posed prime minister can form a govenunent as Jong as 
no more than half the members of the Riksdag ohjoct 
(Bergman, 2000}. This requirement is to avoid major
ity opposition rather than to achieve majority assent. 
Where constitutions say nothing on the procedure for 
appr()ving a new government, as in Denmark, the new 
adn1inistration takes office - and continues in power -
unril and unless it is voted down by the legi~larurc. These 
Jess demanding conventions facilitate the formation and 

surviv:tl of min or ity governments. 
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FIGURE 9 .2: Governments in West ern Europe. 
1945-99 
Note: Based on 424 governments from 17 countries. Non-party 
administrations (3 per cent) excluded. 

Source: Adapted from Strom and Nybtade (2001: table 32.1) 

In regard to timing, some coalitions art' promised 
or arran ged before an election is held, helping voters to 
make a more informed j udgement about the likely con
seque nces of their voting choices. Most often, though. 
the coa litions are arranged after the election , w·ith th e 

outgoing government remaining as caretaker while 
negotiations arc under way.Agrecmcnn can be reached 
in a matter of days. but the more complex negotiations 
take longer: it 10ok 208 days for agreement on a new 
Dutch governme nt in 1977, and a record 54 1 days 
(18 n1onths) for a new Belgian government in 
2010-11. 

It would be logical to suggest that coalitions wiU 
fonn benveen the largest parti<."S in the legislature, but 
this is rarely the case, and coalitions come in several 
different types. Most contain the smallest nmnbcr of 
partk"S needed to make a viable government, which is 
typically, two to four. Party interests favour chesc "mini
mutn \vi nning coaJitions' (NlWCs) because includ
ing additional parties in a coalition which already has 
a majority would simply dilute the number of post• 
and the amount of policy influence available to each 
participa11t. 

[n addition , coalitions are usually based on par
tics with adjacent positions on the ideological spec
tttun. T hese 'connected coalitions· particularly benefit 

centre parties. w hich can j ump either way. In Germany, 
for ins tance, the smaJJ liberal f ree Democrat Par ty has 
been a parr o f most coalitions. sometimes with the ]eft
wing Social Democrats and, berwcen 2009 and 2013, 
with the more conservative C hristian Democrats. 
Either coalition could be presented as ideologically 
coherent. Germany, however, aJso has some exp<-·ri
ence of grmul codli,;mts between the two major par
ries, nurgi nalizing the Free Democrats. When the Free 
Democrats failed to win any seats at th e 2013 election. 
C hancellor Angela Merkel's Christian Democrats took 
the d.ccisiou to form a grand coalition with the Social 
Democrats. 

OccasionaH)~ 'oversized coalitions' emerge, con
taining more parri<.>s than arc needed for a majority. 
T h(._-se arrangements typically emerge w hen the parmers 
arc un certain about the stability of their pact, or there 
is need to address policy problems of a kind where it 
makes strategic sense to ~in the support of as many par
ries as possib1e. For example. when Hungary was in the 
chmc_s of its post-conununist rctOrms, the 1994 election 

gave the sodal democrats an absolute majority of 209 
out of 386 seats. Even so, they invited the liberal• (with 

70 seats) to join them in an oversized coalition, and then 
Jaunc hcd an austerity pmgran1mc that included unpop .. 
uJar cuts in public sector wages and cmpJoycc n umbers . 
Becau se the government had a broad-based coalition, 
its ability to impose unpopular policies in the interests 
of promoting the market economy was strengthened 
{Witte nberg, 1999) . 

Sem; .. presidential government: An arrangement in 
whicb -:t.n d~cted p~idem coexist'S with a sep3{.:ttdy elected 
p rinne minister .tnd l('g:isl:arure. 

Semi-presidential executives 
1"he third m~jor form of executive is a combina
tion of the presidential and the parliamentary, mi.x
ing both 1nodcls to produce a distinct system with its 
own character istics. 3dvanrages. and disadvantages. ln 
semi- presidential govenunent {otherwise known 
as a :dual executive') we find both an elected presi

dent tmd a prin1c n1inister and cabinet accountable 
to th e legislature. The president is separately cloctcd, 
and s.ban~s power with a prim<. .. minister who heads a 

cabi111.ct accountable to the lcgisJamrc. T he prime min

ister is usually appointed by the president, but must 
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• Heads of state in parliamentary systems 

No analysis of parliamentary executives IS complete without saying something about the distinction between the 
head of state and the head of government. The classic analysis was offered by the Victorian British commentator 
Walter Bagehot (a one·llme ed1tor of The Economrst). In hrs book The English Cons1rtuMn, he wrote of the two 
key elements o f constitutions (boldface added): 

first, those which excite and preserve the reverence of the population - the dignified parts, if I may so 
call them; and next the efficient parts - those by which it, In fact, works and rules ... every constitution 
must first garn authonty and then use authonty; 1t m ust first win the loyalty and confidence of mankind, 
and then employ that homage 10 the work of government. (Bagehot, 1867: 6) 

Unlike presidential systems, which combine the offices of head of state and head of government, 
parliamentary systems separate the two positions. Dignified or ceremonial leadership lies withihe head of 
state, while cfficu:mt leadersh1p IS based on the pnme minister. Heads of state possess few significant political 

powers. and their JOb 1s pnmanly non .. polltkal, and to act as a unifying mAuence. Pnme m1msters, meanwhile, 
are the elected political leaders with executive power. This separation of roles creates more time for prime 
ministers to concentrate on running the country, and also helps to separate government and state in the 
public m snd. Heads of state are not entirely non·politscal. however. and sometimes play a role in the formation 
of governments. rn India, for example, the pres1dent had to oversee the formation of a caretaker government 

in 1979 that governed until new elections in 1 980; stepped in on three occasions between 1996- 7 to identify 
the party leader best placed to form a new government following indecisive elections; and was involved in 
2004 in naming Manmohan Singh as prime mimster after Congress Party leader Sonia Gandhi turned down 
the job. 

Heads of state are typically either monarchs who inherit their pos1tion, or presidents who are appointed or 
elected (see Table 9.3). Eight European countries - Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg (a duchy), the Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom - have a constitutional monarchy, while Malaysia's supreme 
head of state provjdes a rare contemporary example o f an electe-d monarch. Some former British colonies, such 
as Australia and Canada, have a governor·general who stands in for1:he monarch. Most monarchs are reluctant 
to enter the political arena m democratic times, but royal influence can occasionally be significant; especially 
tn eras of cns1s and trans1t1on. King Juan Carlos helped to steer Spain's transit1on to democracy 1n the 1970s, 
for example, wh1le the King of Belg•um played a conciliatory role in his country's long march to federal status 

between 1970 and 1993. 

Elsewhere, heads of state in parliamentary systems are presidents, and are elected either through a popular 
vote (e.g. Ireland), by parliament (e.g. Israel), or by a special electoral college, often compns1ng the national 
legiSlature plus representatsves from reg1onal or local government (e.g . Germany). -

Constitutional monarchy: A star~ headed by a ntQn:m:h. 

but w here the monarch's policit:al powers a~ st'Vt'n-ly limited 
by consticuriorul rules. Stands in contr3St with :an ah$ohue 
moo.treh (see C h3pter 4) . 

have the support of a majority in the leg islature. The 
presiden t is head of state. and shares the d uties of being 
head of government with the prime minister ; th e 

presid ent has an oversight role and responsibility for 
fo reign affairs. and can usually take em ergency powers, 
w hile the prime minister is responsible fo r day- to--day 
domestic government. The president has more oppor
runity to play the role o f head of state than is the case 
w ith a presidential executive, but m ust also deal "\\~irh 
a divjsion o f authority within the executive that cre

ates the potential for a struggle between president and 

prime minister. 
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• FOCUS 9.2 Heads of state in parliamentary systems (Continued) 

TABLE 9 .3: Selecting the head of state in parliamentary democracies 

Head of state Method of selection w.p;:.+ 
Australia, Governor4 General Nominated by p rime minister or govemment and At monarch's 
Canada, Jamaica confirmed by British monarch pleasure 

Austria President Direct popular el&ction by a two--round system 6 year.; 

Germany President Election by a joint Bundestag and Land convention 5 year.; 

India President Election by a college of federal and state assemblies 5 year. 

Italy President Election by a joint session of parliament and regional 7 year.; 
representatives 

Japan Emperor Heredity (eldest male) Life 

Malaysia Supreme head of Elected (by rulers of tha nine Malay states) 5 year.; 
state 

Spain Monarch Hered ity (eldest male) Life 

Sweden Monarch Heredity (eldest child) Life 

UK Monarch Heredity (eldest child) Life 

The French political scientist Maurice Duverger 
(1980: 166) prov;ded an inAuenrial definition of a semi
presidential system: 

decre-es and initiating referendums, initiating and veto
ing legislation, and dissolving the assembly. In theory, 
the president can offer leadership on forei!l'' affairs, 
whilt: the prime minister addresses the need~ of domes
ric politics through parliamont. 

A political rt·b.-imt- is considered seul.t-presidennal if 
the COI1St1tucic)n wh1ch established it combmes duee 

elemems: (1) the presidellt of the republk ls elected 
by UJUvers:al sufl"Taf.tre: (2) he possesses qulte cottSid
erable po'l..verS~ (3) he has opposite hint. hmvever. a 
prime tlUtl.L~ter and tnjnJsterS who possess executive 

and gownHnenta.l power and can stay m office only if 
t11e parhamem does not show its opposition m them. 

The 'quite considerable powers' of the president 
typically include special responsibility for fordS'' affairs, 
appointing the prime minister and cabincc, issuing 

TABLE 9.4: Semi-presidential executives 

l.n cases where the president's party has a majority in 
the legi<lature, the power advantage lies with the presi
dent; the prime minister and the c.abinet both tOUow the 
president's lead. and the prime minister promotes the 
president's programme in the legislature. But when vot
ers give an opposition party a majority in the legislarure, 
the president has no choice but to work with a prime 
minister and cabinet from that party in an arrange
ment known as 'cohabitation·. In such circwnstanccs. 

• Combines an elected president and an appointed prime minister. 
• President usually appoints the prime minister and can dissolve the legislature. 
• President usually serves a limited number of fixed-length terms. 
• Prime minister and cabinet are accountable to both the president and the 

legislature. 
• President serves as head of state and shares the responsibilities of being head of 

government with the prime minister. 
• Examples: France, Mongolia, Russia, Sri lanka, Ukraine. several former French 

colonies in Africa. 
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the prime minister must cooperate with the president 
in the national interest, but al~o becomes the leader of 
the opposition in what i~. in effect, a grand coalition. An 
ambitious prime minister can aJso use rhc posicion to 
build the foundation., for later contesting the presidency. 

Shugart and Carey (I 992) distinguish between 
t\vo kinds of senti- presidential government: president
parliamentary and prenucr-prcsidcntial In the former 
(found in Pent and R.ussia) , the prime minister and the 
cabinet arc collectively responsible to both the president 
and the legidarure, meaning that they can be dismissed 
by one o r the other. In the latter {fouud in France, Por
ntgal, Romania, and U kraine since 2005), the prime 
minister and cabinet arc collectively respon.'dblc only 
to the legislature, meaning that while the president can 
appoint the prime minister and the cabinet, they can 
only be removed from o ffice through a vote of no con
fidence in the legislature. As a result, the position of the 
president is weakened. 

lf the United State-s exemplifies the pn,.idential 

system, france provides the archetype o f the sem.i
pn.--sidential executive. In an cfl:Ort to move away from 
the unstable Fourth R epublic, which had seen 23 pr ime 
ministers in its short 12-ycar life, the 1938 constinttion 
of the Fifih Republic created a presidency fit for the 

TABLE 9.5: Comparing executives 

Presidential 

Method of e lection Direct. whole country. 

Separate head of state No. 

Does executive serve in No. 
legislature? 

Separation of poW@rs Yes. 

Fixed terms in office Yes. 

Means for dismissal ftom End of term, Joss of 
office presidential e lection, 

impeachment, resignation. 

Role of cabinet More marginal and 
individualistic. 

Can executive work with Ye-s, but weakened. 
legislature controlled by 
another party? 

Whe<e found? United States, mosl of Latin 
Ametica, Burma. Indonesia. 
Nigeria, Philippinas. 
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dom.i n aciug presence of its first occupant, C harles de 
Gaulle (president, 1959-69). De Gaulle saw lumsdf as a 
national saviour, arguing rh at 'power enunates directly 
from t he people, which implies that the head of state, 
elected by the nation , is the source and holder of that 
powcr' (Knapp and Wright, 2006: 53).Thc president has 
been dlrcccly elected since 1962, with recent modifica
tions introducing slight limitations. Ln 2000, the prcsi
dentiaJ term was reduced from seven [ 0 five years, with 
a t\vo-ternllimit following in 2008. 

1l""he French president is guarantor of national inde
pcnde nee and rhe constitution, heads the armed forces, 
negotiates treaties, calls referendums, presides over the 
Council of Ministers, dissolves the National Assembly 
{but cannot veto legislation) , appoints {but cannot di<
nli~s) t he prime minister, ru1d appoints o ther ministers 
on th.e recommendation of the prime 1ninisrcr and dis
misses them. 

T he main concern of f rench prilnc mini.~ters is 
with domestic aflairs, ca~ually dismi.~sed by de Gaulle as 
including such mundane ntam.~rs as 'the price of milk' . 

Appointed by the president but accountable to parlia
ment , the prime tnin.ister formally appoints ministers 
and coordinates their day-to-day work, operating within 
the pn·sident 's style and tono.T he ability of the assembly 

Parliamentary Semi-presidential 

Indirect via legislature. President: d irect, whole 
country. Prime minister: 
inditect. 

Yes. Yes. 

Yes. Prime minister onfy, not 
president. 

No. To some extent. 

No. President only. 

Loss of legislative e lection, loss President: end of term. k>ss 
of vote of confidence, loss of of ptesidential e lection, 
party leadership, resignatton. impeachment, resignation. 

More cen,tral and collective. More marginal and 
individ ualistic. 

Onty in case of minority Yes, but weaken&d. 
government. 

Most of Europe and Caribbean, France, Russia, Kazakhstan, 
Au.stralia, Canada. Iraq, New Ukraine, Romania, 
Zealand, Pakistan, India. Zimbabwe. 
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to force the prime minister and the Council of Ministers 
to resign after a vote of censure provides the parliamen
tary component of th e scmi- prcsidcnria) c..xccutivc. 

Presidents and prime ministers need to work 
in harmony, a task made easier when the same party 
controls both branches of goverrun ent. This is usually 
the case, but occasionally f rance has gone through a 
period of cohabitation . Between 1986 and 1988, for 
example, the socialist president Fran~ois Mittcrrand had 
to share power with the conservative prime mimstcr 
Jacques C hirac. T he latter won the presidency in 1995, 
and wa...; obliged in rurn to share power with socialic;r 
prime min ister Lionel Jospin between 1997 ~nd 2002. 
Thi"i arr:mgemcnt intensifies competition between the 
t\VO principals, and places the president in the awkward 
position ofleading both the country and the opposition. 

Bencath the president and pr ime minister, the gov
ernmentS day- to-day political work is earned out by 
20 senior mi ni~tcrs, but the Council of Ministers i' less 
significant than the cabinet in parliamentary s-ystems. 
Most ntodern French governments have been multi
parry coalitions, th e Council of Ministers involves more 
r itual than di~cussion, ministers arc more autonomous 

because they often come to their job with a back
ground in their given policy area, and interventions by 
the prime minister and the pn._-sidcnt are ofien to resolve 
disputes, rather than to impose an overall agenda. 

Executives in authoritarian 
states 
So far we have looked at executives in democratic set
rings, and at the many nuan ces bearing o n what arc 
complex in.stitutions. Constitutiona1 rules and poHti
cal realities hdp define what a democratic executive 
can or cannot do, and they both shape and protect the 
structures of government. By contrast, understanding 
executives in author itarian states is more about political 
rea1itics; there are cotutitutions and rules, to be sure, but 
there is less constraint o n their capacity to execute pol
icy, and there are fewer formal protections on the o ffice
holder.As Svolik (20 12: 39) points om, dictator; lack the 
support of independent political authorities that would 
help them enforce agreements~ as well as the rules that 
govern the work of forma1 government inscinttions. As 
a result, the violent resolution of conflicts is an ever
present possibility. In short~ authoritarian leaders can 
wield more power and yet they also o ften face g reater 

personal risks than their democratic counterparts. 

T he characteristic form of the executive in hybrid 
and authoritarian regimes is presidential, but as we saw 
in Chapter 4 rhe tcnn pres;deut takes on a quite different 
meaning from what we tind in democracies. Presidential 
government in auth or itarian scttin~ provides a natural 
platform for leader.; who seck to set themselves apart 
from -and above- all others. In such systems, the presi· 
dent operates without the satne constitutionaJ restraints 
faced by the chief executive of a liberal democracy. 
Instead, presidents use what they define as their direct 
mandate from th e people to cast a shadow over com
peting institutions such as the courts and the legislature. 
Excepting the simp lest sy•tems, though, they do not 
usually go so far as to reduce the•c bodies to completely 
token status. 

Authoritarian leaders seck to concentrate power 
on themsdvc.•s and their supporters, not to distribute it 
among inscinttions; it is this Jack of instinttiona.lization 
that is th e centra] feature of the author itarian executive. 

Although developed in the context of African politics, 
the idea of personal rule developed by Jackson and 
Ro•berg (1982) travel< widely through che authoritar
ian \Vorld. Politics takes precedence over government, 

and p ersonaliti<-1' matter more than institutions: th ere 
is, in o ther \Vord~. a feast of presidents but a famine of 
pr~idencics. 

Personal rule: A form of rule in which .ltttbor-it)• is b:.~:;ed 

lcs.~ on offic-e -as such than on petsonal ;md often corrupt 
links between rulers and patrons, associat.:s, clients and 
supporters. Peooonal rule au be s:rnble but ~nuins \•ulner
able bec.:tuse of its dt"pc:-ndence upou persons r . .ather clun 
imtitucions. 

1L"'he result of personal rule is often a struggle over 
succe-ssion, insufficient emphasis o n policy, and poor 
goverl1ance. In particular, the lack of a succession pro
cedure (excepting hereditary monarchies) can cre-ate a 
conflict among potential successors not only after the 
leadelt''s exit, but also in the run · up co it. Authoritarian 

lt·ade•s keep their job for as long as they call ward off 
their r ivals. T hey must monitor threats and be prepared 
to neuter those who arc becoming too strong. Politics 
comes before policy. 

T he price of defeat, furthermore, is high; politics in 

authoritarian systems can be a matter of life and death. 
When the leaders of Western democracies le-ave office, 
they can often give \vdl-·paid lecntres, write and seU 

their mrmoirs for larg<' stuns, be appointed to W<'ll- paid 
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consultancies, o r set up foundations to do good works. 
Ousted dictators risk a harsher fate, assuming they even 
Jive long enough to have a ' re tirement". Some might live 
in wealthy exile, a few languish in prison, and the least 
forrw1ate arc murdered. It is hardly surprising, then, that 
the governing style of authoritarian nt.lcrs inclines to 
the ruthless. 

ParticularJy in its most authoritarian phase before 
the 1990s, post- c<;>lonial Africa illustrated the impor
tance of personal leadership in non-democratic set
tings. Leaders were adept at using the coercive and 
financial rt."Sourccs of the regime to reward their tiicnd~ 
and punish their cnentics. As an example. Sandbrook 
(1985) wrote this of the administration of Mobutu SL'Se 
Seko during his dictatorial tenure as president of Zaire 
(1965-97): 

No potenu:tl clulJenger is pemllued to gain. 3 pO\\'~'er 
base. Mobutu~s officials know rhar rhetr jobs depe11d 
soldy on rhe president's discretion. Freque1uly. 
Mobutu fire.s cabirlet mi11isrers. often without expla
~~arion. Every<me is kepr off balance. Everyone mu.sc 
vie for his pacronage. 

However, in post- colonial Africa, as in other 

authoritarian settings, personal rule has been far from 
absolute. Inadequately accountab]e in a constitutional 

sense~ many personal ntlers have found thcmsdves con
strained by other political actors, including the military, 
leaders of ethnic groups. landowners. the business class, 
the bureaucracy. multinational companies. and even fac
tions in the leader's own court. 

1''o survive, Jcadcrs have to distribute the perks of 

office so as to maintain a viable coaJition of support. 
£ nemies can be bought o ff by allowing them • share 
of the pic. but the1r slice must not become so large as 
to threaten the big Jnan hinudf. Moburu 's own ground 
rules illustrate the diJeJunu:'if you want to steal , steal a 
little in a nice way. But if you steal too m uch to become 
rich overnight, you'll be caught' (Gould, 1980: 485). 

In the Middle £ast, personal rule remains central 
to those 3uthor itarian regimes that survived the Arab 
Spring of 20J I. T he absolute monarchs discmsed in 
C hapter 4 continue to rule oil- rich kingdoms in tradi
tional patriarchal style. CR.uling' rather than 'governing' 

is the appropriate tenn. In Saudi Arabia, for instance, 
advancement within the ruling family depends lc" 
on mer it than o n proximity to the fam.ily 's network 

of advisers, friends, and guards. Public and pr ivate arc 
interwoven, each forming part of th e ruler's sphere. 

Government posts arc occupied on the basis of good 
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behavi our, as demonstrated by unswerving loyalty to the 
ruler'S personal interests. 

S uch systenu of personal rule have survived for 
centuries, limiting the devdopment of strong institu
tions. The Arab Spring revealed their weaknesses, as 
fi-ustrated populations in several Arab states protested 
against rhC' absence of opportunity in corrupt, con
servative regimes headed by ageing autocrats. But the 
challenges of switching from autocracy to dcmoc.r3cy 
were also revealed. In the case of Egypt, Hosni Mubarak 
wa< o usted from office in 20 I I in the wake of dem
onstrat ions against his 30•year regime, and in 2012 the 
c<;>unrry 's first ever truly competitive elections resulted 

in the victory of Mohamed Morsi. Bur because he 
cam e -from the lslam.ist Muslim Brotherhood, nervous ... 

ness grew abroad, particularly in the U nited States. And 
when Morsi started showing signs of authoritarianism. 
he was removed in a Jt~y 2013 military coup. Military 
leader Abdel Farrah ci-Sisi then reinvented himself a< a 
civilian , won elections held in May 2014, and quickly 
showed an unwillingness to tolerate opposition. After 
a brief and hopeful flirtation with democracy, Egypt 
was s.oon back to its old \'tays. This V!.I'3S not what most 

Egyptians wanted, and opposition to the d ..Sisi regime 
began to grow; the point, though, is that Egypt's other 
politi cal innirurions were too weak to resist a rentrn to 
personal rule. 

T he theme of the president operating without 
the constitutional restraints found in democracies is 
illustrated by Vladimir Putin's Russia. Formally, Rus
sia is a semi- presidential system arranged along French 
Jines? with a directly elected president coexisting with 
a chairman_ of the government (i.e. pr ime minister) 

who is nominated by the president and approved by the 
Duma {the lower chamber of the legislature). 

In some min or respects, the Russian president's 

position is o nly slightly stronger than that of a US pr<'Si
dent. Both arc limited to two terms in office, but the 
Russian leader can stand again after a term o ut. Both 
are subject to impeachment but the thrcshold is more 
demanding in R.ussia: the US requires only a major
ity of members in favour in th e House of Representa
tives, 'vhile Russia requires 3 two- thirds majoriry in 
both parliamentary chambers plus confirmation by the 
courts.. 

l.n rL-aliry, though, R ussian presidents can grasp the 
levers of power more easily than either their Ameri
can or French equivalents. Under the J 993 constimtion, 
the pn.,..idcnt acts as head of state, commander- in-chief, 
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and guarantor of the constitution. In the latter capac
ity, presidents can suspend the decisions of other state 
bodies. They can also issue decrees, though these can 
be overridden by legislation. In contrast to most scmi
presidentia1 systems. the prc..--sident can remove ministers 
without the consent of the Duma, and does so. 

Russia's president is also charged with 'defining the 
basic directions of the domestic and foreign policy of 
the state', and with 'ensuring the coordinated function
ing and collaboration of bodies of st'.tte power'. These 
broad duties affirm Russia's long tradition of executive 
power, a norm which both predates and was reinforced 
by the communist era. Strong government is regarded as 
a necessary source of effective leadership for a large and 
sometirnes lawless country. 

Putin had no choice but to step down as president 
upon the completion of his two terms in 2008, but he 
continued w hold on to power through the cynical 
means of becoming prime minister to the weak new 
president, Dmitry Medvedev. A' president, Medvedev's 
influence seemed to be marginal compared with his 
predec(-ssor, and he was little more than a place-holder 
awaiting Putin ~ return in 2012. And with the term of a 
pr<'Sident increased from four years to six, Putin could 
reasonably k>ok forward to nmning Russia (his health 
allowing) until2024. So, even in Russia, with its power
ful state institutions centred on the Kremlin, a substan
tial measure of personal rule is superimposed on the 
institutions of state. 

China is the most important example of the 
supremacy of p<)litics over government in an author
itarian setting. It combines some formal features of a 
semi-presidential system with political dominance by 
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). In understand
ing tins system, two points are key. First, in spite of Chi
na's intricate governmental structure (which includes a 
cabinet, a legislature, and a network of supporting agen
cies), these bodies do little more than legitimize the 
decisions already taken by the party leadership (Saich, 
2015: ch. 4) .Second, identifying who holds power is less 
a question of formal titles and offices than of under
standing links across institutions, personal network.•, and 
the standing of key figures in the system. For instance, 
Deng Xiaoping was 'paramount leader' of China from 
1978 until his death in 1997, yet the most senior posts 
he ever held were those of party vice chairman and 
chairman of the party's Military Commission; by 1993, 
the only position of any kind that he held was the presi
denc-y of China~ bridge association. So evert irt China, 

with its enormous population, we see strong dements 
of personal rule. 

As China's politics has stabilized, so recent 
changes have given a government that looks more like 
some of its democratic counterparts. At the apex is the 
president, who is nominated by the leadership of the 
Chin esc legislature, the National People's Congress 
(NPC), and then elected (or confirmed) by the NPC 
for a maximum of two five-year terms. The presidency 
is mainly a ceremonial head of state, but has many 
conven tional executive powers, such as the ability to 
appoint (with NPC approval) all members of the State 
Council (the functional equivalent of a cabinet). The 
officeholder is also conventionally head of the CCP 
and of the Central Military Commission, posts that 
provide enormous political power. The president must 
also work with a premier, who is the de facto head <>f 
government, is always a senior member of the party, 
and is nominated by the president and confirmed by 
the NPC. The CCP continues to drive the govern
rnenta!l machine. 

M ilitary leaders are perhaps the ultimate form of 
the authoritarian executive, combining as they do con
trol over civilian and military institutions. But while 
great power in democr.lcies is said to come with great 
respon•ibilities, in military dictatorships it also comes 
with g reat risks. Executives in democratic states must 
always worry about their standing in the opinion polls, 
their capacity to work with legislatures, and threat.• to 
their leadership from others seeking power; for their 
part, military leaders face threats that are both closer to 
home (from within the ruling elite) and more unpre
ilictable and violent. When Winston Churchill said that 
'dictators ride to and fro on tigers from which they dare 
not dismount', he was speaking in the context of the 
rise of Hitler and Mussolini, but the adage also applies 
to military k aders who must be constantly on the look
out for threats from numerous quarters. 

The story of Nigeria's leaders is illustr•tive. Since 
independence in 1960, it has had 15 leaders: six civilian 
presidents (alth<>ugh two of these six were former mili
tary le-ader.; who came back to office as civilians) and 
nine military leaders. Of the 15, three were removed 
from office through military coups in which the lead
ers were killed, and four were removed from office but 
survived. All have had to keep a careful eye on crit
ics w:ithin the military, who have always been ready to 
organize opposition and, if necessary, a coup to remove 
the incumbent. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of dividing the roles of bead of state and bead of gov
ernment? 

• Separation of powers: a good idea or not? 

• Is presidential or parliamentary government the most appropriate system for (a) new democracies, 
(b) divided societies? 

• Have prime ministers become presidential and, if so, why? 

• 'Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown' (Shakespeare, Hmry TV Part II). Discuss in the context of 
democracies and of authoritarian states . 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Cabinet 
Coalition government 
Constitutional monarchy 
Head of government 
Head of state 
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Bureaucracies 

PREVIEW 
Bureau~ncies arc the institutions responsible for implementing public policy, 
and are thus a key part of the structure of government. Bureaucrats are also the 
only employees of the government with which m ost of us have much direct 
contact, whether we are applying for a driving licence or a passport, paying our 
taxes, or buying p roperty. Just as executives and legjslatures come in different 
forms, and are subj ect to complex pressures, the same applies to b ureaucracies. 

Rarely formally sntdied in the West until M ax Weber n rrned hi.< attention to 
them in th e early twentieth century, the stereOtype of bureaucracies is that they are 
hierarchical, driven by procedure, and unresponsive to customer n eeds. But they 
are an essential part of goverrunent, and in order to under.>tand their dynamics we 
need to undcTStand how they are structured, the political and professional press= " 
that come to bear on the ""rk ofbureaucr•ts, and how bureaucracies are changing. 

This chapter begins with a review of how bureaucracies evo!ved and how 
they are organized, ranging from the largest government departments down 
through the divisions within each department to the non-departmen tal public 
bodies that are increasingly used to deliver public services. It th en looks at how 
bureaucrats are recruited and kept accountable, before b riefly assessing the new 
public management approach that caused some excitement in th e late twen
tieth century. and the rise of e-government that many we-J.lthier countries .are 
witnessing today. The chapter ends \vith a review of the contras.ting role that 
bureaucracies play in authoritarian regimes. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Bureaucracies: an 
overview 

• Evolution 

• Organization 

• Recruitment 

• New pub lic management 

• E-government 

• Bureaucracies in 
authoritarian states 

Max Weber's traditional model of bureaucracy remains the starting point for understanding the modern bureaucracy. 

In liberal democracies, the public sector is a compfex network encompassing departments (ministries), divisions, 
and non-departmental pubfic bodies such as regulatory agencies. Increasingly, outsourcing to private companies is 
a factor in understanding public service provision. 

Two questions running through our understanding ofbureaucrades concern how best to recruit public employees 
and how to keep them accountable. The issue of recruitment has recent(y focused on the chaJienges of promoting 
diversity in the public sector. 

New public management emerged in the 1980s as an attempt to .appty business·like practices in the public sector. 
It is now past its peak but still offers an interesting contrast to Weber's traditional modeL 

The newest aspect of bureaucracy is ~government. This offers numerous opportunities for compatative research 
and lesson ... drawing, while also raising concerns about surveillance, privacy. and data protection. 

Bureaucracies are one of the exc~ptions to the rule of marginal political institutions in authoritarian regimes. 
Dictators cannot dictate without officials to give effect to their wi It 
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Bureaucracies: an overview 
T he study of the bureaucracy (also known as the 'civil 
service') focuses on the networks of central departments 
and public agencies that underpin the political execu
tive. T hese n etworks have t \\'0 main functions: they give 

advice to politicians before pok y is made, and they 
help to implement decisions once reached. The head 
of department offering advice to the government min
ister or st.".Crctary, the inspector checking tax returns, 
the health officer implementing a national anti-obesity 
strate{,'Y - :ill are part of the complex operation that is 
the public bureaucracy. The notion of 'bureaucracy' can 
be extended further: the athninistrative staff of any large 
org-.ullzation - such as a university, a political party, or 
a corporation - can be considered a bureaucracy, and 
the nature of the organizations of which they are a part 
gives them many of th e same incentives, limitations, and 
motives as we find in the public bureaucracy. 

Bureaucracy: Literally, rule by officills. Used tnore precise.ly 
to describe the orgln.izations etuploying appointed public 
officials :l.rld forming the public admin.istratiorL 

Traditionally, studies of the bureaucr•ey focus~'<! 

on th e permanent salaried o fficials employed in cen
tr•l government departments. These elite officials, and 
the departments they occupy, remain of obvious impor
tance, and the term bureaucracy is sometimes confined 
to them. However, attention increasingly focuses on the 
wider governance beyond: in semi-independent agen
cies.> local governments, and even the non-governmental 
organizations and the private corporations to which 
th e delivery of public programmes is increasingly out
sourced. We refer here to all public networks as com
prising the bureaucracy; others employ such tenns as 
public administration or public management to denote the 
study of the public sector in this wider sense. Whatever 
th e labels, understanding the modem state, and follow
ing a career within it> requires a mental map of what are 
remarkably complex networks. 

In understanding bureaucracies, we need to review 
how they are structured, how their staff are recr uited 
and held accountable, how best tO achieve coordination 
acro-ss departments> and how to ensure that services are 
delivered efficiently in the absence of a normal market. 
Seeking out the best recruits and then giving employees 
of public agencies - particularly those at the less skilled 
and lower paid end of the spectrum - a sense of mission 
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and a desire to serve is not easy. Professionals providing 
a key public service - such as doctors and nurses in a 
public health system - will have the high est sen.<e of 
mission, but the stereOt)'Pical view ofbureaucrats push
ing paper (literally or metaphorically) and tying services 
in red tape still often holds true. 

Red tape: T he da.~sic im.age ofb~ucracies tied up 
in pcoc.edure and ru~es. deriving front the habit in som e 
sixteenth-century European COUJ\trie.s of binding adm.itlls:tra
tive docurnems in red l'3pe. Reducing red tape is a conunon 
eJectioOn prot.n.ise. 

B ureaucracies have undergone substantial changes 
in recent decades, however, pre-ssed by efforts to reform 
th e d elivery of public services, and caught up in the 
transition to e-government. Two major themes in 
understanding the modern bureaucracy (in wealthier 
democracies at least) are the outsourcing that has led to 
many services being transferred to priva.te contractors, 
and the switch to a reliance on the provision of infor
mation and services througl1 the internet. 

Evolution 
To appreciate taday's bure-aucracy, we must firSt con
sider what pre'Ceded it. Ancient kingdoms and empires 
had some form of bureaucracy, perhaps the most famous 
being that of China. Based on principles set down by 
Confucius in the sixth century nc, China established 
the first meritocracy, \vith bureaucrats earning their 
positions through formal examination and being used 
by emperors to run the country (a relationship that gen
erally worked well in good times, but collapsed occa
sionilly in the bad times, such as in the wake of war). 
In Europe, meanwhile, clerical servants were originally 
agents of the royal household, serving under the per
sonal d irection of the monarch. Many features of mod
ern bureaucracies - regular salaries, pensions, open 
recruitment - arose from a successful attempt to over
come this idea of public employment a~ personal service 
to the monarch. 

Meritocracy: A system in wh.ich career advancemeJH 
and leadenhip are based upon t'31enr, qualific.atiotlS :-u\d 
acltie-.,erne.nr. 

T he evolution of European royal h ouseholds 
into twentieth-century bureaucracies was a massive 
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traruformation, intimately linked to the rise of the mod
em state. Today, the institutional approach to compari
son takes the features of bureaucratic organiution for 
gt21tted, and even reacts against them, but in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century the form ,.,... 
strikingly new: a phenomenon to be both admired and 
feared. 

Karl Marx (181 8-83) was one of the first to theo
rize about the bureaucracy, arguing that its develop 
ment was a natura) counterpart to the development 
of the private corporation , and that the two were 
mutuilly reliant. But the firs t systematic study of th e 
bureaucracy was undertaken by the German sociolo
gist Max Weber (1864-1920), and many of his argu
ments continue to underpin our understanding of 
Western bureaucracy. Weber's model was based on 
the traditiona.l view of public administration as a dis
ciplined hier-.rchy in which salaried officials who are 
recruited and promoted on merit reach rational deci
sions by applying explicit rules to the facts before them 
(Figure 10.1). 

Weber's model imagines pub lic service ~s pro
fessional and legalistic, rather than managerial and 
business-like. His centr.tl claim was that bureaucmcy 
made administration more efficient, providing the mt.:ans 
by which the techniques of mod~-rn industry and mili
tary organization could be brought to bear on civil affairs: 

The fully dC\..,loped bureaucratic appararus com
pares with oth<r organizations e.xactly as does che 
machine with non-mechacicd modes or production. 

Precision, speed, dari<y, knowledge of mrs, conrinu-
ity, discretion, unity, suict subordination, reduction of 
friction and of 1112terial and penorul costs- ch«<! ar< 

raised to the optimum point in the s<riedy bur<2u
eratie •dnllnisaation. (quoted in iWllberg, 2005: 199) 

While Weber's ideas were highly influential in 
continental Europe, they were less so in the New 
World. There, civil services developed in more prag
matic fashion. Lacking the European m onarchical and 
state tradition , public. management was at first con
sidered to be a routine application of political direc
tives. I n the U nited States, for example, the original 
philosophy was one of governance by the common 
pe"on; almost every citizen, it was assumed, qualified 
for almost every public job. The notion of a profes
sional civil service was considered somewhat elitist and 
undeJnocratic. 

This populist theoty of bureaucracy conveniendy 
under pinned the spoils system, a term deriving from 
the ph rase ' 10 the victOr, the spoils'. ln the U nited 
States, the >1><>ils system ensured that the election of a 
new p~"<ident Jed to a virtually complete turnover of 
employees in what was then a small fcder:tl government. 
It continued at leas! mltil1883, when the Pendleton Act 
created a C ivil Service Commission to recruit :md regu
late federal employees. In Canada, the merit principle 
was introduced in 1908 and adopted fully in the Civil 
Service Act, 1918. So, where a meritocr:~cy m1erged in 
Europ e in reaction to monarchy, in North America it 
supplanted spoils. 

Bureaucracy involves a carefully defined division of tasks. 

Decisions 

Recruitment 

Careers 

Structure 

Authority is impersonal and decisions are reached by methodically 
ap plying rules to particular cases. 

People are recrui ted to serve in ·the bureaucracy based on proven 
(or, at least, potential) compete nce . 

Competent officials can expect secure jobs and salaries, and 
promotion based on seniority and meril 

The bureaucracy forms a disciplined hierarchy in which lower 
offidals a re subject to the a uthority of their superiors. 

FIGURE 10.1: Weber's model of bureaucracy 
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Spoils syotem A r•tmr,....,-"-1 ,....,~ .... , ., "iU<h 
ckctaf roiJtu l.u:n d&.1.tnhut"C' JPW'"U1)('01j0b., to tbok "...U. 
dk •~ata· &I) "urf'Wl the- "'"UiftiQI ~~-

W<"'itcm bun-menan n-•ch<d lhcu- %cruth w the 
t\\<'nUeth Cmlllr) The dqln-u10n and two wodd won 
\'2Sll) ancn-:~.K'd l--'0\"MllmC"nt uncn-moon m SOCICt)". 

The '"'<'li•n- .Ute. completed m Wnccm ;wd cspccully 
Nonh<rn Eumpc•n counmn m the dcc.oda followmg 
!he: Second WoriJ Wu. n-qutn-d • rtl.WI\'t' bull'>ucr.mc 
•pplntu> to dumhutc Jtt2111>1. •llow•nca. IDd pcnsJOns_ 
Hy l'Jl!ll. pubbc employment •ccoumcd for almost one
thud of the toul workforce m llm.un <>nd Scmduuvu. 
though much of thn exp•ll>IOil h.d t>kcn place otlonl 
level. 

Out then the clo•mg dce>dcs of the twcnucth cen
nary wnnc\5Cd dcclmmg fa11h m burc:aucraoc .soluoons. 
Whrro Weber had laudcclthr effictcncy of the adminis
tr.auve m.1chine, ~nucs now j udged CIVil scrVJnts to be 
cng;tft<:"d 111 unpmducuvc games to mcrcasc the budgets 
and mff of thetr p.lrttcubr sccttom (Ntskancn. 1971). 
M ore grucrally. tht• pniKy- fornung conunumty in 
nuny hbn•l drmncr.Jri« wtdened. and there has been 

:.1 trend towJrd..< out(;ourcm)t govcmntcnt services (sec 
btcr m tim ch•ptct·). dunml<hlll[t any monopoly which 
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central gm"C'm.m~m o,,J set\"'.lni:S one~ exerted 0\Tr 

pohcy ad\"tU .. lnuead. officub """ tod.t) cncou,..._...ct to 
focus o10rr on deb•'<'<); •nd <pccolic•Dl on the throe 
&: ..con~ dliaency. anJ ctf("ctJ\'t'nn• (" htch em 
be >WlUIUf17td as <pcndmg Ins IDd <pcndmg \\"Mh·). 
The r:>ptd ....., of <"~'emment (the U<C of the mtcr• 
nrt to pnJ\-uk pobh.: ~...-:cs) pronusn to bnng funhn 
imporunt clun;;n-

Two lXtor< to ultc mto account when loolong 

companm ... ly >t buroaucnan """ the oumb.-n of nvtl 
scrv:mts. md tb., b.tbnce bet\\'t'en tho<c ernpiD)...d hy 
cC"ntn.l and h)· lonl j;O'"t"f1Ullcnt The .,..., .. u numben 
""' on md.c;uor of the >tZC of J:t"'"t"flllllcnt. md of th<" 
t:l.1:t"nt to wh1ch ddfcrent go"-ermncnu. cho<nt" to ddn-cr 
scrvJc.-s such .u C"mtc>non •n<l hc•lth c•ro through pub
he programmes. lmcrmoonJI Labour Org;tmzJnon tbt> 
md1c;ote dut th<" Scandm>VJln countrtc. IJJ\It" th< bt~cst 
pubhc sectors whC"n measun:d by shore of employment 
(see f 1gurc 10.2) and that the <i>c ofburcJucra<tt'1 ha< 
grown m rcccm decode<. The babnce of <mpluymcnt. 
mcanwhilC', is an mdtcJror of cenrt11huuou. C:cncrally 
spcaki ng, most dcmocr:ac1~ employ mrut of chctr cav1l 
serv.mrs ar rhc sub- n:uional rather th311 J t the n.:nion<ll 
lrwl. the proportion working at the <ub-nJilonll lcvrl 
bemg larger in fe.drr:U sysrenu <uch >S C~n•d•. C:ermony. 
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FIGURE 10.2 Comparing the size of bureaucracies 
Sourer. Adoptod from lnltmoticnal Labour Orgonimion, q\loted ., OfCD (20U: 1QJ). Flgurn oro 
I« 2011 
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FIGURE 10.3: Comparing the size o f central government 
Source: Adapted from International Labour Organiza':.ion, q uoted in OECD (2013: 105). Figures 
are for 2011. 

and the U nited States (see Figure 10.3). U nitary Swe
den also devolves most policy implementation to the 
local level. 

Organization 
We have seen that while every state has an executive, a 
legislature, and a system of courts, they come in differ
ent forms with different powers. The same is also true 
of bureaucracies, whose structure'S and labels vary from 
one country to another, emphasizing the importance of 
taking structural factors into account. R unning through 
th e differences, though , we can distinguish three main 
kinds of organization: deJY.rrtments, divisions, and non
departmental public b odies. 

D epartments (or ministries) 
The centrepiece of modern bureaucracies is fonned 
by what is known in some countries as departments, 
and in others as ministries. In nearly all cases, these 
departments form the core of central government. 
The total number varies but is typically between 12 
and 24: there are almost alw·.tys departments dealing 
with foreign affa.irs, the economy. justice. h ealth care, 

and tthe environment, with others added depending 
on the list of policy areas considered important to a 
coun try and the responsibility of central government 
(see Figure 10.4). These core departments also have 
cabine t-level status, meaning that they are h eaded by 
secretaries or ministers w ho are members of the cabi
net or th e council of ministCI'$, which gives them a 
more centra) role in government. There is also a dis
tinct p ecking order: the most important departments 
typically include foreign affail'$, the economy, th e 
treasury, and justice. 

Department (or ministry): An adrninistrative uuit over 
wbicl\ a secretary or minister exercis~ direct nlar1ah.-emem 
coocrol. Usually structured :iS a for·mal hie-r:i.relly. often 
estabEished by statute, and usuany having <:abinet-level 
st.atus. 

Both the range of public activities and th eir organ
ization in government variG-s across countries. While 
most countries have a single department of energy, for 
example, Nigeria has separate departments of energy, 
petrol ewn resources, and power. Some countries have 
a department of culture but many do not, the United 

States is almost unique in having a Department of 
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Policy area United States Britain Japan Mexico Nigeria 

Foreign 
Treasury/finance 
Defence 
Health 
Internal affairs 
Agriculture 
Education 
Justice 
Trade 
Environment 

Business 
Local government 
Culture 
Regional affairs 
Labour 
Urban 
Transport 
Energy 
TOTAL 15 24 11 17 27 

FIGURE 10.4: Government departments in selected countries 
Note: Arrangements as o f mid-201 5. Names, number. and distribution of departments change over time. 

Veterans Affairs, and cotmtries vary in how they allo
cate responsibility tOr economic policy, finance, invest
ment~ and monetary aft"3irs. Finally, deparnnents will 
periodically be renamed, sptit, or combined, producing 
a changing dcparnnental landscape. 

Most counrrics have followed a similar sequence in 
creating dcpamncnts, a pattern that reflects the expan
sion of the state. The old<'St arc typically those perform
ing e-ssential state tUnctions suc h as finance, law and order, 

defence, and foreign affairs. In the United States, tOr 
instance, the Department of State and the Treasury date 
from 1789. But other cou ntries have much older treas
uries, that of Britain dating back at least to the Norman 
invasion of 1066, while the French Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs can be traced back at least to the sixteenth ccn
nu·y. Subsequentl)\ countries added extra departments 
to deal with new fimctions, including agriculture. rrade, 
and labour. Later in the nventicth ccntury came \vel
fare departments deali ng w ith social security, education, 
health, and housing. Among the more important recent 
additions have been departments of the enviroru11enr, 
founded in nearly every country since the late 1960s. 
Several countries - including Afghanistan, Cambodia, 

India, New Zealand, South M rica, and Sri Lanka- have 
departments dealing with women's affairs. 

l~cRecting'Wcbcr's principJcs,thc internal structure 
of departments is usually hierarchical (sec Figure 11).5) . 
At the cop there arc sccrcta.rics or ministers who are 

FIGURE 10.5: The structure of a government 
department 
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political appointees, and who will come and go as they 
arc reshuffled or as governments change. Below them 
sits rh e permanent career civil service, headed by a 
senior department head responsible both for adntin
istrarion and for providing the c rucial bridge between 
political and bureaucratic levels. ln theory, secretar
ies direct and public servants execute, hut the behav
ioural approach to comparison reveals that th e reality 
is more complex and perhaps even disturbing. After all, 
permanent officials have the advantage over transient 
political secretar ies of longer service, dccpc.r expc.ri
ence, greater information, and denser networks of peers 
in other departments. In these circmnstanct.~s, provid

ing the dcpanmcnt with cftective political leadership 
requires skills for which secretaries are usually inad
equately prepared . 

Two factors can facilitate politicaJ contro) of a 

department. First, the greater the number of appoint
ments made by a secretary within a department. the 
easier it is to impose a specific direction. n .. ccogniz
ing that senior bureaucrats thcmsdvcs require politi
cal craft. many liberal democracies now tend to staff 
important deparoncnts \\~th politically loyal and sym
pathetic bureaucrats. T his practice, long familiar in 
Germany and FinJand. has spread co other W<."Stern 
democracies (Peters and Pierre, 2004}. Deepening the 
political cicr gives the secretary more friends in th e 
department. 

Second, direction can also be helped by provid
ing secretaries vv·i.th political advisory srafr Because 
such advisers do not form part of the department's 
permanent staff. chey coo can act as cheir secreta_ry's 

cyt."S and ears, reporting back on k~ues which might 
otherwise be lost in the official hierarchy. In New Zea
land, every minister's o ffice tCauued a political adviser 
by 2006 (Eichbaum and Shaw; 2007). Alternatively, as 
in t=ra.ncc, m.inistcrs are helped by a personal cabinet 
of about IS to 20 people who form an advisory staff 
working directly w1dcr the contro) of the secretary. 

T his model is reflected in the European Commis
sion. the main bureaucratic and executive body o f the 
.European U nion , w here the con1m.is.sioners each have 
a cabinet of advisers~ \Vith rules designed to ensure a 
good mix from several EU counttk":'S. \Vhc.r<." bureau
crats know that they can o utlast a particularly difficult 
secretary. personal advisers realize that their posicion 
depends o n providing effective support to the current 
occupant (sec also Focus I 0.2 on keeping bureaucrats 

accountable}. 

Divisions 
Gove-rnment dcparnnents are typically arranged into 
divisions or sections. each responsible for a particu
lar as.pcct of the departmentS \Vork. T hus, an educa .. 

tion d eparnnent might b1cludc separate divisio ns for 
primary. secondary. and higher education. Divisions 
arc ch.e operating units of departments, the sections 
within w hich the work gets done. They arc the work
horses o f government, the store of its experie nce and, 
in pr~.ctice. the site where many important decisions 
are reached. 

Div ision: An opeutiog unit of" a depamnent. responsible t(l 
the: se~l4lry but oficn '";th conllidcrahle independence. A1so 
k.nawn ;as sation.s or burt:'aus. or (confil!>ingly) a.,<; dtpartmmts io 
countri~ when.- the large-r unit is 2 mini..,try. 

In some democracies, divisions acquire added 
importance because they are partially autonomous 
from their parent department. T he extreme case is the 
United States. w hose bureaucracy is che great excep
tion to Weber 's principle of hierarchy in departments. 

Evm in their formal structure, US federal government 
depanments arc more like muJdnationaJ corpora
tions. containmg 1nany divisions (or agencies) jostli ng 
withi.11 a single sh e H. T he departments arc the wrap ... 
ping 3IOW1d a collection of disparate divisions and it is 
chese b ureaus which form the main operaci ng units of 
the federal government. For example. the Department 
of Heakh and Human Services includes l l operating 
divisions (see 1ablc 10 .1). T he autonomy of bureau.< 
within US departments derives from their direct fund
ing by Congress. and is a major and underestimated 
reason why VS presidents experience such difficulty 
in iJnposing their will o n the federal adtlllnistr.tcive 
process. 

.Even in government.~ with more hierarchical 
departments, it would be wrong to suppose that work-
ing practicc..oos correspond exactly to o rganizational 
charts. R.arcly docs information move smoothly up 
and down the administrative pyrantid. For instance, the 
many divisions in Gernuny's l4 federal ministries pos ... 
ses..~ a concentration of expertise that enables them to 
block , or at Jea~t circtunvcnt, reforms proposed from on 
high. A monopoly of knowledge cr<'3tes the potential 
to neutra.Jize change:.~. In most liberal democracies, divi

sion.~ within departments also possess £heir own ethos 

derive-d &om long experience with their subject area. 
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TABLE 10.1: Divisions within the US Department of 
Health and Human Services 

Adminostrotion for Chadren and Familifl 

Admin1stn1tion for Community living 

Agency for Healthcare R&Search and QuaOty 

Agency for Toxic Subsu.ncM and Disease Regist l)l 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

Centers for' Medicare and Medicaid Services 

Food and Drug Administration 

Health Resoutces and Services Administration 

Indian Health Service 

Nation•llnstiMes of Health 

Subotonce Abuse and Mental Health Services 

Soun»; Dopo<1mont ol Health and Human SeMces _.,,. (201 5) 

This cnti'C'nchcd m - housc view breeds a natural cym
cism towards the l>test political initiaove, and helps to 
acc:ounc: for the frunrarion many newly appomtcd scc
rct!ln cs fed in steering rhcir dcpu nncnt in new dircc .. 

tions. The dynamic of relations within departments 
and divisions has changed of late. however, ;tS :a result 
of:~ growlng lcndcncy in many countries to outsOurce 
government work to pnvate contractors, a practice th:u 
come~ w1th bmh adv•ntagcs and disadv:magcs {sec 
Focm IU. I). 

No11-departmeutal p ublic bodies 

Dcp~rtmcnts md their mremal divlStons arc whar 
we u~ually :assoetate wnh bureaucracit"S? but there IJ 

another type of public organization that is growmg in 
importance: the non-departmental public body. 
T hese nrc cntiric5 rhar operate a t one remove irom 
government dcpartm cnts1 with a for mal relationship 
of at least <cm i- indcpcndcnce. T hroughout the dcmo
cntic world, these non-deparmten ral bodies a.rc grow
mg m number, complicating not only the 3c;adcnuc 
task of rnappmg government, but also the pracocal 
JOb of cnsunng th:at rhc govc.rnment as a whole .JCts 

coherently. 

Non~partmental public body: Op<nro u on. or 
nt01T kltlO\~ fiom the gm'nmnent, thC'R:by pTOYlding 

nurugc:mcnt AC"Xabilny MXI potitio1 inckpenckne'c-. 
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These bodies include state-owned emitics {such 
:u postal sen;ces or health can: scn*ICCS), agcnCJes con
uacrcd to deliver government scrvtces. agenc1cs provtd
mg .advice to gon~_mmean:. and agcncacs charged \\,th 
regubring an aspect of soaal hfe m wh1ch the pubhc 
mtercsr is at stake. They occupy an ambivaJent po51cion, 
crelted and funded by the gowr11mc111, bur - unlike 
divisions within a department - free from day-ro-day 
secrc[ar ial contro l. O nce appointed by the govern 
m ent , their leaders and staff operate with con~iderable 

autonomy. 
There arc several reasons behind their creation ::md 

continued existence: 

• To operate \\~th more 8eX>bihty {and at lower cost) 
than would be acceptable for a department. 

• To acknowledge the profcssJOn:al st•rus and aurononty 
of t herr staff. 

• As a response to shon·tcro1 pres.sum ro do some

thmg about a problem. 

• To allow depam11ents to focus on pohcy-making. 

• To provide protection fi-om po htac:ll mtcrferencc in 

day- ro-day operations. 

'1J"'he most im portant type of the species i< a regu
latory agenc y. These arc bodies set up to ovc!'1;cc the 
lmplc:rnentarion of government rcgulacion.~. in areas that 
include natural monopolies (such .ls w:ucr or energy 
supply), communicacions, dccoon~. food St>nd:ml<, and 
envuonmemal quality st:md.uds. Rcgubrory agenctcs 
an: 1ncrasing in nutnbcr 10 nculy all hbcol dcmocr.J
Ctcs, panJy to babnce ruk:s wbtch cannOt be wdl JUdged 
by the pnvare sector. For example. \\"<:lghmg the bene firs 
of mtroducing a new drug ag;nnst the danger of Side
effects i.< a task for pubbc-mmded e><p<rtS, rather than 
for se Jf - mtcrested drug comp:uucs. Bnuin has embraced 
rcgub tory agencies with par ticular enthus:•a~m; over 
140 agencies, from the Food Stondard< Agency to 

Ofcon1 (the regulator of the COI1tmun icauon~ indus
tries) now provide a central device through which the 
srarc s~ck!i to oversee society. 

Regulatory agency: An indcpcnJcm p't1"nmcm body 
ettned to set ;md impose sumbnk an a •Ocwcd 11\":1 of 
xtl\'lty. 

The United States offen the moSt csubhshed 
sysrcm of independcttt regulatory ogcnc1cs. The first 
lltch body created there was the I mersure Commerce 
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• • The pros and cons of outsourcing government work 

Many governments have long relied on out~de contractors to prov1de them w1th goods and supporting services, 
but since the 1980s there has been a growing trend in this direction. Outsourcing is one reason, for example, 
why the number of federal government employees in the United States fell from 4.3 per cent of the workforce tn 
1966 to 2 per cent in 2013, and why the number of people worktng through contracts was double that employed 
directly by the federal government. 

There have been many start-up problems as governments and contractors work through the process and 
learn what is possible {or not), but the trends suggest that outsourcing is here to stay; a growing number of jobs 

and semces are shtfttng out of government to the pnvate sector, boosted tn part by the internet, but pnmanly by 
a des1re on the part of governments to save money. Examples of outsourc1ng mclude the collection of garbage, 
water and wastewater t reatment, security services, equipment servicing, technology suppon, the management 
of public schools and hospitals, and even private prisons (home to almost one-fifth of prisoners in Australia). One 
variation on the theme is co·sourcing, where work is shared between public and pnvate agencies. 

Arguments in favour 

Compe.titio n among contractors helps bring down costs 
and makes it easier to terminate under·performing 
workers. 

Knowing they are competing for work, employees in 
private agencies will be more concerned with customer 
satisfaction. 

To increase profits, private contractors have incentives to 
manage their tasks more effidently, where government 
departments are less sensitive to productivity issues. 

Private contractors may be l&ss subject to politkal 
manipulation and control. 

Outsourcing fa ts government departments pay o nty for 
the .servtces they need, and when they need them. 

Outsourcing: Th(: pnctic~ or conmcting priv.:nc contnc
tors to provide services previom.ly under the control o( thc 
public burelucracy. 

Commission (1887-1995). T he list has since grown to 
include che federal Conununi c.ations Con1nt.ission, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, the I' cderal Trade 
Commission. the Securities and Exchange Conuni~ion, 
and a host of others. The idea behind these bodies ts 

that they should operate in a technical and non-political 

fashion. Despit~ their power to make, implement, and 

Arguments against 

Without careful choices and monitoring, outsourcing can 
result in a reduction in the quality of services. 

Goverrl ment depattments often have a larger store of 
knowledge and experience than private companies 
entering a field for the first time. 

Then~ is less direct and political accountability with 
private contractors. 

Not all government services lend themselves to proV'ision 
by private contractors (e.g. policing). 

There may be substantial start·up costs in transferring 
work to a new private body. 

Outsourcing ratses new concems about security and 
fraud. 

Outsourcing to a single contractor just replaces a public 
monopoly with a private one. 

settle disputes about regulations in their sector, comnli.s
sioneTs do not report to the president and can only be 
dismissed by the president for specific reasons set out in 
the la'..v creating the agency. 

'1l'"hc E uropcan Union has also been active o n 

the regulatory front: indeed, regu lation is its primary 
mode o f governance. fts Jaws include regulatio ns that 
arc applkablc in all the 28 member states and tha.t 
rypically set a technical standard or objective that 
mem ber state-s are required to implement by a set 
target date. Along the way, it has created an expand

ing bo dy of regulatory agencies chat :tre charged with 
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overseeing policy implcntentation in area.s ranging 
!Tom drugs and drug addiction to health and safety 
at work, new medicinal products, tradeJnarks. mari
time and aviation safety, food satCty, disease preven
tion, and electronic cotnmunication (see McCormick, 

2015: ch . 14}. In many cases- such as the registratio n 
of new chemicals - the E-U has gone o n to establish 

global standard< and to compel regulatory change in 
its major trading partners. 

In general terms, chartmg non-departmental public 
bodies in any liberal democracy confirms the complex
ity of governance. The: rise of rcgulacory agencies, in 
particular, gives the lie to any claims of a declining role 
for the state. It also relates to the broader issue. discussed 
in C hapter 3, of whether professional in8ucnce on pub
lic policy is increasing as the dccis:ion ... making scope of 
government secretaries is increasingly circumscribed by 
non-departmental bodies. 

Recruitment 
Recruitnu~nt is a key theme in the debate about bureau
cracies; the means by which bureaucrats are selecred, and 

the kinds of people employed, are smdied more care• 
fully than is the case with the: private sector. Here the 
main ditl:Crencc is between unified and departmental 
rccruirmcnt~ the former is based on rccruirmcnt to the 
bureaucracy as a whole. and the latter on rccruinncnt 
to specific departments based on rcchnica1 skill~ii. Brit
ain exemplifies the unified approach, pushing the cult 
of the anu ceur to extremes. Adm.inist::ration is seen as 
the art of judgement, born of intelligence and mamred 
by experience. Specialist knowledge should be sought 
by bureaucrats but then treated with scepticism; expert\ 
should be on tap but not on top. A good administrator 
is expected to serve in a variety of departments and is 
considered mort· rounded for having done so. Given this 
philosophy, it is natural for recruits to be sought for the 
civil service as a whole, not for a particular department. 

Unified recruitment: An approach b:ucd on recruit
ment ro the civil service a~ :t. whole, not to a specific job 
withjn it. and in whjch adminismulve \VQrk is concciwd as 

requiring inteUlg~ncc and education. rather than technic .-..I 
knowledge. 

Departmental recruiTment: An :appro.acb b.t$Cd on 
recruiting people with tt"chniol hackgrouuds- to a ~pt'cific 
d~partmt:'nt oc job. 
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An alternative method of pursuiJ1g the unified 
approach is to recruit to a corps (body) of civil serv
ants. rather than to a specific job in a ministry. france 
is an example of this approach. It recruits ci"\;1 serv
ants through competitive exatuinacions to such bodies 
as the Diplotnaric Corps and the Finance Inspectorate. 
Although rccruinncnc is to a specific corps with a spe
cialized title. it is as much an ertrolment into an elite 
encompassing both public and private realm <. Even 
within the civil service. more than onc .. third of corps 
members arc working away from their home rorps at any 
one time. At its highest levels, the French bureaucracy 
is dearrly generalise. albeit wichin a mrps framework thac 
recognizes specialized training. 

Some unified burcaucracic.''S stress one particular 
form of technical expen i"ie: law. In many European 
countries with a codified law tradition, legal train
ing is common among higher bureaucrats. Germany 
is 3 leading case (and one which provided the context 
for Weber's thinking); there. most top bureaucrats are 
hwyers. 

In the departmental recruinnent model. recruiters 
loo k for specialist experts for individual departments~ 

so the finance department will employ economists and 
the health department will employ stair with medical 
training. Recruim1ent is to particular posts. noc to an 
elite civil service or a corps. When stafr leave. they o fi:en 
move to similar jobs il1 the private sector rather chan co 
difl-Crcnt departments in governm ent. 

T his emphasis on specific jobs and specialist exper
tise is: common in countries wich a weak state in which 

the administration lacks the status produced by centu
r ies of service to pre-democratic rulers. T he Nether
lands. New Zealand, and the United Stat<'S arc examples. 
ln the N ccherlands. tOr instance, each department sets 
its mvn recruitment standards, usuaUy requiring prior 
rraio.ing and expertise in its own area. Once appointed, 
worker mobility is limited: staff who remain in public 
service typically stay in che same department for their 
entire career (Andcwc-g and lrwin, 2009: 176). The 
notio11 of recruiting calemed young graduat<..>s co an 
elite. unified civil service. or even to a corps. is weak or 
non-existent. 

One exception ro the general rule of selection on 
merit is affirmative action. found in cotuuries that ha\<-c 
worke-d to address che dominating posicion in the higher 
levels <>f che bureaucracy of ntCJl from the major ethnic 
group and from middle- or upper-class families with a 

background in public affairs (Abcrbach <I Ill., 1981: RO). 
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Brief Profile : Japan is a leading example of a state 
where Western id eas of liberal democracy have been 
grafted onto a society with its own distinctive traditions. 

Notable for its long history of isolation (helped by its 
physical isolation from the Asian continent), and for its 
reinvention foJiowing defeat in the Second World War, 

Japan is modern but not Western, its experience provlng 

that it is possible for a society to advance e-conomically 

and technologically without losing sight of its identity. 
The most obvious signs of its modernity can be found 

in its economic and technological development; it is the 
thil'd largest economy in the world, and a major source 

of global capital and credit, as well as home to many of 
the world's major corporations. Its political system has, 
however, been compromised by traditional Japanese 
ideas about faction. obligation, and group id entity. and 
by the lons·time dominance of a sin9le political party, the 
liberal Democrats. 

Form of government =:> Unitasy parliamentary demoaacy with a ceremonial emperor. Date of state fOOllation debatable, 
and most recent constitution adopted 1947. 

Legislature c:> Bicameral Diet: lower House of Rep<esentati'les (480 members) elected for renewable four-year terms, 
and upper House of CounciflofS (242 members), which is less significant. 

Executive c.;} Parliamental)f. The head of government is the pdme minister, v-Alo is head o f the largest party or coalition, 

and govems in conjunction with a cabinet. The head of state is the emperor. 

Judiciary c:) The 15-member Supreme Court possesses the power o f judicial review but has p<oved unassertill<!. 

Unusually. the Court's justices are directly appointed by the cabinet. and subject to voter confirmation at the first gene raJ 
election that follows, and every ten years thereafter, with mandatory retirement at age 70. 

Electoral system c:) Mixed member majoritarian systam: 300 membOfS of the lower house are elected using single
member pluralitY, and 180 through patty list p<oportional representation (PR). in the upper house, 146 elected using single 
non-transferable vote, and 96 through PR. 

Parties c:) Multi-pa11y. Long dominated by the conservatiw Liberal Democratic party (LOP). The Democratic Party is more 
socially liberal, the Innovation Party is nationalist, and Japan still has an active Communist Party. -

T he goal here has been to make the bureaucracy more 
representative of the wider population, by gender, race, 
education, and economic backgrow1d. In a logic rdatcd 
to the idea of descriptive rc pn.--sentation in legislatu res 

(~ec Chapter 8), there arr various argumcntll in favour: 

• Bureaucrats w hose work involves direct contact with 
a specific group will pe1form better a.t the job i f they 
the m selves belong to that group. 

• A public sector drawn from a range of relig ions and 

regions will encourage stabi~ty in divided societies. 
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The bureaucracy in Japan 
The Japanese bureaucracy is probably more touted than 
any other bureaucracy in the world, write Rosenb1uth 
and Thies {2014: 321). 1t is accorded an important place 
in the country's remarkably rapid post-war economic 
growth, a role it played while remaining relatively small, 
but having the advantage of enjoying a high status and 
the capacity to motivate its recruits with the thought 
of good post-retiremen[ jobs in the private sector and 
local government. It ls also remarkably selective: in 
2009, lor example, only 600 people of the 22,000 who 
took the entrance exam for the higher civil service were 
hired. 

The philosophy of the J apanese bureaucracy 
is unified, rather than departmental, but movement 
between departments is rare. Each group of recruits 
forms a cohort within a ministry, progressing through 
the hierarchy but with a smaller proportion achieving 
promotion to the next level; the convention is that staff 
should not expect to serve under anyone recruited later 
than they were. 

The bureaucracy undoubtedly played a substantial 
role in post·war reconstruction. and was dosefy 

• A diverse and representative bureaucracy, involving 
participation by aU major social groups. will enhance 
the acceptability of decisions among the public at large. 

• Employntent of minorities in the public sector \\rill 

ripple through the labour market, including private 
companic:"s. 

Affirmative action: Policies designed to ov~rcome the 
legJcy of past diso:imiuation by emphasizing the recruitment 
of women, dhnic minoritio. ;md other groups under-repre
s:entt'd in the bure:nu:ucy. 

In the 1960s and 1970s, comiderablc cllorts were 
made in the United States to ensure that sta.ff profiles 
matched those of the wider population. The "imu)us 
here was an order by President Jolmson. in 1965. that all 
govenunent agencies n mst introduce affirmative action 

policies. Something similar happened in Canada, where 
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intertwined with the governing Uberal Democratic Pany 
as well as big business. In the post-war decades of high 
growth, Japan provided the pre-eminent example of 
how a. small, merit·based bureaucracy, operating largely 
on the basis of persuasion, could guide rapid economic 
development within a mainly market framework But this 
changed in the 1990s, against a background of state·led 
deflation and the involvement of bureaucrats in bribery 
cases,. scandals which made some large companies more 
wary of hiring retired bureauctats. More fundamentally, 
ciVil servants could no longer offer the same strategic 
directio n to industry in a global economy, given that the 
largest companies now operated on a world scale and 
some overseas corporations had be-come established 
in Japan. 

!Reflecting these developments, as well as a de~re 

to improve coordination, the central bureaucracy was 
reorganized in 2001, with the number of departments 
reduce-d from 22 to 12. The Japan Fair Trade Commission 
acquired a more extensive role in enforcing competition, 
signalling greater emphasis on the interests of 
consumers, rather than those of the farge, export· 
oriented manufactlJrers which had emerged d uring 
Japat>'s high-growth phase. 

governments were concerned to improve rccntitmc:nt 
fi·om French speakers. H owever, such schemes never 
achkwd the same popular ity in E urope, perhaps because 
they would have involved accepting the inadequacy of 
rhe constitutiona) re<JUircmcnt of nl~ucraliry imposed o n 
some civil services. T he Wcberian philosophy of recruit

ment on merit was preserved. 
At least in detnocracics. women today nuke up a 

larger percentage of the. workforce in governme nt than 
in the general labour force (sec Figure 10.6). T his has 
been che result not just of affirmative action but also of 
efforts by government to offer more Bcxible working 
conditio ns, paid parental Jeavc,subsidiscd c hildcarc, and 
oth e r bcnefit.10 that make it easier for women to work. 

Unfortunately, women in most bureaucracies are stiU 
over- represented in secretarial , part- time:, and social 
care positions, and under· rcpresentcd at the highe r 

m:magcrial and policy- influencing levels (OECD, 
2013: 122}. 
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FIGURE 10.6: Women in the labour force 
Source: Adapted from lntemational labour Organizatio n. quoted in OE:CD (2013: 121). 
Figures are for 2011. 

New public management 
'Government is not the solution to the problem' , R o n

ald Reagan once fantously dedared; 'government is 
the problem.' This sentiment was one of the inspira
tions behind a rcvi.,ed and markct-on entcd approach 

to bureaucracy that came to be known as new public 
management (NPM), a crc·ed which swept through 
the Anglo-American world of public management in 
the final decade of the twentieth century. 

New public management: A n~v approach to t>un:-aucrncy 
that emerged in tbe l980s. :md was b:t.~d on the idea that ;a 

nurkC't-oriented appro.tch would nuke it more efficient. 

Although now past its pt.."ak:, N PM remains inter
esting as a critique ofWcber's ideas about bureaucracy. 
It attracted even those \vho did not share R eagan's 

conservative perspective. and was spoken of warmly by 
international bod ies such as the O rganisation for Eco
nomic Co-operation and Devdopmem (OECD). lc 
led to radical change in the p ublic sectors of Australia, 

Britain , Canada, and New Zealand, and it prO\•ides the 

backdrop agaimc which the le<S fervent reforms o f the 
twenty- first century have developed. 

l.t L< summarized neatly by Osborne and Gaeblers 
best- scWng 1992 book Rei11ve11tiug Cowmmem, which 
cantc with the subtitle .HoJII t!Je Eturepn~ueurial Spirit Is 
'Hausforming the Public Sertor. Where Weber's model of 

bureaucracy was based on ideas of efficiency drawn from 
the [»russian army, Osborne and Caebler were inspired 

by the more freewheeling world of American business. 
and they oudincd ten pr inciples that government agen
cies \verc advised to adopt in order to e nhance their 
dfccti·vencss. T hese included promoting co1npetitiou 
hetweoen service providers, measuring performance 
through outcomes rather than inputs, redcfming clients 
as cus tomers. and decentralizing authority. 

T he underlying theme wa.< the gains achievable 
by gh•ing public servants the flexibility to manage by 
results. T he significance of this empowerment. in ntrn, 
wa.~ the break it represented with Weber's view that the 
j ob of a bureaucrat was simply to apply fcxed rules to 
cases. T he role model for NPM was the entrepreneur 
rather than the· JUdge. For its supporters, N PM was p ub
lic nunagemcnt for a new ccntury; -Wchcr 's model was 
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• • Keeping bureaucrats accountable 

Max Weber wamed of the d ifficul ties o f keeping bureaucrats acco untable, and of prevent ing them from 
obstructing the goals of e lected governments. Commentators continue to recognize that the bureaucracy's 
expertise, permanence, scale, a.nd contro l of Implementation me.an that 1t JS bound to be more than a mere 
condu•t fo r polit tcal d•rectJVes. Increasingly, the ph1losophy pursu~ by democratiC governments IS to encourage 
bureaucrats to defend their behaviour after the fact, rather than to seek pre--emptive control over the actions 
themselves . In this way, accountability both acknowledges and potentially defuses Weber's fear of bureaucratic 
power - a neat move all round. 

Senter offlc1als are accountable not only to m1n1sters in their own departments, but also to the prime 

minister, the finance ministry, and to the obligations inherent in agreements with other national, and even 
inte rnational, organizations. Fo r the highest officials, accountability e>etends beyond the private world of 
government to external bod1es. Becauso they control the purso stnngs, leg1sla tures can exert control over 
bureaucrats, who are ~ncreas;ngly wl111ng to repo rt back to select committees on the1r work. The jUd1c1ary IS 

another external arena in which the bureaucracy can be called to account. Finally, outsourcing has helped 
changed the channels of accountability, because isswng and renew1ng contracts is tied directly to performance. 

A d1Stmct1vely European tool that has much unmet po tonba l IS the ombudsman. A public watchdog !hat 
mve st1gates cla1ms of maladministration, the first ombudsman wa s created tn Sweden 1n 1809, but the 1dea was 

not emulated elsewhere until much la ter: 1919 in F1nland, after 1945 in other liberal democracies, and 1995 in 
the European Union. They are now found in about 90 countries, but most work at the local or sectional level; 
states with a national ombudsman include Argentina, Australia, Botswana, Gambra, Indonesia, New Zealand, 

Nigena, Peru, and most European countnes. A smgle advocate m ay cover the entire public sector or, at the risk 
of reducing visibility and overlapping jurisdictions, separate commissioners may be appointed for specific areas. 
So far, ombudsmen outside Scandinavia have neither been given strong powers of investigation nor is the public 
w1dely aware of thoir existenco (Ansell and Gingnch, 2003). In the search for bureaucra!Jc accountabd1ty, thiS gap 
iS unfortunate. 

O m budsman: A public officialappoint~d by::. le-gislature 
to in\'c~tig;uc- :illc-~tions or ltuladmini.stration iu the- public 
St":ctor. 

dismissed a.~ history. Public adtninistrauon, it was alleged, 
had been di.<placcd by public managem ent. 

In the histo ry of N PM, N ew Zealand stands out 
as the p io neer. In the 1980s and 1990s, it undertook 
what was pro bably "the most com prehensive and radi
cal set of refo rms of any Western dem ocracy' (Pol
litt and Bouckaert, 20 I I: 302). A coalition o f business 
Jeadcrs, government economist .. ~. and senio r politicians 
fi·om both major parties came together to force through 
unpopular but f.1r from inconsequcntia1 refom 1S. O ne 
particular feature o f the ne\v m odel was its m assive usc 
of contracts, going far beyond the standard fare o f ming 
private finns to supply local services, such as refuse col

lection. Instead , private -suppliers were contracted to 

addTC"s.s even such sensitive areas as debt coUection. By 
such n1eans, the number of bureaucrats in N ew Zealand 
wa.< reduced from 88,000 in 1988 to 37,000 in 1994 
{even. :if som e were sin tply reallocated to o ther segm ents 
o f the public sector). In addition, contrac(S: were inrro ... 

duced within New Zealand's public sector to govern 
rhe relationships between purchaser> (e.g . the Transpo rt 
Department) and providers (e.g. T ransit New Zealand, 
responsible fo r roads). 

What lessons can be learned from the N ew Z ea
land e xperience? Mulgan ( 1997: 146) concluded that 
it led to 'greater clarity of government fimctions and 
co inc!feased efficiencies in the provision o f certain ser
vices ro the public'. but also that it was expensive in 
th e annount of resources consum e.d by the refor m pro ... 

cess and in the added problems of coo rdination caused 
by th e increased number o f public agt"ncies. But the 
wide- !fanging and som etimes diffUse namrc of N PM 
refonn~ ntakes precise evaluation difficult: citf-cts have 
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varied by country. reform, and sector. Overall, its big
gest contribution wa.~ probably a change in thinking, 
and promotion of 'visions of privatization, markctiza
tion, participation, deregulation, •nd flexibility' (Pollitt 
and Bouckacrt, 2011: 156) . 

E-government 
N ew public management has been replaced by a 
new flavour o f bureaucratic porentiaJ in the shape of 
e-goverruuent, or th e usc of the internet to provide 
public services. The idea is that the internet has creatt'Xl 
new channels for communication among and between 
governments, government dcparnnents, and citizens. 
Some caution is needed: the overselling of NPM sug
gests that we need to be careful about making too many 
claims about the possibilities of e· government, and that 
we need to recognize that anticipated efficiency gains 
often disappear as new channels supplement old ones 
without replacing them. We also need to be aware that 
while e-government can ease citizen access to govern
ment departments and to public information .. as well as 

reducing government costs and providing a boost to the 

digital services indmtry, it also carries the increased risk 
of cybcrattacks on govenunents, and can make it easier 
for governments to keep an eye on citizens. But a com
bination of outsourcing and e-government could mean 
that we arc in the middle of a revolution in the opera
tion of bureaucracy, the ful1 consequences of which 
might only become clear decades from now. 

E~governtnont (or digital era governance}: The u.<\e 
o(inform:uion and comutu1Ucacion te-chnology to provide: 

p ublic :;ervices. 

(t is clear that e .. govenunent is most advat1ced in 

wealthier countries with the best tdecommunicatioru 
infrasrrucrurc. Table 10.2 shows the top ten countries 
ranked for e-govcrnment readiness in a periodic survey 
compiled by the UN Pubtic Administr:ttion Network. 
T he other side of the coin is e- panicipation, or the ex"tent 
to which citizens LL'\.e online s.t•rvices. E-govl·rnment is no 
longer new, but it is constantly evo)ving, and its implica

tions are not yet fully u11derstood.\Vhat is clear, however, 
is that there is a digital divide not only between rich 
countries and poor, hut also bet\veen the connected and 
the unconnected within cow1trics. 

Amtralia provides an example. While it has one of 

the most digitaUy connected governments in the worJd, 

TABLE 10.2: The world's top ten countries for 
a-government 

South Korea 6 Japan 

2 Austtafia 7 Unit&d States 

3 Singapore 8 Britain 

4 France 9 New Zealand 

5 Netherlands 10 Finland 

Source: UN Public Administration Network (2015). Ranking is for 
2014 .. and based on the availability of online services, the quality 
of telecommunications infrastructure, and overall education leve.ls. 

with policies to expand e-govcrnment daring back to 
the mid- 1990s, it has also found exclusion based noc JUst 
on technological capacity but also on a host of social 
and economic bar riers such as poverty. Australia is al<io a 
Jarge country \V;th a few large concentrations o f popu
lation. and small and widely dispersed rural populations 
that a.re not easy to reach. T he irony in Australia, as in 
many o ther countries, i'i that those most likely to benefit 
from access to e-govcrnmcnt arc also th ose least likely 
to haYc such access (Baum, 2014). 

At least for cicizen- t3cing departments, there is 
something in the proposition that the governme nt 
department has become its website. Technology has 
created unprecedented opportunities for states to store. 
imeg!rate, and analyse information about their popu(a .. 

rionsM A-t with o ther poJiticaJ resources, these f.:1cili ties 
can be used for purposes benign, malevolent, or both. 

Four stages bave been identified in the develop
ment of c-govcrnmcnt (B>um >nd Di Maio, 2000; 
Montargil, 201 0). The first is the provi!iion of informa
tion. perhaps with a website o utlining the details of a 
public service. This L< useful, not least for people looking 
for ba:sic infonnation o n the work of a dcparnnent or 
agency. The second stage involves interaction, perhaps 
by downloadll1g a form or sendll1g an email, while the 
third stage involves a transaction. such as paying a bill 
o 1t.lin c or submitting an application. 

1l"he final stage is integration, the most demand
ing aJ:Jd significant for the bureaucracy. Integration 
means that. in principle. aU government services -
ti-om applying for a driving lice nce to registering a 
business- can be accessed from one site, with a single 
registration and digital signature. But such portals, or 
electronic o ne .. stop shops, arc difficu)r to implement, 

requiring the integration of databases from multiple 

depanments. It is worth noting here that rhc highly 
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detailed and coordinated nature of such work is far 
removed tTom the entrepreneurial activity expected of 
the new public nunager. 

[megration creates opportw1itics for public ser
vices to be n1ore proactive. If your year of birth and 
address arc available across government, then~ as you 
move through life, the transport dcparnnent can send 
you information about applying for a driving )jcencc, 
the interior ministry can supply a vmcr registration 
form, and the health service can send home testing 
kits fo r age- related illnesses. Similarly, linking school 
records to a national database of children could help 
to locate children who have moved elsewhere. In 
such ways, e-government can g ive effect to joined- up 
government. 

The biggest concerns with e-governntent relate to 
the lo« of privacy, the new opportunities for political 
n1.isuse such as the unauthorized transfer of dam to third 
parties (including pri\'ate companies and foreign states), 
and the hcightcned danger posed by hacking and the new 
targets offered to terrorists to interfere with government 
sen;ccs. Public su<ipicion of c .... governmcnt Lo; heightened 

by awareness that private electronic records - such as 

text messages, phone calls, and internet me - can :!!so be 
accessc.d by government in response to security threats. 
Pnvacy and data protection codes, such as the Europ<."an 
Union's comprehensive Dimccive on Data Protection 

( 1998), offer only limited n-assurance. Access to one's 
own personal recordli allo\vs accuracy to be checked but 
does not prevent misuse. 

(n practice, the success of integrated e-govcnunent 
is likely to depend on the extent to w hich citizens tnlst 

their present and funtrc governments, and the extent co 
which hacking can be controlled. Cynical citizens may 
prefer personal information to be kept in departmental 
paper filcs, or even not ro be recorded at all. 

Bureaucracies in authoritarian 
states 
\Ve sow in Chapters H and 9 that most of the institu
tions rhat fOrm the basis of power and government 
in democracies arc weaker o r more marginalized iJl 

authoritarian systems. T here are t\vo key excepnons 
to rhis general rule : rhe military and rhe bureaucracy. 
By definition, jnsciturions o f representation - dcc

rions, competitive parties, and freely o rganized interest 
groups -- arc wea.k in aurhonrarian systems, because 

control is rap-down rather rhan botrom · up; bur while 
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dictaiiors can manipulate o r even dispense with dec .. 

tions o r legislatures, they cannot rule without ofticials 
ro give eftCct to cheir will. 

T he case of N igeria under military rule offers 
an example. Early military administrations (1966-79) 
go\•cr.ned through two bodies: a Supreme Milirary 
Coun c il (SMC) made up of selected senior oflicers 
and w hich functioned as the principal policy- making 
forum, and a Federal Executive Council made up of 
senio r federal bureaucrats which was responsible for 
implem enting the decisions of the SMC. Much the 
same happened during the second military era ( 1983-
99), w ith the difference that the SMC was renamed the 
Armed forces R uling CounciL A military coup does 
not i.r-sclf overcome a recurring feantre of Nigerian 
politics, namely the relatively small pool of qualified 
and c~'Pericnced individuals from which the bureau
cracy •can draw. 

T he bureaucracy can be more rhan a dictator's 

service agency; often in conjunction with rhc military, 
it can itself become a leading poJitical force, daim
ing tbar irs technical expertise and ability to resist 
popular pressure is the onJy route to long- term eco

nomic development. This assertion may have super
ficial Jnerit bur many bureaucracies in authoritarian 
regin1.es eventually become bloated. over- politicized. 
and inefficient, acting as a drag on fUrther progr<.."'Ss. ln 
the long rm1 , bureaucratic regimes, as wirb n1ilirary 
govetrnmenrs, become pan o f the problem rather rhan 
the so lution . 

Certainly, the bureaucracy has played a positi\'e role 
in mo-st auth or itarian regimes experiencing rapid eco ... 
nomic grm\•th. In the 1950s and 1960s, it helped ro fos
ter ec<>nomic modernization m several reg1mes in the 
Midd le East and North Africa. The term bureaucratic 
authoritarianism was even coined (O'Donnell, 1973) 

to de,;cribe the phenomenon by which rhe bureaucracy 
in Larin An1crican countries such a~ Argentina and 
Brazil ruthlessly pursued economk reform, with cover 
provided by repressive milirary leadership. T he high
pcrforullng econonUes of .East Asia, such as Indonesia 
and Malaysia. offer more recent examples of the contri· 
burion that rhe bure-aucracy can make ro development 
in largely authoritarian settings. 

Bure-aucratic authoritarianism: Regimes in which r~ch
nocrJats in the butC'aucracy impose.' economic sobility within 
a capitalist &amc:wc>rk under: the protection of ;a milit:t.ry 

b,ro\r'CTIHilt llr. 
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T he concept overlaps with that of the develop
tnental state, w hich describes a state in which gov
ernment intervenes heavily in the economy through 
regulation and planning, relying o n an efllcient bureau
cracy. First used to describe Japan Qohnson, 1982), and 
situations m which a country that was late to indus
trialize \Vas pushed by active government interven
tion, the term has since been used more broadly to 
describe countries where econonUc policy is guided 
and overseen by powerful bureaucratic elites~ exam
ples include C hina, Indonesia, Malaysia, rhe Philip
pines, Thailand, and Vietnam. Following the Japanese 
and Sourh Korean model, most of these developmen
tal states have seen rapid economic progress as well as 
democratization, and hence this Jist includes a tnLx of 
democratic and authoritarian systems. T he contrast 
here is wirh so-called predarory stares, w hich extracr 
resources and provide little of value in recurn to their 
people (Evans, 1995). T he broader poim is rhar, with 
an eye to the long term, a goverru11ent can use what 
might seem to be quasi-authoritarian means to push 
a country to a new level of economic development, 
generating growth that might then induce pressures to 

democratize. 

Developmental state: One in which the state m~kes active 

and deliberate cROrt"' to mode-mize .md industrialize a societ)~ 

B ut these instances of the bureaucracy instigating 
succcsstUJ modernization arc the exception. More often, 
the bureaucracy has inhibited, rather than encour
aged, growth. The t\vencieth-ccntury experience of 
sub-Saharan Africa provid<."S a more sobering exant
ple: author itarian leaders often used their control over 
public appointment< as a political reward, denying the 
delicate distinction between politics and administration . 
T his cavalier approach to public appointments even 
extended to ab~orbing excess labour, especially among 
new graduates, into the admiuistr:nion. Public sector 
expan.•don wac; used as a method o f buying support, or 
at least preventing the emergence of opposition. 

T he outcome was uncontrolled g rowth of the 
bureaucracy. By the· early 1990s, public employm cnr 
accounted for most non-agr icultural employment in 
much of Africa (Smith , 2009: 221). O nce appointed, 
public employees found rhat ties of kiJ1Sh.ip mcam rhar 
they were dury- bound to usc rheil· privileged positions 
to reward their families and ethnic group, producing 

further cmplo)~ncnt growth. 

'irbe bloated bureaucracy thar resulted proved inca
pable of acting as an effective instrum ent for develop
ment. Rather, the administrative class extracted rcsourcl-s 
from s.ociety for its own benefit- in that sense, contin u
ing rather than replaci ng the colouial model. W ith the 
main source of national xvea1th (e.g. conm1odity exports) 
under state control, public employntent became the 
high,.vay to riches, creating a bureaucratic bourgeoisie. 
O nly rdative]y recently, under pressure from intcrna ... 

tionaJ agencies, have attempts made to rein in the public 
sector lhrough an emphasis on building adnUnistrative
capaciry (Turner and Hulme, 1997: 90). 

Administrative capacity: The 3biliry of;~ bure-aucracy to 

add~ss social problems tbmugh dfcctive man3gcme:nt and 

implenlenr;a.tion or public policy. 

E ·veu where bureaucracy- led development has suc
ceeded, the formula has often o utlasted hs usefulness. 
SeveraJ .East Asian states discovered at the end of the 
rwcnrieth cenrury that public adminL'itrators were more 
effective ar building industrial capaciry than at manag
ing a tnanuc, o pen economy with an C>..'-panding number 

of sJnaU service companies. In Indonesia, for example, 
rhe Asian financial cr isis of rhe late I 990s exposed rhc 
extent to which invesnnent patterns had been distorted 
by crony capitalism, with access ro capiral depending 
more on official contacts than on rates of return. 

Crony capitalism: A phenomenon in which economic 
dcvdopment U boucd on a dose rebtionshjp between gov
ernment ofiici;.lo; :and business leaders, reflected in speci:t.l t:lX 

breaks and f.wouritism in issuing contracts. permits. o r grants. 

1L""he posicion of the bureaucracy in comJn w1ist 

systcnlS in some \"\~ys echoed its role in author itarian 
regimes more generally. However, one key difference 
wa.o; the sheer scale of the bureaucracy under comm u

nist ruJe. To achieve its theoretical mission of building a 
new society, the ruling parry had to control all aspects 
of dcvclopmenr, borh economic and social, rhrough 
rhe state. Most obviously, the pr ivate sccror disappeared 
and tlhe economy became an aspect of state adJ1Unistra· 
cion . [n these circun1stances. the parry tried to pacity 
th e bureaucracy in the san1c way that it controlled the 
armed forces: by controlling all major appointments. 

IJ1 discussion of author itarian regimes, the bureau
cracy ~receives less attention than it deserves. T he reason 

is understandable: such regim es arc rypically founded o n 
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a personal relationship between president and people. 
Th is implicit contract worh against the strengthening 
of rule-governed institutions. including a bureaucracy. 
Authoritarian regimes arc political in nature, rather than 
bureaucratic. 

Further, authoritarian ruJcrs often present them
selves in opposition to institutions such as rhc civil 
service. In Latin America, particularly, administrators 
frequently imitated the haughty remoteness of their 
long-gone colonial predecessors, producing a corntpt 
and unrt"sponsivc bureaucracy which provided a con
venient target for populist politicians. Such rulers need 
enemies, and an inAexible civil service provides one. 
\Vhen the political Jeadcr of a authoritarian regitne can 
secure the financial benefits from natural resources such 
as oil, he can spend th(._-se rcsourcc._-s o n maintain ing a 

viable political coalition through informal patronage, 
thus further weakcnmg the civil service. (Se-e discussion 
of the resource curse in Chapter IS.) 

ln Venezuela, for instance, H ugo Ch.3vez intro
duced a new constitution in 1999 w hich defined che 
country's poJitical system a.'i 'democratic .• participatory. 
elective, decentralized, re.ponsible to the people, plural

ist, based on term limits for elected officills and revo
cable mandates' (Alvarez, 2004: 152). The pretensions 
an d mhcrent uncertainties of this new constitution 
contributed nothing to building an effective bureau
cracy, instead concentrating attention on d1e po1icical 
realm and on C h.3vez hinucl( His own Jocal commit

tees could distribute resources to his base in the shanty 
towns, securing a gre-ater political gain than if the same 
resources were made available through a rule-based 
bureaucracy. 

Ru~sia's author itarian regime also shows an ambiv
alent relationship to the offidal bureaucracy. Certainly, 
R ussia's presidents have drawn o n - rather than defined 

themselves in opposition to - the countryS long tra
dition of state power. But in the post-communist era, 
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secur ing control over these bun·aucrncic agencies has 
not been easy. In contrast to most libera1 democracies, 
Rus.sia never developed an integrated public bureau
cracy w ith standard rules and merit-based appoint
ments~ Under communism , party and state becan1e so 
intercwined that the collapse of the fOrmer came dose 
ro bringing down the latter. In the chaotic early years of 
post .. conununism. provision of public services int."Vita
bly devolved to the local ]e,•el, fragmenting the admin 

inration of a large. diverse country. 
1rhe Civil Service Act ( 1995) did introduce more 

unifo rm pro\;sions across the public sector. including 
for example a r igid grading srrucntre, but the opera
tion o f R ussia's bureaucracy still falls short ofWeber's 
standards. Even today, the Jegacy of inefficiency and 
corru ption rt•nders most of Russia's bureaucracy far less 

profc._->ssional and responsive than its liberal democratic 
equivalent. 

ln an attempt to resolve these problems, R ussia's 

post-conlllmnist presidents have devdoped a massive 
consrcUacion of supervisory agencies, based in or report
ing to the Kremlin. By 2009, the president's Executive 

O ffic·c contained 15 separate units, staflCd mainly by 

loyal, competent, and reliable supporters. T hese office~ 
include the Presidential Control Directorate w hich 
'oversees and checks that federal Jaws, decrees, orders 
and o ther presidential decisions are enforced by the fed
eral ~xecutive bodies of power. the regional authorities, 
and organ izations' (Prcsidem ofRussia, 2009). Frequent 
reorganization of the Executive Office suggests that its 
success remains incomplete. 

To some extent, however. such efforts are under
mined by the very nantre of elite politics in Russia's 
authoritarian systcnt. C Jans of influential oligarchs 
operating in and around the prcs.idcncy seek favour
able business judgements in a manner which pays lit
de heed to the requirements of bureaucratic. ntlc-based 
govcr n.ance. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• What images most immediately come to mind when you think of bureaucrats, and to what extent 
do you think those images reflect reality? 

• Outsourcing: good idea or bad? Are there some services that cannot or should not be carried out by 
private contractors? If so, which ones and why? 

• What is the best strategy for reducing the under-representation of women and minorities in the 
bureaucratic workforce? 

• To what extent are outsourcing and c-government revolutionizing the idea of bureaucr.1cy? Arc the 
changes good or bad? 

• T hink of some examples of regulatory agencies in your country. Are they, and should they be, politi
cally accountable? 

• Have you personally experienced c-government, and bow has it altered your view of bureaucracy? 

.KEY TERMS 

Administrative capacity 
Affirmative action 
Bun.--aucracy 
Bureaucr.tric authoritarianism 

Crony capitalism 
Department 
Department-.li recruitment 
Developmental state 
Division 
£ -government 
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Mulgan, R ichard (2003) Holding Power to 
Acc.ount: A((ountability in Modern Democracies. 
A thoughtful discussion of the concept of 
accountability. 

Nixon, Paul G., Vassiliki N. Koutrakou, and Raj ash 
Rawal (eds) (2010) Undmtanding E-Governmttll 
in Europe: lss1<es and Challenges.The mainly the
matic chapters in tllis book examine the impact 
of information and communication technology 
on governance in Europe. 

Meritocr•cy 
New public management 
Non- departmental public body 
Ombudsman 
O utsourcing 
Red tape 
Regulatory agency 
Spoils system 
Unified recruitment 

Peters, B. Guy (2016) TI~e Politics of Bureaucracy: A" 
Introduction to Comparative Public Administration. 
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Europe, and North America. 
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Sub-national 
government 

PREVIEW 
The comparison of political systems focuses mostly on activities at the national 
level, but it can just as easily focus on more loc.ilized activities, and involve 
comparison of regional, city, and local governments. The functional equivalents 
of national executives, legislatures, and court~ can all be found at the regional 
level, at least in federal systems, and no understanding of politics and govern
ment in a given state can be complete without looking at the full picture. 
Unfortunately, sub-national politics tends to attract less interest among voten, 
who - for example - tend to turn out at regional and local elections in much 
smaller numbers than at national elections. This is ironic, given that many of 
the services that most immediately impact their lives come from sub- national 
government, and local officials are. usually more accessible than their national 
counterparts. 

This chapter begins with a review of the concept of multilevel governance, 
which describes the many horizontal and vertical interactions that often exist 
among different tiers of government. It then looks at the two most common 
models for the functioning of systeins of national government: unitary and 
federal. Unitary systems are found in most coun tries, but many people live 
under federal governments because most of the world's largest countries are 
federations. The chapter then compares and contrasts unitary and federal sys
teins bef<)re looking at the structures and function.< oflocal government. It ends 
with a review of the dynamics of sub-national government in authoritarian 
regimes, where - more often than not - the periphery is marginal to the centre. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Sub-national government 
an overview 

• Multilevel governance 

• Unitary systems 

• Federal systems 

• Comparing uni tary and 
federal systems 

• Local government 

• Sub-national government 
in authoritarian states 

Mulu1evel governance is a framework for examining the relationships among different tevels of administrat•on 
(supranational, national, regional, and local). 

Most countries in the world use a unitary form of government. in which regional and local units arc subsidiary to 
national government. 

Other countries are federal, made up of r.·.·o or more levels of government with independent powers. But there is 
no uniform template for a lederal system, and federations come in many different forms. 

Afthough the constitutional contrasts between unitary and federal systems are clear. unitary states are just as tiered as 
federal states- and often more so. The strengthening of regional government is a significant trend within unitary states. 

l ocal government is still the place !J.Jhere the dtlzcn most ohen m eets the state. Regrettably understudied, its 
organization and functioning raise some interesting questions, including the enabling authority of elected mayors_ 

Sub· national government in authoritarian states has less formal power and independence than fts democratic 
equivalent, but authoritarian rulers often depend on focal fcader.s to sustain their grip on power. 
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Sub-national government: 
an overview 
Sub-national government and politics describe the 
institutions and processes found below the level of the 
state. While national or central goverrunem (th e terms 
are interchangeable) concerns itself with the inter
ests of the entire state, and with the relationships that 
exist among sovereign states. sub-national government 
focuses almost entirely on domestic matters. It involves 
different kinds of mid-level government (states, prov
inces, or regions within a country). as well as local gov
errunent uniti of the kinds found in towns, cities, and 
other localities, and coming under a variety of names, 
including counties, communes, prefectures, districts, 
boroughs, and municipalities. 

Every country orders sub-national government in 
one of two ways: as a unitary system or as a federal 
system. In the former, national government has sole 
sovereignty, meaning that mid-level and local govern
ment exists at the pleasure of national government, with 
only as much power as is granted to it by the centre. In 
the latter, the national and regional governments pos
sess independent existence and powers; neither level can 
abolish the other. There are many nuances in the man
ner in which unitary and federal systems are arranged; 
both types come in different varieties, a picture that is 
further complicated by federal systems that function 
more like unitary systems (such as Russia), and unitary 
systems that fi.mction more like federal systems (such as 
Britain and Spain). 

Unitary system: One in which SO\'ereigrtty rests \vith the 
J),Uioual govertu:nc'mt, and regional or Joca1 units b3ve no 
il1dependeut p<w .. -en. 

FederaJ system: One in which SO\"rteignty is share-d 
between t·wo or more levels of governmenr, each .;vith inde
pende.ut powen a.nd responsibi1ities. 

About two dozen countries are constitutionally 
established as federations, but because they include 
almost all the largest countries (the most obvious excep
tion being China), they contain a substantial share of 
the world's population: about 37 per cent to be exact. 
N early 90 per cent of the member states of the United 
Nations are unitary, but because many of them are so 
small, they are home to only 63 per cent of the world's 

population {or o nly 43 per cent if we exclude China). 

T he internal relationslups within unitary states dif
fer from those in federal stateS, as does the way in which 
citizens view government. In unitary systems, politics 
tends to be focused at the national level. Lower tiers 
still matter, but the most substantial political issues are 
national in scope, and there is more of a sense among 
citizens that they are part of the state poli tical com
munity. In federal systems, by contrast, the v-.rious 
local units have more independence, their agendas can 
achieve more prominence, and they matter more in the 
political calctdations of citizens. Furthermore, because 
they have independent p<)wers, states within federations 
have more lever.l.ge relative to national government than 
is the -case in unitary systems. 

Some of the states within federal systems are sub 
stantial political and economic units in their own rights. 
California, for example, has a bigger ecorl(>my than 
India, Canada, Mexico, or Saudi .Arabia. Me-anwhile, 
the Indian state of U ttar Pr•desh, with a population j ust 
short of200 million, is the same size as Brazil and bigger 
than j apan or Russia. In short, sub-national governm ent 
is an important part of comparative studies, it merits 
close consideration. 

Multilevel governance 
Multilevel governance (MLG) is a term used to 
describ e how policy-makers and interest groups in lib
eral democracies, whether unitary or federal, fmd them
selves discussing, persuading, and negotiating ac-ross 
multi pie tiers in their efforts to deliver coherent policy 
in specific functional areas such as transport and e-duca
tion . T he underlying argument is tltat no one level of 
goverrunent acting alone can n.>solve most policy prob
lems, and thus that multiple levels must cooper.re. MLG 
is defined by Schmitter (2004: 49) as follows: 

an arrangeme.m for making binding decisions that 
engages a mulriplicicy of politically independent 
but otherwise- ince.rdepe.nde.m actors - private and 
public - ac different levels of ce.rricorial aggregation 
in moreo-or-Jess continuous ne.gociation/de.libera
rion/imple.mencation, and that does nor assign exclu
sive policy comperenc.e or assert a stable hierarchy of 
po1itic.a1 authority to any of these. levels. 

Multilevel governance: An adtuirtistrative system in which 
pow;er is distributed and shared ltorizonta11y :1nd \'t-rtically 
arnong different levels of government, &om the supranational 
to the lo~~ v.~tli tM;idmhlc irltt!:lction ili\ong the paiR 
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Communication is not confined to official< work
ing at the same or adjacent levels. R ather, international, 
national, regiorr.U, and local officials in a given sector 
will form their own policy networks, with interaction 
through all tiers (see Fif,'llre 11.1 for an illustration of 
MLG in the European Union). The use of the term 
'governance' instead of 'government' directs our atten
tion to these relationships between institutions, r.tther 
than simply the organizations themselves. 

The idea of multilevel governance carries a fur
ther implication. As with pluralism, it recognizes that 
actors from a range of sectors - public, private, and 
voluntary - help to regulate society. In the field of edu
cation, for example, the centr.U department will wmt 
to improve educational attainment in schools; but, to 
achieve its target, it will need to work not only with 
lower tiers within the public sector (such as education 
boards), but also with wider interem such as parents' 
associations, teachers' unions, private sector suppliers, 
and educational researchers. 

In common with pluralism, MLG can be portrayed 
in a positive o r negative light. On the plus side, it implie-s 
a pragmatic concern with finding solutions to shared 
problem~ through give-and-take among affected inter
est,. On the negative side, it point< to a complicated, 
slow-moving form of regulation by insider groups, 

Transnational 
cooperation 

Local actors 
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resisting both democr•tic control and penetration by 
Jess mainstream groups and thinking. Multilevel gov
ernance may be a fashionable term but its popularity 
should not lead us to assume that the form of rule it 
describes is optimal. 

Understanding MLG requires an appreciation of 
the resources all tiers b ring to the table. Typically, the 
national level has political visibility, large budgets and 
strategic objectives, but <>fficials from lower levels will 
possess their own power cards: detailed knowledge of 
the problem and the ability to judge the effica<.)' of the 
remedies proposed. !flower tiers are both reso urced and 
enthused, they can make a difference; if not, they may 
Jose interest, limiting the ability of the centre to achieve 
its pol:icy goals. 

It would be wrong to infer that power in multi
level governance is merely the ab ility to persuade. Com
munication still operates in a constitutional framework 
that p rovides b<>th limit< and opportunities for repre
sentatives from each tier. If the constitution allocates 
responsibility for education to central government, local 
authorities are unlikely to build new schools unless the 
department of education signs the cheque. T hus, the 
fom~al allocation of re.sponsibilitie$ remains the rock on 
which multilevel governance is built; it develops from, 
without replacing, multilevel government. 

Transnational 
cooperation 

local actors 

FIGURE 11.1: Multilevel governance in the European Union 
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Unitary systems 
Most states in the world have a unitary fonn of gov
ernment, meaning that while they have regional and 
local political institutions, sovereignty lie-1 exclusively 
with the natiortal government. Sub-national admin
istrJtions, whether rcb~onal or local, can make and 
implement policy, but they do so by leave of the centre. 
And while sub-nanonal government can adopt local 
laws and regulations. it can only do so on topics that 
are not the preserve of national government. Reftect
ing this central suprenucy, the national legislature in 
most unitary states bas only one ch3lllbcr, since there 
is no need for a second house to represent entrenched 
provinces. 

Unitary systems bavt emerged naturally in socie
ties with a history of rule by sovereign monarc.hs and 
emperors, such as Britain, France, and Japan. In such 
circumstances, authority radiates from a historic core. 
Unitary structu res arc also the norm in smaller democ
racies, particularly those without strong ethnic divisions. 
In Latin America, nearly all the smaller cotmtries (but 
neither of the two gianu, Argentina and Brazil) are uni
tary. The countries of Eastern Ewupe have also chosen 
a unitary structure for their post-communi>'t constitu
tions, viewing federalism as a spurious device through 

Definition 

which Russia tried to obscure its dominance or the 
Sevier Union. 

ln contrast to the complexities of federalism (dis
cussed lat.cr in this chapter) , a unitary structure may 
seem str:Ughtforward and cffid ent: there is one centnll 
government that holds all the cards that nutter, other 
levels doing only what they are allowed to do by the 
centre. However, the location of sovereignty is rarely 
an adequau: guide to political realities, because unitary 
gO\-ernment is often dc:centralized_ Indeed, there has 
been an dfon in =ent decades in many unitary states 
to push 11:$ponsibility for more functions to lower kvds. 

There are three ways in which this can happen (see 
Figun: 11.2). The first is d=nctntrarion, through which 
ccntr.U government tasks are relocated from the capiw 
to other parts of the country. Deconcentration spread> 
the work oround, can help bring jobs and new income 
to poorer parts of the country, reduces costs by allow
ing activities to move to cheaper areas, ;md frees cen
tral d eparnnents to focus on policy-making rather than 
execution. So, for example, routine tasks such as issuing 
passports can be dcconcentrated to an area 'vith higher 
unemployment and lo,ver costs. Deconcentration is 
made c:::uicr by the internet; because w much govt:m
ment ·work can be done online that geognphic;al loca
tion has become I""' important. 

Example 

Central government tasks 
are shifted from employees 
working in the capital to 
those working in the 
regions or local d istricts. 

Britain's Office of National 
Statistics relocated from 
London to Wales in 2006, 
saving money bu t also 
risking the quality of its data. 

Central government 
responsibilities are shrfted 
to semi-autonomous 
bodies accountable to 
central govemmenL 

Central government 
transfers some decision
making autonomy to lower 
levels. 

FIGURE 11 .2: Dispersing power in uni tary systems 

Local governments 
administer national welfare 
programmes in Scandinavia. 

Regional governments in 
France, Italy, Spain, and the 
UK. 

Note: Oeconc.ontrotlon •nd decenuaJization occur in feder~l as ........ 11 ll unltl:lry sta:.es. 
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The second and politically more significant ''""Y 
of disponing power is through dekgation. This involves 
transferring or delegating powen from central govern
ment to sub-national bodies, such as local authorities, 
and has been very much in f•vour in recent decades. 
Treisman (2007: 1) notes that, along "~th democracy, 
competitive markets, and the rule of law, this form of 
decentralized government 'has come to be seen as a 
cure for a remarkable range of political and social ills'. 
Sceptics r-.Use doubts, however, noting that many policy 
problems - such as economic management - are better 
dealt with in a unified fashion at the national level. 

Scandinavia is the classic example of delegation, 
where local governments put into effect many welfMe 
programmes agreed at national level. Sweden in par
ti~'Uiar has seen an exceptional array of implementation 
tasks delegated by the national parliament (the R iksdag) 
to regional and local authorities. County councils focus 
in particu}M on health care and aspects of transport and 
tourism1 while lower-level municipalities administer a 
wide r.mge of responsibilities, including education, city 
planning. rescue services, water and sewage, waste col
le~-tion and disposal, and civil defence. Together with 
transparency, accountability and autonomy for civil 
servants, such extensive delegation forms part of what 
has been described as the 'Swedish model' (Levin , 2009). 

The third and most radical form of power disper
sal is devolution. T ins occurs when the centre grants 
decision-making autonomy (including some legislative 
powers) to lower levels. Spain is an example here. Where 
once it was tightly controlled from the centre, its regions 
were strengthened in the transition to democr.cy fol
lowing the death of Francisco Fr-•nco in 1975, and 
devolution has continued apace ever since. The Basque 
region in the north of th e country possesses substantial 
self-government, and Catalonia in the east was recog
nized as a distinct nationality in 2006.Aithough Spain is 
ofien treated as a de facto federation, in theory its fr•me
work is unitary but devolved. 

TABLE 11.1: Sub-nat ional government in unitary states 
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In the UK, too, the contrast with federations 
remains even after devolution. Britain is formally a 
unitary state, because although devolved assemblies 
were introduced in Northern Ireland in 1998 and in 
Scotland and Wales in 1999, they could theoretically 
be abolished by the national government in Lon 
don through normal legislation. Because of prob
lems stemming from the institution of the N orthern 
Irish peace agreement, for example, the Northern 
Ireland Assembly was suspended between 2002 and 
2007 , and elections were postponed. This could not 
normally happen in a federal system. But the posi
tion o f Scotland within the UK remains difficult 
and continues to pose a threat to the survival of the 
entire kingdom, whethe r federal or unitary. Although 
a referendum in Scotland on independence for the 
country was narrowly defeated in 2014, the pro
independence Scottish National Party swept the 
board in Scotland at the 2015 British general election, 
winning 56 of the 59 parliamentary seats there. The 
future of the 'United' Kingdom remains firmly on the 
agenda. 

Regional government 
The creation and expansion of the middle tier of 
government - the regional level - has been an impor
tant trend in many unitary states. In a study of 42 
mainly high-income countries between 1950 and 2006, 
Hooghe et al. (201 0: 54) found that 29 saw an increase 
in regional authority compared \~th only two show
ing a decline. The larger the country, the more power
ful this middle tier tended to be. As a result of these 
deveLopments, unitary states such as France, k •ly, and 
Poland now have three levels of sub-national govern
ment: regional, provindal, and local (Table 11.1). By 
comra.st, China has gone further, with five levels r-•ng
ing from pro~nces to villages. The result is an intricate 
multilevel system of government. 

i$hi!JW ... _-.i@f!tl4{i}j§.!§li-
Highest tier 26 20 3 16 33 

Middle tier 

Lowest tier 

100 

36,683 

103 

a. 101 

35 

434 

314 

2.478 

20 

290 

2.862 

41.636 
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Regional government: Middle-level governrnel)t in uJti
tary states th3t take!: plate be-low the nation3l !eve-J :tnd above 
the Jocal lnd county levels. 

!n o rigin , many regions were merely spatial units 
created by the centre to present figures on inequali
ties within a country wd to spark policie-s to reduce 
th em. But in most large unitary states, specific regional 
organizations were soon established, and became an 
administrative vehicle through which the centre could 
decentralize planning. Regional bodies too k respon
sibility for economic development and related public 
infrastructure; notably, transport. These bodies were 
not always direcdy elected, and were typically created 
by a push from the centre, rather than a pull from the 
regions. Regions now provide a V'.Uuable middle-level 
perspective below that of the country as a whole but 
above that oflocal areas. Amalgamation oflocal govern
ment< can achieve some of the same effG-ct but often at 
greater political cost, given the importance of traditional 
comnmnities to n1any inhabitants. 

A key fact<)r influencing the development of 
regional institutions is whether or not they are direcdy 
elected. Election enhances visibility but, for better or 
worse. politica) and partisan factors come to intrude 
more directly into their operations. France is an exa.rn
ple of this transition. The 22 regional councils estab
lished there in 1972 at first possessed extremely lin1ited 
executive powers. However. their status was enhanced 
by a decentralization law passed in 1982 providing for 
direct election. The first round of these elections took 
place in 1986. Even though French regional bodies 
continue to operate with small budget<, they have won 
greater visibility and authority. 

The case for direct election is perhaps strongest 
where regions are already important cultural entities, pro
viding a focus for citizens' identities. !n the United King
dom, for example, the national government succeeded 
in establishing regional assemblies in Scotland, Wales, 
and Northern lrehnd, where national loyalties were well 
established, but failed to generate much enthusiasm for its 
effort< to create elected regional assemblies in England. 

The European Union has encouraged the develop
ment of a regional level within its member states. The 
European Regional D evelopment Fund, established 
in 1975, distributes aid directly to regions, rather than 
through central governments. T he EU went further 
in 1988 by introducing a Committee of the R egions 

composed of sub-national authorities. But this proved to 
be merely consultative, and national exe<.:utives remain 
more .central to the policy process than the more com
mitted proponents of regional governance in the EU 
had envisaged. 

Federal systems 
In C()n trast to unitary systems of government, where 
power rests at th e national level, sovereignty w d power 
in federal systems are shared among different levels of 
goverrunent \vithin a single state. By definition there 
must b e at least two such levels, but there are typically 
three : national, regional, and local. (The tertninology 
can b e confusing: tlte national or central government 
is usually known as the federal government, and the 
regional goverrunents are known variously as states, 
provinces> or in Germany and Austria as Lander - see 
Table 11.2.) Federalism usually worh best either in 
large o r deeply divided countries, wd about two dozen 
countries meet the definition of a federation, includ
ing B razil, !ndia, Russia, and the United States. Despite 
its sire and diversity, China remains unitary because this 
allows for tighter control by the Communist Party. 

Federation: A political system that puts federalism into 
pratti:ce. 

The key point about a feder.ll partnership is that 
neither the national nor the regional tier can abolish the 
other, and it is this protected position of the regional 
governments - not the extent of their powers - that 
distinguishes federations from unitary states. Federations 
allocate specific fimctions to each tier, so that the cen
tre usu ally takes charge of external relations (defence, 
foreign affairs, and immigration) as well as key domt'S
tic functions. such as the national currency. The states, 
meanwhile, are usually left in charge of education, law 
enforcement., and local govermnent, and residual powers 
often ilie with the states, not the centre (see Table 11.3). 
!n n early all federations, the states have a guaranteed 
voice in national policy-making through an upper 
chamber of the national legislature, in which each state 
normally receives equal or nearly equal representation. 

There are two routes to a federation: the first. - and 
most common- involves creating a new central authority 
for prc..>viou.,ly separate political units ('coming together'), 
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TABLE 11 .2: The world's federations 

India 

United States 

Brazil 

Nigeria 

Russia 

Mexico 

Germany 

Canada 

Australia 

Belgium 

Swftzerland 

Other federations 

Austria 

Year 
established 

as a 
federation 

1947 

1789 

1891 

1960 

1991 

1810 

1949 

1867 

1901 

1993 

1848 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Ethiopia 

Trans•' tiona( or quas•'..,fedcrations 

Argentina 
Comoros 
Democratic Republic of Congo 

Source: Based on list in Wai"".s (2008) 

Population 
(world 

ranking) 

2 

3 

5 

9 

11 

16 

37 

52 

76 

98 

Micronesia 
Pakistan 
Palau 

Iraq 
Malaysia 
South Africa 

and the second involves transferring sovereit,>Tity from an 
existing national government to lower levels ('holding 
together'). Australia, Canada, N igeria, Switzerland, and 
the U nited States are examples of the fmt kind, while Bel

gium is the main example of d1e second .. First established 
in 1830, Belgium has been beset by divisions between its 
French- and Dutch-speaking regions. After constitutional 
revisions in 1970 and 1980, which dL-volved more power 

to d1ese separate groups, the country fmally became a 
federation in 1993, with three regions: 

• Predominantly French-speaking W.illonia in the south, 
including a small German-speaking community. 

• Dutch-speaking Flanders in the north. 

• The Brussels region, centred on the bilingual but 
mainly French-speaking capital (see Map 11.1). 

Area 
(world 

ranking) 

7 

4 

5 

31 

13 

62 

2 

6 

137 

132 
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Number of units In federation 

29 states and 7 union territories 

50 states and 1 capital district 

26 states and 1 Federal District 

36 states and one Federal Capital Territory 

as 'subjects' , induding oblasts. republics, and 3 
federal cities 

31 states and 1 Federal District 

16 Uinder (states) 

10 provinces and 3 territories 

6 states and 2 territories 

3 regions 

26 cantons 

St Kitts and Nevis 
United Arab Emirates 

Spain 
Sudan 
Venezuela 

MAP 11.1 : The regions of Belgium 
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TABLE 11.3: Comparing Canadian, Germa n and Indian federat ions 

Exclusive jurisd iction 
federal 

Exclusive jurisdiction 
state/ provincial 

Sha red jurisdictio n 

Residual - responsible 
leve l not specifically 
allocated by constitutio n 

Canada 

29 functions( includ ing 
criminal law, monetary p olicy, 
defence. 

Control of 'all matters of 
a merely local or private 
nature'. 

Both levels ca n pass laws 
dealing with agriculture and 
immigration . 

Federal parliament can make 
laws for the 'p eace, o rder 
and good gove rnment of 
Canada '. 

Mlriations o.n the theme of ftderalism 

Just as there is no fixed template for a unitary system 
of government, so federations differ in terms of their 
internal dynamics. The baseline would be a synuiletrical 
arr.mgement in which all the states within a union were 
-similar in size, wealth, and in6uence, but this never hap
pens. Th e reality is an asymmetric federalism which 
arises when some St'.ttes are more powerful than oth
ers (because they are bigger or wealthier) or are given 
more autonomy than others, typically in response to 
cultural differences. In India, for example, U ttar Pradesh 
in India is 182 times bigger in terms of population than 
th e state <)f Mizoram, while the Brazilian state of Sao 
Paulo is 88 times bigger than the state of R oraima. As 
an example of cultural asymmetry, Quebec national
ists in Canada have long argued for special recognition 
for their f rench-speaking province, viewing Canada as 
a compact between two 'equal' communities (English
and French-speaking, the former outnumbering the lat
ter by 4:1) rather than as a contract between ten equal 
provinces. 

Asymmetric federalism: The phe-nomenon of state-s \vitbin 
a federation haviJlg unequal levels of power and influence 
due to size, we-alth, and other factors. 

It was usual in m ost federations during the twen
tieth century for national governments to steadily gain 
power, helped by three main factors: 

Germany 

Includes defence, citizenship 
a nd immigration. 

Few specific powers are 
explicitly gra nted to the 
tander, w hich nonethele ss 
implement federal laws 'in 
their own right', 

Include cri mina\ law and 
e mployment. The constitutio n 
also lists jo int tasks, includ ing 
agriculture. 

Any task n ot otherwise 
allocate d remains with the 
lander. 

India 

100 items, including d efence, 
fore ign affairs, trade , 
citize nship, and b anking . 

61 items, indud ing p olicing, 
law and order, transport. and 
health care. 

47 items, indud ing e d ucation, 
contracts, and transfer of 
property. 

Any matte r not fiste d as 
under shared or state 
responsibility remains with 
Pa rliament. 

• Th.e flow of money was more favourable to the centre 
as tax revenues grew with th e expansion of econo
mics and workforces. For independent revenue, states 
must depend on smaller and less dynamic sales and 
property taxes. 

• National government benefited from the emer
gence of national economies demanding averill 
coordination. 

• Wars and depressions empowered some national gov
ernments, while the post~1945 expansion of the wel
fare state enhanced European governments still further. 

Since the 1980s, however, the trends have become less 
clear-Gu t. O n the one hand, big projects run by the centre 
have gone out of fashion , partly because national govern
ments have found themselves financially stretched in eros 
oflower taxation and fmanG-ial crisis. O n the other hand, 
the centre has still sought to provide over.ill direction. 

Dual federalism: Nationiland local le-vcls of gove.nttnent 
function independeut1y &om OJle a.nother. with stpl.rlre 
~ponsibilitie-S. 

Cooperative federalism: 1"be layen are intt'rmingted ar1d 
it is difficutt alv.~a~ m see who has ultim.ate rtsponsibility. 

W here dual federalism provided the original 
in.;piration for the US, Europe (and especially Germany 
and A ustria) has found more appeal in the contrasting 
noti<>n of cooperative federalism. Where the U S 
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• The motives behind creating federations 

The motives behind the creation of federations tend to be more often negative than positive; fear of the 
consequences of remaining separate must overcome the natural desire to preserve independence. Rubin and 
Feeley (2008: 188) suggest that federalism becomes a solution when, in an emerging state, 'the strong are not 
strong enough to vanquish the weak and the weak are not stron9 enough to go their separate ways'. 

Historically, the main incentive for coming together has been to exploit the economic and military bonus 
of size, especially in response to strong competitors. Riker (199b) emphasized the military factor, arguing that 
federations emerge in response to an external threat. The 13 ori'ginal American states, for instance, joined 

together partly because they felt vulnerable in a predatory world . However, US and Australian federalists also 

believed that a common market would promote economic development. 

A more recent motivation has been ethnic federalism~ as with the Belgian case; Further south, Switzerland 
integrates 2b cantons, four languages (German, French, Italian, and Romansh), and two religions (Catholic and 
Protestant) into a stable federal framework. But the danger with federalizing a divided society is that it can 

reinforce the divisions it was designed to accommodate. The risk is particularly acute when only two communities 
are involved. because the gains of one group are the losses of another. Federations are more effective when they 

cut across (rather than entrench) ethnic divisions, and when they m arginalize (rather than reinforce) social divisions. 

The challenges faced by Nigeria are illustrative. It became independent in 1960 with three regions, added a 
fourth in 1963, replaced them with 12 states in 19b7, and has since cut the national cake into ever smaller pieces 
in an effort to prevent the development of powerful states based around particular ethnic groups. There are now 
36 states and a Federal Capital Territory, and yet regionalism and ethnic divisions continue to handicap efforts to 

build a sense of Nigerian unity. 

federation was based on a contract in which the states 
joined together to form a national government with 
limited functions, the European form rests on the idea of 
cooperation between levels, ,.;th a shared commitment 
to a united nation binding th e participants together. The 
moral norm is solidarity :md the operating principle is 
subsidiarity: the idea that decisions should be t-.tken at 
th e lowest feasible level. T he national government offers 
overall leadership but implementation is the duty of 
lower levels: a division, rather than a separation, of tasks. 

Subsidiarity: The principle that uu wk shou)d be pe.r
formed by :il.arger and more complex organizatior.t if it C-:ln 
be execut'ed 3!1 well by 3 smaUe.r, simpler body. 

Since its inception in 1949, the Federal Republic of 
Germany has been based on interdependence, not inde
pendence. All the Liitu!l'T (states) are expected to contrib
ute to the succ~s of the whole, and in return are en tided 
to respect from the. centre. The federal government 
makes policy but the Lander implement it, a division 
of adrninisttative labour expressed in the constitutional 
requirement that ' the Lii11dl'T shall execute feder.li laws as 

matters of their own concern'. But this cooper.ttivc ethos 
has com e under increasing pressure irt>m a growing per
ceptio n that decision-making has become cumbersome 
and o paque. C onstitutional reforms finalized in 2006 
sought to establish clearer lines of responsibility between 
Berlin and the Lander, giyjng the states - for example -
more autonomy in education and environmental protec
tion. Although this package repn.>:~ents a move away fiom 
cooperative federalism towards greater subsidiari ty, con
sultation remains embedded in German p olitical practice. 

T he waters of federalism have been muddied 
by developments in several countries that have never 
legally dedared themselves to be federations, but where 
the transfer of powers to regional units of goverr.m ent 
has resulted in a process of federaliz-ation. In Britain, for 
examp le, the neation in the 1990s of regional assemblies 
in Sco tland, Wales, and N orthern I reland made all three 
more like states ,.;tlun a federal United Kingdom; all 
that is missing is an equivalent English regional assembly. 
In Argentina, Spain, and South Africa, too, powers have 
devolved to provinces and local cornmunities \vithout 
th e formal creation of a federation, creating de facio fed
erations or quasi-federations. 
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Quasi-federation: A sys.te.m of adrninistr.uion that is for
mally unitary but has some of the features of a federation. 

South Africa is an interesting case of a quasi
fedetation.When the Union ofSouth Africa was cre-ued 
in 1910, it brought together four British colonies that 
had different and distinctive histories, and that might 
have followed the Australian and Canadian lead and 
f<)rmed a federation. Today the country has nine prov
inces, several of which have dose historical and cul
tural links with important rninorities: Afrikaners (white 
Africans with Dutch heritage) are associated with the 
Free State, Zulus (who still have their own king) with 
Kwazulu-Natal, and white South Africans with British 
heritage with the Eastern Cape and the Western Cape. 
T he provinces have their own premiers and cabinets, 
and have powers over health, education, public housing, 
and transport, making them similar in many waY" to 
states within a federation. 

The. fmal variation on the theme of federalism 
is a looser form of political cooperation known as a 
confederation. Where a federation is a unified state, 
within which power is divided between national and 
sub-national levels of goverrunent, and where there 
is a direct link between government and citizens (the 

national government exercises authority over c1t1zens. 
and is answerable directly to the citizens), a confedera
tion is a group of sovereign states with a central author
ity deriving its authority from those states, and citizens 
linked to the central authority through the states in 
which they live. T he central authority remains the jun
ior partner and acts merely as an agent of the compo
nent ~tates, which retain their own sovereignty. 

Confederation: A )ooser form of a. federation, consisting of 
a urriori of states with rnore pO\vtcrS left in the bands of the 
cott.s.tiruem meJt~bers . 

W hile the number of federations worldwide has 
grown, there have been few examples in history of 
confederations, and none have lasted; they include the 
United States from 1781 to 1789, Switzerland from 
1815 t o 1848, and Germany from 1815 to 1866. The 
only political association that might today be described 
as a confederation is the European Union (see Lister, 
1996). It is not a federal United States of Europe, but 
neith.er has it formally declared it,elf w be a confed
eration, leaving it literally nameless as a political form. 
Many commentators avoid giving it a label at all, sim
ply describing it as sui generis, or unique. T he extent 

TABLE 11.4: Comparing the United States and the European Union 

United States 

Founding document A constitution 

Single federal government Yes 

Elected legislature Yes 

Single market (free movement of people, money, Yes 
goods, services) 

Single currency Yes 

Single legal citizenship Yes 

Federal tax Yes 

Common trade policy Yes 

Common foreign and defence policies Yes 

Combined armed forces Yes 

Single seat at meetings of international Yes 
organizations 

Shared identity Yes 

Treaties 

No 

Yes 

Incomplete 

European Union 

In 18 of 28 states 

No 

No 

Yes 

Much collaboration, but no common policies 
as such 

No 

Some, but not in United Nat;ons, for example 

Yes, but most Europeans identify primarily 
with their home state 
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to which it has or has not federalized is best illustrated 
through comparison; Table 11.4 contru.m the EU with 
the United States, showing some areas of similarity but 
othe~ of marked contrast. 

Comparing unitary and federal 
systems 
As is almost always the case in compar.trive exercises, a 
review of unitary and federal systems reveals that both 
have their strengths and weaknesses, their advantages and 
disadvantages, and their partic-ular idiosyncr•sies. The 
case for unitary government is that it normally provides 
enough government and regulation for smaller societies, 
encourages a sense of national unity where citizens feel 
that they are all involved in the key public issues of the 
day, and makes sure that there are common standards 
and regulations. The case for federalism is that it offers 
a natural and practical arrangement for organizing large 
or divided states, providing checks and balances on a 
territorial basis, keeping some government functions 
closer to the people, and allowing for the representation 
of cultural, economic, and ethnic differences. 

Federalism also reduces overload in the national 
executive, while the existence of multiple states or prov
inces produces healthy competition and opportunities 
for experiment . States can also move al1ead even when 
the federal level languishes; hence willie the federal gov
ernment in the United States has been .slow to respond 
to demands for action on same-sex marriage, climate 
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change, gun control, and the legalization of marijuana, 
individ ual states have often gone ahead with their own 
responses. Citizens and businesses also have the luxury 
of choice ir.;ide a federal system: if they dislike govern
ance in one state, or feel that it offers them only limited 
personal or employment opportunities, they can easily 
move to another. 

But a case can also be mounted against federalism. 
Compared with unitary government, decision-making 
in a federation is complicated. slow-moving, and hesi
tant. W hen a gunman ran amok in the Australian state 
ofTasmania in 1996, killing 35 people, federal Australia 
experienced some political problems before it suc
ceeded in tightening gun control uniformly a<.TOSS the 
country. An even worse outrage in 2012 in Newtown, 
Connectk-ut, which resulted in the deaths of20 children 
and •ix staff, generated almost no significant change in 
policies outside the state of Connecticut. By contrast, 
unitary Britain acted speedily in banning guns when 
a comparable incident occurred in 1996 at a primary 
school in Dunblane, Scotland, resulting in the deaths of 
16 children and one teacher. 

Federalism can also place the political int<..'rem of 
rival governments above the resolution of shared prob· 
lems. Fiscal discipline becomes harder to enforce, which 
is why several Latin American fedeutions have stmg
gled to contrOl their free-spending (and free-riding) 
provinces. Extravagant spending by provinces - aware 
that they will be bailed o ut, if necessary, by the centre -
can d.ent the fiscal strength of the feder.U state as a whole 
(Braun et al., 2003). 

TABLE 11.5: The strengths and weaknesses of federalism 

Strength 
A practical arrangement for large or divided countries. 

Provides stronger checks and balances. 

Allows for the recognition of djversity. 

Reduces overload at the centre. 

Encourages competition between states or provinces and 
allows citizens to move between them. 

Offers opportunities for policy experiments. 

Allows small units to cooperate in achieving the economic 
and military advantages of size. 

Brings government closer to the people. 

Weakness 
May be- less effective in responding to -Security threats. 

Dedsio n·making is stower and more complicated. 

Can entrench internal divisions. 

The centre finds it more difficult to launch national 
initiatives. 

How citizens are treated depends on where they live. 

Complicates accountability: who is responsible? 

May pe-rmit majorities within a province to exploit a 
minority. 

Basing representation in the upper chamber on states 
violates the principle of one person, one vote. 
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Any fin.:al judgement on fedcnlism mwt consider 

the proper bwce between the ooncentnoon and dif
fiuton of polnxal pow1:r. Should it rest with one body 
in order to .Uow decuivc action, .. It does m unitary 
symcm? from tim pcnpccuve. fedetahsm is lady to 
be seen as an obstacle and unpcduncnt .• and C'\= as an 
anti-democnoc d<vJce. Alterruo\d)•. should power be 
dispcnc:d so as to reduce the danger of majonry dic
tatonlup? Through tim lens, feder:alwn appears as an 
mcltspt-=ble ud to bberty. 

Local government 
Loc:a1 government u univenal, found in unitary and fed
eral states alike. It may be the )0\\..:st le\d of dected 
territorial Otg;UltUtion, but it u 'where the day-to-day 
activity of polttics and government gets done' (Teune, 
1995: 16). The terrorist attacks in the United States in 
2001, in Spotin in 2004, in Britain in 2005,and in India 
in 2008, were ""'ems of mtional and global significance, 
but it \WS local officials in New York, Madrid, London, 
and Mumbai who faced the immediate task of provid
ing emergency services. Given its role in service deliv
ery, local government should not be what it tends to be: 
the forgotten tier. And we should not forget the quip of 
the American politician Tip O'Neill that '.U politics is 
local' , implying as it does that the success of politicians 
is closely tied to thctr ability to meet the demands of 
local voters. 

At tts best, local government expresses the virtues 
of bmited scale. It can represent natural communities, 
rc:m.Un accc:t.tible to tts citw:ns, reinforce local identities, 
oll'er a practical cduatton m poliaQ, pt'O''Idc a n:auit
ing ground to higher pou:!,KJ'\'t: as a fint pon of C.U for 
ettw:m. and dismbute the lctnds of resources that mat
ter most unmc:cfutcly to people. Yet. local 80''tt1UtlCOts 
also ha\'t: -.ulcncsses: they arc often too sm.tll to ddi\'t:t 
services cffiCJently, bclr. sufficient fundnistng 1'0"= to 
sn thar own pnonncs, and arc easily doaunated by tn

choon.:al elites 
The b;Uaocc struck between intimacy and cffi

ctcney varieJ over nmc. In the second baJf of the 
tw.:ntieth century, local gO\ocmmenu were encour
•ll"d to become more efficient, lcachng to larger units. 
For example, the number of Swedish municipalities 
fell from 2,500 in 1951 to 274 ira 1974 (Rose, 2005: 
168), and today mnd.1 at 290. In Britain, where effi
ciency corocerm have been a high priority, the average 

population served by local authorities had reached 
man: than I 4 2,000 by 2007, the highest m Europe 
(Loughlin <I a!., 2011: app<:ndix 1). 

Towards the end of the tv.'t:ntieth century, •igns 
emerged of a rd>uth of interest m antell mvoh·c:
ml'nt, stimulated by the need to tctpond to dcchmng 
turnout at local elc:ctiom. In , <:W Zealand, succ=
ful m:uug<rial rcfomu inaoduccd tn 1989 ""'re fol
lowed by the Locil GO\'t:mment Act (2002), whtch 
outlined a more cxpanstvc, pamapatory vuton for 
local authoritic:s. 

Similarly; where Dutch loeal government h.td once 
been prcoccup;ed with a concern for ell'ectivencu and 
efficiency, the emphasis during the l99<h switched tO 
public responsM:ness (Denten and l<lok, 2005: 65). In 
1995, Norway resolved that 'no furth<r OJrtalg;tnutioru 
should be imposed agairut the wubeJ of. majonty of 
residents in the municipalities concerned' (Rose, 2005: 
168). This cycling between efficiency arod participation 
concerns suggests not only a real erode-of!' between the 
two, but also the difficulty of arriving at a stable balance 
betwe<:n them. 

Furutions and structure 
The broad ta<k.s oflocal governments are twofold. First, 
they provide an extensive and often signtficant range 
oflodl public services, includtng pubbc libraries, local 
planning. primary education, pnMSton for the elderly, 
refuse collection, and \\'atcr supply. Second, they tmple
ment national welfare: policies. 

This static dcsenption of functions f;uh to reveal 
bow 'the role ofloeal gD\'ttllD\C11t lw evoh'Cd since the 
1980s, pamcularly m those courunes where brgc local 
gtm:rmnmts perform significant IUneaom. One unpor
tant trend, espcciilly prominent in the Engluh-•pcalcmg 
world and Scandina\-ia {sec Chapter 10), lw been for 
municipal authorities 10 reduce thctr c:hrc:n provwon of 
services by outsourcing to non-gD\'t:mmcnw orgaruu
tions. both profit-nuking and volunwy. ln theory. most 
local go\'erruncnt >cl'VICCS - fiom libran<:! to suect
dcan.ing - can be outsoUrecd, with p01enaal g:um m 

Global city: A city that holds • k"l' place wathin the glob.>! 
economic: sptem vi2 iu fin:mcial, rradt. conununicJ.tiOn'-. 
or ro3nufact-uring statui. Exarnplc:~ ir1clude l)ub.d, L011dcJn, 
Moscow, New York. Pari$, Shanl)hai,:and 10kyo. 
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• The government of cities 

With most of the world's people now living in urban areas, the question of how cities are best governed has 
become more pressing, as has the question of how best to treat the interdependence of cities and suburbs. 
The argument that they should be treated as single metropolitan areas- as city regions- has proved d ifficult 
to address given traditional boundaries. To complicate matters, cities confront distinctive issues arising from 

their social diversity. Within a concentrated area, they embrace rich and poor, natives and immigrants, bfack and 
white, gay and straight, believers and atheists, in a kaleidoscopic combination. 

Not all countries have made a success of metropolitan governance, as the case of Australia shows (Gleeson 

and Steele, 201 2). It is a nation of cities, with the five largest state capitals- Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth, 
and Sydney- being home to nearly two-thirds of the country's people (see Map 11.2). These urban areas are 
inadequately governed in the existing three-tier (national, state, local) federation. National involvement in running 
cities is limited by the constitution; state administrations must als:o confront other pressures (induding those from 
rural areas); and local government itself is subordinate and fragmented, with 34 local authorities operating in 
Sydney alone. A federal structure does not mesh well with a population concentrated in a few large cities. 

In the governance of cities, the national capital occupies a special place. As an important component of the 
national brand, the capital's feaders merit regular communication with the central government. But the capital's 

international connections (and even those of major non-capital cities such as Frankfurt, New York, Hong Kong, 
Mumbai, and Sao Paulo) mean it can become semi-detached from its national moorings, as implied by the 
notion of a global city. Even though they are located in the same country, the interests of the centre and the 
capital can diverge. Inevitably, the capital is treated differently from other cities, providing further complexity to 
the idea of multilevel governan,e. 

Jndian Ocean 
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MAP 11.2: The cities of Australia 
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Brief Profile: Franoo is an important European state 
facing the challenge of adapting its unique traditions to a 

more competitive world. The country has a reputation for 
cxccptionalism based on the long·tcrm impact of the French 
Revolution of 1789, which created a distinctive ethos within 
Fran-ce. As with other states b uilt on revolution - such as 
the United States- France can be co..-\sidcred an ideal as 

well as a country. However, where American ideals led to 

pluralism1 the French state is still expected to take the lead 
in implementing the revolution's ideals of liberty, equalhy, 

and fraternity. As the country became more modern, urban, 
and industrial after 1945., however. so French uniqueness 
declined: retreat from empire left France, as Britain, as a 
middle-ranking power with a new base in the European 
Union, its society made moro complex by immigration 
from North Africa, and its economy and governing elites 
challenged by globalization. 

Form of government ¢ Unitary semi-presidential 
republic. State lo(med 1789, and most recent constitution (the Fifth Republic) adopted 1958. 

Legislature c:) Bicameral Parliament: lower National Assembly (577 members) elected for renewable fNe·yea; terms, and 
upper Senate (348 members) indirectly elected through local governments fo r six~year terms. 

Executive c:) Semi~presidential. A president directly elected for no more than two five--year terms. goveming with a prime 
minister who leads a Council oi Ministers accountable to the Nationa I Assembly. There fs no vice president. 

Judiciary c:) French law is based on the Napoleonic Codes (1804-11 }. The Constitutional Council has grown in significance 
and has had the power of judicial review since 2008. It has 12 members serving single nine .. year terms. Three arc fo rrnct 
presidents of France, and three each are appoin ed by the inrumbent president, the National Asscmbfy'. and the Senate. 

Electoral system c:) A two-round system is used fa< both presidential and legislative elections, with a majority vote 
needed fo r victory on the first round. 

Parties c:) Multi-party, with the Socialists dominating on the left, backed by greens, leftists and radicals, while the Union 
for a Popular Movement dominates on the right. The far-right National Front has been making gains, moving France more 
towards a three-party system. 

efficiency and service quality. But in pmctice these ben
efits are not always achieved, creating some risk in the 
transfer, and leaving us with the broader question of 
whether direct provision of services by a local govern
ment to the citizen is intrimically preferable to delivery 
by a contracto r to a consumer. 

.. 
Outsourcing represents art evolution from provid

ing to enabling. T he enabling authority docs not so 
much provide services as ensure that they are supplied. 
In theory, the authority becomes a smaller, coordinat
ing b-Ody, more concerned with governance than gov
ernment. In addition to outsoun:ing, a greater number 
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Unitary government in France 
France has three levels of local government: regions (22). 

dcpartcments (96). and municipalities (nearly 37.000). 
Adding to the complexity of the picture, it also has s ix 
ovecseas cegions or counties (including French Guiana 
and French Polynesia), and 'intercommunalitics' , which 

b ring together di:partcmcnts and m unicipalities. 

The network of d6partcmcnts was created by 
N apoleon early in the nineteenth century. and each is 
run by its own prefect and e lected assembly. Napoleon 
called prefects 'emperors with smaJI feet' but, in p ractice, 

the prefect must cooperate with local and regional 
councils, rathet than simply oversee them. The p refect 
has ceased to be the local emperor and is instead 
an agent of the d6panement, representing interests 
upwards as much as transmitting commands downwards. 
Many other countries have adopted this model, Including 
all France's ex·colooies and several post·communist 

states. 
In 1972, the deparrements were grouped into 22 

regions, each with their own elected councils, as we ll as 

r~ional economic and social committees that have an 

of organizations can become involved in local policy
making, many of them functional (e.g. school boards), 
rather than territorial (e.g. county governments). This 
more coordinating and strategic approach is often linked 
to a growing concern among local governments with 
economic development, especially in attracting inward 
investment. 

There are two broad ways of organizing local 
government (see Thble 11.6). The first and most tra
ditional method is the cout~cil system. T his arrange
ment concentrates authority in a college of elected 

TABLE 11.6: The structures of local government 
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advisory role. Meanwhile, the basic unit of government 
is the commune, governed by a council and a mayor. 
Communes vary in size from a few dozen people 
to several tens of thousands, although most have 
popu~ations of less than 1,500; a recent trend has been 
for the smallest commune to amalgamate with their 
neighbours. More p ressures have been exerted on local 
gover nment in recent years by the efforts of the French 

govcr rnment to cut spending in order to control the 
national budget deficit. In spite o f this, every commune 
has a mayor and a council based in the local city hall . 
and each has the same powers regardless of size. 

fn France, national' politicians often become or 
remain mayor of their home town. This simultaneous 
occupancy of posts at different tiers is known in France 
as the .cumuf des mandats (accumulation of offices). 
Even after the rule s were tightened in 1985 a r.d 2000. 
the most popular cumul - combining the office of local 
mayor with me mbership of the National Assembly - is 
still allowed. It is an entrenched tradition reflecting the 
fused character of French public aut.~ority even in an era 
of dece ntralization. 

councillors which i.< formally responsible for oversee
ing the organization's work. The council often oper
ates through powerfu) committees covering the main 
local services. T he mayor is appointed by the council 
itself. o r by central government, and has relatively few 
powers. Whatever virtues this format may have, its col
legiate character presents an opaque picture to residents 
and the wider world. 

One example of the council system is the his
toric network of pmuhayat (literally, 'assemblies of five') 
found in India and the neighbouring countries of 

Description Examples 
Council 
system 

Elected councillors form a council which operates through a 
smaller subgroup or functional committees. The unele-cted 
mayor is appointed by the council. o r by central government. 

Mayor-council An elected mayor serves as chief executive. Councillors elected 
system from local wards form a council with legislative and fin ancial 

authority. 

Belgium, Netherlands, Sweden. 
England, Irela nd . South Africa, 
Australia. Egypt. India. 

Brazil, Japan, Poland1 and about 
half the cities in the United States. 
inc!uding Chicago and New York. 
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Banglad~h. cp;ll, and Pakistan. Traditioll2lly consist
ing of groups of rnpectrd dd.:n chosen by the village 
to >etde d.sputes, lndU's t-'£/uzyal luvt- flJO"'tl in sig
ntfic:anc:c: (211<1 acqwred a more sauctured duracter) as 
more adnun.stnU\'C funcuons ha•-e been mO\-ed to the 
locallc:\TI, and as the bigger gram p<UlC/uzyall ha.'C been 
elected, each with a SMp<Mdt (dc:cted leader). There are 
now three levels of parulrayot: those based in indivtdual 
viUag~ (of which there are nearly 600,000 in India), 
tho>c bringing togeth~r clusters of villages, 2nd t.hose 
covering di~tricts within India's 29 states. Although 
their financial resources remain limited, panthayall :ore 
protected by the constitution and remain embedded 
in India's cultural attachment to the ideal of village 
sdf-governancc. 

The second method of organization is the mayar
to~<ncil systtm. More presidential than parliamentary, 
it u based on a separation of powers between an 
elected mayor and an elected council. The mayor is 
clucf executive: the council possesses legislative and 
budgct-approvinll powers. Used in Brazil, Japan, and 
many lar11c American cities {such as New York and 
Chicago),this highly political format allows a range of 
urban intcrcsu 10 be represented within an elaborate 
fr:uncwork. The mayor is usually elected at b.rge (from 
the entire uea), while councillors represent specific 
neighbourhoods. 

The powers given to me mayor and council 
vary considerably. In me 'strong lll2}'0r' '-enion (such 
as New York Ctty), me Jll2}'0r is me focus of aulhor
ity and aceountability, wilh the p<M'Ct to appoint 2nd 
d.l$ll1tss depanmnn heads wilhout council approval. In 
me 'wt:ak IJU)'Ot' format (such .. London), the council 
rewn~ both legulaa•-e and cxrcuti,.., authority, kc:cping 
me nuyor on a clOS<r leash. Whelher strong or "-eak, 
"'' dected mayor does at least offer a public face for 
the area. 

In an era of falling voter turnout (which tends to 
be wont at loc~l dc:ctions because of !heir second-order 
quahtk'$; ;ee Ch~ptcr 16), new efforts hav-e been made 
in recent year. to nuke local decision- nuking more VI.S

ible to wters. One means for doing !his - tried. for 
example, in Brit<1in, Italy, and me Netherlands - has 
been to repackage mayors as public figuxeheads of the 
dutricH they represent, and to introduce direct tna)'Oral 
elections. A lugh profile mayor, such as Boris Johnson 
in London, can enhance me district's visibility not only 
within the area but abo, and equally importantly, among 
potential visitol"' and investors. 

Sub-national government In 
authoritarian states 
Studying the rebtionship be"'Tett eenm- and penph
cry in aulhoritari.an states confirms me rcbav'C insignif
icance of institutions w non-demoeraciCS. Sub-nanonal 
g"'-ernment is "-eak. aulhonty flows down from the 
top, and bottom-up instituuom of rcprcsenauon •re 
subordinate. When national power u exercised by the 
military or a ruling party, these bodies typically establish 
• par:a.llel presence in me regions, where their author
ity overrides that of formal state officials. For a humble 
mayor in such a situation, the m:Un skill required is tO 
lie low and a'-oid offending the real power-holders. lit
de o f the plurahstic pohey-malung sullScsted by the 
notion of multilevel SO'Trnance takes place and the 
more general description 'central local relations' is 
prcfer.oble. 

But it would be wrong to disrni!S loeai~~DVCrnment 
altogether. In trolh, central rulcn juu like medt~'\'21 
monarchs - often depend on established provincial 
leader~ to sustain their own, 'omclimcs tenuous, grip 
on power. Central-local relationl therefore tend to 
be more personal :md less structured thnn in a liberal 
democracy. P:tttieularly itt )maller countries, the hold on 
power of regional leaden is not embedded in local insti
tutions: instead, such rulen romnWld thetr fiefdoms in 
a personal fasluon, rcpbcacing the authodtanan pattern 
found at national level. c.,ntral and loc:al rulers are inte
grated by pattOn.age: !he ~nona! ruler cffeeti•-dy buys 
me support ofloeal bigwt.gs who, 111 tum, nwnwn !heir 
posaion by sclCCO\'Ciy chsuibuong state resources to 
!heir own supporters. Patronage, not tnsaruuons, is !he 
rope tlut binds. 

The weaknC$$ of modern msutunons of sub
national government ID many authonurun regimes is 
reflected in, md pedups even balanced by, dtc con
tinued significance of U"2Wt1onal rulers. N igeria offers 
an example. There, as in many of its colonies, Bmain 
had stJ:engthencd the posinon of local rulers by gov
erning indireedy through them, and these U">ditional 
dit~ remain influential. Nowhere is this clearer than 
in the Sokoto, a Nig.-rian state created in 1976 but 
wilh origins in an lslarruc Sokoto caltphate of the 
early nineteenth eeneury. Sokoto state is led by a gov
ernor, typicaUy a military officer, but the position of 
sultan. who once ruled the caliphate, continues to 
exist. Indeed, me sultan rcmaim the •pirirual leader 
of Nigeria's Mwlints. In this way, tradttional ls.lamic 
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leadership coexists alongside conventional sub-national 
government. 

Traditional political uruts in Nigeria retain the 
advantages over modern, post-colonial units of lon
gevity, Jegitinlll<:y, and deep roots in local culture (Graf, 
1988: 186). By contraSt, elected legislatures and com
peting political parties are alien and experience diffi
culty in establishing flrm foundations. Nigerian federal 
governments face a dilemma: should the special place 
of traditional leaders in the community be exploited to 
extend the reach of federal government and to support 
prograrnmes of modernization and democratization 
(which might then weaken the authority of tr<ditional 
leaders), or should traditional leaders be bypassed and 
their powers reduced, thereby risking the anger oflocal 
Islamic communities and reducing the credibility of the 
federal government? 

In some of the least stable states, the institutions of 
sub-national government are supplanted by opportun
istic and/ or inform al control in the form of warlords. 
\Vhile much has been made of warlords' recent role in 
Afghanistan and Somalia, they are far from a new phe
nomenon, and in some ways are perhaps the oldest form 
of political domination. Basing their control on military 
power, they are found sprinkled through the history 
of China, Japan, and Mongolia, and have been a more 
recent phenomenon in several part~ of Africa and Asia. 

Warlords: lnformaJ le3derS who use rnilit3ry tOrce and 
p:nron3ge to contro! territory within weak ,Sl'3tes with un.sra
ble central govenuueuts. 

Field research on warlords is, by definition, danger
ous, but our understanding of their motives and meth
ods has improved thanks to their new prominence in 
several parts of the world. In a study of their role in Libe
ria, Sierra Leone, and the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Reno (1997) made the link between warlords 
and weak states with rich resources such as diamonds, 
cobalt and timber. For Marten (2012) , warlords are not 
state-builders, like some of their feudal A~ian and Euro
pean predecessors, but instead rely on private militias 
to extract resources, enforce support and threaten state 
officials. T hey thrive on their capacity to provide brutal 
political control in situations where the formal institu
tions of state have failed to develop or simply fililed. 

In larger authoritarian states, such as Chirra and 
Russia, sub-national government is more developed. 
Personal links remain important but institutional 
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arr.mgements cannot be dismissed. Rather, sub-national 
government is actively exploited to ensure the contin
ut'<l power of the centre. China, for example, is a mas
sive unitary state whose regions, with exceptions such 
as Hong Kong and Tibet, are ruled in imperial fashion 
from lleijing. Sub-national government takes the form 
of 22 provinces, 6 of which (Guangdong, Shandong, 
Henan, Sichuan,Jiangsu, and Hebei) each contain more 
than 70 million people, making them bigger than most 
countries. There are further subdivisions into either 
counties and townships, or cities and districts. 

T he Communist Party itself provides a method 
of intcgr<ting centre and periphery. In particular, the 
circulation of !Ya<ty leaders between national and pro
vinciaH posts helps to connect the two tiers, providing 
Chin.a.'s equivalent to the European wmul des mandats. 
Several provincial leaders serve on the party's central 
politb uto, and most members of this key body have 
worked in top provincial posts at some point in their 
career. It is these party linkages that provide the key 
channel through which Beijing maintains a measure of 
control over the country. 

However, recent research suggests that the balance 

bctwc.-.:n the centre and the pam has changed. Zhong 
(2015) shows that after more than a decade of admin
istra.tive and economic reform, central government has 
become in<.Teasingly remote and less important for many 
localities, and that the centre~ mobilization capacity has 
weakened. Increasingly, central government policies are 
ignored and local officials are often more interested in 
local or even personal projects than in centr.illy directed 
economic plans. This effective decentrilization allows 
provinces to become laboratories for new policies but 
simult:aneous1y accentuates inequalities between them, 
leading to occasional expressions of concern about the 
possibility of the country disintegrating. 

By contrast to urutary China, Russia is a federa
tion, but one in which the parts have Jess independ
ence &om the centre than is found in most federations. 
Although Russia saw a remarkable decentralization of 
power under Boris Yeltsin (president, 1991- 9), Vladimir 
Putin has since overseen a recentra.lization of power, 
pro,~.ding a contrast. to the decline of central con
trol i c Cltina. Putin 's success is based on four main 
developments: 

• Establishing a uniform system designed to eliminate 
special deals established by Yeltsin with many regions. 

• Acquiring the power of appointment and dismissal 
over regional governors. 
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• Creating seven extrd-COnstitutional federal okmgs 
(districts) to ovenee lower-level units. Each okrug is 
responsible for between 6 and 15 regions. These over
lords ensure that branches of the federal government 
in the regions remain loyal to Moscow. 

• Reducing the powers of the Federation Council, the 
upper chamber of the national legislature, but giving 
the president the authority to appoint its members. 

Through these devices, Putin has inCTC'.tSCd the 
capacity of the central state to govern the Russian peo
ple, so much so that Ross (201 0: 170) concludes that 

•Russita is now a unit'.try state masquerading as a fed
era.tion .' Certainly. Putin 's reforms contributed to his 
project of creating what he termed a 'sovereign democ
racy' in Russia. ln Putin's eyes, a sovereign democracy 
is not built on the uncertain pluralistic foundations of 
multilevel governance. Rather, it gives priority to the 
interests of Russia, which include an effective central 
state capable of contrOlling its population. On that 
foundation, the Russian state seeks to strengthen its 
position in what it still SCC!$ as a hostile international 
environment. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• In what circumstances is a unitary system a more appropriate form of government, and in what. 
circumstances is a federal system more appropriate? 

• Why is there is no exact template for a unitary or a federal system, and does it matter? 

• Should local governments replicate national governmen ts and be headed by elected legislatures and 
executive mayors? 

• How many global cities does your country have? If it has none, does this matter to national or local 
politics? 

• Why is local government studied so much less than national government? 

• fue sub-national government and politics more important in authoritarian states than in democracies? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

AS}'ITlmCtric fedcr.ilism 
Confederation 
Cooperative federalism 
Dual federalism 
Federal system 
Federation 
Global city 
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and Hellmust Wollmann (eds) (2008) Loot! Gov
emmttit Riforms in Co1mtn'es in Transit1'on:A Global 
Pmpective.A study of developments in local gov
ernment in transitional states such as China, Col
ombia, E(l>'Pt. Poland, Russia, and South Africa. 

Multilevel governance 
Regional government 
Subsidiarity 
Quas:i-federation 
Unitary system 
Warlord 

Loughlin,John, Frank Hendriks, and Anders Lid
strom (eds) (2011) TI1e Oxford Handbook '!fLoral 
a111l Regwnal Democracy in Ell rope. Surveys sub
national democracy in 29 countries and assesses 
the Anglo, French, German, and Scandinavian 
state trailitions. 
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Assesses four models of governance against the 
challenges facing cities. 
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3rd edn. Considers the design and operation of a 
wide range of federations. 
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Political culture 

PREVIEW 
Political culture is essential to an understanding of government and politics in 
its many varieties. The preceding chapters looked at the structure, rules, and 
personalities of institutions, but in order to comJY.re effectively. we need also 
to understand the 'personalities' of different political system<, as reflected in the 
beliefs, V'.llues, attitudes, and norms that characterize those systems. What do 
people expect of government, how much do they trust it, how do values vary in 
space and time, and how do attitudes compare in democratic and authoritarian 
systems? These are all critical questions that need to be ans\\'Cred. 

Offering a key point of reference, this chapter begins with a discussion 
of the idea of civic culture, a particular form of political culture based on an 
acceptance of the authority of the state and a belief in civic JY.nticipation; in 
other words, probably the ideal when it comes to understanding b ow democra
cies should work. It goes on to discuss the decline in political trust in democra
cies and the implications for stocks of social cap ital. It then reviews the debate 
over post-materialism as an explanation for changes in \Vestem political culture, 
followed by an examination of the controversial a11,>uments made by Samuel 
Huntington in his book TI~e C/asla if Civiliz ations, and what this analysis might 
tell us about political culture at the global level. Finally, the chapter looks at the 
particular challenges of understanding political culture in authoritarian regimes, 
where there have been fewer substantive studies. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Political cul ture: an 
overview 

• The civic culture 

• Polit ical trust and social 
capital 

• Elite political culture 

• Post-materialism 

• Huntington's Clash of 
Civilizations 

• Political culture in 
authoritarian states 

The concept of political culture is attractive, but can be mtsused: cuhures do not always coincide with states, and 
we should avoid the pitfalls of stereotypes about 'national cultures', 

The d assic concern of research in political culture has been to id entify the political attitude-s most supportive of 
stable liberal democracy. Ideas such as the civic culture, politic-al trust. sodal capital. and post·materialism have all 
been used, and in some cases developed, wlth this goal in mind. 

While most studies concentrate on mass rutture. elite values possess direct political significance. Elates can expiolt 
cuJture to further their political goals. 

Although political culture is sometimes criticized for its static quality. the drift to post·materialism- values that 
emphasize self·expression and the quality of life over materialist values su-ch as economic growth and physical 
security- is an interesting attempt to understand how political cultures change. 

The idea of conflict between transnational civilizations is a controversial attempt to apply cuJtural analysis to a post· 
Ideological world. Within this strand. one interesting focus is provided by studies investigadpg the alleged contrasts 
between-Western and Islamic ruftures. 

Much of the evidence suggests that, in authoritarian regimes, there is more suppon for strong leaders than for 
freedom and seif--expression. 
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Political culture: an overview 
Culture is defined by UNESCO (2002) as 'the set of 
distinctive spiritual ... intellectual and emotional fea
tureS of society or a social group. It encompasses, in 
addition to art and literature, lifestyles, wa)"J of liv
ing together, value S)"Jtems, traditions and beliefs.' In 
other words, culture is the central human characteristic, 
expressing our essence as aware social b eings. Unlike 
natu re (with which i t is often contmsted) , culture 
involves v-alues, symbols, meanings, and expectations. It 
tells us who we are, what is important to us, afld how 
we should behave. 

The concept of political culture flows &om this 
broader account of culture. It describes the overall pat
tern in society of beliefs, attitudes and values towards 
the political system. or 'the sum of the fundamental 
values, sentiments and knowledge that give form and 
substance to political processes' (Py-e, 1995: 965). It is 
not the ume as public opinion; i t is concerned~ instead, 
with whu is normal and acceptable, as well as abnormal 
and unacceptable. We can usefully contrast political cul
ture with political ideology. Where an ideology refers 
to an explicit system of ideas, political culture comes 

closer to Linz's notion (1975: 162) of mentali ties: 'wJys 
of thinking and feeling, more emotional than rational, 
that provide non-codified ways of reacting to different 
situations'. So, political culture is the broader, more dif
fuse but also more widely applicable notion. With the 
decay of ideology, political culture is a major highway 
into understanding the role of beliefS and attitudes in 
politics. 

Political QJtture: 'The sumo! individ-..W .. -a.l:ues 2nd nonus 
rtgatdmg politics •nd th< political'>'"'"'' or the cul<ure of a 
btfOUP which gh<es shared meaning to political action. 

While we can usually identifY major themes in a 
natimoal political culture, we must also recognize some 
potential dangers. First, almost every country - except 
perhaps the very smallest - will contain multiple cultur
ally distinctive social groups. The result may be eithcr a 
national political culture with one or more subcultures, 
or even, as for example in Brazil and India, a multicul
tural society. Second, we should remember that cultures 
do not always coincide exactly with countries; most 
religions, ethnic groups, and civilizations span national 
borders. Third, we must acknowledge that political cul
ture can change over time; it is far &om a static conc~'Pt, 
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and can both influence and be influenced by broader 
changes in the way societies approach government and 
politics. Fourth, there is a danger of invoicing cultural 
factors when we can think of nothing c:lsc: 'it's just part 
of their culture'. Above all, we should always beware 
of reducing political culture to a stereotyped ' national 
character'. 

fn comparative politics, political culture is most 
oflen studied &om a behavioural perspective, using 
surveys of the attitudes of individuals. T his approach 
is defensible if perhaps rather narrow. It downplays the 
nnti<m of political culture as shan.>d symbols and stories 
expr<:.<sed in the public realm, in arenas such as adver
tising. art. C-ampaigns, ceremonies, lit\."raturc, museums. 
and mass media (Ross, 2009). Given that politics is a 
collective activity, there is certainly a case for studying 
political culture in its public manifestations. But public 
statements may not be matched by private opinion, in 

spite of how many times '"' hear the leader of coun
try X telling us that 'the people of X have spoken', or 
'this is what the people of X want'. What the-y are usu
ally really saying is 'this is what my group of supporters 
or my section of the electorate is saying'. For all these 

reasons, political <.:ulturc can be a hclp!i.il way of com
paring political systems, but we must also beware of its 

shortc ornin&'. 

The civic culture 
Political culture has a natural appeal for comparativists. 
Studying, and especially visiting, another country for 
the first time, we are naturally drawn to the differences 
\\~th our home culture. Yet, it is dangerously easy to use 
cultural contraSts as an explanation for political differ
ences. For one thing. culture can influence how the 
politi cal game is played - the rituals, the moves, and the 
langLLage do not necessarily affect the content of poli
tics. For instance, the e-arthy nature of Australian politi
cal d t.:bate does not necessarily indie2te the presence of 
sharper underlying conflict than might be found in a 
country \vith a more restrained political style, such as 
Sweden; rather, debate by insult is simply found more 
often in the national political convemtion. (A leading 
exponent of the style was Paul Keating, prime minister 
&om 1991 to 1996, who once described the debating 
slcills of an opposition party leader as 'like bcing flogged 
with a warm lettuce', and described another prime 
minister - John Howard - as like 'a dead carcass, swing

ing in the breeze'.) 
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An additional danger in cultural analysis is that we 
mistake a dominant culture for a national culture. The 
dominant culture - as expressed in the national media 
to which the '~sitor is usually exposed - may reflect 
only the values of the political elite or the national capi
tal. T he powerful usually seek to validate inequalities of 
power; the wealthy, to legitimize the economic system 
from which they benefit. Underlying this dominant dis
course, but less visible to th e superficial observer, we 

often find layers of cynicism and opposition. O n closer 
inspection, shared understandings may tum o ut not be 
shared at all - see Focus 12.1 . 

We can illustrate these points about political L-ul
tural differences by considering The Civic Culture, the 
classic 1963 study by Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba. 
Their investigation was the first systematic study of 
political culture, and - in seeking to identify the L-ul
turc within which a liberal democracy is most likely to 

develop and consolidate - became a political science 
equivalent ofWeber's attempt (1905) to discover the cul
tur.U $Ource of modern capitalism. W here Weber located 
the spirit of capitalism in protestant values, Almond and 
Verba f<)und the source of stable dernocracy in what 

th ey called a civic culture. This is a particular form of 

• Elazar's three types of political culture 

The difficulties of identifying a national political culture are illustrated in the arguments made by the political 
scientist Daniel Elazar (1934-99), a pioneer in the study of political culture. While his work focused on the United 
States, his ideas have wider applicability. He identified three subcultures that were founded in history and could 
be identified with different parts of the United States: the individualistic, the moralistic, and the traditionalistic 
(Eiazar, 1966). 

Individualistic culture sees politics as a marketplace of competing interests that use the political system to 
further their own causes, and prefer to limit community involvement. l eaders and citizens are less interested in 

furthering the common good than in their private concems. People see government as an adversary and believe 

that its intervention in public life should be limited For its part, government only acts if there is a public demand 
for services, at which point politicians will promote new policies in the hope of achieving electoral success. 
Patronage drives politics, which is considered a cut-throat busine ss that is best left to the professionals. 

Mora.listic culture views government as a public service, and believes that its role fs to improve living 

conditions and to create a just society. Political participation is h igh because it is seen as a public duty, 
and government is expected to advance the public good, intervening in private affairs if this advances the 
general interest . Politics is a high calling, political activities revolve around the community interest rather 
than the individual interest, and political leaders will launch new solutions to problems even if there is no 
prospect of an immediate electoral return. Issues are important, as opposed to the interests that dominate the 
individualistic view. 

Traditionalistic culture is primarily interested in preserving: the .status quo. defined as one where elites 
have the power. A hierarchy exists, with wealthy business and landed interests tied by social connections and 
having their own definitions of the public good. Only members of these interests are expected to be politically 

active, and the participation of citizens is not expected, particularly if it might undermine the position of the 
politically powerful. 

It is questionable how Elazar's analysis still applies to understanding subculture in the United States. The 

broader point, though, is that while we might be tempted to ask what is American political culture, or Swedisn 
political culture, or Brazilian political culture, we would be better advised to look at the differences that exist 
within societies. They help explain why different groups have different definitions of political behaviour, of the 

most pressing policy issues, and of the best responses to those issues. They also help explain why different 
countries often have quite d ifferent responses to shared or common policy problems. 
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allegiant political culture in which most citizens accept 
th e authority of the state and believe in civic participa
tion, and includes such features as an expe~"tation of fair 
treatment by government authorities, the ability to talk 
freely about politics, tolerance tow.1rds o pposition, and 
civic cooperation and tntst. 

Civic cufture: A moder3te poljtical culrure irl which most 
people acc.epr d1e obligation to p3rticipa.te iu politics while 
stin a<:k.now}edgiug the authority of the state and its right to 

take decisions. 

In thinking about liberal democracy, we would 
irL<tinctively b egin by imagining that a healthy political 
system is one whose citizens believe they can contrib
ute to, and are affected by, government de~isions. But 
th e interest of Almond and Verba's study rested in its 
rejection of such a proposition. The authors proposed, 
instead, that liber.U democracy will prove most s~•ble in 
societies blending different cultures in a particular mix 
t!K'Y term the 'civic culture' . T he ideal conditions for 
democracy, they suggested, emerge when an essentially 
participant culture is balanced by attitudes leading to 
low levels of participation. A measure of passivity pro
vides ballast for the political system, enabling it to sur
vive periods of streSs. 

In this way, a civic culture reso1ves the tension 
within democracy between popular control and effec
tive governance: it allows for citizen influence while 
retaining flexibility for the governm ent. As Almond and 
Verba (1963: 347) summarized their perspective: 

A citizen within che cjvic culture has . .. a reserve of 
influence. He- is noc constantly invo}ve.d in politics. 
he does not actively oversee the behaviour of poliri
ca1 decision makers. But he does have the potentia} 
ro act if there is need .. . He is not the active cirize.n: 

he is the potentially active cirizen. 

Armed with this theory, Almond and Verba set 
out to discover which countries came closest to hav
ing a civic culture. Based on sample surveys in Britain, 
Italy, Mexico, the United States, and West Germany, 
they found that Britain, and to a lesser extent the 
United States, came closest to the civic ideal. In both 
countries, citizens felt they could influence the gov
ernment but often chose not to do so, thus conferring 
on th e government i ts required agili ty. By co ntrast, 
the political cultures of Italy, Mexico, and West Ger
many all deviated in various ways fro m the authors' 
prescription. 
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Like most original research , Almond and Verba's 
study attracted considerable scrutiny. Two criticisms 
highlighted limitations in the concept <>f politi
cal c uJture itself . First, critics alleged that the whole 
noti<)n of a national political culture was inherently 
vague ; they suggested that the authors should have 
focused more on subcultures of race and class. H ad 
they done so, suggested Macpherson (1977: 88), they 
would have discovered that the most active partici
pants are the educated middle class, while those least 
engaged with formal politics are the poorly educated 
working class. 

Second, critics poin ted out that Almond and Verba 
failed to offer a detailed account of the origins and 
evolution of political m lture. It was instead largely pre
sented as a given, r.lising the suspicion that the concept 
is little more than a sophisticated restatem ent of sim
plistic assumptions about national char•cter.ln addition, 
the authors initially had little to say about the evolution 
of political culture over time. Critics suggested that a 
country's political culture should not be seen as fixed 
and stable but should instead be regarded as a dynamic 
entity which is at least partly shaped by the operation 
of pohtics itself Later research confrrmed this position. 

Political trust and social 
capital 
In the half century following Almond andVerbas sntdy, 
many liber.U democracies hit turbulent waters. Student 
activ~m. oil crises, and financial crises were interspl.TSed 
with phases of growth and unparalleled prosperity. lnevi
tably,Western political cultures responded to these events, 
demonstrating the danger of dr"'ving gener•l conclusions 
aboutt a country's political culntre from a single survey. 
Much of the recent research has examined the evolution 
of one particular theme examined by Almond andVerba: 
political trust. This term refers to the belief that the 
system and institutions of government genemte compe
tent decisions which reflect the concern of leaders for 
those they govern (Hardin, 2006). Political trust indicates 
diffits.e support for the regime, facili tating sound govern
ance, while distrust can lead to a lack of compliance with 
government in such areas as tax collection. 

Political trust: l11e belief tltat ru1en~ 1re generally wtU 
intt'rJti<med and effective ir\ serving the itateresrs of the 
governed. 
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Particularly in the 1990s artd 2000s, the conventional 
wisdom was that political trust was decaying in many 
We.tern dernocncies, indicating trouble ahead. How
ever, the fall in truSt was by no me2ns consistent across 
countries, and it focused more on public confidence in 
the performance of democratic institutions th:m on the 
principle of democracy itself. In a 1999 comparative 
study, Norris (1999: 20) showed that o•-.:nll public con
fidence in such institutions as legislatures, bureaucncies, 
and the military fell ber.•-.:cn 1981 and 1991 in each of 
the 17 countries she exanuned. llow.:vcr, updating her 
analy-sis to include the first decade of the t\\'enty-fint 
century led to a more qualified interpretation (Norris, 
2011: 82). She now challenged 'the over-simple views 
of an inevitable downward spiral of public disenchant
ment', and instead found that fluctuations over time 
were more common than linear or downward trends. 

If there is a predominant pattern here, it appears 
to be that a decline in trust in the second half of the 
twentieth century gave way in the twcnty•first century 
to event-driven 6uctuations around a newly establisht-d 
lower level. This is illustrated by the <:a$C of the U nited 
States (Fillurc 12.1). In 1964, around three-quarters of 
Americans professed trust in the federal government; by 
1994, only about one-fifth did so. Trust then improved 
somG-what, with Americans rallying around the flag in 
th e fallou t from the attacks of September 2001. With 
th e intelligence failings exposed by 9/11 a, mixed opin
ions abou.t the wisdom of invading Iraq in 2003, and 
the financial crisis that broke in 2007, trust fell back to 
new lows. 

FIGURE 12.1: Trust in federal government: United 
States 
Source:. Various, compdod by Pow Resoorcl\ Center {2015} 
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FIGURE 12.2 : Trust in national government: 
European Union 
Source: Eurobarometer s-urveys SS {spring 2001), 57 (spring 2002). S9 
(sp r;ng 2003). 61 (>pring 2004). and 81 (spring 2014). Doto lor 2001-3 
indude 15 countties, rising to 25 in 2004, 27 in 2007, and 28 in 2013. 
Spring cycles only. 

A more short-term picture of the member states 
of the European Union finds that trust in national gov
ernment has been low since at le-.~St 2001, and has only 

gone lower (Figure 12.2). Levels o f trust by country in 
2014 were highest in Finland, Sweden, the Netherlands, 
and Germany (48- 56 per cent) , close to average for the 
EU in Hungary, Austria, and Brit".Un (25-37 per cent), 
and lowest in Italy, France, Greece and Spain (10-17 per 
cent) (Eurobarometer 81 , spring 2014: 63). Numbers 
remained fairly steady even as the membership of the 
EU expanded to Eastern Europe in 2004-7, and even 
after the onset of the eurozone crisis in 2009. In the 
UK, m eanwhile, the proportion of people saying they 
would 'truSt a British government of any party to pbce 
the needs of this country above the interests of their 
own political party' more than hah"Cd from 40 per cent 
in 1986 to a low point of16 per cent in 2000, before a 
modest rec""-.:ry to 20 per cent in 2010 (British Social 
Attitudes, 2012). But it is important to note that - at 
least in the American and British cases - 'civic" cultures 
have seen a shift towards more sceptical attitudes 'vith
out threatening the survival of liberal democracy itself. 

An important concept related to political truSt is 
social capital, which refers to the social netwOrks of 
which people are member; (consciously or uncon
sciously) and the inclinations that they have as memben 
of rhe:se networks to contribute and also to dr•w from 
other-s . The more contacts people possess, the greater 
the knowledge, advice, and funding on which they can 
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dr.Lw, and the more enga~;ed people become (Lin and 
Erickson ,2008).Social capital can be seen at work when 
neighbours keep an eye on each other~ homes, or when 
parents contribute towards the functioning of the school 
attended by their children, or when a petition circulates 
among like-minded people calling on the government 
to a c-.: or refrain from acting in a particular way. 

Social capital: The <;ollec::tive value of so.tilJ ne-tworlcs. 
dt-r:ived from comn:•mnicatiOtl, hdp and support arttong the 
members of these network$. 

j ust as trust in others builds social capital, so trust 
in governm ent creates political capital. Where the 
bond between citizens and government is strang, the 
government will be granted the flexibility needed to 
respond effectively to shared problems, a phenomenon 
illustrated by its absence in Italy. In their original work, 
Almond and Verba had portrayed Italy as a country 
whose political culture was distinctly uncivic, Jacking 
positive and supportive attitudes among the majority. 
Much later, Robert Putnam took another look, pay
ing more attention to diversity within the country. In 
the influential study that resulted (Putnam, 1993), he 
showed how cultur<Ll variations ''~thin Italy influenced 
the effectiveness of the twenty new regional govern
ments Cre'.Lted in the 1970s; while simibr in structure 
and formal powers, they varied greatly in performance. 
Some (such as Emilia-Romagna in the north) proved 
stable and effective, capable of making and implement
ing innovative policies. Others (such as Calabria in the 
south) achieved little. 

The expbnation for the difference, Putnam con
cluded, lay in political culture. T he most successful 
regi(ms, he aq,>ued, had a positive politit.al culture: a tra
dition of trust and cooperation which resulted in high 
levels of social capital. By contrast, the least effective gov
ernments were found in regions lacking a tradition of 
collabor.Ltion and equality. In such circumstances, supplie-s 
of social capital r<Ln low and governments could achieve 
little. Putnam attributed the uneven distribution of social 
capital in Italy to events deep within each area's history. 
The more effective governments in the north draw on a 
tradition of communal self-government dating from the 
twelfth century. The least successfit! administrations in the 
south are burdened with a long history of feudal, for
eign. bureaucrJ.tic, and authoritarian rule. Putnam's -analy
sis not only illustrated the importance of political trust 
and social capital, and of taking regional variations into 
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account, but it also showed how political culture can be 
a device through which the past influences the present. 

Elite political culture 
Political culture is a concept applicable not only to the 
mass population, but also to political elites. Even where 
mass a ttitudes to politics are well developed, it is still the 
views of the elite which exert the most direct effect on 
political decisions. Thus we need to look in particular 
detail ,;t elite political culture, or the beliefS, attitudes, 
and i·de>..s about politics held by those who are closest 
to the centres of political power. T he values of elites 
are m o re explicit, systematic and consequential than are 
those o f the population at large (Verba, 1987: 7). 

Elite political culture; The values and nornts rt,g~ding 

politit..";s and the. political system hdd by those clOSe$l to rhe 
ccutl"C's of political po\ ... -er, including elected officials, bureau
crats, and busirless leaden. 

In a liberal democracy, parties o ffer contrasting and 
competing '""lues and policies. But underlying these 
contn sts, we often find tacit agreements and shared 
understandings, creating an elite culture that can be 
more than a repre.sentative fragment of the values of 
the w:ider society. Looking to history for an example, 
an im portant factor in the consolidation of democracy 
in the unpromising conditions of post-colonial India 
was the pro-democratic values of its political elite, as 
channelled through the dominant Congress Party. The 
party's leaders, many legally trained, had absorbed the 
British traditions of parliamentary government, an inde
pendent judiciary, and the rule of law. 

Consider, also, the post-war construction of a united 
Europe from the ashes of a shattered continent. A genera
tion ofleaders designed and built the foundations of the 
elaborate supranational and intergovernmental institutions 
which form the European Union today. Without their 
sustained commitment to what was an explicit European 
p rojcx,-t, this achievement would have been impo,'lible. It 
was a. triumph not only of interests, but also of the will. 
(Today, however, critics of the EU often chaq,>e it with 
being not ort!y a construction of elites, but also a club run 
by - and which promotes the interests of - elites.) 

Education is a key factor: in most democracies, 
politics has bec<>me virtually a graduate profession . 
The experience of higher education nurtures an opti
rnistic view of human nature, strengthens humanitarian 
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values, and enco urages a confident belief in the abil
ity of politicians to solve social problems (Farnen and 
Melocn, 2000) . Elite confidence also has important 
bearings on political stability: a political order is more 
likely to survive if the ruling group genuinely believes 
in its own right to govern, and inter-group hostil
ity can be contained by a willingness to compromise 
am<>ng the leaders representing different groups in 
divided societies. 

The importance of elite confidence (or, rather, its 
absence) can be illustrated with examples from authori
tarian regimes. The revolutions of 1989 in Eastern 
Europe dramatically illustrated how a collapse of con
fidence among the rulers helped to precipitate major 
political change. As Sch0p8in (1990) points out: 

an authoritarian elite sustains itself in power not 
just through force and the threat of force but. more 
imporcamty, because it has some vision of the future 
by whic.h it can justify itself to itself. No regime can 
survive long without some concept of purpose. 

In the initial phase of industrialization, commu
nist rulers in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe had 
good reason to believe their new planned G-conomies 
were producing results. By the late 1980s, however, pro
gress had given way to decline. As any remaining sup
port from intellectuals faded, so party officials began to 
doubt their own legitimacy. Communist rulers were 
aware that they had become a barrier to, rather than a 
source of, progress. Elite values had ceased to underpin 
the system of government. 

By compari.<on, economic growth in China has 
continued apace, at least unti1 n..~ently, sustaining the 
elite·'s confidence in its own authority. If comnlUnist 
rule in China does come under threat, it could well be 
because a segment of the elite concludes that the party's 
dominance is holding back further national and eco
nomic progress, creating an opening for mass protests 
which would not othenvise have occum .. >d. In China, as 
elsewhere, the fragmentation of elite values will be the 
catalyst of any regime change that takes place. 

One country where political culture offers support 
to established elites, even if it is not always driven by 
them, is Japan. Political power has long been based on 
notions of group identity, as reftected in loyalty, obliga
tion. and hierJ.rchy. with a web of social and financial 
ties binding a small political elite together and promot
ing nepotism and factionalism. This distinctive culture 
is expressed in the way workers tend to stay with one 
company all their lives, in the persistence of factions 

within political parties, and in the frequency of in8u
ence peddling in politics. T he emphasis on status and 
rank means that all people are made aware of their 
position in the group, that a premium is placed on alle
giance to the group, and that criticism from below is 
discouraged as a threat to group harmony (McCargo, 
2012: 7()-3). But these values have received increas
ing criticism for acting as a brake on Japan's political 
modernization, for interfering with the free exchange 
of ideas, and for contributing to complacency and con
servatism in the management of the country's largest 
corporations. 

Post-materialism 
One !factor which has been measured over a long period, 
and w hich illustrates how the concept of political gen
er•tions intrOduced in Focus 12.2 can be applied, is 
post- materialism. Tins is a term developed by the 
American social scientist Ronald Inglehart in the early 
1970s to distinguish the new focus on quality of life 
iS~>"Ues. - such as environmental protection. nuclear dis
armament, gender equality, and freedom of expression -
from so-called materialist interest in economic growth 
and security. The idea was that Westerners born after 
the Second World War had grown up during a time 
of unprec.edented prosperity and relative international 
peace, 'vith an expanded welfare state offering security 
to many ag.rinst the demands of illness, unemployment, 
and old age. Freed from the kinds of precarious secu
rity concerns about survival that had influenced earlier 
generations, post-war generations were more inclined to 
focus on the quality of life. These post-material valu<'S 
gave the educated young different priorities from the 
gener-.ttion of their parents and grandparents. 

Post-materialism: A set of values ernphasizittg self
exp~on 3.nd the qu:ility of1ife. over rnaterialist value-s such 
as economic growth arld physic-al security. ·ntey include. a 
connnitu,ent to self-expre-ssion, human diversity, irtdividual 
liberty. and autonomy. 

According to lnglehart (1971), this unique com
bination of affiuence, peace, and security Jed to a 'silent 
revolution' in Western political cultun..'S. He later sug
gested. that the priority accorded to economic aclueve
ment made w•y for increased emphasis on the quality 
oflife: 'in a major part of the world, the disciplined, self
denying and achievement-oriented norms of industrial 
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• Political generations 

Some of the earliest applicatioos of political culture were criticized for being too static, leading later researchers 
to look instead at changes in political culture. The concept of political generations proved useful, suggesting 
as it does that each generation has the potential to develop a perspective on politics which distinguishes it both 
from the one before and the one after. Typically, this distinctive outlook reflects the formative experience of the 
cohort as it matures. For example, growing up in an environment of war or depression colours political attitudes 
in a manner that persists throughout life . Values can also shift across generations in a more gradual fashion. Thus, 
each new cohort might be slightly more sympathetic to causes such as same-sex marriage or environmental 

protection. Through generational turnover, a political culture can be slowly transformed. There is an important 
technical point here . In studying political generations, Me-cycle or ageing effects must be incorporated. As a 
generation ages, its values will inevitably adjust (becoming more conservative . for instance), so any differences 
bet\\leen generations can only be identified by comparing two or more generations at the same life stage. 

The fact that the young are more left-wing than the old at a particular time is not enough to demonstrate a 
generational d ivide. Such a contrast may reflect a life-cycle effect; it is entirely possible that a cohort of e lderly 
conservatives might, in its youth, have been even more left-wing than the new radicals coming up behind. 
Figure 12.3 has two downward slopes that show a life-cycle effect, the difference between them showing a 
generational effect. The lesson is that capturing a generational d ivide requires long-term data enabling like to 
be compared with like. 

Yo ung Middle -aged 

FIGURE 12.3: Political generations 

Polit ical generation: An :tge cohort sharulg distinctive. 

experiences and values which shape its pen pectivt. through 
its life courS~. GtJlt:r:ltioual turnover can gradually tl"3J:tsform 
:;. politica1 culture without iiidividu31S c,h:ulgiug their vit'ws. 

society are giving way to the choices over lifestyle 
which characterize post?industrial economies' (Ingle
hart, 1997: 28) . 

Based on extensive survey evidence, Inglehart 
showed that the more affluent a democracy, the higher 

Old 

Curre nt genera tion 
Previous generation 

Difference b el\vee n 
generations at the 
same life stage 

th e p roportion of post-materialists within its borders. 
Witlrin Europe, for example, post-materialism came 
first to, and made deepest ;nroads in, the wealthiest 
democracies such as Denmark, the Netherlands, and 
West G ermany. N orway apart, the other affluent Scan
dinavian countries were also receptive to th ese V'.tiues. 
Post-materialism was Jess corrunon in poorer European 
democracies with lower levels of education, such as 
Greece (Knutsen, 1996). 

Assuming a generational effect, post-material val
ues will continue to become more prominent. When 
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Brief Profile: Germany provides a fascinating case 
study for comparative politics. Cleated in 1871, it went 

on to play a key role in two world wars, was then d ivided 
into separate democratic and communist countries, 
was reunitod in 1990, and has p layed a key role as a 
leader and paymaster of European integration. Because 
Germany naturally views European developments through 
the lens of its own system of government, the country'S 
political institutions are of continental significance. Within 

a parliamentary fram ework, Germany offers a distinctive 
form: a chancellor democracy in which the nation's 

leader determines government policy, appoints cabinet 
ministers, heads a large staff, and can b e removed, from 
office only when the legislature can agree a named 
successor. Germany boasts the largest economy in 
Europe, ar.d its skilled employees, wori<ing in capital· 
intensive factories, p ro duce p remium manufactured goods 
for export. Its military influence in the world, however. is 
d istinctly limited. 

Form of government<::) Federal parliamentary republic consisting of 16 Lander (states). Modern state formed 1949, 
and most recent constitution (the Basic l aw) adopted 1949. 

Legislature<::) Unicameral: a 631-member Bundestag elected for renewab!e four-year terms. Although it functions like an 
e lected upper house, the 69-member Bundestat consists of delegates drawn from the Lander. 

Executive C) Parliamentary. The chancellor leads a cabinet of between 16 and 22 ministets, while a p resident 
(elected to five .. year terms - renewable o nce - by a special conveo1ton of the Bundestag and L§nder ) setves as 
ceccmonial head of state. 

Judiciary<> Germany is a state based on law (a Rechtsstaa~. The Federal Constitutio nal Court has proved to be highly 
influential as an arbiter of the constitution. It has 16 members divided into tv;o 'senates', and appointed for 12 .. year terms 

with mandatoty retirement at age 68. 

Electoral system<> The Bundestag is e lected through mixed mem ber proportional representation, with half elected 
using single-member pluralhy and haff using Uindcr pacty list proportional representation. Members of the Bundesrat are 
nominated by the Lander. 

Parties <::) Multi·party. The leading partie s are the Christian Democratic Union (CDU), with its Bavarian p artner the 
Christian Socia l Union (CSU), and the Social Democratic Party (SPD). Other significant p laye rs ace the Left Party a nd the 
Green Party. .. 
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Political culture in Germany 
Political culture is often taken as a given but is itself 
shaped by a country's history. Hero, the post~war division 

of Germany provid e s a rare natural experiment, allowing 
us to gauge how these developments affected popular 
thinking. 

Two m ain processes can be obseiVed. The first is the 

positive impact of post·war economic recovery on political 
culture in western Germany. Between 1959 and 1988, 
the proportion of West Germans expressing pride in 
their political institutions increased from 7 to 51 per cent. 
Over a similar period, support for a multi~patty system 
grew from 53 to 92 per cent. This expe rience shows that 
economic growth can deliver politica l legitimacy, and 

offers hope to other transitional countries seeking to build 
a d emocratic culture on an authoritarian histoty. 

The second process is the impact of reunification. 
At the time of German reunification in 1990, people in 
the cast were significantly less trusting of the legisiaturc, 
the legal system and each other than were people in 
the west. The experience of living under a communist 

regime, particularly one which engaged in such close 

lnglehart began his studies in the eorly 1970s, materialists 
outnumbered post-materialim by about four to one in 
many Western countries. By 2000, the two groups were 
more even in size, a change that rc..t>rcsented a major 
tr<nsformation in political culture. Globalization plays a 
key role in spreading post-materialist v.Uues even more 
wide!}\ as does the never-ending expansion of educa
tion . In fact, experience of higher education (especially 
in the arts and social sciences) is the best single pre<lictor 
of a post-material outlook. Liberal values acquired or 
reinforced at college are then sustained through career.; 
in expanding professions where knowledge, rather than 
wealth or management authori ty, is the key to success. 
In France, surveys conducted between 2005 and 2008 
showed that 56 per cent of those with at least some uni
versity education were post-matL--rialis:ts, compared with 
only 25 per cent among those with lower educational 
achievement (Dalton, 2013: 101). 

Although post-materialism is normally interpreted 
as a generational value shift among the general public, 
its most important political effect may operate through 
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sUive illlance of its population, had left its mark (Rainer 
and S iedler, 2009). 

There has since been evidence of dedining contrasts 
between east and west, but considerable differences 
remain: d isposable income and the percentage of 
younger people are both higher in the west, while 
unemployment and support for the right·wing National 
Democratic Party arc highe r in the east. Easte rners 
tend to perceive westerners as bourgeois, patronizing, 
materialistic, and individualistic, while many westerners 
seem to look down on easterners, and certainly are 
perceived to do so by easterners themselves. lronically, a 
201 4 poll found that 75 per cent of easterners considered 
reunification to have been a success, but only SO per cent 
of westerners fel t the same way (Noack, 2014). 

11 is reasonable to sup pose that cultural contrasts 
will con tinue to weaken if (and this is a big if) living 
standards in the east converge on those in the west. In 
such cirC'umstances, the more political culture in the east 
is like ly to acquire the post·material tinge long found 
in the west . For now, though, unification without unity 
remains a common theme in discussions of German 

political culture. 

political elites. As post-materialists moved into posi
tions of power, so they secured a platform from which 
th eir values could directly affect government decisions. 
For instance, the 1960s generation retained touches of 
ra<licalism even as it secured the seductive trappings of 
office. Thus, Bill Clinton (born 1946, the first U S presi
dent to be born after the war) offered a more liberal 
agenda to the American people than did his predeccs.<or, 
George H. W. Bush (born 1924). And Tony Blair (born 
1953) represented a similar transition from his predeces
sor but one, Margaret Thatcher (born 1925).These two 
pairs of leader.; were from <lifferent generations as well 
as different parties. 

However, post-materialism <lid not carry all before 
it. Culture may influence the agenda but i t certainly 
does n ot drive it. Not only have many conservative par
ties continued to prosper in the post-material age, but 
also extreme right-wing parties have emerged in several 
European democracies, partly as a reaction against self
expression values. More broadly, the <listinctive chal
leng"" of the twenty-frrst century include issues such as 
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terrorism, energy supply, climate change, youth unem
ployment, and social security. T hese problems invite a 
renewed focus on the value of security, tather than self
expression. Such iS-<ues force themselves onto the politi
cal agenda whh an energy that can , in the short run, 
overwhelm cultural change emerging gradually through 
the march of the generations. 

Huntington's Clash of 
Civilizations 
Political culture is not only a national or a local phe
nomenon, but can also be understood at th e global leveL 
A key example of global-scale analysis is offered by the 
best-selling (and controversial) study by the American 
political scienti" Samuel Huntington entitled 71oe Clash 
of Civilizalions (Huntint;ton, 1996). It was particularly 
influential in introducing the issue of religion into the 
discussion about political culture. 

Writing before the September 2001 terrorist 
attacks, Huntington suggested that cultures, rather than 
countries, would become the leading source of political 
conflict in the twenty· first century. The conclusion of 
th e Cold War did not mean the end of cultural divi
sions, he said. Instead, th e focus would shift from a bat
tle of ideologies to a clash of civilizations. Since such 
groupings are supranational, Huntington claimed that 
political ~-ulture had escaped its national moorings to 
embrace wider identities: civilizations were the broad
est cultural entities in the world, he argued, or 'cultuR'S 
writ large'. 

Huntington saw seven o r eight of them in all: West
ern, Japanese, Islamic, Hindu, Slavic- Orthodox, Latin 
American, Chinese, and (pos.sibly) African. Between 
th e contradictory worldviews of these civilizations, he 
argued, there is litde room for compromise. Economic 
conflicts can be barg•incd away but cultur•l differences 
carry no easy solutions. He suggested that, as globali
zation proceeded, friction and conflict would intensifY, 
reversing the standard 'McWorld' thesis (Barber, 1995) 
of a world conveq,ring on American norms that we saw 
in C haptt.'r 6. 

Huntingt.on noted, for example, h ow cultur•l 
!Unship influenced the choice of sides in the wan of 
the 1990s: in the conflicts in Yug<)Slavia, 'Russia pro
vided diplomatic support to th e Serbs, not for reasons 
of ide<)logy or power politics or economic interest 
but bet~use of cultural kinship' (1996: 28). Latet, in 

2006, the R ussian defence minister warned the West 
to steer clear of Belarus, citing cultural affinities: 'Bela
rusians and Russians are one people' (Shepherd, 2006: 
19). C ultural kinship was the excuse for takeover of 
the C rimean peninsula by Russia's Vladimir Putin in 
2014 and his subsequent effi)rtS to destabilize east
ern U kraine, a country long torn between Europe 
and Russia. O ther former Soviet states with signifi
cant R ussian minorities (such as the Baltic countries) 
now had clear cause to be concerned about Russian 
inter'IICntion. 

How do states relate to Huntington's civilizations' 
He provided an intriguing classification, though coun
tries can fall into more than one category - see Table 7 .1. 
A core state leads a civilization; a member state is 
identified with a single civilization; a lone state either 
forms its own civilization or stands in a league of its 
own. H untington also discussed mixed or torn states 
whose leaders attempt the difficult assignment of mov
ing their country from one civilization to another, an 
effort about which Huntington was sceptical. Australia 
had failed to reinvent itself as an Asian country, he said, 
simply because - in ~-ultural terms - it was not Asian. In 
a sinrilar way, Turkeys application to join the European 
Union may stall because of a ' cultural chasm' (Scherper
eel, 201 0). In the long debate about Turkey's European 
aspir.ltions, which date back to the early 1960s, there has 
always been a question of whether the country is pri
maril}' European or Asian, and of how an Islamic state 
(even if it is mainly a secular one) can integrate with 
Christian states (c'Ven ones where church attendance 
has declined). R ussia, positioned between Western and 
Slavic-0rthodox civilizations, providt>s anotl1er exam
ple of perpetual ambivalence. 

Huntington's thesis has drawn considerable criti
cism, with many scholars either rejecting the idea of 
distinct civilizations, or at least questioning the evi
dence of clashes between them (see, for example, Said, 
2001; Berman, 2003) . The thesis has been particularly 
criticized for its assessment of the relationship between 
Islam and th e West, which H untingron had portrayed 
(p. 217) as a permanent conflict of civilizations: 

The underlying proble.n1 of the West is Islam, a dif
ferent civilization whose peopJe are convinced of the 
superioricy of their cuJrure and are obse.'\sed with the 
inferiority of their power. The problem for Js)am is 
the West, a ditfe.re.nr civilization '\vhose peop)e are 
convince-d of the universalicy of their culrure. and 
\'rho be.lieve that the.ir superior, if declining, power 
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TABLE 12.1: Huntington's structure of states and civi lizations 

Qualities Example 
Core state 

Member state 

Lone state 

The most powerful and culturally ccntra1 state in a civilization. 

A state fully identified with a particular civiliz.ation. 

India (Hindu) 

UK (Western) 

Japan (Japanese) A state lacking cultural commonality with other societies. 

Source: Huntington (1996: 135-54) 

imposes on Lhem. the obligation to extend chat cul
ture throughout the world. 

Many critics rej ect Huntington~ fo<.us on the 
inherent characteristics of Islam. Stepan (2001: 234}, 
for instance, interprets Islam as multi-vocal, capable of 
varying its voice across place and time. In similar fash
ion, Gregorian (2004) describes Islam as 'a mosaic, not a 
monolith'. C onsider the contrasts offered by Turkey and 
Saudi Arabia: both are Muslim countries, but Turkey's 
state is secular and partially demotTatic, while Saudi 
Arabia's authoritarian regime leads a society guided by 
a severe form of Islam. The reaction to 9/11 confirms 
Islam's multi-vocal character: the hijackers undoubt
edly drew on one anti-Western dialect within Islam but 
most Muslims, as most Christians, regarded the attacks 
as morally unjustified (Saikal, 2003: 17}. 

Furthermore, the idea of a monolithic Islam is inval
idated by the tensions that have long existed between 
Sunni and Shia Muslillli, and by the incre-..singly overt 
expression of this divide "~thin Middle Ea.<tern socie
ties following the Arab Spring of 2011 . (Sunnis make 
up about 80 per cent of all Muslims, and found their 
pr•ctices on the actions of Multammad, while accepting 
some separation of political and religious authority, while 
Shia Muslims advocate a more direct political role for 
religious leaders, and form a majority in Iran and Iraq.) 
T he monolithic nature of Christianity is also a myth; for 
centuries, the major cause of war in Europe was religious 
differences, and even today there are tensions between 
Protestants, Catholics, and the myriad other doctrines to 
be found "~thin the broad label of Christiani ty. 

It i.1 also important not to forget the political source 
ofteno;ions between Islam and the West. Western states 
beginning with Britain and France, and moving more 
recently to the United St'dtes - have a history of inter
ference in the internal affairs of M iddle Eastern states 
that dates back more than a century, and is driven by 
a combination of strategic concerns and the need to 
control and assure suppues of oiL In their efforts to 

champion their political priorities, Western states have 
caused considerable offence, not least in their fililure to 
push Israel and the Palestinians into a peace agreement, 
and in their stationing of troops in the Muslim holy land 
ofSau:di Arabia. 

In spite of the criticisms, H untington's thesis of a 
divide succeeded in stimulating badly needed research 
into th e cultural differences between Muslim and West
ern countries, which has mainly revealed only limited 
differences in political attitudes between the two worlds. 
From their study of more than fifty countries between 
1995 and 2001, for example, Norris and lnglehan (201 1: 
146) concluded that there were 'no significant differ
ences between the publics living in the West and in 
Muslim religious cultures in approval of how demo<.ncy 
works in practice, in support for democratic ideals, and 
in approval of strong leadership'. But the study did fwd 
Muslim publics supporting a stronger social role for reli
gious :authorities, although this difference proved to be a 
case of the West verSus the rest, rather than the West ver
sus Islam. In this respect, the sectdar character ofWestern 
civilization (excluding the United States} proved to be 
the odd man out. It is instructive for the West, accus
tomed to imagining the Islamic world as an alien other, 
to see its own secular <.:ivilizarion as the exception. 

T here are bigger differences when it comes to sex
ual and gender issues, with Norris and lnglehart (p. 149) 
drawing the following conclusion: 

All t:he Western nations, led by Sweden, Germany, 
a:nd Norway, sll'Ongly favor equality for women and 
also prove tolerant of homosexuality . .. In comrur 
the Muslim cultures, ulCiuding Egypt, Dangladesh, 
Jordan, Iran, and A2erbaijan, all display the most tra
ditional social attitudes, with only Albania proving 
sligluly more liberal. 

O ther scholars reach similar conclusions. Thus, 
Steven Fish (201 1: 257}, using the same data source 
as Norris and lnglehart, concludes that some of his 
m()St notewonhy findings are ab()ut 'how different 
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Muslims are not'. In fact, he finds that 'Muslims par
take of a global consensus on keeping those who convey 
God's word and ways away from the realm of political 
decision-making.' But he, too, finds that 'being a Mus
lim is generally associated with stronger opposition to 
homosexuality, abortion, and divorce ' . 

The overall conclusion is that neither cultural dif
ferences nor the historical record justifY the thesis of 
an inherent clash of civilizations between the Islamic 
world and the West. Political culture (and equivalent 
terms such as civilizatio") can only take us so far. As R oy 
(1994: viii) obserV(.-s, 'culture is nG-ver directly explana
tory and in f•ct conceals all that is rupture and histOry: 
the importation of new types of states, the birth of new 
social classes and the advent of contemporary ideolo
gies'. Over time, political debate itself shapes political 
culture as leaders selectively exploit its themes in pur
suit of their own goals. By themselves, concepts such as 
political culwre and civilization are blanket terms, offering 
a seductively easy frame of comparison, but also obscur
ing rnany crucial details. 

Political culture in 
authoritarian states 
Just as Almond and Verba aiJ:,>ued that stable liber.ll 
democracies are underpinned by a pluralist civic culture 
emphasizing self-expression, so Welzel and lnglehart 
(2005, 2009) suggest that many authoritarian regimes 
are sustained by a cultur.U emphasis among their popu
lations on security. From this perspective, it is wrong to 
see non-democratic rule as secured only by repn.>ssion 
of a disaffected citizenry. Rather, authorit'.trian regimes 
can be as legitimate as dem ocracies; it is only the basis 
of their authority that differs. So, 've have here a cultural 
theory of political stability in authoritarian settings. 

Specifically, Welzel and lnglehart (2009: 131) sug
gest that people in low-income countries 'give prior
ity to authority and strang leadership over freedom and 
expression' . What is more, if a democraq • does emerge 
in such unsympathetic culturG-s, it may be unstable: 
'democracy is fragile when it is a "democracy without 
democrats'". Even if people reject the current leaders of 
an authoritarian government, they may simply want to 
replace them " .;th another set of non-democratic r ulers. 
In other words, Western analysts who interpret all di.<
sent in dictatorships as a plea for democracy may sim
ply be seeing what they \vlsh for. Futthennore, people 

living under non-democ.T.ltic governments who favour 
democracy rnay interpret the term as referring not so 
much to self-rule as to social order, national autonorny. 
and a. stro ng economy. 

A good example of an authoritarian culture cen
tred o:n security and order is Russia. Many in the West 
wanted to believe that they were witnessing a transition 
to liberal democracy in Russia throughout the 1990s, 
and \vere then surprised to see a 'return• to authori
tarianism during the Putin years. But Russian political 
culture includes only limited support for democratic 
princijples. Thus, Gitelman (2005: 248) writes that: 

the aud1oricarian traditions of R ussia mean that peo
ple are nor used to democratic behaviours and values, 
such as welcoming pluralism in thinking and behav
ing. mle.raring dissent and supponing seemingly less 
efficiem me.rhods o f democratic decision-making. 
They do not easily see the. advamages of debate, dis
ctusion and non-conformity. and not deferring co a 
c.lass of'superiors'. 

Inglehart (2000) also early argued that Russian 
culture w·•s exceptionally stony ground on which to 
nurture a liberal democracy. Drawing on a survey con
ducted in 1999 and 2000, he found that R u$sians were 
less trusting, taler.lnt, and happy than people in m ost 
other countries - cultural features reinforced, but not 
created, by communist rule. H is conclusion was that the 
prospects for a transition from a competitive authoritar
ian regime to a liberal democracy were, at that stage, 
somewhat limited. 

It is revealing that in spite of the criticism that 
has been directed at Putin from abroad since Rus
sia inte.rvened in Georgian affairs in 2008 (ostensibly 
to protect Russian interests in the breakaway region of 
South Ossetia) , and that moved into even higl1er gear 
as R ussia injected itself into Ukrainian affairs in 201 4, 
Putin has enjoyed remarkably high approval ratings in 
R ussia (Taylor, 2014). Polls from both state-run and 
independent sources found that he had the approval of 
72 per cent of R ussians in March 2014, a three-year 
high. (President O IY•ma meanwhile had 43 per cent 
approv.U and President Hollan de of France less than 20 
per cent approval.) Putin's approval had peaked at 88 
per cent in September 2008,just after the interven tion 
in Geo rgia, and was now high again during the inter
vention in Ukraine. Some of his popularity could be 
credited tO his strong response tO what his government 
had portrayed as threats to Russian security and the sup
pOrt ofRussiart minorities iii both countries. But clearly 
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Russians admire strong and decisive le--.tdcrship. even -
seemingly - if it involves breaking international law. 

Elsewhere> many non-democratic Islamic coun
tries are Jed by authoritarian rulers who seek to draw 
from th e well of Islamic culture in a way that supports 
th eir hold on power. They present democracy as an 
alien Western concep t which in practice leads to licence 
rather than freedom , to an emphasis on material rather 
than spiritual values, and to the pursuit of individual 
self-inten.>st rather than social harmony. For example, 
Mahathir bin Mohamad, prime minister of Malay
sia (1981- 2003), condemned Western democracies in 
which 'politic.tl leaders are afraid to do what is right, 
where the people and their leaders live in fear of the 
free media which they so loudly proclaim as inviola
ble'. T hrough such statements, authoritarian rule can be 
presenwd as expressing an indigen ous cultural tradition 
inherently opposed to Western liberalism. 

O ne objection to the position that non-democratic 
regimes arc supported by political culture is that the 
relationship is really the other way round. As we have 
already suggested, culture can reflect r•ther than sus
tain the nature of a regime. Consider Russia: the Jack 
of political trust there may well reflect the country's 
non-democratic history and the corrupt nature of its 
contemporary governance. But were a secu re liberal 
democracy to take roo t in Russia, by whatever means, 
the nation 's political culture would probably also shift in 
a democratic direction. In o ther words, over th e longer 
term political culture reflects the nature of the regime, 
rather than vice versa. 

lnterestingly,Welzel and l nglehart (2009: 136) reject 
this rebuttal. They insist, as did Gabriel Almond a gen
eration earlier, that political culture is an independent 
force. [n rejecting the view that it is merely a mirror of 
th e current political system, they suggest that ' high lev
els of intrinsic support for democracy emerged in many 
authoritarian societies bifore they made the transition to 
democracy' , citing such examples as South Korea and 
Taiwan. Their vie'"' is that, as societies modernize, so 
too do its better educated segments give more emphasis 
to self-expression and post-material valut'S.Titis cultur.t! 
shift then leads to pressure to democratize. 

But how should we explain the recent story of 
Egypt' First we see its people standing at the forefront 
of the Arab Spring, with massive public demonstrations 
in early 2011 that Jed to the toppling in February of the 
Mubarak regime, in office for nearly 30 years. Egyptians 
then embraced democracy, taking p~rt in competitive 
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elections in 2011- 12, and electing the government of 
Mohamed Morsi, who was notable not j ust for heading 
the first Islamist government in Egypt's history, but also 
for being the only civilian among th e five leaden that 
Egypt has had since the overthrow of the monarchy in 
1952. When Morsi began to show signs of authoritari
anism , he was removed by the military in July 2013, and 
eventually replaced by the then little-known head of the 
Egyptian military, Abdel Fattah ei-Sisi. 

For Maghraoui (2014), the dynamics behind Sisi's 
rise are 'a mystery when abstracted from the gen 
eral co ntext of Egypt's authoritarian past. He is a man 
with no charisma, no political experience, no warrior's 
aura, n o distinct ideology, and no clear plan of how to 
tackle Egypt's chronic social and economic problems.' 
It seems that in spite of th e support that Egyptians gave 
to dem ocratic change in 2011, many still hold on to the 
idea o f strong leadenhip, suggesting that there is still a 
core streak of authoritarianism within Egyptian politi
cal cultu re, at least among older Egyptians if not the 
mainly younger protestor; who were at the forefront 
of the protests against Mubarak and Mon i. Sisi made 
the \-..rar on terror· a cornerstone of his government. an 
idea tbat appe:iled to many Egyptians and that helped 
strengthen his base of support. In the view of Cambanis 
(2015),Sisi needed j ust enougl1 power to stay in charge, 
and enough international support to ignore the outrage 
of Egyptians who want civil rights, political freedom, 
and ge nuine economic development' . How long he can 
make this last, however, remains to be seen. 

A critical complication in trying to understand 
political culture in post-colonial societies rests in dis
tinguishing indigenous political values from those cre
ated by the colonial experience. In the case of Nigeria, 
one of the major barriers to the success of democracy 
lies in the multi-ethnic nature of the Nigerian state. So 
persistent have Nigeria's ethnic divisions become that 
they o nce Jed a frustrated Wole Soyinka - the Nigerian 
novellit and 1986 Nobel laun.>ate for literature - to dis
miss th e ide• of a Nigerian nation as a ' farcical illusion'. 

T he problems can be contrasted with pre-colonial 
times, when ethnic groups had worked out a balance 
among themselves that protected them from too much 
external interference. But the creation of Nigeria by 
British colonialism forced these groups to live an d work 
together and to build shared systems of government and 
administration, setting them on a path of mutual hostil
ity as they competed for power and resources and stmg
glcd to preserve their identity. Lacking a state mdition, 
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Nigerians continue to find it hard to trust government 
officials, so they look instead to their communities for 
stability, and thG'Y believe that loyalty to the community 
is the paramount virtue. 

One of the consequences is a tradition of systemic 
corruption, which has become so normal that many 
locals call it' the Nigerian factor'.As well as reflecting all 
the obviousand standard features discussed in Chapter 4, 
the Nigerian brand has gone inte rnational via the 
multiple emails sent from Nigeria to Western recipi
ents offering millions of dollars to help settle the 
affairs of people who have allegedly died and left no 
successors. Named '419 scams' after the section o f the 
Nigerian penal code dealing with fraud, they have 
been so successful that they have become Nigeria's 

second biggest source of foreign revenues after oil 
(Srnitth , 2007) . 

H ow much of the Nigerian experience w;th 
political culture is truly Nigerian, and how much is a 
consequence of Nigeria's difficulties in building a sense 
of national unity? Can modernization nY..ke a differ
ence in such circumstances? Does Nigeria even have 
discernible political cultural trends that have roots in 
Niger:ian society and that are subject to the same kinds 
of pressures and influences as the trends we fmd in 
more democratic Western states with a longer history 
of rel<l!tively stable national identity? Or is the b est that 
we can say about political culture in authoritarian sys
terns is that it exists, but that it is fundamentally negative 
in nature? 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• What are the major features of political culture in your country? 

• How healthy is the civic culture in today's democracies? 

• What can be done to reverse the decline in political trust? 

• Does post-materialism still make sense as a way of understanding political culture in the West? 

• Is there a clash of civilizations between the Muslim and Western worlds? 

• Is there such a thing as a Western political culture, and - if so - what are its features? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Civic culture 
Elite political culture 
Political culture 
Political generation 
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should be grounded in what makes sense to the 
actors involved. 
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tions ami tl.e Makit.g c![World Ordt'T. An o riginal 
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is the best safeguard again.<t war. 
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Post-materialism 
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ernization is seen as initiating cultur..J change 
and cultural change is seen as a driver of 
democracy. 
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Citizens Rlwisited. Based on extensive survey 
analysis, this book challenges the claim that 
liberal democracies have experienced a continu
ously rising tide of public disaffection since the 
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Sxicty.A group of scholars examine the state of 
social capital in eight liberal democracies. 
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Politi ca I 
pa rti ci pati on 

PREVIEW 
For any democrat, the quality of governance must depend - in large part - on 
the extent to which citizens participate (or are allowed to participate) in the 
process of governing. In tins chapter we review the many channels through 
which people can participate in government, ranging from the conventional 
to the unconventional. Two points will soon become dear. First, the quantity 
and the quality of participation vary not only between regime types but also 
within individual countries over time and between its social groups .. Even in 
democracies, participation is far from equal. Second, opinion polls reveal that 
large numbers of people are either poorly infom1ed about the issues at stake, or 
choose not to express themselves. And in authoritarian systems. of course. their 
views and opinions are not usually entertained to begin with. 

This chapter b(-gins with an assessment of who participates and why, 
looking in JY.liticular at the problem of political exclusion, and reviewing the 
distinctions between conventional, unconventional and illegal forms of partici
pation. It then ties participation to public opinion, explaining how opinion is 
measured, and discusses the implications of variable levels of knowledge about 
political affairs. The chapter then considers the parti~-ular place of women in 
politics, looking at handicaps to their participation and asking why government 
is still often dominated by men. The chapter ends with a dis~-ussion of how 
participation is managed and limited in authoritarian states, pointing out that 
levels of JY.liticipation are often higher than might be expected. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Political participation: an 
overview 

• Who participates, and 
why? 

• Public opinion 

• Women and po litical 
participation 

• Participation in 
authoritarian states 

Partlcipatton might seem to be wholly beneficial for democracy, but heavy participation can indicate strain on a 
political system, 

Approaches to participation vary. ranging the civic du1y school of thought to the idea that people are not naturally 
political animals. 

Studies of participation in liberal democracies focus on who takes part, to what extent and through what channels. 
The tesult.ing bias is towards privileged sodal groups, reflecting inequalities of resources and interest. 

Partidpation is intimately tied to levels of public knowfedgc about government and politics, with one driving the other. 
Some authors suggest that public opinion has become the central mechanism of representation in liberal democracy. 

Wnile femarc participation has increased substantially, especiaJiy in democrades. gender inequalities in partkipatjon 
continue to pose troubling questlons. 

lt is often argued that political participation in authoritarian regim es is an empty concept. and yet mobilized 
participation and d ientelism arc important phenomena, social movements have occasionally been a signihcant 
feature, and gauging public opinion is more important than it mig ht at first seem. 
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Political participation: 
an overview 
Political participation describes any of the ways in 
which people seek to influence the composition or poli
cies of government. Conventional forms of participa
tion include citizens contacting dteir representative and 
activists campaigning for their favoured candidate. But 
participation can also take unconventional forms - such 
as signing a petition, or taking part in a demonstration -
and may even involve breaking the law or turning to 
violence, as in the case of terrorist acts against the state. 

Political participation: Activity by individuaJs formally 
intended co influence who gov~-n1s or the decis.ions t:1ke-r1 by 
those wlu) do. 

Conventional partidpation: Takes pb.c.e withiJl fonnal 
politic:s and tlte law. 

Unconventional participation: Take$ pbce outside fornaaJ 
politic:s or even the law. 

In ~ liberal democrncy, people can choose whether 
to be involved in politics, to what extent, and through 
what channels. Participation of a sort is also found in 
authoritarian regimes. even if it is only to create a facade 
of engagement, manipulated so as to support, rather than 
threaten, the existing rulers. The forms and the costs of 
participation arc somewhat different. 

What expectations should be brought to the 
study of partidpation? One perspective, dating back 
to the ancient Greeks. is that involven1ent in collec
tive decision-making is both an obligation owed to the 
community and an exercise in personal development, 
broadening individual horizons and providing political 
education. From this standpoint, partid pation benefits 
both the political system and the individual, and non
participants are free-riders who gain from the efforts 
of others. This approach fmd< echoes in recent writing 
on the duties (as opposed merely to the rights) of the 
citizen (Bellamy, 2008). 

A second perspective, rooted in practical realitie-s 
more than high ideals, sets a lower bar. This suggests d1at 
people are not naturally political animal<, and that we 
should interpret extensive partid pation as a sign of unre
solved tensions within a political system. Demonstrations, 
protests, and even high voter turnout may be indicative 
of a system that is overheating, rather than one that i.< in 
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good health. !n normal times, limited participation may 
indicate the system's success in meeting popular demands, 
freeing citizens to pur.;ue more fulfilling activities. 

In the second account, all that matters in a liberal 
democracy is that citizens monitor political events, and 
become involved as necessary; that the channels are 
open, not that they are in constant use. Schudson (1998: 
311) suggem that, even when citizens appear inactive, 
the-y remain poi.<ed for action, like parents watching 
their children play in a swimming pool. Especially in 
an age when some conventional fonns of participation 
have declined, such surveillance can even be seen as a 
central mechanism of democracy: 'To be watchful, alert, 
and (>n guard are essential attributes of citizenship', sug
gests Rosanvallon (2008: 33) , who argues that monitor
ing should be understood as a form of participation, and 
vigilance as ·a n1ode of action'. 

A third perspective argues that many of those who 
fail to participate do so because they feel marginalized 
or alienated, or think that their involvement will make 
no difference, or see government as a set of institutions 
dominated by elites. Humans may not be political ani
mals, but they routinely make cost-benefit calculations, 

and some make the rational calculation that participating 
is not worth the time or the trouble. Or, more worry
ingly, they believe that the only way to make themselves 
heard is through extremism and violence. 

Who participates, and why? 
Althouglt the debate about how much participation is 
desirable raises issues of judgement rather dtan fact, the 
numbers are nonetheless relevant. If we discover, for 
instance, that non-participants are clustered in lower 
so&.J strata, then we might well conclude that lack of 
eng-.tgcment reflects political cynicism or alienation, 
rather than satisfaction. The positive functions of apathy, 
as seen from a professor's office, may be less apparent in 
the ghetto. 

T he most striking result of studies of participation 
in democracies is how little most people involve them
selves other than through voting. In an influential com
parative analysis of participation in the United States 
that drew an analogy from ancient Rome, Milbrath and 
Goel (1977: 11) divided the population into a small 
group of active gladiators, a large group of spectators, 
and a mid-sized group of disengaged apathetics (see 
Figure 13.1). This classification has since been applied 
to oth.er liberal democracies. 
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Spectators 
Watch political 

developments but only 
participate d irectly 

through voting. 
About60%. 

Apathetics 
Avoid formal politics al together. 

About35%. 

FIGURE 13.1: Polit ical participation in liberal d emocracies 

In another influential study, Verba et a/. (1978) 
found that there was a tendency for people to special
ize, such that participation is. to some degree~ a matter 
of'how' as well as of'how much'. In other words, those 
who engage do so in different ways. T ins study identi
fied four types of participant: 

• Voters, who participate in local as well as national 
elections. 

• Campaigners, such as those who engage in canvassing. 

• Communal activists, such as those who participate in 
organizations concerned with a particular issue. 

• Contactors, or those who communicate with offi
cials about an individual problem. 

The small proportion of gladiators in the study 
by Milbrath and Goel probably comes as no surprise, 
and yet while these people are likely to exert political 
influence, they are far from a cross-section of society. In 
most democracies, participation is gre-atest among well
educated, upper-income, white men. In addition, for all 
but protest behaviour (found disproportionately among 
the young), participation peaks among the middle-aged . 
Furthermore, the highest layers of political involvement 
show the greatest skew. As Putnam (1976: 33) put it: 

The 'la'\V of increasing disproportion' seems to apply 
to nearly every politic-al system; no matter how \ve 

me-asure polidca) and social scatus. the higher the. 
level of political authoriry. the greater me re.presema
rjon for high-status social groups. 

T his bias in participation towards upper social 
groups is significant because it suggests that apathy may 
not, after all, be a sign of satisfaction with the existing 
order. In that case, we would exp<'<t the well-heeled to 
be less involved in politics because they have relatively 
little t o complain about - exactly the opposite of the 
observed pattern. 

So, why does participation increase as we move up 
the social scale? According to Verba eta/. (1995), two fac
tors are influential. First. resources are important. Peo
ple in high-status groups are equipped 'vith such assets 
as education. money. status. and cornmunication skills. 
Education gives access to information and strength
ens the ability to interpret it. Money buys the luxury 
of tim e for political activity. High status provides the 
opportunity to obtain a respectful hearing. And com
muni.cation skills help in presenting one's views persua
sively. Added together, these resources provide a useful 
tool kit for effective political interven tion; their unequal 
distribution helps to account for under-participation by 
less pr ivileged social groups. 

Second, political interest is import".tnt. High
status individuals are more likely to be engaged with 
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formal politics, lr•ving the motive as well as the means 
to become involved . No longer preoccupied with the 
daily struggle, they can take satisfaction from engage
ment in collective activity (lnglehart and Welzel, 201 0). 
The wealthy are also more likely to be able to see how 
politics can impact their wealth and prospects. So, higher 
social groups possess an interest in politics and can afford 
to put their concerns into practice. Conversely, those in 
lower social strata are more likely to come from a fam
ily and conununity where the main focus is the chal
lenges of daily life, rather than the remote goings-on of 
nationaJ polities. 

As for the spectators in the study by Milbrath and 
Goel, th eit characteristics ue harder to pin down, but 
th eir role has changed with the increased availability of 
information. The internet and the rise of social media 
have made it possible to g>•ther political information 
at a level of detail that was impossible 40 years ago. 
If watching without necessuily speaking is a form of 
parti6pation, th en the channels through which we can 
spectate have grown enormously, such that political 
spectating may now be a leading and highly influential 
form of participation. In an age of spectatorship, sugge-sts 
Green (2010a), the disciplinary gaze of the p~'Ople -
th eir eyes, rather than their voice - has become the 
source of their power. 

While the emphasis of research on politicaJ par
ticipation is on explaining what distinguishes the gladi
ators from the spectators, we should not ignore the 
apathetics, the people who do not participate at all. 
T his group raises t.he problem of political exclusion. 
As Verba et a/. (1 99 5) write, the apathetics effectively 
exclude themselves - or, sometimes, are deliber•tely 
excluded - from the normal means by which citizens 
collectively shape their society. The archetypal non
puticipant might be an unemployed young person 
with no qualifications, inhabiting a high-crime, inner
city neighbourh ood, often from a minority culture 
and perhaps not even speaking the dominant language. 
Such a profile may encourage radical activity among 
a few but, in general, a preoccupation with everyday 
life limits or eliminates formal participation in conven
tional political processes. 

Political exclusion; The. pbetl.omenot• by which surne 
:lre discouraged from taking part in C\)Uecrive decision
making be.c.luse o f their margiJl:l.l position in society. 
Examples of e:xdude.d groups indude the poor and the 
uiletllpl6ye.l. 
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Because participation in most liberal dernocracies 
is an option rather than a requirement (however. see 
discussion about mandatory voting in Chapter 16), it 
is unlikely ever to be equal; and, because inequalities 
in participation are deeply rooted in social differences 
in resources and inten.-st. so the active minority is sure 
to remain sociologically unrepresentative of the passive 
majority. But our understanding of participation will 
always. be incomplete without an understanding of the 
m<>tives behind political apathy. The aims of universal 
participation and political equality coexist alongside the 
facts o flimited and unequal involvement. 

Having asked who participates in polities, it is also 
worth brieRy asking why they take part. The obvious 
answer is a desire to play a part in shaping govern
ment policies, but there are different elements to this 
calculation: 

• Idealism. People believe in ideas and 'vish to bring 
about change. 

• Responsibility. At least some citizens feel that it is their 
civi c responsibility, and might think about the amollllt 
of b lood that has been shed over the centuries to win 
the right to vote and to freely express opinions. 

• Co:nctrn. Some will participate because they are con
cerned about the problems facing society, and wish 
to b e counted as part of the potential solution, and/ 
or 'vish to promote parties and politicians tlut they 
believe are willing and able to address these problems. 

• Self-inurest. Some will participate because they seek to 
promote issues and causes that bring personal profit 
and benefits. 

• E'!i<>yment. Others will participate because they find 
it enjoyable, whether for social reasons, engagement 
\vitth the community, or the thrill of the competition. 

In addition to voting, the conventional forms of 
participation include anything involving contacts with 
or support for - elected officials, political parties, or 
interest groups (see Table 13.1). But recent evidence 
suggests a decline not j ust in voting (see Chapter 17) but 
also in other forms of conventional participation,a trend 
that is indicative of growing disillusionment with gov
ermnent and 'politics as usual'. This is particularly true 
with younger citizens., who are not so much ap-.nhetic 
as rej ecting the conventional channels and leading the 
move: towards a diversification of partit~pation. They are 
buildjng \vider networks using social media, and many 
are engaging in consumer politics - see Focus 13.1. 
For the most marginalized or distrustfUl, meanwhile, the 
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TABLE 13.1: Forms o f pol itical participation 

Conventional 

Less conventional/unconventional 

Illegal 

Voting in elections 
Joining or donating to politi c--.al parties 
Joining. supporting or donati:ng to interest groups 
Contacting elected represerntatives 
Volunteering in political campaigns or running elections 
Organizing community campaigns 
Attending political rallies or meetings 

Taking part in peaceful dem onstrations or protests 
Mobilizing or expressing opinions through social media 
Posting comments on online news stories 
Signing pet.tions 
Organizing or taking part in consumer boycotts 
Writ ing letters to media outlets 

Civil disobedience 
Occupation of buildings or public spaces 
Sabotaging the e fforts of parties. candidates. o r e le cted officials 
Politically motivated crime 
Political violence, including terrorism and assassination 

switch has been away from convention and towards sup
port for anti-est'•blishment political parties, extremism, 
and even political violence. 

many different rimes. but at no time in history have 
so many people been potentially a target as is the case 
tod-.1y: the means used have expanded, the targets have 

We can always hope that politics remains peaceful, 
but it often spills over into confrontation and violence. 
T his has been a reality throughout history, of course, 
with examples found in many different societies at 

Consume r politics: Buying or boycotting goods or services 
for politic.al or ethical relSons. 

• The consumer as political participant 

One form of political participation that rarely appears on most lists of options, in spite of being a device with 
which many people engage, is consumer politics. This involves a decision to buy or boycott goods or services 
for political reasons. It is nothing new, and can be an enonnously effective way of making a point or achieving a 
goal at little cost to the person making that point. These boycotts have long been used to express opinions about 
everything from human rights to consumer safety, animal rights, h ealth concems, and environmental concerns. 

One of the most famous examples of consumer politics at work was the start of the US war of 
independence, which was sparked by protests in the American colonies about trade policies pursued by 
England. Two other examples were the Don't Buy Jewish campaign that emerged in parts of Europe at the end 
of the nineteenth century, and the boycott of Jewish-owned businesses imposed by the Nazis in Germany. 

More recent examples include the efforts made by consumers to reduce their own energy consumption, 
or that of targeted companies, so as to limit their carbon footprints; seeking out fair trade products that offer a 
nigher or guaranteed price to the original producers; and boycotts of retail chains that exploit sweat-shop labour. 

On the other hand, consumers have atso been known to organize anti·boycotts, or 'buycotts', where a 

deliberate effort is made to make purchases in the face of efforts to express political protest through boycotts. 
For example, when a campaign was launched in the Middle East to use a boycott to protest the publication in 
Denmark in 2005 of cartoons depicting the prophet Muhammad, a counter·protest was organized in the fonn of 
the Buy Danish campaign, aimed at offsetting the effe<:ts of the boycott. 
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broadened, and the channels available to spread the 
underlying message have grown. While there may not 
always be a deliberate effort to cause inj ury or death 
in such instances> this cannot be said in the case with 
two other forrns of political expression: assassination 
and terrorism. 

Assassination has long been part of the politi
cal landscape. The original 'Assassins' (the Hasllshasllin 
or hashish-eaters) were a twelfth-century Muslim sect 
whose members believed their duty was to hunt down 
Christians. Political killing remains potentially one of 
the most influential of all forms of political participa
tion; a single shot or thrust of the knife by an individual 
can bring about a change of government or spark a war 
and so change the course of history. It is hard to meas
ure its impact or un derstand its causes, in part because 
it is an underground activity, in part because it can be 
opportunistic as opposed to carefully planned, and in 
part because so many attempts to kill political leaders 
have failed. In the nationalist twentieth century, many 
political killings seemed to originate in extreme nation
alist ideolot;,ry. but in other cases the assassins were sim
ply mentally unstable, or the motive was unknown (see 

Table 13.2). Even so, we cannot ignore assassination as a 
fMm of politic;l) participation. 

Assassination: The murder of a prominent public figure for 
political rea!oOns. 

Terrorism is a form of participation of a different 
order, since it typically targets civilians and is specifi
cally aimed at changing policy by striking fear into large 
populations. It too is one of th e oldest forms of politi
cal participation, but has taken on new significance in 

TABLE 13.2: Some (in)famous assassinat ions -1914 

1948 

1963 
1966 

1981 

1984 

1995 

2007 

Victim 
Franz Fe rdinand , archduke of Austria 

Mahatma Gandhi, Ind ian natio nal[st leader 

John F. Kennedy, US president 

Hcndrik Verwoerd, South African prime minister 

Anwar Sad at, Egyptian president 

Indira Gandhi. Indian prime minister 

Yitzhak Rabin, Israeli prime minister 

Benazir Bhutto, former Pakistani prime minister 
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recent decades as it has gone global. Where terror was 
once aimed mainly at changing domestic policy - as in 
the c ase of Irish republicanism in Britain, independ
ence in the Basque region of Spain, or protests against 
capitalism in Germany and Italy - the advanced sophis
tication of terrorist techniques has combined with the 
instant availability of information on a global basis to 
allow· terrorists to reach a worldwide audience. In an 
environment of heightened security concerns, terror
ists do not even need to act; the credible threat of action 
can il!.o;elfbe enough to instil fear and change policy. 

Terro rism: The we of vio!e.nce lgaiusr civililn targets in 
order to it'l.Stil fear with the go:tl of achievir\g political change-. 

Public opinion 
Participation, we have suggested, can take the form of 
monitoring political events, even if that surveillance 
does n ot lead to participatory behaviour. Given that 
broad approach, we can view public opinion as an 
arena o f political participation. When people discuss the 
issues of the day in a way that shapes public opinion, 
til(.'y .are taking part not simply in politics, but also in 
democratic politics. 

Public opinion: The r.i.nge of vie...;vs heM on an issue of 
public concern by the rne.rnbers of an affected c.ommutlity. 

Public opinion matters, especially, but not only, in 
demoo:rad es. Opinion pollsters measure public opinion 
through survey research, internet research companies 
monitor Twitter trends, and the political class engages 

Primary cause 
Bosnian nationalism 

Hindu nationalism 

Unknown 

Assassin judged insane 

Islamic terrorists objecting to accord with Israel 

Sikh extremism 

Israeli ultranationalism 

Undear 
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in a continuous debate on what 'the public ' thinks 
about particular issues. They do this because they know 
that politici~ns ta.ke note. A case an even be made that 
public opinion is a more powerful infiueoce on politi
cal decisions than elections, given that public opinion 
is measured continuously and on specific issues. What 
applied during the French Revolution still speaks to 
us today: 

Public opinion was a pov.1!r that nunifened itself 
alw2ys and cverywhere wimout being represented 
or innituted in any particuJu place. Hence jt 

became the esscnria1 ntlJlircst:~.tion of the people 
as an acdve and pcrmanem presence .. (Rosanv:aUon1 

2008:31) 

Although we an define public opinion as whatever 
the population thinks about a given issue, and assume 
that it can be measured using polls, this simple defini
tion fails to capture what most politicians understand by 
'public opinion'.Their thinking is sensitive to structured 
and organized opinion as expressed through the medi2, 
or by opinion leaden. This more political perspective 
links the idea of a 'public' to an informed community 
sharing basic political principles. 

In terms of how public opinion is measured, 
there are several options available (in liberal democra
cies, at least). Prime among these are opinion polls 
and sample surveys, the most accurate methods of 
identifying what people profess to believe. Although 
the public itself remains resolu tely sceptical of sample 
surveys. their :accuracy is now wdl attested. at least in 
predicting election ouocomes in countries when: poll
sters know how to interpret the numbers. In modern 
presidential elections in the United States, for example, 
the difference between the number of votes projected 
for the eventu:tl winner and the fin:tl remit has rarely 
been more than 3 per cent. One pollster - Nate Silver 
of the Nnv Yotk Times - was even able to correcdy pre
dict the winn<'f 10 49 out of 50 states in 2008, and all 
50 states in 2012. 

Opinion poll: A series of qudtiom :u:ked in a standard way 
of a syuenutic ):Ullple o! the population in order to gJugt 
public opinion. 

Sample survey. Sina.il:tr to an opinion poU but involvmg a 
more det3iled qu~tionnaire.. Such surveys art. often C(unmiJ .. 
sioned by governments or academic rcsearchert. 

But in an era of declining turnout :a.t ele<.:tions 
and a falling response r2t<'S to surveys, pollsters do face 
increasing technical challenges. In the 2015 British gen
eral election, for example, they significantly under~
mated the number of seats that the Con<ervatives would 
win. One uctor here seems to have been the tendency 
for L:a bour supporters in particular to exaggerate their 
likelihood of voting. A broader interpretation distin
guishes between values wd choices. Voters might not 
like the values of a particular political party (such as the 
Conscrvati>-es), but still vote for it because they judge 
that it will govern more effectively than the alternatives, 
not least on dte economy (Booth, 201 5). 

Counter-intuitive though it may be, a group of 
1,000 people artfully selected for an opinion poll 
can accurately represent the whole population. The 
key phrase here is 'carefully selected'. The procedure 
must be systematic, and the sample must be compared 
with known figures fl)r the population, with adjust
ments (known as 'weighting') for any discrepancies. 
Weighting is particularly important when the sample is 
self-sdeeted, as with people who agree to ta.ke part in 
polls conducted through the internet. Weighting or not, 
some sdf-sclccted samples, such as the small minor
ity of constituents v.•ho contact th eir representative 
abuut their pet topic, should not be regarded as a valid 
basis for estimating public opinion at all - at least not 
when public opinion is equated with the whole adult 
population. 

E ven when a sample is chosen systematically, it 
would be wrong to overstate the reliability of opinion 
polls in measuring the opinions of individual respond
ents. Polls are usually commissioned by political par
ties or mass media, not by the ordinary people who 
answer the questio rL,, A• a result, people may never 
have rhought about a topic before they arc invited to 
answeT que-stions on it (Althaus, 2003). They may give 
an opinion when they have none, or th<-y may agree to 
a statement beause it is the easiest thing to do ('yea
saying') or because it is socially accep1:2ble. Certainly, 
one danger of opinion polls is that they help to con
struct the public opinion they claim they are simply 
measuring. 

A focus group ovton:omes some of these diffi
culties by allowing researchers to gather small groups 
of pc:oplc - typically eight to ten - with a common 
characteristic: they may be non-voters, f<>r example, or 
donors to a particular party. The idea is tO explore, in 
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open-ended style, the perspectives through which par
ticipants view the issue. Unlike an opinion poll, the 
agenda can be at least partly driven by those taking part. 
A focus group is a qualitative technique, smaller in scale 
than an opinion poll and ofien self-selected, but aiming 
at a deeper understanding than is possible with the pre
coded an$wers used in most quantitative surveys. 

Because opinion polls do not give respondents a 
chance to discuss the issue before expressing their views, 
their results are criticized by those who favour more 
ambitious interpretations of the public's role. Building 
on a richer view of the public~ capacity, scholars have 
developed the idea of a deliberative opinion poll or 
citizens' jury (Fishkin, 2011). This technique involves 
exposing a small sample of voters to a range of view
points on a selected topic, perhaps through presentations 
by expertS and politicians. With the background to the 
problem establi~hed, the group proceeds to a discussion 
and a judgement. Opinion is only measun.'d when the 
issues have been thoroughly aired. As Fishkin (1991: 1) 
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expl:rins, an opinion poll 'models what the public thinks, 
givern how little it knows·. while a deliberative opin
ion poll 'models what the public would think, if it had 
a more adequate chance to think about the questions 
at issucJ. 

Focus group: A moderated discussion am.ong ;;. small group 
of res;pondents on a particu]ar topiC, used to explore the 
thinkitlf; :lJld emotions behi1ld peop]e·s attitudes. 

Deliberative opinion poU or citizens• jury: Au arr.mge
J'l'!.ent by which people are briefed by, and can que.stiOtl, 
e.xperts and politicians on a given topic befor-e the.ir own 
opitlrions -are meao;ured. 

Deliberative polling can therefore be used to 
anticipate how o pinion might develop on new issues. 
It is also helpful on issues 'vith a large technical con
tent; k>r example, global warming or genetic teSting. In 
such areas, expert explanation can usefi.tlly precede an 

• The problem of the uninformed citizen 

The quality and quantity of political p articip ation are driven in part by the knowledge of citizens. Those who 
keep up with public affairs and have opinions about pub lic matters are more likely to participate than those who 
do not. But there is no guarantee even that those who participate really know much about the issues at stake . 
In reality, most people are poorly or selectively informed on most public issues most of the time. This raises the 
troubling question of the uninformed citizen, and how low levels of knowledge impact government and politics. 

This is far from a new problem. In The Republic, Plato argued that government was best cond ucted by 
knowledgeable experts, free from the influe nce of the uninformed majority. In Leviathan, Hobbes suggested that 
the role of the pub lic should not extend much further than the formation of government. Alexander Hamilton 
spoke of 'the imprudence of democracy' and of the 'turbulent and changing' nature of the people, who could 
'seldom judge or determine right' (Morris, 1966; 154). Others -including Machiavelli, Hume and Hegel -
conceded that while the involvement of citizens in government was important, it was no more than a necessary 
evil. John Stuart Mill (1 861: 268) regarded public opinion as representing the views of a 'collective mediocrity' , 
and favoured a weighted system that gave more votes to univers ity graduates on the grounds that they were 
more politically competent. 

However, many potitical scientists favour a more nuanced approach. They argue that voters can use effective 
shortcuts such as party labels, expert endorsements, and campaign cues to help them make intelligent choices 
(Somin, 2004). Downs (1957) suggested that voters can infer the policy stance of candidates in an election from 
their party affiliations, while Popkin (1994) argues that most of the information voters learn about politics is 
picked up as a by-product of activities pursued as a part of daily life; the media help, he argues, by explaining 
the actions of political leaders and parties, and the relevance of those actions for voters, while campaigns do 
help to clarify the issues. For l upia (1994), the use of shortcuts can in certain cases allow badly informed voters to 
emulate the behaviuor of relatively well-informed voters. Uninformed voters, it seems, are far from unintelligent. 
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expression of public opinion . Though not widely used, 
citizens'juries are an ingenious attempt to overcome the 
problem of ill-informed replies which bedevils conven
tional opinion polls. 

In terms of the impact of public opinion, in some 
ways it pervades all policy-ma!Ung. It forms the envi
ronment within which politicians work, sitting in on 
many government meetings even though it is never 
minuted as a member. In such discussions, public opin
ion usually perfon ns one of two roles: acting either as 
a prompt or as a veto. 'Public opinion demands we do 
something about traffic congestion' is an example of the 
fonner; '_public opinion would never accept restrictions 
on car use' illustr.ttes the latter. So, as Qualter (1991: 
511) suggests, 'while public opinion does not govern, it 
may set limits on what governments do' . 

Yet, public opinion is never all-powerful, even in 
liberal democracies. It informs agendas, r• ther than pol
icy, and four limits are worth noting: 

• Public opinion offers few detailed policy prescrip
tions. A few important objectives preoccupy the pub
lic but most policies are routine and uncontroven;ial. 
In detailed policy-making, expert and organized 
opinion matters more than public opinion. 

• The public as a whole is often ill- informed, espe
cially, but not only, on foreign policy (see Focus 13.2). 
Asked before the invasion of Iraq in 2003, 'To the 
best of your knowledge, how many of the September 
11 hijackers were Iraqi citizens?', only 7 per cent of 
Americans g-•ve the correct answer (which '"'"zero) 
(Pryor, 2003). 

• Public opinion can evade trade-off., but governments 
cannot, though they sometimes try. The public may 
want lower taxes, more government spending, and a 
lower budget deficit but leaders mu.st choose between 
these incompatiWe objectives. Further, the rish asso
ciated with a policy are superf1cially assessed by the 
public but require dose attention from decision
makers (Weissberg, 2002) . 

• Politicians' perceptions of public opinion are often 
inaccurate, because they are influenced by personal 
contacts and by their natural tendency t<) project their 
own views onto the wider electorate (Herbst, 1998). 

Public opinion is most influential when it is seen to 
change. Only foolliardy politicians ignore developments 
in the overall climate of opinion, and many politicians 
are sensitive to changes in the national mood (Stimson, 
2004). So same-sex marrr•ge can be an irrelevance one 

year and the topic everyone is talking about the next; a 
skilled politician can spot and respond to such agenda 
shifts. What this tells us is that changes in public opinion 
matter as much as the levels of opinion . But j ust how 
far po!litical leaders should follow the public mood, and 
how far they should actually lead, is another matter, as 
we saw in Chapter 8. 

Women and political 
participation 
Participation by women is an interesting sub-field 
within the broader field of political engagement. It is an 
area where significant trends are apparent within liberal 
democracies, reinforced in some countries by policies 
aimed at in<Teasing the proportion of women legisla
tors. Yet, women remain under-represented at the top 
tiers of government - often severely so - raising the 
question of whether a glass ceiling still limit~ women's 
progress, even in an era when open prej udice has waned. 

In many liberal democracies, women are now at 
least equally as likely to vote as men, and often more 
so. In the 1920s and 1930s, after women had won the 

right to vote, studies in Western Europe and North 
America found that men were more likely to vote than 
wome n (Norris, 2009: 728). T he balance has since been 
reversed in most democracies: among those registered 
to vote in the U nited States, for example, a higher pro
portion of women than men turned out at every presi
dential election between 1980 and 2012. In 2012, this 
gender gap was nearly four points (Center for Ameri
can Women and Politics, 2014). In other democracies, 
too (including France, Germany, and the Scandinavian 
countries), women voters outnumber men (Stevens. 
2007: 49). Male turnout still remains high er among 
the elderly, but that will likely change as generational 
replacement proceeds. 

B ut in most forms of formal political participa
tion b <::yond voting, men still hold the lead; they tend to 
dominate political party activities, making direct cont-•ct 
with politicians and bureaucrats, and protest activities 
(Adman, 2009: 315). And at ktst in the U nited States 
and the UK. men remain more interested in and knowl
edgeable about politics (Norris, 2009: 728; Hansard 
SoG-;ecy, 2012: 66). When it comes to holding political 
office, women are found disproportionately at the local 
rather than the national level (Stokes, 2005: pt V), and 
th e h:igber the political office, the more likely it will be 
that a man will hold the post. The number of women 
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FIGURE 13.2: Women in legislatures 
Sourc.e: Inter-Parliamentary Union (2015). Data for lower chambets of legislatures only. Eu rope bar for 
members of OSCE. exclud ing Nordic countries (Scand inavia and l lceland). 

elected as legislative represcnt'•tives is growing, to be 
sure (see Figure 13.2), but high-level politics contin
ues to be dominated by men. There are several possible 
explanations for this: 

• Women are less likely than men to be found in occu
pations that serve as a springboard to political careers, 
notably law (Darcy et a!., 1994). 

• Confidence may still be an issue. Even among those 
with similar levels of experience and achievement, 
argues Thomas (2005: 12), many women still tend to 
perceive themselves as Jess qualified than men. 

• Legislatures remain, or at least are seen by many 
women, as gendered institutions - meaning that 
they still advantage men over women by, for exam
ple, having working hours that are unwelcoming 
to women with more than their fair share of fam
ily responsibilities (Kittilson and Schwindt-Bayer, 
2012) . T he effect is that even when women are 
elected to office, they remain outsiders (D uerst
Lahti, 2002: 22) . 

Gendered institution: A body that opentcs with formal 
ruJes att-d infortnaJ conventions wh.ich. often lUlintentionaUy, 
:l.dv:tntage men over wornen. 

M any countries have adopted formal means to 
increase the number of women in legislatures, but this 
is a relatively recent development, with the 1995 UN
sponsored Beij ing Platform for Action providing new 
momentum. Three main methods are used: 

• Reserved seats. This is the oldest but r.m.>st method, 
by which a party selects women members for special 
seats granted in proportion to its share of the vote; 
the more s~ats a party wins in the general election, 
the more reserved seats it is allocated. tn Pakistan, 
where this format is well established, 60 special seats 
in t be national assembly are reserved for women. The 
method is also used in Rwanda, which has the world's 
highest proportion of female legislators. There, 24 of 
80 seats in the lower house are reserved for women; 

other female candidates arc elected directly. 
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Brief Profile: Russia has undergone dramatic changes 
in rocer.t decades-. For nearly 70 years, Russia was the 

dominant partner in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USSR), a state that most Westerners feared, distrusted, 
and misunderstood. The USSR collapsed in 1991 , b ut its 

state socialist political and economic system still casts a 
shadow over modem Russia. The challenge has been to 

build a multi"Party d emocracy in a culture unfamiliar with 
and unsympathetic to democracy. Its leaders have never lost 
sight of the national tradition of strong executive authority, 

and understanding Russia today is as much a question of 
assessing the actions and motives of President Vladimir 

Putin, and the clique around him, as of comprehending 
the country's governing "institutions. Putin served two terms 

in office between 2000 and 2008, then stepped down as 
rcquirod by the constitution, winning re-election in 2012. 

Despite a static economy and popvlation, Putin seeks 
to reassert what f-.e sees as Russia's rightful positioo as a 
leading international power. 

Form of government :::> Federal semi-p residential republic consisting of 83 'subjects', including republics, provinces, 
and territories. Modem state formed 1991, and most recent constitutio n adopted 1993-. 

Legislature C} Bicameral Federal Assembly: a 4SO·member State Du ma e lected for flve ·year terms, and a relatively weak 

l{)6..membcr Federation Councjl with two members-app ointed by the president from e ach federal unit. 

Executive c) Semj..Pfesident;al. The president is dircct{y elected, and limited to tv.•o consecutive s.ixwyear terms. The. 
prime minister, appointed by the Pre sid ent a nd confirmed by the Duma, heads the Cour.c.il ofMinistei'S, and succee ds the 

president if needed (no vice president). 

Judiciary C} Based on civil law and the constitution of 1993. Headed by a 19-membet Constitut\onal Court (members 

nominated for 12·yeat tc(ms by the president and confirmed by the Fed eration CounciO and, for civil and administrative 

cases. a Supreme Court. 

Electoral system o:::> Direct e lections for the president, with the possibility of two rounds if no one wins a majority in the 

first ballot. Party list proportional representation is osed for the State Duma. 

Parties C} Multi-party. but parties are weak and unstable - reflecting, rather than shaping, power. The leading party, 

United Russia, provides a foundation for the authoritarian rule ofVIad~mir Putin. 

• Party quota. By far the most common method, 
introduced and prevalent in Europe, this typically 
occurs when one party adopts a quota (typically 
25-50 per cent) for women candidates (or, more 

-
neutrally, for candidates from each gender) and others 
follow in order to avoid being seen as falling behind. 
To forestall a token effort, additional stipulations may 
req uire some women to be placed high on a party's 
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Participation in Russia 
Russia presents a dear case oi the limits of political 
participation in an authoritarian regime. On the one hand, 
Russia is an intensely political society with an educated 
people fully aware of national developments, which they 
follow using television in particular. On the other hand, 

political participation is shallow, held back by pervasive 
cynicism about the capacity of ordinary people to make 
a difference. The authoritarianism of the past and the 
present pervades political attitudes, creating a country 
with a passive majority. According to a 2012 sUivey, 
57 per cent of Russians felt that a strong leader was more 
important than democracy (while 32 per cent opted for 
democracy). and 75 per cent felt that a strong ec¢nomy 
was mom important than a good democracy (while 21 per 
cent opted for democracy) (Pew Research Center, 2012). 

Suspicion of organizations is endemic, with more 
people distn..'sting than trusting even the highest·rated 
institutions (the army and the Church), and placing most 
of their trust in personal networks of friends and family. 
Political parties languish ncar the bottom of the trust 
list, be ing mainly the creatures of politicians and the 

list (in list systems), or to be selected for winnable 
districts (in plurality systems) (see Chapter 16). 

• Legislative quota. This is tbc most recent method . 
It is particularly common in Latin America and oper
ates in a similar way to the party quota except that it 
is mandated by law and applie-s to all parties. The mles 
may be vague, allowing w;ggie room for unenthusias
tic parties, but they enable the government to parade 
its commitment to gender equality. 

Quotas are no cure-all, not least because they can 
be seen as a remedy that fuils to address the underly
ing causes of unequal representation. Also, they do not 
always work, a problem reflected in the fact that the 
percentage of women in legislatures in most countries 
remains lower than the numbers set in party, or even 
legislative, quotaS. France passed an ambitious parity law 
in 2000, for example, but by 2012, the proportion of 
women in the National Assembly had only increased to 
26 per cent. One reason for such discrepancies is imple
mentation failure: not all parties deliver on the quota to 
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president. and proving themselves to be unstable, with 
an ins.ecure social base. 

Few people belong to any voluntary public 
organizations, membership of trade unions is low, 
and regular church attendance is uncommon. Few 
social organizations have lasted long or built large 
memberships, while others have been incorporated into 
the regime, and any with foreign links arc charged by the 
Putin administration with being engaged in espionage. 
With few organizations standing between citizen and 

state, mass political participation is concentrated on 
national elections, and Russia remains a distinctly 
uncivi I society. The Russian people arc subjects first and 
participants second. 

Public protest in Russia against Putin's manipulation 
of parliamentary e lections in 2011 , and of the p residentia l 
contest of 2012, represented an important development. 
Younger, better educated people in tho largest cities, 
notab.iy Moscow. showed their dissatisfaction with their 
country's highly managed politics. At least in the short 
term, however, the most concrete outcome was a nc\'1 
law rcs.tricting (but r.ot banning) such protests. 

which they have subscribed. For H ughes (2011: 604), 
quota policies 'rarely challenge men's majority domi
nance of national legislatures' . Even so, they are a widely 
used device for influencing patterns of participation and 
have rapidly become a global standard (Dahlerup, 2006; 
Krook, 2009). 

In spite of the problem of the glass ceiling, the num
ber of women being elected to the highest executive 
offices has grown, such that when a woman is elected as 
a president or prime minister it is much less notewor
thy than it once was. Indeed, one argument for legisla
tive quotas is that the number of women in legislatures 
seerns to influence the number in executive office. 
Since Sirimavo Bandaranaike became prime minister of 
Ceylo:n (now Sri Lanka) in July 1960, more than four 
dozen countries have elected women as presidents or 
prime ministers - see Table 13.3 for some examples. 

Globally, the number of women holding cabi
net positions bas also grown. with several countries -
including Finland, France, Iceland, Norway, Spain, South 

Amca, Sweden, and Switterland - having achieved, or 
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TABLE 13.3: Women executives (selected) 

Sirimavo Bandaraoaike1 

Indira Gandhi' 

Golda Meir 

Margaret Thatcher 

Eugenia Charles 

Gro Harlem Brundtland 

Corazon Aquino 

Benazir Bhutto 

Jenny Clark 

Megawati Sukarnoputri 

Luisa Diogo 

Angela Merkel 

Ellen Johnson Sirleaf 

Johanna Sigur6ard6ttir' 

Julia Gillard 

Dilma Rousseff 

Note~; 
· First female head of government o f modem era. 
1 Assassinated. 
1 World's first openly lesbian head of govemment. 

Country 

Sri Lanka 

India 

Israel 

Britain 

Dominica 

Norway 

Philippin&s 

Pakistan 

New Zealand 

Indonesia 

Mozambique 

Germany 

Liberia 

Iceland 

Australia 

Brazil 

coming close to achieving, an equal number of women 
as men in c.abinet. While many women ministers are still 
found in the '$oft' areas of education and social policy, 
they have also moved into more powerfi.tl fields such as 
defence, fmance, and foreign policy (Bauer and Tremblay, 
2011).Despite this progres$, it is as well to remember that 
the glass of participation remains well over half empty. 
In a large majority of countries, most ministers and 
legislators - as most top business executives - are still men. 

Participation in authoritarian 
states 
The argument is S<)metimes made that poli tical partici
pation, at least as understood in liberal demoGncies, is 
an empty concept in non-democratic settings. After all, 
the nature of authoritarian regimes is that they must 
seek to control popular activity in order to ensure their 
own survival and retention of power. 

In office 

1960-65, 1970-77, 1994-2000 

1966-77, 1980-84 

1969- 74 

1979-90 

1980-95 

1981, 1986-89, 1990-96 

1986-92 

1988-90, 1993-96 

1999-2008 

2001-04 

2004-10 

2005-

2006-

2009- 13 

201 0-13 

2011-

Yet the evidence suggests that there is substantial 
l'articip-ation in many countries bG'Yond the liberal dem
ocratic world (see Figure 13.3), even if its character is 
often distinctive. Writing before the Arab uprisings, for 
example, Albrecht (2008: 16) suggested that 'the concept 
of participation is not ordy applicable in the authori
tarian States of the Middle East and North Africa, but 
also critical to a comprehensive understanding of state
society relationships in this region'. What we oiten find, 
for example, is mobilized participation. In con
trast ro the autonomous participation found in liberal 
dernocracie:s> where citizens make their own choices as 
it suits them, mobilized participation is managed and 
obligatory: people may be encouraged to take part in 
political rallies in return for rewards such as food and 
entertainment, or may be induced to do so by threats. 
Participation typically operates through informal sectors 
such as ethnic groups, rather than formal channels such 
as political parties, and is not without benefit : 'Citizens 

can sometimes learn by doing, gradually adopting new 
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FIGURE 13.3: Political participation in developing countries 
Source: f>ew Research Center (2014). Participation is measuced by frequency o f voting, participation in protests, 
signing petitions, and other forms of engagement. 

attitudes as the upshot of practical experience' , suggest 
Bratton et al. (2005: 310). 

Mobilized participation: filite-COJHrolled invo!vement irt 
politics desigt1ed to exp~-1 popular support for the re~rne. 

In authoritarian regimes, the limits and nature of 
participation are ofien subject to an implicit dialogue as 
activists test the bounc:bries of the acceptable. Authori
tarian rulers may allow free space in those areas such as 
local politics which do not din.'Ctly thn.-aten the central 
Jeaderslup. They may permit the exl'ression of opinion 
on the internet even as they censor television broadcasts. 
Further, as societies grow more coml'lex, rulers ofien 
come to realize that responding to popular pressure on 
non-sensitive issues can limit dissent. and enhance politi
cal stability. 

In communist regimes, participation is both more 
extensive and more regimented than in liberal democ
racies: ordinary peol'le sit on cornr•dcly courts, admin
ister elections. join para-police organizations, and serve 
on people's committees covering local matters. But the 
quality of l'articipation does not match its quantity. To 
ensure that mass engagement always strengthens the 
party, communist party members guide all the avenues 
of political expression. Cornmumcation Bows only from 

tol' to bottom. So, people behave as they are treated: as 
passive, rather than .active. Because no real channels exist 
for airing grievances, people are lefi with two choices: 
tO shlllt up and continue with life, or to air their com
plaint< outside the system. 

Against the background of a long lustory of 
authoritarianism, the Chinese Communist Party has 
ol'ened some social space in wruch sponsored groups 
can operate with relative freedom. For example, more 
than 150,000 civic associations were registered in 
2007, providing an opporturuty for citizen-to-citizen 
communication under the party's watchful eye in such 
areas as education and the environment (Guo, 2007). 
But explicit opl'osition to the l'arty remains forbidden. 
The t opic may go unmentioned but rnemories remain 
of the Tiananmen Square massacre of 1989, when the 
army'< tanks turned on pro-democracy demonstra
tors in Beijing. At the local level, sometimes violent 
protests continue against corruption, unemployment, 
pollu cion, illegal levies, or non-payment of wages or 
pensions. Demonstrations by ethnic minorities aside, 
these .local protests do not threaten the party's domi
nance but are directed at local failures to implement 
national policies. 

Elsewhere, a common technique for channelling, 
but also controlling, l'articipation in authoritarian states 
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is clientelism, or patron-client relationships. T hese are 
traditional, informal hierarchies fuelled by exchanges 
between a high-status patron and clients oflower status. 
T he colloquial phrase 'big man/small boy' conveys the 
nature of the inter-Action: patrons are landlords, employ
ers. party leaders, government ministers. ethnic lead
ers. or anyone with contro) over resources. and around 
whom clients - lacking resources of their own - g-•ther 
f<)r protection and security. 

Clientefism: Politics tubu:..nti:illy hued on patron- diem 
rebtions.hjps. A pov.<erful fi&rure-(the p3tron) provides protec
tion eo a number of lower-st:ttus di'ento~~ who, in exch3r\ge, 
offer tbeir w1qualiHed aUegi3rlce ar\d support. 

Although patrOn- client relationships are found tO 

some extent in all political systems, including liberal 
democracies, they ate of greateSt political significance 
in authoritarian regimes. Particularly in low-income 
countries, and unequal societies with weak governing 
institutions, personal networks of patrons and clients 
can be the main instrument for bringing ordinary peo
ple in to contact "~th formal politics, and are often the 

central organizing stmcture of politics itself (Figure 13.4). 
Despite their informality, these networks underpin, and 
often overwhelm, more formal channels of participation 
such as political parties. 

Political patrons control the votes of their clients 
and persuade them to attend meetings, join organiza
tions, or simply follow their patron around in a defer
ential manner. These public (on stage) affirmations of 
support are politically relevant, even though they often 
fail to reflect clients' private (off stage) opinion (Scott, 
1985). ParticiP'.nion by clients is controlled and mobi
lized, but the patron- client relationship is ba.,ed on per
sonal exchange rather than a p<)litical party <>r a shared 
political outlook. 

T he patron's power, and its inhibiting effect on 
democracy, is illustrated in this comment by Egypt's 
President Abdul Nasser, interviewed in 1957 when he 
was still a reforming leader (Owen, 1993): 

We '\Vtre supposed to have a democratic system 
between 1923 and 1953. But what good was dtis 
democracy to our people? You have. seen the land~ 

owne.rs driving the peasants co clte polling bomhs. 
There they wou1d vote according to the instruction~ 
of their masce.rs. I \Vane the peas:ams co be able co say 

Resources flow dovmwards, support flows upvvards. 

FIGURE 13.4: A patronage network linking centre 
and periphery 
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'yes' and 'no· without this jn lny way 2ffecrir1g their 
livelihood and d:Uly brc•d. Thi• in my view i< the 
basis for freedom and dcmocr.1.cy. 

Participation through patron•gc appeals in authori
tarian settings because itlink5 elite and mass, centre and 
periphery, in a context of inequality. Although inequal
ity provides the soil in which patronage nctwork5 flour
ish, these relationships still act as political glue, binding 
the highest of the high with the lowest of the low. 

By linking people across social levels, patrOn-client 
relationships limit the expn:ssion of solidarity among 
people of the same class, such as peasants. For the elite, 
they an: a useful tactic of divide and rule. The decay of 
such hierarchical networks of dependence can be an 
indication of a tranSition 10 a more modem society in 
which people have acquin:d 1ufficient resources to be 
able to participate in an autonomous fashion. Put bluntly, 
security means people no longer need to trade their 
vote. Poverty and authoritarian rule provide a setting in 
which patrOn-client relationships Aourish; affluence and 
democracy generate a climate in which th~'Y decay. 

Although social movements face stronger opposi
tion and run greater risks for the lives and well-being of 

their participants, they have occasion:illy been a sit,mifi
cant feature in many authoritarian regimes. T hey tend to 
mobilize the poor and the marginalized, as people facing 
acute problems of daily life colloborate to improve their 
living conditions in • hostile political environment. The 
urban poor organizing soup kitchens, the inhabitants of 
shanty towns lobbying for land refom1, groups of moth
ers pressing for information on their sons who had 'dis
appeared' under military rule - all were examples of this 
blossoming of popular political activity. Such movement< 
were a response to political exclusion. 

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 231 

A problem with undemanding participation in 

the many authoritarian regimes in developing societies 
stems from the difficulties of measuring public opinion 

in such states: 

• In poorer countries where most people are focused 
on daily survival, and both education and commu
nication an: limited, there may be no such thing as 
public opinion on anything beyond local matters. 

• Sample surveys an: hard to run when it is unclear 
how to define a representati~-e sample. 

• Since urban elites are the easiest to reach, they will 
be the people most often surveyed, but their interests 

(and levels of participation or engagement) 'vill dilfcr 
from those of the rural poor. 

• People may be unfamiliar and uncomfortable with 
the formal intervie,ving techniques used in liberal 
democracies. More appropriate formats may be less 
sysrematic. In authoritarian states, people will be nat
urally suspicious of pollsters, and unwilling to express 

their true feelings. 

• Polling may no t be allowed, or may be heavily con 

trolled. In Mexico, for example, th e governing Insti
tutional Revolutionary Party did not allow the first 
independent polls until the late 1980s (Romero, 
2004: 485). 

[t might be wtural to suppose that authoritarian 
leaders are not much interested in what thdr citizens 
think., but this is not necessarily the case.ln fact, suggest> 
Romero (2004: 487), while democratic kaders want to 

bring together large groups of citizens in order to win 
elections or succeed with policy goals, authoritarian 
leaders will want information on those groups in order 
to monitor threats to their own survival in office. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Is participation in the political process a civic obligation? 

• Which groups under-participate in politics in your country and what can be done to engage those 
who belong to them? 

• What do you think of the argument that people can use information short cuts to help them make 
intelligent decisions? 

• Have social media made any difference to the way you or those you know engage with politics? 

• Given human nature, is clientclism avoidable? 

.KEY TERMS 

Assassination 
Clientelism 
Consumer politics 
Conventional participation 
Deliberative opinion poll 
Focus group 
Genderod institution 
Mobilized participation 
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Politi ca I 
communication 

PREVIEW 
Mass cornmunk ation lies at the heart of political <liscourse. It infomrs govern
ments and d tizcns, it defines the limits of expression (fewer in demo~ncies than 
in authoritarian states), and it provides us with 'mental maps' of the p <)litical world 
outside our direct experience. The technology of mass political communication 
lr..s changed dramatically over the past century, taking us from a time when nC\vs
papers dominated to the era of broadcasting (first radio and then television), and 
bringing us to the age of the internet, with instant information in unparalleled 
quantities from numerous sources, at least for the half of the world 's households 
that currently have access. A, technology has changed, so have th e dynamics of 
political communication; conveying and receiving news is increasingly inter-.c
tivc, with consumers playing a critical role in defming what constitu tes ' the news' . 

T lris chapter begins with a brief survey of the evolution of tibe mass media 
and political communication, progressing to an assessment of the as-yet not 
entirely understood implications of social media. It then looks at h o w the politi
cal influence of mass media is felt, reviewing the key mechanisms of influence: 
reinforcement, agenda-setting, framing, and prirning.After reviewing recent trends 
in political commurrication (commerciafuation, fragmentation, globalization, and 
interaction), the chapter compares different media outlets, and ends ' vith :m assess
ment of political communication in authoritarian states. T here, the marketplace of 
ideas is more closely controlled, though the internet in genetal, and ·s-ocial media in 
particular, have created more space for free communic-..~. tion among some citizens. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Political communication: 
an overview 

• Media development 

• Media influence 

• Recent trends in poli tical 
communication 

• Comparing media outlets 

• Political communication in 
authoritarian states 

Communication is a core political activity and its study forms an important part of political analysis. In particular, a free 
flow of communication provides onll test for distinguishing betwe-en liberal democracies and authoritarian regime.s. 

The technology of mass media has undergone rapid change ovc r the last century, most importantly with the rise of the 
internet. But the political impact of the internet remains a matter of much speculation, partirufarty given that levels of 
access vary, and that hatf the households in the world are still unconnected. 

Researchers identify four dasses of media effects: reinforcemen~ ageo.da·settlng, framilg,. and priming. But much of our 
undetstanding of these effects is based on singfe~countty studies, and comparative data on political media effects are scarce. 

Too often, mass media coverage is assumed to be influential without there being any evidence cited in suppon. A 
broader perspective suggests that the media provide a structure fo r our worldview, rather than simply an influence on it. 

Current trends- including the shift to more commercial. fragmented, globai, and interactive media - arc reshaping the 
environment of political communication. These developments impact politicians, voters, and the relationship between 
them (c.9. e lection campai9 ns). 

tn authoritarian regimes, leaders have varied and often subtle me.ans for limiting independent journalism, though in 
the internet age censorship is rare fy complete. 
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Political communication: an 
overview 
Society - and, with it, government and politics - is ~-re
ated, sustained, and moclified through mass communi
cation. Without a continuous exchange of information, 
attitudes, and values, society would be impossible, as 
would meaningful political participation. Effident and 
responsive government depends on such an exchange, 
without which leader.< would not know what citizens 
needed, and citizens would not know what government 
was doing (or not doing) . Mass communication is also a 
techruque of control: 'Give me a balcony and I will be 
president', said Jose Maria Velasco, five times president 
of Ecuador. It is, in short, a core political activity, allow
ing mearung tO be COnstructed, needs transmitted, and 
authority exercised. 

Assessments of the quality of political commu
nication are key to the process classifYing political sys
tems. Democracies are char•cterized by a free flow of 
information through open and multiple channels. Dahl 
(1998: 37) argues that a lib eral democracy must provide 
opportunities for what he calls enlightened under
standing: 'within reasonable limits as to time, e'Jch 
member [of a political association] must have equal 
and effective opportunities for learning about relevant 
alternative policies and their likely consequences'. In a 
hybrid regime, by contrast, dominance of major media 
outlets is a tool through which leaders maintain their 
ascendancy over potential challenger.<. For their part, 
authoritarian regimes typically allow no explicit dis
sent at all. M edia channels are limited an d manipu
lated, and citizens - as a result - must often rely more 
on unofficial channels, including the internet, for their 
political news. 

Political communication: ·n1e means by which po1ltical 
infonnation is produced and dissernirJ3ted, and the effect\ of 
this infomtation Row ou the political process. 

Even though much recent research in political 
communication focuses on the message itself and the 
meanings embedded within it, the transmission model 
is - as we will see - a helpful way of understanding the 
broad process of communication via mass media. This 
takes into consideration the sender of the message, the 
nature of the message itself, the channel used, the user, 
and the impact of the message. T he danger of focus
ing solely on content is that we learn nothing about 

the receivers and even less about the political effect of 
the message. Blaming media bias for why others fail to 
see the world as we do can be tempting, but is usually 
superficial and unenlightening. 

Jones (2005: 17) has few doubts about the impor
tance o f the media to politics in democracies. He j udges 
that media consumption should now be seen as a vital 
form of political participation: 

!vledia are our primary point of acc.ess to policies -
the space in which politic-s now chiefly happens fur 
most people, and the place for politica1 encounters 
that precede, shape and at rimes determine further 
bodily participation (if it is co happen ar all) ... Such 
e n.councers do much more than provide 'informa~ 

rion' about politics. They constitute our menca1 maps 
of the poliric.al '\-vorld outside our direct experience. 
They provide-a reservoir of images and voic.es,he.roes 
a:nd villains, sayings and slogans, facts and ideas that 
\"·e draw on in making se.nse of politics. 

Politics and government is only partly about creat
ing <:fficient institutions and developing effective poli
cies; i t is also about persuasion and information, whether 
this takes place in the free market of ideas or whether it 

is manipulated for political ends. 

Media development 
The political significance of the media is famously 
encapsulated in the quip attributed (depending o n the 
source used) either to Edmund Burke or to Thomas 
Macaulay, both British politicians (see Spilchal,2002: 44). 
N oting the existence of three existing political 'estates' 
(the m onarchy, the peerage, and the House of Com
mons), Burke or Macaulay referred to the reporters 
sitting: in the gallery of the House of Commons as the 
fourth estate, a term that has since been used to denote 
the political significance of journalists. 

fourth estate: A tenn used to describe the political role of 
joun'La.lists. 

Although we take access to a variety of mass 
media for gmnted, their rise has been a relatively 
recent development, dating back no more than two 
centuries (see Fif:,'l.tre 14.1). The first printed book 
dates from China in 686, the Gutenberg press started 
printing with moveable type in 1453, and the first 
newspaper appeared in 1605. But most of what we 
now consider mass media came with the development 
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Late 19th and 
early 20th centu 

Popular newspapers emerge, often with mass circulat ion. 

1930s 
Radio's golden age. For the firs.t.time, politicians broadcast d irectly 
into the homes of voters. 

Television becomes the most popular med ium in Western countries. 
By regulation or state ownership, politicians secure access to the 
medium. 

lV audiences begin to fragment wi th an increase in the number o f 
channels, dist ribution by cable and satellite, and the use of video. 

International communication broadens with the rise of the internet, 
mobile phone use, and 24-hour global television news. 

2000s 
Mobile phone access expands t o many low-income countries lor the 
first time. Sharp decline in readership of printed newspapers. 

I I 
Continued expansion of social m edia, further extending horizontal 
communication among citizens. The internet is increasingly 
accessed via smartphones. 

FIGURE 14.1: The evolution of mass med ia 

of new technology in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. allowing true mass communication. This, in 
turn, facilitated the emergence of a common national 
identity and the growth of the state. For the first time, 
political communication meant a shared experience 
for dispersed populations, providing a glue to connect 
the citizens oflargc political units. 

Mass media: Channels of communication lha.t read 1 a large 
number of people.l elevision, radio, and w~·bsites an~ e.x:am
ples. Ur'1til the adv·tm of social media, m.n'i media \""ere one
to-nl3t\)' and non-interactive. 

Newspapers 

W idespread literacy in a shared language permitted the 
emergence of popular newspapers in Western states, the 
key development in political communication during 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Dooley 

and Baron, 2001 ). Advances in printing and distribu
tion opened up the prospect of transforming party 
journals with a small circulation into populist and prof
itable papers funded by advertising. By growing away 
from their party roots, newspapers became not only 
more !Popular but also, paradoxically, more important to 
politics. 

In compact countries with national distribution, 
such as Britain and Japan, newspapers built enormous 
circulations, and owners became powerful political fig
ures. In inter-war Britain> for example, four newspaper 
barons - Lords Beaverbrook, Rothermere, Camrose, 
and Kemsley - owned papers with a combined circula
tion of over 13 million. amounting to one in every two 
daily papers sold. Sr•nley Baldwin, a prime minister of 
the rim e, famously described such proprietors as 'aim
ing at power without responsibility - the prerogative 
of the harlot throughout the ages' (Curran and Seaton, 

2009: 64). 
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Broadcasting 
Although newtpapen n:nwned sigrufiQI'lt channels of 
political communicanon, thar pnnucy was suppbnta! 
in the: "'"nnW> ecntury by broadcasting. Cinema news
reels, radio. md thm tdc:vuion mabled communication 
with the nws publlc 10 take plaec tn a new form: spo
krn 12thcr thm v.num. penorul 12thcr than :thstnct. 
and mcre;umgly - b'" 12thcr than reponed. Commu
rucation also """' mtcnuuo.W, begtnning in th..- I 920s 
"~th the dC\"Iopmmt of sbortW2'" radio. used by Brit
ain and the NW>crlands 10 broadcast 10 their empires. 
Nazi Gennany, the United States. the ~et Union, and 
other major Western $tales then followed. Short\\,.,.., 
12dio continued to provide an inexpensive and easy link 
'~th the oulliide world for many countnes through to 
the Cold War and beyond. 

Domt-stically, broadca.ting'• impact in Western lib
eral dcmocraCie> was relatively benign. A ~mall num
ber of national tclevi>ion channels initially dominated 
the airwaves in most countrie~ after the Seoond World 
War, providing n shared experience of national events 
and popular entertainment. By offering some common 
ground to Ulcictics which wen:, in these early post
war decades, still urongly divided by class and religion, 
tht:lc new media initially scrvcd as agents of national 
intcgntion. 

Even more dr:&J'I'Utic was the impact of broadcast
ing on politi~ thcnuc:I....,J. A public $J:>eech 10 a live 
audit-nee cncoung<-d eKpansi\t words and dramatic 
g<"SIUJ'CS but a qu1eter tone was needed for t:nrmnission 
fiom the broadc:asung $tudlo chreet 10 the living room. 
The wk was to coi'IVCNC WJth the uns<m listenc::r and 

"'"""r· rather than to deli'"' a speech to a ~le audi
ence gathered togrther an one place. The an was to talk 
10 the nullions as though they were tn~duals. 

Pr=dent Frankhn Roote\-dt's ~ chats. broad

Cl$t li'" by radto to the American population in the 
1930s, ~Ja:mplified tim new approach. The impact of 

R~-dt's somc:what folksy idiom "'"' undeniable. 
lie talkrd not so much 10 the cnueru but as a citizen 
and was ..,....roed W1th his country's tru5t. In this way, 

broadcasting and the mewum of 12dio. specifically -
tr:1.nsformed not only the n:ach, but also the sryle, of 
political oonununie2tion (Barber, I 992). 

Broadcasting bas aJ.o made a substantial contribu
tion to political communication in most low-income 
countries, albeit for different reason•. In the developing 
world, broadcasting (whether radio or television) has 

two major ad\'a1112ge5 ~ print media. First, it does 
not require physical distribution to each user; sccond, 11 

is accessible to the one in fi,.., of the world's popuhtion 
who cannot read. 

These f:octon ininally encourag<"d the $J:>I'ead of 
radio. Village's could gather round the shared set to 

hear the latest nC\\-s, not l=t on the pn« of local 
crops.. Tocl.zy, satdlile tdevuton and mobtle phones are 
aha accessibk 10 many of the world's poor, expandtng 
opportumties not only for down"''>rd commurueauon 
fiom the elite, but also for boriwnt..t eommuruca
tion bei\\'CC:D ordinary peoplc.. In Ken)'>, for exampk. 
internet access '""' cxpens~ve and slow unnl JU>t a few 
years ago, wbc::r> the p-ernmcnt opened up the mobile 
phone market. This sparked a fierce war for market share 
among carriers, leading to a simultaneous reduction in 
prices and a broadening of options. Safaricom became 
a succ<..-ssful local provider, and nuny Kenyans now have 
access to M-Pesa, a mobile banking pbtform that allows 
bills to be paid and funds moved online. I low this dra
matic cornmunicarions revolution will impact politicr. 
in Kenya, and other developing countries that follow in 
Kenya's wake, remains to be seen. 

Ju.st as some lower-income countries have moved 
directly to mobile pbon<.>s, eliminating the need for 
an e.-.:pensivc liKed-wire infnstructurc, so also have 
they devdop<:d broadcasung n~tworkJ without paMing 
throt~gh the stage of masJ cin:ulanon ncw<papcn. The 
capaci ry of rulang politi~ to reach out to poor, rural 
populatioru through these 12dto and tclcvrtion network$ 
remaim an important componmt of J!O'"mancc in 
hybrid and autbonwian regunc:J. 

Social meJia 
The rise of the internet and the growmg u~ of social 
media (= Table 14.1) has brought perhaps the fut

= and most "~despread changes "'"' seen tn nwo 
conunurucauon. The internet has made coptous new 
amounu of information available (albe11 of \lUi
able q uahry), while social media h.--e fi.tndamcnWiy 
changed the wap in which goventntents and cinzern 
conununicate. and in winch atizens commurucate 
'~th one another. 

Social media: lnld'tctwe onlli1e ptati'om1' WJth dt:-~gnated 
n't1pieuts, which beili.ute eoUtcb\" or indhtlduat t:omnlu
nicnion for the cxcha.nge of ut.cr-gcru:r.~tcd content. Social 
medi3 bndge uuss and pt:rsonal cornn•unlc:auou. 
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TABLE 14.1: Forms of social media 

Features Examples 

Social networking Allow people to connect with o ne another 
and to share information and ideas. 

Facebook (created in 2004) is the best known, but 
others indude Unkedln, MySpace, Academic, and 
Googlc+. 

Media sharing Otherwise known as content communities. 
Allows users to upload pictures, videos and 
other media. 

You Tube (created 2005), Reddit, and Pinterest. 

Allow users to post content . Collaborative sites 

Slogs and microblogs Allow users to share ideas and hold online 
conversations on matters of shared interest. 

Wikipcdia is the best known, created in 2001. 

Twitter (created 2006) is the best·known 
microblog, although several social networking 
sites include microblogging options. 

The internet connect< people who would not 
otherwise be able to communicate with one another, 
pote.ntially encouraging political communication and 
debate a(TOSS a wide variety of sectors. Political leaders 
and parties can comrnunicate more often and more 
directly with citizens via social media, although the 
most active users are already politically active, and 
many of the posts provided are partisan. Studies find 
that while most people agree that the internet offers 
access to a wider range of views than is the case with 
tr.idirional media> it has also increased the influence 
of rnore extreme views, and poses new challe-nges to 
users in separating truth from fiction (Pew Research 
Center, 2011). 

It is also important to note that access to the inter
net is far from equal. Many people have no access at all 
(because they have no access to electricity and/ or com
puters and/ or smartphones and/ or broadband services), 
authoritarian regimes such as China and Iran continue 
to censor the internet. even in weald1y countries there 
are still many older citizens who decline to go online, 
and there are many people who do not use the inter
net for news> or use it only in a selective manner. And 
access to the internet does not mean that it will neces
sarily be used for political ends, as shown by the case of 
Singapore (listed as a flawed democracy in the Democ
racy Index). While this affluent island state has one of 
the highest rates of internet penetration in the world, 
many of it< people remain uncomfortable about using 
tl1e internet to exchange political information because 
of the tight controls and regulations imposed by the 
government (Lee and Willnat, 2009). T he regime also 
discourages research into political communication; the 

technology is advanced but understanding of it< impact 
lags substantially. 

As of 2015, just over half the households in the 
world still did not have internet access, with rates of con
nection ranging from 82 per cent in Europe to 60 per 
cent in the Americas, 39 per cent in Asia and the Pacific, 
and 11 per cent in Africa (see Figure 14.2). 1t might also 
be suggt.~ted that the historic Western dominance of 
platforms such as social media and search engines cre
ated a new form of information imperialism, even if that 
pre-eminence is now being countered by their Chinese 
equivalents Uin, 2015). The sheer variety of <>pinions that 
are now available online might also militate against the 
idea of homogenization, and might actually exert the 
opposite effect. 

90,----------------------------------, 
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FIGURE 14.2: Global internet access 
SourGe: (nternational Telecommunication Union (2015) 
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Media influence 
In seeking to understand the political influence of the 
mass media, we can use the transmission model as 
a guide. This distinguishes five components in any act 
of politica) communication: who says what to whom, 
through which medium and with what effects (see 
Figure 14.3). Working o ur way through the-se com
ponents> it soon becornes dear that the media are a 
strucrure within which many people live their political 
lives. In turn, there are four potential mechanisms of 
influence: reinforcement, agenda-setting, framing, and 
priming (Figure 14.4). Each of these has contributed to 
academic thinking about how we should address media 
impact, and together they provide a helpful repertoire in 
analysing the m ore tangible effects of the media. 

Transmission model: A mode) that intreprets 3.ny corn
mwlic.ation as coru.iltiug of 3 so1dtt sending a m-f!Ssngt' through 
one or more dranntft ro a Ttteiwr with potential t:Otds. 

In the 1950s, before television became pn.'-eminent, 
th e reinforcement thesis - also known as the 'minimal 

effects model' - held sway (Klapper, 1960). The argu
ment then was that party loyalties initially transmitted 
through the family acted as a political sunscreen pro
tecting people from media effects. People saw what 
th ey wanted to see and remembered what they wanted 
to recall. 

In Britain, for instance, where national newspa
pers were strongly partisan, many working-class people 

Component Quality 

Who? 

What? 

- How? 

l;(§i§¢4 ll To whom? 

W.fit, • Effect? 

brought up in Labour households continued to read 
Labour papers as adults. The correlation between the 
partis.anship of newspapers and their readers reflected 
self-selection by readers, rather than the propaganda 
impact of the press. Given strong self-selection, the 
most the press could do was to reinforce readers' exist
ing dispositions, encouraging them to stay loyal to the 
cause and to tum out on election day. Those effects may 
have b een significant but they hardly justified th e more 
extreme statements about the power of the media. 

Self..se~edion: The biased choice of media. sources rnade. 
by an individual. For example, people who are already racist 
may choose tO vislr r.1cist ' ""ebsites, complicating the. task of 
e$tirnati.ng the impact of those sites. 

T he reinforcement theory is still relevant. Consider, 
for example, the polari-Led environment in some seg
ment:s of the American media. The typical viewer of 
Fox N ews or reader of the Wall Street Journal is more 
likely to be a conservative dr•wn to these outlets than 
to be an ex-liberal converted to the right as a result of 
stumbling upo n th eir news coverage. To some extent, at 
least, Fox News and the Wall Street ]oumal preach to the 
converted. 

Alternatively, consider the internet. The web allows 
voters to seek o ut, and be reinforced by, any shade of 
opinion with which they already sympathize, experi
encing the kind of confrrmation bias discussed in C hap
ter 6. In the main, ()pponents will choose not to go 
th ere, except if they are one of the few wh() wish to 

Example 

A local political p arty 
organization 

Encouraging voting at a 
forthcoming election 

~ Email or leaflet 

~ Party supporters 

~ Voter turnout goes up 

FIGURE 14.3: The transmission model of pol itical •communication 
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The media streng then existing opinions. In other words, people 
consume media which support their existing outlook (selective 
exposure), interpret information to render it consistent with their 
p rior opinions (selective interpretation), and forget information 
that runs counter to their existing beliefs (selective recall). 

The media influence what we thi nk and talk about . The compressed 
nature of news, especially on television, means that coverage is 
highly selective. Reported events are widely discussed by the 
public but non-reported events. lose visibil ity. 

The media decide how an event is narrated. By focusing on 
particular aspects of a problem - includ ing its origins, remedies 
and evaluation - the media encourage viewers and readers to 
interpret the topic in a similar way. 

The media influence how we interpret events beyond those in a 
particular story. For example, co·verage of a crime story in the 
national media may encourage voters to judge candidates for 
election by their law and order policies. 

FIGURE 14.4: Mechanisms of media impact 

know their enemy. Here, too, the effect of self-selection 
is to facilitate reinforcen1ent but limit conversion. 

Even so, the reinforcen1ent account is past its best 
as a primary perspective on media effects. In the era 
of the internet, we can no longer imagine the typical 
voter as living wholly in an information silo dominated 
by one political outlook. T !Ji, was understood as long 
ago as the 1970s and 1980s, when the agend-a-setting 
role of the media won more attention. This perspective 
contends that the media (and television in particular) 
influence what we think about, though not necessarily 
what we think. The media write certain items onto the 
agenda and, by implication, keep other issues aw·ay from 
th e public's gaze. Thus the influence of the media stems 
not only from what is said but also from what is not said 
(Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1948). 

In an election campaign, for example, televisio n 
directs our attention to major candidates and to the 
race for victory; by contrast, fringe candidates and 
the issues are often treated as secondary. Walter Lipp
man's widely quoted view (1922) of the press articu
lated th e agenda-setting perspective: 'it is like a beam 
of a searchlight that m oves restlessly about, bringing 

one episode and then another out of the darkness and 
into vision '. In deciding how to reduce a day's worth 
of world events into the span of a 30-minute evening 
broadcast (including commercials) , programme editors 
set the agenda and exert their impact, asking questions 
such "s these: 

• Will the story have a strong impact on the audience' 

• Does the story involve violence' ('!fit bleeds, it leads!) 

• Is the story current and novel? 

• Does the story involve weU-known people? 

Because news programmes o ften focus on the 
exceptional, their content is invariably an unrepre
sentative record of events. Poli<:y fiascos n.>ceive more 
attention than policy successes; corruption is a story but 
integrity is a bore; a fresh story g-•thers more coverage 
than a new development of a tired theme. As a result, 
agenda-setting creates a warped image of the world. 

B ut we should recognize two limitations to the 
agenda-setting perspective. First, editors do not select 
stories on a whim, but are instead highly sensitive to the 
potential impact of different items on audience size and 
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appreciation, and are paid to demonstrate thdr news 
sense; if they consistently fail to do so, they Jose their 
jobs. Hence it is naive to attribute broad agenda-setting 
power to editor; simply because they make specific 
judgements about what is to appear on screen or on the 
front page. They too reflect the agenda. 

A more nuanced view, that the media cir~ulate 
rather than create opinions, is implicit in Newton's 
assessment of the relationship between journalists and 
society (2006: 215): 

lmpJlcir in many statements about media effects on 
socie.ty is rile idea thar somehow che media are quite 
separate from soc.iety, firing their poison arrows from 
a distance. In fact,che media are part ofso-cie-ty;jour
nalists and editors do nor arrive. on Earth from Mars 
and Venus, they are part of sociecy like the rest of us. 

Second, the explosion of channels in the clectrOnk 
era means that agenda control is no longer as strict as in 
the heyday of broadcast television. Even if people still 
search for reinforcement, they can, if they wish, follow 
even the most specialized political inte~'Sts through 
some media outlet somt'.vhere. As the media become 
more pluralistic, so consumers acquire the capacity to 
follow their noses and shape their own agendas. 

The framing of a story - the way in which reports 
constntct a narrative about an event - is a more recent 
attempt to understand media impact. This is a prime 
example of the interpretive approach to understanding 
politics, and reflects Plato's observation that ' those who 
tell the stories also rule society'. The journalist's words, 
and the camer•'s images, help to frame the story, provid
ing a narrative which encour.tges a particular reaction 
from the viewer. 

For example, are immigrants presented as a stim
ulus to the economy, or as a threat to society? Do 
media in particular Europe-.m countries portray mem
bership of the European Union critically o r posi
tively? Is a criminal who has been sentenced to be 
executed receiving their just deserts, or a cruel and 
unusual punishment? As the concept- of a •story' sug
gests, the journalist must translate the event covered 
into an Or{,r.inized narrative which connects with the 
receiver: the shorter the report, the greater the reli
ance on the shared, if sometimes simplistic, presup
positions which Jamieson and Waldman (2003) term 
•consensus frames' . 

Finally, the media may exert a priming effect, 
encouraging people to apply the criteria implicit in 

one story to new information and topics. For example, 
the m ore the media focuses its coverage on foreign 
policy; the more likely it is that voters will be primed 
to jud_ge parties and candidates according to their poli
cies i:n this area, and perhaps even to vote accordingly. 
Similarly, it is possible that coverage of racist attacks 
may prompt some individuals to eng•ge in similar 
acts themselves, should the opportunity arise in their 
neighbourhood. 

Recent trends in political 
communication 
Four broad changes in political communication have 
been underway in higher-income countries, the com
bined effect of which has changed the rr>ture of news 
and the choices available to corlStunen. Where the mass 
media once performed a nation-building function, their 
emerging impact today is to splinter the traditional 
national audience, as media become more cornmercial, 
fragmented, global, and interactive. 

Commercialization 
The commercialization of the mass media has meant 
the decline of public broadcasting and the rise of for
profit media treating users as consumers rather than 
citizens. It also allows media moguls such as R upert 
Murdoch to build transnational broadcasting networks, 
achieving on a global scale the prominence which the 
nt'.vspaper barons of the nineteenth century acquired at 
natio,:.al leveL 

Such developments have thn.>atened the previ
ously cosy links between national political parties 
and national broadcaster;. Parties no longer called the 
shots and politics has had to justify it< share of screen 
time. In an increasingly commercial environment, 
Tracey (1998) claims that public service broadcast
ing has become nothing more than 'a corpse on leave 
from it< grave'. In a similar way, McChesney (1999) 
argues that commercialization has shrunk the public 
space in which political issues are discussed. Channels 
in search of profit devote little time to serious politics, 
and instead concentrate on soft news> or 'news you can 
use'. Certainly, profit-seeking media have no incentive 
to supply public goods such as an informed citizenry 
and high voter turnout, which were traditional con
cerns of public media. 
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Against this, commercial broadcasters reply that it 
is preferable to reach a mass audience with limited but 
stimulating political coverage than it is to offer extensive 
but dull political progr.unming which, in reality, only 
ever reached a minority with a prior interest in public 
affairs (Norris, 2000). Specialist political programmes 
continue for political junkies but such broadcasts can no 
longer be foisted on unwilling audiences. 

Fragmentation 
\Vith more channels and an enhanced ability to down
Joad and consume programmes on demand> consum
ers are increasingly able to watch , hear, and read what 
they want, when they want, and how they want. Long 
gone are the days when TV viewer; were restricted to a 
few major stations or networks, and in many countries 
young people are now more likely to be found watch
ing via the internet than through the traditional TV 
set (Murrie, 2006). Distribution by cable, satellite, the 
internet, and mobile devices allows viewers to receive a 
greater range of content, and through the use ofDVRs 
and on-demand services. viewers can record and create 
programming to suit their penonal tastes and schedules. 

In the US, these changes are reflected in the fall
ing audience shares for nightly news on the three major 
television networks (ABC, CBS, and NBC), which fell 
from 42 per cent of the adult population in 1980 to 
just 16 per cen t in 2012 (Pew R esearch Center, 2013). 
Printed newspaper circulations are also plummeting 
throughout the developed world: by 23 per cent for 
dailies in the United States and by 16 per cent in West
ern Europe between 2006 and 2015 (World Association 
of Newspapers, 2015). Local and evening newspapers 
are closing (though some are reinventing themselves 
online), with some shift of printed material to generally 
less political free papers. 

The political implications of this transition from 
broadcasting to 'narrowcasting' are substantial. Gov
ernments, parties, and commercial ad"-ertisers have 
more difficu1ty reaching a mass audience when view
ers can simply choose another ch:mnel online or via 
their remote control. Where earlier generations would 
passively watch whatever appeared on their television 
screen) the internet is inherently user-driven, and TV 
is r•pidly follo'ving suit; people decide for thernselves 
where to go. 

Overall exposure to politics falls as voters become 
harder to reach. In response, political parties are forced 
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to ad op t a greater range and sophistication of market
ing strategies, including the use of personalized but 
expen sive contact techniques such as direct mail, email, 
social networks, and telephone - as skilfully exploited 
by Baxack Obarna in securing donations and volun
teers for his successful election campaigns in 2008 and 
2012 (Kreiss, 2012). 

In this more fragmented media environmen t, poli
tidms continue their mibrration from television news 
to hi gher-r•ted ralk shows, blurring the distinction 
betwoen the politician and the celebrity in the expand
ing Pollywood zone where Politics meets Hollywood 
(Street, 2011: ch. 9) . They compete for followers on 
Faceb ook and Twitter against sports personalities, movie 
stan and the latest reality show. The sound bite, never 
unimportant) becomes even more vital as politicians 
Jearn to articulate their agenda in a short interview) or 
an (..-ven briefer commercial. 

Just as the balance within the media industry has 
moved from public service to private profit, so frag
mentation has shifted the emphasis in political com
munication from parties to voters. Politicians rode the 
emergence of broadcasting with considerable success 
in the twentieth century, but they are experiencing a 
rougher ride in the new millennium of fragmented 
media. As Mazzoleni (1987) pointed out, the balance of 
power between JY.Irties and the media lr.IS switched from 
a 'party logic' to a 'media logic' . 

Globalization 

In 1776, the English reaction to the American Declara
tion o flndependence took 50 days to filter IY.ck to the 
United States. By 2003, global viewers were watching 
broadcasts of the invasion of Iraq in real time. We now 
take for granted the almost immediate transmission of 
newsVtt·orthy events around the world) and even authori
tarian governments find it harder than ever to isolate 
their populations from international developments. Even 
before the internet, communist states found it difficult to 
jarn foreign radio broadcasts aimed at their people. Dis
cussing the collapse of communist states, Eberle (1990: 
194-5) claimed that 'the changes in Eastern Europe and 
the Soviet Union were as much the triumph of com
munication as the failure of communism'.Today, China's 
iron curtain of censorship can easily be circumvented 
by those of its people who take the trouble to access the 
range of overseas blogs and sites documenting the latest 
developments within their ~:ountry. 
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Brief Profile: Venezuela should by a ll rights be a Latin 
American success stoty, but a combination of political 

and economic difficulties has left it languishing as a 
hybrid regime in the Democracy Index. It is rich in oil 
(as well as coal, iron ore, bauxite, and other minerals) 

but most of its people live in poverty. The wea lth of 
the- rich, displayed through European cars, manirurcd 
suburbs, and gated communities, coexists with public 
squa lor. Much of the fa ilure can be attributed to Hugo 
Chavez, elected president in 1998 on a populist left-wing 
platform. His supporters, kr.own as chavistas, claim that 
his policies of economic nationalization and expanded 
soda! programmes helped the poor, but his critics charge 
that they contributed to inflation and unemployment. He 
died in 2013, but his successor Nicolas Maduro has built 
on the Chavez legacy, continuing to distort the economy, 
demonize opponents and over-politicize the country's 
culture. 

Form of government c;') Federal presidentia l republic consisting of 23 states and a Capital District. State formed 1811 , 
and most recent constitution adopted \ 999. 

Legislature c;') Unicamera l National Assembly of 165 members e lecte d for fixed and renewable five-year terms. 

Executive c) Presidentiat A president elected for an unlimited number of six-year terms, supported by a vice pres~dcnt 
and cabinet of ministers. 

Judiciary c;') Supremo Tribunal of Justice, wnh 32 membots e lected b y the National Assemb ly to 12-year terms. 

Electoral system c;') President elected in national contest using a p lurality system. National Assembly e lected using 
mixed member proportional representation, with 60per cent ef~cted by single~member pluraifty and the balance by 
proportional representation. 

Parties c;') Mu~i·party, with a changing roster of parties currently dom inated by the United Socialist Party of 
Venezuela. 

R ecent technological developments also facilitate 
underground opposition to authoritarian regimes. A 
small group with internet access now has the potential 
to draw the world~ attention to political abuses, pro
viding source material for alert journalists. The gov
ernments of Iran and Saudi Arabia have each suffered 
from overse:.s groups irt this \vay, though both regimes 

.. 
remain in place. The internet can also be used by small 
groups to convey less edifying messages. Both al-Qaeda 
and th e so-called Islamic State (ISIS) have been adept at 
releasing online images that can be seen by anyone with 
access to the internet, containing propaganda, warni ngs, 

and scenes of violence intended both to encourage sup
porters and to stare enemies. 
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Political communication 
in Venezuela 
One of the sources of Venezuela's low ranking in indices 
oi_ democracy is its poor record on media freedom. As 

elsewhere jn Latin America, the media establishment 
ts privately owned, b ut this status does not prevent 
chronic inteNcntion by government. In its Freedom of 

the Press report, Freedom House tanks Venezuela as 
Not Free , and the annual reports p ublished by Reporters 

Without Borders (a Fronch·b ased group that promotes 
press freedom) charge the government with imposing 
pressute on independent med ia. The means used 
include a travel ban on editors and media executives. the 
b iased adjudication of court cases invo lving journalists, a 

reduction in access to newsprint. a nd even d eath threats 
agains1 journalists. 

The 1999 Venezuelan constitution guarantees 
freedom of expression, but a 2004 law includes wording 
that limits expression; for example. news that could 'incite 
or promote hatred' or foment the 'anxiety' of Venezue lan 
citizens can be banned, as can media cove rage 

considered to 'disrespect a uthoritie s'. Reg ulatio ns 
a lso allow the p resident to interrupt regular television 
programming to delive r what a re known as cadcnas, or 

Further evidence of globalization can be seen in 
the rise of global 24-hour news stations. These trace 
their roots to national all-news stations such as CNN, 
which began broadcasting in the United States in 1980. 
It was followed by CNN International in 1985, and then 
by BBC World (1991), Deutsche Welle from Gennany 
(1992),Al-Jazeera from Qatar (1996), NHK World from 
Japan (1998), RT from Russia (2005), and France 24 
(2006). These stations have not always proved profir•ble, 
and they n.-ach only those audiences that have access 
to the necessary cable or satellite providers, but access 
to global television broadens the o ptions for sources of 
political information. 

Interaction 

Undoubtedly the most important development in polit
ical communication has been its intTeased interdctivity. 
Radio phone-ins allow ordinary people to listen to their 
peers discussing current is•ues, without rrtediatiOrt by a 
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live o fficial broadcasts that can include attacks on the 

opposi:tion. 
Th e cor..stitution a lso guarantees the rights of 

citizens to access p ub lic infonnation, b ut journalists 
find it hard to implement these rights. The government 
active !y bars access to information that would reflect 
poorly o n its policies. For example, when reports broke 
of the possible outbreak o f a mosquito·bome d isease 
in a coastal province of Venezue la , President Maduro 
accused jouma lists who wanted to issue p ublic warnings 
of p ractising 'terro rism', and issued orders for their 
prosecution. 

Th e p olitical style of fo rme r president Hugo Chavez 
provides a good example of a populist leader using 
broadcast media to influence the poorer voters who 

arc his natural support base. Many calle rs to his lengthy 
Sunday morning broadcast show, A/6, Prcsidcnte, 

petition ed the president for help in securing a job or 
social security benefit. usually citing in the process the 
callous.oess of the preceding regime. The p resident 
created a special office to handle these requests. lo 

Chavez's governing style 1 we see how the leader of 

a hybrid regime can strengthen his authority through 
domin a nce of the broadcast media even against the 
opposition of many media professionals themselves. 

politician; blogs perform the same function in cyber
space. Messaging systems and social media are inher
ently interactive, allowing peer-to-peer interchanges 
which ten d to crowd out top-down communicatio n 

from politicians to voters. 
T he growth of interactive platforms sits uneasily 

alongside the reactive role expected of most voters in 
a representative democracy. Implicitly, a new gene,..•tion 
schooled on in ter.tctive media is raising an important 
question to which politicians have yet to find an ade
quate answer: why should we listen to you when we 
have the option to interact electronically with friends of 
our o wn age who share our interests? 

Interaction is a key theme in speculation about 
the future of political communication, with a series 
of scenarios developed by the Dutch Journalism Fund 
(Kasem et al., 2015) offering alternatives that range 
from dominance of the political, economic and social 
agenda by a handful of internet giants to a world domi
nated by start-ups and cMperativc relationships, ,,;itli 
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government restricted to a facilitating role. The c~nclu
sion of Rene van Zanten, general di=tor of the Neth
erlands Preu Fund, is particularly interesting: 

The most important thing to emerge setms to be 
the new and very important role that wers pby in 
the process .. . News is no longer the news rh:n jour
nal is a :lnd editors think is important. People have 
opinions abouc that. They show you the way to their 
world by clicking and scrolling. Media had hencr 
oke th:tt seriously and prepare noc only for new 
w:ays of publishing, but also new v.tays of defining 
news. 

Comparing media outlets 
One danger in discussing the mass media lies in cn:ating 
its v:trious channels as uniform - as though books, films, 
newspapers, 1'2dio, tele-.-ision, and websites were identical 
in their partis:lnship and effects. True, the same content 

can increasingly be accessed in a variety of media -
newspapers and television news can both be accessed on 
the internet, for example - so we should not overstate 
th e importance of the platform. 'Yet the medium is the 

message', was the famous claim by Marshal McLuhan, 
who argued that the mcditun used influenced how the 
message was reocived {McLuhan, 1964). Even in an Cl':l 

of social media, there remains value in contrasting the 
impact of the two key channels of the mass media age: 
broadcast television and newspapers. 

Even in its heyday. broadcast television was far from 
all- powerful. By the I 980s, it had certainly become the 
pre-eminent nu.ss medium in all democncies, and even 

today remains a visual, credible, and easily digested for
mat which reaches almost every household. Consider 
election campaigns. Here, the broadcasting studio has 

become the main site of battle. T h e party gladiators pal'
ticipate through appearin~;~ on intt:rviews, debates, talk 
shows, and commercials; merely appearing on television 

confirms some status and recognition on candidates. 
Ondinary voters consume the election , if at all, through 
watching images, whether on television, computer 
screens, or snunphones. 

But to soy that the studio is the site ofbattle is one 
thing; to soy that it determines the outcome is quite 
another. In foct, it is difficult to demonstrate a strong 
connection between tele-.ision coverage of campaigns 
and voter n:sponses. For instance, one frequent obser
vation about the electoral impact of television is that 

it has primed voters to base their decision more on 

personalities, especially those of the party leaders. But 
compared to when? Even the claim that the broadcast
ing media as a whole have led voters to decide on per
sonality neglects the importance of personalized press 
coverage of the parties in earlier times. 

To be sure, some studies have shown a modest 
increase in recent decades in the focus of media covCI':lge 
of election campaigns o n party leaders (Mughan, 2000). 
However, it is far from proven that votes arc incn.."a.S
ingly cast o n the basis of the personalities ofleadcrs and 
even less clear that any such increase is attributable to 
broadcasting. C ertainly, research docs not support the 
proposition that television has rendered the images of 
the leaders the key influence on electoral choice. 

Where television may initially hove made a broader 
but larger contnbution is in partison dealignment: 
the weakening of parry loyalties among voters (see 
Chapter 17). Because of the limited number of chan
nels available in television's early decodes, governments 
required balanced and neutral treatment of politics. 
The result was an inoffensive style that contrasted with 
the more partisan coverage offered in many national 
newsp apers. In the Netherlands, for instance, television 

hclpc,d to break down the scpa!"Jtc pillars comprising 
Dutch society in th e 1950s, providing a rocw common 
ground for citizens exposed to a single national channel: 
'Cath olics discovered that Socialists \vt:rc not the dan
gerous atheistS they had been warned about, Libel':lls 
had to conclude that orthodox Protestants were not the 
bignts they were supposed to be' (Wigbold, 1979: 201). 

Despite the primacy of television, it would be 
wrong to discount the political impact of newspapers. 
Falling circulation notwithstanding, quality newspapers 
possess an authority springing from their longevity. In 
nearly all demo=cies, newspapers are freer with com
ment than is tele...;.-ion . In an age when broadcasters 
still lead the prowion of instant news, the more relaxed 
daily schedule of the press allows print columnists to 
offer interpretation and evaluation. 

While television tells us what happened, uewspa
pers place ~>vents in a broader context. The press helps 
to frune the political narrative in a way that television 
finds <liJliculty in matching. Broadcast news can only 
cover one story at a time whereas newspapers (in print 
or online) can be scanned for items of interest and can 
be read at the user's convenience. Newspapers offer 
a luxury which television can nrely afford: space for 
reBection. For such reasons, quality newspapers remain 

the trtde press of politics, read avidly by politici:;ru 
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• Comparing media structures 

The way in which the mass media have developed, and been integrated into national politics, varies significantly 
across societies, yielding distinctive media structures. One ground-breaking study of these structures in liberal 
democracies (Hallin and Mancini (2004) distinguished between three different types: 

Anglo-American: In this model, marl<e t mechanisms predominate and the mainly p rivate media respond 
to commercial considerations. Reflecting the early achievement of mass li teracy~ newspaper circuJation still 
remains relatively high. The notion of journalism as a news-gathering profession is entrenched, while the media 
and political worlds inhabit distinct spheres, with the forme r acting as a self-appointed watchdog over the 
latter. There are contrasts within the model, though: for example , public broadcasting and partisan national 
daily newspapers remain more significant in the UK than in the United States, where commerce dominates and 

newspapers are primarily local. 

Northern European: Here, the media are seen as responsible social actors with their own contribution 
to make to society in general, and to political stability in particular. Newspapers and even television networks 
represent particular g roups (e.g . religions, trade unions, political parties) but do so in an environment shaped 
by an interventionist state. Public broadcasting is significant and t he government subsidizes private media 

in support of both their information and representation functions . Regulations governing media coverage, 

such as the right to privacy and to reply, are more extensive than in the Anglo-American structure. Journalistic 

professionalism is fully supported, but is tempered by an awareness of the media's role as an actor in, and not 
merely an observer of, politics and society. 

Southern European: In Greece, Portugal, and Spain, authoritarian regimes initially acted as a brake on 
the development of univer5al literaey, mass circulation newspapeiS, and a vibrant civil so6ety. Even following 
the democratic transitions of the 1970s, governing parties still strongly influenced public broadcasting, while 
newspapers and other television stations were subject to party political influence. Television became a potent 

vehicle of popular entertainment but newspaper circulation remained low, wfth journalists seeing themselves as 
provid ing ideologically loaded commentary, rather than hard news. In these party·dominated Southern European 
countries, the political position of the media remains even more subd ued today than in the Northern European 
format. Elements of this format can also be found in many non-Western countries (Hallin and Mancini, 201 2). 

There are several telling contrasts among the three models, for example in regard to the task of the 

journalist. In the Anglo-Americar> world, journalists are news·gathering professionals who speak truth to power 
and engage in a combative relationship with government. In Northern Europe, journalists are less adversarial: 
they are e><pected to add greater sensitivity to the national interest, political stability, their newspapers outlook 
and the social group it serves. In Southern Europe, journalism focuses less on Information and more on 

commentary from an ideological perspective. 

The value of Hallin and Mancinis scheme is being eroded b y the contemporary media trends discussed 
earlier in the chapter. Within Western liberal democracies, the te ndency is to a more Anglo-American approach, 
especially in conceptions of the journalist's task. Still, the authors provide insight into where the media in the 

Wester'! world are coming from - if less so on where they are going. .. 

Media structure: Refers to historically s.t:tb1e pauerns of 
media u.<~~e 3nd, in particub.r, to the relatiOJlships ber,veen 
medi3, the state, 3Jld the economy. Components include the. 
e.xtent o( newspaper circuJatiOJl, the scope of public brOad
casting, the parti.s.anship of the preu, :md internet access. 

themselves. In countries with a lively press ttadition, 
newspapers retain a political significance greatly in 
excess of their circulation. 

Newspapers also influence television's agenda: a story 
~!>pt.-acing on evening TV ne'"' ofi.en begins life in the 
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• FOCUS 14.1 Comparing media structures (Continued) 

Anglo-American Northern European Southern European 

Newspaper High High Low 
circulation 

Professionalism of High High Low 
journalism 
Links between Low High High 
media and politics 

State intervention Low High High 

Examples Britain, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Portugal, 
Ireland, US Norwav, Sweden Spain 

FIGURE 14.5: Media st ructures in liberal democracies 
Source: Adapted from Hallin and Mancini (2004), who also refer to the Anglo -Am.erkan structure as 'liberal'; to the 
Northern European structure as 'democratic corporatist'; and to the Southern~ Eu--ropean structu.re as 'polarized pluralist'. 

morning paper. This agenda-influencing role, it is worth 
noting, does not depend on a newspaper~ circulation. But 
when a voter sees a story covered both on television and 
in the press, the combined imp<ct is likely to exceed that 
of either medium considered alone (Miller, 1991}. 

Given the rise of online newspaper readership, the 
dr.unatic decline in the circulation of printed copies 
is an incomplete guide to the continuing significance 
of newsty<pcrs. Indeed, migration to the internet has 
allowed the leading newspaper groups to engage a new 
international audience, albeit usually with little com
mercial benefit. 

Still, the drop in both newspaper readership and 
viewing of television news docs pose a significant threat 
to the quality of political communication and, hence, to 
the political process itself. Quality newspapers (local as 
well as national) and major broadcasting networks tra
ditionally provided the means by which society gath
ered news about itself and the 'vider world. But as the 
advertising revenues of traditional media decline. so it 
becomes more difficult to maintain expen"ive networks 
of professional journalists to gather, report, and interpret 
the news. The danger is that the profession of journalism 
becomes populated with amateurs, as low-cost media 
look for no-cost content &om readers and others. 

We may live in an information-rich age, but more 
docs not always mean better. In filet, the han! news
gathering performed by many traditional media groups, 
whether directly or through contracts witlt news agen
cies, compares favourably with the 'comment-rich, 

fact-poor and analysis-thin' character of blog;, many of 
which just re-act to stories generated offline (McCargo, 
2012). There is some truth in the comment of Brian Wil
liams (former anchor of NBC Nightly News) that 'these 
days he's up against a guy called Vinny who hasn't left !lis 
apartment in two years' (quoted in Fox and Ramos, 2012: 
1 0). Fox and Ramos go on to make the general point: 

As n·aditional journalistic oudets shrink and blog; 
and other internet oudets ascend to greater levels of 
prominenc.e, citizens experience increasingly unfil
tered news and information. Many blogs lack a tradi
tional journalistic hierarchy in \Vhich an editor. who 
has the power to withhold publication, can de.mand 
\v.riter accountability and accuracy. 

If it is to be sustained, professional news-gathering 
and interpretation (whether by print or broadcast jour
nalists) may need to be reinterpreted as a public good 
and provided with a public subsidy. In any event, the 
decline of broadcast television and newspapen; in the 
internet age poses a major challenge to the quality of 
political communication. 

Political communication in 
authoritarian states 
Just as. democracy thrives on a flow of information, so 
authoritarian rulers limit free expression; this leads to 
media coverage of politics which is subdued and, usually, 
subservient. It has also Jed to relatively little research on 
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the dynamics of political communication in authoritar
ian systems. Far from acting as the fourth estate, casting a 
searchlight into the darker corners of government, jour
nalists in authoritarian states defer to political authority. 
Lack of resources within th e media sector limits profes
sionalism and incrc>ases vulnerability to pressure. Official 
television stations and subsidiz<..-d newspapers reproduce 
the regime's line, while ~Titical j ournalists are harass<"<l 
and the entire media sector develops an instinct for self
preservation through self-censor;hip. 

The consequence is an inadequate information 
Bow to the top, expanding the gap between state and 
society, and leading ultimately to incorrect decisions. A 
thoughtful dictator responds to this problem by encour
aging the media to expose malfeasance at the local 
level, thus providing a check on governance away from 
the centre. But there is no escape from the paradox of 
authoritarianism. By controlling information, ntlers 
may secure their power in the short run, but they also 
reduce the quality of governance - potentially threaten
ing their own survival over the longer tenn. The more 
developed the country, the more severe is the damage 
inflicted by an information defidt at the top. 

How exactly do authoritarian rulers limit inde
pendent j ournalism? T he constraints are varied and 
sometimes subtle. An under;tanding of these limitations 
contributes to an appreciation of authoritarian rule. In 
her study of sub-Saharan Africa before the wave ofliber
alization in the 1990s, Bourgault (1995: 180) identified 
a typical list of means for limiting media development 
and coverage: 

• Declaring lengthy states of emergency which for
mally limit media freedom . 

• Passing broad libel laws that can be selectively applied. 

• Threatening the withdrawal of government 
advertising. 

• Selectively restricting access to newsprint. 

• R equiring publications and journalists to be licensed. 

• Taxing printing equipment at a high rate. 

• Requiring a bond to be deposited with the govern
ment before new publications can launch. 

As we saw in C hapter 4, authoritarian states are 
also most often low-income states, and limited resources 
undoubtedly hold back the development of the media. 
R estricted m eans stiBe j ournalistic initiative and 
increase vulner-•bility to pressure. Sometimes impover
ished j ournalists are reduced to publishing favourable 
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stories (or withdr-d\ving the threat to write critical 
ones) in exchange for money. T he established media in 
authoritarian states become channels for propaganda 
rather than for hard political news. 

Propaganda; h)formation med to promote a p:u-ticuhr 
political cause or ideology with a view to cl1:tnging pub)jc 
opi111ion. 

In much of post-communist central Asia, large parts 
of the media remain in state hands, giving the authori
ties direct leverage. The state also typically retains own
ership of a leading television channel. The outcome is 
subservience: 

From Kazakhstan co Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan m 
Belarus and Uk:rain~ the story .is a dis.ma1 one: tax 
lav.'S are used for financial harassment; a body oflaws 
fOrbid~ insults of those in high places; compul-;ory 
re-gistration of che media is common. In Aze.rbaijan, 
as jn Belarus, one- man rule. leaves little mom for 
pre.<S freedom. (Foley, 1999: 45) 

The j ustification for these restrictions is typically 
an overriding nati6rlal reqtiirerttent for social stability, 
nation -building, and economic development. The sub 
text is that we cannot afford Western freedoms until 
we have caught up, and perhaps not G-ven then. Before 
the Arab Spring, for instance, the Egyptian government 
expected that ' the press should uphold tllC security of the 
country, promote economic development, and support 
approved social norms' (Lesch, 2004: 610). A free press 
is presented as a recipe for squabbling and disham1ony. 

Even tl10ugh many of these j ustifications are sim
ply e xcuses for auth()ritarian government, we should 
not rus.sume that the Western idea of a free press gar
ner; universal appeal. Islamic states, in particular, stress 
th e media~ role in affirming religious values and soda! 
norms. A free press is seen as an excuse for licence. The 
question is posed: why should we imp()rt Western ideas 
of freedom if the practical result is the availability of 
pornogr•phy?When society is viC!\ved as the expression 
of an overarching moral code, whether lslarnic or other
wise, the Western tradition o f free speech appears alien 
and even unethical. 

T he rernaining states with a nominal communist 
allegiance also keep close control over the m eans of mass 
communication. In China, access to information has tra
dition:ally been provided on a need- to-know basis. The 
country's rulers remain keen to limit dissenting voices, 
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• Online Interaction and the Arab Spring 

The use of online platforms for interaction among citizens has weakened political control in some authoritarian 
regimes, the case of the Arab Spring offering a revealing illustration. As Table 14.2 shows. internet access grew 
dramatically in the first decade of the new millennium in the Middle East and North Africa, allowing peer-to-peer 
communication among alienated urban youtf>, as in Iran's Blogist.an (Sreberny and Khiabany, 2010). This growth 
was not confined to those countries experiencing regime change in 2011 but became a significant factor in some 
overthrows. notably in Egypt and Tunisia . 

Online faci lities not only permitted rapid circulation of news about the latest p rotest venues, but also 
created a rare free space for social interaction -for example, between people of the opposite sex (Bayat, 201 0). 
The word on the tweet proved harder to censor than the word o n the street. In this way, social media created a 
model of a free and exciting democratic society against which au thoritarian political systems in the Arab world 
seemed ever more ossified. Face book became the freedom forum, leading Lynch (2011: 301) to claim boldly that 
'the long term evolution of a new kind of public sphere may matter more than immediate political outcomes'. 
Wheeler and Mintz (2012: 26~ 1) argue along similar lines when they suggest that 'The ground for significant 
political change in authoritarian contexts can be readied by people using new media tooJs to discover and 
generate new spaces within which they can voice their dissent an d assert their presence in pursuit of bettering 

their lives.' 

TABLE 14.2: The intemet and the Arab Spring 

Internet users 

2000 2009 
Population using 
the internet (%) 

2009 

Regime 
overthrown In 

2011? 
Iran 250,000 32.2 million 48 No 

Morocco 100,000 10 .3 million 33 No 

Saudi Arabia 200,000 7.7 million 27 No 

Tunisia 100,000 2.8 million 27 Yes 

Egypt 450,000 12.6 million 16 Yes 

Algeria 50,000 4.1 million 12 No 

Libya 10.000 323.000 

Yemen 15,000 370,000 

Source: Adapted from Wheeler and Mintz (2012: table 10.1) 

even though they do now permit 'newspapers, maga
zines, television stations and news web sites to compete 
fiercely for auilience~ and advertising revenue' (Shirk, 
2011: 2). In 2011, the Communist Party even cancelled 
Super Girl, a television talent show with a peak audience 
of 400 million, fearing the subversive effect of allowing 
the audience to vote for their f.:tVourite act. 

Although the C hinese government is keen to 

promote e-commerce, internet users who search for 
'inappropriate' topics such as democracy or T ibetan 

5 Yes 

2 Yes 

independence will find their searches blocked and their 
access to search engine~ withdrawn. The goverrunent 
even pays ~elected c~tizens to post pro-government mes
sages online (Fox and Ramos,2012: 8). O f course,sophis
ticated users find a way round the regime's electronic 
censorship, producing a parallel communications system 
which may eventually prove to be politically transforma
tive, but for now the Great Firewall of China holds. 

He (2009) describes p<>litical corrununication 
in China as taking place in two ~eparate 'iliscourse 
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universes' .The ftrst is the official universe, which occu
pies the public space, while the second is the private 
universe, which consists mainly of oral and person-to
person communication. He argues that apply;ng West
ern theories of political communication to the Chinese 
context is difficult, because these models assume free 
and democratic elections. Since most political commu
nication in China is controlled by the Communist Party, 
and takes the form of propaganda, a specialized field of 
political communication studies has less meaning there 
than it does in the West. 

In hybrid regimes, control over the media is less 
extensive than in authoritarian states. The press and 
the internet are often left substantially alone, offering 
a forum for debate which perhaps offers some value, 
as well as danger, to the rulers. Yet the leading politi
cal force also dominates broadcast coverage, even where 
explicit or implicit censorship is absent. To some extent, 
such an emphasis reflects political reality: a viewer is 
naturally most interested in those who exert the grt:at
est influence over their life. 

Latin America provides a good example. In many 
countries on the continent, a tradition of personal and 
populist rule lends itself well to expression through 
broadcasting media which reach many poor and illit
erate people seeking salvation through 'their' leader. 
Foweraker eta/. (2003: 105) describe the origins of this 
tradition in the twentieth century, when 'populist lead
ers in Latin America made popular appeals to the peo
ple through mass media in neo.vspapers and especially 
radio ' .These authors comment that contemporary pop
ulism contirmes in the same vein, albeit now operating 
through television. 

In Russia, prc>ssures on the media - from powerful 
business peo ple, as well as politicians - remain intense, 
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an influence deriving from the centrality of televi
sion to political communication. As in Latin America, 
broadcasting is the main way of reaching a dispersed 
population for whom free television has greater appeal 
than papers for which they must pay. In a 2008 sur
vey, 82 per cent of Russians said they watched televi
sion routinely, compared with just 22 per cent who 
said they were regular readers o f national newspapers 
(Oates, 2014: 134). The television audience in Russia 
for nightly news programmes is substantial. In the size 
and interest of its audience, Russia's television news is 
the equivalent of soap operas elsewhere. Particularly 
during elections, television showcases the achieve
ments of the administration and its favoured candidates; 
oppos:ition figures receive less, and distinctly less Bat
tering, attention. 

\Vith over 100 laws governing media conduct in 
Russia, and the occasional journalist still found mur
dered by unknown assailants, self-censorship - the voice 
in the editor's head which asks 'Am I taking a risk in 
publishing this story?' - remains rife. Because editors 
know on which side their bread is buttered, there is no 
need for politicians to take the political risk involved 
in explicit instruction. The internal censor allows the 
president to maintain deniability. 'Censorship? Wlr.t 
censorship?' he can ask, with a smile. 

By comparison with television, the internet and 
the press are less Cx')llicitly controlled in Russia, an 
imporunt change to the all-embracing censorship of 
the communist erd. Internet access, in particular, has 
allowed younger people in urban areas to express and 
organize opposition to the authorituian style of Presi
dent Vladimir Putin. As beftts a competitive authoritar
ian regime, dominance of the major media does not 
imply complete censorship. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• How does the medium impact the political message? 

• Which exerts more influence on people's political valu.es: (a) the internet, (b) broadcast television, 
or (c) friends and family? 

• To what extent do social media add to or detract from the idea of opinion reinforcement? 

• Do the media shape or reflect public opinion? 

• What are the likely implications of the decline of newspapers and broadcast television, and the 
growth of the internet, as a source of political news? 

• Is the problem of propaganda notably worse in author.itarian than in democratic systems, or are the 
attempts to influence public thinking simply couched differendy? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Fourth estate 
Mass medu 
Media structure 
Political communication 
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Political parties 

PREVIEW 
For most n.-sident~ of democracies, political parties are the charmd through 
which they most often relate to government and polities. Parties o ffer them 
competing sets of policies, encourage them to take part in the political proce~. 
and are the key determinant of who governs. I t is all the more ironic, then , 
that while parties are so central to politics, they are often not well reg.rrded by 
citizens. They are increasingly seen less as a means for enga~ citizens and 
more as self-serving channels for the promotion of the interests o f politicians; as 
a result, support for parties is declining as people move towards o ther channels 
for political expression. In authoritarian regimes the story is even less palatable: 
parties have routinely been the means through which elites manipulate public 
opinion, and have been both the shields and the instruments of p>Ower. 

This chapter begins with a brief survey of the origins and changing roles of 
parties, bef<)re looking at the variety of party systems around the world, ranging 
from states where parties are not allowed through single-party, dominant party 
and two-party systems to the multi-party systems found in th e majority of 
democracies. It reviews the quite different dynamic of parties in tl1ese different 
sy>terns. It then looks at the manner in which parties are organized, and at how 
leaders and candidates are re<.Tuited. Afier reviewing the changing significance 
of party membership, it looks at how parties are financed, and concludes with 
an examination of the different roles parti.es play in authoritarian systems. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Political parties: an 
overview 

• Origins and roles 

• Party systems 

• Party organization 

• Party membership 

• Party finance 

• Polit ical parties in 
authoritarian states 

The key dilemma facing parties is that they are poorly rated by the public yet they remain an essential device of 
liberal democracy. 

Major political parties began as agents of society (representing a particular group or d ass) and have since become 
agents of the state (so much so that the public funding of parties is quite normal}. The implications of this change 
arc important. 

Understanding the rote of parties involves looking at party system s, not simpfy individual parties. The major theme 
here is the decline of dominant party and two·party systems. and the rise of multi~party systems. 

The selection process for parry leaders and candidates has been changing, but its causes. and the effects on 
candidate quality, are less clear. 

The combination of fall ing party membership and growing pubfic funding has changed the base of parties. 

Parties in authoritarian regimes play a different role from their democratic counterparts. Rather than providing a 
foundation for the creation of governments, they arc a means for controlling cittzcns, dis9uising the power of elites, 
and distributing patronage. 
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Political parties: an overview 
It would be hard to imagine political systems function 
ing with out political parties, and yet their history 
is far shorter than most people might nnagine. The 
nineteenth-century Russian-born political thinker 
Moisei Ostrogorski was one of the first to recognize 
th eir growing importance in modem politics. His study 
of parties in Britain and the U nited States wa< less inter
ested, as he said, in political forms than in political forces; 
'wherever tlli.s life of parties is developed' , h e af!:,>ued, ' it 
focuses the political feelings and the active wills of its 
citizens' (1902: 7). His conclusions were fully j ustified: 
in Western Europe, mass parties were founded to battle 
for the votes of enlarged elector•tes; in communist and 
fascist states, ruling parties monopolized power in an 
attempt to reconstruct society; in the developing world, 
nationalist parties became the vehicle for driving colo
nial rulers back to their imperial homeland. 

Political party~ A group identified by name .md ideology 
tb3t fields candidates at eJe.ctions irt order 1:0 \Vin public 
office ar\d control goven)mttll. 

Parties were a key mobilizing devke of the twenti
eth century, dr•wing millions of people into the national 
political process for the fi rst time. T hey j ettisoned their 
original image as private factions engaged in capturing, 
and even perverting, the public interest. Instead, they 
became accepted as th e central representative device 
of liberal democracy. Reflecting this new status, they 
began to receive explicit mention in new constitutions, 
some countries even banning non-party candidates 
from standing for the legis}ature, or preventing mem
bers from switching parties once elected (Reilly, 2007). 
Such restrictions were judged necessary for implement
ing party-based elections. By the century's end, m ost 
liberal democracies offered some public funding to sup
port party work. Parties had become part of the system, 
providing functions ranging from being the very foun
dations of government, to aggregating interests, mobi
lizing voters, and recruiting candidates for office. 

Therein rests the problem. N o longer do parties 
seem to b e energetic agents of society, seeking to bend 
the state towards their supporters' interests. Instead, 
they appe-.r to be at risk of capture by the state itself. 
They also often seem to be less concerned with offer
ing voters alternatives than with promoting their own 
interests, and competing for power for its own sake. No 

longer do parties provide th e only home for the politi
cally e ngaged; instead, people are moving towards social 
move m ents, interest groups, and social media. Western 
publics still endorse the principle of democm<:y, but 
they seem to be increasingly disillusion ed \vith achiev
ing it through competing political partie, . W ith many 
parties now seen as self-serving and corrupt, Mair 
(2008: 230) could speculate., in contraSt to Ostrogorski, 
that parties are in danger of ceasing to be a political 
driving force. 

In authoritarian states, parties tend to be either 
non-e.xistent (in a few cases) or else one official party 
dominates. The notion of competitive parties d<)es not 
fit wi th the notion of centralized control, and parties 
are not so much the representatives of groups or inter
est< as tools by which authoritarian leaders can exert 
power. Excepting the enormous power of ruling com
munist parties, they tend to be weak, lacking autonomy 
from the national leader, and reinforcing elite control 
of society. In countries that are poor and ethnically 
divided, parties typically lack the ideologic<ll contrasts 
that p rovided a base of party systems in most liberal 
democracies. 

Origins and roles 
Political parties are neither as old nor as central to govern
ment as we might suppose. T hey seem to be the lifeblood 
of democratic politics, and yet governm ents and states 
have long been wary of their po tentially harmful impact 
on national unity, which is one reason why parties -
unlike the formal institutions of government - went 
unm entioned in early constitutions. In examining party 
origins, we can distinguish between two types: cadre par
ties that had their origins in legislatures, and mass parties 
that were created to win legislative representation for a 
particular social group, such as the working class. 

Cadre (or elite) parties were formed by members 
within a legislature joining together around common 
concerns and fighting campaigns in an enlarged elector
ate. Tbe earliest nineteenth-century parties were of this 
type; they include th e conservative parties of Britain, 
Canada, and Scandinavia, and th e first American parties 
(the Federalists and the jeffersonians). Cadre parties are 
sometimes known as 'caucus' parties, the caucus denot
ing a closed meeting of the members of a party in a 
legislature. Such parties remain heavily conunitted to 
th eir leader~ authority, "~th o rdinary members playing 
~ supporting rale. 
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By contrast, mass porties - which emerged later -
odginated outside legislatures, in social groups seek
ing representation as a way of achieving their policy 
objectives. The working-class socialist parties that spread 
across Western Europe around the turn of the twenti
etlt century epitomized these externally created parties. 
Mass socialist porties exerted tremendous influence on 
European p:.rty systems in the twentieth century, stimu
lating many cadre parties to copy their extra-porliamcn
tal)' organization. Mass parries acquired an enonnous 
membership organized in local branches, and - unlike 
cadre p:.rties - tried to keep their representatives on a 
tight rein. They played an important role in education 
and political socialization, funding education, organizing 
workshops, and running porty newspapers, all designed 
to tie their members closer to their party. 

As cadre and mass parties matured, so they tended 
to evolve into catch-all parties (Kirchheirner, 1966). 
These respond to a mobilized political system in which 
electoral communication takes place through mass 
media, bypassing the membership. Such parties seek to 
govern in the national inten.--st. rather than as representa
tives of a social group, the n.~•lity being that 'a party large 
enough to get a majority has to be so catch-all that 
it cannot have a unique ideological program' (Kirch
heimer, quoted in Krouwel, 2003: 29). Catch~•ll parties 
seek electoral support wherever they can find it, their 
purpose being to govern rather than to represent. 

The broadening o f Christian demo~Tatic par
ties in Europe &om religious defence organizations to 
broader parties of the centre-right is the classic case of 
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the transition to c.atch-all status. The subsequent trans
fonna.tion of several mass socialist parties into leader
dominated social democratic parties, as in Spain and 
the United Kingdom, is another example. While most 
major parties are now of the catch-all type> their origins 
inside or beyond legislatures continue to influence party 
style, the autonomy of their leaders, and the standing of 
ordinary members. 

Modern democratic parties fitlfil several functions 
that arc critical to the formation of governments and 
the en.gagement of voters. Prime =ong these is the for
mation of government,_ They also (at least ideally) offer 
voters guidance by helping them make choices among 
different sets of policies, help voters make them,elves 
heanl by pulling together like-minded segroents of the 
electorate> encourag~ voters to participate in politics> 
and feed government by recruiting candidates for public 
office (see Figure 15.1). 

Party systems 
Just as. tlte international system is more than the states 
that co mprise it, so a party system is more than its 
individual parties. The term describes the overall pat
tern formed by the component parties, the interactions 
betwc.'Cn them, and the rules governing their conduct. 
Parties copy, learn from, and compete with each other, 
with innov-ations in organization> fundraising, and cam
paigning dif!itSing across the system. By focusing on the 
relationships between parties> a party system means more 
than j ust the porties themselves, and helps us understand 

Government Providing a foundation for the exercise of power by governments, 
o ffering them direc tion. 

Guidance 

Aggregation 

Mobilization 

Recruitment 

Giving voters coherent and contrasting sets of policies from which 
to choose, giving effect to the idea of liberal democtacy. 

Aggregating interests, filtering many specific demands into 
manageable and prioriti2ed packages of proposals. 

Encouraging voters to take part in politics. 

Recruiting and preparing candidates for public office. 

FIGURE 15.1: Five roles of political parties 
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how they inter<Ct with one another, and the impact of 
that interaction on the countries they govern. 

Party system: The overall configuration of pOlitical partieli, 
based on their number, their rdatht ilhp<>rt:l.nte-, tht itlterac
tions among thetn" and tl~e l:tws that regulate lhe-m. 

There are also d ose links between the structure of 
elections and the party systems that result, if we accept 
the findings of the political scientist Maurice Duverger. 
As a result of research undertaken during the 1940s, he 
developed two prindples published in his 1951 book 
Political Parties: first, that single-member plurality elec
tions tend to produce two-party systems, and second 
that two-round and proportional representation elec
tions tend to produce multi-party systems (Duverger, 
1951). Others noticed the same effects, which eventu
ally came to be known - respt'Ctively - as Duverger's 
law and Duverger's proposition (Benoit, 2006). 

Features 

Duverger1S law: More. of a hypolhesi! than a univena.li3W, 
thi! holds that 'The sin;.p)e-majority sir)gle-ba!lor sy.s.tem 
favour:s tbe two-party sy.s.tem• (Duve.rger, 1951}. 

Party systems fall into one of five types: no-party, 
single-P'.~rty, dominant party, two-party, and multi-party 
(see F igure 15.2). In democracies, both dominant and 
two-party systems arc in decline, meaning that multi
party systems have become the most common configu
ration in the democratic world. 

No-party systems 
There are a small number of authoritarian states -
mainly in the Middle East - that either do not allow 
political parties to form and operate, or where no par
ties h.avc been fonned. In the cases of Oman and Saudi 
Arabia, there is no legislature and the formation of par
ties is banned, although there are St>ver•l movements 

Examples 

No poli tical parties are Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia . 

I 
allowed to compete with ... 

Multi-party 

the ruler's authori ty. 
~----~~ ~------~ 

I 

Only one party is legally 
allowed. Any minor 
'parties' are strictly 
subordinate. 

One party is almost always 
in government, whether 
alone or in coal ition. 

Two major parties 
compete to form • 
single-party governments 

China. Cuba, North Korea, 
l aos,and Vietnam. 

South Africa (African 
National Congress), Russia 
(United Russia). Japan 
(liberal Democratic Party), 
Hungary (Fidesz). 

United States (Democrats 
and Republicans). 

The legislature is Most of Europe. 
composed of several 
minority parties, leading to .. 
government by coalition or 
a minority party. 

FIGURE 1 5.2: Comparing party systems 
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in place that would evolve into parties if allowed, and 
Saudi Ulmmu made a largely 1ymbolic requesl to the 
lung in 2011 !hot they be allowed to form a pany.There 
il no fomul ~ framework for P=>es in Bahnin, but 
there arc acn'" 'polmcal 2Si0Ciatlom' that compete in 
clcct~oru and an: the funcnonal equi~-alent of p:uucs. 

Single-party systems 

These """" once common. bang found throughout the 
conun111mt world as wdl as m most African and Anb 
countries. The argument made by most communist par
ties u that communism i!l the aruwcr to all needs, alter
native Ideologies arc moot, and democn<-"Y exists within 
communist parucs in a phenomenon dubbed 'democratic 
eentta!ism' by Lenin. The idea is !hot in a hierarchical sys
tem, each levd JS elected by the one below, to which it 
must in tum >ecount (the dtmocratlt part) but decisions 
rcac;hcd by hit;hcr levels are to be accepted and imple
mented by lower levels (the cmtmlism pan). In truth, the 
~';>' is anything but democratic, and is instead highly 
elinst, based on alleged democracy withm a party rather 
than amorw competing parties. In addition, member
ship is n:strictcd. and offen a g.tcway to political infiu
encc and economic privileges. with non-party members 
being nurginalizcd and, as a ~ult, often resentful. 

l.n China. the Chmesc Communist Puty (CCP) is 
the source of all meaningful polincal power, contrOls all 
other polmcal orgurizations, plays a key role in ckcicling 
the outcome of elections, and dominates both state and 
government. Polity changes come not through a change 
of pany at an elecnon or a •ubstmti.al public debate, but 
rather through changes in the balance of~""'"" within 
the leadenlup o( the party. 

From • base c:A35 milboo primory put)' org:mizaooos
found w villages. faaones, military uniu, and other 
local communities - the party works iu '"">' up through 
an ~Iabonte h1eran:hy to the Nano!UI Puty Congress, 
which meetS m&equendy and dclcgotes authonty to 
a 370-member Central Committee, to a 25-member 
Politburo, and finally to the SCV\:J\ people who ma1te up 
the Star1ding Committee of the Politburo, &om whicb 
th ey excn enormous infiuencc over the most popu
lous country on cuth - in itself, an astonishing political 
achic,..,mcm. 

Dominant party systems 

In a domlnaut party system, one party outrlistanccs all 
the others ~nd becomes the nuur:al p2rty of government, 

even if It so=time' governs in coahnon W1th junior 
pannc:n. Dominm1 pamcs may fall VIctim 10 their own 
success, their '~'Y '""ngth meaning !hot faenons tend 
to d"""lop mtemally.lcadmg to an m""W-Iookmg per
spc:en'"· a laclt of concern ,.,;th pobey, excess.-.., catter

ism, ::md mcreasing corruption. This u not to suggest 
that a dominm1 party sys1em is inhcnmtly corrupt and 
undcmocrnic, though, and there are several examples 
of parties !h.r once dollllllalCd but wh1ch Jia,.., had to 
lc~ to tharc P"""r; these 1ncludc the lnsntutional 
R~lutioiU!)' Puty m Mcxico,Jap;ms l.ibcral Dem
ocrats, Swcdt-n 's Social Democrats (whteh Mnce 1932 
has been in government for all but 16 yean), and Italy's 
Chri~tian Democrats. 

The Japanese Liberal Democratic Pmy (LOP) has 
80\'\:rned the coun1ry since 1955, except for bnealts in 
1993-6 and 2009-12. Although suppo!edly a united 
political party. the l.DI? is made up of several factions, 
each with Its own leader, and these factions provide a 
form ofimra-party competi tion. During tirm.'l< ofLDP 
rule, the prime minister is not necessarily the leader 
of the l.DP, nor even the leader of the biggest £ac
tion, nor even the leader of any faction, but rather the 
person who wins enough support among the com pet• 
ing faction> to form a government. The LOP bas kept 
power for nuny reasons, Including its aS>OCilltion wtth 
J~pm S post-w:u economic l't'na.iuancc. an lmp~v~ 
network of gra.ssroou supporter group., the dmribu
tion of patronage tom own clector:al dmncts, and the 
inability of opposition parties to mount an effective 
challenge. 

A classic eumple of duninuhed doltUJWlce is 
offered by the Indian Nanonal Congn:ss, most often 
known sunply as Congren. Under Mahatma Gandlu 
it provided the foClls of lnlStance to Bntish colonial 
rule, and rose to leadership with India's independence 
in 1947.To maintatn iu position, the party relied on a 
patronage pynmid of class and caste allwiccs to sus

tain " nano!UI organwuon m a fragmented and reli
giously thvided country. lae!Ung access to the perks of 
office, no other party could challenge it> hegemony. 
But authoritarian rule during the state of emergency 
declued by Prime Minuter Indira Gandhi (1975-7) 
cos• Congress dear, and the party suffered tts ftnt defeat 
at a national election in 1977. It regrouped briefiy 
but h:u been unable to fend off rising support for the 
Hindu nationalist Dhamlya J:utato Pony, ~ud in 2014 
suffered its biggest defeat ever with just 19 per cent of 
the vote. 
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An example of a party which retains its dominant 
position is South Africa's African Natio nal Congress 
(AN C) . T his party has multiple advantages, stemming 
not only from cultural memories of its opposition 
to apartheid and from its strong position among the 
black majority, but also from its use of office to reward 
its own supporters. Since the end of the apartheid 
regime in 1994, there have been five sets of elections 
in South Africa and the ANC has never won less than 
62 per cent of the vote, a remarkable achievement. 
However1 factions and corruption are growing prob
lems, and they may eventually threaten the ANC's 
supremacy. 

Two-party systems 
In a two-party system, two major parties of compara
ble size compete for electoral support, providing the 
frAmework for political competition while the other 
parties exert little, if any, influence on the formation 
and policies of governments. The two major par
ties alternate in power, with one or the o ther always 
enjoying a majority. Having said that, though, the 
two-party format - like domin:mt puties - is rare and 
becoming rarer. 

The United States is one of the last hold-outs, dom
inated since 1860 by the Democrats and the R epub
licans. These two parties have been able to hold their 
positions in part because of ihe arithmetic of plurality 
electoral systems (see Chapter 16), and in part because 
in most US states - the parties decide the borders of 
elector.U districts and can design them to maximize 
their chances of winning seats. In particular, winning a 
US presidential election is a political mountain which 
can only be climbed by major parties capable of assem
bling a broad national coalition and of rAising the astrO
nomical funding needed to launch a bid. The two major 
parties have also proved adept at moving to the left or 
the right in order to absorb the policies and the vo ters 
of any third party that might seem to be on the rise. In 
the temple of free-market economics, the two leading 
parties form a powerfitl duopoly. 

Australia is another example of a two-party system, 
again reinforced by a non-proportional electoral system. 
Liberals and Labor have consistently been the two big
gest parties since the Second World War, winning SG-90 
per cent of the seats in Parliament between them. T hey 
have only been stopped from fomung a US-style duop
oly by the much smaller National Party, whose base lies 

in the rur.ll are-dS. Government in Australia has alter
nated between Labor governing alone and the Liberals 
governing in coalition with the Nationals. 

Elsewhere, Britain was long presented as an 
emblem of the two-party pattern, but it has recently 
struggled to pass the test. The Conservative and Labour 
parties regularly alternated in office, with plurality elec
tions m eaning that their share of seats exceeded their 
share of votes, but third parties have gained ground. In 
2010, the centre Liberal Democrats won 57 seats in a 
Parliament of 650 members, fon ning a coalition with 
the Conservatives afier no party won an overall major
ity. However, the Conservatives were able to win with 
a small majority in 2015 when the Liberal Democrats 
imploded and the Labour Party failed to offer a cred
ible challenge. 

Multi-party systems 
In rnulti-party systems, several parties - typically, at 
least tive or six - each win a significant bloc of se-Ats in 
the legislature, becoming serious contenders for a place 
in a g overning coalition. The underlying philosophy 
is thaot political parries represent specific social groups 
(or o-pinion constituencies such as environmentalists) 
in divided societies. T he legislature then serves as an 
arena of conciliation , with coalitions forming and fall
ing in response to often minor changes in the political 
balance. Europe exemplifies the phenomenon, most 
countries in the region having parties drawn from 
some, but not all, of nine major party families (see 
Table 15. 1). 

A good example is o ffered by Denmark, where no 
party has held a majority in the unicameral Folketing 
since 1909. The country's complex party system has 
been managed through careful consensus-seeking but 
this practice has come under some pressure from the 
rise nf new parties. In an explosive election in 1973, 
three new parries achieved representation and, since 
then, a minimum of seven parties have won seats in the 
legislature. The centre-right 'Blue' coalition that fol
lowed the 2015 election comprised five of these, con
trailing 90 seats, o r just five more than the opposition 
'R ed' coalition. 

B razil has developed a particularly colourfitl multi
party system since its return to civilian government in 
1985. No less than 28 parties won seats in the 2014 
elections to the Chamber of Deputies, representing a 
wide range of opinions and interests that coalesced into 
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TABLE 15 .1: Europe's major party families 

Examples 

Far left left Front (Franco), Left Party (Sweden). 

Green Alliance '90/The Greens (Germany), Green League (Finland), Grecns (Sweden). 

Social democrat Social Democrats (Denmark, Finland. Sweden). Democratic Party (Italy), Labour (UK). 

Christian democrat Christian Democratic Union {Germany), Fine Gael (Ireland), People's Party (Spain). 

Conservative Conservative Party (UK. Norway). 

Centre Cont111 Party (Finland. Norway. Sweden). 

liberal People's Party {Netherlands), Veostro (Ocnmatli:), Ubensl DciTIOCillts (UK). 

Far right New Flemish Alliance (Belgium), National Front (france), Party for Frecdom (Netherlands), Sweden 
Democrats. 

Regional Sconish National Party, Christian Social Union (Bavaria), New Remish Alii<! nee (Belgium). 

a pro-government coalition, two opposition coalitions, 
and a d mter of stand-alone partics.1\velve parties each 
had fewer than ten members, and the pro-government 
coalition contained nine partit.'S uut together controlled 
59 per cent of the scatS. The picrun: in Brazil is com
plicated by a "~despread aversion to right-\\mg parties 
(stemming &om the heritt~ge of the military years), weak 
discipline within many of the snullc:r parties, and the 
powerful role played by other actors, such as state gov
ernors. The result is a system that bas been labeUed 'coa
lition presidennalism', describing presidentS who must 
rely on large and unstable coalitions to pass legislation 
(G6mez Bruera, 2013: 94-5). 

An important dement of multi- party systems 
in several countries is purtk'S that operate only at the 
regional level (or at the state level in federations). Brit
ain, for example, ha.' parties that represent the interests of 
Scotland, Wales, and Northern lrcbnd, wbile the Ger
rnan Christian Democratic Union is in a sustained coa
lition "~th the Christi.an Social Union, which operates 
only in the state of Bavaria. Few countries offer a more 
•med array of regional parties than India, where such 
parties now play an expanded role in national politics. 
For example, the Congress-led United Progzcssive Alli
ance relied heavily .n.,.. the 2009 elections on regional 
parties in the states of West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, and 
Mabarashtra. The 2014 election resulted in an 11-seat 
majority for the Bharatiya Janatn Party, but it continued 
to be part of a coalition origiruilly formed in 1998, in 
which it worked with nearly 30 regional parties with 
nearly 60 seats in the Lok Sabha, the lower chamber of 
the Indian Parliament. 

Party organization 
Larg.: political parties are multilevel organizations, with 
uteir """ious strata united by a common identity and, 
sometimes, .bared obje-ctives. A major party's organiza
tion will include staff or volunteers operating at national, 
regional, and local levels. and even at a widcr level in the 
case of those no.tional parties in Europe that have fonned 
pan-European federations. This complexity me= that 
any brge parry is decentralized. While refcrenus to 'the 
party' as a single entity are una•-oidable, thty simplifY a 
highly &.gmented reality. As Bollcy.,.. (2012: 316) says, 
'parties are not monolithic structures'. 

Party 'org:mization' is sometimes too grand a term. 
Below the centre, and especially in areas where the 
party is elcctor.illy weak, the party's org-•nization may 
be little more than an empty shell. And coordination 
bctwe en levels is often weak. Some authors even draw 
a comparison between parties and franchise organiza
tions such as McDonald's (Carty, 2004). In a franchise 
structure, the centre maruges the brand. ruru market
ing c:unpaigns, and supports the operating unim, leav
ing local unim to aet with considerable autonomy. Party 
leaders set policy priorities, develop their organiur:ons 
image, and provide material for election campaigns. But 
local agcnm are left to get on 'vith key tasks: selecting 
candi elates, for cxrunple, o r implementing election stnt
egy at local level. 

Opinion has been changing as regards the ques
tion of where authority lies in parties. Thinking was 
long dominated by tlle arguments posed by the German 
scholar Robert Michels (1875-1936). In Political Parties 
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• The rise of niche parties 

A recent phenomenon in many European countries has been the rise of niche parties that appeal to a 
narrow part of the electorate . These include far right, nationalist.. regional, and green parties, which - unlike 
mainstream parties- rarely prosper by moderating their position .. instead achieving most success from exploiting 

their natural support group (Meguid, 2008). Several of these parties -including the German Greens, Austria's 
Freedom Party, and Switzerland's People's Party (lgnazi, 2006) - h ave participated in coalitions, while others (such 
as the Scottish National Party) have succeeded in influencing the agenda of mainstream parties. 

Niche parties of the far right deserve particular attention. They are an exception to the thesis that parties 
emerge to represent well-defined social interests. Evidence sug,gests that they draw heavily on the often 
transient support of uneducated and unemployed young men. Disillusioned with orthodox de mocracy and by 
the move of established conservative parties to the centre, this constituency is attracted to parties that blame 
immigrants, asylum seekers-, and other m inorit ies not only for crim e in general, but also for its own insecurity 

(cultural, as well as economic) in a dhanging world (Kitschelt, 2007). 

It is tempting to identify a new cleavage here: between the winne rs and losers from contemporary labour 
markets. In the winner's enclosure stand weii-OOucated, afflue nt professionals, proudly displaying their tolerant 
post-material liberalism. But in the shadows we find those withe ut qualifications, without jobs, and without 
prospects in economies where full-time unskilled jobs have been exported to lower-cost producers. In this 
context, the perceived economic success of immigrants, especially those of a different colour, is easily regarded 
with resentment. 

Such analysis is plausible , but we should note that the division between labour market winners and losers 

is not a social cleavage in the classic sense. The traditional industrial working class was supported by an 
organizational infrastructure of labour unions and socialist parties.. But far right parties are supported by alienated 
individuals, rather than by social and political institutions. So, in considering the far right it may be preferable 
to speak not of a new cleavage but, rather, of post-cleavage analysis- of what Betz (1994: 169) called 'political 
confl ict in the age of social fragmentation'. 

We should not be carried away. Many right-wing movements have proved to be short-lived flash parties 
whose prospects are held back by inexper;enced leaders with a d ubious background who have proved to be 
inept participants in coalition governments (Akkerman, 2012). Many protest voters might cease to vote for niche 
parties if they became leading parties, thus creating a natural ceiling to their support_ Even joining a coalition 
dilutes the party's outsider image. So, in this sense, niche parties may lack the potential of those based on a 
more secure and traditional cleavage (McDonnell and Newell, 20 11 ). 

Niche party: A p<.)litical party that appea1s lO a nurow sec
tion of the elector.ne. 1·hey 1re po~itioned 3\\".i.Y frotn the 
e.~tab)ished centre and highlight one particular issue. 

(1911), M ichels afb>ued that even org-anizations with 
democratic pretensions become dominated by a ruling 
cliqu e ofleaders and supporting officials. Using Gerrna
ny's Social Democrats as a critical case, he suggested that 
leaders develop organizational skills, expert knowledge, 
and an interest in their own continuation in power. The 
ordinary members, aware of their inferior knowledge 

and amateur status, accept their own subordination as 
natural. Michels's pessimism about the possibility of 
democracy within organizations such as political parties 
was expressed in his famous iron law of oligarchy: ' to 
say organization is to say a tendency to oligarchy' (often 
reproduced as 'who says Ofb>anization, says olig-.trchy'). 

Iron law of oligarchy: JU developed by Robe.rc Michel<, 
tbi! states that the organi:cation of political par-ties- evttl 

those fonnalty comtu.iued to democracy - becomes domi
nate.d by a ruling elite. 
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Elite TC<.Tuitment continues to be a vital and con
tinuing function of parties: even as parties decline in 
other ways, they continue to dominate elections to 
the national legislatures from which, in democracies, 
most political leaders are drawn. Given that candidates 
nominated for safe districts, or appearing near the top 
of their party's list, are virtually guaranteed a place in 
the legislature, it is the selectorate, not the clector<te, 
which. makes 'the choice before the choice'. The nomi
nators open and close the door to the house of power 
(Rahat, 2007). At the same time, there is evidence of a 
growing role for ordinary party members in the selec
tion of leaders and candidates, a finding which suggests 
that Michels's iron law is corroding as parties seek to 
retain members by giving them a greater if still limited 
voice in party affairs (Cross and Katz, 2013). If parties 
arc becoming more democratic, the democra~-y is of a 
representative rather than direct kind. 

Safe district: An electoral district in which a poll tical p:trt)' 
ha..s such strong support that its <:andidare/s are aU but assured 
of victory. 

Sefectorate: The people who notninlte a p~ty's candidates 
for an el.ectiou. 

Party leaders 
The method of selecting the party leader deserves more 
attention that it usually receives (Pilet and Cross, 2014), 
for the obvious reason that party leaders in most par
liamentary systems stand a good chance of becoming 
prirne minister. In some countries, to be sure, includ
ing many in continental Europe, the chair of the party 
is not allowed to be the party's nominee for the top 
post in government (Cross and Blais, 2012a: 5). In Ger
many, for instance, the party's candidate for chancellor 
is appointed separ.>tcly from the party leader and need 
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not l>e the same person. In the United States, the pn.>si
dentiaJ candidate and chair of the party's national com
mittee are different people; indeed, the former usually 
chooses the latter. Nonetheless, it is important to review 
the mechanics and implications of the selection of the 
party's leader. 

In the same way that many parties affotd their ordi
nary members a greater voice in candidate selection, 
so too has the procedure for selecting the party leader 
become more inclusive. As Mair (1994) notes, 'more 
and more parties now seem willing to allow the ordi
nary :members a voice in the selection of party leaders'. 
One factor here is the desire to compensate members 
for their declining role in what have become media
driven election campaigns; afier all, party volunteers, 
unlike paid employees, can just walk away if they are 
giveru nothing interesting to do. The catalyst for reform 
is often an electoral setback or a desire to be seen as 
inclusive (Cross and Blais, 2012b) . 

The traditional method for choosing party leaders 
is election by members of the party in the legislature, a 
device that is still used in sever•! parliamentary systems, 
including Australia, Denmark, and New Zealand. Inter
estingly, severAl parties give a voice both to members 
of parliament and ordinary members, either through a 
special congress or a two-stage ballot. For instance, the 
British Conservatives offer ordinary members a choice 
between two candidates chosen by the parliamentary 
party. Although this would appear to be a more demo
cratic option, it can lead to problems when the rank
and-file membership is out of step with the national 
party, resulting in the triumph of local over national 
interests. 

A vote of the P'.rty's members of the legislature 
alone :is, of course, a narrow constituency. And the abil
ity of potential leaders to instil confidence in their par
liarnematy peers may say little about their capacity to 
win a general election fought through television and 

TABLE 15.2: Selecting party leaders in liberal democracies 

Party congress or convention 

Rank-and-file members 

Members of the parliamentary pany 

Party committee 

Note: Analysis based on l 6 democracies. 

Sourcec Adapted from Hazan{2002: 124) 

Countries 

Finland, Norway. Sweden 

Belgium 

Netherlands, New Zealand 

Italy 

Number of parties using this method 

37 

19 

17 

8 
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social media. Even so, colleagues in the assembly will 
have a close knowledge of a candidate's abilities; they 
provide an expert constituency for judging the capacity 
to lead not only the party, but also - more importantly 
the country. Members of a legislature appear to be more 
influenced by experience than are ordinary party mem
bers. It is perhaps for this reason that many parties still 
perrllit the parliamentary party to remove the leader, 
even if the initial selection now extends to other groups 
(Cross and Blais, 2012a). 

A ballot of party members is an alternative and 
increasingly popular method of selecting leaders. Such 
elections, often described as OMOV (one mem ber, 
one vote) contests, provide an incentive for people 
to join the party, and can also be used to lirllit the 
power of entrenched factions within it. In Belgium, 
for example, all the major parties have adopted this 
approach to choosing their party president. In Can
ada, too, all major parties (except the Liberals) have 
adopted OMOV. 

Candidates 

There are several options available for selecting legis
lative candidates, ranging from the exclusive (selection 
by the party leader) to the inclusive (an open vote of 
the entire electorate) (Figure 15.3). Reflecting the com
plexity of party otganization, the nomination process 
is generally decentralized; a few parties give control to 
the national leadership, but even here the leaders usually 
select from a list generated at lower levels. More often, 
local parties are the active force, either acting autono
mously or putting forward nominations to be ratif1ed at 
national level. Smaller and more extreme parties tend to 
be the most decentralized in th eir selection procedures. 

The norllination task is constrained by three wider 
features of the political system: 

• The electoral system: C hoosing candidates for indi
vidual constituencies in a plurality system is a more 

decentralized task than preparing a single national list 
in a party list system (see Chapter 16). 

• Incumbents: Sitting members of a legislature have an 
advantage almost everywhere, usually achieving rese
lection without much fuss. Often, candidates for 
office are only tn~y 'chosen' when the incumbent 
stands down. 

• Rules: Nearly aU countries impose conditions such 
as citizenship on members of the legislature while 
many parties have also adopted gender quotas for 
candidates. 

Consider how the elector•! system affects the 
norllination process. Under the li<t form of propor
tional representation, parties must develop a ranked list 
of candidates to present to the electorate. This obliges 
central coordination, even if candidates are suggested 
locally. In the Netherlands, for example, each party 
needs to present a single list of candidates for the whole 
country. The major parties use a nominating comrllit
tee to examine applications received either from local 
branches, or directly from individU'.Us. A senior party 
board then produces the fmal ordering. 

rn the few countries still using the single-member 
plurality method, the norllination procedure is typically 
more decentralized. Candidates must win selection by a 
local party in a specific district, though often they must 
pre-qualifY by gaining inclusion on a central master list 
of approved candidates. The re.<ult of this can be to put 
the interests of the local party and individual districts 
above the interests of the national party and voters at 
large. 

T he United States has gone furth est in opening up 
the selection process. There, primary elections ena
ble a party~ supporters to choose their candidates for 
a particular office, ranging as high as the presidency. In 
the ab~ence of a tradition of direct party membership, a 
'supporter' is generously defined in most states as any
one who declares, in advance, an affiliation to that JY.rrty, 

Entire 
electorate 

(open 
primary) 

Registered 
supporters 

(closed 
primary) 

Party 
members 

Party 
committee/ 
convention 

Party 
leader 

FIGURE 15.3: Who selects candidates for legislative elections? 
Source: Adapted from Hazan and Rahat (2010 : figure 3 .1) 
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and can thereby take part in a closed primary. The hold
ing of an open primary extends the choice still further: 
to any registered elector. 

Primary election: A contes:t ln \Vhich a party's support-
ers select its c:mdid3re for a subsequent election (a direct 
pri.Juary), or choose. deleg.ue! co the presidern-iat norninlting 
oon\·trnion (a presidential pritn1ry}.A d~ed primary is 1im
ite.d to a plrty's registered supporten. 

An incre-asing number of countries operate a mixed 
elector.U system, in which voters make choices for both 
a party list and a district candidate. These circumstances 
complicate the party's wk of selecting candidates, 
requiring a national or regional list, plus local constitu
en<..J' nominees. In this situation, individua1 politicians 
also face a choice: should they seek election by means 
of the party list, or through a constituency? Many senior 
figures ensure they appear on both ballots, using a high 
position on the party's list as insllr'mce against restless
ness in their home district. 

Party membership 
Party member.<hip wa. once an important channel for 
participation in politics, but this is no longer the case: 
most major European countries saw a dramatic fall in 
party member.ihip between the 1960s and the 1990s 
(see Table 15.3), for instance in Derunark where mem
ber.<hip collapsed from one in every five people to one 
in every 20. The drop continued into the 2000s, with 
member.<hip of Sweden's Social Democrats falling by 
nearly 70 per cent bet\veen 1999 and 2005 alone (Moller, 
2007: 36).Writing about the Netherlands,Voerman and 

TABLE 15.3: Europe's declining party membership 
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van Schurr (2011) concluded that 'the era of the mass 
party [was] over'. Across the democratic world, millions 
of party foot soldiers have simply given up. 

Furthermore, many new member.< do not engage 
with their party beyond paying an annual subscription; 
these credit card supporters tend also to be fair-weather 
supporters, resulting in increased turnover. Their com
rnitment to the party is often no greater than to other 
voluntary groups to which they donate. Lacking a steady 
flow of young member.<, the average age of members lrolS 
gone up; belonging to a party is increa.,ingly a pastime for 
the middle-aged and elderly (Scarrow and Gezgor,2011). 

However, we should place this recent decline 
in a Bonger perspective. [f statistics were av-Jilable for 
the entire twentieth century, they would probably 
show a rise in membership over the first two-thirds 
of the century, followed by a fall in the final third. The 
recent decline is from a peak that was only reached, 
in many countries, in the 1970s. [n other words, it is 
argu~bly the bulge in membership after the Second 
World War, rather than the later decline, which requires 
explanation. 

The recent reduction in membership has occurred in 
randem with dealignment among voters (see Chapter 17) 
and reflects similar causes. These include: 

• The weakening of traditional social divisions such as 
class and religion. 

• The loosening of the bond linking labour unions and 
socialist parties. 

• The decay oflocal electioneering in an era of media
bas.ed campaigns. 

• The greater appeal of social m(>vement' and social 
media. 

Party membership as a percentage of the electorate 

Beginning of 1960s Beginning of 1980s End of1990s 
Denmark 21 8 5 - 16 

Finland 19 13 10 -9 

Norway 16 14 7 -9 

Italy 13 10 4 -9 

Austria 26 22 18 -8 

UK 9 3 2 -7 

Netherlands 9 3 3 -6 

Sources: Adapted from Mair (1994: iable1.l ); Mair and van Biezen {2001 ; table l ); Sundberg (2002: iable ?.H)); Miller (200S: table 1.1) 
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• The declining standing of parties, often linked to 
cases of corruption. 

• The perception of parties as forming a single struc
ture of established authority with the state (White
ley, 2011). 

As we saw in discussing political participation 
generally (Chapter 13), it should not automatically be 
assumed that less is worse. The fall may indicate an evo
lution in the nature of parties, rather than a weakening 
of their significance in government. Crotty (2006: 499) 
notes how 'the demands of society change, and parties 
change to meet them'. Scarrow and Gezgor (201 0) also 
a11,>ue that while membership has been falling, some par
ties in Europe have seen a growth in the power of their 
members to select candidates, leaders, and party poli
cies. This suggests, they conclude, that 'today's smaller 
but more powerful memberships still have the poten
tial to help link their parties to a wider electoral base'. 
Social and political change has meant that it is unreal
istic to expect the rebirth of mass membership parties 
with their millions of members and their supporting 
pillars of labour unions and churches. Instead we fwd 
the modern format of parties found in new democra
cies: lean and flexible, with communication from leaders 
through television and social media. Rather than relying 
on a permanent army of members, such parties mobilize 
volunteers for specific, short-term tasks - nmably, elec
tion campaigns. 

Party finance 
Falling membership means reduced income for parties in 
an er• when expenses (not least for election campaigns) 
continue to rise. The problem offunding political parties 
has therefore become highly significant. Should mem
bers, donors, or the state pay for the party's work? Should 
private donations be encouraged (to increase funds and 
encourage participation) or restricted (to maintain fair
ness and reduce scandals)? Do limits on contributions 
and spending interfere with free speech? Whichever 
is the case, some method of funding parties must be 
found while also minimizing the ever-present danger of 
corruption. 

In the main, the battle for public funding has been 
won. State support for national parties is now all but 
universal in liberal democracies. On a global level, 
research by the Swedish-based International ln.<ti
tute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA) 

has found that more than two-thirds of 180 countries 
studied made provision for public funding of parties 
by 2011; a similar proportion offer free or subsidized 
access to the media (IDEA, 2014).As Fisher and Eisen
stadt (2004: 621) had earlier commented, 'public sub
sidies. have replaced private sponsorship as the norm in 
political fmance'. State subsidies have also developed 
quickly in the new democracies of Eastern Europe, 
where party memberships are far smaller than in the 
West. 

"I:vpically, support is provided for legi.<lative groups, 
election campaigns, or both. Campaign support, in turn, 
may be offered to parties, candidates, or both. In an 
effort to limit state dependence, public funding may be 
restric ted to matching the funds mised by the party from 
other means, including its members. In any case, most 
funding regimes only reimburse a specified amount of 
party spending. 

As with many political issues, there are costs and 
benefits involved in the question of state fi.mding of 
parties (see Focus 15.2). One of the biggest points of 
concern is the advantage that large established parties 
have over Small news ones in access to public fund
ing. Some authors have developed tllis point by sug· 
gesting that the transition to public funding has led to 
a convergence of the state and major parties on a single 
system of rule. Governing parties, in effect, authorize 
subsidies for themselves, a process captured by Katz and 
Mair's idea (1995) of cartel parties: 'colluding parties 
become agents of the state and employ its resources to 
ensure their own survival'. The danger <)f cartel parties 
is tha.t they become part o f the political establishment, 
weakening their historic role as agents of particular 
social groups and inhibiting the growth of new parties 
in the political market. 

Cartel party. Leading parties that e.xp!oi< their combined 
dornin:u1<:e of the political n;.arket to est':ililish rule~ of the gi'llne, 
such as public fi.u1ding, which reirllor<::<!$ its own strong position. 

On a worldwide basis, and including authoritar
ian regimes in which parties are permitted, nearly all 
countries now ref,TUlate donations in some way. The vast 
majority ban political donations by government and its 
agencies to p-Mties and candidates (other than through 
regula ted public funding); most also disallow donations 
from overseas parties and candidates. However, only a 
few countries currently place limits on the size of dona
tions, and only one-fifth ban corpor<te donations. As 
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• The pros and cons of public funding for political parties 

Because they started out by representing the interests of groups, political parties were once supported mainly 
by these groups, whether through membership fees or donations. But as membership has fallen, parties have 
had to look for other sources of financial support, and they have focused increasingly on public funding; that is, 
taxpayer support. The rising use of public funding has both advantages and disadvantages. 

Arguments In favour Arguments against 

Parties perform a public function by supplying leaders, 
candidates, and policies. 

Parties should be funded to a professional level and not 
appear cheap. Marketing should match private sector 
standards. 

Public funding creates a level playing field between 
parties. 

Without public support, pro~business parties gain access 
to greater funding. 

Relying on public funding decreases the opportunities 
for corruption. 

IDEA (2012: 51) points out, even these limits can be 
ineffective, either because financial reports arc inad
equately rnonitorc..~. or because restrictions on dona
tions to parties arc circumvented by helping candidates 
dirccdy, or because the limits are ignored. 

The main oudier in the discussion about politi
cal funding is the United States, where campaigns are 
uniquely expensive and few limits have been imposed 
on the sources of funding. According to the Center for 
Responsive Politics (2015), a Washington DC-based 
watchdog body, spending on American elections grew 
from $3 billion in the 2000 cycle to nearly $6.3 bil
lion in the 2012 <:ycle. Such massive figures arc beyond 
compare, and detailed regulation of contributions has 
proved ineffective; there is no cap on spending (except 
for presidential candidates unwise enough to accept 
public funding), campaign costs continue to escalate, 
and the US Supreme Court has determined that limits 
on contributions arc unconstitutional on the grounds of 

Pubtic financing reduces a party's incentive to attract 
memb.ers. 

Public funding reinforces the status quo, because it 
favours large established parties over new ones. 

Public funding is a form of creeping nationalization, 
creating parties that -Serve the state, not society. 

Public funding favours established and large parties, 
cncour,aging a cartel. 

To maintain a level playing field, spending should be 
capped, rather than subsidized. 

Why should taxpayers fund parties against their wishes? 
A tax credit for voluntary donations is a preferable 
compr·omise. 

Corruption can be reduced by banning anonymous 
donati·ons, rather than adopting public funding. 

free speech. Campaign advertising by groups which are 
independent of candidates is also unrestricted. 

Political parties in 
authoritarian states 
'Yes, we have lots of parties here', says President Naz
arbaev of Kazakhst'.m. 'I created them all' (quoted in 
Cummings, 2005: 104). Tltis quote reflects the second
ary ch aracter of parties in most authoritarian regimes. 
The party is a means of governing, and neither a source 
of power in itself nor a channel through which elec
tions are contested, won and lost.As Lawson (2001:673) 
says of parties under dictatorships, 'the party is a shield 
and instrument of power. Its function is to carry out 
the ''VOrk of government as directed by other agents 
with greater power (the military or the demagogue and 
his entourage) .' In doing this, it. often presents itself as 
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Brief Profile: Although Brazil is widely regarded as 
the major rising power of l atin America, further north 

there have been critical developments in Mexico. A 
progra mme of democratization since the 1990s has been 
so successful that the Institutional Revolutionary Party - in 
power without a break since 1929 - lost the presidency 
in 2000. AJmost cq uaJly sig nificant have been Mexico's 
economic refo rms, which have brought greater freedo m 
to a la rge mari<et a nd have broadened the economic 
b ase of one of the wo rld's biggest o il producers. But the 

intenwined p roblems of drugs, vio lence and corruption 
remain, and political scient ists are divided about how best 

to d escribe Mexico; analyses a re peppered with terms 
such a s bureaucratic, elitist. and patrimonial. And while 
the economy is or.e of the world 's 15 largest, many of its 

people remain poor and und cr·employed. It is common to 
hear talk of two Mexicos: one wcalthy1 urba n, modern and 
we ll educated and the other poor, rura l. trad it ional and 
und e r-ed ucated. 

Form of government c;') Federa l presidentia l republic consisting of 31 states and the Federal District of Mexico City. 
St ate formed in 1821, and most recent constitution adopted 1917. 

Legislature c;') Bicameca l National Congress: lower Chambec of Deputies (500 members) elected for three-year terms, 

and upper Setlate (128 members) e lected tor sfx·year terms. Members m ay not serve consecutive terms. 

Executive=:> Presidential. A president ts etected tOr a single six·year term, and there is no vice president. 

Judiciary ¢ A Supreme Court of 11 members nominated for single f S·year terms by the president and confirmed by the 
Senate . 

Electoral system c;') A straight plurality vote d etermines the presidency, while mixed member majoritarian is used for 
the Chamber of Deputies a n.d the Senate: 300 slngle•member plurality (SMP) scats and 200 proportional rcp<esentation 

seats in the Chamber, and a combination of SMP. fi rst minority and at· large seats in the Senate. 

Parties¢ Multi~party. Mexico was long a one,.party system, but democratic reforms since the 1990s have broadened the 

fie ld such that three major parties now compete at the natio nal and state level. with a d uster of smaller parties. .. 
pur>uing a national agenda based on a key theme such as 
anti- imperialism , national unity, or econoimc develop
m ent, b ut such messages are o ften a m eans o f legitimiz

ing power ra.ther than a substantive commitment. 
Geddes (2005) argues that in spite of the risks 

potentially posed to authoritarian regimes by allowing 

parties and elections, there arc several roles they can ful
fil that dictators find useful: 

• Helping solve intr•- regime con8icts - or enforcing 
elite barg-•ins - that might otherwise end o r destabi
lize the rule of the dictator. 
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Political parties in Mexico 
M exico has seen a remarkab le transformation in recent 

d ecades from a one ... party dominant system to a truly 
competitive multiooparty system, with three major natio na l 

parties capable of winning the highest offices: a greater 
selection than is offered by the country's no rthern 

ne ighbour, the United States. 

Between 1929 and 2000, power was all but 
monopolized by the Institutional Revolutionaty Party (PRO, 
which won every presidential election, he ld large majorities 
in both chambers of Congress, ar.d won a lmost a ll state 

and loca l elections as we ll. It kept its grip on power by 
multiple means, including being a source of patronage, 
incorporating the majo r social and economic sectors in 
Mexico, co·opting rival e lites, mobilizing voters d uring 

elections, and overseeing the electoral process. h had no 
obvious ideology, b ut instead shifted with the political 
broeze and with the changing p riorities of its leaders. 

Woen economic proble ms b egan to g rip Mexico in 
the 1970s, and again in the 1990s, PRI could not blame 

the opposition. Mexicans were also becoming better 

• A mling party provides a counter-balance to o ther 
potential threats, notably the military. 

• Elections help to identify and purge potential rivals 
for power. 

• A dominant party can oversee elections, distribute 
bribes to voters and provide a channel for rewarding 
loyal members. 

• A leading party and election campaigns provide a use
ful channel of information from government to the 
people and, on routine matters, from people to the 
government. 

• A national party must Ofb>anize supporter networks 
thro ughout the country, thereby extending the gov
ernment's reach into outlying districts. 

• A governing party educates and socializes: mem
bers to support the regime's ideology and economic 
strategy. Elections campaigns attempt the same for 
ordinary citizens:. 

The longer-term result is that, rather than threat
ening authoritarian regimes, what Geddes describes as 
'support parties' can prolong the political life not just 
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educated and mote affluent, with increasing d e mand 

tor mo re choice in their political system. PRI began to 
change the rules io o rder to allow opposition patties to 
win more seats, hoping that this would d e fuse demands 

for ch.ar.ge. Instead, it lost its first national legislative 
elections in 1997, and lost the presidency for the first 
time in 2000, to the more conservative Nationa l Action 
Party (PAN). In 1997, the leftist Party of the Democratic 
Revolu tion (PRO), won the second most powerlul 

executive post in the country: the office of ma yor of 
Mexico City. 

Q uestions continue to be asked about the fairness 
of elections, b ut today Mexican voters have a wide array 

of political parties from which to choose, ranging across 
the politica l spectrum: PAN sits on the right, PRI straddles 
the centre, and PRO sits o n the left, with a cluster of 

smaller parties includ ing greens and the left·wing Labor 
Party. PRI regained the presidency in 2012 with the 

victory of Enrique Pena Nieto, and PRI and PAN arc 
deve lo ping a track record as the two largest parties in the 
Mexican Cong ress, with PRO and smaller parties holding 
the ba Uance. 

of ind ividual leaders but also of the regimes themselves. 
Of coun e, many of these fi.mctions are also performed 
by parties in democracies but parties in demo<.ncies 
provide additi,mal value. They were often founded as a 
result of social cleaV'<ges, and continue today to appeal 
to groups of voters based on competing views about 
economic and social issues. In many poorer authori
t'.trian states, politics is driven more by differences of 
identity and interest rather than policy. Ethnic, racial, 
religious and local identities matter more than policy 
preferences. 

N igeria illustrates these points. It has a long history 
of political party activity, predating its independence 
from Britain in 1960. 1ts first party - National Council 
of Nigeria :md the Cameroons - was founded in 1944 
on a platform of Nigerian nationalism, but was quickly 
joined (in 1948 and 1949 respectively) by the Action 
Group and the Northern People's Congress, based 
respec tively in western and northern Nigeria. It was. the 
breakdown of parties along ethnic lines that led to the 
collapse of two civilian governments in 1966 and 1983, 
and a futile effort wa.; made by the military government 
in 1987 to invent two political parties named the Social 
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Democratic Party and the National Republican Con
vention. Concerns remain that in a strongly regional 
country, parties will continue to drift towards identifica
tion with the different ethnic groups. H owever, a peace
ful election in 2015 did witness the first-ever defeat for 
an incumbent president standing for re-election, sug
gesting a maturing of the country's party system and a 
transition to a more democratic order. 

Political parties in Africa are a puzzle, in the sense 
that many seemingly similar countries have had very 
different records. Following independence in th e 1950s 
and 1960s, the heroes of the nationalist struggle rou
tinely put a stop to party competition, and one-party 
systeim were established; the official party was often 
j ustified in terms of the need to build national unity, 
even if it only served as the leader's personal vehicle. The 
tr•dition of the benevolent chief \ VdS skilfully exploited 
by dictators such as President Mobutu of Zaire (now the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo): 

In our African rradicion, there are neve-r cwo chiefS: 
there is sometime.s a narural heir to the chief. bur can 
anyone teU me that be ha~ known a village. chat has 
two chiefS? That is why we Congolese, in the desire 
ro conform to the traditiom of our continent, have 
resolved ro group all the energies of the citizens of 
our country unde.r the batUle.r of a single nationa1 
parry. (quoted in Meredith, 2006: 295) 

But these single JY.lities proved to be weak, they 
lacked autonomy from the national leader, and rather 
than building unity they merely entrenched the con
trOl of the elites. As with government itself, they had 
an urban bias, lacked presence in the rural an.>as, and 
showed little concern with policy. True, the party was 
one of th e few national 011,>anizations and proved useful 
in recruiting supporters to public office but th ese func
tions could not disguise a lack of cohesion, direction,and 
organi2ation. Indeed, when the founder-leader eventu
ally de)YHted, his party would sometimes disappear at 
th e same time. This was what happened, for example, 
with the United National Independence Party (UNIP) 
in Zambia. Founded in 1959, it formed the first govern
ment of an independent Zambia in 1964, and stayed in 
power - as did Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda -
until 1990. Following riots and a coup attempt that year, 
free elections were held in 1991 at which Kaunda was 
defeated. He retired from politics and UNIP sank into 
obscurity. 

Despite recent economic growth, many African 
states still experience poverty, cultural heterogeneity, 

and centralized political systeim that would seem to 
pose severe handicaps to democracy. Even so, Reid! 
(2014) finds that ne-arly two dozen have achieved a 
measure of democratic competition since the early 
1990s; these include South Africa, Botswana, Ghana, 
Tanzania, and Mozambique. She suggests that the 
nature of the demo~..-atic transition shapes its success 
(see Chapter 3). In a counter- intuitive conclusion, she 
argues that where authoritari'•n incumbents are strong, 
they tightly control the democratic transition, lead
ing t o a stronger party system subsequently. Where 
the ru ling party is weak, it loses control of th e transi
tion ,allowing others to enter the process, resulting in a 
weaker party system. 

An interesting - albeit rare - sub-variety of par
ties in. authoritarian systems is one where the political 
party, rather than a dominar1t individual, is truly the real 
source of power. Singapore is one such case. The Peo
ple's Action Party (PAP) maintains a close grip despite 
permitting a modest, and perhaps increasing, level of 
opposition. Lee Kuan Yew, the island's prime minister 
from 1959 to 1990, acknowledged that his party post, 
rather than his executive office, was the real source of his 
authority; 'all I have to do is to stay Sc~Terary-Gcncral 
of the PAP. I don't have to be pn.-sident' {Tremewan, 
1994: 184). Tremewan (p. 186) went on to refer to the 
'PAP -:state', in which the party uses its control <>f public 
resources to ensure citizen quiescence: 

h: is the party-state w ith iC$ secre.tive., unaccount-
able parry core nnder a dominating, often thre-at
e ning personality which administers Singaporeans' 
housing, property values, pensjons, breeding, hea1rh, 
media, schooling and also the electoral process itself. 

More typical of the story in authoritarian regimes 
is the case of Russia. At first g~mce it appears to have 
a wide range of political parties from which its voters 
can choose, but few of these have b een able to develop 
eithe-r pennanence or real influence. [n fact, so many 
new parties were formed in the early years of democ
racy ·in the 1990s that they were often disparagingly 
describ ed as 'taxi-cab parties' (driving around in cir
cles, and stopping occasionally to let old members off 
and new ones on) ~ or even 'divan parties' {they were 
so small that all tl1eir members could fit on a single 
piece of furniture) . Clearly, when parties cease to exist 
from o ne election to the next, it is impossible for them 
to be held to account. Not surprisingly, they are the 
least trusted public org>mizations in a suspici<>us society 
(Whi te, 2007: 2 7). 
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Far more than in the United States, voters in Rus
sia's preside-ntial elections are choosing between can

didates, not parties. The party is vehicle rather than 
driver. T he biggest party in Russia today is United 
Russia, but Vladimir Putin was only informally allied 
with the party (and its predecessor Unity party) in the 
2000 and 2004 elections. As prime minister in 2008- 12 
he became leader of the party, and was its candidate 
in the 2012 election, after which leadership moved to 
Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev. U nited Russia is 
what Russians term a 'party of power', meaning that 
the Kremlin uses threats and bribes to ensure it is sup
ported by powerful ministers, regional governors and 
large companies. 

Given the weak position of Russia's parties, it is 
not surprising that they are poorly organized, with a 
small membership and minimal capacity to integrate a 
large and diverse country. In a manner typical of com
petitive authoritarian regimes, the rules concerning the 
registration of parties, the nomination of candidates, 
and the receipt of state funding are skewed in favour 
of larger parties. Minor parties are trapped: they can
not grow until they become more significant but iheir 
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importance canno t increase until they are larger (Kulik, 
2007: 201). 

P:arty weakness of another kind is found in Haiti, 
also ranked as an authoritarian regime in the Democ
racy Index. A country that suffers at least as much from 
natural disasters as from political problems, Haiti is cur
rendy working olf its 23rd constitution since becoming 
independent in 1804. Such volatility is both a cause and 
an effect of Haiti's political difficulties, and its politi
cal parties demonstrate even less ability than its fortnal 
political institutions. It has elections, but they are r.rrely 
fair o r efficient. It has a long history of political party 
activity, but has never developed dur•ble parties with 
deep social roots. Party activity is at its greatest during 
presidential eJection seasons, when new parties emerge 
around the campaigns of the leading candidates. These 
have represented a wide r•nge of i.">Sues, from Haitian 
nationalism to the interests of rural peasants, Haitian 
youth, communism, workers' rights, and opposition to 
the incmnbent government. However, they rarely sur
vive m uch longer than the terms in o ffice of the leaders 
with whom they are associated, and so parties play only 
a peripheral role in Haitian politics. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Do we need political parties? If so, what are the most valuable functions they perform? 

• Which is best: a multi-party system, or a two-party system? 

• Which type of party system exists in your country? Does it reflect social divisions, voter preferences, 
the structure of government, or something else? 

• Is it more democratic and effective for parties to choo~c leaders and candidates themselves, or for 
the choice to be put in the hands of voters? 

• What is the fairest and most democratic means of financing political parties and election campaigns? 

• Are political parties dead, dying, or simply reforming? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Carrel party 
Duverger's law 
Iron law of oligarchy 
Niche party 
Party system 
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Gallagher, Michael, Michael Laver, and Pete.r Mair 
(2011) Represetllative Govemment in Modern 
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political parties. 

Political party 
Primary election 
Safe clistrict 
Selectorate 

Hazan, Rcuven Y. and Gideon Rahat (2010) 
Democracy within Parties: Candidate Selection 
Methods and Thl!ir Political Comeqt<ences.A com
parative analysis of candidate selection methods. 
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Democratic Party Systems in Africa. A study of par
ties in Africa, looking at the challenging transi
tions from authoritarianism to competitive party 
systems. 
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ous countries, revealing changing understandings 
of party politics in the nineteenth century. 
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Elections 

PREVIEW 
Elections lie at the heart of representative democracy. They are the primary means 
by which most voters connect with government, and they provide the brief 
moment during which politi<-'ians and parties are supplicants r•ther than super
'i<ors. As liberal democracies have grown in number, so elections have become 
more widespread and the number of votes cast around the world has grown. 

The key function of elections is to serve as a competition for office and a 
means of holding the government to account. But ekx:tion campaigns also permit 
a dialogue between voters and parties, and so bet,veen society and state: 'no part 
of the education of a politician is more indispensable than the fighting of elec
tions', claimed W inston Churchill. Competitive elections endow office-holders 

with authority (contributing to the effectiveness with which leaden can perform 
their duties), and facilitate choice, accountability, dialogue, and legitimacy. 

In arranging elections, government< have many different options for con
verting votes into seats. These systems reflect contrasting idea.< of representation 
and of democracy itself, not least because the results differ according to the 
methods used. This chapter begins with an assessment of those options, rang
ing from plurality to majority and proportional systems, and looking in turn at 
legislative and presidential elections. It then looks at the dynamic< of campaigns, 
and at the particular effects of referendums, initiatives, and recalls. lt ends with a 
discussion of the role of elections in authoritarian regimes, where despite active 
manipulation of outcomes, elections still perform some political functions. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Elections: an oveNiew 

• Electing legislatures 

• Electing presidents 

• Election campaigns 

• Referendums, ini tiat ives, 
and recalls 

• Elections in authoritarian 
states 

Elections lie at the heart of the democratic process, and undetstanding the wide range of electoral systems used to 
translate votes into seats helps in appreciating contrasting ideas of representation. 

Although the issue of who can vote is usually regarded as settled, some interesting questions remain. Sixteen and 
seventeen year olds? Non-citizen residents? Prisoners? 

l egislative and executive elections differ in both their mechanics and their implications; voting for a multi·member 
legislature requires different rules than efecting a one-person chief executive. 

For all the fuss devoted to election campaigns, they make less difference to the result than we might think, because 
party efforts often cancel out and even today many voters have made up their minds before campaigns enter their 
flnaf phase. Campaigns are less important for the result they produce than for their role as learning opportunities 
for voters, candidates, and parties. 

The political impact of an election depends on the narrative estab1ished about it after the results are in, with 
exaggeration often being the order of the day. 
Numerous controls are imposed on elections in authoritarian regimes, but the effect is usually to constrain rather 
than to form all eliminate olitical choice. 
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Elections: an overview 
Elecnons an: fundamental to the idea of represenet
tive democncy. The quality of represenettion is din:ctly 
related to the quality, regularity, and arithmetic of elec
tions, and one of the key ilistinctions between democ
racies and authoritarian systems is that elections in the 
former are generally free and fuir, while in the latwr 
they are not. 

The democratic purpose of elections is to ensure 
that the wishes and preferences of voters are reflected 
in the make-up of legislatures and governments. An 
electoral system cannot be expected by itself to resolve 
underlying social confliCts, but it can be considered to 
be performing its function if it is both "~dely acceptable 
and stable over time, if the winners do not seek to mod
ify the system to their own advanuge, and if the losers 
do not blame the election rules for their own defeat. 

ln terms of the mechanics of elections, the manner 
in which votes are turned into scats in a legislatUre var
ies: the major alternatives are plurality, majority, propor
tional and mixed systems. Whatever the system, voter 
preferences are r•rely exacdy reflected in the make-up 
of legislatures, but the extent of this bias varies gready 
and is far from the only test we can use to j udge elec
toral systems. 

Elections also vary in their significance and cff<-c«; 
where first-order elections include national elections 
that invol,, the prospect of a change ofleader or govern
ment, second-order elections include less significant 
mid-term and local elections. In European countries, for 
example, general elections draw much more attention, 
and attract a much higher turnout, than do local elec
tions or elections ro the European Parliament. Because 
there is a chanj,>e of national government at stake, general 
elections are clearly first-order elections. Meanwhile, 
loc21 elections - usu2lly held at a different time from 
general elections - attract less voter interest and turnout, 
and voters usc them to comment on national govern .. 
rnent. These are d<~Mly second-order elections. 

Flrst·order elections: Ele:ctioru at wlucb the stM an: 
high.,t, wu•lly ir"'OI•-ing the prospect of a charll!" of ruuonal 
leadership or pTmment. 

Se<:ond-o<der elections: Elections at which che """"' ""' 
lov.~r. such as toea~ or mid-term elections. and which are 
wed by nu.uy \'Oters to e.xpretS a judganent on the n1tiorul 
government. 

The outcomes of second-order c:lections tend to 
reAect: the popularity of national parties, even though 
th~-y d o not result in a change of national government. 
They weaken the link between the representative's per
formance and the •-otcrs' response, such that a compe
tent Local administration might find ttself tlismissed for 
no other reason than the unpopularity of itS party at the 
national level. 

[ n undersranding elections, we also need to con
sider their scope: while American gowrnment includes 
more than 500,000 ekcted pom (• figure rcRccting a 
strong tradition of local self-government), European 
vote"' have traditionally been limited tO voting for their 
national assemblies and local government, with regional 
and European elcetions added rnorc recendy. To illus
trate the contraSt, Dalton and Gray (2003: 38) calculated 
that between 1995 and 2000 a resident of Oxford in 
England could ha•-e voted just four times, while a resi
dent of Irvine, California, could have cast more than 50 

votes in 2000 alone. 
T here are dangers in too many elections, not least 

of which is voter fatigue, leading to a fall in inter
est, tur nout, and quality of choice. Estimates from the 
United States suggest that ftvc additio nal trips to the 
polls over a five-year period are likely to dcprc.s turn(mt 
by around 4 per cent (Dalton and Gray, 2003: 39). 

Electing legislatures 
At the heart of any diseussion about electoral sys
tems is the question of how best to collVl:rt votes into 
seats. In this scetion, "" exantinc the rules for rrarulat
ing votes into seats in legislative elections (T•ble 16.1), 
and we follow this \~th a discussion of presidential 
elections in the next section. The key characteristic of 
an electoral formula is whether the legislative scats 
obtained by a party are directly proportional to the 
votes it receives. In proportional representation (PR) 
syStem s, a mechanism to achieve this goal is built into 
the allocation of seats. In non -proportional systems, by 
contr.lSt, parties are not rewarded in proportion to the 
share of the vote they obtain, which usually results in 
skewed representation. 

Electoral system: 1\ g<ntral tt'tttl for ch< rules g<M'Tlling 
:a.n d <cion, including lh< ruuctur< o[ che b.llot (e.g. how 
many <andidares are listed per party), !he electOnl formula 
(how \'()tes are ronvtrted to llta.tt). and cllitncting (the divi
Mn of the territoty into separ:ae con<Uruencies). 
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TABLE 16.1: Comparing legislative electoral systems 

Procedure Examples 

PLURALITY 

Single.· member 
plurality (SMP) 

The candidate winning most votes (not necessarily a majority) is elected 
on the first and only ballot within each singte .. member district. 

Bangladesh, Canada. 
India, Malaysia . 
Nigeria, UK. USA 

MAJORITY 

Two .. ro und system If no candidate wins a majority o n the fi rst ballot, the leading cand idates 
(usually the top two) face a second , runoff election. Used more often for 
presidential e lections. 

Belarus, France, Haiti, 
Iran. Vietnam 

Alternative vote (AV) 
or instant runoff 

A complex system of ranking candidates and - if needed - reassigning 
votes until one person has won a majority. 

Australia, Papua New 
Guinea 

PROPORTIONAL 

List system Votes are cast for a party's list of candidates, arnd the seats in a d istrict 
divided up among parties in proportion to their respective sha res of the 
votes. 

Most of Europe and 
Latin America. Russia, 
South Africa 

Sing1e transferable 
vote (STV) 

Similar to AV but based on achieving proportio nality rather than a 
majority winner. 

Ireland. Ind ia (upper 
house). Malta 

MIXED 

Parallel. or mixed 
member majoritarian 
(MMM) 

Some seats arc determined by PR a nd others by SMP or two~round 
elections. Effectively two separate elections. 

Egypt, Japan, 
Philippines. South 
Korea, Ukraine-

Mixed member 
proportional (MMP) 

Much like MMM excopt that PR seats are used to determine the total 
share of seats. 

Germany. Hungary, 
Mexico, New Zeala nd , 
Romania 

For a full list of electoral systems and the countries that use them, see International Institute for Democracy and Electotal Assi-stance (IDEA} 
at www.idea.int 

Plurality system 
In the single-member plurality (SMP) format (also 
called "flTst-past- the-post' or 'winner- take-all'). territo
ries are divided into districts (or constituencies) that are 
each represented by a single member of the legislature. 
Each district is contested by multiple candidates. and 
the winner is the one receiving th e greatest number of 
votes, whether this is a plurality (more than anyone dse) 
or a majority (more than 50 per cent). Despite its antiq
uity, the plurality system is becoming Jess common, sur
viving mainly in Britain and British-influenced states. 
However, because several are so populous (such as India, 
th e United States, and Nigeria), more people living in 
democracies vote using this method than any other. 

Single ·member plurality: An electoral>ystern b•sed ou 
district~ th:lt eaoh ha\'e one representative, a.ud in which the 
winner is the candidate w ith the. J'tlO'St votes, but not Jleces

sarily l majority of tho<e VOle!:. 

SMP is a simple system that can deliver a of unbal
anced results. Consider an extreme example in which 
j ust two parties, the Reds and the Blues, compete in 
every constituency, and the Reds win by one vote in 
e-ach .district. There could hardly be a closer contest, and 
yet the Reds wot~d win every district and the Blues 
would be left with nothing. Consider, also, the following 
practical examples: 

• In 17 of the 19 general elections held in Britain 
between 1945 and 2015, a single party won a major
ity in the H ouse of Commons, even though no party 
ever won a majority of votes. 

• A ~irnilar pattern holds for some, but not all, fed
eral elections in Canada. In 2011, for instance, the 
Conservatives won a majority of seats with Jess than 
40 p er cent of votes, while the other parties com
bined won nearly 60 per cent of vote"!\ but only 45 per 
cent ofse-•ts (Figure 16.1). 
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Conservatives New Liberals 91oc Greens 
Democratic Quebecois 

Pany 

• Voles (%) 0 SealS {%) 

FIGURE 16.1: The Canadian federal election, 201 1 

• Much the same happened in [ndia in 2014, when 
the Bharatiya Janata Party won only 31 per cent of 
votes but nearly 52 per cent of seats in the national 
Parliament. 

The system favours dominant parties with wide
spread support thro ughout the country, but tends to 
work against weaker parties with geographically even 
support. These smaller parties may pile up votes without 
topping the poll in many, or any, districts. Meanwhile, 
in SMP systems that have seen a decline of two-party 
systems and the retreat of major parties into regional 
strongholds, leading parties have not benefited as much. 
[n short, the plurality system is Jess likely to deliver a 
single-party rrr•jority, a point rarely recognized by the 
system's defenders. 

Majority systems 

As the name implies, majority electoral systems require 
the winning candidate to ob tain a majority of votes, the 
democratic argument being that no candidates should 
be elected without proving themselves acceptable to 
most voters. There are two usual ways of doing this: 
through a two-round election (also known as a ' runoff 
election')> or - more uncommonly - using a compli
cated alternative vote arrangement. 

[n the case of the former, all candidates run against 
each other in a district, and if sonwone wins more than 
50 per cent of the vote they are declared the winner. 
But if no one passes the 50 per cent mark, the top two 

candidates from the first round compete in a second 
round held soon afterwards, thereby ensuring that one 
wins a majority. (ln France, any candidate winning more 
than 12.5 per cent of the vote in the first round can run 
in the second,although deals are often brokered in order 
to clear the w•y for the leading candidates to com
pete in the second and decisive round.) Many Western 
European co untries used two-round majority voting 
before switching to proportional representation early in 
the t'ventieth century. For legislative eJections, it nov,, 
remains significant only in France and its ex-colonies. 
and is used in a small number of elections in the United 
States. including selected primaries and the Louisiana 
Senate election. [t is used for presiden tial elections in 
sever.d countries, and so is covered in more detail later 
in this chapter. 

T he alternative vote (A V) or instant-runoff 
arrmgement takes matters to a higl1er level o f com
plexity and demands more thought from voters. All 
candidates must be ranked by voters, and if one wins a 
majority o f first preferences, that candidate is elected. 
But if no one wins a majority, the last-placed candi
date is eliminated and their votes reassigned, a process 
which continues until one candidate has a maj ority. 
O nly Australia and Papua New Guinea use this sys
tem for national legislative elections, but it is also used 
in som e local elections in Britain, New Zealand, and 
the United States. An effort to introduce AV for Brit
ish general elections was heavily defeated in a 2011 
national referendum. 

Proportional representation 

T he m ost common electoral system found in Europe 
and Latin America is proportional representation 
(PR), in which seats are assigned in the legislature in 
proportion to the number of votes that each of them 
wins, and voters make their choices rnore on the basis 
of parties than of individual candidates. Because a single 
party rarely wins a majority of seats, the usual result is 
a coaHtion government. And because PR usually leads 
to post-election negotiations about which partie-s will 
fonn the next government, it- is best interpreted as a 
mean s. of electing legislatures r-dther than governments. 

Proportional representation: All dectora1 system in 
whie:h rhe nutt!.be.r of seats \.\J()Jl by each of the cornpe.ting 
parties is proportional to the tluJ'nber of votes they e3ch 
winM 
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• Who should be allowed to vote? 

The question of the franchise (who can vote) is given surprisingly little attention in disrussions about elections. 
Voting restrictions have been lifted steadily over the past century or so, the most recent change in most 
democracies being a reduction of the voting age to 18 in the 1960s and 1970s. But questions remain. Should 
the age be reduced to 16, as in Austria and Braz~? Should prisoners be allowed to vote? Should non-citizen legal 
residents be allowed to vote? 

In a few countries, many convicted criminals are still denied! the vote; the United States is the prime exhibit. 
The number of disenfranchised felons and ex-felons there exceeds five million; about one in seven black men 
cannot vote for this reason. Britain also takes a tough line, resisting rulings from the European Court of Human 

Rights to grant the vote to prisoners. Prime Minister David Cameron even once claimed that the prospect of 
inmates voting made him 'physically sick'. 

Although Weale (2007: 157) suggests that 'there are probably as many arguments against depriving 
prisoners of the right to vote as there are in favour', not everyone accepts that being locked up should also 
mean being locked out. Canada's highest court has ruled that prisoner disenfranchisement 'has no place in a 
democracy built upon the principles of inclusiveness, equality and citizen participation'. Israel's Supreme Court 
even restored the right to vote to the assassin of Prime Minister Y itzhak Rabin, declaring that 'we must separate 

contempt for his act from respect for his right' (Manza and Uggen, 2008: 232). 

There also remains the question of non-citizen residents; should they be granted the vote in the 

country where they live, work, and pay taxes alongside citizens? If so, should they also retain the vote in 
their home country? Th.e slow trend here is to greater inclusiveness, with about 40 countries having now 
approved some form of non-citizen voting rights (Immigrant Voting Project, 2012). Within the European 
Union, all EU citizens living legally in a country of which they are not a national can vote and can stand as a 
candidate at local and European elections. This policy is a tan gib le step towards maintaining voting rights 
in an age of mobility. 

In a perfectly l'roportional system, every party 
would receive the same share of seats as of votes: hence 
40 per cent of the votes would mean 40 per cent of the 
seats. In practice, though, most PR systems fall short, 
because they usually offer some bonus to the largest 
party (though less than most non-proportional meth
ods) and they cut out the smallest parties. So, it is a mis
take to assume that any system labelled 'proportional' is 
completely so. 

There are two variations on the theme of PR : 
the party list system and the single transferable vote. 
T he list system is the most common, and itself comes 
in several varieties. C onstituencies are represented by 
multiple members (in contrast to the single mem
bers that we find in plurality systems), each of the 
parties contesting an election puts forward a list of 
candidates (typically the same number of names as 
there are representatives from the district), and vot
ers choose among the parties o ffering those lists. The 

number of vo tes won by a party determines how 
many candidates are elected from each party list, 
while the o rder in which candidates appear on the 
list (predetermined by the party itself) usually deter
mines who is elected. 

Many countries - such as Belgium, South Africa, 
and Spain - use closed party lim that allow voters 
only a straight choice among parties. In this format, 
party o fficials exert enonnous co ntrol over the writing 
of ca.ch list, including the ability to include women 
and minorities near the top. However, most list sys
tems >n Eurol'e are open lists that gjve voters at least 
some choice between candidates. This option, known 
as 'preference voting', allows voters to select one or 
more candidates from the party list. T he total of V<)tes 
cast fo r a gjven list still determines the party's over
all representation, but a candidate's preference votes 
influence (to varying degrees) which candidates on 
e-ach List are elected. 
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Brief Profile: As the world's most important economic 
and militaty power, tho United States has boll> driven and 

been d eeply affected by the g lobal changes of the last lew 
decades. During lhe Cold Wa r, it led the Western alliance 
against the Soviet Union and its clients, and was seen as the 
political. economic and military leader oi the 'free world'. 
Today it must use its continuing strengths to confront a more 
complex set of international challenges: it is caught up in 
the struggle against global terrorism and faces econ001ic 
competition on an l:npreccdented level. Domestically. it 
suffers the effects of deficit spending and a record national 
debt, and must respond to challenges ranging from deep 
radal tensions to decaying infrastructure, an expanding 
gap betv~ecn rich and poor. conccms over immigration and 
declining faith in government 

Form of government r:> Federal presid ential 

republic consisting of 50 s1ates and the District 
of Columbia . State formed 1776, and most recent 
constitution adopted 1787. 

Legislature¢ Bicameral Congress: lo wer House of Representatives (435 members) e lected lor renewable two·year 
terms, and upper Senate (100 members) containing tv.•o senators from each state, elected fof renewable six·year 
terms. 

Executive c) Presideotiat A president elected for a maxirnum of tw-o four-year terms. supported by a vice president, 
an Executive Office of the President. a White House Office, and a federal cabinet. 

Judiciary ¢ A dual system ot federa l and state courts headed by the federal Supceme Court with nino members 
appointed by the president (and confirmed by lhe Senate) for lifetime terms. 

Electoral system¢ One of the few large countries still employing 'the s ingle ·member p lura lity melhod . Formally. the 
president is e lected Indirectly through an electoral college. 

Parties¢ Mu~i·party, but dominated by the moderately conservative Republican Party and lhc moderately liberal 

Democratic Party. 

The second and less common variety of propor
tional representation is the single transferable vote (STV) 
system, which is easy n either to describe n or for voters 
to understand. It requires voters tO rank th e candidates 
nmning in their district, and when one of the candi
dates reaches a preset quota o( tlrst preferences, they are 

declared elected and their surplus first preferences dis
tributed to other candidates according to second prefer
ences. Candidates with the fewest votes are eliminated. 
This process continues until all the seats available have 
been filled. Unlike the party list system, it allows votes 
tO be c:lSt (or individual candidates, and minimizes the 
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Elections in the United States 
Elections in the United States arc unusual (or even 
unique) in at least four three ways: in the sheer number 
of elected offices, in the astonishing amounts of money 
that arc spent on campaigns, and in notably low turnout 
for many contests. 

At the federal level, Americans can vote for the 

president and vice president, two senators per state, and 
their member of the House of Representatives. At the 

state and local level. the variety is even greater, ranging 
from governors and members of state legislatures to 
auditors, judges, school boards, sheriffs, and treasurers. 

The large number of e lected posts reflects not only 
the practical requirements of governing a large and ono~ 

time frontier society, but also a culture that emphasizes 
equality, competence, and a belief that administration 
is a practical matter. ln addition, the distinctly American 
institution of primary elections opens up the selection of 
a party's candidates to the general popula tion (although 
turnout at primaries is often low). 

'wasting' of votes. At the national level it is used only 
in Ireland and Malta, but is also used for upper house 
elections in India and Pakistan, and for selected state or 
local elections in Australia, Britain, New Zealand, and 
dte US. 

Most PR systems include a minimum threshold, so 
that if a party's share of the vote falls below a given 
level it wins no sc-ats. The threshold varies, with a r•nge 
of 3-5 per cent in most countries, and a high of 10 
per cent in Turkey. Explicit thresholds help to protect 
the legislature from fragmentation and extreme par
ties, or the problem of the tail wagging the dog. The 
effect of a threshold that is too low is most clearly on 
show in lsr•cl, where the 2013 election - based on a 
2 per cent thre-shold - saw 12 parties winning seats in 
the 120-member Knesset. Six of these P'"rties each won 
less than 5 per cent of the vote, but among them they 
controlled 25 seats, while the biggest party, Likud, con
trolled only 31.The threshold was raised in 2014 to 3.25 
per cent, but it only reduced the number of parties to 
ten after the 2015 elections. 
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W nilc the large amounts spent on campaigning are 
no guarantee of electoral success, it is all but impossible 
to ma kc a mark on the electorate without having access 
to large advertising budgets. The 2000 e lection (all 
offices) topped $3 billion for the first t ime in history, but 
was rapidly edipsed by more than $5 billion spent in 
2008 and nearly $7 billion spent in 2012. In the name of 

free speech, a 2010 Supreme Court ruling overturned 
some previous limits on campaign financing and all.owed 
all but unlimited spending, often by groups p rotected by 
anonymity. 

The 2000 presidentia l election raised troubling 
questions about American democracy, because the 
winner of the popular vote (AI Gore) lost the Electoral 
College vote to George W. Bush, against a background 
of deeply flawed vote recording and rules on access 
to voting booths. The 2008 presidentia l election had a 
different outcome: Barad< Obama won 68 per cent of the 

votes in the Electoral College, despite winning just 53 
per cent of the popular vote. 

Mixed systems 
The fourth kind of electoral system involves a hybrid of 
plurality and PR systems, designed to maximize their 
respective advantages and minimize their disadvantages. 
The simplest of the variations is parallel voting, or mixed 
memb er majority (MMM), which uses unlinked SMP 
and party list votes, amounting to what is effectively 
two separate camp:rigns; voters choose among com
peting candidates to represent their local district, and 
among party lists to represent larger regions. In japan's 
House of Representatives, for example, 300 members 
are elected by SMP and 180 by PR. Voters cast two 
ballots (one for a candidate and one for a party), and 
because parties can assign candidates to both dte single
mom b er districts and the PR lim, candidates who lose 
in the former still have a chance of ,.nnning in the lat
ter. MMM contains no mechanism to secure a propor
tional result. 

However, another version of a mixed system, 
mixed member proportional (MMP) (sometimes called 
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'compensatory PR'), is proportional in character. This 
format also uses a hybrid ofSMP and PR, but links the 
two tiers by using the PR list vote to 'top up' seats so 
as to deliver a proportional outcome overalL Germany 
is the inspiration for this system. Voters in Gerrnany's 
299 electoral districts cast a 'personal' ballot to elect 
representatives from their local districts on the basis of 
SMP, while also filling an adilitional 299 seats by cast
ing a 'party' ballot to choose among parties running in 
Germany's 16 Liimier (states) on the basis of PR. It is 
this second, party ballot that determines a party's total 
representation in the legislature. A party that wins a 
larger share of the party ballot than of the district con
tests will have its representatives 'topped up' from the 
party list, and from adilitional 'balance' seats, to achieve 
a more proportional outcome overall. T he result is 
not an exact correlation between votes c.ast and seats 
won (see Table 16.2), but it allows for adjustments to 
be made. T he PR element particularly helped the Left 
Party and the Greens, who won 127 seats in the legis
lature between them despite winning just five district 
seats. The German system is widely accepted within the 
country itself and has attracted outside interest because 
of its success in combining district representation with 
a proportional outcome. 

Electing presidents 
Wllile the electoral systems used for legislatures are 
varied and often complex, those used for presidents are 
relatively straightforward, since a one-person presidency 
cannot be shared between parties. This elirninates PR 

TABLE 16.2: The German federal election, 2013 

as an option, leaving the main choice between plul".ility 
and majority systems. 

While plurality systems tend to be the simplest, 
they can also fail to produce a convincing mandate: 
the more candidates contesting the election. the more 
this i< likely to happen. Presidents who win office 
without a majority will have Jess credibility and Jess 
abiliry to pursue their policy agendas. This problem 
is particularly acute when the victorious candidate 
secures only a small plurality of the total vote. For 
example, Fidel Ramos became president of the Phil
ippines in 1992 with just 24 per cent of the vote -
hardly a resounding endorsement with which to send 
the winner to the highest executive o ffice in the land. 
Benigno Aquino won in 2010 with 42 per cent of 
the votes; better, but still not a majority. In Mexico, 
following electoral refo rms in the 1990s, no winning 
candidate has garnered more than 42 per cent of the 
vote. l n 2006, Felipe Calderon's winning share was 
just 36 per cent. 

For this reason, most presidential electoral systems 
force a majority by using a two- round system. In the 
first round, all eligible candidates compete, and if one 
wins more than half the vote, that candidates is declared 
the winner. If no one wins more than half the vote, 
then a second round is held between the two top-placed 
candidates, usually within two or three weeks of the first 
conte<t. As wen as ensuring that the winner attracts the 
support of the majority of voters, the two-round S}'litem 
also encourages the two runoff c.andidates to reach out 
to unsuccessful candidates from the first round, which 
may b e helpful in promoting more broadly based poli
tics. Two-round elections extend the campaign season 

Party list vote 
(%) 

Number of 
district seats 

won 

Number of 
seats in lower 

house 

Share of seats 
in lower house 

(%) 

Christian Democrats/Christian 45.3 236 311 49.3 
Social Union 

Social Democrats 29.4 58 193 30.6 

Left Party 8.2 4 64 10.1 

Green Party 7.3 63 10.0 

Other.; 9.8 0 0 10.0 

Total 100 299 631 100 
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and its associated costs, run the danger that turnout may 
fall in the second round, and open the door to tactical 
voting in the frrst round. 

France is an influencia1 case; French voters. it is 
said, vote with their hearts in the first round and with 
their heads in the second, which ~-reates the possibil
ity of unexpected surprises, as in the 2002 presidential 
election (see Table 16.3). The incumbent,Jacques Chi
ra.c, was running for a second term, but had lost popu
larity and the election was held ag•inst a background 
of concerns about law and order. It was expected that 
the two major contenders would be Chirac and his 
socialist opponent, Lionel Jospin, but many voters 
expressed their displeasure with Chirac by voting for 
rrunor candidates at the first round. While Chirac came 
out top, it was by only a small margin, and Jospin was 
knocked into third place by the right-wing National 
Front candidate Jean-Marie Le Pen. Shocked by this 
result, most voters determined to block Le Pen at the 
second round, turnout grew to nearly 80 per cent, and 
Chirac won more than 82 per cent of the vote, the 
biggest winning margin for a !C'dder in the history of 
democratic France. 

As an interesting side-note, three countries - Indo
nesia, Kenya, and Nigeria - go beyond a simple run
off by requiring winning <:<>ndidates to meet additional 
distribution requirements proving the breadth as 
well as the depth of their support. In the case of Nigeria, 
which experiences substantial ethnic, regional, and reli
gious divisions, a victorious president must demonstrate 
regional as well as national support. In the first round, 
the winning target is a majority of all votes cast and at 
least 25 per cent of the vote in at least two- thirds of 

Jacques Chirac Rally for the Republic 

Jean-Marie le Pen National Front 

Lionel Jospin Socialist 

Fran~ois Bayrou Union for French Democracy 

Arlette laguiller Workers' Struggle 

11 other candidates 

Votes cast 

Turnout(%) 
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Nigeria's 36 states. If no candidate crosses this barrier, a 
second round is held with the same requirements. If the 
barrier is still not crossed, a third round is held between 
the tw·o top fmishers, a simple majority sufficing. 

Distribution requirements: Ru)€:$ specifyirig h.ow a \\"in

ning candidate's votes must be arr.auged across different 
re-giotlS or soci31 groups. 

Indirect election is still employed in a number 
of countries to elect the president. Examples include 
several parliamentary systems where the president 
possesses few meaningful executive powers, such as 
Germ any and India. The United States is now highly 
unusual in using an Elector.U College to elect an exec
utive president. The College was originally designed to 
filter the voice of the people through an assembly <>f 
'wise men'; votes were cast f<>r members of the College, 
rather than directly for presidential candidates. Today, 
the College survives only as a procedural relic man
dated by the constitution. Complicating matters, some 
states use a winner-take-all formula where the candi
date with the biggest popular vote in the state wins 
all th c: College votes from that state, while others split 
them by proportion, and yet others still allow 'faithless 
electors' in the College to opt for the candidates of 
their choice, regardless of the winner. One quirk of the 
College is that, as G. W Bush demonstrated in 2000, 
it is possible (albeit highly unusual) to Jose the popu
lar vote while wirming in the Electoral College and 
so becorrung president. Even the possibility of such an 
outcome demonstrates the weakness of indirect elec
tion im a democratic era. 

First round (%) Second round (%) 

19.8 82.2 

16.8 17.7 

16.1 

6.8 

5.7 

34.5 

28.5 million 31 .0million 

71.6 79.7 
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Three other features of presidential elections, 
whether direct or indirect, are worth noting. First, presi
dential terms are sometimes longer, but rarely shorter, 
than those for legislators.The longer the term, the easier 
it is for presidents to adopt a broad perspective free from 
the imm ediate burden ofre-election .With terms of j ust 
four years, first- term presidents in Argentina, Brazil and 
th e U nited States are likely to find themselves acquiring 
experience during their first year and campaigning dur
ing their fo urth year, leaving only the middle phase for 
real accomplishm ents. 

Second, presidents are more likely than legislators 
to be subject to tenn limit'); it is usual to restrict an 
incumbent to j u..(it one or two terms in office. or to 
require a cap of no rnore than two consecutive terms 
(see Table 16.4). T he fear is that without such con
straints presidents will be able to exploit their unique 
position to secure endless re-election. But term limits 
can have unintended consequences: a president who 
cannot be re-elected is no longer directly accountable 
to the voters. a reality which constitutes: a limitation 
on demOGTacy. Also, such presidents often lose political 
clout as their term nears its end.At the same time, term 

limitl prevent popular and effective presidents from 
continuing to bring their experience to bear. One of 
the more stringent sets o f Iirnits is fi:>und in Mexico. 
where neither presidents nor state governors can serve 
more than one term, and legislators are barred from 
serving consecutive tenns. 

Third, the timing of presidential elections matters. 
When they occur at the same time as elections to the 

TABLE 16.4: Comparing presidential elections 

Method 
Argentina Two round 

Brazil. Colombia , Egypt , Iran Two round 

Chile Two round 

United States Electoral colleg e 

South Africa Elected by leg islature 

France Two round 

Russia Two round 

Peru Two round 

Mexico, Philippines Plurality 

Finland Plurality 

legislature, the successful candidate is more likely to be 
drawn from the largest party in the legislature. With 
out threatening the separation of powers, concurrent 
elections limit fragmentation, increasing the likelihood 
that the president and the legislature will be of similar 
mind .. Such thinking lay behind the decision in 2000 
to reduce the French president\ term from seven years 
to five years, the same tenure as that of the National 
Assembly. 

Election campaigns 
Election campaigns are hard to ignore. In the more 
extreme cases. it can sometimes seem as though democ
racies are in a state of permanent campaigning: media 
expertS constantly speculate about possible outcomes, 
and th e campaign itself often r-dkes on the trappings of a 
horse race, with polls pinning down the changing state 
of the parties and the leading candidates. At the same 
time, campait,'lls are often n otable for what they do not 
achieve: they rarely bring about decisive changes in 
party support or widespread conversions among voters 
from o ne major party to another, and political advertis
ing - filr all the attention it is given,and no matter how 
negative its tone - rarely makes a great difference. O ne 
reason for this is that many voters have already decided 
how to vote before the short campaign begins. This 
should come as no surprise. b ecause elections are. in 
part, referendums on government performance, and this 
record (though not i ts interpretation) L< fixed by the 
start of the short campaign . 

Urn its 

<1- No more than two consecutive terms 

<1- Two terms 

<1- No consecutive t erms allowed 

<1- Two terms 

5 Two terms 

5 Two terms 

5 No more than two consecutive terms 

5 No consecutive t erms allowed 

6 One term 

6 No cons~cutiv~ tNms allowod 
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Short campaign: A tcrrn med in countries with variab~e 
election date-s to desc.ribe the period between lhe :twl<.mnce

nte.nt of an eJection and election d1y. 

We should also bear in mind the difference between 
gross and n et effects: voters who change their preference 
from Party X toY may be cancelled out by those mov
ing from Y to X , limiting the n et impact. And finally, 
many campaign effects have ordy a short life. Some -
often including leader debates, for example - produce 
a temporary bounce in a party's support, b ut even 
th ough th e media often portray them as having long
term consequences, the effects usually decay before the 
election arrives. Events with longer- term effects are less 
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common (V:'Iezien, 2010: 111), and most would agree 
with Butler (1989: 116) that 'th e function of elections 
is to record the decisions of individuals rather than to 
create them'. 

In seeking to separate campaign myths and reali ties, 
it is "'~>rth observing that switches between supporters 
of the major parties from one election to the next are 
often only a minor source of the gross or net change 
that occurs. Reflecting this reality, party strategies often 

Mandate~ A conunission to act on :ulotber's behalf in a spe
cific area. An election mandate is an -authorizari0!1 frotu Lhe. 
peop!e for the gov-ernment to follow a particular courSe. 

• Electoral messages and mandates 

An e lection does not end when the results are declared . Far from it After the declaration comes the 
interpretation, which plays a large part in shaping the impact of a n ele<:tion on the politics that follow. Was it 
a mandate for change? A repudiation of the government? A referendum on the economy? Have 'the people' 
indeed spoken? What have they said? Here we can see the relevance of an interpretive approach to politics (see 
Chapter 5); the election narrative can influence later politics, even if vote shares or the party composition of the 
government remain unchanged. 

The primary focus is usually on the victor, or on a small party that has done surprisingly well; losers tend to 
be guickly forgotten unless the scale of the loss is dramatic. The larger and more unexpected the winner's margin, 
the greater the demand for a narrative giving positive reasons for the victor's triumph. Claiming that Party X won 
because of Party Y's unpopularity, or that Candidate A won because Candidate B performed poorly, rarely fits the 
bill. One benign effect of this search for the winning party's merits is to add to its authority as it begins to govern. 

Interpretations of election results focus on the distinctly opaque notion of a mandate. Winners routine ly 
claim that their victory is a repudiation of the former government and confirmation of the changes they propose 
to make, and the media can often be persuaded to agree. Only individual voters, not the electorate as a whole, 
have reasons for their decisions. Even so, editorials and blogs can b e found after every camp aign explaining 
what the electorate intended by its collective judgement. 

The case of1he 2015 British general e lection offers an example. For five years, the Conservative Party 
of David Cameron had been governing in a troubled coalition with the much smaller Liberal Democrats, and 
had been influenced by three major issues: the economy, a Scottish independence movement, and a debate 
over the continued membership of the UK in the European Union. The polls had the Conservatives and labour 
parties neck and neck in votes but in fact the Conservatives won a majority of seats, enabling them to form 
a single-party government. The result was greeted with terms su ch as surprising, stunning, and astonishing, 
and was interpreted both as a mandate for the Conservatives to continue with their pro-market policies and as 
a rejection of Labour's more radical approach. But the Conservat ive majority was just 12 seats on just 37 per 
cent of the vote (a modest 0.7 per cent increase over 2010), and Labour's defeat probably reflected doubts 
about its governing capacity more than its left-wing policies. Sti II, the story has been written, the message has 
been transmitted and the mandate has been secured. And all (or mainly) because the polls underestimated 
Conservative support. 
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focus more on mobilizing existing supporters and new 
voters than on attempting to convert the supporters of 
other parties. Target groups typically include first-rime 
voters, previous abstainers, previous defectors, support
ers of minor parties, and, of course, the undecided. 
Collectively, such niche groups are significant but they 
still - in most countries - comprise a minority of the 
electorate. 

There is, finally, reason to doubt the impact of 
p:Ud advertising, a form of campaign communication 
allowed in most liberal democracies (de Vreese, 2010). 
Certainly, advertising can provide information about 
candidates and their positions, at least in sub-national 
contests receiving little news coverage. Attack adver
tisements and those making emotional appeals appear 
to be particularly memorable (Corrigan and Brader, 
2011). But, as with campaigns, wh en advertising 
resources are roughly equal, any effects tend to cancel 
e-.1ch other out. 

None of these points should be interpreted to 
mean that campaigns are irrelevant . O ne of their posi
tive functions is to provide an intense political semi
nar for the country as a. whole. enlightening voters 
about parties, candidates, and policies. T hey abo cdu· 
cate politicians about tl1e electorate, either through 
public opinion research, or through direct encoun
ters on the campaign trail (Schmitt-Beck and Far
rell, 2002). At a minimum, they provide a final test 
which candidates and parties must pass if they wish 
to win elected office: in that sense, campaigns always 
have the potential to be decisive. And in a close con
test, the campaign, as an y other influential factor, can 
be crucial. 

Above all, perhaps, election campaigns ad\"dnCe 
political debate "~thin th e elite. For a short period, 
politicians, journalists, and experts engage in ao intense, 
public and competitive scrutiny of the political agenda. 
Of course, parties seek to foG"Us o n the issues on which 
tl1ey possess a natural advantage, but complete agenda 
control is rarely possible. In the course of the debate, 
political reputations are made and lost and, more impor
tantly, policy pn)posah are Boated, dissected, amended, 
and sometimes discarded. In public, parties may appear 
to talk past each other but, in private-, every move is 
closely monitored and lessons are drawn . At the end 
of the campaign, the debate about what government 
should do, and how it should do it, has often moved for
ward. In some respects, election campaigns are politics 
speeded up. 

Referendums, initiatives, 
and recalls 
Elections may be instrum ents of representative democ
racy, b ut the role of th e people is only to decide who 
will decide. By contrast, the referendum and th e initia
tive make voters into decision makers, allo,ving them 
to shape specific policy issues, while the recall permits 
voter:s to dismiss elected officials during their term of 
office. But while th ese mechanisms are good exam
p les of direct democracy, are they necessarily good for 
democracy? 

Referendums 
The referendum is the most important form of direct 
democracy. The term implies a reference from another 
body - typically the government, or legislature - to the 
people. Referendum~ may be mandatory (meaning that 
tht.-y must be called on specified topics, such as consti
tutional amendments), optional, or even constitutionally 
forbidden on a few reserved subjects such as taxatio n 
and public spending. Their outcome. may be binding -
as with constitutional amendments requiring popular 
appruv•l, or merely consultative - as with Sweden's vote 
in 1994 on membership of the European Union (which 
came d own in fuvour). 

Referendum: A vote of the elecwrare on l litnited issue of 
public polic)'· such as a constitutional arnendtnent. 

Referc'Jldum\ are gro"~g in frequency (Figure 16.2). 
Switzerland heads the list, holding nearly 400 refer
endwns between 1940 and 2006 on a range of i.sues 
including nuclear power, same-sex partnerships, and 
iinm~ration. Australia, too, makes use of state and 
nation al referendums, but only in relation to changes 
to the constitution: more than 40 have been held since 
the creation of the federation of Australia in 1901. T hey 
have dealt mainly with economic and legislative issues, 
but less than a quarter have resulted in a Yes vote. One of 
th e m ore notable was the 1999 referendum on whether 
or not Australia should c ut its last links with the Brit
ish ~Town and become a republic; nearly 55 per cent 
of voters said N o, but the issue has not gone away. Few 
other countries have made more than occaslonaJ use of 
th e d.e vice, although they have become more common 
in EU member sutes, where they have been used for 
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FIGURE 16.2: The use of referendums 
Soc.ttcr. Adapted from Morel (2007: table 1). Oa~a are for the period 
1940-2007. 

decisions on j oining the EU or the euro. and for adopt

ing new EU treaties. 
Referendums offer sever:U advantages. First, they pro

vide a channel by which government< can hear directly 
from voters rather than via elected officials, parties, or 
inten:st groups. Second, there is evidence that they help 
impro"e voter understanding of the issue at stake, and 
incn:ase voters confidence in their own politic:U abili
ties and their faith in gov-ernment responsiveness (Bowler 
and Donovan, 2002). Third, they can inform politicians. 
For instance, the rejection of the proposed E uropean 
Union c<mstiturional treaty by French and Dutch voters 
in 2005 taught the European elite that national elector
ates had grown weary of gr~nd European projects. Finally, 
thtj' can provide a safety valve, aJio,ving governments, 
P'lnicularly coalitions, to put an issue to the people when 
it is inC>J"'ble of reaching a decision itscl£ 

But then:: are also several reasons for caution: 

• Referendums can be cxpensiw to organize and to 

hold. 

• TI1e is.<u<.-s at stake may be too complex for a straight 
Yes/No choice. 

• Th<.-y can polarize the electorate by creating contro

versy and division. 

• In order to be fully effective, voters must do their 

research. 

• 11te timing of the vote c211 be critical. 
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• Too many referendums can tire the \<Oters, depressing 

turnout. 

• There is no mechanism for ensuring consistency in 
referendum decisions; neither is it always clear for 
how long the results sh ould be considered decisive. 

• Voter judgements are often informed by wider con 
siderations than the specific proposition on the ballot. 

Many referendums have the additional complica
tion of being ad hoc in character, with the government 
pickin g and choosing topics on which it feels a ballot 
would be to its politic:U benefit. More crudely, rulers 
can simply ignore the result of a referendum. In 1955, 
Swedes voted decisively to continue driving on the left; 
eight years later, the legislature passed a law introducing 

driving on the right. 
f n addition t O all these difficul ties, referendums can 

easily be compromised by confusion about the precise 
\VOrding of the question to be put to the wters. Ex.am
ples from Britain confirm this point. When a referen
dum was proposed in 2013-14 on the UK~ continued 
membership of the European Union, i t was suggested 
that the referendum should ask 'Do you think that the 
United Kingdom should be a member of the European 

U nio n?' T he UK Electoral Commission pointed out 
that there were enough people in Britain who did not 
know that their country was already a member of the 

EU as to create confusion. 
r n the case of the referendum about Scottish inde

pendence held in 2014, the Scottish Nation:U Party 
initially proposed the question, 'Do you agree that Scot
land should be an independent country>' Again, the 
Electoral C ommission intervened, arguing successfully 
th at 'Should Scotland be :m independent country?' W'JS 

more neutraL la.ter, though, there were concerns that 
the \vording made the pro-independence campaign 
into a positive Yes campaign, and the anti-independence 
campaign into a negative No campaign. Such intrica
cies of wording and tone do not arise with conventional 

elections. 

Initiatives 
As it> name suggests, an initiative allows the people to 
take th e lead in calling for a referendum on - or requir
ing the legislature to discuss - a particular topic. By giv
ing the power of initiative to the people, this device is 
more int<ttsting for students of direct democracy than 

referendums sponsored by the government. 
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Initiative: A procedure which aUow! citizens either ro initi
:ue a popuJar v-ote on ;;; given propos.al (;;: ref-eretidum initia
tive) or to pb.ce it on the legisl3ture~s lgenda. (an at,oend:l 
initi3tive) . 

There are two kinds of initiative. The first is a refer
endum initiative, which allows a given number of citizens 
to initiate a popular vote on a given proposaL Nearly 
40 countries, most of them in Europe and Latin America, 
allow this option. In Switterland, for example, 100,000 
electors can propose a new law at canton Jevel> or an 
amendment to the constitution at federal level. The gov
ernment offers advice, usually to rej ect, before the bal
lot. Elsewhere, referendum initiatives can be employed 
more broadly, for ballots on proposed or existing poli
cies. Referendum initiatives are commonly included in 
post-authoritarian constitutions in an attempt to pre
vent a return to dictatorship, and they have also been 
adopted by many western states in the United States, 
notably California. 

The second type is an agenda init.iative, which func
tions as a petition to the legislature, requiring it to dis
cuss a particular topic if the required number of voter 
signatures is reached. One advantage of this technique 
is that it allows minorities to place their concerns on 
th e table. This m<'Chanism was introduced to the consti
tutions of several European countries (e.g. Austria and 
Spain) after the First World War and ha.< been extended 
to a number of other states (e.g. Poland and T hailand) 
since 1989 (IDEA, 2008). Agenda initiatives are par
ticularly well established in Austria (Giese, 2012). In 
2006, for example, over 250,000 signatories requested 
a national referendum in the event that Turkey be pro
posed for European Union m embership by th e EU, a 
demand accepted by Austria's prime minister. In Brit
ain, a petition obtaining at least 100,000 signatures must 
now be considered by the H ouse of Commons for 
debate, provided at least one member speaks in support 
of a debate. 

Recalls 
T he recall is a ballot on whether an elected official 
should be removed fiom office during normal tenure. 
A vote is initiated by a petition signed by a minimum 
proportion (typically, around 25 per cent) of th e votes 
cast for that o ffice at the previous election (so, the recall 
is a form of popular initiative). U nlike impeachment, 
the recall is a political rather than legal device, a modern 

equivalent of the old device of denunciation (Rosanval
lon, 2 008: 207). Where an election is a vote of confi
dence, the recall is a vote of no confidence. It seeks to 
improve governance by removing incompetent or cor
rupt incumbents before their n ormal term is up. 

Reca II; A popular vot·e on whether 3n elected official should 
be re-moved from office during nonnal retlure. 

One of d1e few countries to employ recalls at the 
national level is Venezuela. There, a recaD vote can be 
held o n any elected official, including the president, on 
the initiative of20 per cent of the relevant electorate. Fif
teen US states also make provision for recall elections for 
all state officials, with even more allowing the recall of 
local officials. H<>wever, the device has rarely been used, 
ald10ugh it did make international headlines when Arnold 
Schwar<enegger became governor of California follow
ing dte successfiu recall of incumbent Gray Davis in 2003. 

Elections in authoritarian 
states 
Most non-democratic rulers recognize that elections 
can b e a useful political device. Internationally, they 
please donors who are often content even if it is only 
d1e facade that is democratic. Domestically, they create 
friends for the ruling elite by establishing a pool of suc
cessful candidates who can be given accG--ss to resources 
to distribute to their own supporters in their home dis
tricts (Blaydes, 2011). But the outcome is usually prede
termin ed. We begin this section by looking at elections 
in communist st'dtes before turning to their functions in 
other :authoritarian regimes. 

Elections in communist states made little pretence 
of offering choice. There was no possibility that the rul
ing p"rty could be defeated, or even opposed, through 
elections. In the Soviet Union, f<>r instance, the o ffi
cial candidate was simply presented to the electorate for 
ritual endorsement. The voter\ task was simply to turn 
up at th e polls and confirm the party's choice. Some 
cormnunist states in Eastern Europe eventually intro
duced a measure of choice to their elections by allow
ing a choice of candidates fiom "~thin the ruling party. 
Centr".il rulers found these candidate-choice ele<.-rions 
useful in testing whether local party officials retain<'<! 
the confidence of their communities. 

T his local monitoring is one reason for the gradual 
introduction of such elections to many of China's one 
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million or so villages since 1987 and, more recently and 
tentatively, to some townships. T he aim of these elected 
committees is to limit corruption in the villages and to 
reduce what are often violent conflicts between leaders 
and peasants. However, even in today's China no explicit 
opposition to the policy platform of the Chinese Com
munist Party is allowed. In rnmy villages, real authority 
still resides with the local party official, who may also 
serve as chair of the village corrunittee. In fact, a revi
sion to the election law in 1997 explicitly affinned the 
party's supervisory role. 

Neither in the countryside nor in the towns are 
there many signs of elections threatening the party's 
control. The remarkable free election in 2012 in the 
southern Chinese village of Wukan, agreed by the 
Communist Party after extensive local prote-sts against 
corrupt land sales, is an exception. In gener.U, tight lim
its on what elections can achieve dashed expectations 
raised by the original reform, thereby increasing popu
lar frustration. In that respect, manipulated elections are 
worse than no elections at all. 

In the case of elections in non-communist authori
tarian regimes, competition is usually constrained rather 
than eliminated. Some opposition victories may be per· 
mitted, but too few to affect the over.ill result. Independ
ent candidates find themselves operating in a threatening 
envirorunent. The sec-ret police follow them around, 
breaking up some of their meetings. Using arbitrary reg
istration ntles, independent politicians may be banned 
from standing. Control over the media, the electoral sys
tem, and the government is exploited to favour the nding 
party. Through its conduct of campaigns, the regime pro
jects both the illusion of choice (not least for outsiders) 
and the reality of power (for the domestic population). It 
usually secures its victory "~thout needing to falsify the 
count - though this option remains, if all else fails. 

Until the Arab uprisings, Egypt provided an 
example of such manipulated elections. From 1976, 
numerous parties competed for seats in the People's 
Assembly, offering the appearance of a vigorous multi
party system. But Prt'Sident Hosn.i Mubarak's National 
Democratic Party held its dominant position through
out. According to official figures, turnout at legisla
tive elections was 80 per cent or more, but the figures 
were almost certainly inflated by the government. In 
1990, with most of the opposition parties boycotting 
tl1e election in protest at government controls over the 
process, only 1 5 per cent of eligible voters turned out, 
and only one opposition patty won enough votes to 
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be represented in the People's Assembly. At the 1995 
ele<.'ttons, turnout was back up to 48 per cent, but only 
13 opposition deputies were elected. In more than 
half the districts, opposition candidates challenged the 
results in court. These 'contests' contributed to pub
lic cynicism and, eventually, to the overthrow of the 
regime in 2011. 

A similar case of manipulation hiding behind free 
choice is offered by Iran. It has an incomplete system 
of political representation in the sense that while it 
holds regular elections for its president md legislature, 
the Supreme Leader of the country is exempt, political 
parties are controlled so closely as to be all but non
existent, and elections are manipulated by the Supreme 
Leader, the Guardian Council and Iran's religious elite 
to reduce the prospects of regime opponents. The 
Supreme Leader uses his powers to undermine my 
candidates who might threaten the conservative Islamic 
agenda that has dominated Iranian politics since 19i9, 
and the Guardim Counc-il (a group of 12 clerics and 
jurists) checks the credentials of all candidates to ensure 
that they support the ideals of the revolution. All can
didate-':S are required to proclaim their loyalty both to 
the ruJc of the Leader and to the proposition that reli· 
giou• clerics hold ultimate political power. In this way, a 
large number of potentially troublesome candidates are 
excluded. The Guardian Council has also interpreted 
the constitutional requirement that candidates should 
be 'religious or political personalities' to ban women 
from standing for president. 

In hybrid regimes, elections play a more impor
tant part in confirming the authority of the ruler; 
indeed, they are central to its democr-atic pretensions . 
The election outcorne is more than just a routine 
acceptance by the people of the realities of power. 
Explicit vote rigging is avoided, some candidates from 
non-governing parties gain election, md the possi
bility of a low turnout, and even defeat, cannot be 
entirely dismissed. 

B ut elections do not operate on as free and fair 
a playing field as in a liberal democracy. In particular, 
the leading figure dominates media cover-age, using tel
evision to trumpet what are often real achievements in 
office. In contrast to authoritarian regimes, the emphasis 
is a.• m uch on the carrot (providing reasons for voting 
for the dominant figure) as on the stick (threatening 
oppo~ition supporters). 

Incumbents in hybrid regimes can exploit unique 
resources. They ~n: well known to voterS, dnw on the 
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state's coffers for their campaign> imp1ernent a fav<.'>urable 
elector.! system, lead extensive patronage networks, give 
hand-outs to their election districts, and call in political 
credits carefully acquired while in office. Antidpating 
the president's re-election, underlings currying favour 
will seek to help the campaign. Credible opponents will 
be deterred from embarking on a hopeless fight: why 
annoy the candidate who is sure to win? Bratton (1998: 
65) summarizes the p<>sition in many Mrican C<>untries: 
'in a "big man" political culture, it is unclear whether 
the re-election of an incumbent constitutes the exten
sion of a leader~ legitimacy or the resignation of the 
elector<tc to his inevitable dominance'. 

President Vladimir Putin has proved to be a skilled 
exponent of election management in an authoritar
ian regime. Indeed, Russians employ a special term 
f<)r these dark arts: political technology. Mcfaul (2005) 
describes how Putin moved early in the 2004 election 
season to neutralize potential thxeats in the media, the 
regions, and business. In each sector, a few opponents 
were rem(>Ved from office, yielding the desired servil
ity among the remainder. Mcfaul's summary ofPutin's 
electoral strategy is as follows: 

The effect of these reforms occurred well before the 
votes \Vere actually c-ast. The. abse.nce of indepe.nd
ence within me.dia, regiona1 elite and oligarchic ranks 

re.duc.ed the freedom of manoeuvre for opposition 
political par'!ies and candidates. A[ the sante time, 
t11e stare's large.r role gave incumbents enormous 
advantages, be it nariona1 television coverage, mas
sive administrative support from regional executives 
or enormous financial resources from c.ompanies like. 
Gazprom. (McFaul, 2005: 77) 

Such techniques presuppose weaknesses in the rule 
oflaw, the market economy, and civil society in general. 
These deficits are not easy to measure, making the task 
of effective election morutoring extremely difficult. If 
the political technologists have done th cix j ob, the elec
tion is. over by election day. 

But by 2012, when Putin secured his return to 
the presidency after a term out of office, such deficits 
had become more visible. In the context of an increas
ingly sophisticated urban citizenry, and a decline in 
Putin's own popularity and aura of invincibility, blatant 
manipulation of the count attracted considerable pro
test. The result stood but the climate changed. Even in 
Russia~ authoritarian regime, the presidential election 
(as with legislative elections the previous year) had sent 
a mes'<age. So elections in hybrid or even fully authori
tarian settings always possess the potential to serve as 
catalysts of change once the existing regime is already 
weakened. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Considering the number of elected offices at various levels of government, can there be such a 
thing as too much democracy? 

• What is the best electoral system for choosing (a) a legislature, and (b) a president, and why? 

• Which, if any, of these groups should be entitled to vote in national elections: (a) n on-citizen legal 
residents, (b) prisoners, (c) 16-17-year-olds? 

• What functions do election campaigns perform? 

• R eferendums - good idea or bad? 

• Why do authoritarian regimes hold elections? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Distribution requirernents 
Elcctor.tl fonnula 
Electoral S>">tcm 
First-order elections 
Initiative 
Mandate 
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PREVIEW 
Given that voters in democracies have a choice, how do they decide which party 
to support? This is the most intensively studied question in political science, and 
yet there is no agreed answer. Media cover•ge of election results tends to focus 
on often small and short- term shifts in party support, while academic studies are 
focused on broader and longer- term socit)logical and psychological questions 
such as social and economic change, electoral stability, and on how voters decide. 

This chapter begins with a discussion of the long-term forces shaping elec
ror.U choice; specifically, party identification and trends suggesting that the ties 
between parties and voters are eroding. I t then goes on to look at the impact on 
voter behaviour of social class and religion. As these older long- term pillars of 
elcctora1 stability weaken, there is more room for new influences to affect vot
ing choices. The chapter addresses three of these: political iS-<ucs, the economy, 
and the personality ofleaders. 

The chapter also looks at rational choice analysis of voten and parties, 
a topic which gives us a case study of one of the theoretical approaches we 
reviewed in Chapter 5. It then discusses the more specific question of voter 
turnout: the declines witnessed in recent decades in many democracies, the 
impact of turnout on the quality of democracy, and the implications of com
pulsory voting. The chapter closes with a review of voters and voting in 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Voters: an overview 

• Party identification 

• How voters choose 

• Voter turnout 

• Voters in authoritarian 
states 

Party identification (jes at the heart of approaches to understanding votecs, but there are questions about how 
much it applies outside its birthplace of the United States. And wnile partisan dealignment is an important trend, it 
is not always dear when it began or to what extent it is still active. 

The social bases of voting have weakened since the 1960s, although religion continues to play an important role in 
several countries. 

The rational choice approach offers a different way of looking at voters and parties. It raises intriguing theoretical 
puzzles, such as the apparent irrationality of turning out to vote. 

The evidence for more short•term explanations regarding voter choice - such as issue voting, the economy, and the 
petsonality of leaders - is variable. 

The de dine in voter tumout has been important but this trend may now be weakening. Political science has generated 
d ear findings about the features of both the lndividt.tal voter and tile electoral system that encourage turnout. 

Voting in authoritarian states is less a matter of free choice (and thus of understanding voter motives) than a matter 
of the manipulation of choice (and thus of understanding the motives of ruling regimes). 
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au<horiwian stat<:S. and of <he different '"2)'1 in which 
<hey limit, manipulate, and eocrce <heir \'Oting publics. 

Voters: an overview 
If dections be at <he hem of rcprcsentath-e democ:racy, 
:u "'1: uw m <he prev.ous chapter, <hen \'Oten att <he 
bfeblood of <hOk dect~ons. AI <hough <he primary role 
of votm m a rcprcsentath'l: democr.acy JS to decide 
bct\\'een <he ch01cn offered by p>mcs, <he ,-aJ.ucs, pn:f
ercnccs, agmd.H, 1mtmcts, and undentandingt of "'ten 
all combine to influence what options parties place on 
<he camplign table. The challc:ngc is to understand how 
votcn malct up <heir minds, in which ""f!1rd <here arc 
scver.al different opuons. 

Explanations can be broadly categorized into 
the sociologiclll and the psychological. The former 
include a focu1 on the social and economic back
ground of voters, such that parties of thc left might 
have an advantage among poorer voters, the less edu
cated, ethnic minorities, and residents of cities, while 
those of the rlJ<ht might tend to attract the support of 
weal<hter and older voters, the better educated, and 
residents of the suburbs and rural ~reas. By colltrt!t, 
psychological explanations focus on what goes on in 
<he mind of voters, and what t11ey think about par
tics, candidates, :llld issues. The argument here is tlut 
choices increasingly depend on dynanuc factors such 
as changing public agendas and leu on static factors 
such u sooal dass. 

ldennfic:aaon with a party has long been a key de
ment linking these rn'O •ppro:oehcs. Voters dC\-dop a 
long-term comnutment to '<hetr' puty, which in turn 

shapes <heir V2luo. opuuons, 2nd \'Otlllg choice. This 
psychologJe:al atuchment will in l'llnled be shaped 2nd 
reinforced by <he socul postnon of \'Otcn: their fam
ily baclqpound, <h= peer group. and <heir "-'Ot:knutes. 
There has been • "mc:mng of <he bonds between 
\'Oters 2nd ponies. h0\\'1:\"er, as socul cbVJSions "ukcn, 
edueanon becomes more a\'>lbble. people ha\'1: become 
mon: mobile, po.rties change: in order to widen their 
appeal, 2nd some YOtcn become more disillusioned 
wi<h pohtic:s as usual. 

Increasingly, shorter- term inAuences h2ve sup
plemented long- term influences in cxplairting voter 
behaviour: not jujt which party to support, but aho 
whether to vote at all. AI the impact of social class and 
religion declines, so votcn arc more likely to be influ
enced by the particular issues they care about most, 
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the state: of <he economy, 2nd the personalitln of pony 
leader:s and candidates. Voter cho1cc tS mcreat~ngly 

respo=h-e. ratbc:r than based on 'push' factors such as 
socUl class or religion. When it comes to <he economy. 
Cor example, most \'Olen choose less on the b2su of 
their grasp of complex economtc ISSues than on the 
basis of factors tlut malct inruiti•-e ~= <he number 
of people out of \\'Orlt, <he number of new JObs bemg 
cn:atcd, chmges in the cost of bvtng. 2nd the state of 
the national economy. 

Voter behaviour in au<horitarian rcgima, mean
while, is subject 10 quite dtffercnt influences, drn...-n 
primarily by the desire of leaden and clun to rewn 
their hold on power using me;uu which would not 
be acceptable in a dcmocrucy. In a democratic setting, 
voting is an autonomous endeavour; voten will have 
their opirtiuns formed by multiple influences, but it is 
still ultimately up to them how to vote. In authoritJr
ian regimes, voters are more likely to be influenced 
by h aving their choices restricted, whether through 
a limit on the number of parties running, or through 
manipulation and coercion, or through the usc of ille
gal mean< to shape election outcomes. Even in democ
racies, it is important to note, ruling politicians usc 
their privileged position ru tilt the playing field in their 
favour; they have more acc.ess to more funds, exploit 
their name recognition, offer what amounu tO bribes 
to their constirucnu, and strUcture <he clcL~or.al ~ys
tem in their [:1\'our. That slid, democratic leaders h._,. 
fC\,'C:r such techrtiquc:s available than thetr auilionurian 
counttrparts. 

Party Identification 
The surting point for arry cbscuss1on of votu~g m lib
cr.al democracies is 'TkA~ Vot<r (Campbcll tt..J .• 

1960). This dnsic book established 2 "'3¥ of studying 
votc:n, and of thinking about how voters decide, wh1ch 
n:mams inlluential. Its a.mhors obuincd national urn
pie sun....-ys of indh;dual votcn and :wcssc:d <he >ttl
tudes cxpn:=d in these poll.s. The wk was Judged to 
be one of objective im't'Stigotion into subJective states 
the behavioural appTOQch at work. Other tr.Jditiom, 
notably those placing the individual voter in the social 
and spatial conten provided by family, friends, neigh
bours, workmatcs, electoral districL;, ~nd regions, lost 
ground. 

T he central concept in "f''uo Amtritntt Vortr was 
party identification, meaning a couunitment w a 
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particular party which helps voters decide which party 
to vote for as well as providing them with a road map 
through the remote world of politics. As with many 
other identities, party allegiance emerges in childhood 
and early adolescence, influenced by parents and peer 
groups, and then deepens as a person moves thro ugh 
adulthood, reinforced by commitment to the social 
groups to which that person belongs. Party identifi
cation is the engine of the voter's political belief sys
tem; the best leaders are seen to corne frorn the voter's 
favoured party, and the best policies must be those the 
party supports. The more often voters choose the party 
with which they identifY, the stronger their allegiance 
becomes. 

Party identification: Long- term att3Chn\trtl' to a particu
lar political party, which provides a filter for underStanding 
politi<::al events. 

Party identification means not so much enthusiastic 
support for party as an underlying disposition to sup
port that party. Just as regularly buying a particular brand 
of car short-circuits the need to make a full-scale assess
ment of automobile engineering with every purchase, 
so voting for a given party becomes a standing com
mitment which precludes the need to go for a political 
test drive at each election. For many, voting for a given 
party is a pragmatic, long-term brand choice. Occasion
ally, special circumstances might lead a Toyota buyer to 
choose a Ford, and a liberal to vote for a conservative 
party, but the homing tendency will do its job and nor
mality will be re--stored next time. 

The distinctive features of American politics -
including an entrenched two-party system, closed 
party primaries, and the ability to vote a P'.lrty ticket 
for the large number of elected offices - combine to 
mean that the notion of party identification does not 
necessarily travel welL ln Europe, for example, vot
ers historically identified with class and religion, and 
tl1e labour unions and churches which expressed these 
affiliations. Parties formed part of such networks, 
rather than free-standing entities. In addition, the 
concepts of left and right provide alternative refer
ence points, notably in countries such as France and 
Italy where parties are, or have become, weak. Also, 
there are few signs of strong party loyalties emerging 
in the more fluid party systems found in the newer 
democracies of Eastern Europe. and beyond. Finally, 

Europeans have a greater range of parties from which 

to choose, meaning more opportunity to move from 
one to another. 

Still, the political market - as with most others -
remaim generally stable in most liberal democracies, 
with the result that a party's share at a previous election 
is usually a good predictor of its support at an upcom
ing election, except in the event of major political or 
economic events; economic downturns in most Euro
pean states in 2008-12, for example, led to a notable 
switch to parties of the right, and particularly to anti
establislunent parties of the far right. And at the indi
vidual level, too, stability of electoral choice remains 
substantiaL Before we can explain electoral change, we 
must understand this continuity. Party identification, 
the ha.bit of voting for the same party, ideological labels, 
and group loyalties all fit the bill, even if the balance 
between them varies across countries and over time. At 
the sarr1e time, we also need to track changes in support 
for parties, which is where partisan dealignm ent enters 
the equation. 

Partisan dealignment 
The weakening of bonds between voters and their 

parties - oth~nvise known as partisatt dealigtitHtftt 
is a clear and widespread trend in democracies. It may 
also be true of some emerging stares, but survey research 
is often Jess sophisticated in these cases, making it diffi
cult to find meaningful comparative data (see discussion 
about polling in lndia in Kumar and Rai, 2013). Also, 
parties in emerging democmcies do not have as long a 
history as those in democracies, and the ties that bind 
voters to parties, as well as the explanations for how vot
ers choose, are somewhat different. 

Partisan dealignment: The weaktJ~ill£ bonds between 
vote:rs lfld parties, reflet...'t-t-d both in a f3ll in the. proportiOJi 
of voren identifyir1g with any plrty :u~d a decline io the 
strtongth o! a!legiauce among those re-t::.Uning a party lO)'".!lty. 

{ n One recent Study of 19 advanced indtL<trial 
democracies for which there are long-term survey data, 
17 were found to have seen a decrease in the percentage 
of P'nrisans, as well as a decrease in the strength of par
tisanship (Dalton, 2013: 183). Britain is a striking exam
ple. Between 1964-6 and 2010, the proportion ofvoters 
identifying with a party fell from 90 to 82 per cent. This 
may n ot seem very much, but over the same period the 
proportion of respondents with a 'very strang' allegiance 
to any party collapsed from 40 to 11 per cent. The result, 
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FIGURE 17.1 : Partisan dealignment in Germany 
Source: Dalton (2014). Data are for western Germany only. 

say Denver et a/. (2012: 71), is that strong Conservative 
and Labour identifiers are 'now something of an endan
gered species' . 

Comparable changes can be seen in Germany, with 
the rise of a clll$s of independent voters who - afb>u<;s 
Dalton (2014) - 'are more sophisticated apartisans who 
are politically engaged even though they lack party ties'. 
As shown in Figure 17.1, the proportion of western 
Germans with very strong or strong party identification 
fell between 1972 and 2009 from 55 per cent to 32 per 
cent, while the p roportion with weak or no party iden
tification rose from 40 per cent to 64 per cent. There 
has been an even more pn.'Cipitous decline in Sweden, 
where the proportion of people identifYing with a party 
halved between 1968 and 2006 (see Figure 17.2). 

What has caused this dealignment' Although 
commentators within a country often concentrate on 
national influences, comparison across borders points to 
a common set of political and sociological factors (see 
Figure 17 .3). Politically, the role of parties changed dra
matically in the final third of the twentieth century, as 
we saw in Chapter 15.Their funding in<Teasingly comes 
from the state rather than their own members; scandals 
and corruption tied to parties have re-duced voter trust; 
election campaigning increasingly involves the media 
(the air war) as well as, or in place of, local parties (the 
ground war); party m embers have drifted towards single
issue groups; and major parties have become increas
ingly indistinct in their programmes and their social 
base. Now viewed as part of the system, rnther than as 
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FIGURE 17.2: Partisan dealignment in Sweden 
Source: Oscarsson and HOimber9 (2010: 9) 

expressions of social interests, parties in many countries 
face th e same loss o f trust as other state institutions. 

Sociologically, the weakening of historic social 
divisions and the expansion of education contrib
uted to a thinning of political identities. Dalton (2013: 
187- 9) suggests that what he calls 'cognitive mobiliza
tion' is an increasingly common way in which citizens 
connect themselves to politics. By tllis, he means that 
educated and politically interested voters can orient 
themselves to politics on their own, using the media 
fo r information and their own understanding to inter
pret it. T he e ffects of dealignment have been substan
tial: issue voting has increased, electoral volatility has 
grown, turnout and active participation io campaigns 
has fallen , more voters wait until the ~olSt minute to 
decide which party to support, and new parties such 
as the Greens and parties on the far right have gained 
ground (in Europe, at least) . 

How voters choose 
In trying to explain how voters make their choices, 
there are several options available. Longer- term influ
ences include social class and religion, the first of which 
has been weakening as an indicator, while th e second 
remains a factor in a surprising number of supposedly 
secular liberal democracies. Shorter- term influences -
which tend to draw m ost media attention during elec
tion campaigns - include issue voting, the state of the 
economy and the personality of politiealleaders. 
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Factor Interpretation 

Funding Derived more from the state than from party members. 

Disillusionment Scandals and corruption reduce popular trust in parties. 

Policy convergence 
Trying to increase their share o f the political market, leading parties 
have b ecome less distinct in their policies. 

Television offered relatively neutral poli tical coverage that was 
widely shared, weakening party loyalties. The switch to specialized 
online sources may reverse this trend. 

Decay of social 
divisions 

Declining class and rel igious differences led to weakening loyal ties 
for parties based on these d ivisions. 

Rising education Educated voters can interpret e vents with less need for party cues. 

FIGURE 17.3: Causes of partisan dealignment 

Social class 
Since the industrial revolution, social class has influ
enced electoral choice in all liberal democr•cies: the 
working class has been inclined to support parties of the 
left., while the middle class has k•ned towards parties 
of the righ t. To some extent, then, party activists cam
paigning in a neighbourhood em usually sense from 
its economic character whether it will be for or against 
them even before they start knocking on doors. But the 
evidence in recent decades points to a decline in class 
voting. with some (such as Knutsen, 2006) finding a par
ti<:ular decline of das.' voting in sever.!! Western Euro
pean countries, such as Denmark, the Netherlands, and 
Britain. In general, class voting ha.' declined the most 
where it was previously highest, notably in the Nordic 
countries. 

The explanation for this change lies in a combina
tion of political and sociological factors. At a political 
level, the collapse of socialism initiated a move to the 
centre by many left-wing parties, where traditional class 
themes were played down; thus Knutsen (2006) fmds in 
a comparative analysis that 'the political strAtegies of the 
major leftist parties showed a consistent pattern where a 

decisive move towards the centre was accompanied by a 
decline in class voting'. 

But familiar sociological processes are also at 
work. As the service sector displaces manufacturing 
in adv.mced economies, so large unionized factories 
have been replaced by smaller service companies offer
ing more diverse work to qualified staff. These skilled 
employees derive their power in the labour market from 
th eir individual qualifications, experience, and ability; 
unlike manual employees performing uniform tasks, 
they are not drawn to labour unions promoting col
lective solidarity. In this way, the foundations on which 
class parties were based have eroded. Comparative evi
dence suggests that the smaller the size of the \VOrking 
class :in a country, and the lower the proportion of its 
workforce employed in industry, the greater the decline 
in class voting (Knutsen, 2006). 

G ro,ving income inequality in some liberal democ
racies, notably the United States and Britain, may rep
resen~ an offSetting trend. Resentment grew against 
what were seen as excessive earning; by the be-st-paid 
workers in the finan~-ial sector in the wake of the fman
cial crisis of 2008-9 (Hacker and Pierson, 201 0). But 
individ ual income is not a dominant influence on how 
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people vote, and this theme of resentment against the 
highest earners lacked the same resonance in other lib
eral democracies, such as the Nordic countries, where 
inequality remained less pronounced. 

Religion 
'Want to know how Americans will vote next Election 
Day'' asked a 2003 news story. 'Watch what they do the 
weekend before ... If they attend religious services reg
ularly, they probably will vote Republican by a 2- 1 mar
gin. If they never go, they likely will vote Democratic by 
a 2- 1 margin' (quoted in Green, 2010b: 433). Leaving 
the exact figures to one side, what became known in the 
United States as the 'God Gap' illustrateS the continu
ing relevance of religion (as indicated here by church 
attendance) to voting behaviour. Religion's electoral 
influence remains \videspread in liberal democracies, 
offering a contr.!St to the fall in class voting. Religion is 
not a single variable, however, and can be studied from 
three main angles: 

• We can distinguish broadly between religious and 
secular voters, the former tending to vote for the 
right and the latter for the left. 

• We can separate voters by religiosity (the importance 
of religion to the individual). Typically, the distinc
tion between the religiously committed and the rest 
produces d1e largest contrasts in voting choice and 

Factor Interpretation 
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also in electoral participation, with churchgoe.n more 
likely to turn out. 

• We can examine the impact of speciftc denomi
nations. Catholics, for example, might be inclined 
to vote for the right and Jewi.<h voters for the left. 
Such studies can be extended to examine the elec
tora.l impact of other religions and denominations, 
including Islam and evangelical movements. 

Comparative research has long recognized the 
elector.tl importance of religion. From a study of 
16 Western democrades, Rose and Urwin (1969: 12) 
concluded that 'religious divisions, not class, are the 
main social bases of parties in the Western world today'. 
Later, in examining voters rather than parties, Lijphart 
(1979) concluded from a study of countries where both 
class amd religion played a political role that ' religion 
tends to have a larger influence on party choice'. More 
recently, Esmer and Petterson (2007: 409) found that 
' religjosity still significandy shapes elector.tl choice in 
most European countries' - noting, in particular, that 
'the devout and the pious are more likely to vote for the 
political right and the Christian Democrats'.The excep
tions to religi<>sity's continuing impact on voting are all 
in Northern Europe, including the United Kingdom. 

Head to head, religion matters more than class, 
and - in a s.en.se - class matters most when religion is 
weak. Thus, traditionally high levels of class voting in 
Scandinavia can be seen as reflecting the absence of 

Social dass The class base o f political parties has been eroding. 

Religion 

Issues 

The economy 

Leader personalities 

Still a factor in most democraci es, though declining modestly. 

Increasingly important, aided by rising levels of education, but far 
from the dominant factor in voter decisions. 

Nearly always important, but not always decisive. 

Debatable; impact easily exaggerated. 

FIGURE 17.4: Key factors explaining voter choice 
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religious con8ict there once national Lutheran churches 
were established in the Reformation. Just as industrial 
change has conrributed to the decline of class voting, so 
secularization might be expected tO lead to a fall in 
religious voting; as societies modernize,so th<'Y naturally 
become more seeular. And certainly, church attendance 
and religious belief continues to decline in many lib
eral democracies, not least in Europe (and increasingly 
among young Americans) (Esmer and Pcttersson, 2007: 
table 252). Yet it is difficult to find evidence that reli
gious voting has declined to the same extent as class 
>"Oting_ Some reduction is apparent but, overall, the reli
gious base of electoral behaviour has considerable stay

ing power. 

Secularization: "!'be declining 'J'l« occupted by religion in 
politiC>!. sod11, and pe..onalli(e. 

Issue voting 
Election campaigns will rou tinely bring up topics such 
as crime, defence, the environment, foreign a.ffairs, edu
cation, public spending, and taxation. These arc the 

' issues' that arc routinely discussed by parties, the media, 
and politicians, the implication being that dtey arc a key 
element of voter choice. To what extent is this true? In 
reality, there arc several riven to cross before someone 
can be described as an issue voter. T hey must (1) be 
aware of the issue, (2) have an opinion on the issue, (3) 
believe that parties differ on the issue, and (4) vote for 
the party closest to their position. 

These are considerable barriers. Studies conducted 
during the era of parry alignment concluded that only 
a minoriry of voters passed them all. Writing of Brit
ain, and using the metaphor of a famous English stee
plechase. Denver tt al. (2012: 96) conclude that 'when 
aligned >-oting w:u the norm, rebtivdy few voters ful
filled the conditions for issue voting. As in the Grand 
National, large numbers feU at every fence.' Tht Amtri· 
C<ln Vc>rtr was equally sceptical, classifying no more than 
one-third of the electorate as passing the first three of 
the four necessary conditioru on each of a long list of 

issues. 

Issue voting: ThC' pheuomcnon o( VOt~n making choiet-s 
at elections based on the poJicao that mou interest them, 
rather thau ~oteJy On lhe b:.sis Of JOci010,B:IetJ OT dc.rn()~r:tphic 
factorS. 

Having said this, more recent studies show that vot
ing on the basis of specific policies (and ilio broader 
ideologies) has increased. As early as 1992, Franklin con
cluded from a study in 17 liberal democracies that the 

rise of issue >-oting matched more or less precisely a 
decline in >-oting on the basis of social position. Lewis
Beck et al. (2008: 425) reach a similar conclusion for the 
United States, where comparable information is avail
able for the longest period: 

The le\oel of education within the American elector
are has inc=sed sharply since the 1950s, and this is 
rdleaed in o10re .freque-nt issue ''Oti.ng. greater OYU· 
all clarity in the strucru.re of ll'WS issue attitudes~ and 

enhanced salience of ideologiC>! themes within the 
p ublic's politiC>! thinking. 

But Le,vis-Beck tr al. go on to warn against fall

ing too easily in to the tempting narrative of issue vot
ing •upplanting parry identification, and warn that 
the peripheral nature of politics to most Americans 
continues to create a ceiling to policy voting. And the 
nature of the political times is an understated fact(lr: 
a return to the quiescence of the 1950s, when the 

initial studies were conducted, might lead to a reduc

tion i n issue voting~ even as education levels continue 
tO rise. Policy issues are far from irrelevant but they 
remain only a partial explanation for why people vote 

as they do. 

The economy 

Linking government popularity to economic perfor
mance is hardly a new idea, but it was most famously 

expressed by James Carville, lead srrategist for Bill Clin
ton's 1992 prcsidenri<ll eatnpaign, when he poned a list 
of key themes for the election at campaign headquar
ters, heading it with 'The economy, stupid'. 

With data on economic performance and politi
cal populariry available for most liberal democracies, this 
is a topic well suited to comparative analysis. The evi
dence suggests that the economy does matter; it aJf~"CIS 
not only government populariry, as recorded in opinion 
polls, but also how people behave in the polling booth. 
At the same rime, there is a case for paraphrasing Win
ston Churchill's view of democracy, and arguing that the 

economy is the wont expbnation of election results -
except for all the other.< (Helhvig, 2010: 200). 

How exactly does the economy exert its in8uence? 

just as it is um\~sc to discuss media effects without 
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• Are voters rational? 

The behavioural account offers one means for understanding vot-ers. Another is offered by the rational choice 
approach. which assumes that voters are rational participants in the political market, and seek to maximize their 
utility. The most influential study by far along these lines is Anthony Downs's An Economic Theory of Democracy, 

published in 1957. Downs was concerned not only with voters bUit also with parties, and even more with the 
relationship between the two. 

He asks us to imagine that parties act as if they are motivated by power alone, and that voters want only 
a government which reflects their selfMinterest, as represented in 'their policy preferences. He also assumes 

that voter policy preferences can be shown on a simple left-right scale, with the left e nd representing fu ll 
government control of the economy and the right end a completely free marke t. Given these assumptions, he 
asks, what policies should parties adopt to maximize their vote? 

The crucial result, now known as the 'median voter theorem", is that vote-maximizing parties in a two-party 
system will converge at the midpoint of the distribution, and that the position of the median voter is critical. 
A party may start at one extreme but it will move towards the centre because there are more votes to be won 
there. In moving to the centre. the party remains closer to voters at its own extreme. but it also attracts m iddle

of-the-road voters who were previously closer to the competitor. Once parties have converged at the position of 

the median voter, they reach a position of equilibrium and have no incentive to change their position. 

But what should we make of Downs's assumption that voters behave ratiooat!y by voting for the party closest 
to their policy preferences on a single left-right scale? There are at least three objections (Ansolabehere, 2006): 

• Why would sell-intelested voters turn out to vote at all, given the sn'lall possibility of a single ballot 
determining the outcome? 

• Since no single ballot is likely to be decisive, why should voters go to the trouble of acquiring the information 
needed to cast a rational vote? 

• We can question the assumption that elections are best understood as debates over policies on which 
voters adopt different positions. For example, voters may be more focused on a party's competence than its 
policies. 

Overall, Downs's theory leads us to some interesting paradoxes. His notions of self-interest and rationality, 
while standard for rational choice thinking, appear to result in ig norant voters who fail to vote and in parties that 
adopt virtually indistinguishable policy positions. Still, the very process of comparing predictions with reality 
does generate puzzles whose resolution creates insight. 

specity;ng a particular medium, so too should we avoid 
discussing economic effects without specifYing a partic
ular component. Three v-•riables often emerging as sig
nificant are trends in real disposable personal income (i.e. 
after taxes and inflation), unemployment, and inflation. 

Personal income appears to be particularly impor
tant, as the case of the United States suggests. In the sec
ond half of the twentieth century, the growth of personal 
income over an elector.! cycle predicted the vote share 
of American pn.-sidents with remarkable acCUI"d<.)'. O ne 
analysili suggested that 'each percentage point increase 

in per capita real income [averaged across a presidential 
tenn] yielded a four per cent increase of the incumbent 
party's vote share from a comtant of 46 per cent' (Hibbs, 
J r, 2006: 576-7). In other words, incumbent presidents 
who achieve an annual average of 1 per cent growth in 
personal income over their lint tenn in office should 
score 50 per cent of the vote; 2 per cent growth is 
rewarded with 54 per cent of the vote; and so on. 

Studies of the impact of an incumbent gov
ernment's actual cconornic record dominated early 
research into economic voting. In recent decades, 
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attention has shifted to how these effects operate. In 
particular, researchers have investig.aed how electoral 
choice varies with voters' own assessments of how the 
economy has performed. After all, voters will differ in 
how they judge the economic record; some will see 
inflation where others see stable prices. Such opinions 
provide a channel through which the objective econ
omy affects votes. 

Studies strongly confirm the presence of an eco
nomic vote. For example, Hellwig (201 0) combined 
the results from surveys conducted in 28 countries 
between 1996 and 2002 to examine the electoral effect 
of respondent perceptions of whether the state of the 
economy over the previo us 12 months had improved, 
stayed about the same, or worsened. As Table 17.1 
shO\\'S. the results \verc ~triking: voters who believed 
the economy had improved were twice as likely to vote 
for the party of the incumbent president or prime min
ister as voters who thought the state of the economy 
had worsened. Of course, those who already support 
the governing party are inclined to view the economy 
through rose-tinted glasses, exaggerating the real eco
nomic vote. Partisanship is at work here. as everywhere. 
Even so, the observed relationship between economic 
assessments and elector•! choice appears to reflect more 
than simply the projections of the partisans (Lewis
Becket al., 2008: table 13.8). 

The actions of poor voters - whether they live 
in weaJthy or poor countries - sets up an interesting 
paradox. Many studies have shown that a significant 
number often vote for parties that do not appear to 
stand for their material interests, and that instead seem 
to repn.>sent the interests of the wealthy. Huber and 
Stanig (2009) point o ut, for example, that large num
bers of voters in wealthy democracies support par
ties that are opposed to the kinds of higher taxes and 
redistributive policies from which such voters would 
benefit. 

TABLE 17.1: The economy and voter choice 

Perception of the economy over the past 
12months 

Has got better 

Has stayed the same 

Has got worse 

Turning to voting in poorer democr..tcies, which 
have been much Jess studied than in their wealthier 
counterpartS, the evidence gathered to date points to 
a som ewhat different economic incentive: the link 
between voting and the promise of tangible vote
specific material rew'<rds. For example, T hachil (2014) 
looks at India, and specifically at the curious success 
of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) (a party usually 
identified with India's privileged upper castes) among 
poorer Indians. The explanation, he suggests, lies in 
the \V'dY the BJP has won over disadvantaged voters 
by privately pn)Viding them with basic social services 
via gr..tssroots affiliates. This 'outsourcing' allows the 
party to continue to represent the poli<.-y interests of 
its privileged base, while also drawing in many votes 
from the poor. 

This example illustrates the widespread phenom
enon of vote buying, whereby rewards are offered to 
indiv.idual voters in return for their support at elec
tions_ It has made something of a comeback in recent 
decades as a consequence of democratization; in parts 
of the world where party labels and electoral plat
forms may not mean much, •fl:,>ues Schaffer (2007). 

panies and candidates try to win votes by offering 
tangible rewards. T hese may take the form of cash, 
of commodities (Schaffer lists everything from ciga
rettes to watches, coffins, haircuts, ba!,'S of rice, birth
day crukes, and TV sets), or of services. If impoverished 
voters can achieve a little more security for their fam
ily by trading their vote in this way, who is to blame 
them for doing so? However, the phenomenon is far 
from limited to poorer states or communities. Gov
ernments legally and routinely 'buy' the votes of other 
governments in meetings of international organiza
tions (Lockwood, 2013), and almost any instance 
where elected representatives can point to a new fac
tory, school or military fac-ility that was brought to 
their district through their efforts might be defined as 

Percentage voting for the party of the 
incumbent president or prime minister 

46 

31 

23 
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vote buying. Is there much difference between buyjng 
a voter in, say, India and buying an electoral district in, 
say, the United States? 

Vote buying; The proceM whe.reby p3rties at1d Cat1didates: 
provide nt3terial benefits to votc,rS in retUrn for their supp<>rl 
at elections. 

Brazil provides an interesting example of vote 
buyjng operating within the political elite. A major 
scandal broke there in 2005, with charges that the rul
ing Worker's Party had paid a number of congressional 
deputies a monthly stipend in return for their support 
for legislation supported by the party. Known as the 
MensaHio (big monthly stipend) scandal, it threatened 
to bring down the government of President Lula da 
Silva (in o ffice 2003- 10). Lula himself won election 
to a second term, but 25 of the 38 defendants in the 
resulting court case were found guilty on a variety 
of charges. The trial carne to exemplifY the issue of 
corruption in Br-•zil, a problem reflected in more low
level instances of candidates paying cash to voters for 
their support. The problem, argues Yadav (2011 : 124-
5) has worsened with the advent of stronger political 
parties able to exploit the Brazilian state as a source 
offunds. 

The personality of leaders 

Political leaders are obvio usly important to the process 
of reshaping political parties and their polides, but their 
character and personality is also important. Just how 
much voters can be swayed by how much they like, or 
do not like, the personal tr-.Uts ofleaders is - however 
questionable. 

Perhaps the most famous example of the impor
tance of appearance, style and likeability was the ftrst 
television debate involving pn.-sidential candidates in the 
United States, between John F. Kennedy and Richard 
Nixon in 1960. Kennedy looked relaxed and us~-d the 
medium well, while Nixon looked nervous and unwell. 
Polls found that those who w-atched the TV debate 
thought Kennedy had won , while those who listened 
on radio thought Nixon had won. Later, in the United 
Kingdom, Margaret Thatcher was encour-•ged by her 
adviser. to lower the tone of her voice so as to sound 
more authoritative. In France and the US, polls found 
that Fran~ois Hollande and Barack OIY•ma won their 
respective presidential elections in 2012 at least in part 
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because they were seen as more likable than their com
petitors, Nicolas Sarkozy and Mitt Romney. 

T here are obvious weaknesses in using such exam
ples to conclude that the tr-.Uts of leaders have become 
elector•lly dedsive.The discuss; on of leaden; often reveals 
a selec tion bias, focusing on the char•cterful while forget
ting the anonymous. And, as with other factors affecting 
electoral choice, the net effects of a leader~ character may 
be linni ted, even if gross effects are large. For instance, as 
many voters may be repelled as attr-dcted by a particular 
candidate's personality, resulting in no net irnpa<:t. 

In the ftrst comparative study of this subject, King 
(2002) attempted to judge whether the personalities of 
leaders determined the winning party in 52 elections 
held between 1960 and 2001 in Canada, France, Britain, 
Russia, and the United States. H is conclusion was 'No' 
in 37 cases, 'Possibly' in 6, 'Probably' in 5, and 'Yes' in 
just 4 (Harold Wilson, Great Britain, 1964 and Febru
ary 1 974; Charles de Gaulle, France, 1965; and Pierre 
Trudeau, Canada, 1968). King's general conclusion 
(p. 22t ) """ that'most elections remain overwhehningly 
political contests, and political parties would do well to 
choose their leaders and candidates in light of that fact' . 

Much subsequent research has confirmed King's 
views. N ot least in parliamentary systems, the difference 
that leaders' characters make is typically, but not always, 
shown to be modest, with only limited evidence of an 
increase over time. For instance, a statistical study edited 
by Aarts tt al. (2011) and covering nine liberal democra
cies confrrms the unimportance of the characteristics of 
leaders. As part of this study, Holmberg and Oscarsson 
(2011 : 51) conclude that the greater influence ofleaders 
on the vote 'is simply not substantiated'. Leader traits are 
only .a part, and often a minor part, of the factors shap
ing individual voteS and overall election results. 

\Vhere leader traits do make a difference, which 
matter most? The key characteristics appear to be those 
directly linked to performance in office. By comparison, 
purely personal characteristics, such as appearance and 
likeability, are unimportant. Speeiftcally, the two main 
factors f<)r candidates are competence and integrity. 
In the United States, there is broad agreement on two 
core traits: 'one, ability to do the job well, based on per
formance in office (incumbency) or a previous record 
of accomplishment; and two, a reputation for honesty' 
(Lewis-Beck et a/., 2008: 55- 6). 

Extending the analysis to Australia, Germany, and 
Sweden, O hr and Oscarsson (2011: 212) reach simi
lar conclusions, judging that 'politically relevant and 
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Brief Profile: Iran has long played a critical role in the 
Middle East. first because of the o il reserves that the 

British lo ng sought, then because of the close strategic 
re lationship between the United States and the regime 
of the Shah of rran, and now because of the significance 
ofthe Islamic Republic e<cate d in the wake of the 1979 
lrani"an revolution. h has an e lected preside nt and 
legislature, b ut power is manipulated by an une lected 
Supreme l eader surrounded by competing cliques1 

candidates for pub lic office are vetted, laws must be 

approved by a n un elected clerica l-:juridical council, 
political rights a re limited, and women are marginalize d . 

h: is a poor country that controls enormous oil and m ineral 
wealth1 and is socially d iverse. Even if most Iranians are 
joined by a shared religion, they are still divided between 
those espousing conservative and reformist views. These 
d ifferences are stror.s ly structured by gender, generation 
and leve l of education. 

Form of government C> Unitary Islamic republic. Date of state fC(mation debatable, and most reoent constitution 
adopted 1979. 

Legislature C> Unicamera l Majlis, with 290 members elected for renewable fo ur-year terms. 

Executive c) Presidentiat President e lected for maximum of two cCflsecutive four .. year terms, but sha(es power with a 
Supreme Leader appointed for life by an Assembly of Experts (effectively an electoral college), who must be an expert in 
Islamic law, and acts as head of state with considerable executive p ow ers. 

Judkiary ¢ Sup!eme Court with members appointed for five·year terms. The lranian legal system is based on a 
combination of Islamic law (sharia) and dvil law. 

Electoral systemC> Single -member p lurality for the legislature, simple majority fo r the president. 

Parties C> No-party syste m. O nly lslamist parties can operate legally. but organizat ions that look like parties operate 
regardless. They are not formal po litical parties as conventionally understood, however, and instead operate as loose 
coalitions representing conservative and reformist positions. .. 

performance-related leader tr.UtS are important criteria 
for voters' political j udgements'. They conclude that 
'leader evaluations and their effect on the vote in the 
electorate are firmly ba.1ed on politically "rational" con
siderations - be it in a presidential or in a parliamentary 
systern' . If personal tr..tits matter, it is because they are 
j udged to be relevant to government performance. 

fn general, leaders are higher in visibility than in 
impact . T here is also a wider lesson here for studentS of 
electoral behaviour. As Key (1966: 7) pointed out long 
ago, ' voters are not fools' and little insight is gained from 
treating them as such. Before dismissing voters as dupes, 
remember that you, too. are or may well become a voter 
(Goren, 2012) . 
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Voters in Iran 
Iran docs not fare well on comparative domoctatic 
rankings. S10co the 1979 revoi<Jllon that removed tho 

Wcstcm·backed (and authoritanan) rcgome of the Shah of 
Iran. and ushered Ill the era of !he ayatollahs (an ayatollah 
os a hign·ranklllg Sh1a cleric), Iran has posscs>od a panah 

starus in the eyes of most Western 901/"mmonts. It has 
been aca.osod of repression at hcmo, of o!lons to suppon 

terrorist oogamzallons such as Hezbolla h on lebanon, and 
of covert p lars to build nuclear weapons. 

It is all tho more ironic, then, that it seems to have 
an active electorate faoed with a significant numbe-r of 
circumscribed choices at tho polls. The ruling dories 

and the military st1ll wield considerable power, many in 
the political opposltion laoguish In jail, and elections 

arc contested less by political partlos than by religiously 
based factions. This docs not mean, howovOf, that many 
Iranians do not hanker after democratic choice, nor that 
they are unwilling to voice opposition to tho rogimo and 
support reform-minded candidates at e lections. 

Voter turnout 
So t.lr, this chapter has focused on the forces shaping 
voter choice. Equally important for political science, 
perhaps, is the question of voter turnout, and - more 
specifically -the decline in turnout in many democra
cies over the second half of the twentieth century. What 
initiated this drop? Has turnout now begun to recover> 
And what can be done to strengthen any recovery that 
is taking place? A fall in turnout is not to be equated 
with declining political interest since political participa
tion may simply be evolving rather than declining (see 
Chapter 13). Still, turnout is 1111portant in its own right 
because of its effect on the outcome of an election and 
the relative legitimacy of the resulting government. 

Despite rising education, turnout feU in most of the 
democratic world in the second half of the twentieth 
century. In 19 liberal democracies, it declined on aver
age by 10 per cent between the 1950s and the 1990s 
(Wattenberg, 2000). figure 17.5 rcAects the trends by 
contraSting countries 'vith dHferent levels of turnout, all 
of which show declines over this period. To an exwnt, 
the reawrt< vary from one country to another, but the 
overall decline has formed part of a wider trend in 
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The 2009 and 2013 elections, lor example, provodod 

choice among candidates opting for different solutions 
to the country's severe economic problems. Open 
campaigning included debates InVOlving the majOI' 
candidates. Wnile there is no dependable way to measure 
Iranian public opinion. it was dear that many citrzens 
partiaJiarly younger voters suffering the most from hogh 
unemployment- were willing to e>press themselves. 
Turnou t in 2013 was estimated to have excccdccl 70 per 
cent. but charges of fraud continue to surround Iranian 

e lections. although they are h ard to verify 1n the absence 
of indcoendent election monitonng (Addis, 2009). 

Wnh proble ms ranging irom high pcpulation grow!h 

to unemployment. inflation. pollution, drug addldion, 
and poverty, fran faces difficulties which the reg1me that 

has been in power since 1979 has intensified rather than 
resolved. But there is hope in the substantia) desire for 

change among its many young, educated voters, loading 
Mohammadi (2006: 3) to conclude that Iran's problems arc 
not so much external threats as 'the enemy within', in the 
form of unresolved conflicts amoog major political interests. 

--Germany --Japan - - Canoda 

--United States --France --S...tt.orlond 

FlGU RE 17.5: Turnout at legislative elections 
Source: rnritt.<te ior Democracy and Electoral Assistanc9 (IDEA), 
Voter Turnout Database at WY.-w..ideaJnt/vt/viewdata.c:fm (aceesM<f 
Jur.e 2015) 

democracies that has seen a growing distance between 
citizens on the one hand, and parties and government on 
the other. It is no coincidence that turnout has fallen as 
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partisan dealignment has gathered pace, as party mem
bership has fhllen, and as the class and religious cleavages 
which once sustained party loyalties have decayed. 

In an inBuential analysis, Franklin (2004) linked 
the decline of turnout to the diminishing signifi
cance of elections. He suggested that the success of 
many democracies in sustaining welfare states and full 
employment in the post-war era resolved long-standing 
conflicts between capital and labour. With class conflict 
on the decrease, citizens had fewer incentives to vote. 
As Franklin (2004: 17 4) wrote,' elections in recent years 
may show lower turnout for the simple reason that these 
elections decide issues of Jesser importance than elec
tions did in the late 1950s'. As Downs would predict, 
when less is up for grabs, people are more likely to stay 
at home. 

But declining satisfaction with the performance of 
democratic governments has also played its part. We saw 
in Chapter 12 how trust in government has fallen in 
Europe and the United States; even though mass sup
port for democratic principles remains strong, rising 
cynicism about government performance has undoubt
edly encouraged more people to stay away from the 
polls. But there are also some very practical reasons for 
deBated turnout: it tends to be higher in those coun
tries where the costs or effort of voting are low and the 
perceived benefits are high, and patterns of turnout are 
also impacted by the distinctive demographic profile of 
voters (see Table 17.2). 

As Fi1;ure 17.5 confirms, turnout continues to v.1ry 

markedly bet,veen countries. There are some very prac
tical reasons for this divergence. Overall, turnout tends 
to be higher in those countries where the costs or effort 

TABLE 17.2: A recipe for higher voter turnout 

Features of the political system 

Compulsol)' voting 
Automatic registration 
Voting by post and by proxy permitted 
Advance voting permitted 
Weekend polling 
Election decides who governs 
Cohesive parties 
Proportional representation 
Close result anticipated 
Small electorate 
Expensive campaigns 
Elections for several posts held at the same time 

Sources: Endersby eta!. (2006): Geys (2006): IDEA (2012) 

of v(>ting are low and the perceived benefits are high . 
On the cost side, turnout is reduced when the citizen 
is req uired to take the initiative in registering as a voter, 
as in the United States. In most European countries, 
by contrdst, registration is the responsibility of govern
ment. Turnout is also lower when citizens must vote in 
person and during a weekday. So, higher turnout can 
be enc:ouraged by allowing voting at the weekend, by 
proxy, by mail, by electronic means, and at convenient 
locations such as supermarkets (Blais tt a/., 2003). The 
ability to vote in advance is also helpful; it is notable that 
over 30 million votes in the US presidential election of 
2012 were cast before election day (United States Elec
tions Project, 2012). 

On the benefit side, the greater the impact of a single 
vote. the more willing voters are to incur the costs of vot
ing. T hus, the closer the contest, the higher the turnout. 
Because each ballot affects the outcome, proportional 
representation also enhances turnout. The effect here is 
quite significant: turnout is about eight percentage points 
higher among countries using party list PR than in those 
using single-member plurality (IDEA, 2012). 

W ithin countries, variations in turnout reflect the 
patt·crn found \\~th other forms of political partici
pation ; the likelihood of voting is shaped by an indi
vidual's political resources and political interest (see 
Table 17 .2, right column). Those most likely to vote 
are educated, affluent, married, middle-aged citizens 
with a job and a strong party loyalty, who belong to a 
church or a tr"..tde union, and are long-tenn residents 
of a neigl1bourhood. These are the people with both 
resources and an interest in forrnal politics. By contrast, 
abstention is m ost frequent among those with fewer 

Middle-aged 
Well educated 
Marrie-d 
Higher income 
Employed 

Features of voters 

Home owner 
Strong party loyalty 
Churchgoer 
Memb:er of a labour union 
Has not changed residence recently 
Voted in previous elections 
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resources and less reason to be comnrittcd to formal 
party politics; the archetypal non-voter is a young, 
poorly educated, single, unemployed man who belongs 
to no organizations, Jacks party ties, and has recently 
moved to a new addr(."SS. 

Attempts to boost turnout must be sensitive to 
political realities: while increased participation may 
benefit the system as a whole, it will have an unequal 
impact on the parties within it. Conservative parties in 
particular will be cautious about schemes for encour
aging turnout, because abstainers would probably vote 
disproportionately for parties of the left. There remains 
one other blunt but effective tool for promoting 
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turnout: compulsory voting. We discuss this drastic 
solution in Focus 17.2. 

Voters in authoritarian states 
So f.rr in this chapter the focus has been on the influ
ences that shape voter choice in democracies: identi
fication with parties, the drift away from parties, the 
impac t of social class, religion, issues, and the economy, 
and the personalities of leaders. n.e general point is 
that voter choice is indeed choice: voters are faced with 
alternatives and bring multiple considerations to bear 
in deciding which party or leader to support, or even 

• The pros and cons of compulsory voting 

In encouraging voter turnout, compulsion can be considered the nuclear option. It is used in Argentina, 
Australia, Belg ium, Brazil, Singapore, Turkey and a handful o f other countries, although a distinction has to be 
made between countries tha t actually enforce the law (such as Aust ralia and Brazil) and those that do not (such 

as Belgium and Turkey). 

The case for compulsory voting is worth making. Most citizens acknowledge obligations such as paying 

taxes, Ml'ving 011 juries, and even lighting in war; why, then, sliou ld tliey oppose what Hill (2002) calls tlie ' light 
obligation and undemanding duty' of voting at national e lections? Without it, abstainers take a free ride at the 

expense o f the efforts of the conscientious. 

But the arguments against are a lso strong. Mandatory voting undermines the liberty which is an essential 

part of liberal democracy: requiring people to participate smacks of authoritarianism rather than free choice. 

Paying taxes and fighting in battle are duties where every little helps and where numbers matter. In all 

democracies, elections still attract more than enough votes to form a decision. There is no evidence that high 
turno ut increases the quality of the political choices made, so why not continue to rely on the natural division of 
labour between interested voters and indifferent abstainers? 

Arguments in favour Arguments against 

A full turnout means the etectorate is representat ive. 

Disengaged groups are drawn into the political process. 

The freedom to abstain should be part of a liberal 
democracy. 

Compulsory vot ing gives influence to less informed and 
The authority of the government is enhanced by a fuller less engaged voters. 
turnout. 

More voters will lead to a more informed electorate. 

People who object to voting on principle can be exe.mptcd. 

Blank ballots can be permitted for those who oppose all 
candidates. 

Parties no lo nger need to devote resources to 
encourage their supporters to vote. 

Abstention may reflect contentment and is not 
necessarily a problem. 

In practice, turnout remains wcJI below 100 per cent 
even wlhen voting is mandatory. 

Voting {and deciding who to support) takes t ime. 

The better policy is to attract voters to the polls through 
their own volition. 
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whether to vote at all. Turning to authoritarian rebrimes. 
the dynamics of voting may at f1rst seem much simpler: 
voters keep their heads down and do as they are told. 
But the process of voting in these states presents its own 
particular complexities, which are far less well studied 
and understood than is the case with democracies. Gen
erally speaking, understanding the motives of mlers in 
authoritarian states is more important than understand
ing the motives of voters. 

At the opposite end of the spectrum from democ
racies are n<>-party or one-party political systems where 
voters are not given much in the way of alternatives but 
may still be expected to endorse the regime's candidates 
by turning o ut to vote. In conununist systems, ruling 
parties cannot be meaningfully opposed or defeated, 
and official candidates are simply presented to voters 
fi)r ritua1 endorsement. Any opinions that voters might 
have about th e electoral process, or about party policies 
or pressing public issues, are not for expression in the 
voting booth. Undoubtedly voters do have such opin
ions, for politics in authoritarian states is more central to 
ordinary life than in democracies, and people are adept 
at distinguislting between national propag-.mda and local 
reality. With a 'choice' of one party on election day, how
ever, such opinions are effectively suppressed.This phe
nomenon ties in with what we s.av., in Chapter 13 about 
mobilized participation, where the actions of voters are 
managed and obligatory, their involvement organized by 
leaders and elites in order to give the impression of sup
port for the regime. 

In today's largely post-communist world, regime-s 
denying all choice to voters are few and far between. 
More common, and more interesting, is the phenom
enon of electoral authoritarianism, a term which 
sits on the spectrum between dear authoritarianism, 
on the one hand, and democTac-y on the other. Like so 
rnany concepts in the social sciences, its e.xact me-aning 
is disputed, but Schedler (2009: 382) uses it to describe 
regimes that 'play the game of multiparty elections' while 
violating 'the liber.U-democratic principles of freedom 
and fairness so profoundly and systematically as to ren
der elections instruments of authoritarian rule mther 
than " instruments of democracy"' . In other words, there 
arc regular elections with multiple candidates, but voting 
is so marupulated as to effectively remove the elements 
of choice and meaningful competition. The result (typi
cally known in adv-ance) is proclaimed by the regime 
as signalling support for its policies. In effect, voters are 
co-opted, even agairtst their \viii, to 'appn)VC' the work 

of the regime. Schedler (2006) considers this to be 'the 
most common form of political regime in the develop
ing world', but also 'the one we know least about'. 

Electoral authoritarianism: An arrang-e-utem in which :l. 

regin1e. gl\'-eS lhe appearance ofbeir:tg democratic, 3r\d offer
ing ... 'Otet-s choice. '\vllile maintaining itS 3utboritariau qualities. 

Algeria is an example of elections in an authoritar
ian setting, and offers insight into the kinds of responses 
prompted from voters who are often quite aware of 
the marupulation to which they are being subjected. In 
1991 , the Islamic Salv-ation f ront seemed poised to win 
legislative elections, prompting the military to step in 
and cancel them. This intervention sparked a civil war 
in Algeria in which an estimated 200,000 people died. 
Since 1999 there have been several elections, but they 
are so closely managed that they have little democratic 
value.. T he 2007 election season exemplified some of the 
longer-term effects (Tlemcaru, 2007). Superficially, vot
ers seemed to be presented ,v;th an impressive range 
of choices, ,v;th two do:zen P'arties fielding more than 
12,200 candidates. But the official turnout figure was a 
low 35.6 per cent, a number that was cut still further by 
a large number of spoiled ballots, meaning that probably 
only about 15 per cent of Algerians cast a legitimate 
vote. The problem, argues Tlemcani, was not so much 
that Algerians were depoliticized (as the government 
claimed) , but that they used non-participation as a last 
resort in expressing their opposition. There were hopes 
that Algeria would democratize in n.'Sponse to the Arab 
Spring, but this has not so far come to pass. 

A variation on the theme of electoral authori
tarianism is found in states where there is a modicum 
of political choice, but the meaning of that choice is 
undermined by the manner in which government turns 
a blind eye to the manipulation of voters. In the lead-up 
to the 2007 elections in Nigeria, for example, Human 
Rights Watch (2007) recalled the ,yjdcspread violence, 
intimi.dation , bribe.ry, vote rigging and corruption that 
had SU!Trounded th e 1999 and 2003 elections. It pointed 
to yjolent clashes between supporters of parties in the 
2007 .campaign that had already claimed perhaps sev
eral hundred lives. Little effort had been made by the 
government to investigate or prosecute the offenders, 
encouraging powerful politicians to recmit and arm 
gangs to intimidate voters. The government had also 
done lirde to ensure accurate voter registration, casting 
doubt on the integrity of voter lists. 
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This portrait o f a compromised election exemplifies 
the problems faced by a large, divided and volatile soci
ety such as Nigeria, where voters identify above all with 
their cthnicity, where parties have routinely reflected 
etlmic divisions, and where ethnic, religious and com
munity tensions have generated considerable violence. 
T he International Society for Civil Liberties and the 
R ule of Law and Human Rights Watch estimated that 
between 1999 and 2010, the number of Nigerians killed 
in such violence ranged between 11,000 and 13,500 
(quoted in Campbell, 2013: xvii). Instability from 
another source - the infiltration of the Boko Haram 
Islamist movement into north-eastern Nigeria - was the 
immediate reason given for the postponement by ill< 
weeks of presidential and le-gislative elections in Nigeria 
in 2015. But critics charged that the motive was politics 
rather than St.".Curity, and was aimed at giving the incurn
bent president Goodluck Jonathan more time to rebuild 
flagging support for his campaign. In the event, he lost 
to his northern opponent, Muhammadu Buhari, pro
viding the fust occasion on which an incumbent presi
dent in Nigeria had lost a re-election contest. 

While many countries were involved in the third 
wave of democratization discussed by Huntington (see 
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Chapter 3), they varied in their historical backgrounds, 
ranging from former military regimes to former com
munist stares. Few, hov,rever, had much prior experi
ence w ith democracy. As a result, argues Hagopian 
(2007), the relationship between parties and voters in 
these emerging democracies is neither strang nor stable. 
Party identification is often weak, and electoral vola
tility (the net change in party support from one elec
tion to another) is relatively high. The o riginal measure 
of suc h volatility was developed by Mogens Pedersen 
(1979), who produced an index that ranges between 
0 per cent (no parties gain or lose vote share from one 
election to the next) and 100 per cent (no parties from 
the last election win any votes at the new election). As 
a point of reference, Pedersen's original study of parties 
in Western Europe between 1948 and 1977 produced 
an ave rage figure of 8.1 per cent; that is, low volatility. 
By co ntrast, later research revealed much higher levels 
of volatility in emerging democracies, ranging as high 
as 45 ·per cent or more in Eastern Europe and Russia 
(see F;gure 17.6). 

Electoral volatility: A rnea<ture of the degree of change in 
support for political p~rties from one election to anotlte.r. 

FIGURE 17.6: Comparing levels of electoral volatili ty 
Source: Mainwaring and Torcal {2006}. 17!igures are for elections held between 19?8 and 2003. 
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These higher levels can be explained in part by the 
newness of democracy in these countries, and by the 
changing face of party systems: parties haw not devel
oped deep roots, must work harder to establish them
selves, and face voters who are still working their '"'"Y 
through the changing political landscape. Furthermore, 
as states democratize, so the factors that have most often 
driven party identification in democracies - such as 
social class and the state of the economy - change more 
quickly. Voters must also learn tO trust and undersrmd 
the new options available to them. 

Measuring voter turnout in authoritarian systems 
is difficult, in part because of manipulated results. When 
dead people are listed as having voted, sometimes several 
times, we can be sure turnout figures are exaggerated. 
Generally, when official turnout figures are high , and the 
percentage of those votes won by the victor are high, the 
numbers are almost certainly fabrications. (The claim by 
Saddam Hussein that he won the 2002 Iraq election -
actually, a referendum - with 100 per cent support on 
100 per cent turnout particularly beggars belief.) Where 
dependable independent data are available, however, 

and the numbers are more realistic. we find that turn
out in authoritarian states is often comparable with that 
in democracies. Based on polls asking people if they 
had voted at the most recent election, for example, de 
Mi!,>uel et al. (2015) found that turnout in seven Arab 
countries (Algeria, Bahntin,Jordan, Morocco, Lebanon, 
Palestine, and Yemen) ranged between 51 and 72 per 
cent, with an average of 61 per cent. 

It would be reasonable to ask why vNers make the 
effort to turn out in elections in authoritarian states, 
given the combination of their probable <:ynicism about 
the process and their distance from the interests of the 
elites. In their study of elections in the Arab world, de 
Miguel et al. (2015) reject the standard view of elections 
in the region as purely patrOnage contests. While con
ceding that patronage does play a role, the-y argue that 
voter.s also care about p<)liey and usc elections to express 
their views about the regime and its performance, par
ticularly on the economy. 'Positive evaluations of eco
nomic performance', they conclude, 'lead individuals 
to have more positive overdil evaluations of the regime, 
which in tum incre-.ses the likelihood of voting.' 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• What role - if any - do social class and religion play in voter choices in your country? 

• If identification with parties is declining, what prcvenu them from disappearing altogether? 

• Is it irrational to vote? 

• Is the role ofpersonality underrated or overrated as an explanation for voter choices? 

• Does it matter how many vote,.. turn out at elections? 

• This chapter has suggested that the motives ofleade,.. are more important than the motives of 
vote,.. in explaining voting behaviour in authoritarian states. To what extent can the same logic be 
applied to democracies? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Electoral authoritarianisrn 
Electoral volatility 
Issue voting 
Partisan dealignment 

• FURTHER READING 

Aarts, Kees, Andre Blais, and Hermann Schmitt 
(eds) (2011) Political Leaders and Democratic 
Electiot.s. Assesses the role of political lead
ers in voting decisions in nine democracies. 
suggesting that characteristics of leaders are 
Jess important than conventional wisdom 
imagines. 

Caplan, Bryan (2007) Tile Myth'![ the Rational Vof<'r: 
Why Democracies Choose Bad Policies. A study by 
an economist of the misconceptions and biases 
held by voters, and how these make them choose 
badly at electioiL,. 

Duch, Raymond M. and Randolph T. Stevenson 
(2008) T11e EcotJomic Vote: How Political and 
Economic Institutions Cot~dition Election Results. 

Parry ;dentification 
Secularization 
Vote buying 

An authoritative analysis of economic voting in 
liberal democracies. 

Eijk, Cees van der and Mark Fr.mklin (2009) 
ECecsiotJS and V<lte". A comparative textbook 
including chapters on voter orientations, public 
opinion. and voters and parties. 

Franklin, Mark (2004) Mlter Trm10ut and tire Dynam
ics of Electoral Competition in Established Denwcra
cie.s. An influential comparative study of turnout 
and irs decline. 

Schedler, Andreas (ed.) (2006) ElecJoraiAo<thoritarian
ism: 11>e Dynamics of Utifree Competition. An edited 
collection on voting and elections in states that 
are neither wholly authoritarian nor wholly 
democratic. 
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Interest groups 

PREVIEW 
Where most institutions of government are formally outlined in the constitu 
tion, interest groups (like parties) arc founded and operate largely outside these 
formal structures. Their goal - for those that are politically active - is to inRu
ence policy without becoming part of government.Thcy come in several types: 
protective groups work in the material interests of their members, promotional 
groups advocate ideas and policies of a more general nature, peak associations 
bring together multiple like-minded groups to help them exploit their num
bers, and think-tanks work to shape the policy debate through research. A 
vibrAnt interest group community is generally a sign of a health y civil society 
but it can also become a barrier to the implementation of the popular will as 
expressed in elections. 

This chapter begins with a survey of the different types of group, and the 
manner in which they work. It then critiques the idea of pluralism, contr.!Sting 
the free marketplace of ideas with the privileged role that groups can come 
to play witl1in the political process. The chapter next assesses the channels of 
inRuence used by groups beiore looking at the ingredients of inRuence and 
asking what gives particular groups the ability to persuade. It then looks at the 
distinctive qualities and effects of social movements, before a.<Sessing the place 
of interest groups in authoritarian regimes, where tl1ey are typical1y seen either 
as a threat to the power of the regime or as a device through whi ch the regime 
can maintain it'i control over society. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Interest groups: an 
overview 

• Types of interest groups 

• The dynamics of interest 
groups 

• Channels of influence 

• Ingredients of influence 

• Social movements 

• Interest groups in 
authoritarian states 

lnterest groups are central to the idea of a healthy civil socjety. Their abifity to organize and tobby government is a 
hallmark of liberal democracy and a condition of its effective functioning. 

Interest groups exert a pervasive influence over the details of the public policies that affect them. But groups are far 
from omnipotent; understanding them also requires an awareness of their limits as political actors. 

Pluralism, and the debate surrounding it, is a major academic interpretation of the political rofe of interest groups. 
But there are reasons to question whether the pluralist ideal is an accurate description of how groups operate in 
practice. 

fntCfest groups use a combination oi direct and indirect channels of influence. Where ties with government are 
particularty strong, the danger a6ses of the emergence of sub-governments enjoying preferred access. 

Interest groups are often complemented by wider soda I movements. whose activities challenge conventional 
channels of participation. 

\Nhere the governments oi liberal democracies may be too heavily influenced by powerlul groups. the problem can 
be reversed in authoritarian states. 
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Interest groups: an overview 
1ntel'1'St croups abo ltnown as 'prcssu.re groups' 
are bodies which kck 10 inBuenet' public policy from 
outside the fomul >tructu= of SO'"mmc::oL Examples 
include cmp!O)Tr org;mlUilom, cooswner groups, pro
fCSSJoru.l bodies, tr:1de uruon fedennons, and single
issue groups. Tnchnorully, the term only co-'CI'Cd bodies 
specifically created for lobbying purpo>O, and exclud
ing ~. churches, and sub-IUUoml or o-uscas 
governmeniS. But smce lobbymg ts punucd by many 
org;mwnons whose pnnury focus is elsewhere, the 
rcstnction is too limiting (Scholzman, 2010). Even cor
porations can be:: sttn as • form of interest group. 

lnterflt group; 1\ body tlo.t works ouuad< ~rrun<nt to 
mtlutncc SO"~rnuJorrlt pohcy. 

Like political parties, intcn.'$t groups are a cruci.tl 
channel of communication between society and gov
ernment, especially in libel"~! democracies. But they 
pursue specialized concerns, seeking to inBucncc gov
crrunent without becoming the government. They are 
not clcction· fighling Orl!inizatiom; instead, they typi· 
caUy adopt a pragmatic, low-key approach in dealing 
with whatever power Structure confront~ them, using 
whatever channc!J arc legally (and occasionally illegally) 
available to them. 

Although many interest groups go about their 
"'Ork quietly, thCU' acuvity 1$ puv<lS"'"· TheU' staff are to 
be foWld negotiating with bureaucrats 0\'tt the details 
of proposed rcgu!anom, presung theU' Cast' 10 legislative 
conuruw:e hcanngs. and talung journahsu out to IWlch 
10 thru efforts 10 mfluence mocha to-Trage. & Finer 
noted dc:a.dcs ago, 'thru day- to-day acnvines pc:1''2de 
"'"'1' sphere of domCitlc poiiC)•, C\Try day, "'""¥ W2)', 

at C\'tT)' nook and cranny of p'ettUDCnt' (1966: 18). 
Without quesnon, mte=t groups are ccnaal to a S}"Ucm 
offunenorul rcpresentanon, especially on detailed issues 
of policy. E Vl:n so, pobncal cultun:s vary in bow they 
define the rcbtiomhip bc::tweon 10torest groups and the 
sene. Thus groups can be seen a.<: 

• 1\n essential component of a free society, separate 
fiom the nate. 

• P:mncn with the state in achieving a well-regulated 
$Ociety. 

• Providers of information and wotchdogs on the per
forrnance of government. 

• An additiorul channel through wluch cin%au can be:: 
poli ncally ~ged. 

• Promoters of elinsm, off'ermg panicular sectOrs 
privileged access to government. 

lntc=n groups are a cnncal pan o( a healthy civil 
society. In a h'bc::ral democracy, the luruted role of 
gO\'UlllllCtlt lea= space for groups and mo,Tments 
of ill londs tO emerge and addreu shared problems, 
often without p-ernment tntel"\'<'nnon. A nch CJVlC 

tr:1dirion abo provides the cootcxt m wluch mten:st 
group3 can d"'"lop lhcir capacity 10 influonu gov
ernment, encoungod by the coxpectation that go""rn
ment will cnu:nain competing views about the sources 
and effects of sod~ problems. But some mterem can 
become too powerful, developing an insider st•tu> 
with government, and comprominng the principle of 
equal access. 

Civil society: llte an:n3 thlt exhu uuu:ide the au.tt~ or the 
m;u·kct 1nd withlu wlnc:b indlvidu.th &Jlk( rollt.'(;dvt ~ethw 
on .tb3red intere:us. 

Types of Interest group 
Interest groups come in many varieties, hued on 
their size, geographical reach, objectives, methods, 
and inBuencc. Many form for practical or chariuble 
purposes rather than for poliucal acuon, but de..,lop 
a political dimension as they begin working either 
to modify public policy or to prn...,nt unfa\'Our
:oble changes. Their methoch include fundnuing (and 
spending), promoting pubhc awareness, generatmg 
infornution, mobilizing thetr membc:n, chrectly lob
bymg gm..,rnment, advtnng legulators, and encour
:oging &,'OurabJe media. Thor var1ety, tn short, u so 
great, their mrthoch so varied, and thru overlap so 
considerable that it is not easy to develop a illt of du
crete types (Figure 18.1). 

To simplify the lis< somewhat, it ts helpful 10 da
tinguish betwttn protective and promotiorul groups. 
Prote ctive groups an: perhaps the most promment 
and powerful. They articul~te the material intcrt'lts of 
their membc::n: workers, employers, profcmon•b, retir
ees, military veterans, and so on. Sometimes ltnown "' 
'sectional' or 'functional ' j,'l'OUps, these protective bodies 
represent clear interem, •nd ore well establid•cd, well 
connected and well rcwurccd. They give priority to 
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Economic Represent groups of people wi tlh material economic interests, 
such as business, industry, p roducers, trades, and workers. 

Public 
Promote public concerns, such as consumer, public health, human 
rights, and environmental interests. 

Professional Promote the interests of specifl c professions, such as lawyers, 
doctors, and university p rofessors. 

Single-issue 
Concerned with distinct and nar1ow issues, such as animal rights or 
domestic violence. 

Religious 
Promote causes and issues t ied 10 particular religions, often with a 
signi ficant moral element. 

Government Groups that represent the interests of city, local and regional 
governments to the national administration. 

. . . Other public organizations that influence government even though 
they are not organized as interest groups. Examples include 
hospitals, universities and the armed forces. 

FIGURE 18.1: Types of interest group 

influencing government, and can invoke sanctions to 
help them achieve their goals: worken; em go on strike, 
and business organizations can withdraw their coopera
tion with government. 

Protective group: An intere-St group th.at seeks sefecti, .. e 
betlefits for its memberS and insider St3l'US with relevant gov
err\!tte.nt depart1t1.ents. 

But protective {,'l"Oups can also be based on local, 
rather than functional, inten.>sts. Geographic groups 
emerge when the shared interests of people living in 
the same location are threatened by plans for, say, a new 
highway, or a hostel f<)r ex-convicts. Because of their 
negative stance - 'build it anywhere but here' - these 
kinds of bodies are known as N imby groups: not in my 
back yard. Collectively, Nimby groups can generate a 
Banana outcome: 'build absolutely nothing anywhere 
near anyone'. Unlike permanent functional organiza
tions, however, Nimby groups often come and go in 

response to particular threats and changing level< of 
public interest. 

A particular concern of protective groups is scru
tinizing government activity; for example. by moni
toring proposed regulations. A tr•de association will 
keep an eye on even the least newsworthy of develop
ments within its zone of concern. A detailed regu
lation about product safety may be politically trivial 
but commercially vital for a group's members. Much 
activiity of protective groups itwolvcs technical issues 
of this kind. 

In contrast to the more material goals of protective 
bodies, promotional groups advocate ideas, identi
ties, policies, and values. Also known as 'public inter
est' , 'advocacy'. ~attitude', 'campaign' or 'cause· groups. 
such o rganizations do not expect to profit directly 
from the causes they pun;ue, nor do they possess a 
material stake in how it is resolved. Instead, they seek 
broad policy changes in the issues that interest them, 
which include consumer safety. women's interests, the 
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environment, or global development. These are pub
lic interest3, as distinct from the narrower interests of 
single-issue groups. 

Pro motional group: An 'irJte-rest' group that pn.)n,otes 

wide-r issues and caus~ than is the case wilh protective 
groups focused on tJ1e raugible interests of their tnembers. 

In liberal democracies, promotional groups have 
expanded in number and significance, their growth 
since the 1960s constituting a major trend in inter
est politics. However, even more than for memben 
of political parties, many who join promotio nal 
gro ups are credit card affiliates only; they send dona
tions or sign up for membership, and perhaps fol
low news about the issue concerned, but otherwise 
remain unengaged. To be sure, a financial contribution 
expresses the dono r's commitment, but it also dele
gates the pursuit o f the cause to the group's leaders 
and staff. For this reason , the e ffectivent'>s of promo
tional bodies as schools for democracy can easily be 
overstated (Maloney, 2009) . 

The boundary separating protective and promo
tional groups is poorly defined. For example, bodies such 
as the women's and gay movements seek w influence 
public opinion and are often classified as promotional. 
However, their prim e purpose remains to protect the 
interests of specific non-oc~"Upational groups. Perhaps 
th ey are best conceived as protective interests employing 
promotiona.J means. 

Protective interest groups representing a specific 
industry not ordy lobby government directly, but will 
often also join a peak association, or a body that 
consists of multiple like-minded interest groups. Their 
members are not individuals but other organizations 
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such as businesses. trade associations, and labour 
unions. For example, industrial associations and indi
vidual corporations may join a wider body repre
sentin.g business interests to government, and labour 
union:s may do the same for wider bodies represent
ing w orker interests. Examples of peaks include the 
Natio nal Association of Manufacturers in the U nited 
States. the Federal Organization o f German Employ
ers, and the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) 
in the UK. T he CBI's direct business m embers, and 
indire.ct members through trade associations, amount 
to 190,000 organizations employing around one-third 
of the private sector workforce. 

Peak association; An urnbrtUa organit.:ttion representing 
the broad interesr~ of business or tabour to f.."()vernment. 

D espite the widespread decline in union member
ship and labour militancy, many labour peak associations 
still speak with an influential voice. In 2011, the Co n
federation of German Trade Unions (DGB) comprised 
eight u nions with a total of more than six million indi
vidua,l members. Britain's Trades Union Congress had 
52 affiliated unions in 2015, representing a comparable 
numbe r of working people. Such numbers are usually 
enough to earn a seat at the policy table. 

In seeking to influence p ublic policy, pealt asso
ciations usually succeed, because they are attuned to 
national government, possess a strong research capacity 
and talk tl1e language of policy. For example, the DGB 
(2012) defines its task thus: 

the DGB represents the German rrade. union move
ment in dealing vtith: the gO\te.rnmem authorities 
a·t stare and national level; the poJicicaJ parties; the 
entployers' organisations; and other groups within 

TABLE 18:1: Comparing protective and promotional interest g roups - Protective 

Aims Defend an interest 

Memb-ership O osed: membership is restricted 

Status Insider: frequently consulted by government and 
actively seeks this role 

Benefits Selective: only group members benefit 

Focus Aim to influence national government on sp.ecifk 
issues affecting members 

Promotional 

Promote a cause 

Open: anyone can jo in 

Outsider: consulted less often by government; 
targets public opinion and the media 

Collective: benefits go to both members and non .. 
members 

Also seek to influence national and global bodies on 
broad policy matters 
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society. Tho OGD itse.lf is not direcdy i0\'01\'ed in 
colleetive b~ning and cann<X concludt pay 
agreements. Hc)\Vt\"er, it is significant for its .specialist 
com~cncc on bro>der issues of a gen<ral political 
nature. 

Throughout the democratic world, the rise of 
pro-market thinking, international markets, and smaller 
servioe companies has restricted the standing of peak 
associations. Trade union membership has fallen (sec 
later in this chapter), and the voice of busir~css is now 
often expressed directly by leading companies. In addi
tion, the task of influencing the government is in~'tCas
ingly delegated to specialist lobbying companies. In 
response to these trends, peak associations have tended 
to become policy- influencing and sc,...;ce-providing 
bodies, ratht:r than organttations negotiating collectively 
,yjth gQ\'Cmmcnt on behalf of their members (Silvia and 
Schroeder, 2007). 

Even so, extensive consultation - if no longer 
joint decision-making - continues between the peaks 
and government, not least in Scandinavia. And some 
smaller countries, including Ireland and the Nether
lands, have even developed or revived wide-rang;ng 
agreements de~igncd to combine social protection 
with improved economic efficiency. Such structured 
arrar~gcments provide a contrast to the pluralist inter
pretation of interest groups which we discuss in the 
next section. 

Another kind of group, often overlooked in cli.s
cussions about interest politics, is the think-tank. or 
policy institute. These are private organizations set up 
to undertake resean:h \vith a view to influencing both 
the public and the political debate. They typically pub
lish reportS, o~nize conferences, and host seminars, all 
,vith the goal of sustaining a debate over the issues in 
which they are interested, and ro influence government 
and legislators either directly or indirectly. Mo>t think
tanks arc privately funded, but some are supported by 
governments, political parties, or corporations, and have 
a clear national, corporate, or ideological agenda. Exam
ples ir1clude the Fabian Society in Britain, the Institute 
for National Strateg;c Studies in the US, the European 
Policy Centre in Belgium, the Centre for Civil Soci
ety in India. and the Stockholm International Peace 
Research Institute in Sweden. 

Thlnk·tank: A pri\'2lt orgmization tlut cond-.~cu research 
U1l0 J gJVen m1 o( poJicy with the goal Of fostering pubhc 
debatt 1nd political change. 

The dynamics of Interest 
groups 
Debate on the role of intercst groups has long centred 
on the concept of pluralism, or competition for influ
ence in rhe political market. This is a model that regards 
competition between freely organized interest groups 
as a form of democracy. Supposedly, interest groups can 
represent aU major sectors of society so that each sec
tor's interests receives political expression. Groups corn
pete for inRuence over government, which acts as an 
arbiter rather than an initiator, at~ u1npirc rather than a 
player. Groups compete on a level playing field, \vith the 
state shO\ving litde bias towards one over others. As new 
interests and identities emetge, groups form to represent 
them, quickly finding a place in the house of power. 
Overall, pluralism depicts a wholesome process of dis
persed decision-making in which government's open
ness allows its policies to reflect developments in the 
economy and society. 

Pluralism: A political .system i.n wJuch comptting intertllt 
groups. exen in.Buetace O\'t'r .a responsiVe guvtrnment. 

T he reality of interest group dynamics is somewhat 
different from this ideal (sec Focus '1 8.1), and many 
political scientists accept that the original pluralist por
trayal of the relationship between groups and go\'ern
mmt was one-sided and superficial (Mcfarland, 2010}. 
Criticism focuses on four areas: 

• Interest groups do not compete on a level playing 
field. Some interests, such as business, arc inherently 
powerful, while others are less powerful, and even 
marginal. The result is that groups form a hierarchy 
of influence, with their ranking reflecting their value 
to government. 

• Pluralism overlooks the bias of the political cul
ture and poli tical system in favour of some inter
ests but against others. Groups advocating modest 
reforms \vithin the established order are usually 
heard more sympathetically than those seeking radi
cal c,hange (Walker, 1991 ). Some interests are inher
endy different. 

• The state is far more than a neutral umpire. In addi
tion to deciding which groups to heed, it may regulate 
their operation and even encourage their formation 
in areas it considers important, thus shaping the inter
est group landscape itself. 
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Pluralism undermined: the cases of the United States 
and Japan 

The weaknesses in pluralist thinking are illustrated by the contrast ing cases of the United States and Japan, 
where group access to government is unbalanced, but for different reasons. The United States is often 
considered as an exemplar of the pluralist model, home as it is to numerous visible, organized, competitive, well
resourced, and successful interest groups. One directory listed more than 27,000 organizations politically active 
in Washington DC between 1981 and 2006 (Schlozman, 2010: 431), working to influence policy at the federal, 

state, and local levels on a wide range of interests. The separation of powers gives interest groups several points 
of leverage, including congressional committees, executive agencies, and the courts. 

But- charge the critics- government entrenches the interests of those who are already wealthy and 
powerful, including financial institutions deemed too big to fail. In 2006, more than half the groups registered 
in Washington DC were business interests (Schlozman, 201 0: 434). The general interest often drowns in a sea of 
special pleading, certainly avoiding majority dictatorship, but substituting the risk of tyranny by minorities. 

Japan, too, is a society that places an emphasis on group politics, and so would seem to be a natural 
habitat for pluralism. Many groups are indeed active, using standard tactics such as lobbying and generating 

public awareness. But economic groups also try to influence the political system from inside, for example by 
trying to secure election of their members to public office, thus blurring the line between an interest group and 
a political party. There has been a particularly close relationship b etween business and government, and more 
specifically between large corporations and the dominant Uberal Democratic Party. This relationship helped 

Japanese companies to borrow and invest, and protected emerging industries as they sought to become 
internationally competitive. Public policy in Japan emerges less from electoral competition and public debate 
than from 'Japan Inc.': bargaining within a form of iron triangle involving the higher levels of the governing 
political party (or coalition), the bureaucracy, and big business. 0 rganized labour, meanwhile, has relatively little 

influence over government. The outcome of this distinctly non-pluralist pattern, it used to be said, was a rich 
country with poor people. 

Both countries experience the problem of iron triangles though in the US, congressional committees 
are more important players (see Figure 18.2). In policy sectors wt.ere resources are available for distribution, 

legislative committees in Congress appropriate funds which are spent by government departments for the 
benefit of members of interest groups, which in turn offer electo ral support and campaign funds for members 

of the committee. Perhaps most 0n)famous among these triangles is the military-industrial complex of which 
President Eisenhower warned in his farewell address. Eisenhower described the dose relationship between the 

US Department of Defense, the armed services committees in Congress, and the enormous defence contractors 
that provide most of the country's weapons. In many sectors, these relationships have loosened, but they remain 

exceptions to the pluralist model of competitive policy-making . 

Iron triangle: A policy-iniluer:tcirtg rebtlorlship invoJvir1g 
(iri die United St~te:s) irlte~ grOups-, the bureaucracy. and 
legislative committees, and a three- way trading of infont\3-
tion, fav<>urs, and s·upport. 

• Pluralist conflict diverts attention away from the 
interests shared by !c-oders of mainstream groups, such 
as their common membership of d1e same class and 
ethnic group. There is still some truth, it is argued, in 

the conclusion drawn in 1956 by C. Wright Mills, 
who famously argued in his book TI1e Power Elite that 
American leaders of industry, the military, and gov
ernment formed an interlocking power elite, rather 
than separate power centres. 

O ne famous analysis with critical implications for 
pluralist theory was offered in 1965 by the political 
scientist Mancur Olson in his book The Logic of Col
lective Action. Until then, it had often been assumed 
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To C: Electoral support, 
campaign funds, 
information 

To 1: Friendly legislation, 
contracts 

T a. G: Funding and more 
staff 

T a. C: Policy suggestions, 
information 

FIGURE 18.2: Iron triangles: the case of the United States 

that all interests could achieve an approximately equal 
place at the bargaining table. But, Olson argued, it is 
difficult for people with diffuse interests to find each 
other, to come together, to org-• nize the.mselves, and 
to compete against narrower and better organized 
interests. E~ch individual coruurttet, patient ot stu
dent had Jess incentive to organize than is the case 
for the much smaller number of corporations, hos
pital and universities. This helped explain why it was 
so hard, for example, for ordinary citizens to compete 
against large corporations, which had funds, resources, 
contacts, and much else that could be used to influ
ence policy-makers. Olson 's analysis overlapped with 
rational choice arguments that citizens did not have 
sufficient incentives to become informed about poli
tics and to engage with other citizens. Certainly, the 
assumption of a balanced market for influence began 
to look unrealistic. 

Not everyone agrees with this analysis, however. 
Since Olson's day, OJ'l,>anizations repn.>senting consum
ers and many other dispersed groups have emerged, 
grown and acquired a sometimes significant voice, 
not least in Washington DC. Trumbull (2012) aq,oues 
that it is a misreading of history to believe that dif
fuse interests are irnpossib1e to organize or too weak to 
influence policy. Indeed, he suggests that weak inter
ests often do prevail. His proposition is that organiza
tion is less important than legitimation: in other words, 
alliances forged among activists and regulato rs can 
form ' legitimacy coalitions' linking their agendas to 
the broader public interest. Hence, for example, such 

coalitions have limited the influence no t only of the 
agricillltural and pharmaceutical sectors in Europe, but 
also of some multinational companies in some devel
oping countries. 

If iron triangles are an American exception to plu
ralisrl:l, totpotatism is the equivalent in continental 
Europe. (On iron triangles, see Focus 18 .1 and 18.2.) 
Where classic iron triangles operated within particu
lar sectors, corporatism engages the peak associations 
representing business and labour in wider social and 
economic planning. T he groups become 'social part
ners • ·with government, engaging in tripartite discus
sions to settle important political questions such as 
wage increases, tax rates and sociaJ security benefits. 
O nce a 'social pact' or 'social contr<ct' is agreed for the 
year, the peak associations are expected to ensure the 
compliance of their members, thus avoiding labour 
unrest. 

Corporatism: The theory aud pr3ctice by which pe-.lk as.~o-
c.iations reprcsetHing capita.l ar\d labour tJegoti:ue \o.:ith th~ 
government to achieve \vide-r:i.J)ging economic and sociaJ 
p1ant!ting. 

'Soda! corporatism', as this formula is called, 
worked best in smaller, highly organized countries 
where central agreements could be delivered by pow
erful peak associations with extensive membership. In 
the post-war decades, Austria was the dearest exam
ple but elements of the corporate model could also 
be found in Scandinavia and the Netherlands. Like 
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iron tri:angk'$, oorpontism has decayed. Peak associa
tions luve weakened, union membership has collapsed. 
smaUcr servtcc companies luvc replaced large manu
facturing indU$tries and the ideological climate bll 
shifted in &vour of the market. Yet even today, corpo
ratist chinking and practice provides a further challenge 
to the pluralist model. 

Just as social corporatism bas declined, so too have 
iron tnangles. factors involved include closer media 
scrutiny, new public interest groups that protest loudly 
when they spot the public being taken for a ride, and 
legUlators who :are more willing to speak our against 
closed and even corrupt policy-making. As policy issues 
has become more complex, so more groups ha-oe been 
drown into the policy process, making it harder to stitch 
together in!idcr deals. Reflecting more open govern
ment, the talk now is of iss ue n etworks. T hese refer 
to rclotionships between the familiar set of organiza
tions involved in policy-making: government depart
mentS, interest groups, and legislative committees, with 
the addition of expert outsiders. H owever, issue net
works arc more open than iron triangles or corporate 
muCtui'C$. A wider range of intcrem take part in deci
sions, the bias towanls protc:ctive groups is reduced, new 
groups can enter tbe debate, and a sound atf:,'Wlltnt car· 
rk"' greucr weight. 

lsso& network: A loo.e ~d Aexible let <£ in~rest groups. 
I!O'tmmeut dcp:artmmll. togisUtive c:wnmitt= ttd experu 
th>t work on po!.cy proposals <£ ntutwltn-. 

As we ~"' ID earlier clupters, the inte"rnet prom
ises to shake things up in ways that are not yet fully 
wtdentood. Where Olson argued that interests were 
handicapped by the difficulties that people had in 
finding eacb other and organizing, the rise of social 
media largely n:movcd this problem from the equa· 
tion. Anyone with acces.s to the internet can now cre
ate advocacy sites dealing with everything from local 
to international tntercsts, and invite users to Like them, 
post information, debate the issues, and network with 
like- minded users and engage the opposition. O nlin e 
communities arc both significant and challenging for 
interest groups. Opening a site by clicking a button 
tokes little effort, and engagement may n ot go much 
beyond posting a commen t or a link, but these online 
conversations can create srnall info rmal communities 
that add up tO larger movement.< influencing public 
op)njon. 
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Channels of Influence 
Interest group• luve a n~ for when: policy iJ made, 
and are adept >t following the debate to the arenas 
where it is resolved. GencraUy, thm: = three key chan
nels rhruugh which groups do most of thc:~T work: tbc 
direct channel that takes them to policy-makers. and tbe 
indirect channels through which they seek ro infiucncc 
political parties and public opinion. 

Direct influence with policy-makers 

Those who shape and apply policy arc tbc ultimate 
target of most groups. Direct conversations witb 
government ministers are the ideal, and talking with 
ministers before specific policies have crystallized is 
particularly valuable because i t enables a group to 
enter the policy process at a formative stage. But such 
privileges are usually con fined to a few well-connected 
indiv iduals, and most interest group activity focuses in 
practice on the bureaucracy, the legislature and the 
courts. Of these, the bureaucracy is the main pressure 
point: interest groups follow power and it is in the 
offices of bureaucrats that detailed decisions an: often 
formed. 

For instance, ministers may decree a policy of sub
sidizing consumers who usc renewable energy, a strat· 
egy that most groups must accept as given. However, 
tbe precise details of these incentives, as worked out 
in c(msultation widt offici21s, will impinge directly on 
me profitability of en"rgy suppliers. Even if access to 
top ministen is difficult, most d<:mocracics follow a 
convention of discussion over detail "~th organittd 
opinion through consult:ath-e councils and commit
tees. Often, the bw requ~ such deliberation. Lo any 
case, the real expertise frequently lies in the interest 
group rather than the byn,aucracy, giving tbe govern
ment an incentive to seek out this knowledge. B~'Sides, 
from rhe government's viewpoint, a policy which can 
be shown to be acceptable to aU orll;utizcd interests is 
politrcaUy safe. 

W hile the bureaucracy is invariably a crucial arena 
fo r groups, the sigpificance of the lcgi~ature d~'J'ends on 
its political weight. Comparing the United Stat<'$ and 
C anada illustrates the differences: 

• The US Congress (and, especially, i ts committees) 
form s a vital cog in the policy machinery. Members 
of Congres.~ realize they arc under constant public 
scru tiny, n ot least in the House of Representatives, 
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Target Influence Channels Nature o( influence 

. Direct Executive Ideally talking with 

I 
~ • government ministers 

before policy is finalized. 

Bureaucracy Focusing on details, wh ich ... are easier to change than 
broader policy. 

l egislature Most legislatures are 

. . ' .. Indirect 

I 

• 
Courts 

reactive rather than 
proactive, reducing 
opportunities for influence. 

Used by groups to launch 
legal challenges. 

E><clusive links with a 
particular party are 
declining. 

Indirect Traditional 
media 

Paid advertising and 
favourable editorial 
coverage. 

Social media Direct engagement with 
the public. 

FIGURE 18.3: Channels of interest group influence 

where a two-year election cycle means that politi
cians must be constantly aware of their ratings by 
interest groups. The ability of groups to endorse par
ticular candidates - and, indirectly, to support their 
re-election campaigns - keeps legjslators sensitive to 
group demands (Cigler and Loomis, 2015), especially 
those which resonate in their home districts. 

• In Canada, as in most democr.a.cies, Parliament 
is more reactive than proactive; as a result, interest 
groups treat its members as opinion-formers rather 
than polky-makers. Party voting is entrenched in the 
House of Commons, extending beyond floor vote-s 
w committees and, in any case, 'committees seldorn 
modify in more than marginal ways what is placed 

before them and virtually never derail any bill that 
the government has introduced' (Brooks, 2012: 257). 
Such a disciplined environment offers few opportu
nities for inRuence. 

Lobbying is a core activity of most interest 
groups and is usually conducted directly by group 
leaders. Increasingly, however, such efforts can take the 
form of hiring a specialist lobbying ftrm to represent 
the group to key decision-makers (see Focus 18.2). 
This development raises some troubling questions. Is 
it now possible for wealthy interest groups and corpo
rations simply to pay a fee to a lobbying fi rm to ensure 
that a bill is defeated or a regulation deferred' Is lob
bying just a fancy word for bribery? On tl1e whole, 
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• Lobbying 

In the British Parliament, between the chambers of the House of Commons and the House of lords, is an open 
lobby where citizens could once approach their Members of Parliament in order to plead their case or request 
help . From this habit derived the terms lobbying and lobbyist. The essential meaning of these terms remains 
the same but has evolved into the more specific idea of organize-d efforts by paid intermediaries to influence 
government. l obbyists are professionals, often working for corporations or even for lobbying firms consisting 
of hired guns in the business of interest group communication. Such services are offered not only by specialist 
government relations companies, but also by divisions within law firms and management consultancies. These 

operations are growing in number in liberal democracies, with so me companies even operating internationally. 

l obbying is grov~ng for three main reasons: 

• Government regulation continues to grow. A specialist lobbying fi rm working for a number of interest groups 
can often monitor proposed regulations more efficiently than would be the case if each interest group 

undertook the task separately. 

Public relations campaigns are becoming increasingly sophisticated, often seeking to influence interest group 
members, public opinion and the government in one integrated project. Professional agencies come Into 
their own in planning and delivering multifaceted campaigns~ which can be too complex for an interest group 
client to manage directly. 

• Many firms now approach government directly, rather than working through their trade association. 
Companies, both large and small, 6nd that using a lobbying company to help them contact a governmel)t 
agency or a sympathetic legislator can yield results more ~ui ckly than working through an indusuy body. 

The central feature of the lobbying business is its intensely personal character. A legislator is most likely 
to return a call from a lobbyist if the caller is a former colleague. lobbying is about who you know. For this 
reason, lobbying firms are always on the look-out for former legislators or bureaucrats with a warm contact book, 
although the rules on registration and financial disclosure have t ightened recently in some democracies. 

the answer is 'no' . Professional lobbyists are inclined to 
exaggerate their own impact for commercial reasons 
but, except in countries where there are particularly 
strong links between government and key interests 
(such as Japan), most can achieve little more than 
access to relevant politicians and, perhaps, bureaucrats. 
O ften, the lobbying firm's role is merely to hold the 
client's hand, helping an inexperienced company find 
its way around the corridors of power when it comes 
to town.' 

Lobbying; Efforts made on belu)( of individuals, groups 
or organizations to irt.Auence t.he decisions m3de by dectcd 
offtc131s or burt.aucnrs. 

Rather than viewing professional lobbying in a 
negative light, we should recognize its contribution 
to effective p olitical communication . It can focus the 

client•s message on relevant decision-makers, ensur
ing that the client's voice is heard by those who 
need to hear it. Furthermore, lobbyists spend most 
time with sympathetic legislators, co ntributing to 
their promotion of a cause in which they already 
believe. Long- time Brussels-based commercial lobby
ist Stanley Crossick (quoted in Thomas and H rebenar, 
2009: 138) said that 'successful lobbying involves get
ting the right message over to the right people in 
the right form at the right time on the right issue'. 
In that respect, at least, it enhances the efficiency of 
governance. 

Of course, not everything in the lobby is rosy. 
Even if a company achieves no more for its fee than 
access to a decision-maker (and even if that meeting 
would have been possible with a direct approach), 
perhaps such exchanges in themselves compromise 
the p·rinciple of equality which underpins democracy. 
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Because buying access and buying influence are rarely 
distinguished in the public's mind, meetings arranged 
through lobbyists damage the legitimacy of the politi
cal process and generate a need, only now being met, 
for effective re{,'ulation. But as long as petitioning the 
government is a right rather than a requirement, it is 
difficult to see how inequalities in interest representa
tion can be avoided. 

Indirect influence through political parties 
In the past, many interest groups sought to use a 
favoured political party as a channd of influence, with 
group and party often bound together as members of 
the same family. For instance, socialist parties in Europe 
have long seen themselves engaged with trade unions in 
a single drive w promote broad working-class interests. 
In a similar way, the environmental movernent spawned 
both promotional interest groups dealing with specific 
problems (such as pollution, waste, and threats to wild
life) and green political parti(-s. 

Such intimate relationships between interest 
groups and political parties have become exceptional. 
Roles have become more spedalized as interest groups 
concentrate on the speciftc concerns of their members. 
while parties have broader agendas. For instance, the 
religious and class parties of Europe have broadened 
their appeal, seeking to be viewed as custodians of the 
country as a whole, while green parties have long since 
moved far beyond their environmental root> into a 
wide range of policy interests. T he distinction between 
parties seeking power and interest groups seeking influ
ence has sharpened as marriages of the heart have given 
way to alliances of convenience. As a result, most inter
est groups now seek to hedge their bets, rather than to 

develop close links with a specific political party. Loose, 
pragmatic links between interest> and parties are the 
norm, and protective interests tend to follow power, 
not parties. 

Indirect influence through public opinion 
Public opinion is a critical target for promotional inter
est groups, the twin goals being to shape public percep
tions and ai.<o to mobilize public concern so ._, to bring 
pressure on government for policy change. This wider 
audience can be addressed by focusing on paid adver
tising (ad,•ocaG-y advertising), by promoting favour
able C<)verage in conventional media (public relations), 

and by using social media to promote ideas and bring 
together like-minded constituendes. 

Since many promotional groups lack both substan
tial res.ources and access to dedsion-makers, public opin
ion becomes a venue of necessity. Tr•ditionally, though, 
the media are less important to protective groups with 
their m ore specialized and secretive demands. What 
food manufacturer would go public with a campaign 
oppo:sing nutritional labels on foods? The confidential
ity of a government office is a more appropriate arena 
for fighting rear-guard actions of this kind. Keen to pro
tect their reputation in government, protective groups 
steer away from disruption; they want to be seen as reli
able partners by the public servants on the other side of 
the table. 

But even protective groups are now seeking to 
influence the climate of public opinion, espedally in 
political s~tems where legislatures help to shape policy. 
Espechlly when groups sense that public opinion is 
already onside, they increasingly follow a dual strategy, 
appealing to the public and to the legislature. T he risk 
lies in upsetting established relationships with bureau
crat>; however, this danger lr..s declined compared with 
the ern of iron triangles. In Denmark, for instance, 'deci
sion makers seem to accept that grtmps seek attention 
from the media and the general public without exclud
ing them from access to making their standpoint heard 
in decision-making' (Binderkrantz, 2005: 703). Slowly 
and cautiously, even protective groups are emerging 
from the bureaucratic undergrowth into the glare of 
medi:.1 publicity. 

Ingredients of influence 
There is no doubt that some interest groups exert more 
influence over government than others. So, what is it 
that g ives particular groups the ability to persuade' 
Much of the answer is to be found in four attributes 
ranging from the general to the specific: legitimacy, 
sanctions, membership, and resources. 

First, the degree of legitimacy achieved by a par
ticular group is dearly important. Interests enjoying 
high prestige arc most likely to prevail on particular 
issues. Professional groups whose members stand for 
sodal respectability can be as militant on occ..sion, 
and -as restrictive in their practices, as trade unions 
once were. But lawyers and doctors escape the public 
hostility that unions continue to attract. Similarly, the 
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mtnnstc Importance of business to economic. perfor
rnancc means that its reprc...~ent:ativcs can usually obtain 
a hearing in government. 

Second, a group's influence depends on i ~:; mem
bership. This is a matter of density and commitment, 
as well as sheer numbers. Labour unions have seen 
their influence decline as the proportion of workers 
belonging to unions fell in nearly all liberal democra
cies between 1980 and 2012, especially in the private 
sector (see Figure 18.4). Except for Scandinavia, union 
members are now a rninority of the w<)rkf<)rce. This has 
weakened labour's barg.ilning power with government 
and employers alike. Influence is further reduced when 
membership is spread among sever..! interest groups 
operating in the same sector. 

Density: Thf' proportion of all rJ1os.e e.l.igibie to join a 
group '"ho acru3.lly do so. The hjgher the denSil'y1 the 
~tronger a group's authority and bargaini1tg position ,..,.ith 
goven\n:tent. 
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T he corruriltment of the membership is also 
important. For instance, the several million members of 
the US Nationol Rifle Association (NRA) - described 
by the New York Times as 'the most fearsome lobbying 
organ ization in America' (Draper, 2013) - include many 
who are prepared to contact their congressional rep
resentatives in pursuit of the group's goal of 'preserv
ing tb e right of all law-abiding individuals to purchase, 
possess and use firearms for legitimate purposes'. Their 
well-schooled activism led George Stephan<>poulos, 
spokesman for President Clinton, to tlli.s assessment: 'let 
me nnake one small vote for the NRA. They're good 
citizens. They call their Congressmcn.T hey write. T hey 
vote. They contribute. And they get what they want 
over time' (NRA, 2012). 

T hird, the fmancial resources available to an inter
est group affect influence. In the European Union, for 
example, as more decisions have been made at the EU 
level, :so more interest groups have opened offices in 
Brus>els, the scat of the major EU institutions. Prime 

11 2012 
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FIGURE 18.4: Falling trade union membership 
Note: Earlier figure for Poland is from 1990, and for Mexico from 1992. 
Soutce: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (201 5) 
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Brief Profile: Egypt has long been a major player in 
Middle East politics, thanks not only to its pioneering 

role in the promotion of Arab nationalism b ut also to 
its strategic significance in the Cold War and in the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. It was also at the heart o f the Arab 

Spring, with pro -democracy demonstrations leading to 
the fall from power of Hosni Mubarak in 201 1. Democratic 

elections brought Mohamed Morsi to power in 201 2, 
but he was removed in a military coup the fo llowing 
year. Egyptians now face new uncertaintie s, led as they 
arc by a military officer- Abdel Fattah ei-Sis i - who has 
re invented himself as a civilian leader. Egypt possesses the 

second biggest economy in the Arab world, after Saud i 
Arabia, b ut is rcsourc.c"'PPor. It relies heavily on tourism, 
ag riculture, and remittances from Egyptian workers abroad 
a nd struggle s to meet the ne eds of its rapidly growing 
pop ulation. 

Form of government c) Unitary semi-presidential 
republic. Modem state formed \952, and most rece ot constitution adopted 2014. 

Legislature c) Unicamera l People 's Assembly (Majlis e~Shaab) with 567 members. of \•Alom 540 are elected fO< 
renewable four-year terms and 27 can be appointed by the president . 

Executive c) Semi~presidential. A president directty elected for no more than two four .. year terms, governing with a 
prime minister who leads a Cabinet accountabtc to the People's Assembly. There is no vk e president. 

Judiciary c) Egyptian law is b<lsed on a combination of Brit ish, Italia n and Nap oleonic codes. The Supreme Constitutional 
Court has b een close to recent po litical changes in Egypt; it has 21 members appointed for life by the president, with 
mandatory retirement at age 70. 

Electoral system c) A two-ro und system is used tor presidential elections. with a majority vote needed for victory in the 
first cound, while a mixed member majolitarian system is used for Peo!P!e's Assembly e lections; two-thirds of members are 
e lected using party list proportional representation, and one-third in ,an unusual multi~member p lurality system in two farge 
districts. 

Parties¢ Multi~party. but unsettled b ecause of recent instability. Parties represent a wide range of positions and 
ideologies. 

among those groups have been business interest<: indi
vidual corporations are represented either directly or 
through lobbying firms, and several cross-sectoral and 
multi-state fedeutions have been created to represent 
wider economic interests. The latter include Business 

.. 
Europe (with national business federations as members), 
the European Consumers' Org-•nization, the European 
Trade Union Confede.-.tion, and the European Round
table oflndustrialists, an informal forum of chief execu
tives from nearly 50 major European corporations. 
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Inte rest groups in Egypt 
We saw in Chapter & how .. In authoritarian political 
systems based on personal rule, access to polky~makers 

depends on patronage. clients, and contacts - proof of 
the adage that who you know is more important than 
what you know. Egypt is a c-ase in point. h would seem 
to have a healthy and varied interest gro up community, 
representing business, agriculture, the professions, ar.d 
religious groups, but govcmment has long controlled 

access through the kind of corporatism d iscussed la te r 
in this chapter. At the same time, though, some interest 

groups h.ave developed sufficient power and authority 
as to exert the jnfluc nce usually associated with interest 

groups in liberal democta cies. 

The number and reach of groups in Egypt grew 
sharply d uring the a dministration o f Hosni Mubarak 
(1981-2011). Groups such as the Chamber of Commerce 
and the Federat ion of fndustries lob bied for oconomic 

liberaliz.ation, including the abolition of fixed prices. The 
leaders of professional groups such as the Journalists 
Synd icate, the Lawyers Syndicate, and the Eng ine ers 
Syndicate used their personal contacts in government 

Fourth, the ability of a group to invoke ~anctions 
is clearly important. A labour union can go on strike, a 
multinational corporation can take its investments else
where~ a peak assodarion can withdraw its cooperation 
in f<)rming policy. As a rule, promotional groups (such 
as those with environmental interests) have fewer sanc
tions available to use as a barg<ining chip ; their influence 
suffers accordingly. 

Social movements 
Interest groups are part of conventional politics, operat
ing through orthodox channels such as the bureaucracy. 
Like the political systems of which they form part, they are 
increasingly treated with distrust by the wider public. It is 
perhaps no surprise, then1 that traditional interest groups 
have been supplemented by social movements - a 
less conventional fonn of participation through which 
people come together to seek a common objective 
by means of an unorthodox challenge to the existing 
political order. T hese movements do not necessarily 
consist of pre-existing interest groups, but groups are 
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to win <-oncessions fo r their members. Interest groups 

became so numerous that the Muba rak government felt 
the need to monitor them more close ly, requiring that 
they b e officially registered, and taking the controversial 
step in 1999 of passing a law that gave the gove rnment 
conside rable powers to interfere in the work of group s. 
It could hire and fire board members, cance l board 
decisions, and even dissolve a group by court order. 
Groups were also barred from taking part in political 
activity, and the ir members were subject to imprisonment 
for a variety of vague and general crimes, includir~g 

'und e rmining national unity'. Groups affiliated with 
relig io us o rganizations and those working on human 

rights issues were particula rly affected by this reas.scrtion 
of trad itional state authority. 

The administration of Abdel f attah ei· Sisi \hat came 

to power in a military coup in 2013 remains influenced by 
the mil itary, and concerned about promoting economic 
deve lopme nt and controlling Islamic militancy. For the 
foreseeable future , the value of interest groups is likely 

to be defined in Egypt by the extent to which they are 
consistent with these goals. 

often a t their heart; thus the environmental movement 
that emerged in most industrialized countrie~ in the 
1960s wa~ driven by interest group~, which continue 
to carry the banner of the environmental movement 
today. Social movements espouse a political style which 
distances them from established channels, thereby ques
tioning the legitimacy, as well as the decisions, of the 
government. Their memben adopt a wide range of pro
te~t act<, including demonstrations, sit-ins, boycotts, and 
political ~trikes. Some such acts may cross the border 
into illegality but the motives of the acton are political, 
rather than criminal. 

Social movement: A n'!Ove.me.nt erherging from soc.iety 
to pu rsue non-est;:;blislunent goals through wtorthodox 
m.eans. Its objectives are broad rather th3n se-Ctional and its 
style :i1wolve~ a challenge by traditional outsiders to existiJlf; 

elites. 

Consider the exomple of the protestors who occu
pied Z uccotti Park in New York City's fmancial dis
trict in 2011 to express their disapproval of growing 
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TABLE 18.2: Comparing social movements, parties, and interest groups 

Social movements Political parties Interest groups 
Seck to influence government? Usually Yes Yes 

Seck to become government? No Yes No 

Focus o n a single issue? Sometimes Ra rely Usually 

Formally organized? Not usually Yes Yes 

Tactics used? Unconventional Conventio nal Mixture 

Main levels of operation? Global, national. local National. regtonal Glob al, natio nal, local 

income inequality, especially in the financial sector. 
U sing the slogan 'We are the 99 per cent' , O ccupy Wall 
Street rapidly became not only a national, but also an 
international phenomenon, with tented encampments 
emerging in many countries, including Australia, Bra
zil, Canada, Fr.mce, Germany, Mexico, N ew Zealand, 
Nigeria, South Africa, and Turkey. W ithout putting up 
candidateS for election or engaging in conventional lob
bying, the Occupy protests succeeded in focusing public 
attention on income disparities and unchecked corpo
rate pO\VCr. 

To appreciate the character of social movem ents, 
we can usefully compare them with parties and interest 
groups (see Table 18.2). Movements are more loosely 
organized, typically lacking d1e precise membe"hip, 
subs~Tiptions, and leadership of parties. As with those 
parties whose orif:,>irls lie outside the legislature, move
ments emerge from S<)Ciety to challenge the political 
establishm ent. H owever, movements do not seek to craft 

TABLE 18.3: Examples of social movements 

Tlme and place 
Gay eights Most active 1960s-prese nt, 

in developed non~lslamic 
countries 

Chipko movement 1960s-1980s, lndia 

Anti-apartheid moveme nt Mid ·1960s- 1994, mainly 
Britain 

Landless workers Mid-1980s-present, Brazil 

Anti-globalization Late 1980s-present, many 
countries 

Fair t rade 1960s-present, originally in 
Europe 

distin c t interests into an overall package; rath er, they 
d ainl the moral high ground in one specific area. 

Like interest groups, social movements can some
time.s have focused concerns, such as protests against 
a war or in support of nude-.tr disarmament, but their 
concerns are usually broader, as with the cases of the 
feminist, environmental, and civil r ights movem ents. As 
with :interest groups, social movements do not seek state 
power, aiming rather to influence the political agenda, 
usually by claiming that their voice has previously gone 
unhea rd. W hereas interest groups have targeted goals, 
social movements are m ore diff'use, seeking cultural as 
much as legislative change. For example, dte gay move
ment might measure its success by h ow many gay people 
come out, not j ust by the passage of anti-discrimination 
legislation. Similarly, W<)men's movements may empha
size consciousness ... raising among women . 

T illy (2004 : 33) regards the British anti-slaver y 
movem ent of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

Focus 
Equal rig h ts for gay, lesbian, bise xual and transgender (lGBT) 
p eople 

Villag-e· a n d rural·based p rotests against deforestation 

To end a p artheid in Soutih Africa through sporting , political, 
a nd acade mic boycotts 

land reform and access to land for the p oor 

Critical of the power of global corporate cap italism 

Higher p rices a nd sustainab le techniq ues for producers 
of commodi1ies exporting fro m the develop ing to the 
d eveloped world 
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centuries as the earliest example of a social move
ment as now understood. T he techniques adopted in 
this campaign, including petitions and boycotts, estab
lished a palette of protest activities soon emulated by 
other reforming groups. Then came the suffragette 
movements of the early nineteenth and early twen
tieth centuries on both sides of the Atlantic, which 
were instrumental in winning the right t.o vote for 
women. Since thert, the number, concerns, and sig
nificance of social movements have all expanded (see 
Table 18.3). 

In the 1950s, 'mass movements', as they were then 
called, were perceived as a threat to the stability of lib
er..J democracy. They were taken as a sign of a poorly 
functioning mass society 'containing large numbers of 
people who are not integrated into any broad social 
groupings, including classes' (Kornhauser, 1959: 14). 
Movements were judged to be supported by marginal, 
disconnected groups, such as unemployed intellectuals, 
isolated workers, and the peripheral middle class. Good
v.~n and Jasper (2003a: 5) claim that until the 1960s, 
'most scholars who studied social movements were 
frightened of them'. 

The 1960s and 1970s saw a radical rethink. The 
civil rights mO\•ement in the United States mobilized 
blacks from multiple economic and social backgrounds, 
while Vietnam and the draft propelled parts of the edu
cated American middle class into anti-war movements. 
As intellectuals became more critical of government, 
so their treatment of social movements became more 
positive. By the end of the twentieth century, della Porta 
and Diani (2006: 10) were able to conclude that it was 
'no longer pos.<ible to define movements in a prejudi
cial sense as phenomena which are marginal and anti
institutional. A more frwtful interpretation towards the 
political interpretation of contempo rary movements has 
been established.' 

The supporters of social movements do not always 
need much in the way of n.>sources to make an impres
sion; sheer numbers may be enough, provided that the 
goals are clear. This means that social movements lend 
themselves well to political participation in poorer soci
eties, where movements also benefit from the direct and 
immediate interest of many participants in encourag
ing policy change. A good example is the Green Belt 
Movement that has been active since 1977 in Kenya. 
It mobilizes rural women to plant trees in an effort 
to stop deforestation and soil erosion, and to provide 
\vOOd fuel and income. In 2004, its founder - Wangari 
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Maathai - became the first African woman to win the 
Nobel Peace Prize. 

Developments in communications have lowered 
the barriers to entry for new movements, facilitat
ing th eir rapid emergence when ordinary politics has 
been deemed to fail. For example, farmers in France 
have long been renowned for taking their protests 
agains t agricultural policy (including falling prices, 
cheaper imports, and environmental regulation) onto 
the streets. They block traffic by driving their trac
tors slowly along highways, dump tons of vegetables 
or manure onto city squares, and set fire to hay out
side public buildings. In a digital age, such protests are 
easier than ever to co- ordinate. even in the absence of 
fo rmal organization. 

Mass cornmunication also facilitates simultaneous 
global protest with virtually no central leadership at 
all; people in one country simply hear what i.< planned 
elsewhere and decide to join in. A remarkable example 
is provided by the international protests on the week
end of 15- 16 February 2003 against the invasion of 
Iraq, which attr•cted an estimated six million people 
in about 600 cities (Figure 18 .5). Bennett (2005: 207) 
reckons this protest, which provided a shared label for 
peo ple from different backgrounds as well as C(mn
tries, was 'the largest simultaneous multinational dcm
onstra.tion in recorded history'. He concludes (p. 205) 
that ' ·such applications of communication technology 
favour loosely linked distributed networks that are 
minimally dependent on central coordination, leaders 
or ideological commitment' . 

~ 1_500,00) 
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FIGURE 18.5: Demonst rations against the Iraq War, 
2003 
Source: Estimates reported in the F•'nandaJ Times. l? Pebruary 2003 
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Interest groups In 
authoritarian states 
In authont&run SUlO, the n:brionship bctwttn gov
ernment and mtt:n:sl groups is ''ttY differmt from the 
d.:mocnuc model. In libcnJ dcmocncic:s, as we ha•-c 
s«n, powerful groups an capt:ure clements of the gov
ernment butut authont:UUO state$ those groups that do 
exin ate genentlly subotdinate to the regime. Authori-
14rian rulers sec &.:ely org2tlized groups as a potenti.:tl 
thn:'11 to their own power; hence. thc:y seek either to 
repre~~o such groups. or to incorpor.lte them within thcit 
power structure. The groups are prisoner rather than 
mastt:r. 

In the seeond half of the "'"'"tieth century, many 
authoritarian rulers had to confront the clullengc posed 
by new groups unleashed by economic development, 
including labour unions, peasant leagues, and educated 
r:adicllls. One of tltcir responses was to suppress such 
groups completely. Where civil liberties wetc weak and 
groups were new, this approach was fe-gibJc. In mili
tary rcl!imes, leaders often had their own fmgers in the 
economic pic, sometimes in collaboration with ()vcrseas 
corporutions; the goal of rulers was to maintain a work
force that was both compliant and poorly paid. Trouble
makers sedung 10 establish labour unions were quickly 
removed. 

Long-tenn military rule in Burnu offered an 
example of thu foreed exploitation. The military rul
= thatJIO'-cmed the councry from 1962 to 2011 out
lawed mdq>cndcnt tnde unions, collec:ti•-c barg;aining. 
and ~tt~ko. tmpruoned labour acm-ists; and lll2inained 
stnet conuol of the medu. This repressive environment 
cnabkd the regune to we foreed labour, particularly 
from ethnic nunon11es, to extract goods such as tim
ber, whach ""'re cxportt:d through the black market 
for the fuuncial benefit of army officers. Forrunatdy, 
goVllrnance in Burma softened considerably as political 
reform! •trengthencd from 2011. 

Alternatively, authoritarian rulers could work 
to manage the expression of new interests created by 
dt"-clopmcnt. ln other "''onls, thc:y could allow interests 
to OI'J!'lmzc, but >eek to control them: • policy of incor
por:a!lon rather than cxcliUion. By enlisting pan of the 
popuhuon, parucularly its more modern sectors, into 
officially spoauon:d :wociatioru, rulers hoped to accd
cr:ate the push towards ntoderniution. This is • concep
tual cou.lin of the social corpor.1tism discussed <3.rlicr in 

the chapter, the diffcrmce bcmg thattt is a fonn of top
down political manipubnon. It wu conunon in Latin 
America. where the Stlte licensed, funded, and granted a 
monopoly of rq>resentallOII to U\'Oured groups, reftea

mg a Catholic traditiOn Ulhcnted from colooual nmes 
(Wwcla, 2004). 

Before the democnnc and economic n:fonru of 
the 1980s and 1990s, MeXICO offered an example of 
thi1 format. Its go~~Cming system was founded on a 
strong ruling organiution: the lnstitutionru Revolu
tion.uy Pany (PRJ) . This party w.u il!lclf a coalition 
of labour, agrarian, and 'popular' se<:tors {the lat
ter consisting lll2inly of pubhc employees). Favoured 
OJuons and peasant associanons withan these sectors 
gained access to the PRJ. Party leaders proV1ded state 
resou rces, such as subs1dies and control over jobs, in 
exch;wgc fur the political support (not least in ensur
ing PRJ's re-election) of incorporated groups. The sys
tem wa5 a giant patron client network. For the many 
people left out of the org;mixcd structure. however, life 
was e xtremely hard. 

But Mexican corpor:atisrn declined. The state was 
overregulated, b,jving sa much power lo government 
and PRI-af!iliatcd secton as to deter business inwst
ment, especially from ovcneas. A1 the market sector 
expanded, so the patronage available to PRJ dimin
ished. In 1997. an indepcndenl National Workers 
Union emerged 10 claim that the old mechanisms of 
Stlte control "'""' cxh2wced, a point wh1cb was con
firmed by PRJ's defeat m a presldennal clectioa three 
)'C2n later. (PRJ rcg;ained the presulcney m2012,butiu 
victorious andidatc clauned there "'Ould be no rerum 
to the past.) 

The p<liltion of mten:s~ grouJK m commurust states 
w.as even more lll2tginaJ than an other non-democratic 
regimes, providing • stark contmt to plunlum. For 
most of the communist era, there were no mdependcnt 
interest groups. Interest articubtion by freely organized 
groups was inconcciv:~ble. Cornmunut rulers sought 
to h:>.rness all organizations into so-caUcd 'tr:msrnission 
belts' for party policy. Trade unions, the media, youth 
groups, and professional assoe1.1noru ""'re liule more 
than branches of the party, scrvmg the eawe of com
muni.Jt construction. 

Elements of this cradition can s11U be found m con
temporary China (see Ta.blc 18.4). The ruhng Com
munist Party continues to provide the fnmcwor.k for 
most formlll politic•l activity, wtth a clwter of 'mass 
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org-Anizations' that are led by party officials and con
tinue to transmit policy downwards, rather than 
popular concerns upwArds. However, a new breed of 
non-governmental org-.mization c.merged in China in 
th e 1980s, strengthening the link between St:-Ate and 
society. Examples include the China Family Planning 
Association, Friends of Nature, the Private Enterprises 
Association , and the Fede.ration of [ndustty and Com
merce. Typically, only one b<)dy is officially recognized 
in each sector>confirming the state's continuing control. 
T he limited status of these new entities is reflected in 
their title: government-organized non-governmental 
organizations (GONGOs). What we are seeing in 
C hina, then , is what Frolic (1997) calls a 'state-led civil 
society', with civil society serving as an adj unct, rather 
than an alternative, to state power. 

[n hybrid regimes, the position of interest groups 
Jies somewhere between their compar.uive autonomy in 
liberal democracies and their mar{;inal status in authori
tarian states. The borders between the public and pri
vate sectors are poorly policed, allowing presidents and 
th eir allies to intervene in the economy so as. to reward 
friends and punish enemies. But this involvement is 
selective, rather than comprehensive, occasionally over
riding normal business practices but not seeking to 
replace them. 

At least in the more developed hybrid regimes, the 
result can be a dual system of representation, combin
ing a role for interest groups on routine matters, with 
more personal relationships (nurtured by patronage) on 
matters that are of key importance to the president and 
the mling elite. [n the most sensitive economic areas 

TABLE 18.4: Social organizations in China 
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(control over energy resources, for example), employer 
is set ag-.rinst employer in a competition for political 
influence, leaving little room for the development of 
influential b usiness associations. The general point is 
that, even though hybrid regimes allow some inten.>sts 
to be expressed, interest groups are far less significant 
than in a liberal democracy. 

R ussia is an interesting case. Th e separation 
between public and private sectors, so centr<l to the 
organization of interests in the Wesr, has not fully 
emerged. Particularly in the e'•rly post-communist 
years, ruthless business executives, corrupt public offi
cials, and j umped-up gangsters made deals in a virtually 
unregulated free-for-aU. lndividual fmanciers pulled 
the strings of their puppets in government but the 
politics was personal, rather than institutional. In such 
an environment, interests were everywhere but interest 
gtoups were now here. 

As Russian politics stabilized and its economy 
recovered, so some business associations of a Western 
persuasion emerged, even if they have not yet won 
exteiJsive political influence. ru early as 2001, Peregu
dov {2001: 268) claimed that 'in R ussia a network of 

business organizations has been created and is up and 
running'. He suggested that this network was capable 
of adequately representing business interests to the state. 
However, this network has received limited attention 
from Vladimir Putin during his tenure as president. At 
a strategic level, he continues to reward his business 
friends and, on occasion , to imprison his enemies. Top
level relationships are still between groups of powerful 
individ uals, not institu tions. 

Features 

All-China Mass organization Traditional transmis.sion belt for the Communist Party. 
Federation of Trad e 
Unions 

All-China Women's 
Federation 

China Family 
Planning 
Association 

Friends of Nature 

Mass organization Traditionally a party·led body, this federation has created some 
space for autonomous action. 

Non-governmental organization Sponso red by the State Family Planning Commissio n, this 
association operates at international and local level. 

Non-governmental organization Operates with some autonomy in the field of environmental 
education. 

Source: Adapted from Saich (201 5: Olapter 7) 
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We must be wary of assuming that Russia will 
eventually develop a liberal democratic system of 
interest representation. Certain1y. pluralism is not cur
rently on the agenda. Evans (2005: 112) even suggests 
that Putin has 'sought to decR.-ase the degree of plu
ralism in the Russian political system; it has become 
increasingly apparent that he wants civil society to be 
an adjunct to a strong state that will be dedicated to 
his version of the Russian national ideal'. In a man
ner resembling China's GON GOs, the state works to 
collaborate with favoured groups, while condemning 
others to irrelevance. 

The Russian government's strong nationalist tone 
has led to particular criticism of those groups (such as 
women's associations) which have depended on over
seas support to survive in an unsympathetic domes
tic environment . Few promotional groups in Russia 
possess a significant mass membership; most groups 
operate solely at grassroots level, working on local 
projec ts such as education or the environment. As in 
Chin.,, these groups operate under state supervision. 
So Russia's combination of an assertive state and a 
weak. civil society continues to inhibit interest group 
development. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Axe interest groups a part of, or a threat to, democracy? 

• To what extent do special interests limit the functioning of the market of political ideas? 

• True or fulsc: rather than viewing professional lobbying in a negative light, we should recognize its 
contribution to effective political communication. 

• How is the rise of social media likely to impact the organization and political role of interest 
groups? 

• Identify any significant social movements, past or present, in your country. Do they pose a challenge 
to establishment politics? 

• How docs corporatism differ in democr-atic and authoritarian settings? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Civil society 
Corporatism 
Density 
Interest group 
Iron triangle 
Issue network 

Lobbying 
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Public p~olicy 

PREVIEW 
Public policy is an appropriate topic with which to close this book, since it 
concerns the outcomes of the political process. The core purpose of govern
ment is to manage and address the needs of society. The approaches that gov
errunents adopt and the actions they take (or avoid) to address those needs 
collectively constitute their policies, and are the product of the political pro
cesses examined throughout the preceding chapters. Where political science 
examines the organization and structure of the political factory, policy analysis 
looks at how policy is formed, at the influences on poli<:y, and at the results of 
different policy options. 

This chapter begins with a review of three models of the policy process: 
the rational, the incremenr.U, and the g-•rlY•ge-can model. The first provides an 
idealistic baseline, while the second and third are more reflective of reality, but 
it is deb-uable in which proportions. The chapter then goes on to look at the 
policy cycle, an artificial means for imposing some order on what is, in reality, a 
complex and often confusing proce".The problems experienced at each step in 
the process - initiation, formulation. implernentarion, evaluation, and review -
give us insight into why so many public policies fall short of their goals. The 
chapter then looks at the related phenomena of policy diffusion and policy 
convergence, before ending 'vith a review of the dynamics of policy making in 
authoritarian systems, where - 'vith greater focus on power politics - the policy 
process has its own distinctive dynamic. 

KEY ARGUMENTS 

CONTENTS 

• Pub lic pol icy: an overview 

• Models of the pol icy 
process 

• The policy cycle 

• Policy di ffusion and 
convergence 

• Pub lic pol icy in 
authoritarian states 

Studying public policy offers a distinctive perspective within the. s1udy of politics. h involves looking at what 
governments do. rather than the institutional framework whhio w htch they do it. 

Uodertying much poticy analysis is a concern with the quality and effectiveness of what government does. Policy 
analysis asks 'How well?', rather than just 'How?' or ''Nhy?' 

There is arways a danger of imagining policy~maktng as a rationa I pro~ss with precise goals. The incremental and 
garbage-can models offer a hearty dose of realism. Policy. it is always worth remembering. is embedded in politics: 
a statement of policy can be a cover for inaction. 

Breaking the policy process into its component stages, from initiation to evaluation, helps in analysing and 
comparing policies. The later stages, implementation and evaluation, provide a different focus which is integral to 
policy analysis. 

Policy diffusion and convergence studies he1p explain how policies evolve in similar directions in multiple countries. 

Policy in authoritarian regimes plays a secondary ro1e to politics. where the overriding requirement for survival in 
office often leads to corruption, uncertainty, and stagnation. 
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Public policy: an overview 
P ublic policy is a collective term for the objectives and 
actions of government. It is more than a decision or even 
a set of decisions, but Instead describes th e approaches 
that elected officials adopt in d~aling with the demands 
of their office, and the actions they uke (or avoid taking) 
to address public problems and needs. T h e choices they 
make are driven by a variety ofinfluences, including the 
priorities they face, their politic:&) ideology. the economic 
and political dim:att, and the budgets they mve all2il
able. Policies consist both of aims (say. to ~ climate 
change) and of means {switching to renewable soun:es of 
energy in <m!er to cut carbon dioxide emissions). 

Public pohcy: The p®tion• •dopted and the .roons taken 
(or avoided) by gownuuents., Llu:y add""' the needs of 
society. 

W hen parties or candidates run for office, they 
will have a shoppitlg list of issues they wish to address, 
and the positions th~'Y uke will be their policies. When 
they are elected or •ppointed to office, they will usu

ally continue to pursue W(.'Se policies. which will be 
expressed in the form of public Statements, govemment 
programmes, bws, and actions. If policy was limited to 
these published objec:ti\'es, thc:n it might be rebti.cly 
easy to undentand and measure. However, govern
ment and governance are also influenced by informal 
activities, opportunism, the ebb ant! Bow of political 
and public interest, and simply responding to needs and 
problems as they present thcJmclws. 

Once elected to office, political leade.rs will often 
find that their priorities and preferred responses will 
change because of citcumsmnccs. T hc'Y may be diverted 
by other more urgent problems, or find that their pro
posals lack adequate political support or funding, or dis
cover that implemen~:~tion is more difficult then they 
anticipated. In understanding the policy process, it is 
important to avo1d imposing rationality on a process that 
is often dri"en by political considerations: policies can be 
contradictory. they can be nothmg more than window
dressing (an attempt to be seen to be doing something, 
but without any re.ilistic: expc'Ctation that the objective 
will be achieved), and poliL'Y statements may be a co,ocr 
for acting in the opposite way to the one stated. 

But whatever the course taken and the eventual 
outcome, the actions of government (combined with 
th eir inaction) are understood as their policies. These 
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policies become the defming qualities of governmentS 
and their leaden, and the records of these policies in 
addressing and alleviating problems will become the 
reference points by which governments and leaders are 
assessed. and a key factor in detennining whether or not 
they will be retu.rncd to another term in office. 

The p:ll'ticular task of policy analysis is to under
stand what governments do, how they do it, and what 
difference it makes (Dye, 2012). So, the focus is on the 
content. instrumc:nts, impact, and evaluation of public 
policy, more than on the influences that come to bear 
on the policy process. The emphasis is downstream (on 
implemtnt:ttion and results) as much as upstream (on 
the institutional sources of policy). Because analysts are 
concerned with improving the quality and efficaey of 
public policy, the subject exudes a practical air. Policy 
analysts w•nt to know whether and why a policy is 
working, and how else its objectives might be pursued. 

Policy analysis: The sy<tenutic study of the content •nd 
impact of public policy. 

Models of the policy process 
In analysing the manner in which poli<.:y is made, schol
:us ha''C devcloped thn:e distinct models: the rauonal 
model as1ociatcd with Herbert Simon (1983) , the incre
mental model developed by Charles Lindblom {1959, 
1979), and the b"unage-can model, so named by Michael 
Cohen el n/. (1972) . In evaluating these different perspec
tives, :amd in looking at policy analysis generally, 've must 
distinguish between accounts of how policy sh ould be 
made and description$ of how it actually is made. Mov
ing through each of these models in order (Table l9.1) 
is, in part, a transition from the formet to the latter: 

0 The rational model seeks tO elaborate wmr would be 
mvolved in rational policy-making without as.'luming 
that lts conclusions = rdlected in what ..:tually mppeos. 

o The incrcmcnul modd views policy as a comprOmise 
bet~ aero~ with ill-<ldined or even contradictory 
gools. and can be so:n either as an account ofhow poli
tics ought to proc<'C:d (namely. peacdiilly =onciling dif
ferent intc:n:su), or as a description ofbow poliey is made. 

o 11te garbage-can model is concerned with high
lightint~ the many limitations of the policy-making 
process within many organizations, looking only at 

what is, not what ought to be. 
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TABLE 19.1: Three models of pol icy·making 

Goals and means Optimum policy Analysis Guidance 
outcome 

Rational Goals are set before means. Policies will achieve Comprehensive: all Theory. 
explicit goals. effects of all options are 

addressed. 

Incremental Goals and means a re Policies will b e agreed Selective; the goal is Comparison with 
consid ered together. by a ll the main actors. acceptable policy, not the similar p robtems. 

best policy. 

Garbagc~can Goals arc discovered Some p roblems are Little ; the organization acts Trial and erro r. 
through actions taken by partly addressed rather than decides. plus some 
the organizatio n a nd are not some of the time. me-mory of recent 
specified separately. 

The lesson is that we should recognize the different 
functions th ese models perform, r•ther than presenting 
them as wholly competitive. 

The rational model 
Suppose you arc the secretary of education and your 
key policy goal is an improvement in student perfor
mance. If you opt for the rational model, then you 
would first ensure that you had a complete and accurate 
set of data on performance levels, then set your goals 
(for example, a 10 per cent in~Tease in the number of 
students going to university within five years), and then 
you would list and consider the most effidcnt m eans 
of achieving those goals. You might choose to improve 
secondary teaching, expand the size or the number 
of universities, deepen support for students from dis
advantaged backgrounds, in~Tease the number of uni
versity staff. improve facilitiL-s, or some combination of 
th ese approaches. Your approach focuses on efficiency, 
and demands that policy-makers rank all their values, 
develop specific options, check all the results of choosing 
each option against each value, and select the option that 
achieves the most values. 

Rational model; An approach to unde-rStanding policy that 
assume,s the metbodic31 identi6tatiou of the mosr-d:ficie.nt 
me-ans of achieving specific goal.:;. 

Cost-benefrt analysis: A 1l e-ffon to make. decisions on the 
bas~ of a system.atic reviev.· of the rebti:ve costs and benefits 
of avail3ble options. 

This is, of course, an unrealistic counsel of perfec
tion , because it n.'<juires policy-makers to foresee the 

experiences. 

unforeseeable and measure the unmeasurable. So, the 
rational model offers a theoretical -y-ardstick, rather than 
a pr.tctical guide. Even so, techniques such as cost
benefit analysis (CBA) have been developed in an 
attempt to implement aspects of the rational model, 
and the results of such analyses can at least discourage 
policy -making driven solely by political appeal (Board
man eJ al., 201 0). 

Seeking to analyse the com and benefits associated 
with each possible decision does have strengths, particu
larly when a choice must be made from a small set of 
options. Specifically, CBA brings submerged assump
tions to the surface, benefiting those interest< that would 
otherwise lack political clout; for example, the benefit 
to the national economy from a new airport runway 
is fac tored in, not ignored by politicians overreacting 
to vociferous local opposition. In addition, CBA dis
courages symbolic policy-making which addresses a 
concern without attempting anything more specific; it 
also contributes to transparent policy-making by forc
ing decision-makers to acco unt for policies whose costs 
exceed benefi ts. 

For such reasons, CBA has been formally applied to 
every· regulatory proposal in the United States expected 
to have a substantial impact on the economy. It has also 
played. its part in the development of risk-based regula
tion in the United Kingdom, under which many R-gula
tors seek to focus their efforts on the main dangers, rather 
than mechanically applying the same rules to all. The 
cost-benefit principle here is to incur expenditure where 
it can deliver the greatest reduction in risk (Hutter, 2005). 

However, CBA, and with it th e rational model of 
policy formubtion, also has weaknesses. It underplays 

soft f.actors such as fairness and the quality of life. It 
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calculates the net distribution of costs and benefits but 
ignores their distribution across social groups. It is cum
bersome. expensive, and time-consuming. l t does not 
automatically incorporate estimates of the likelihood 
that claimed benefits will be achieved. There is often no 
agreement on what constitutes a cost and what consti
tutes a benefit. 

Take, for example, the problem of air pollution. 
\Ve know it exists (particularly in and around large 
urban areas), we know its sources, we have a good 
idea of how to control and prevent it, and we have 
a good idea of i ts potential impact on human life. 
There is little question that it causes health prob
lems, and can reduce overall life expectancy. How
ever, it affects people differently, because some have a 
greater capacity than others to live and function in a 
polluted environment. The precise link.< between pol
lution and illness or death are often unclear, we can
not be sure how much health care com are impacted 
by higher levels of pollution, and it is hard to place 
a value on a human life, or - more specifically -
on extending life expectancy (Guess and Farnham, 
2011: ch. 7) . I t is also hard to calculate the relative costs 
and benefits of economic development that takes pol
lution control into -account versus such development 
that does not. T he result of difficulties is that, in th e 
real political world, any conclusions from CBA may be 
over- ridden by broader, less dear-cut but m ore impor
tant considerations. 

The incremental model 
W here the rational model starts with goals, the incre
mental model starts ,.nth interests. Taking ag-.tln th e 
example of improved educational performance, an 
education secretary proceeding incrementally would 
consult with the vario us stakeholders, including teach
ersJ unions, university administration.;. and educational 
rese-archers. A consensus acceptable to all interests 
might emerge o n how extra resources should b e allo
cated. The long- term goals might not be measured 
or even specified, but \Vi: would assume that a policy 
acceptable to all is unlikely to be disastrous. Such an 
approach is policy-making by evolution, not revolu
tion; an increment is literally a small increase in an 
existing sequence. It ties in to the idea of path depend
ence discussed in Chapter 6 (the outcome of a process 
depends on earlier decisions that lead policy down a 
particular path). 
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Incremental model: An approach to policy-m3ling that 
sees policy evolution as taking the form of small cb3J:\ges (ol
lowiog t~egol'i.ation with aA't-cted imerests. 

T he incremental model w-as developed by Lind
blom (1979) as part of a reaction against the rational 
model. Rather than viewing policy-making as a system
atic trawl through all the options, and a focus on a sin
gle comprehensive plan, Lindblom argued that policy is 
contin ually remade in a series of minor adjustments to 
the existing direction, in a process that he described as 
'the science of muddling through'.W hat matters here is 
that those involved should agree on policies, not objec
tives. Agreement can be reached on the desirability of 
following a particular course, even when objectives dif
fer. Hence, policy emerges from, rather than precedes, 
negotiation with interested groups. 

T his approach may not lead to achieving grand 
objectives but, by taking one stc:--p at a time, it at least avoids 
making huge mistal<es.Yet, the model also n-'Veals its limits 
in situations that can only be remedied by strategic action. 
As Lindblom (1 979, 1 990) himself came to recognize, 
increm ental policy-making deals with existing problems, 
rather than with avoiding future difficulties. It is politically 
safe, but unadventurous; remedial, rather than innovative. 
But th.e thre-at of ecological disaster, for instance, has arisen 
precisely from our failure to consider our long-term, 
cumulative impact on the environment. For the same rea
sons, incrementalism is better suited to stable high-income 
liber.U democracies than to low-income countries seeking 
to transform themselves through development. It is plural
istic policy-making for normal times. 

The garbage-can model 
To understand the title of this model, we return to 
our e xample. How would the garbage-can model 
interpret policy-making to improve educational per
formance? The answer is that it would doubt the sig
nificamce of such dear objectives. It would suggest that, 
within th e government's education department, separate 
divisions and indi.nduals engage in their own routine 
work, interacting through assorted committees whose 
composition varies over tirne. Static enrolments may 
be a concern of university administrators and solutions 
may be available elsewhere in the organization, perhaps 
in th e form of people c()mmitted to online le-.rrning, 
or an expansion of financial aid. But whether partici
pants w ith a solution encounter those ,.nth a problem, 
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and in a way that generate.~ a successful rt.-solution, is 
hit and miss - a. unpredictable and fluctuating a. the 
arrangement of different types of garbage in a rubbish 
bin (Cohen et al., 1972). 

Garbage-,can model : An approach to tmder>tanding 
potit.-y-making th:n emphasize its parti3l, Ruidr and 
disorganize-d qualities. 

So, the garbage-can model presents an unset
tling image of decision-making. Where both the 
rational and incremental models offer some prescrip
tion, the garbage-can expresses the pe10ipective of a 
jaundiced realist. As described by Cohen et a/., it is 
'a collection of choices looking for problems, issues 
and feelings looking for decision situations in which 
they might be aired, solutions looking for issues to 
which they might be the answer, and decision mak
ers looking for work'. Policy-making is seen as partial, 
fluid, chaotic, anarchic, and incomplete. Organiza
tions arc conceived as loose collections of ideas, rather 
than as holders of d ear preferences; they take actions 
which reveal rather than reflect their preferences. To 
the extent that problems are addressed at all, they 
have to waic. their turn and join the queue. Actions, 
when taken, typically reflect the requirement for an 
immediate response in a specific area, rather than the 
pursuit of a definite policy goai.At best, some problems 
are partly addressed some of the time. The organiza
tion as a whole displays limited overall rationality -
and little good will come until we recognize this fact 
(Bendor et a/., 2001). 

This model can be difficult to grasp, a fact that 
shows how deeply our minds try to impose r•tional
ity on the policy process. Large, decentralized, pub
lic organizations such as universities perhaps provide 
the b<'St illustrations. On most university campuses, 
decisions emerge from committees which operate 
largely independently. The energy- saving group may 
not know what instruments can achieve its goals, 
while the engineering faculty, fully informed about 
appropriate devices, may not know that the green 
committee exists. The cornmittec on standards may 
want to raise overall admissions qualifications, while 
the equal opportunity group may be more inter
ested in encouraging applications from minorities. 
Even within a single group, the position adopted may 
depend on which people happen to attend a meeting. 

Government is of course a classic example of an 
entity that is both large and decentr.l!ized. It is not a 
single entity but, rather, an array of departments and 
agencies. Several government departments may deal 
witll different aspects of a problem, with none having an 
overaJl perspective. Or one department may be charged 
with reducing pollution while another works to attract 
investments in new polluting fk tories. By considering 
the garbage-can model, we can see why we should be 
sceptical about statements beginning ' the government's 
policy is .. .'. 

Clearly, the garbage-can model suggests that 
real policy-making is far removed from the rigours 
of rationality. Even on key i<~sues, strong, sustained 
leadership is needed to impose a coherent response 
by government as a whole. Many presidents and 
prime ministers advocate joined- up government but 
few succeed in vanquishing the g'.Lrbage-can. Often, 
rationality is a gloss paint applied to policy after it is 
agreed. 

The policy cycle 
O ne way of thinking about public policy is to see it as 
a <.)'clieal series of stages. T his risks painting a picture 
of an orderly sequence that is unmatched by politi
cal reality, but it helps impose some order on a phe
nomenon that is often enorm<!usly complex. There are 
various ways of outlining the cycle, one of which is 
to distinguish between initiation, formulation, imple
mentation, evaluation, and review (see Figure 19.1). 
O f course, these divisions are more analytical than 
chronological, because - in the real world - they often 
overlap. So we must keep a sharp eye on political reali
ties and avoid imposing logical sequences on complex 
realities. Nonetheless, a review of these stages will help 
to elaborate the particular focus of policy analysis, 
including its concern with what happens after a policy 
is agreed. 

Initiation and formulation 
Polici es must start from somewhere, but identifYing the 
point of departure is not easy. What we can say is that 
in liber.l! dem<!cracies much of the agenda bubbles up 
from below, delivered by bureaucrats in the form of 
issues demanding immediate attention. These require
ments include the need to fiX the unforeseen impacts 
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I 

• Polley instruments 

As well as understanding how policies are made, it is also important to understand the tools that government 
have available . In short, how exactly do governments govern? The answer gives us insight into the complexity of 

governance. 

It might seem as though a legislature can establish a legal e ntitlement to a welfare benefit, for example, 
and then arrange for local governments to pay out the relevant s:um to those who are eligible . In reality, 

however, legislation and direct provision are just two of many policy instruments and by no means the most 
common. Consider the example of efforts to reduce tobacco consumption (Table 19.2). Policy instruments can 
be classified as sticks (sanctions), carrots (rewards), and sermons (information and persuasion) (Vedung, 1998). 
Sticks include traditional command-and-control functions, such as banning or limiting the use of tobacco. 
Carrots include financial incentives such as subsidising the use of nicotine replacement products. Sermons 
include that stalwart of agencies seeking to show their concern: t he public information campaign. The list in the 
table is by no means comprehensive; Osborne and Gaebler (199 2) have identified more than 30 different policy 

devices. 

In addition to these traditional tools, market-based instruments (MBis) have emerged as an interesting 

addition to the repertoire of policy instruments. Programmes such as tradable pollution permits and auctions are 

increasingfy used in environmental policy, for example: limits are set on emissions, and companies or countries 

that fall below the limits can sell the 'right' to pollute to those tl>a t fail to meet the limits. This way, there is a 
financial benefit to cutting emissions, and a financial penalty to pay for exceeding the limits. In theory, MBis 

resotve the conflict benveen regulation and markets; they aim to regulate by creating new, if in reality often 

imperfect, markets (Huber et al., 1998). 

Given a range of tools, how should policy-makers choose between them? In practice, instrument 
selection is strongly influenced by past practice, by national policy styles, and by political factors, such as 
visibility (something must be seen to be done). Policy-makers can also review questions such as effectiveness, 

efficiency, eguity, appropriateness, and simplicity. Since most policies use a combination of tools, the overall 
configuration should also be addressed. Instruments should not exert opposite effects and they should 

form a sequence such that, for example, information campaigns come before d irect regulation of behaviour 

(Salamon, 2002). 

TABLE 19.2: Policy instruments: the example of tobacco 

Content 

Command and control legislation Authorizing the health department to take measures to limit passive smoking. 

Regulation Banning tobacco consumption in restaurants. 

Services Public Funding public health clinics to provide smoking cessation sessions. 

Finance 

Advocacy 

Private Paying private agencies to r un smoking cessation sessions. 

Taxation Taxing tobacco products. 

Subsidy Offering a rebate on purchases of nicotine replacement products. 

Information Launching a publicity campaign about the harmful effects of smoking. 

Persuasion Launching a publicity campaign to encourage people to stop smoking. 

Civil sodety Creating and funding anti-smoking groups. 
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Initiation 
Placing a problem on the 

public agenda> 

Review 
Deciding what to 

do next 

Evaluation 
Assessing the effects 

of the policy 

Formulation 
Developing a response 

Implementation 
Acting upon the policy 

FIGURE 19.1: Stages in the policy process 

of earlier decisions, leading to the notion of policy as 
its own cause (Wildavsky, 1979: 62) . For example, once 
a new highway is opened, additional action will be 
needed to combat th e spillover effects of congestion, 
accidents, and p ollution. 

R ather like the development of law, public pol
icy naturally tends to thk ken over time; the workload 
increases, and cases of withdrawal - such as abolishing 
government rc...1tJ.tlations - are uncommon. In addition, 
much political business, including the annual budget, 
occurs on a regular cycle, dictating attention at certain 
times. So, policy-makers find that routine business always 
presses; in large measure, they n.>spond to an agenda that 
drives itsel( 

W ithin that broad characterization, poli<.-y initia
tion diffen somewhat between the United States and 
European (and o ther party-led) liberal democracies. !n 
the pluralistic world of American politics, success for a 
proposal depends on th e opening of policy windows, 
such as the opportunities created by the election of a 
new administration. This policy window creates the 
possibili ty of innovation in a system biased against radi
cal change. Thus, Kingdon (201 0) suggests that policy 
entrepreneurs help to seize the moment. Like surfers, 
th ese initiators must ride the big wave by convincing 
th e political elite not only of the scale of the prob
lem, but also of the timeliness of their proposal for its 

resolution. 

Policy entrepreneurs: Those who promote tle~v policies or 
polk .. ·y idea;;, by rai!>ing the pmfi]e of an is.'\ue, framing how ir 
i~ di~~u<!M, or de.tllMstrating uew "':IY~ of 1p~lyi.tg old ide.u. 

From this perspective, interest group leaders suc
ceed b y linking their own preferred policies to a wider 
narrative; try to save the whale and you will be seen, 
rightly or wrongly, as concerned about the environ
ment generally. Develop proposals for skills tr.Uning and 
you w ill be seen to be addressing the bigger question of 
economic competiti\'eness. However, policy openings 
soon close: the <.-ycle of attenti(m to a particular issue 
is short, as political debate and the public mood moves 
on. C oncepts such as policy mtreprene..r and policy opet~it~g 
carry less resonance in the more structured, party-based 
democracies of Europe. Here, the political agenda is 
under f1rmer, if still incomplete, control, and party man
ifestos and coalition agreements set out a more explicit 
agenda for governm ent. 

Normally, policy-formers operate within a narrow 
range of options, and will seek solutions which arc con
sisterut with broader currents of opinion and previous: 
polici es within the sector. Compare American attitudes 
to medical care with those in th e rest of the indus
trialized world, for example. In the United States, any 
health. care reforms (including those achieved by Presi
dent Obama) must respect the American preference 
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for private provision. Reformers have faced consistent 
opposition from labour uni<)ns, the medical conunu
nity, the health insurance industry, and political con
servatives. In every other major democncy. by contrast, 
public health care is entrenched, either in public provi
sion (e.g. Britain's National Health Service) or more 
often through collective health insurance schemes. The 
general point is that policy formulation is maS-lively 
constr•ined by earlier decisions in a path dependent 
fashion. 

Implementation 

Mter a policy bas been agreed, it must be put into 
effect - an obvious point, of course. except that much 
traditional political science stops at the point where 
government reaches a decision, ignoring the numerous 
difficulties which arise in putting policy into practice. 
Probably the main achievement of policy analysis has 
been to direct attention to these problems ofimplemen
tation. No longer can execution be dismissed by Wood
row W ilson (1887) as 'mere administration'. Polk-y is as 
policy does. 

Turning a blind eye to implementation can still be 
politically convenient. Often, the political imperative is 
just to have a policy; whether it works, in some further 
sense. is neither here nor there. Coalition governments, 
in particular, are often based on elaborate agreements 
between parties <m what is to be done. This bible must 
be obeyed, even if its commandments are expensive, 
ineffective, and outdated. 

But there is a political risk in sleepwalking 
into implementation failure. For example, the Brit
ish government's failure to prevent mad cow disease 
from crossing the species barrie r to humans in the 
late 1980s was a classic instance of this error. Off>
cial committees instructed abattoirs to remove infec
tive material from slaughtered cows but, initially, took 
no special steps to ensure these plans were carried 
out carefully. As a result of incompetence in slaugh
terhouses, the disease agent continued to enter the 
human food chain, killing over 170 people by 201 2 
(Ng drsu, 2012). T he standing of the government of 
the day suffered accordingly. 

We can distinguish two philosophies of imple
mentation: top-down and bottom-up. The top-down 
approach represents the traditional view. Within this lim
ited perspective, the qut>stion posed is the classical prob
lem of bureaucracy: how to ensure political direction of 
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unruly public servants. Ministers come and go, and fmd 
it bard to secure compliance from departments already 
committed to pet projects of their own. Without vigi
lance from on high, sound policies can be hijacked by 
lower -level officials committed to existing procedures, 
diluting the impact of new initiatives (Hogwood and 
Gunn, 1984). 

This top-down approach focused excessively on 
control and compliance. As with the rational model 
of pubcy-making from which it sprang, it was unrC'.U
istic. and even counter-productive. Hence the emer
gence of the contrasting bottom-up perspective, 
with its starting point that policy-mailers should try 
to engage, rather than control, those who translate 
_policy into pn1.ctice. Writers in this tradition, such 
as Hill and Hupe (2002), ask: what if circumstances 
have changed since the policy was formulated' And 
what if the policy itself is poorly designed? Much 
legisl.ation , after all, is based on uncertain informa
tion and is highly general in content. Often , it canno t 
be fo.Jlowed to the letter because there is no letter to 
follow. 

Top-down implementation: Conceive~ the t"sk of policy 
impLetneutatiOJ'I as ensuriug that policy execution de.livers 
the outputs 3lld outcotnes spe.c:ified by the policy-makerS. 

Bottom-up implementation: Judges that those who 
e.xecute policy should be e.ncouraged to adapt to lcx:al and 
ch:!ttging circumstances. 

Many policy analysts now suggest that objectives are 
more likely to be met if those who execute policy are 
given not only encouragement and resources, but also 
flexib ility. Setting one specific target for an Otj,>anization 
expected to deliver multiple goals simply leads to unbal
anced delivery. Ordy what gets measured, gets done. 

Furthermore, at street level - the point where policy 
is de]jvered - policy emerges from interaction between 
local bureaucrats and affected groups. Here, at the sharp 
end, goals can often be best achieved by adapting them 
to local circumstances. For instance, policies on educa
tion, ht'dlth care, and policing will differ between rural 
areas and the inner city. If a single national policy is left 
unmodified, its fa te will be that of the mighty dragon in 
the Chinese proverb : no match for the neighbourhood 
snail e. 

F urther, local irnplementers will often be the 
only people with full knowledge of how policies 
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interact. They will know that, if two policies possess 
incompatible goals, something has to give. T hey will 
know the significant actors in the locality, includ
ing the for-profit and voluntary agencit'S involved in 
policy execution. Implementation is often a rnatter 
ofbuilc:ling relationships between org-•nizations oper
ating in the field, an art which is rarely covered in 
central manuals. T he idea of all politics being local, 
quoted in Chapter 11, applies with particular force to 
policy implementation. 

So, a bottom-up approach reflects an incremental 
view of policy-making in which implementation is seen 
as policy-making by other means. This approach is also 
attuned to the contempomry emphasis on governance, 
with its streSs on the many stakeholders involved in the 
policy process. The challenge is to ensure that local coa
litions work for the policy, r<ther than forming a con
spiracy ag-•inst it. 

Evaluation 

Just as policy analysis has increased awareness of the 
importance of policy implementation, so too has it 
sharpened the ulcus on evaluation. The task of pol
icy evaluation is to work o ut whether a programme 
has achieved its goals and if so how effidently and 
effectively. 

Public policies, and the organizations created 
to put them into practice, lack the dear yardstick of 
profitability used in the private sector. How do we 
appraise a defence department if there are no wars 
and, therefore, no win-loss record? Which is the most 
successful police force: the one that solves the great
est number of crimes, or the one that has the fewest 
crimes to solve? 

Evaluation is complicated further because, as we 
have seen, goals are often modified during implemen
tation, transforming a failing policy into a c:lifferent 
but more successfitl one. T his 'mushiness of goals' , to 
use Ketti's phrase (2011: 287), means that the intent 
of policy-makers is often a poor benchmark for eval
uation. Consider the case of the European Union's 
attempts to inject more rapid growth into the Euro
pean economy. Much was made of the launch in 2000 
of the Lisbon Strategy, whose goal was tO make the 
EU 'the most dynamic and competitive knowledge
based economy in the world within a decade'. 1t soon 
became clear that member states were failing to make 
the necessary changes (such as reducing regulation 

and opening markets), so the Lisbon Str<tegy was 
transformed into the Europe 2020 strategy, changing 
some -of the specific goals and extending the target by 
a decade. 

The question of evaluation has often been ignored 
by governments. Sweden is a typical case. In the post
war decades, a succession of social democratic admin
istrations concentrated on building a univers.al welfare 
state vvithout even conceiving of a need to evaluate the 
efficiency and effectiveness with which services were 
delivered by an expanding bureaucracy. In France and 
Germany, and other continental European countries 
where bureaucratic tasks are interpreted in legalis
tic fa<hion, the issue of policy evaluation still barely 
surfaces - often to the detriment of long-suffering 
citizens. 

Yet, ·witho ut sonte evaluatio n, governments are 
unable to Jearn the lessons of experience. In the 
United States,Jinuny Carter (president, 1977-81) did 
insist that at least 1 per cent of the funds allocated 
to any project should be devoted to evaluation; he 
wanted more focus on what policies achieved. In the 
1990s, once more, evaluation began to return to the 
fore. For example, the Labour government elected 
in Britain in 1997 claimed a new pragmatic con
cern w ith evidence-based policy: what mattered, it 
claimed, was what worked. In some other democra
cies, too, public officials began to think, often for the 
first time, about how best to evaluate the programmes 
they a dministered. 

Policy outputs: The actions of governrne;)t, which are rd3-
tivdy easily identified and measured. 

Policy outcomes: Tbe achievements of govemrnent~ whicb 
are n.t:ore difficult to coufinll a.nd rnea~ure. 

Evaluation stuc:lies c:listinf,>uish between policy 
outputs and policy outcomes. Outputs are easily 
meas= ed by quantitative inc:licators of activities: visits, 
trips, treatments, inspections. T he danger is that outputs 
turn into targets; the focus becomes what was done. 
rather than what was achieved. So, outcomes - the 
actual results - should be a more important component 
of evaluation. The problem is that outcomes are easier 
to define than to measure; they are highly resistant to 
change and, as a result, the cost per unit of impact can 
be extraordinarily high, with gains often proving to be 
only temporary. Further, outcomes can be manipulated 
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by agencies seeking to portray their performance in the 
best light. T hey have multiple devious device.1 available 
to th em, including creaming, offioading, and reframing 
(see Table 19.3). 

With so<.-ial progr•mmes, in particular, a cre-.uning 
process often dilutes the impact. For example, an addic
tion tn.>atment centre will find it easiest to reach those 
users who would have been most likely to overcome 
th eir drug use anyway. The agency will want to chalk up 
as successes cases to which it did not~ in fact, make the 
decisive difference. Meanwhile, the hardest cases remain 
unreached. Just as regulated companies are usually in 
a position to outwit their regulator, so too do public 
agencies finesse measured outcomes using their unique 
knowledge of their polk-y sector. 

The stickiness of social reality means that attempts 
to 'remedy the deficiencies in the quality of human 
life' can never be a complete success. Indeed, they 
can be, and sometimes are, a total failure (Rossi et al .. 
2003: 6). If our expectations of a policy's outcomes 
were more realistic, we might b e less disappointed 
with limited results. So, we can understand w hy agen
cies evaluating their own prograrnmes often prefer to 
describe their impressive outputs, rather than their 
limited o utcomes. 

Just as policy implementation in accordance with 
the top-down model is unrealistic, so j udging policy 
effectiveness against specific objectives is often an 
implausibly scientific approach to evaluation. A more 
bottom-up, incremental approach to evaluation has 
therefore em erged. Here, the goals are more modest: 
to gather the opinions of all the stakeholders affected 
by the policy, generating a qualitative narr•tive rather 
than a barrage of output-based statistics. As Parsons 
(1995: 567) describes this approach, 'evaluation has 
to be predicated on wide and full collaboration of all 

TABLE 19.3: Manipulating pol icy outcomes - Definition 
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programme stakeholders including funders. implement
crs and beneficiaries'. 

In such evaluations, the varying objectives of dif
ferent interests are welcomed. They are not dismissed 
as a barrier to objective scrutiny of policy. Unintended 
effects can be written back into th e script, not excluded 
because they are irrelevant to the achievement of stated 
goals. T ins is a more prai,'ITI>tic, pluralistic, and incre
mental approach. The stakeholders might agree on the 
success of a policy even though they disagree on the 
standards against which it should b e j udged. T he object 
of a bottom-up evaluation can simply be to learn from 
the project, r•ther than to make uncertain judgements 
of success. 

But such evaluations can become games of framing, 
blaming, and cbiming: politics all over again, \vith the 
most iJlOwerful stakeholder securing the most favour
able w rite-up. To prevent the evaluation of a project 
from turning into an application for continued funding, 
evalua.tion studies should include external independent 
scrutiny. 

Review 
Once a policy has b een ev.lluated, or t-ven if it has not, 
three options are left: continue, revise, or terminate. 
Most policies - o r, at least, th e functions associated with 
them - corttinuc with o nJy minor revisions. Once a role 
for government is established, it tends to continue, even 
if the agencies charged with performing the function 
migh t change over time, either because a task is split 
between two or more agencies, or because previously 
separate functions are consolidated into a single organi
zation (Bauer et al., 2012). So the observation that there 
is nothing so permanent as a temporary government 
organization appears to be wide of the mark. 

Example, using an employment service 

Creaming Give most help to the easiest 
clients. 

Focus on those unemployed clients who are most employable. 

Offloading 

Reframing 

Keep difficult cases off the 
books, or remove them. 

Relabel the category. 

Source: Adapted from Rein (2006) 

Decline to take on unemployed people with mental health d ifficulties, or 
remove them from the: Ust. 

Where plausible, remove unemployed peop le from the labour market by 
treating them as unemployable or disabled. 
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Brief Profile: Sweden ranks at or ncar the top of 
international league tables focused o n democracy, 
political stability, economic d evelopment, education, and 
social equality; in this sense, it can be seen as one of the 
mo st successful countries addressed in this book. The 
Social Democrats have held a plurality in the Swedish 
parliament s ince 1917, and Sweden tradi~onally lacked 
significant internal divis ions other than class. However, 
a recent influx of immigrants and asylum..,scekers means 

that one in six o f the population was born in another 

country (notably Syria}. raising integratio n concerns. Even 
so, the countty combines a high standard of living with 

a comparative ly equal distributio n of income, showing 
with other Scandinavi.an states - that mass affluence and 

limited inequa lity arc compatible. Meanwhile, Sweden is 
neutral in international affairs, re maining outside NATO 
b>.rt becoming a member of the European Union in 1995. 

Form of government ¢ Unitary parliamentary 
constitutional monarchy. Date of state formation debatable, 
and o ldest element of constitution dates from 18 10. 

Legislature C} Unicameral Rik;dag ('meeting of the realm') with 349 members, e lected fa< renewable four-year terms. 

Executive c:) Parliamentary. The head of government is the prime m inister, who •s head of the largest party or coaJition, 
and governs in conjunction with a cabinet. The head of state is the monarch. 

Judiciary¢ The constitution cons~sts of four entre nched laws: the fnstrument of Government, the Act of Succession. 
the Free dom of the Press Act, and the Fundamental t aw on Freedom of Expression. The Supreme Court (16 members 
appointed until retire ment at the age of 67) is traditionally restrained. 

Electoral system c:) The Riksdag is e lected by party list prop ortion a l representation, with an additio nal tier of sc ats 
used to enhance proportionality. The national vote threshold (the share of votes needed to be awarded any seatS) ~s 4 per 

cent. 

Parties C} Multi-party. The Social Democrats were historically the leading party. sharing their position on the left with the 
Left Party and the Greens. However. a centre-right coalition (led by the conseNative Moderates and includ ing the Centre 
Party. the Christian Democrats, and the Ubcrals) has recently gained ground. .. 
Yet, even if agency termination is surprisingly com

mon, the intriguing question remains: why is policy 
termination so rare? Why does government as a whole 
seem to prefer to adopt new functions than to drop old 
ones? Bardach (1976) suggests five possible explanations: 

• Policies are designed to last a long time, creating 
expectations of fit ture benefits. 

• Policy termifl'•tion brings conflicts which leave too 
much blood on the floor. 

• No one wants to admit the policy w '.tS a bad idea. 
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Public policy In Sweden 
Swedosh policy-ma\Jng was once dcscrib<>d as 'open. 
rationahstJc, consensual and extraordinarily clclibcratove' 
(Anton, 1969: 94). Later, Richardson or a!. (1982) 
characterized Sweden's policy stylo as an~cipatory and 
consensus...,.,kn g. How do those twO irnorprnunions 

stand up in Sweden today? 

They both reman fundamentally correct. from a 
comparative pcnpective. Even on a small unitary state 
with sovereignty flrmly based on a uncamcrallegislaturo, 
Sweden has avOided tne potcntJal for ecntrali:r.ation and 
has developed an elaborate negotiating democracy 
which is culturally and onstillltlonally secure. 

One factor sustaining this distinctive policy style is 
the compact size and policy focus of Swodon's 
12 central government departments, which togcth<>r 
e mploy less tha n 5,001) staff. Their core task is to 'assist 
the Government in supplying background material 
lor usc as a basis for decisions and In conducting 
inquiries into both national and international manors' 
(Regeringskansliet, 201 5). Most technical issues, 
meanwhile, and the services provided by tho extensive 
welfare state, arc contracted out to moro than 300 
pub lic agencies and to local government. This d ivision 
of tasks requires extensive collaboration between 

• Policy tcnnination may affect other programmes and 

interests. 
• Politics rewards innovation rather than tidy 

housekeeping. 

Policy diffusion and 
convergence 
Once, there were no speed limias, no seat belas, no 
nutritional labels, no restrictions on advertising ciga
rettes, no gender quotas for party candidates, and no 
state subsidies for political parties. ow, there are. Most 
democracies have introduced broadly similor policies 
in these and many other areas - and often at a simi
lar time. So, how did they move in tandem from then 
to now? T he answer lies in a combination of policy 
diffusion (Dolowitz and M arsh , 1996; Rose, 2005) 

and policy convergence. The former describ es the 
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public institutions. and is sustained by high levels of 

transparency and trust . 
Committees of enquiry (also known as 

'commissions')are key to policy making. Typically, tho 
government appoints a corrvnittec to research a topic 
and present rcconvnendations. Commmces usually 
comprise a cha ir and advisers but can include opposition 
membc<o; of the Riksdag. or even - somctrncs -just one 
person. The commission consults with relevant tntcrcs.ts 
a nd political parties. its recommendations are publ>shed 
and discussed, the relevant ministry examines the rcpon.. 
a government biU is drafted if needed (and presented 
with a summary of comments received}, and the bill is 
then d iscussed in the Rjksdag, where it may be modified 
before reaching the statute book. This procedure is 
slow, b ut it is a1so highly rational (in that information 
is colloctcd and a na lysed) and onere mental {in that 

organized opponents of the proposal arc given ample 
opportunity to voice their concerns). 

There arc downsides - extensive deliberation may 

contrib ute to b land policy. and the strong Cll\phasis on 
policy formulation may be at the expense of insufficient 
focus o n imp lementation - but the style is distinctively 
Swedish. It offccs a useful yardstick agafnst which to 
compare the less measured policy-making styles found in 

other liberal dcmocrades. 

pheno menon of policy programmes spreading from 
o ne c ountry to another, though "~th le~ emphasis 
o n d eliberate emulation than is suggested by reloted 
terms such as policy transfer, policy learning, or lc~on

drawing. The latter ~fers to a tendency for policies to 
become more similar across countries, a phenomenon 
which can occur without explicit diffusion if different 

countries just respond to common problems (e.g. an 
ageing population) in a similar w;ay (e.g. raising the 
age of retirement). Both diffusion and convergence 
usefully address the comparative dimension in public 

policy analysis. 

Policy diffusion: The oet.dency for policy prognn1111<S to 

spread across countries. 

Policy convergence: Tilt lendency for policies in dHrerem 
cow1tries to becorne more alike. 
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Although policy diffusion bas attracted attention 
as an example of international influence on national 
polky, examples of countries clearly emulating innova
tions from abroad remain thin on the ground. In the
ory, the whole world could be a laboratory for testing 
policy innovation; in practice, most policy-making still 
runs in a national groove. How, then, do we explain 
why convergence occurs without explicit emulation? 
In other words, why do democracies adopt broadly 
similar policies in the same time period without the 
self-aware learning from abroad that policy conver
gence suggests? 

A useful point of departure is offered by Rogers 
(2003), whose analysis di.•tinguishes between a few 
innovators and early adopters, the majority (divided i.nto 
two groups by time of adoption), and a small number of 
laggards, with non-adopters excluded (see Figure 19.2). 
Although not designed with cross-national policy dif
fusion in mind, this analysis allows us to i.nterpret the 
spread of a particular policy and to ask why certain 
countries are innovators, either in a particular c.ase, or 
in general. Innovation is perhaps most likely to emerge 
in high-income countries with (a) the most acute 
manifestation of a specific problem, (b) the resources 
to commit to a new policy, and (c) the governance 
capacity to authorize and deliver. A new government 
with fresh ideas and a desire to make its mark is an 
effective catalyst. 

Knill and Tosun (201 2: 275) identify a series of 
factors encouraging policy convergence (Table 19.4). 

TABLE 19.4: Mechanisms for policy convergence -

lnno ... ators 

FIGURE 19.2: The d iffusion of innovation 
Source: Ad apted from Rogers (1962) 

Of these, indepmdent problem·solvit.g is one of the more 
significant: as countries modernize, they develop simi
lar problems calling for a l'olicy response. At an early 
stage of development, for example, issues such as urban 
squalor, inadequate education, and the need for social 
security force themselves onto the agenda. The prob
lems of development come later: the epidemic of obe
sity, for example, or the rising social cost of care for 
the elderly. In national responses to such difficulties, we 
<)lien see policy-making i.n parallel, rather than by diffu
sion. Even if the response in one c<mntry i.• inBuenced 

Example 

Independent 
problem-solving 

As countries develop, similar problems eme rge, 
often resulting in sim ilar policies. 

Under·reg ulated ind ustrialization leads to air and 
water pollutio n. 

International 
agreements 

International 
competiti'on 

Policy learning 

Coercion and 
conditionality 

National policies converge as countries seek to 
comply with international laws, reg ulatio ns, and 
standards. 

Policies providing an e conomic or political 
advantage will be replicated eJsewhere. 

Explicit lesson·drawing can occur even when no 
competitive advantage ensues. 

One country makes policy requirements of 
another, for example in ret urn for aid. 

Sourte: Adapted from Knill and Tosu-.n (201 2: table 11 .5) 

Membership of the World Trado Organization 
imposes common ru1es o n member states. 

Privatization of state-owned enterprises has 
spread throughout the developed world, with 
New Zealand and the UK a mong the innovators. 

Capital punishment is abolished because 
evidence from other countries indicates a limited 
impact on crime rates. 

Reforms imposed o n Greece initially in 2010, in 
retum for financial help in respond ing to the debt 
crisis. 
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by policy innovations elsewhere, it is still the need to TABLE 19.5: The Doing Business Index 
respond to domestic problems that drives policy. 

In addition, policy convergence can result from 
conformity to the ever-expanding array of infema· 

tior~al agreemmts. Covering everything from the design 
of nuclear reactors to the protection of prisoner rights, 
these are agreed by national govermnents and monitored 
by intergovernmental organization.<. Signing up to such 
agreements is voluntary, and the content may be shap<xl 
by the strongest states (the standard-makers r•ther than 
the standard-takers), but international norms remain a 
strong factor in encouraging policy convergence. 

Moving beyond formal international regulation, 
intt mational competitiotJ generates pressures to emulate 
winning policies. Here, an expanding supply of league 
tables produced by international bodies provides 
benchmarks that can have the effect of nudging gov
ernments in the direction favoured by the producer. 
One of those is the World Bank's Doing Business 
Index, which ranks countries based on criteria such 
as the ease of starting a busine<s, registering a property, 
and securing an electricity supply. Table 19.5 lists the 
top ten countries in the 2014 league, along with the 
other cases used in this book, and - for context - last
placed Eritrea. 

In the competition for foreign direct investment, 
for instance, what government would \vant to occupy 
a lowly position in the World Bank's table? Note, how
ever, that there is more than one way to skin a rabbit. In 
seeking overseas investment, some governments em.pha
size workforce quality (a race to the top), while others 
give priority to low labour com (a race to the bottom). 
Competition generates similar pressures but not identi
cal policies; rather, it encourages countries to exploit 
their natural advantages, yielding divergence, rather than 
convergence. 

The fourth mechanism behind policy convergence 
is direct policy leaming, which may al~o be the we-dk
est such mechanism. Governments do not select from a 
full slate of options but must operate in the context of 
national debates and their own past decisions. So, tweak
ing is more common than wholesale copying, and thn.~ 
conditions apply: 

• Foreign models are only likely to be considered seri
ously when the domestic agenda seems to be incapa
ble of resolving a problem. Even then, the search will 
not be global but will focus on similar or neighbour
ing countries with which the learning country has a 
long-standing and friendly relationship. 

Singapore 

2 New Zealand 

3 Hong Kong• 

4 Denmark 

s South Korea 

6 Norway 

7 United States 

8 UK 

9 Finland 

10 Australia 

14 Germany 

16 Canada 

29 Japan 

31 France 

39 Mexico 

43 South Africa 

62 Russia 

90 China 

112 Egypt 

120 Brazil 

130 Iran 

142 India 

170 Nigeria 

189 Eritrea 

" Hong Kong often appears in leag ue tables of this kind, eve.n 
though It is not an independent state. bot a Spedal Administrative 
Region of China. 
Source: Doing Business (2015). Data a1e fo r 2014. 

• Policies themselves often evolve in the process of dif
fusion; they are translated rather than tr.nsported. 
Even if a government does cite foreign examples, it 
may be to justify a p<>li<:y adopted for domestic politi
cal reasons. In general, governments find it more dif
ficult to learn than do individuals. 

• Lesson-drawing can be negative as well as positive, 
because models to avoid are generally more vis
ible than those worth emulating. Germany's hyper
inflation in the 1920s and Japan's lost decades of the 
199 Os and 2000s continue to offer warnings that 
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influence economic policy-nuken throughout the 
developed world, while few countries have shown 
a desire to n:produce Britain's Natioml Health Ser
vice, with ia deli•-.:ry of medieal care through a 
gigantic nationahzed industry. 

While Knill and Tosun do not include this in their 
list, comion and the imposing of conditions by one coun
try on another can olso be an important clement in pol
icy convergence. In extreme cases, victory in war allows 
the domi!Wlt power to impo~ its vision on vanquished 
states, as \vith the fon:ed corutruction of democracy in 
German)' and japan by the victorious allies after the 
Second World War. More commonly, economic vulner
ability gives weak countries little choice but to submit 
to more powerful countries and tO international organi
zations. For cKample, the practice of attaching strings 
to aid became an important theme in international 
politics in the 1990s, after many developing countries 
had become massively indebted to Western banks. Simi
larly, international creditors including the International 
Moncw-y Fund sought to impose challenging refonns 
on Greece in 2010 in an effort to reduce that country's 
sever" financial indebtt>dncoss. The diffictdty with coer
cion as a policy-shaping in~trumcnt is that the re,ceiving 
country may lack genuine commitment to the reforms, 
le•ding to their &ilun: over the long term. 

One conclusion is that we shotdd think in terms of 
the diffiuion of idea£ rather than policies. Even if poli
cies remain attached to nation>l anchors, ideas - at l=t 
for saongcr states - know no boundaries. Broad agen
das (where do "'" need policy?) and frameworks (how 
shotdd we think about this area?) are often transnational 
in character and refined by discussioru in international 
organiutions. Ideas pro•ide a climate within which 
nation;al policies are made, whether or not national 
policy-makers are aware of this influence. In public 
policy, as tn politics generally, ideas matter even if their 
in6uence is difficult to anal~ on other than a case-by
case basis. 

Public policy In authoritarian 
states 
Th o ccrttr•l theme in the policy process of many non
democratic regimes is the subservience of policy to 
politics. Often, the key task for non-elected rtders is to 
play off domestic political forces against each other so 
as to ensure their own continuation in office. Uncertain 

of rhcir own long-term survival in office, authoritar
ian rulers may want to enrich themselves, their &mily, 
and thcir suppon !,'1'0Up while they remain in concrol 
of th.c state's resources. These related gools of politieal 
surviv>l and person>l enrichm.ent are hardly conducive 
to orderly policy devdopmcnl. !u llershberg (2006: 
I 5 I) says: 

To beJUccesrlUI, policies n>u:n "'fleet tlu: capobltioes
e!lcomp=ing <XJ>"rWc, resources and authority- of 
th<! in<rirutioru wd irulividu>ls ch;,rgcd with their 
implemenution.Those copobiliries are more likl:ly to 
be transllr~d uno effccnve perfornunce in environ
ments c,haracterizcd by predict2bJe, uansparc:m and 
efficient pl'ocedures for reaching decisions and for 
adju.clicaring di.ftetences of interest. 

B ut it is precisely thc$c 'predict~ble, transp:trem 
and efficient procedures' that authoritarian regimes arc 
often unable to supply. Frequently, opaque patronage is 
the main political currency; the age-old game of creat
ing and benefiting from political credits works against 
clear procedures of any kind. The result is a conservative 
preference for the existing rules of the game, an indif
ference to policy and a lack of interest in national devel
opment. !u Chazan tt a/. (1999: 171) note in discussing 
Africa, 'patriarchal rule bas tended to be conservative: it 
propped up the existing order •nd did little to promote 
change. It required the exertion of Q great deal of energy 
jusr to maintain conaol'. 

In addition, rulers may simply bck the obility to 
make coherent policy. As a group, authoritarian rtd
ers are less well-educated than the leadtn of liberal 
democracies. This weakness \\':1! especially common 
in nillitary regimes "-hose le..ders U.,quently lacked 
formal education and rnanagcrUI competence. The 
genernls somettmes seized power in an honest attempt 
to improve public policy-malting but then disCOV<:red 
that good govt:rnancc "'quired sltil~ they did not 
poSSds. 

Policy inertia is therefore often a mnd>nl pattern 
under authorit~run rule. Stagnation is reinforced when, 
as in many of the largest non-democracies, the rtders 
engage in rent-seeking, often wing their conttol over 
naturnl commodities such as oil or rare minerals as their 
main source of revenue. For example, government offi
cials might take bribes to provide a licence to a com
pany, o r a passport to a citizen, benefiting both buyer 
and i dler, but imposing a hidden ta.x on tho economy 
and so ciety. In these circumstances, the government 
need n ot achieve the penetration of society required to 
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• The resource curse 

A particular problem that skews policy in several authoritarian states is the so-called resource curse (Auty, 1993; 
Collier and Bannon, 2003). This exists when a countJy is particularly well-endowed in a resource that could and 
should be the foundation for economic development, but instead alters the economic and political balance such 
as to reduce economic growth below the expected level. Oil has turned out to be just such a problem for several 
sub -Saharan African states, such as Nigeria, Angola, Equatorial G uinea, the Republic of the Congo, Gabon, 
Chad, and Sudan. It is also a factor in countries rich in easily exploitable minerals such as copper or uranium, or 

in precious gems such as diamonds. 

The policy element of the ~curse' stems from four main factors: 

• Because these resources are usually relatively easy to exploit and can bring quick and often profitable returns, 
a state will focus its development efforts almost entirely in that sector, investing little in other sectors; this is 
the so-called 'Dutch disease', named for the effects of the discovery of natural gas in the North Sea off the 
coast of the Netherlands in the 1970s (Humphreys et al., 2007). It will thereby have an imbalanced economy 

and will become dependent on a product whose value may be held hostage to fluctuations in its price on the 
international market. 

• When a government can raise adequate revenue from simply taxing a major natural resource, it Jacks 
incentive to improve economic performance by developing the skills of its people, thus damaging growth 
over the long run. 

• The profits that come from these commodities can encourage theft and corruption, ensuring that they 
find their way into the bank accounts of the rich and powerful rather than being reinvested back into the 

community. 

• The effect of the curse is to encourage internal confl ict, when p<>orer regions of the country find that they are 
not benefiting equally from the profits of resources found in o ther parts of the countJy. In the most extreme 
cases, it can lead to violence and civil war. 

Resource curse: A phenomenon by which a state that is 
well-ettdowed in a particular natural resource. or a limite.d 
selection of rtllources~ nouethdes..; -experiences low econonUc 
growth. Unbalanced policy, exte.Jt.;ive corruption :l.Jl d internal 
conAlct all comribute tO the resource curse. 

collect taxes, expand the economy, and develop human 
capitaL Rather, a stand-off· of mutual distrust develops 
between rulers and ruled, <.Tearing a context which is 
incompatible with the more sophisticated policy initia
tives found in many liberal democracies. In the absence 
of effective soc-ial policy at national level, problems of 
poverty, welfare, and medical care are addressed locally, 
if at alL 

Rent---seeking: Se-eking to nuke ar) income from sellit1g a 
sc:uc-e resourc" without ;dding real value, 

T he absence of an extensive network of voluntary 
associations and interest groups in authoritarian states 
preve.ot.S the d ose coordination benveen state and soci
ety needed for effective policy-making and implemen
tation. The blocking mechanism here is fear among 
rulers as much as the ruled. Saich (2015: 199) identifies 
these anxieties in the case of China's party elite: 

W hiJe it is true that pubJic disc;Qurse is bre-aking free. 
of the codes and linguistic phrases establishe-d by the 
parry-state., it is also dear that no coherent alte.rnative 
vi~ion has emerged that would fashion a civil soci
ety. From rhe parcy's point of view, \\-hat is lurking 
in the shadows waiting to pounce. on any opening 
that would allow freedom of expression is revivalism, 
religion, linguistic div ision, regional and non-Han 
e tlmic loyalties. 

As always, however, it is import' .. mt to distinguish 
between different types of authoritarian government.At 
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one extreme, many military and personal rulers show 
immense concern about their own prosperity but none 
at all for that of their country, leading to a policy short
age. At the other extreme, modernizing regimes whose 
ruling elite displays a clear sense of national goals and a 
secure hold on power follow long-term policies, espe
cially for economic development. Such countries do 
not suffer from inertia, but instead find it easier to push 
through substantial policy change, because they can 
suppress the short-term demands that would arise in a 
more open political system. 

China offers an example of the latter approach. It 
survives as an authoritarian regime partly because it 
pursues policies leading to rapid economic develop
ment. The capacity of the leadership of the Chinese 
Communist Party to form and implement coher
ent policy in the world's most populous co untry is 
a remarkable achievement. It owes much to political 
flexibility, the country's authoritarian tradition, and 
the legitimacy the regime has derived from economic 
growth. T he leadership~ sensitivity to public con
cerns, unusual in authoritarian regimes, is seen not 
only in the achievement of economic development 
but also in attempts to limit its unequal consequences. 
For example, the party's 2006 programme, Build
ing a Harmonious Society, sought to reduce income 
ineguality, improve access to medical care for rural
dwellers and urban migrants, extend social security, 
and contain the environmental damage from industri
alization (Saicl1, 2015). 

The story in Russia has been different. Mter the 
initially chaotic transition from communism, the coun
try's rulers achieved considerable policy successes. A 
more predictable environment was cn.>ated for business 

investcment, a recentralization of power encouraged the 
more illfliform application of a newly codified legal sys
tem, t>:~x revenues improved, and social policy became 
more coherent with a controversial 2005 reform that 
replaced the bulk of Soviet-era privileges (such as free 
or subsidised housing, transportation, and medicine) 
with 'supposedly equivalent cash payments' (Twigg, 
2005: 219). 

B ut policy-making remains subject to the politi
cal requirements of the ruling elite. Industrialist< who 
pose a political threat to President Putin still fmd that 
numerous rules and regulations are invoked selectively 
again:st them. T he state has disposed of many enter
prises but rent-seeking continues; the government has 
tightened its control over the oil and gas industries, 
political and economic power remain tightly interwo
ven, precluding - at the highest level - uniform policy 
implementation, and public control o f export commod
ities enables the Russian elite to sustain its own position 
even if it neglects the development of closer connec
tions with the Russian population. Meanwhile, social 
problems such as poverty, alcoholism, violent crime, and 
mr.tl depopulation remain deep-rooted. 

As in many poor countries, even-handed policy 
implementation is impossible in Russia because many 
public officials are so poorly paid that corruption remains 
an essential tool for making ends meet. It may be true 
that sunlight is the best disinfectant, but the improved 
policy process enabled by an escape from corruption 
and rent-seeking cannot be achieved simply by calling 
for more transparen~-y. The dilemma is that transparency 
Bows naturally from broad-based economic develop
ment, but such development itself n.-quires a reduction 
in corruption. 
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• DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

• Which of the three models of the policy process offer.s the most insight into the policy process, and 
how does their utility vary by policy issue? 

• Which policy instruments are likely to b e mo~t effective in reducing (a) obesity, (b) drug addiction, 
(c) texting while driving, and (d) climate change? 

• What additional steps, if any, would you add to the policy cycle? 

• Given the uncertainties of policy-making, why do politicians keep making unrealistic promises, and 
why do voters keep accepting them? 

• Why does policy often fail to achieve its objectives? 

• Can you identify any public policies in your country which were (a) adapted from, or (b) influenced 
by, policies in other countries? 

• KEY CONCEPTS 

Bottom-up implementation 
Cost-beneftt analysis 
Garbage-can model 
Incremental model 
Policy analysis 
Policy convergence 
Policy diffusion 
Policy entrepreneurs 
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